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Methodological Concerns 

and the Progress of Ancient Near Eastern Studies 

Giorgio BUCCEI,I,ATI - Los Angeles 

It is in the nature of a developing field that, as its scope and documentary 
basis become wider, so too does the range of approaches to the subject matter 
become more differentiated. Progress can be measured, in other words, not 
only by the quantitative increase of the data available, but also by the quality 
of the reflection with which the researcher approaches the corpus. The rhythm 
of such progress naturally varies as the conditions for research vary. At times 
it may become so difficult to keep up with the expanding body of new evidence 
that little time is left for anything but the necessary task of providing an ade
quate publication of the material at hand. At other times, instead, whether or 
not the flow of new factual material continues with the same abundance, creative 
interest in attempting a deeper analysis of the evidence becomes imperative, 
and a more decisive effort is made at securing new vantage points. 

The latter description is a rather fitting one for the current stage of research 
in the study of the ancient Near East. Next to the sense of discovery so charac
teristic of many branches of the field, where excavations and museum storages 
are serving as an inexhaustible source of new items for the scholars, there is a 
definite ferment in the way in which various attempts are made at new inter
pretations of the data. With Vico's apposite terminology, one may say that, 
besides securing the data as certain, the necessity is felt more and more to "in
verare il certo", i.e. to bring out the il1l1er "truth" of what has already been 
"ascertained" as factually correct. 

Preparing a volume of studies to be offered to one of the major protagonists 
of the recent history of ancient Near Eastern studies, Ignace]. Gelb, seemed like 
a most appropriate opportunity to pause and take stock of the situation. Ap
propriate not only with respect to the field, where the rapid development in all 
directions calls indeed for some probing self-inquiry, but also with respect to 
the scholar we intend to honor; for his work has been exemplary both in the 
mastery of the traditional tools of the craft and, precisely, in the sustained and 
successful effort at opening new vistas. 

It is no accident, then, that the title of the present volume echoes that of 
the presidential address delivered by Gelb at the American Oriental Society 
in 1966: "Approaches to the Study of Ancient Society". There he described, 
with the enthusiasm which accompanies a truly creative endeavor, the develop
ment of his research interests along new lines: a reconstruction of social structures 
and institutions which utilizes the insight of sociological and anthropological 
theory. Following this manifesto, the results of his socio-historical research 
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have begun to appear in the form of articles which are building up to a major 
work on the social and economic history of ancient Mesopotamia. 

Such recent, seminal work in the field of history is all the more remarkable 
in that it dovetails with another type of research of quite a different orientation, 
namely his work on linguistic matters. Here too he has broken ground in a 
most innovative and authoritative way, by keeping abreast of general linguistic 
theory and utilizing it for a more insightful and accurate presentation of the data. 
The culmination of his work in this area is represented by the volume on Sequen
tial Reconstruction, which appeared in 1969, three years after the Philadelphia 
AOS address. Interestingly, the application of new methods in the field of 
linguistic research has also been combined with the utilization of new tech
niques which are only gradually entering our field of studies, i.e. computer tech
niques: Gelb's Amorite project, though largely still 1.1l1published, draws on the 
resources of electronic data retrieval, and promises to be a significant contri
bution in terms not only of specific results, but also of approach to the problems. 

Social history and linguistic research are the two areas in which Gelb's 
concern for proper methodology has most prominently come to the fore in 
recent years; but much of his earlier work also bears the mark of a keen interest 
toward defining a proper research strategy, particularly when entering 1.1l1char
tered territory. It will be sufficient to mention, in this respect, his work on 
Hittite hieroglyphics and the book on writing (first edition in 1952) - the latter 
giving clear evidence, in the subtitle, of the author's concern for developing an 
overall theoretical systematization: "The F01.1l1dations of Grammatology". 

It is not, however, my purpose to provide an assessment of Gelb's scholarly 
achievements - a task which would vastly exceed my capacity, as the wide 
range of interests reflected in his bibliography, given in the preceding pages, 
makes immediately clear. I would only like to indicate how an attempt at 
reflection over the best line of approach to the study of the ancient Near East 
is consonant with the interests apparent in Gelb's own research, and thus is a 
suitable topic for a volume offered in his honor. I would like to stress as well, 
admittedly with a strong element of personal indebtedness, how effective he has 
been in transmitting the concerns of his research through his teaching, from the 
very initial stages of the sequence of courses he offers, and from the closeness 
with which he follows his graduate students in their progress toward independent 
research, to the 1.1l1failing readiness with which he gives of himself to his Y01.1l1ger 
colleagues as they go to him for advice and direction. The recognition which 
comes to him in return, and of which this volume is a small token, is instinctively 
felt not only in terms of an acknowledgement on the scholarly level, but, more 
deeply, as the result of a warm human relationship. A sure sign of this is that 
Gelb's school not only has its roots in the classroom and in his office, but it 
extends also to include his home, where his students have traditionally been 
welcome as friends. There, too, they learned to know and appreciate Hester 
Gelb, whose perspicacity and warmth have been 1.1l1failing on all occasions and 
have contributed in the highest degree to her husband's career. 

* * * 

In more general terms, the decision to put together a volume 1.1l1ified by a 
central theme stemmed from the desire to present a tribute whose value would 
lie not only in the merit of each contribution taken in itself, but also in the 
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intrinsic interest of the volume as a whole. The collaboration in the volume 
could not naturally be conceived as the result of a rigidly planned team work, 
but rather as an ideal symposium cutting across distances of space and time. Some 
of the articles are less explicitly methodological, and are thus integrated more 
loosely within the scope of the volume. Other eontributors, instead, have taken 
more squarely a stand in front of the central issue of method, and provide not only 
a status quaestionis, but also an evaluation of the attempts at methodological 
innovation and some practical indications of the results which may be obtained. 

The nature of the coverage is uneven also with respect to the fields within the 
ancient Near East. As most of the contributions come from Gelb's colleagues 
and former students, it is natural that those areas are emphasized which 
are closer to Gelb's own field, Yet in some cases it has seemed advisable to 
branch out and ask for the collaboration of other scholars in an attempt to have 
some major fields represented where important innovations have been introduced. 
That this could have been done even more often hardly needs mentioning -
there are admittedly major areas which are not included in the volume, to some 
of which explicit reference will be made in the rest of this introduction. All in 
all, the volume aims at offering, selectively, an assessment of some of the areas 
where an explicit reflection about methodology may contribute significantly 
toward an improvement in our understanding of the data. 

When speaking of methods and approaches it is natural that attention 
should be given mostly to new departures, those which are still being tested 
and from which not all implications have been drawn. It must be stressed, 
however, that the goal of the volume is by no means to press innovation for 
innovation's sake. Far from it; the usefulness of mature reflection becomes all 
the more manifest in a critical appraisal which can underscore limitations and 
even drawbacks of novel developments especially if these are embraced with too 
quick and naive all enthusiasm. The thoughtful remarks by Gragg in his con
tribution to the present volume are particularly enlightening in this respect. 
For an application of methodological refinement to be fruitful, it is necessary 
to fully understand the validity and the scope of the new tools to which one 
sets one's hand--or else we may end up by being engaged in little more than a 
rephrasing of previous insights, only in more fanciful form, and with the disad
vantage of a uselessly complicated jargon. If terminology is to serve a purpose, 
it has to stem from the inner working of a system, and not become simply a 
form of window dressing. 

On the other hand, innovation should not be dismissed simply because it 
is a new departure, or because the terminology is not immediately transparent. 
It is incumbent upon the scholar to seriously evaluate alternative approaches to 
his method of research, rather than simply choosing to ignore them. This point 
is made forcefully by Callender (below p. 65). On the basis of an informative 
review of the historical traditions of language studies as applied to the ancient 
Near East, he comes to an interesting and perhaps unexpected conclusion: by 
ignoring modern linguistic theory and opting for the traditional approach, one 
would in fact be going against the tradition of our branch of Orientalism which 
has been, by tradition, ready to apply to the data new theories of grammar as 
they were developing. Ironically, then, one would be antitraditional in spirit 
even as one is trying to remain close to the letter of the traditional doctrine. 

The reason which often underlies a noncommittal attitude in the face of 
new developments is the very complexity of such new developments: this is 
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particularly true not only where new technical tools require a whole new range 
of expertise, as in the case of new dating techniques (see especially the contri
bution by Berger and Protsch) or the use of computers (Segert and Hall), but also 
where wholly new conceptual models are introduced, in particular those with 
mathematical and statistical underpinnings (Fronzaroli; Kelly-Buccellati and 
Elster) or those with a complex symbolism, as in the case of contemporary lin
guistics (Callender; Gragg). There are well established disciplines behind each 
one of these approaches, and it is only natural that they should have developed 
their own frame of reference, which includes not only a special terminology, but 
also a special inventory of conceptual categories and research strategies. Com
plexities of this type are not immediately accessible without some particularized 
study; yet if no deliberate effort goes into just this kind of study, the gulf may 
open wider and wider between the competencies of what may be called the area 
specialist on the one hand and the theory specialist on the other. 

To help bridge such a gap is precisely the intent behind this volume, where 
scholars who are primarily area specialists have concerned themselves with the 
clarification of points of method, and not so much from the viewpoint of theory 
as rather from that of area studies. It was interesting to note how in the 
correspondence with the editor some of the authors inderscored the difficulty 
inherent in dealing with questions of method from a theoretical point of view. 
This observation (which, it must be stressed, has normally been a measure 
of the commitment with which the individual author has faced the central topic 
proposed for the volume) is indicative. There is a certain reluctance to deal 
with matters of theory because it is felt that the discussion may remain sterile; 
also, that there is an uncomfortable chasm between someone who confronts 
directly the subject matter of a discipline and someone who looks at a discipline 
from a distance and writes about it rather than within it. In point of fact, the 
output coming from ancient Near Eastern studies is rarely of a type where data 
are used to establish a theoretical system-unlike such other fields as linguistic 
description of English which has served as a channel for the development of 
transformational theory, or the elaboration of excavated data from American 
sites which has been at the basis of the so-called' 'New Archaeology". Naturally 
there are exceptions---one which obviously comes to mind in this context being. 
Gelb's book on writing (1952), another being the work by Petrie on seriation 
and by Meyers on statistical archaeology mentioned below by Kelly-Buccellati 
and Elster; but they remain exceptions. Otherwise there is a restraint toward 
theory per se, a restraint which, typical of the discipline, is naturally reflected 
in this volume, where the main concern remains the practice, not the philosophy 
of Orientalism. 

* * * 

Practically, then, how does a discussion about method serve to the 
progresss of the discipline? Many contributors have tested the applicability of 
the theory by means of some concrete illustrations. The improvement in our 
understanding of the specifics is a sure gauge of the validity of the system 
used-in other words, does a textual passage or a set of artifacts become more 
meaningful as the result of a proposed new approach? It will be for the reader to 
judge the measure of success achieved in trying to bear this out in the present 
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volume. Here I would only like to call attention to some more generalized 
considerations which can be made in this respect. 

For one thing, an active concern with methodology can have a useful heu
ristic effect in that it suggests new testing grounds which may widen the pres
ent horizons of research. Gragg has put it well: new methods do not claim to 
provide an answer to all old problems, rather they are meant to raise new mean
ingful questions (below, p. 86). Thus the study of language has stirred new 
impetus for the investigation of syntax (see especially the articles by Gragg 
and by Callender) and, perhaps unexpectedly, for a new understanding of the 
cuneiform writing system viewed in his function as a communication medium 
(Civil); application of statistical models has suggested new parameters for the 
evaluation of relationships among languages (Fronzaroli) and artifacts (Kelly
Buccellati and Elster); anthropological interest for social systems and institu
tions has proposed patterns against which even our fragmentary body of evidence 
can be usefully tested (Rowton; Renger) and has, at the same time, prompted 
a novel type of "Quellenkunde" whereby we take a critical distance from the 
documents in order to come in effect closer to a proper understanding (Liverani); 
and phenomenology of religion has provided a set of assumptions for interpreting 
isolated manifestations of the religious spirit as fitting in a meaningful whole 
(Jacobsen). Naturally, syntax, comparative Semities, systematic ordering of 
artifacts and history of institutions or of culture are not new in themselves; 
on the other hand the search for criteria of analysis germane to the structure of 
the object of research (e.g. primary syntactic structures rather than derivatives 
of morphology), the emphasis on quantification as a criterion for more precise 
and reliable assessments, the interest in systems as organic wholes within which 
one may better understand the parts in their' interrelationship of contrast, 
complementarity and symmetry-all this does, in fact, trigger mechanisms of 
research which lead to unexpected conclusions. 

While asking the right question provides already half the answer, and 
while theory is a good source for the formulation of just such questions, yet 
another reason why interest in method can be fruitful is that it allows for a 
sharper focusing on, and a clearer definition of, the terms of a given problem. 
Naturally, every scholar operates within the framework of a methodology of 
sorts; what varies is the degree of awareness of one's own presuppositions, which 
may remain more, or less, articulate. Clarifications along these lines undoubtedly 
help to provide a sense of perspective with respect to limits and possibilities. 
In practice, this means that confusion can be lessened if sharper distinctions are 
introduced; especially, it means that mistakes can be avoided if wrong assump
tions are exposed. A case in point is the contribution by Civil which in line 
with its programmatic intent, not only lays the groundwork for a reexamination 
of Sumerian writing in a thorough and systematic fashion, but also dispels com
moilly held opinions which are often based on uncritical assumptions. Similar 
results are reached by other articles, which go a long way toward consciously 
defining the goals of research in given areas-as with Biggs cautioning against 
the use of palaeography for dating purposes especially if regional variation is 
not sufficiently taken into account, or von Soden calling for greater differentia
tion among types of root, or Sollberger reflecting on the limits and possibilities 
of translation. Similarly, the notion of morphographemics and morphophone
mies (as employed by Reiner) or that of contrast among the structural components 
of a system (Edzard; Kurylowicz) allows for a much sharper and more precise 
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description of the data, which otherwise remain lumped together in a less dif
ferentiated and more opaque picture. In most of these cases satisfactory results 
can be obtained without the need for an explicit elaboration of the underlying 
methodology; the concepts are simply proposed and justified on the basis of 
their practical applicability to the material at hand. As von Soden has well 
pointed out (p. 144), it is necessary to tread the thin line between an empirical 
and intuitive procedure on the one hand and, on the other, a careful "Nachden
ken" which is only possible if one takes a certain distance from the object of 
research. Every type of research is based on what may be considered a generic 
methodological consensus within the discipline, and on such foundations, empir
ically, each one of us can normally proceed. Yet at times the accepted platform 
may reveal itself too thin for given conclusions and that is the time when a 
deeper inquiry into the supporting methodological scaffolding becomes necessary. 

A successful way to achieve the desired balance between an empirical and 
a reflective trend is to graft, as it were, on our discipline procedures tested al
ready in other fields. Thus the effects of new methodology are :filtered through 
the practical applications which have borne fruits elsewhere-and then, rather 
than focusing on method per se, we might speak of comparative approaches. 
Here the question posed at the beginning of this section-"How does a discussion 
about method contribute to the progress of the discipline?" - can be slightly 
rephrased and made more concrete: if a given method has borne good fruits 
in other disciplines, how can it best be applied to our data? In a way, this is 
generally the case whenever speaking of method, since methodological perspec
tives are not normally opened up within a rarefied theoretical atmosphere, but 
rather in connection with a given body of data. If we want, however, to draw 
a distinction between a comparative and a methodological approach, we may say 
that in the former there is more concern with the results and the practical way 
of arriving at them, while in the latter more stress is laid on the conceptual 
fabric itself. This brings us back to the point made earlier about theory and 
practice; and in the light of what was said there, particularly with respect to a 
certain distrust for theoretical elaborations, it would appear as though a com
parative type of methodological applications would be likely to be preferred in 
ancient Near Eastern studies. In point of fact, this has normally been the case 
in the past-juridical studies of Mesopotamian legal texts being one outstand
ing example, about which Renger speaks at some length in the first part of his 
article. In this area, the presuppositions which are at the basis of the study 
of Roman law are accepted as a workable methodological framework for the 
study of Mesopotamian law, and applied to that body of data, with little or no 
specific concern for method in and of itself. Comparisons, then, can be fruitful 
even when they bear on segments of the system Without a specific and systematic 
analysis of the ways in which details of method are derived from basic under
lying principles. 

It is also from a careful study of the results achieved in other areas of 
study that approaches as yet unattempted will probably come to be considered 
desirable. The present volume can only begin to describe some of the areas 
where a reflection on methodological presuppositions seems in place, especially 
those where current research shows notable and rapid advances. Of those which 
are left out, only one or two will be mentioned here by way of exemplification. 
The field of literature is one which would lend itself to important results, in 
part anticipated by the contributions of Gevirtz and of Liverani; a refined set 
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of critical tools could be brought to bear on the extremely rich material which 
scholars have endeavored so far to clarify from a philological standpoint. Such 

an approach, for which considerable experimentation can be said to have been 
introduced only in Old Testament studies, would give us a more satisfactory 
insight into the nature of the text. At the same time, a definite contribution 
could be made by our field to the general discipline of comparative literature, 
especially given the antiquity of the material with which we are concerned; the 
weight of conclusions based on it would be considerable in assessing the proper 
value and function of literary categories which in part at least can be traced 
back to the growth and development of writing, the main medium for giving 
permanency to a characteristic mode of expression of the human spirit.
Equally promising are the developments in archaeology which go under the 
name of "New Archaeology", touched here only in passing in the article by 
Kelly-Buccellati and Elster. With its emphasis on problem orientation, it stres
ses the importance of a planned approach to the fact of excavating, which should 
be inserted, more decisively and consciously, in an overarching theoretical model 
where the very first turn of the spade is conditioned by the same set of problems 
which are reflected in the final report.-Or one may think of areas which a cer
tain amount of amateurish and unprofessional research done in the past would 
seem to have wrongly damned as unbecoming for a professional scholar. A 
case in point is the application of psychological and psychoanalytic theories to 
historical analysis, which in some quarters may at first smack of fanciful and 
subjective exaggerations, but has in fact begun to establish itself (outside our 
field) as a serious discipline generally known as psycho-history, with its own 
well tested and exacting methodology and with convincing and enlightening 
results. 

In what has been said so far, method has been essentially understood as 
a given conceptual scheme for ordering the data. (For more explicit remarks 
on the notion of method per se see Gragg below, p. 84). We must now 
consider, briefly, those cases in which the new tools consist of technical 
facilities which allow the formulation of questions one would otherwise not even 
know how to ask. The one obvious innovative tool which comes to mind in this 
respect is the computer, which expands in practically a boundless way the 
reaches of the. human mind in its effort at coordinating and correlating data. 
Even though the improvements made possible by electronic data processing 
are really only of size, not of substance, the impact on thought processes has 
been such that new theoretical approaches have in fact been born from computer 
applications. Because of its relatively young age and, at the same time, be
cause of its enormous resources and capabilities, electronic data processing has 
given rise to its own folklore; sometimes this reduces the possibility of a rational 
utilization of the tool and makes the very term "computer" sound like a magic 
word which, like anything magic, both fascinates and repels. Now there is no 
doubt that the computer will rapidly become a matter of fact tool for any type 
of research where the correlation of data is important, and the corpus sufficiently 
vast. Correspondingly, there is no question that we have to familiarize our
selves with its potentialities and its limitations, or else run the risk, to use Cal
lender's words (p. 73), to dead end in "an increasingly sterile methodological 
cul de sac". As with any other technical innovation, it is important to properly 
appreciate the performance range of the machine-with the danger, otherwise, 
of falling flat on our face. To draw on the analogy of another machine which 
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has played an important role in the development of scholarship: obviously no 
one would raise objections today to the use of the printing press, but no one 
would use it for tasks for which its powers are excessively superior-no one, 
would use it, let us say, to produce his weekly grocery list. Yet in terms of 
electronic performance range, some projects can be likened to putting a grocery 
list through the press-with the expected resulting waste not only of money, 
but also of intellectual resources. It is only natural that scepticism should 
result from such attempts; but, to be salutary, the scepticism should be addressed 
to the approach used, not to the potentials of the techniques. Otherwise we 
do injustice not so much to the field of computer science, as to our own field 
of research. Some indication of the richness which the computer holds in store 
is contained in the two articles by Segert and Hall for language, and by Kelly
Buccellati and Elster for archaeology. As the potential impediment of overlong 
calculations is reduced or, in fact, annulled, and as working hypotheses can receive 
an immediate answer by the unrestricted speed of electronic computation, the 
inclination to quantification of the data increases, specifically when the total 
amount of data becomes too staggering for human control. 

Another instance of a technical tool which is playing an important role for 
the fixation of absolute points on our chronological scale is radio-carbon dating, 
which has undergone considerable changes since it was first introduced and still 
now cannot be considered to have reached a definitive stage. The article by 
Berger and Protsch is precisely an indication of some of the areas where further 
refinements of the techniques can be pursued, and also an indication of the types 
of results which we can still expect. 

* * * 

Underlying the concrete methodological options which have been briefly 
described above there are basic attitudes which are more difficult to define. Broad 
terms come to mind in this respect, whether one thinks of an anthropological 
approach, or of structuralism, or the like.With this we are removing ourselves 
one step farther, as it were, from the data as the object of study for the scholar, 
in that we speak not just of specific criteria for manipulating the evidence, but 
of basic goals which give a sense of direction and finality to the entire research 
endeavour. Here, in a way, the term approach stands not so much for method
ological as it does for philosophical presuppositions. Even so, the problem has 
a definite bearing on the concern which is central to this volume: how do we 
approach our discipline? Hence it seems fitting to give it some attention in the 
present context, however preliminary and generalized the level of discussion 
will have to remain (and even at the risk of oversimplification). 

A common denominator to many of the more recent trends of research is 
to view the object of study as an organic whole, where the interrelationship of 
segments is as important as the segments themselves. The parts should not be 
isolated and divorced from the context in which they are naturally embedded: 
rather, their degree of association should be analyzed both in its own right and 
because it sheds light, in turn, on the individual elements in themselves. In 
other words, the system or the structure is as important as its components. 
This principle (effectively stressed by Jacobsen below, p. 275) applies to all 
dimensions of the discipline-whether we study the political and socio-economic 
order (history), the inner spiritual experience (religion), the data of material 
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culture (archaeology) , the main communication medium (linguistics) , or what
ever else. 

An immediate corollary of the fact that increased attention is paid to 
systems is the avoidance of value judgements relating certain aspects of the world 
we study to our own sense of appreciation. If we like a work of sculpture, or 
perhaps the entire tradition of figurative arts of a given culture, we tend to 
absorb it easily and make it part of our experience, we may even consider it 
paradigmatic and call it "classical". If instead we don't like it, we reject it as 
incompatible with our taste, and label it as primitive, barbaric, or the like. 
Such disparaging terms mean in effect that the products of a given culture are 
heterogeneous with respect to our sensitivity, and that our set of mental cate
gories cannot properly assimilate what this other culture has to offer. It must 
be stressed that when aspects of a given culture are considered acceptable, we 
normally deal precisely with single aspects only - the revival of classical anti
quity in the Renaissance, for instance, was in fact the revival not of classical 
antiquity, but simply of certain aspects of the artistic and literary tradition, at 
the exclusion of social, political and religious dimensions among others. From 
these considerations it appears already why, if emphasis is diverted from the 
single aspects to a study of the system as a whole, value jUdgements which would 
normally bear on single aspects naturally fall in the background. But, more 
importantly, the very notion of value judgement with reference to our own set 
of values is called into question: for the criterion of the validity of a system and 
its justification have to be derived from within, not from without. Specifically, 
one will look for the degree to which a system is integrated within itself as an 
objective means of assessing the inner working of the system ("objective" in 
the sense that no reference is consciously made to the "subjective" standpoint 
of the researcher) . 

As already indicated, this attitude reflects a far-reaching concern which is 
operative at all levels of research-with the social scientist, the anthropologist, 
the linguist, and so on. (For the sake of simplicity, in the following discussion I 
will subsume these categories under the single label of "anthropology") . The 
contrast which comes readily to mind is with a humanistic approach, but this 
contrast should not be taken superficially to mean that there is a natural pro
gression from one to the other, in the sense that one approach supersedes the 
other. Rather than as evolution, the relationship between the two must be 
envisaged as one in which the two poles are irreducible and equally important 
for a truer understanding of the data. The humanist, in other words, is not the 
ancestor of the anthropologist : his approach survives not as a fossil, but with 
full justification and productivity next to the anthropologist's. Perhaps a con
cept which can help to clarify the issue is that of immediacy. In the recon
struction of a system we purposely prescind, as we have already seen, from 
relating the system to our experience; to take the concrete example of a social 
system, we may reconstruct it in its inner functions and operations, but we do not 
attempt to reenact and relive its concrete realization which is forever beyond 
our reach. There is, in other words, no immediacy in our contact with the 
system: we attain the system through the medium of our own reconstruction 
which provides a conceptual scheme observable in abstract, and not a concrete 
situation in which the system acquires flesh and blood. By contrast, if we take 
a product of the artistic tradition, for instance, such as a sculpture, the object 
is in fact immediately and concretely present to us as it was to the individuals 
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of the society for which it was first intended. This is to say, naturally, not that 
the reaction, but simply that the stimulus is one and the same for us as for 
them. For all the difference in time between the original date of the object 
and that of our own observation of it, there is a moment of immediate contact 
when we face the object as is, and as it has been since its inception. True, this 
relationship to the object prescinds from the overall social and artistic context 
in which the work was originally inserted, which was indeed part of the work 
itself-and which can be in part restored through the medium of historical 
reconstruction, i.e. precisely without any degree of immediacy. But, to the 
extent in which a response to the object is conditioned by its concrete and phys
ical characteristics, to that extent our contact is immediate and direct. It may 
be noted, at the same time, that the abstract reconstruction of the web of rela
tionships within which a concrete object was enmeshed from its first concep
tion will also help toward a better appreciation of its concrete message to us 
today: the tools of an anthropologist will, in other words, help refine and train 
the sensitivity of the humanist. In the case, for instance, of figurative style, 
if proper attention is paid to the formal idiosyncraisies and preferences in the 
tradition from which a given object stems, our sensitivity can become more 
properly attuned and the message which is in store for us richer in value. 

From this point of view one understands why the humanist is tendentially 
concerned with objects of study in which the documentary vehicle does not so 
much give evidence of something beyond the document itself, but rather is in 
itself the primary world to be explored. (Similar consideration, though aiming 
in a different direction, are insightfully put forth in the article by Liverani). 
Thus the humanist will be especially attracted to literature or the arts, the an
thropologist instead to social and political systems or the like. Tendentially, 
one will try to approach a field with a bias in favor of one's own vantage point: 
the humanist will tend to view history as literature, the social scientist as the 
reconstruction of interlocking systems. Occasionally a contrast may ensue 
where one approach appears to be followed too rigidly at the exclusion of the 
other-as with the topos, cherished by the language scholar with a humanistic 
background, of the linguist who cannot speak a language he studies; in point of 
fact, a linguist may be so concerned with the conceptual scheme through which 
he reconstructs the structure of the language as to lose interest in appropriating 
for himself that particular language as a means of expression: but conversely 
the traditional scholar may be so interested in the cultural aspects disclosed 
to him by the medium of language that he neglects to consider the medium as 
a worthy object of study in itself. It appears then that certain fields lend them
selves particularly well to both types of approach: besides language, we may 
mention especially religion, which can be viewed at the same time as a system 
of beliefs and operations retrievable only in the abstract without attempting a 
concrete reenactment, and as the exploration of the way in which man categor
izes his spiritual world, thus attaining values which may be considered univer
sal and of direct import to us. 

The contrast between an anthropological and a humanistic approach (a 
contrast, incidentally, which is ironically belied by the etymology of the two 
words, both of which are derived from a similar notion of "man") is then not 
one of good vs. bad, but rather one of polarity between two equally legitimate, 
and equally necessary, orientations. They represent overriding concerns in 
the field at the moment, and their reflection can be seen in most types of research, 
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but it must be understood at the same time that they do not cover the entire 
spectrum of possible approaches and that there are in fact topics which are 
rather neutral with respect to the distinction on which we are here insisting. 
For instance there is ample necessity, it must be obvious, for studies which simply 
make available the data and provide a prima facie commentary without over
tones of either an anthropological or a humanistic vein. Some authors would use 
the term "philology" to refer to this type of research, and it might perhaps be 
useful to retain the term in this specialized sense, referring, that is, to an approach 
whereby the primacy of the text stands out most (and for "text" we might 
broadly understand any document, whether written or of the material culture) . 
The importance of "philology", in this sense, is unquestionable, and we must 
all be good philologists before we are anything else. The only valid contention 
is that we should not stop there. Otherwise, if reconstruction of culture is based 
on a narrow philologism, the resulting picture is too fragmented and unsatis
factory. To refer in a negative sense to such a narrow visual angle the term 
"antiquarianism" is sometimes used (thus for instance in the article by Renger 
below), and may conveniently be retained in that meaning. 

Philological, humanistic and anthropological approaches (to mention only 
those which I have been discussing here) are irreducible, in the sense that they 
cannot be derived one from the other. They serve different purposes, and hence 
they must all be pursued with equal energy in order to achieve a more complete 
picture and a deeper understanding of the cultures which form the object of 
our study. Clearly, it is not incumbent upon the individual scholar to encom
pass in his research all the various aspects of the field, to be in practice both a 
humanist and an anthropologist besides being a philologist. But while working 
in one direction, the scholar should keep the doors open to other lines of inquiry; 
one approach should not become exclusive of the others. This brings us back 
to the opening considerations : the progress of our field is largely coterminous 
with the increased degree of differentiation with which we come to analyze the 
data. Naturally, the scholar tends to probe deeper and deeper in the terrain 
with which he is most familiar, and from which he knows how to draw best 
results. Since every other scholar proceeds analogously with this exploration in 
depth, each in his own domain, differentiation could become a barrier. And 
instead, it should be made into a bridge leading more directly and securely to
ward a common goal: a better grasp of the whole of human experience in past 
cultures. What differentiation can teach us is that the refinement of our 
methods of study, for all the difficulties attending the enormous increase of 
technical know-how, is indeed effective in opening new perspectives and endow
ing the data, as it were, with added documentary value. The proper applica
tion of method can serve as a microscope which by multiplying the power of 
perception also multiplies, as it were, the power of the object to serve as evid
ence. 

But the very notion of differentiation implies unity. The object of study 
retains its ultimate unity, and what is differentiated is our analysis. The levels 
of analysis must be kept rigorously distinct, and must retain their own autonomy, 
with the risk otherwise of confusing our results. Hence a linguist should ad
dress himself to the theoretical analysis of language whether or not he cares to, 
or is simply capable of, functioning at the same time as a polyglot; a social 
scientist, qua social scientist, must operate with his own procedures, whether 
or not he chooses personally to also relate to his material as a humanist; the 
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reconstruction of historical process should not be confused with mere philological 
chronicling, even though sound philological method must first be used to estab
Hsh a solid documentary basis. The important rule is that one ' level of anal
ysis not be mixed with the other. If such a distinction is clearly safeguarded, 
then, and only then, can a mutual comparison and integration of results be truly 
useful. In other words, two apparently opposite courses of action must be 
followed at the same time: we must differentiate our approaches, and yet we 
must combine them all together. That most scholars will in fact incorporate 
the various aspects in their research is only natural. It is also reflected in the 
division by chapters in the present volume, where the distinctions we have been 
making are not carried through systematically. In the first three parts (divided 
according to the subject matter rather than according to method) there is 
generally greater emphasis on the anthropological approach, while in the last 
there are contributions of a prevailing philological nature. The humanistic 
:lnterest surfaces at various points, though with a lesser degree of visibility. 

But regardless of the labels we can pin on the various chapters, it is a fair 
conclusion that the present volume does in fact provide the forum for an attempt 
along the lines here indicated. The various authors have pursued their own 
specialization, but at the same time they have tried to explain the nature of 
their approach in terms accessible to those outside the specialization. That the 
volume should draw its unity not only from the stated purpose but also from 
its dedication to an individual scholar is meaningful. For in struggling, and 
how successfully, both toward a more specialized analysis and toward the 
command of an ever widening range of fields, Ignace ]. Gelb has provided 
an inspiring example of a scholar and a teacher who has unified in his personal 
research a diversified spectrum of interests and approaches. And as such he 
has set a standard for us all to follow. 
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The Sumerian Writing System : Some Problems 1 

Miguel CIVIL - Chicago 

1 .  Introduction 

1 . 1 .  A considerable number of the most vexing problems of Sumerian 
grammar (e. g., the so-called amissible consonants, some verbal affixes, the 
root alternations, etc.)  can be solved either by reducing them to graphemic prob
lems or by interpreting correctly some peculiarity of the writing system. 
Sumerologists have too often taken the written version of a text as translit
erated by them at its face value, disregarding scribal conventions, and adopting, 
in practice, if not in theory, the principle that "what is not in the written text 
is not in the utterance". The traditional position is best stated by Poebel: 
"Das sumerische Schriftsystem . . .  tragt einen durchaus phonetischen Charak
ter, indem jedem Zeichen oder einer bestimmten Zeichengruppe ein bestimmter 
ein- bis viersilbiger Lautwert zukommt" (GSG § 12).  In other words, logograms 
are nothing but more or less lengthy syllabograms. Trying to improve Poebel's 
position, Krecher states that "fiir den Schreiber die Zeichen bzw. Zeichengrup
pe primar Phoneme fixieren, nicht Bedeutungsinhalte" (ZA 58 [1967] 18) . 
While laudably attempting to dispel the notion (one which no serious Sumero
logist defends at present anyway) that the signs of the script have a semantic 
content without any phonological connotation, Krecher's statement, if applied 
to the standard orthography, is misleading because it disregards the fact that 
the script is basically logographic, representing morpholexical 2 units which 
are subject to morphophonemic changes. Curiously enough, the pioneer Sumer
ologists sometimes had more exact ideas about the matter. Thus Lenormant 
affirms that "comme dans toutes les ecritures en grande partie ideographiques 
[i. e. ,  logographicJ , Ie scribe peut se borner a tracer l'ideogramme verbal . . .  
laissant a l'intelligence du lecteur et a sa connaissance de la langue Ie soin de 
retablir la modification du radical" (Etudes sur quelques parties des syllabaires cu
neiformes [1877J 74 ff.) ,  and consequently he interprets [mu-un-si-si-esJ as 

1 For some time I have been promising to publish a book on Sumerian 
writing. For practical reasons, however, I have decided to postpone its publi
cation until the mss. of Ea (MSL 14) and Diri (MSL 15) are sufficiently ad
vanced, so that the index of values in the book can be used as indices to these 
MSL volumes. In homage to 1. ]. Gelb, who has contributed so much to the 
study of writing, some of the ideas behind my book are given here in an ab
breviated form. [ J = graphemic transliteration; / I = approximation to a 
phonemic transcription; # = word boundary. 2 1. e. ,  morphemic units with a semantic content and as represented in 
the lexicon of the language. Lexicon should be understood in this article in the 
narrow sense with which it is used in the generative-transformational approach, 
and is to be considered, therefore, as an integral part of the grammar. 
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I munsisiges I. The traditional position would be acceptable only by assuming that 
Sumerian completely lacks morphophonemics of the normal sort. While this 
may be true of a few languages, e. g. ,  Vietnamese, it is hardly applicable to 
Sumeriau, where (in composition) [sikil] becomes I skil l in [ki + sikil], [lugud] 
becomes / 19ud I in [sa + lugudJ, and [ka +guru7] was pronounced I kugre I; (in 
inflection) certain types of reduplication of a root such as [girs] have the 
allomorphs 19irj � jgigl � /grl (note that the last one can not even be repre
sented in isolated form in a syllabic script) . A more detailed study of verbal root 
alternations maru-l].amtu, for instance, undoubtedly would show that, even 
excluding the cases of suppletive paradigms, the phonological changes involved 
often go beyond the simple addition of [-e] . For a further discussion of the 
function of logograms see 2.3, section 2, and 3.21.  

1 .2.  In the study of an extinct language, the description and analysis of 
its writing system(s) forms an integral part of its grammar. The chapter on 
phonology must of necessity be preceded by a chapter on the writing system(s) 
used in the corpus of texts since in such cases phonology is accessible only 
through a system of graphic correspondences with other known scripts (see 
4 . 1 ) .  The chapter on graphemics should provide, in addition to an inventory 
of symbols, the rules which establish the correspondences between the graphic 
symbols and the elements of the spoken utterances. No matter how interesting, 
all other considerations (which clutter most studies on the Sumerian script) 
about the origin, history, shape, etc., of the symbols used, have no place in the 
grammar. They are irrelevant to the message-conveying function of the signs, 
and fall within the realm of anthropology or archaeology. The "graphemic" 
terminology has been introduced precisely to make this distinction clear. 

2. Theoretical Considerations 

2 . 1 .  Because no graphemic theory encompassing all types of writing has 
been proposed so far (most studies deal exclusively with alphabetic scripts) 3, 
a brief preliminary outline of the basis for analyzing Sumerian script is required 
here. The written counterpart of a spoken utterance can be considered as a 
coded version of it. The process of encoding-decoding involved in writing down 
and reading a text can best be stated in terms of the now classic model of a 
generalized communication system in the information theory 4. Although in 
the field of general linguistics this theory has seemingly failed to ful:fill its ex
pectations, it appears to be the most powerful model available in the case of 

3 For a brief but substantial exposition of graphemic terminology and 
theory in a context of historical grammar, see H. M. Hoenigswald, Language 
Change and Linguistic Reconstruction (Chicago 1960) 4 ff. Up to this point, the 
generative field has produced nothing viable on writing; for a somewhat inef
fectual attempt, see R . . D .  King, Historical Linguistics and Generative Grammar 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. ]. 1969) 203 ff. Examples of applied graphemics are, 
among others: S. Allen, Grafematisk analys som grundval for textedering (Go
teborg 1965) , and 1. T. Piirainen, Graphematische Untersuchungen zum Fruh
neuhochdeutschen (Berlin 1968) . Piirainen's statistical definition of grapheme 
is difficult to accept. 

4 For an elementary introduction, see G. Raisbeck, Information Theory 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1964).  The linguist's point of view is presented by 
H. A. Gleason, A n Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics (revised ed. : New York 
1965) 373 ff. 
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writing systems. Writing is obviously a typical situation to which the infor
mation theory applies since ( 1 )  there is a change in the media in which the sym
bols are formulated (acoustic signals in the speech, graphic marks in the writing) , 
and (2) there is a difference in the coding capabilities (number of symbols which 
can be handled) of the media. While the spoken language will have a number 
of phonological segments which will usually fall within the twenty-fifty range, 
there is no such limitation in the case of writing. Several consequences of the 
application of the information theory to writing (some of which were applied 
intuitively by the ancient scribes) are given informally here : 

a) Each symbol which can be used to compose a message has associated 
with it a certain degree of probability of its appearing in the message : thus in 
written French the probability of a letter being [e] is about 15 .8%, that of its 
being an [r] only 6.4% .  

b) If several of the symbols preceding the one whose probability is being 
investigated are taken into consideration, higher degrees of probability can be 
reached. Due to the internal structure of the language, this probability 
can reach 1 00% in certain contexts; in other words, certain elements are com
pletely predictable and therefore redundant. Syntactic concord, for instance, 
always involves redundancy. It has been estimated that in a natural language 
redundancy at the phonological level is about 50%. That is, if the communi
cation conditions were always optimum, only about one-half of the elements 
in operation would be needed. The redundant elements, however, are not su
perfluous in real life situations where imperfect articulation, noise, and other 
interferences may result in the loss of some elements of the message. Redundan
cy in such cases helps in reconstructing the original message and may have, 
furthermore, an aesthetic value. 

c) Redundancy becomes truly superfluous in the case of a written text 
which can be repeatedly reinspected if necessary. Many characteristics of cer
tain scripts, including Sumerian, can be explained by their built-in capacity 
for abbreviation due to the presence of redundant elements of the spoken lan
guage no longer needed in a written text 5. 

d) The size of the message (assuming a more or less uniform size of sym
bols) is inversely proportional to the number of symbols available for its for
mulation. This is the reason for the survival of syllabic and logographic scripts 
which, despite putting a heavier burden on the memory of the encoder-decoder, 
give shorter messages than an alphabetical system. 

e) If the symbols vary in length or complication, there is an advantage 
in assigning the shorter or less complicated ones to the statistically more fre
quent items, and vice versa. 

2.2. Some 'characteristics of the writing systems are co=on to all cod
ing and transmitting processes, but others can be traced back to the complex 
structure of the spoken message itself. For the purpose of this analysis, the 
spoken message may be considered as a multilayered structure with several 
" encoding" levels in a hierarchic relationship: 

5 Sumerian in its earlier stages goes farther than any other known script 
in its omission of elements predictable only to the well-informed native reader; 
see Biggs and Civil, RA 60 ( 1966) 1 ff. 
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P P P P P P P P P phonological level (P) 
_I I _1 _1 __ 1 I I I I 

I I -1 -
M M M morpholexical level (M) 
I I I 

I 
S syntactic level (S) 

The related elements can be mutually substituted, but with important restric
tions : a subset of elements at levels P or M can be replaced by the corresponding 
elements at levels M or S respectively, but substitution in the opposite direction 
(from bottom to top) is not always possible because the lexical component of 
M-level elements, taken in isolation, and all S-level elements can be encoded 
in different languages, i. e.,  they can be translated. Encoding identifies unam
biguously the language of the message only when level P is at least partially 
involved. A message encoded exclusively at level M can be read in all languages 
which happen to have the same syntactic order. A message encoded at level 
S could be read in any language. The feasibility of these different types of en
coding is limited by the number of encodable items at each level : 20 to 50 at 
level P, 2 x 10 3 to 20 x 1 0 3 at level M, infinite at level S. Encoding at level P 
will produce the longest messages but also the easiest ones to encode and decode· 
At level M the messages will be shortened by a factor equal to the average num
ber of sounds per morpholexical unit, but the increase in the number of symbols 
needed will be enormous. Encoding at level S is not practical except for mar
ginal, mostly paralinguistic, cases. Encoding is possible, due to the bonds be
tween levels, in two levels simultaneously. 

2 .3. The main types of graphic representation are the following: 

1) Encoding at P-level : 

P I  one grapheme corresponds to one phoneme 
P2 one phoneme has no corresponding grapheme 
P3 one grapheme does not correspond to any phoneme 
P4 one grapheme can represent different phonemes 
P5 one phoneme can be represented by different graphemes 
P6 a phonemic cluster is represented by a single grapheme 
P7 a phonemic cluster is represented by different graphemes 
P8 a cluster of graphemes (or a discontinuous grapheme) represents 

one phoneme 
P9 a cluster of graphemes represents different phonemes 

For mixed types see 3.22. 

PI with a one-to-one correspondence between phonological and graphic 
elements is the ideal case never found in practice in "natural" writing systems. 
The deviations from this ideal norm are due to the historical observation that 
most . languages have been reduced to writing by borrowing a foreign script, to 
an inertia in the spelling habits (historical writings) , and last but not least to 
a tendency to simplify by omitting sets of phonological elements (e. g., tone or 
stress) which are more or less predictable for the native reader 6. Syllabic 

6 The controversy about whether the Semitic scripts which do not repre
sent vowels are alphabetic or syllabic has no place in the theory proposed here, 
since "alphabetic" and "syllabic" do not exhaust all the possibilities. The omis
sion of vowels is simply a case of P2 encoding. 
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writing, a particular case of P6, deserves special consideration because of its use 
in Sumerian and Akkadian. Its obvious advantage is that, without unduly 
increasing the number of graphemes, it cuts the length of the written message 
to almost one-half as compared to a PI  system. Among its disadvantages are 
an inability to represent certain consonantal clusters, and a tendency in some 
systems to cut down the number of symbols by omitting consonants in deter
mined positions. This tendency, rooted in part in native concepts of the syl
lable different from the popular one in Western linguistics, can be illustrated 
by systems as far apart as the well-known case of Minoan, and the syllabic script 
used up to the XVIth century A.D. for Tagalog in which [ba-taJ can represent 
/bata/, /banta/, /batay/, /batacj, etc. 7 .  The fact that the symbols represent 
syllabic shapes does not guarantee that the syllabic boundaries of the spoken 
word will coincide with those of its graphic segmentation. 

2) Encoding at M-level (logographic writing) : 
Ml there is a one-to-one correspondence between morphemes and 

graphemes 
M2 a morpheme is not represented in writing 
M3 a grapheme does not correlate with any morpheme 
M4 one grapheme represents different morphemes 
M5 one morpheme 1,11ay be represented by different graphemes 
M6 a group of morphemes is represented by a single grapheme 
M7 different groups of morphemes are represented by a single grapheme 
M8 a cluster of graphemes represents one morpheme 
M9 a cluster of graphemes represents different morphemes 

A purely logographic writing connotes only indirectly a determined phonetic 
shape, and it is not possible to tell which allomorph is used in a particular envi
ronment. For further discussion of the M-types, see 3.2 1 .  

3) MP-encoding (simultaneous encoding at phonological and morpholex
ical levels) : 

MPI a set of allomorphs is represented by a grapheme which repre
sents phonemically only one of the members of the set (morphopho
nemic spellings) 

MP2 if a system admits spellings of the type P2-P7, homonyms may be 
represented by different sets of P-graphemes 

MP3 in a predominantly M-type system additional P-graphemes (pho
netic complements) give wholly or in part the phonological shape 
of the morpheme. Examples of MPI are found in almost all languages 
represented by P-systems: the plural morpheme for French nouns 
is lsi '" /zj '" /0/, all represented by [sJ , German [WaldJ represents 

7 The phonological status of a consonant in initial position and one in final 
(syllable or word) position is quite different : E. Pulgram, Syllable, Word, Nexus, 
Cursus (The Hague 1970) 72 f. The omission of the last consonant in these syl
labic scripts is more apparent than real due to overrigid modern transliteration 
systems. The values transliterated [CV] should in fact be transliterated as 
[C1V ± C:J, where C2 may correspond to several consonants whose represen
tation is subject to given environmental constraints. 
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both /valt/ and jvald-j, etc. MP2 is useful to differentiate homo
nyms as in English [bear] and [bare] , both /be(&)rj. French [sept], 
[cet(te)], [SHe], all /S&t/. MP3 is typically exemplified by Egyp
tian hieroglyphics. 

3. The Sumerian Writing System 

3. 1 .  Although the cuneiform signs used to write Sumerian and Akkadian 
are essentially the same for both languages, the way they are used is quite dif
ferent, at least as far as the standard orthography of Sumerian is concerned. 
Akkadian has a typical P6-system of syllabograms with some M-graphemes 
used as abbreviations for common, often repeated terms. For instance, a letter 
of Anam to Sinmuballit (XIXth century B.C.) uses 95.7 % syllabograms, 3.5% 
logograms, and 0.7 % classifiers or determinatives (a M3-type grapheme with 
a purely lexical function described below 3.2 1 ) ;  in a sample from Sargon's an
nals (early VIIIth century B.C.) the ratios are 85 .6%, 6.7 %, and 7.6%, respec
tively. These figures must be compared with the normal ratios in the standard 
orthography of Sumerian as represented in samples from the following texts: 

Ratio between types of graphemes 

Uruka- Sulgi Enmer-gina Gudea An-ta- Lal].ar-
Cones Cyl B hymn kar- e-a-ra Asnan 

B-C B Aratta 

Logograms 60.3% 56.0 %  53.0% 47.2% 48.5% 42.8% 
Syllabograms 36.4% 40.6% 44.5% 49.5% 47.2% 54.3% 
Classifiers 3. 1 %  3.3% 2.4% 3.2% 4 . 1 %  2.9% 

-CV Syllabograms 8 15 . 1 %  15.3% 20.8% 14.2% 16.8% 16.4% 

Akkadian administrative and legal texts have, not surprisingly, a larger pro
portion of logograms (30%, for instance, is a typical figure for a Seleucid doc
ument) . Omina, medical manuals, rituals, and similar technical, repetitious 
texts with probable esoteric tendencies, have a much higher number of logo
grams: 84% in a typical tablet of summa alu. In any case, a high ratio of M
graphemes is a secondary development in Akkadian. 

3.2. Sumerian must be considered basically as a M-system with P-graph
emes reserved for bound morphemes, loan words, and a few roots (most of them 
non-native) . In detail: 

3.2 1 .  M1 writings are relatively infrequent due to reasons of economy. 
In order to keep down the number of signs, most of them function as M4 (the 
improperly designated polyphony 9 of signs) . In the archaic texts, isolated 
cases of M2 are found but they soon disappear (for some particulars see Biggs 
and Civil, RA 60 [1966] 1 ff. ) .  The classifiers mentioned above (3. 1 )  are M-

8 Percent of the total of syllabograms. 
9 Polyphony ought to be reserved for P4, P7, and P9 writings. 
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graphemes which alone function as MI or M4, but may accompany a logogram to 
indicate lexical classes. Occasional M5 encodings may be found when the same 
lexical item is written differently by different scribal schools, but a more typi
cal, yet not too frequent, function is to distinguish semantic disjuncts in lexi
cal entries : for instance jgarzaj "regulations" may be spelled PA + DINGIR 
when it refers to "divine regulations" and PA + LUGAL when denoting "royal 
regulations" .  M8 is used in the so-called Diri-writings or in compound signs : sev
eral graphemes are combined to represent a single morpheme, thus avoiding 
the need for a specific grapheme and helping to keep the graphemic inventory 
within reasonable limits. 

3.22. The P-graphemes are of the type P6 or P7 and have a syllabic shape: 
V, CV, VC, and less frequently CVC. Polysyllabic segments are found only in 
exceptional cases of rebus writing such as [nammu-ul] instead of [na-am-mu
ul-(lu)] ,  or irregular spellings like [gaba-kar-re] for the standard [ga-ba-kar-reJ . 
The types P6 and P7 may be considered as including several subtypes since 
each phonological segment of the syllabic unit can, at least in theory, be omit
ted, underdifferentiated, or overdifferentiated. Its representation, therefore, 
can be mapped in correspondences analogous to types P l-P4. Thus the sign 
[AG] is in fact jVfg/, where Vr represents any front vowel, and can be considered 
as a case of P6 (41 ) .  If the possibility that [-Ca# ]  and [-Ce#]  may represent in 
some particular instances nothing more than /-C# I turns out to be acceptable, 
it would be an example of P6 ( 13) or 6 (43), and so on. 

3.23. The MP1 or morphophonemic spellings are of considerable gramma
tical importance. For examples see Biggs and Civil, RA 60 (1966) 14 ff. MP3 
writings are used in several ways : they can give the full phonological shape of 
the logogram as in Cu. NAGA.ga.musen] = fugal, [ges-tug. PI] = /gestugj, etc. ,  
or only part of it as in [tUg-SE.KIN], optionally written [tug-gurs·SE.KIN] , 
representing jtu(g)gur/, or in [sub.ub] = jsubj. A particular and rather unusual 
case is the explicit indication of an allomorph as in [ba-ta-ra-zaIJ, an exception
al variant of [ba-ra-zal] and [ba-ta-zal], all representing jbadr azalj, where 
[-ra-] gives the pronunciation j-draj of the infix j-ta-/ in intervocalic position. 

4. Determination of the Phonetic Shapes 

4 . 1 .  The phonetic shapes of a written extinct language Ll are accessible 
only through a system of graphic correspondences with texts of another language 
L2, for which the rules governing the equivalences between the graphic sym
bols and the phonological segments are known. It is possible that such informa
tion will not be immediately available for L2, so that L2 in turn is accessible 
only through La, and so on. Sumerian is accessible only through Akkadian, 
whose graphic-phonological equations are in turn reconstructed from the cor
respondences with other members of the Semitic linguistic family, most of which 
are accessible only through similar reconstruction processes based on later stages 
of the same or related languages. Needless to say, if the reconstruction re
quires several steps, the uncertainties accumulate and the degree of probability 
of a given solution will be lowered accordingly. Two important considerations 
in reconstructing the phonology of an extinct language are: ( 1 )  are Ll and L2 
related ? are there any other relatives ? and (2) which one is primary and which 
one is secondary from the point of view of the scribe andjor speaker ? For all 
practical purposes Sumerian has to be considered as an isolated language. 
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The question of whether Sumerian or Akkadian ought to be considered the pri
mary language in the sources used to reconstruct the phonology of Sumerian 
is a difficult one and is partly discussed in 5.2. 

4.2.  Considering L1 as secondary and L2 as primary, the scribes or speak
ers of L2 will tend to replace a sound of L1 with the sound of L2 which is near
est, in some sense, to the sound of L1. The results sometimes can be startling, 
as when English !s/ is replaced by /h/ in Maori and by /k/ in Hawaiian. There 
are three basic types of distortion 10 : 

1) underdifferentiation: if L1 distinguishes /n1/ from /n2/, but L2 has 
only one sound which can be considered similar to those, the speaker of L2 
will tend to confuse the two sounds and the scribe will normally lack the means 
to differentiate then. For this reason the vocalic system of Sumerian will never 
be satisfactorily recovered. 

2) overdifferentiation: phonemic distinctions which are significant in 
L2 but not in L1 are imposed on L1 by the scribes/speakers of L2. If, for instance, 
L2 has three classes of stops and 1'1 only two, L1 texts written by L2 
natives will, under certain circumstances, give the impression that L1 has three 
classes of stops. 

3) reinterpretation of distinctive contrasts : a speaker of L2 distinguish
es the phonemes of L1 according to the features which are relevant in his 
own L2 system, but may be redundant or concomitant in that of L1. E. g., if, 
in L2, the relevant contrast is between voiced/voiceless, but is between 1ax/ 
tense in Lv the speaker of L2 will apply the voice distinction to separate the two 
classes of stops. This type of distortion is most likely to be the cause when a 
scribal school systematically replaces the (apparently) voiced stops of another 
language by voiceless ones, and vice versa. 

4 .3. As a rule, the phonological reconstruction of L1 cannot be more pre
cise nor more detailed than the knowledge of L2 allows. In an initial approxi
mation, using L2 to decipher L1, one can assign to L1 a number of phonological 
segments only equal to or smaller than the number of phonemes of L2. Quali
tatively, these will appear to be identical to the phonemes of L1, so that Fal
kenstein's surprise at the observation that Sumerian and Akkadian phonolo
gically "in einer unerwartet [emphasis addedJ engen Weise zusammengehen" 
(Genava 8 [1960J 303) is unwarranted, and there is no need to seek an explana
tion for this presumed similarity on the influence of a substratum. 

5. Sumerian Phonological Sources 

5. 1 .  The native sources which make it possible to define the phonetic 
shapes of the cuneiform signs used in Sumerian cannot be discussed in detail 
here (see, for instance, Krecher, A OA T  1 1 58 f.), but a few remarks are needed. 
One type of source ordinarily disregarded is the comparison of the divergent 
spellings provided by the same Akkadian translation. The use of this source 
is justified by the logographic nature of the script and is easily available in the 
lexical sections of the CAD and, to a lesser extent, of AHw. Cf. [du9J ,  [turJ, 
[se-erJ, [sirJ = enesu, or [(si)-si-igJ, [sigJ, [seg,J , [seg1oJ, etc. = saqummatu, and 

10 Cf. U. Weinreich, Languages in Contact (The Hague 1968) 18 f. 
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so on. The importance of loan words and of sign names tends to be overrated. 
As far as loan words are concerned, the likely existence of phonemic subsystems 
reserved for words of foreign origin, as well as the adaptations across linguistic 
borders due to the distortions discussed in 4.2, are consistently neglected in 
Assyriology. Rhymes, puns, plays on words can occasionally provide useful 
information. The presence of jarganumj and jargibilj among words which are 
expected to include the syllable fall in the "Song of the Hoe", is an indication 
of an underdifferentiation of Irl and III in given environments. An extremely 
important distinction occurs between sources which give the phonetic shapes 
context-free (such as syllabaries) and those which provide a context (such as 
syllabic texts and certain glosses) . 

5.2. The syllabaries form a closed system in which the phonetic shapes 
of the signs are defined in terms of a relatively small set of basic syllabograms. 
In this system, the basic syllabograms can be defined only tautologically; some 
copies of Proto-Ea, in fact, leave the pronunciation column of such signs blank. 
To break the circle, a series of phonetic equations between the basic syllabo
grams and a foreign known system is required; without such outside sources, 
the syllabary would be undecipherable. For the Assyriologist, the obvious 
solution is to assign to the basic syllabograms the phonetic value they have 
in Akkadian. It is necessary to ask, however, whether this Akkadian value 
was exactly the same as that used by the native scribes. In other words, which 
is the primary and which the secondary language (cf. 4 . 1 )  in the syllabaries ? 
The oldest syllabaries preserved (Proto-Ea and Proto-Diri) leave no doubt 
that the phonetic value of the signs was determined by an oral tradition: the 
pronunciation was learned not from the written tablet but from the teacher's 
mouth. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain why many copies, even when 
provided with an Akkadian translation, lack the pronunciation column 11. 
Furthermore, the existence of variant values not explicitly given in the sylla
baries (cf. Civil, ]CS 20 [ 1966J 120 8) also must be explained by oral tradition. 
In this type of oral instruction, were the basic syllabograms assigned the very 
same phonetic value they had when used for Akkadian, or were they assigned 
a traditional Sumerian pronunciation, similar, to be sure, to the Akkadian one, 
but with phonologically significant differences ? At first glance, it appears 
somewhat difficult to believe that an essentially extinct language, surviving 
only in cultural and religious usages, a language whose morphology was being 
strongly influenced by Akkadian and whose lexicon was increasingly less well 
understood, could preserve phonetic peculiarities foreign to Akkadian. Never
theless, there are traces of articulations not found in Akkadian such as the al
ready mentioned intervocalic articulation of [dJ as Idrj, or the like, attested at 
very late dates: syllabic gu-ru-su-un for gud-sun, E�crou&poc; for zi-ucsud-ra, 
etc. The different rendering of the Sumerian and Akkadian stops in the Greek 
transliterations seems to require a similar explanation. Despite the linguistic 
difficulties, the importance of oral transmission in traditional societies with 
a highly restricted degree of literacy can hardly be overestimated. In short, 
the existence of an independent phonological tradition for Sumerian has an 
appreciable degree of probability. Obviously such a tradition is not recoverable 

11 Out of the thirty-one tablets of Proto-Diri from Nippur, only ten include 
the pronunciation column. 
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as a whole, and only in particularly favorable instances and by indirect 
means can the Sumerologist venture beyond the method of assigning Akkadian 
values to the basic syllabograms. 

5.3. To determine the phonetic value of the basic syllabograms the fol
lowing steps must be followed : 

l )  The signs are provisionally assigned values similar to the ones they 
have in Akkadian. These Akkadian values must be the ones used by the 
scribes of the same school and period. 

2) The distortions referred to in 4.2 must be detected, if possible. They 
will appear either as a surplus of similar values, as for instance the several [u] 
signs of Proto-Ea, or as variants (diachronic or synchronic) . A surplus of signs 
must be investigated to see whether it results from an overdifferentiation from 
the Akkadian, or is a truly Sumerian phenomenon. Some of the diachronic 
variants, due to the nature of the sources, will turn out to be mere scribal er
rors. An example of genuinely Sumerian synchronic variation is em] in Proto
Ea which is split in em] and [g] ( = /g/) in canonical Ea. But the split of [Z] 
in [s] and [z] is an Akkadian scribal practice, as shown by the frequent use of 
[sa], [si] , and [su] in Nippur OB Akkadian texts. 

3) The requirements needed to postulate a particular non-Akkadian 
sound are described in more detail in the discussion of logograms in 6.2. Such 
sounds can be properly described only as a system of variants, and their possi
bility is acceptable only if there is a series of similar cases. An example would 
be the alternation /g/ � Ibl, amply attested and with clearly preferential en
vironments (before j-ur-j) . These alternations will have several plausible pho
netic solutions : Igb/, jgw/, etc. A successful example of the detection of a sound 
alien to Akkadian is the old discovery of /g/, for which several phonetic solu
tions are likewise possible: 1 ·"')/, / -jID/, etc. 

4) Even when one of these sounds has been reasonably postulated, it 
is not always possible to ascertain all of its occurrences: [g] and [b] are certainly 
in relevant contrast in [sus-g] versus [sus-b], by semantic criteria. 

5) It must be remembered, :finally, that the scribal habits of the same 
school and period will almost never be completely consistent. 

6. Determination of the Phonetic Shapes of the Logograms 

6. 1 .  The only viable de:finition of the Sumerian logogram implies that it 
represents a lexical entry with all its possible phonetic shapes (allomorphs) . 
Which of these shapes is usually entered in the syllabaries ? The syllabaries 
give the Akkadian pronunciation of some very common logograms such as 
[A.sA] and [NA4] ;  Ea gives consecutively their two most common allomorphs, 
jeqluj and /eqel/ and labnul and laban/, respectively. In other cases the sylla
baries give only one allomorph (e. g., Proto-Ea has only /kalab/ for [UR]) ,  and 
not necessarily the one which the modern linguist would consider the basic 
or underlying form. There is a tendency in canonical Ea to give the two forms 
CV and CVC for the same lexical entry, but Proto-Ea in most cases has only 
one form (mostly CV) . Up to this point no attempt has been made to recon
struct the rules which govern the choice of a given allomorph in the lexical lists. 
It is quite possible that when some of the rules have been rediscovered (a com
plete recovery is most unlikely) ,  it will become evident that they are based on 
reasons other than grammatical ones. It is probable, for instance, that the 
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choice of Izil as the phonetic shape of [ZI] is not simply due to the existence of 
the allomorph Izil of Izigl and Izid/, but rather to the fact that the two entries 
(including, naturally, Izi-0 I) could be represented more economically by a sin
gle form [zi] . Thus the interpretation of the syllabaries requires a considerable 
degree of native linguistic competence which is not accessible to the modern 
Sumerologist. It is clear that, for practical purposes, to say nothing of the re
quirements of a generative formulation, the lexicon must list the words in a 
form that includes the final consonant. It is easy to write quite general rules 
for deleting final consonants, but it would be absurd to write rules for adding 
various consonants to the end of CV roots. 

6.2. The main objective must be not merely a simple assignation of values 
to signs, but a reconstruction of the phonology of the lexical entry. It would 
be not only impractical but also misleading to give the full status of phonetic 
value to every single variant provided by the sources. The discovery proce
dures should be as follows: 

1) Collection of all values which fulfill two conditions : a) similar or at 
least compatible phonetic shapes, and b) identical meaning. 

2) Preliminary clean-up to eliminate obvious scribal errors and semantic 
misinterpretations. 

3) Interpretation of the scribal data according to the scribal habits of 
the different schools and periods. For instance, /ikil (Boghazkoy) should not 
be given as a value of [IGI] , since the habits prevalent among Hittite scribes 
requires it to be reinterpreted as /igij (Sturtevant's law) . 

4) Morphophonemic classification according to morphological class, 
allomorphs, and syntactic context : all these must be identical to make the val
ues comparable. 

5) Test for consistency: are all values which have been interpreted and 
classified identical or do several variants remain ? 

6) 
'
Final determination of the phonetic shape : if all the values are iden

tical, the resulting phonetic shape must be accepted as the best available one 
in the present state of information; if there are variants, an explanation for 
them must be sought. Variants can be explained either as dialectal, historical, 
or, if they appear to fit the same diachronic and synchronic slot, as phonolo
gical. The latter case may be due to the presence of a Sumerian sound foreign 
to Akkadian, or to attempts to render an exotic non-Sumerian sound. A pho
nological solution must be acceptable from the point of view of phonological 
universals, and must be based on a series of similar cases (see 5.3, point 3) . 

6.3. A few examples illustrating the application of these principles are 
given here : 

1) For the number 10 the syllabaries give the forms [as], [u], [ba] , and 
[bU.] . Is a restoration */bo/, or the like, warranted? A close examination of 
the syllabaries shows that the forms with lal come from sources that give the 
numerals followed by a suffix I-ai, so that la/ comes from lui + la/, and the on
ly forms to be considered are lUI and Ibu;' Since there are not sufficient exam
ples of Ib/ '" 101 in initial position to support any general statement, the two 
forms must be considered free variants, and [bU.], being the more explicit form, 
must be given as the main lexical entry, with a cross reference under [u] . 
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2) [turJ and [die(1 )J seem sufficiently close phonetically and semanti
cally to warrant an investigation. The existence of constructions such as In 
diedicla tur-tur-ra-kecne "the smaller (or smallest) of the little ones" shows 
that the two forms are not semantically interchangeable. The only valid con
clusion is that the two forms be regarded as possible evidence that the process, 
well known in other languages, of expressing the diminutive by alternations 
il1. the root consonants (see, e. g . ,  ]. Nichols, "Diminutive Consonant Symbolism 
in Western North America", Language 47 [ 197 lJ 826 ff.) could exist in Sumerian. 
Naturally, other parallel formations of this kind are needed to postulate with 
certainty the existence of this process in Sumerian. 

3) [dibJ and [ribJ have the same meaning "to surpass" (Akk. sutuqu) . 
Are both graphic variants of the same word? In view of the very frequent al
ternation Idl � Ir/, it is quite likely. Note, however, that [ribJ does not seem 
to be used in finite verbal forms, so that the criterion of morphophonemic iden
tity is not fulfilled. 

4) Can the forms [ri-gicbil-ln/luJ, [ar-gi(4)-bil-luJ, and [ar-gibil2J be com
bined? The word is certainly the same, but the forms are too separated in time 
and space, and a historical and/or dialectal explanation is to be sought. 

5) Consider the following equations : 

be-e KU = zu, be-ed KU = tezu, and se-e KU = zu, se-ed KU = tezu (Ea I 150ff.) .  
Ibl and Isj are not normally considered as similar sounds, but, because of se
mantic identity, the question of "one or two lexical entries ?"  has to be asked. 
In the first place, the distinction between noun and verb as given in the sylla
baries is probably incorrect. There are a number of abbreviating conventions 
in the lexical lists whereby, according to one of these conventions, instead of 

value1 SIGN = meaning1, meaning2 
value2 SIGN = meaning!> meaning2 

the scribe, in canonical Ea, simply writes : 

value1 SIGN = meaning1 
value2 SIGN = meaning2 

The textual variants in the case under discussion (see MSL 14, ad. loc.) seem 
to confirm the presence of an abbreviation. The passage can be used only as 
evidence for the alternation of short and long forms of the root. Can the two 
forms be combined by assuming Ibj � jsl (hypothetically one could think of 
a fricative labial) ? So far, I believe, the only other similar alternation is in ka
as-barj sar 12, and this is not enough to establish a phonological pattern. The 
two forms must therefore be considered as two separate lexical entries, unless 
more examples of jbj � jsj come to light. 

7. Problems of Transliteration 

7 . 1 .  The preceding paragraphs lead to conclusions regarding transliteration 
. that are far from encouraging, and show how difficult the Sumerologist's 
task can be: 

12 Not explainable as jbl -+ jsl in environment js_ I, because the form is 
found in a finite verbal form of the compound verb. See G. Gragg, TCS 3 178, 
and d. ]. Klein, ]CS 23 (1971 )  1 18. 
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1) There is no such thing as a Sumerian Syllabary which can list all the 
values of the signs. Instead, what is needed is a relatively simple Syllabary 
and a lengthy and rather complex Lexicon. 

2) A definitive list of phonetic values for the logograms will be possible 
only when the reconstruction of the lexicon is sufficiently advanced. 

3) Contrary to common expectations and to the resolutions of Assyrio
logical meetings and committees which have dealt with these matters, it would 
be impractical, and perhaps impossible, to establish a transliteration system 
equally valid for Sumerian and Akkadian. 

This does not mean, of course, that values need to be given different subin
dices in the different languages, or anything as confusing as that, but it does 
mean that the Assyriologist must recognize that he is transliterating two writ
ing systems which function in quite different ways. 

7.2. The distinction between transliteration and transcription, which 
was first applied to the cuneiform field by I. ]. Gelb, is a useful one and should 
be carefully maintained. This distinction is not sharply defined, however, be
cause several subtypes and gradations are possible, so that one can speak of 
a "narrow" or a "broad" transliteration or transcription. Transliteration, the 
sign by sign rendering of one writing system into another, admits several levels; 
a text, for instance, could be adequately transliterated by merely replacing each 
sign by the number assigned to it in some standard list of signs. Such a translit
eration conceivably could be useful for computer work, but is of very limited 
usefulness for anything else. The system traditionally used by Sumerologists, 
a good one and one that must be preserved, works ;as follows: each sign is as
signed one or several values represented by Latin letters according to the data 
of the native sources; the selection of values (in the case of logograms) is made 
in such a way that the value is the one that corresponds to the meaning intend
ed in a given passage. This process involves more ' than simple substitution, 
because it includes a semantic interpretation of the! text, and thus it is more 
than a transliteration in the usual sense. 

The basic rule for transliteration is that it must be kept as much as possi
ble on the same level, in a narrow sense. Consequently, non-graphemic distinc
tions must be systematically disregarded. When some paleographic information 
is considered important, reference should be made tp the number given to the 
sign in some standard paleographic list, even whe� the graphic variants are 
provided by the native syllabaries. Thus there is no Ineed to make a distinction 
among all the [karadin] signs as in Thureau-Danginl HS (although the writing 
with [NIGIN] should appear, of course, with a speciail subindex) , since the sign 
has still other graphic forms in the fairly infrequen� occurrences of this lexical 
item in context. To keep the transliteration on tlie same level also requires 
making a decision about the choice of aliomorphs. 1 Morphophonemic incon
sistencies must be eliminated. A transliteration [lukal-ni] has to be preferred 
to [lugala-ni] . Note that in this case the solution is even misleading: it is not 
that /lugal/ has an allomorph /lugala/ before the s�x [-ni] , but the suffix is 
really /-ani/, so that it would be preferable in any i case to attribute to [NI] a 
value [ani] . Similarly, even when a particular type pf reduplication is attested 
in more phonological detail than usual, it has to be sacrificed for the sake of 
level uniformity. Thus one has to transliterate [iirs-girs-(r)e], not [-gigre] . 
As long as the various types of reduplication and I their distribution are not 
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well established, the use of narrowly defined reduplicated forms may well lead 
to an incorrect transliteration in a particular context. Furthermore, this in
formation is not available for all roots, so that the use of the gigre-type of trans
literation infringes again upon the rule of uniformity. Similar considerations 
apply to nominal compounds. It appears that the best rule for transliterating 
logograms is to give them in the form accepted as basic in the lexical entry . 
Since the lexicon is supposed to indicate, whenever possible, which morpho
phonemic rules apply to each lexical entry, the choice of the particular allo
morph applicable to a specific context is already implied by the main form of 
the lexical entry. 

7.3.  Ceteris paribus, the simplest transliteration should be preferred. 
When a gloss gives a reading identical to that of the individual signs, the signs 
should be written separately, thus avoiding the proliferation of values. For 
instance, one must transliterate [a-gar] , not [agar] . The unwarranted inclusion 
of a determinative in the logogram should be avoided: no special value must 
be given to rGIS.SAR] or [GIS.BAD] as opposed to [SAR] and [BAD] with the same 
meanings; these readings come from a misinterpretation of some entries from 
the Diri series. The use of hyphens implies a morphemic analysis; the practice 
of hyphenating entire nominal phrases should, in my opinion, be avoided. 
The argument that postpositions affect the full phrase is insufficient (no one 
would think of writing [RemusRomu1usque] as a unit) and, if it were applied 
consistently, it would then be necessary to hyphenate entire subordinate clauses, 
with a consequent loss of clarity and readability. The use of the hyphen 
must be reserved for indicating the different graphic parts of a morpheme, the 
affixes joined immediately to it, and the nominal compounds. In this way it 
is possible to make a distinction between [ki sikil] (noun + adjective) and 
[ki-sikil] (compound noun) . Incidentally, the extra spacing between letters 
customarily used in printing Sumerian texts not only fails to add anything of 
scientific value to the transliteration, but also, as anyone who has used Kramer's 
edition of the "Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur" can testify, impairs 
readability, is uneconomical, and of dubious aesthetic value. 

7.4. There are many problems which still need discussion: which non
Akkadian phonemes are well established enough to be accepted in the list of 
values ? Hardly anyone would oppose the inclusion of jgj, but what about 
[b] "' [g] and similar alternations ? Someday, some Sumero10gists with good 
phonological sense will no doubt propose to transliterate [kalak] rather then 
[ka1ag], pointing to the probable existence of a rule that adds a feature + voice 
to final stops before suffixes with initial vowel (/kalagaj) . Or will they prefer 
a devoicing rule ? Many other questions are still unanswered 13. A universally 
accepted system of transliteration, completely uniform in the smallest details, 
is an unlikely prospect, and perhaps not even desirable. But the Sumero10-
gist has the right to ask his colleagues to use a system that is unambiguous, 
clear, economical, and above all, consistent. 

13 If and when the question of the so-called amissib1e consonants is satis
factorily answered (a much more difficult task than is ordinarily assumed), 
a means must be found to differentiate roots which are apparently homony
mous but which differ in being subject or not to a certain rule. This rule may 
very well take a form other than consonant deletion, such as a change in the 
vocalic nucleus of the syllable. 
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New Cases of Morphophonemic Spellings 

Erica REINER - Chicago 

The concept of morphographemics has been introduced in Assyriology by 
1. ]. Ge1b. Long before the publication of his article, "A Note on Morphograph
emics", Melanges Marcel Cohen (The Hague, 1970), pp. 73-77. I was priv
ileged to discuss with him this concept, and it no doubt influenced my thinking 
when I was working on my Linguistic Analysis of Akkadian (The Hague, 1966; 
in the following cited as LAA ) .  In that book, one of my concerns was to sep
arate morphophonemic alternations from other sound changes (historical or 
dialectal) . Moreover, I divided the morphophonemic alternations (normally 
assimilations) into those which occur at the boundary of a nominal or verbal 
form and an affix and those which occur in the interior of a nominal or verbal 
form. Historical or dialectal sound changes (e.g. OB St > MB It) may be 
reflected in the spelling (e.g., MB <il-ta-nu») or they may not (e.g. <is-ta-nu)) ,  
representing phonological l iltanul) 1. A spelling which does not reflect the 
change may be interpreted as traditional spelling (for other possible interpre
tations see Ge1b, loco cit. ,  p. 75f) . 

The description of alternations in LAA Chapter 6, on the other hand, is 
valid for all periods and dialects of Akkadian - on the basis of the now avail
able evidence. For instance, a dental (D) or a sibilant (Z) followed by the 
palatal spirant s always goes to a long (geminate) sibilant ( { D, Z }  + s -+ ss), 
an assimilation phenomenon that is most commonly documented when a third 
person suffix, which has an initial s, is affixed to a noun or verb form ending in a 
dental or a sibilant. The various ways in which the cuneiform writing system 
renders this assimilation are enumerated by Ge1b, loco cit.,  p. 74. These various 
possibilities represent two alternatives: ( 1 )  spellings which always use the base, 

1 The change st > It was documented for the post-OB period only, until 
new texts revealed that the change was attested as early as the OB period, and 
the new dictionaries now have the oldest form listed as iStanu and not, as the 
former dictionaries had, iltanu. Once .this st > It change is established for the 
OB period on the evidence of istanu > iltanu, we may look for it in other words 
too containing the sequence -It-. An exaI:ll£le is the verb form al-ta-ba-ak-ku, 
found in a recently published OB prayer (Goetze, ]CS 22 [1968J 25, obv. 8) ; 
this form cannot be derived from labiikum (a possibility considered but rejected 
by Goetze because of its vocalism) , nor does it have "appurtenance to labum ( = lawum) . . .  considered and preferred" by Goetze; we may take it simply as 
derived from sapakum, i.e., astapak +ku(m) which appears, with the st > It 
change, as altapak +ku(m) and yields the satisfactory sense "I am pouring out 
for you" . The spelling with the <ba) sign instead of the expected <pa) sign is a 
spelling feature which poses no problem. 
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or unassimilated, morphophonemic form whatever word or morpheme follows 
it, and (2) spellings which use the surface form, the phonemic realization of the 
base in the given environment, before the initial s of the following morpheme. 
The spelling which always uses the base or morphophonemic form is the mor
phographemic or morphophonemic spelling; the alternation is predictable from 
the initial phoneme of the following morpheme (the suffix) , which may be spelled, 
as it usually is, in its surface form (Le., with initial sibilant) or, more rarely, in 
its underlying form (Le., with initial s) . 

So far, most of the examples cited for morphographemic or morphophonemic 
spelling were of this type, namely spellings which do not indicate the expected 
boundary alternation before a suffix (usually before the mentioned s-initial 
suffix) . To the examples commonly cited for this spelling practice I would 
like to add a new type. I propose to include in the consideration of boundary 
alternations not only single words composed of a base and bound affixes, but 
also word groups forming constructions which behave like single words. The 
first element of such groups behaves as a bound morpheme, as indicated by the 
variation between phonemic and morphophonemic spelling. Such a group is 
a word in the construct state followed by a genitive, a construction comparable 
to a compound 2. 

While most groups of this type are written morphophonemically, that is, 
the final consonant of the first word in the group remains unchanged in the 
spelling, there exist spellings which indicate that assimilations that occur at 
morpheme boundaries in single words in fact took place at word boundary too. 
Morphophonemic alternations before free words reveal additional assimilation 
phenomena (Le., other than dentals and sibilants) , such as those involving 
m, n, and k (see LAA 6. 1 . 1 ,  6. 1 .2, 6 . 1 .5, for assimilations involving m, n, 
and k at morpheme boundary, . and 6. 1 . 1 . 1  for an example at word group 
boundary) . 

The assimilations which occur in word groups, that is, at word boundary, 
and those which occur at morpheme boundary, are alike. The word boundary 
actually behaves in the word groups under discussion as a morpheme boundary, 
because the first element of the word group is, in fact, a bound morpheme: it never 
occurs alone, but is followed, both in the case of the construct state and in the 
case of the preposition, by a suffix or by a genitive. As our collection of examples 
grows, we begin to realize that the spelling of such word groups without indi
cation of word-boundary assimilation is nothing but morphophonemic spelling. 
There was, at least in some Akkadian dialects, such close juncture between a 
word in the construct state and the following genitive that assimilative spellings 
do turn up, despite the scribes' preference for writing the morphophonemic 
form. I would like to illustrate this with the following examples: 

1 .  Old Babylonian (also cited previously in LAA) :  

lJi-�i-im-ma-tim = lJi�ib + matim (LAA 6. 1 . 1 . 1) 
lJi-mi-i�-�e-tim = lJimi! + �etim (LAA 6.1 .4.2) 
sa-pi-in-na-ri-im = sapir + narim (LAA 6.2 . 1 .4) 

2 Such a group behaves like a single word also on the morphological level, 
because its plural is formed by attaching the plural suffix to its end (in this 
case, to the genitive) ; for examples see LAA,  p. 133. 
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Ma-za-mu-a = mat + Zamua, geographic name; for references see 
S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms, (Neukirchen, 1970), pp. 381£. 

qa-$a-bi-ti, qa-$a-bi-it-te = qat + $abitti, variant of qat $ibitti 3, for 
references see CAD $, p. l56f., S.v. $ibittu mng. 4 and AHw 9l0b 
S.v. qatum 8 and 906a, s.v. qa$$abitti. 

These examples illustrate the assimilation t + Z = Z:, i.e., It I assimilates 
to a following sibilant, documented for morpheme boundary in LAA 6. 1 .4.2, 
see also the example cited above sub ( 1 ) .  In conformity with NA spelling 
practice, the long (geminate) consonant resulting from the assimilation is written 
as short or single. 

Another word group where it may be expected that assimilation took place 
is that composed of a preposition and the following noun. It is known that 
when the short form of the prepositions ina and ana, namely in and an, precedes 
a word beginning with a consonant, the preposition-final n assimilates to the 
following consonant. For this assimilation in OA see K. Hecker, Grammatik 
der Kultepe-Texte (Rome, 1968), § 36 a; note, also in other periods, the compound 
prepositions and conjunctions a$$er, i$$er, assumi, akki, the adverbs assurri, 
issurri, ammini, immati, and the like. No examples have been found so far for 
other prepositions, e.g., kum and NA bit, which are written morphophonemically. 

In an article published elsewhere, I suggest that no new information is 
gained by adjusting the transliteration of cuneiform signs to reflect the phono
logical surface form that is required by the environment (the context) . The 
new values thereby introduced would only reflect assimilation or dissimilation 
phenomena that are entirely predictable from the phonological environment 
and that, for the most part, remain unexpressed in the writing system. The 
paucity of examples for assimilative, phonemic spellings at word boundary attests 
to this morphophonemic spelling practice. Nevertheless, however small the 
number of examples cited, the fact that they do occur indicates that word groups 
also participate in boundary assimilation, and may be considered compounds 
whose first elements (constructs followed by a noun in the genitive) are compa
rable to the constructs that are followed by a bound suffix. If the ancient scribe 
did not consider it necessary to indicate in the spelling the alternants of such 
words, it need not be necessary for us to do so. We may transcribe the sign 
or sign groups <ki-sa-ad), <ki-sa-as), <ki-sa) or <GO) before, e.g., the suffix 
Isul  spelled with its alternant <su) phonemically as I kiSassu I and morphophone
mically as Ikisadsul and, partly morphophonemicaUy, partly phonemically, as 
IkiSadsul .  The latter type of transcription, more precisely the one where the 
final consonant of the morpheme preceding the boundary is spelled morphopho
nemically, and the initial consonant of the morpheme following the boundary is 
spelled phonemically, is used, e.g. , in the citations in AHw and in most instances 
in the cuneiform writing system, which diverges from the morphophonemic 
principle only in the periods, geographical areas, and text categories which had 
no strong orthographic tradition. 

3 Recognized by Deller, Or 33 ( 1964) 93. Note also, in NB, the spelling 
SUlI ( = qat) sa-bit-ti (TCL 13 142 : 12), which may indicate word-boundary 
assimilation, the second element of the compound - just as the third person 
suffix - being written with its surface realization with initial [s l .  
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Since it has been, up to this point, the exception that proved the rule, Le., 
the exceptional phonemic spelling of the morpheme final proved the existence 
of morphophonemic spelling, I will give a few more examples of the same kind. 
The examples illustrate explicitly partial or total assimilation at morpheme 
boundaries (Le., phonemic spelling) . With few exceptions, these examples come 
from letters or administrative texts, text categories which do not rely heavily 
on the morphophonemic tradition of orthography. 

morphophonemic spelling phonemic spelling 

*nu-ut-tu-un-ma 
niS-kun-ma 
!a-ab-ma 
su-me-el-su 
su-lam-su 
a-ra-am-su-nu-ti 
Je-em-su 

nu-ut-tum-ma MDP 24 369 :8 
nis-ku-um-ma A MT 84,4 ii 9 
!a-am-ma BE 14 42:6 
su-mi-su (for su-mi-iS-su) Or 32 383 :7 
su-la-an-su ABL 109 r. 12  
a-ra-an-su-nu-ti Borger Esarh. 3 ii 40 
!e-en-su passim 

These examples show that a nasal is always realized as homorganic with a 
following consonant, whether the nasal is originally part of the morpheme or 
whether it arose from dissimilation of a long (geminate) voiced consonant, a 
phenomenon long known and most often documented by the spelling < a-nam
din> for J anandinJ, dissimilated from J anaddinJ .  Since a syllabic value <nan> 
has sometimes been positited for <nam> in <a-nam-din> and similar forms, I 
would like to adduce some further examples which show that the spelling of 
the nasal preceding a consonant is immaterial, and that any nasal appears as n 
(phonetic [nJ) before dental stops and spirants (d, t, t, z, s, �, s) and as n 
(phonetic [:lJ) before velar stops and spirants (g, k, q, 1].) . 
(a) before sibilants : i-nam-si (phonemic Jinansi J :  from J inassi J )  

TCL 9 84 : 14, 147 : 1 0  

(b) before velars : 

tu-sa-am-sa-su (phonemic J tusansasuJ ,  from J tusassasuJ )  
u-nam-zi-im (phonemic JunanzimJ ,  from JunazzimJ) 

CT 40 1 1 :69 

u-sam-kir (phonetic [usa:9kirJ, phonemic JusankirJ )  
Streck A sb . 6 4  vii 1 02, etc. 

nam-lJu-za-at (phonetic [na)lJuzatJ, phonemic JnanlJuzatJ) 
LKA 142 :27 

These hypercorrect spellings show that the final nasal of the sign <nam> is 
automatically to be read as a homorganic nasal. The establishment of a sepa
rate value <nan> would be justified only if the correct reading would not be 
predictable from the phonemic environment, e.g., if the sign <nam> would have 
to be read JnanJ before a vowel or before a labial. 
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Assigning even an approximate date to undated inscriptions is a notiorious
ly difficult problem, and very substantial errors can be made even when deal
ing with tablets from periods from which there are large numbers of 
dated texts 1. Usually one assigns a date to an inscription on the basis of such 
criteria as size and shape of tablet, physical arrangement of writing, repertory 
of signs employed, prosopography (in the case of documents) , grammar and lexi
con, and handwriting. The judgment is usually quite subjective and takes in
to account whichever criteria seem relevant in the circumstances. 

Since dating is so often based on such overall subjective impressions, it 
is difficult, but important, to formulate criteria which can be used by others 
in making more objective judgments. Few such specific formulations have 
been made for any period of cuneiform writing. One may refer to J. Finkelstein, 
RA 63 (1969) 2 1 ,  n. 2, for some comments in regard to Old Babylonian "docu
mentary hands" for northern Babylonia. 

It is probably more difficult to date cuneiform inscriptions of the third 
millennium B.C. than those of any other period, partly because of the paucity 
of dated documents and the substantial chronological uncertainties which re
main. Nevertheless, with the increase in material in the past few years it seems 
useful at this point to discuss the problem of determining the date and prove
nance of texts from the time of the Fara tablets to the Dynasty of Akkad. 

The general evolution of individual cuneiform signs over the period of 
approximately three millennia in which cuneiform was used can be traced, 
although acquaintance with this development is not sufficient for the needs 
of cuneiformists who wish to determine the date of a text. 

The third millennium was a time of rapid evolution from pictographs to 
cuneiform signs, and parts of the material are well documented. The character
istics of the script in Levels IV and III at Uruk are represented in Falkenstein's 
Archaische Texte aus Uruk (Leipzig, 1936) ; the Jemdet Nasr script in Langdon's 
Pictographic Inscriptions from jemdet Nasr, OECT 7, (London, 1928) 2 ; the Ur 
archaic script in E. Burrows' Ur Archaic Texts (London, 1935) ; and the Fara 
script in Deimel's Liste der archaischen Keilschriftzeichen (Leipzig, 1922)3. It 

1 J. Finkelstein, "The Hammurapi Law Tablet BE XXXI 22", RA 63 
(1969) 21 ,  n. 1 ,  cites several instances where errors of as much as a thousand 
years were made. 

2 It must be said that the volume does not meet the needs of today's cu
neiformists in some respects. 3 See jCS 20 ( 1966) 75, n. 20 for a comment on the reliability of the sign 
forms in the list. 
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should be stressed, however, that in each of these instances the evidence applies 
specifically to the site involved and that one cannot assume uncritically that 
it applies either to the Mesopotamian area as a whole or to any other site. 

In general, the problems of distinguishing pre-Sargonic texts from Old 
Akkadian texts appear to be solved. The most widely known distinguishing 
mark is the direction of the vertical wedge in the sign su and in signs such as 
DA and ID 4. Gelb 5 has been able to refine the time distinction by saying that 
the change in the direction in which this particular component was written 
occurred during the reign of Sargon, i.e., the older style was still in use in Sar
gon's time. It must be stressed, however, that the validity of his observation 
is limited to the specific group of texts he was concerned with, since the "later" 
forms are already in use in the time of Lugalzagesi (see BIN 8 No. 86 and other 
Umma texts in that volume, also CT 50 Nos. 47 and 48) 6. The identification 
of texts of the late Old Akkadian period appears to constitute no problem and 
need not detain us here. 

The groups of earlier texts mentioned above cover more or less the first 
third of the third millennium, though not in a demonstrably close continuum. 
In view of the evidence that different styles of writing existed simultaneously, 
it is clear that no straight line of development can be assumed. Still, confidence 
in the details of evolution of cuneiform writing would be enhanced if it were 
possible to have a more or less continuous attestation (preferably from a single 
site) from the earliest times to the time of the Fara tablets. 

In my opinion, the greatest problem in cuneiform palaeography is our 
lack of knowledge about the particular handwritings of the various scribal cen
ters. In spite of an occasional dissent 7 it has long been customary to assume -
albeit tacitly - that there is a uniformity in characteristics of the script 
throughout Mesopotamia 8. 

A proper palaeographic study would include description of several techni
cal points such as the angle of wedges (here I mean not the angle between dif
ferent wedges in a sign, but rather how the impression was made), the evidence 
for kind and shape of stylus, perhaps even evidence for how it was held, and, 
of course, it would also require detailed analysis and description of each text 
in terms of such characteristics as size of writing, inclination of signs, distance 
between lines, relation of signs to rulings (e.g., do they "hang" from the ruling 
above them) , use of ligatures, use of optional elements in signs, etc. Another 
feature that might prove useful in delimiting regional and temporal practices 
is the sequence in which the various wedges in a sign were written (only possi
ble to see, of course, by using the original tablet .or a cast) 9. 

4 See Pohl, TuM 5, p. 7.  
5 GAIC, p. 1 70, n. 4 and MAD 5, p. XXI. 
6 M. Civil has pointed out to me that the archaic su sign survived in Ur 

III times when combined with another sign as in NAGA X SUo See Civil, RA 
54 ( 1960) 69, n. 2 and RA 55 (1961) 93. 

7 E.g., Ferris Stephens in his introduction to BIN 8, p. 8. 
8 E.g., D. O. Edzard, "Enmebaragesi von Kis", ZA 53 (1959) 9-26; A. Goet

ze, "Early Kings of Kish", ]CS 1 5  (1961) 105-1 1 1 ;  W. Nagel, "Friihdynastische 
Epochen in Mesopotamien", Vorderasiatische A rchaologie (Festschrift Moortgat) 
(Berlin, 1964), pp. 1 78-209 and Table 1 .  

9 The sequence can be observed easily in such signs as LA by noting which 
wedges have their "heads" obliterated by a wedge made later. In the case of 
LA, it appears (in Abu $alabikh at least) that the top row of verticals was made 
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In my work on tablets from Tell Abu $allibikh and from Fara over the 
past few years I have been struck by the variety of handwritings and the range 
of sign forms found in texts from Tell Abu $allibikh which are in all probability 
contemporary, and at the same time the differences in handwriting between 
Abu $allibikh and Fara, a distance of only a few miles 10 . 

It appears to me that the distinction ·made in Greek palaeography between 
"book hand" and "documentary hand" may be valid for third millennium Meso
potamia (its validity for later periods - say Old Babylonian and Neo-Baby
Ionian - is less debatable), though for our purposes it is preferable to call it 
a "literary hand". 11 In general, it appears that the Fara "literary hand" is 
a more careful handwriting than the "documentary hand" from the same 
site 12. The "documentary hand" is not entirely uniform. It appears that con
tracts 13 are usually written with greater care than more ephemeral documents. 
It is difficult on the basis of published photographs to be sure of the variations 
in the Fara "documentary hand" since it is possible that the tablets illustrated 
in Fara 3 were selected not because they were typical, but because of the com
parative elegance of the script. Here a careful description would also require 
comment on the apparent speed of the writing. It seems to me that the distinc
tion between the "literary hand" and "documentary hand" is less marked in 
Tell Abu $allibikh, though the examples of "documentary hands" are still too 
few to provide adequate material for comparison. 

Even though there is a more or less standard "literary hand" in Abu 
$allibikh, there are a number of texts written in handwritings quite distinct 
from it 14. Nevertheless, there is also a considerable homogeneity, and it seems 
better to remark here on comparisons with the Fara script than on local varia
tions within the Abu $allibikh texts. 

A general distinction between Fara and Abu $allibikh handwritings is 
that signs in Fara often have the vertical wedges slanting to the left and that 
signs slant upwards far more often than in Abu $allibikh. There are a number 
of clear distinctions between sign forms from the two sites as well. A striking 
example is that in Fara GI and ZI are usually distinguished only by a gunu in 
ZI. The few occurrences in the Nippur "Far a-period" texts agree with the Abu 
$a1libikh distinction. In Abu $allibikh GI and ZI are distinguished by the orien
tation of the wedges around the "stem" as well as by the gunu. 

first. Their "heads" are normally obliterated by the horizontal stroke at the 
top. The small horizontals in the right part, however, are normally not ohli
terated by the left vertical, and therefore were probably made after the verti
cal. A similar sequence is employed in the sign KEs. In fact, it seems to be a 
general characteristic of signs with a rectangular shape on the left that the ver
ticals are made first. Whether or not this specific observation is valid for other 
sites and other periods in the third millennium cannot be investigated here. 

10 I assume that the tablets from Fara and Abu $a1libikh are approxi
mately contemporary, though their precise contemporaneity is, of course, 
unprovable. 

11 In this instance "literary" should be understood to include all tradition
al texts, including word lists and sign lists. 

12 It must be admitted that it is not certainly known that the two groups 
of texts are contemporary. 

13 For the most recent publications, see M. Lambert, "Quatre nouveaux 
contrats de l'epoque de Shuruppak.", in In Memoriam Eckhard Unger (Baden
Baden, 1971), pp. 27-49. 

14 Nearly all the divergent scripts are illustrated by photographs in OIP 99. 
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Among many signs which might be singled out for comment, I may men
tion the sign LUL. In Abu $alabikh it has a full "head" inside of which are 
crossed wedges in the form a of a "lazy X" (the term is borrowed from descrip
tions of cattle brands) , whereas in Fara the usual LUL sign is LAK 242 rather 
than 243. The ways of writing rare signs are even more divergent, though in 
most instances consistent within each of the two bodies of texts. 

A particularly striking feature of the Abu $alabikh script is the occasion
al use of a rounded impression for the final wedge in such signs as TA and SA 
which normally have a vertical wedge where the oblique strokes join. The same 
feature occurs in Fara (at least in the "literary hand") .  It is perhaps "reason
able" to assume that the rounded impression is more archaic than the verti
cal wedge (it is not attested in the Ur archaic texts, however) ; the fact is that 
it is used by skilled scribes from the same time, and even within the same tab
let (e.g., alP 99 no. 136 column iii) .  

If such variations occur in contemporary texts from known sources, we 
should be reluctant to ascribe chronological significance to individual archaic 
looking features when they occur in a text of unknown provenance, particu
larly since a "literary hand" is likely to be more conservative than a "documen
tary hand". 

Obviously, not all signs are of equal worth for palaeographic purposes. 
For example, the number of wedges in some signs in certain positions is entire
ly arbitrary (e.g. , the number of horizontals in SE or KI), even though a specific 
minimum may be required (in the case of SE and KI in order to distinguish them 
from N.AM or KU and DI respectively) . 

For many signs the potential for variation is limited (e.g., MAS, BAR, DU, 
NI, ME) or else the shape of the sign does not permit much variation in angles 
or orientation (e.g., LA, DAB) . 

As a sample, I have chosen several signs which seem to have potential 
for distinguishing provenance at least (if not date) , quite apart from any gener
al impression one may have from an original tablet or a copy. At the same 
time, relatively common signs were chosen so that occurrences could be found 
easily. I am aware that choosing a limited number of signs resembles the "test
letter" theory in Greek palaeography now generally abandoned 15, but it seems 
to me that it may be useful at this stage in cuneiform palaeography. I have 
chosen for the most part texts to which I have had direct access : texts from 
Tell Abu $alabikh (cited here by publication number in alP 99 (in press) ) ,  
Fara (citations from texts from Fara 2 of which I have photographs), Nippur 
(Enlil-Ninhursag cylinder 16 and other pre-Sargonic tablets available to me in 
the original or casts) , al-Hiba 17, and Umma (citations are from published sources 
of assumed Umma provenance) .  

15 See E .  G .  Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World (Princeton, 
1971 ) ,  p. 23. 

16 With the permission of Dr. Ake Sjoberg, curator of the tablet collection 
at the University Museum, Philadelphia, I have recently made a new copy of 
this text, first published by G. Barton, MBI 1 no. 1 .  I have cited it according 
to correct column number with column numbers of the published edition in 
parentheses. 

17 As far as I can judge, the script of al-Hiba is indistinguishable from that 
of Tello for the same period and consequently what is valid for al-Hiba appears 
to be valid for the entire Lagash area. 
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Abu saliibikh Fara Nippur Adab al·Hiba Umma 

� ~ � � ~ � 

~ � ~ � � 
ZI (Fig. 1 )  

AbU $aliibikh: (a) OIP 99 passim, (b) OIP 99 298 ii ,  (c) OIP 99 124 v! Fara 
2 No. 12 ;  Nippur : MBI 1 ii ("xi"), 4 N-T 55 ("documentary hand") (c) 
7 N-T 6 ("documentary hand") ;  Adab: OIP 14 55 ; al-Hiba: (a) 2 H-T 2 1 ,  (b) 

2 H-T 12, (c) 2 H-T 25 ; Umma: CT 50 48 i and vi. 

The most noteworthy feature of Fig. 1 is the form of ZI in the Lagash area. 
By and large, the other examples cited are quite similar. It can readily be 
seen that the vertical at the beginning of several examples is not obligatory 
(note that two al-Hiba examples, one from an inscription of Enannatum I 
and the other from his son LUM-ma-TUR, differ in this respect. In Abu $aliibikh 
occurrence of the vertical is much more common than its omission. A double 
gunu in a Nippur example is paralleled in a number of occurrences in Abu 
$aliibikh 18. 

NAM is a sign with a great deal of potential for variations. It can be seen 
from Fig. 2 that the form of the sign in Nippur and Adab is very similar and 
that it has a feature not shared by texts from the other sites covered (this form 
of NAM is used at both sites in both the "literary hand" and the "documentary 
hand") . At the same time it bears a resemblance to the NAM on the pre-Sar
gonic text illustrated by S. N. Kramer on the dust jacket of From the Tablets of 
Sumer (Indian Hills, Colorado, 1956) and as Fig. 6a, with the ;exception that 
it resembles the Abu $aliibikh form in having two horizontal wedges on the 
right from which the oblique strokes come 19. 

UD is another sign where there is an important distinction between Fara 
and Abu $aliibikh. In Fara texts (at least in the "literary hand") UD is formed 

18 This is truly an archaic feature (See ]CS 20 [1966J 78 n. 38) but is not 
evidence that these individual tablets are earlier than others. 

19 Other features, such as UD, the long horizontal in DINGIR, the form of 
MU (in which the final cross strokes nearly join the tails of the first set of cross 
strokes) suggest that the tablet is from Adab or Nippur. 
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Abu $aliibikh Para Nippur Adab al-H:iba 

NAM (Fig. 2) 

Abu. $aUibikh: alP 99 passim; Fara: (a) Fara. 2  140 vi, (b) Fara 2 58 rev. ; TSS 
46; Nippur: (a) MBl 1 i ("x"), (b) MBl 1 xvii ("vi") ; Adab : (a) alP 14 53, 

(b) alP 14 56; a1-Hiba: (a) 2 H-T 12, (b) 2 H-T 22. 

Abii $aliibikh Para Nippur Adab al-Hiba Umma 

y � � � p p 
� 

un (Fig. 3) 

AbU. $aHibikh: alP 99 passim; Fara : passim; Nippur: MBl 1 vi ("xv") ; 
Adab : alP 14 5 1  iii ("documentary hand") ; a1-Hiba:  (a) 2 H-T 21 ,  (b) 2 H-T 

12 ;  Umma: BIN 8 86 iii ("documentary hand") . 
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with five wedges, one of which is superimposed on another, but with the "head" 
at the bottom. Nippur, Adab, and the Lagash area share the form of UD in 
which the top one of the smaller strokes has the "head" uppermost. In Umma, 
on the other hand, the "heads" are together. 

AbU 9a1iibikh Fara Nippllr Adab al·liiba Umma 

4b � � � � � 
� ~ 

� 
KA (Fig. 4) 

Abu $aliibikh: alP 99 passim; Fara : Fara 2 20 rev. ; Nippur: (a) MBl 1 i 
("x"), (b) MBl 1 xii ("i") ; Adab : alP 14 56; al-Hiba: (a) 2 H-T 2 1 ,  (b) 2 

H-T 18, (c) 2 H-T 6 ;  Umma: BIN 8 86 v ("documentary hand") .  

The differences between KA in the various sites is less striking than the 
other signs listed here. Normally in both Abu $aliibikh and Fara the "beard" 
is formed with a heavy stroke at the top with a well defined "head" and then 
a number of fine strokes, usually virtually without "heads" . The top wedge 
in the "head" (Le., the part of the sign KA which represents a head) of the lat
er examples has its "head" at a different point. In Nippur and Adab 
the "beard" is often formed of nearly vertical wedges. In the Lagash area the 
"beard" often begins inside the "head" part of the sign. These characteristics 
naturally apply to all compound signs formed on the. b asis of KA. Again, as 
with other signs, there is a distinction between KA in U mma and in the Lagash 
area. Note occurrences of the Umma KA in the text published by E. Sollberger, 
"La frontit�re de Sara", Or 28 (1959) 336-50. 

Examination of figures 1 -4 will show at once that there are marked dif
ferences in writing and that this is not merely a matter of date (as between 
Abu $aliibikh-Fara and the later sources) , but equally a matter of geographi
cal location. Moreover, it is clear that the various peculiarities pointed out 
here do not necessarily fall into groups and that sites which share some parti
cular feature do not necessarily share some other feature. Consequently it would 
be erroneous to suggest that one of the styles derives from any other. 

It seems particularly clear that there is a distinctive handwriting for the 
Lagash area (Tello and al-Hiba) at least from the time of Enannatum to Uruk
agina, for which the most striking features are the forms of the sign ZI (see 
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Fig. 1) and SAR 20. Neither form is known to me outside the Lagash area. Like
wise, Nippur and Adab share a number of features. It should be noted in 
particular that Umma and the Lagash area have distinctive handwriting styles. 

The result of this brief examination of signs from several sites suggests 
that a great deal of caution is needed in proposing relative dates for texts from 
the pre-Sargonic period, even more so when the provenance is not known, and 
when a "literary hand" (which may have a long life) is involved. Even in the 
case of the Enlil-Ninhursag cylinder from Nippur, I am reluctant to suggest 
a relative date more specific than "late pre-Sargonic". It is apparent that at 
no point within the time range covered by this paper . was there a single style 
of handwriting. 

I am even less optimistic about the possibility of making significant chrono
logical distinctions based on "development" of signs when the material is 
stone. I here call into question explicitly such efforts as that of Nagel (see n. 
8) and recommend that such palaeographic arguments be disregarded. A num
ber of variables, such as size and shape of object, hardness of stone, type of 
engraving tools used, and obviously the level of training and skill of the stone
cutter, are significant for the end result. It may be useful in this context to 
point to the elegant, careful inscriptions on stone from Enannatum I (see Arti
bus Asiae 32 [1970J Fig. 1 3  [following p. 250J) and the awkward, inelegant script 
on the stone vases of Lugalzagesi (see BE 1 no. 87) .  It would probably be "rea
sonable" to date the Lugalzagesi vase earlier on the basis of the script. In this 
instance our historical knowledge prevents such an error. It is my belief that 
pre-Sargonic votive inscriptions scratched on stone (as opposed to a few care
fully engraved examples) were more than likely made by an inexpert, proba
bly illiterate, stonecutter and that their worth for dating purposes is virtually nil. 

Perhaps if more texts with known provenance were available from the 
century or so after the Fara tablets, a development for individual scribal cen
ters and the particular styles of writing could be demonstrated, but at the mo
ment it does not appear that one can isolate palaeographically significant fea
tures of cuneiform writing which are valid for all of Mesopotamia. Nevertheless, 
I have tried to show that there are specific regional characteristic handwritings 
which can be defined for several locations. 

20 See Y. Rosengarten, Repertoire commente des signes presargoniques 
sumeriens de Lagas (Paris, 1967), No. 446. 
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Grammatical Models in Egyptology 

John B .  CALLENDER - Los Angeles 

Since our ability to interpret written evidence is the mainstay of our study 
of antiquity, the way we go about interpreting is invariably of concern to 
scholars. Although the scholar brings all the knowledge he possesses of what
ever sort to the analysis of a given text, applying it according to his sense of 
the probable and the improbable in human affairs, still his interpretation must 
conform to, or at least confront, those rules of grammar generally accepted as 
valid for the language with which he is working. These rules of grammar, that 
constrain and guide his interpretation, embody, in turn, the strengths and 
weaknesses of the presuppositions upon which they are based. Therefore, I 
would like to dedicate this essay concerning grammatical presuppositions to 
Dr. Ignace J. Gelb, who throughout his career has shown a lively interest in 
the problems of grammatical models and the presuppositions that underlie 
them. 

In this essay I would like to analyze the directions taken by grammatical 
work in Egyptology, their causology, and implications. During the approxi
mately one hundred and fifty years of Egyptology, four main grammatical 
models have shaped the study of the grammars of the various stages of Egyp
tian and Coptic. None of them has totally displaced the others, but all con
tinue to be represented to some degree, since the theoretical positions of Egyp
tologists show the normal variety that one should expect in any discipline. 
None of these models originated within Egyptology; all are importations from 
the general grammar of the period in which they were borrowed. Within Egyp
tology there has been little observable inclination to scrutinize these models ; 
more than most disciplines Egyptology has been empirical rather than theoret
ical 1. Symptomatic of this is the rarity of theoretical discussions in the liter
ature. Therefore, a critique of the four main grammatical models is not out 
of place at this point in the history of Egyptology, particularly since generative 
grammar is now beginning to make an impact on grammatical work in the 
discipline. The four grammatical models will be examined in the order of their 
historical appearance, i. e. ,  traditional grammar, Neo-grammarian analysis, 
structuralism, and generative grammar 2. 

1. Egyptology seems generally to be understood as an area study, an appli
cation of as many disciplines as possible to the study of every aspect of the 
culture of ancient Egypt. As such it has no research model uniquely its own, 
and so in pursuing the obligation to continually test general theory with empir
ical evidence from ancient Egypt, the Egyptologist must make special efforts 
to follow developments in outside disciplines, since it is precisely there that 
his general theory is to be found. 

2 The scope of this essay does not allow more than an extremely cursory 
glance at the history of linguistics, with all the simplifications and distortions 
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1. Traditional Grammar 

Of all the models under consideration, traditional grammar has played 
the most decisive role by far. At the beginning of Egyptological work it was 
the only known model, and it has exercised influence in proportion to its age 
and familiarity. Its influence is partially due to its temporal priority, partially 
to its being practically universally known, and partially to the fact that no 
acceptable alternative to it existed for the first century of the discipline's life; 
even Neo-grammarian analysis, beginning in the 1880's actually represents 
more a variant of traditional grammar than an autonomous model in its own 
right. 

As it is well known, traditional grammar originated in Athens in the fifth 
century B.C. as a response to the practical need of training would-be orators 
in the art of disputation, an art of great importance in a city in which a polit
ical leader's success depended more on the persuading of large numbers of 
people than it did in more traditional societies. It is, therefore, no accident that 
the study of rhetoric preceded and provided the impetus for the study of gram
mar. The first to address themselves to the problem of what constituted an 
effective speech were the Sophists, to whom we owe most of the rhetorical ter
minology still used today 3. The role that sound plays in rhetoric prompted 
Gorgias to investigate the nature of sounds and syllables. The need for balanc
ing variety and repetition in the use of words led to early discussions on the 
nature of synonymity, in which the name of Prodicus figures large. The work 
of Plato and Aristotle essentially represented a continuation of the concern 
for effective and telling descriptions. 

Aristotle defined his logico-grammatical categories as entities consisting 
of sounds to which meanings were aSSigned in a particular (social) context. 
These sounds were specific for individual cultures but represented the manifes
tation of ideas, or as Aristotle puts it, impressions on the soul 4, which were 
the same for all men '. Therefore, from the beginning, grammar was conceived 

that inevitably implies. The few general ideas that I have chosen to discuss 
have been determined, by and large, by whether they can be observed within 
Egyptological writing or not, as I have limited my research to published works 
and have not attempted to pursue biographical evidence, although this dimen
sion is important, and should eventually be worked on. For the sake of smooth
ness of exposition I have presented all quotations in English, with the originals 
to be found in the footnotes. 3 For a more detailed discussion see F. J. Dineen, A n  Introduction to Gen
eral Linguistics (New York 1967),  ch. 4 .  

4 A rather good discussion of  the social realia is to  be found in H. 
P. Cooke's introduction to  Aristotle's "The Categories on Interpretation" 
(Loeb Oassical Library no. 325) . 

, Aristotle (On Interpretation) considered that sounds acquired meaning 
xWt"Ct cruv.&1)X1)v. By this it is now understood that he meant "by (linguistic) 
context" .  Boethius, however, translated this term into Latin as ad placitum 
"by convention" and it was this understanding of the term that influenced 
the development of medieval grammar. Supporting this interpretation was 
the well known nomos-physis controversy concerning the way sounds acquired 
meaning, whereby it was assumed Aristotle was aligning himself with the con
tention that sounds acquire meaning by convention (nomos) rather than by 
their phonetic nature (physis) . Cf. J. Pinborg, Die Entwicklung der Sprachtheo
rie im Mittelalter (Beitrage zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie des 
Mittelalters, 42 v. 2, [Munich 1967J ) ,  36, note 60. 
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of as specific in form and universal in substance. The specific form that univer
sal ideas take in particular languages was a result of historical processes by 
which sounds suitable by their nature to represent specific ideas formed roots 
(etyma) which in time suffered modification in various ways, the study of which 
(etymologia) was a legitimate concern of grammarians. 

Since Aristotle had formulated the notion of language as a specific mani
festation of universal ideas, he and his successors were naturally more inter
ested in examining sentences that expressed universal propositions than in 
those that expressed judgments about specific subjects in specific times and 
places. He, therefore, posited the declarative sentence as the basic sentence type, 
since this is the usual form in which universal propositions are couched, and 
considered other sentence types, such as questions and commands, as deviations 
from the basic type. The precedence of the declarative sentence over all other 
sentence types has been a basic feature not only of traditional grammar but; 
also of more recent grammatical models. 

Aristotle distinguished the categories of nouns and verbs by their ability 
to express time. His successors were quick to point out the various features 
that characterized the form of the various parts of speech and by around 100 
B.C. Dionysius Thrax could define a noun as follows 6 :  

The noun is a part of a sentence having case inflections, signifying 
a person or a thing, and it is general or particular, for example, "stone", 
"education", "man", "horse", "Socrates". It has five simultaneous 
features (grammatical accidents) : gender, type, form, number, and case. 

The various categories so defined were also suitable for the description of Latin 
because of its structural similarity to Greek. As a result these categories were 
applied to Latin by various grammarians of whom the most important for the 
subsequent development of grammar was Priscian. 

The Middle Ag€'s continued the development of classical grammar within 
the context of a changed social situation with needs different from those of 
classical antiquity. Specific factors combined to produce a major shift in 
emphasis in grammatical research toward a "semanticization" of classical gram
mar. Whereas in the definitions of Dionysius Thrax and Priscian, semantico
logical and formal criteria had assumed more or less equal importance, by 
the fourteenth century formal criteria retained only a vestigial importance, 
completely overshadowed by their semantico-logical counterparts. 

Pinborg has pointed out two maj.n developments operated to produce 
this semanticization of grammar 7 .  On the one hand, medieval grammarians 
found Priscian clearly inadequate to explain all the uses of Biblical and medie
val Latin. As a result scholars renewed basic grammatical research and pub
lished their findings in the form of commentaries on Priscian. 

On the other hand, the rediscovery of certain of Boethius's lost writings 
on logic led to a renewed interest in logic during the "Boethius renascence" 
of the ninth century. Further the rediscovery of some of Aristotle's lost writ
ings on logic, notably the Analytica Posteriora, available to scholars by the 
twelfth century, strengthened interest in logic even more. 

6 ct. Dineen, A n  Introduction, 99. 
7 A long and detailed discussion of the modistae is to be found in Pinborg, 

Entwicklung, 21  ff. 

Orien/alia - 4 
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Intellectual conditions of the period strongly favored the rapid growth 
of the influence of logic on all disciplines. The closed system of interrelated 
studies, the septem artes, over which grammar reigned supreme, became more 
and more discredited with the explosion of knowledge in new disciplines not 
included in it, namely theology, medicine, and law. Logic had much to contri
bute to the theoretical foundations of these new disciplines, whereas grammar, 
more narrowly concerned with language arts, had little to offer. The applica
bility of logic to the development of the theoretical components of these new 
disciplines strengthened the traditional view that logic provided the basis for 
all inquiry with the corollary that every branch of learning must ultimately 
be demonstrated to be not autonomous but simply the working out of logical 
processes in some domain of experience. In short, demonstrating the way 
that logical processes were manifested in particular disciplines became a sine 
qua non for establishing their validity. 

What this semanticization meant in practice may be illustrated by how 
the dominant grammatical school of the Middle Ages, the modistae, handled 
the problem of the same root occuring in various forms of speech. The root 
love in the following expressions would have been interpreted as an action in 
the mode of a substantive, adjective, verb, or adverb as the case might be: 

(I) the love of money . . .  
(2) God loves sinners. 
(3) . . . loving kindness of God 
(4) he lovingly described the situation 

The crucial concept of mode which led to such an analysis was the result 
of a development that extended the meaning of the concept of consigniftcare 
of which the verbal noun is modus signiftcandi. The Latin verb consigniftcare 
translates two grammatical terms of Aristotle, prossemainein " (for a word) 
to have meaning with reference to (an object) " and syssemainein " (for a word) 
to have meaning within the context of (a word or phrase) " .  In the early Latin 
grammarians the nuance of consigniftcare that derived from prossemainein was 
widened to refer to situations where a word was considered to have meaning 
with reference not only to some external object but also to another word. In 
this way consigniftcare acquired the third meaning of "to mean the same as". 
Thus in one indissoluble bond the primarily logical term prossemainein was 
linked with the primarily grammatical term syssemainein. The way was there
by opened for the development of purely semantic (i. e. ,  logico-semantic) 
explanations of grammatical phenomena; the thirteenth-century Peter Kil
wardby capsulized this relation as follows 8 : 

The parts of speech are not differentiated according to how things 
differ, but according to how the modes of signifying differ. All things 
may be signified, however, in the same mode, e. g.,  by the mode of cus
tom or similarly the things referred to by all predicates may be signi
fied by a noun, such as quantity, and quality, and in such a way in re
gard to other things as well. And for this reason there are not ten parts 
of speech, as there are ten predicates of things. 

8 "Non distinguuntur partes orationis secundum distinctionem rerum sed 
secundum distinctionem modorum significandi. Possunt autem omnes res 
eodem modo significari, scilicet per modum habitus; ideo res omnium predi
camentorum possunt per nomen significari, ut quantitas, et qualitas et sic de 
allis. Et hac de ratione, non sunt decem partes orationis, sicut sunt x predi
camenta rerum". (Pinborg, Entwicklung, 48) . 
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The semanticization of the definitions of grammatical categories is per
haps the major legacy of the modistae 9; their elaborate attempts to relate the 
various parts of speech that might be derived from a single root did not survive 
the fall of scholasticism. It is, therefore, the modistae who are ultimately respon
sible for the typical definitions of categories that one finds in Orientalist gram
mars. There is no trace of the formal criteria of classical antiquity and the terms 
are purely semantic : 

Verbal sentences are those in which the predicate is a verb form 
having the sense of a simple finite verb in English or Latin (' loves', 
'loved', 'amat', 'amavit',) 10 • 

. . .  we may define the grammatical predicate as the element in a 
sentence (or even in a subordinate clause, § 182) which either by posi
tion or form would normally express the meaning of the logical 
predicate 11. . The use of a simple preposition as adverb is still present in the word 
for "there", "therin", that also still survives in Coptic as J..U.t�'¥' 12. 

Of the compound prepositions one uses as an adverb lJr-hit 
"earlier" . . .  13. 

One consequence of the role played by logic and semantics in traditional 
grammar was that the categories of grammar defined in reference to extra
linguistic objects were considered to embody a hierarchy of relationships par
allel to those of human society. The order of presentation in traditional gram
mar normally commences with the noun, continues with a discussion of the 
verb and then proceeds to the remaining parts of speech ending with interjec
tions and conjunctions. The medieval grammarian Peter Helias gives us what · 
is apparently the reason for this order of presentation, which with minor devia
tions is still followed in most grammars of Egyptian 14 :  

The noun is the first and most noble part of speech, but the pro
noun takes its case from the noun and therefore should have its case 
in the most noble part. But the most noble part of a word, since the 
meaning is most to be discerned from the ending, is the last part. For 
the mind generally understands nothing when we hear language until 
we get to the end of the word . . .  

9 Pinborg, Entwicklung, p. 90 lists the stages of semantification as follows: 
( 1 )  Grammar is conceived of as a universal science, which preserves 

its independence vis-a.-vis logic. 
(2) The concept "mode of signifying" is defined more precisely and 

is applied to the entire grammar as a key concept. On the one 
hand, the definition renders the concept univalent, and on the 
other hand, it grounds it in the basic science of the period, in on
tology or metaphysics. 

(3) The definitions of the word classes become "modalized".  
(4) Syntax becomes formalized, i. e . ,  the syntactic description comes 

to be constructed on the basis of the concept of the "mode of 
signifying" and not upon that of the "significatum". 

10 A. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar (London 1927) § 27. 
11 Gardiner, Grammar, § 128.  
12  A. Erman, Neuiigyptische Grammatik (Leipzig 1880), § 592 : "Die Ver

wendung einer einfachen Praeposition als Adverb liegt noch in dem Wort 
fUr "dort", "darin" vor, das auch kopt. noch als .u.u�'¥' weiterlebt". 

13 Erman, Neuiig. Grammatik, § 593 "Von zusammengesetzten Praeposi
tionen braucht man als Adverbien hr-h/t 'frillier' . . .  " . 

14 This is quoted in Dineen, A n Introduction, 1 3 1 .  
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An indirect consequence of the understanding of language as a manifes
tation of logical relationships was the tendency of traditional grammar in the 
period following the Renaissance to be prescriptive. Since language, in partic
ular Latin, the language of learning and international affairs, mirrored the 
natural and immutable order of creation, it was important that it be kept free 
from impurity and corruption. The vulgar tongues, it followed, were to be re
fined and rationalized to correspond as closely as possible to the universal lan
guage of the mind. This understanding of language as permanent and immuta
ble could be maintained only as long as Latin, the language upon which this 
view was based, continued to dominate Europe, for if consideration of language 
was limited to Latin, this view was, in and of itself, reasonable. 

As is well known, general developments in the Renaissance forced a re
evaluation of the role of Latin. In Italy a combination of factors produced the 
beginnings of an intellectual revolution that would find its inspiration in the 
learning of Gassical antiquity. Racked by constant German, French, and 
Spanish intervention, a certain spirit of local patriotism favored a resuscitation 
of the Roman past, and this at least as early as the Roman commune of 1 140, 
in which certain republican institutions were temporarily revived. The constant 
contact with the Middle East following the First Crusade acquainted the trad
ing cities of Italy with new ideas and customs, particularly with the Greeks 
and Arabs, each of whom possessed a classical language held in no less high 
esteem than Latin in the West. The stage was set for the appearance in 1305 
of Dante's Latin treatise De Vulgari Eloquentia 15 that made the radical claim 
that the common language was superior to Latin, citing the new humanistic 
reasons of ( 1 )  the use of spoken language being an attribute only of humans; 
(2) its being natural rather than artificial as was Lati.rJ,; and (3) its universal 
use for all human affairs. This claim was then backed up and given concrete 
form in The Divine Comedy, written in Tuscan, which had a revolutionary ef
fect on raising public esteem for the vernacular languages of Europe in general. 
To be sure this was not felt immediately. 

Various factors eventually contributed to a decline of Latin and a concom
itant view of language that took other languages into consideration. The 
spread of literacy created vernacular markets of a sufficient size to make writ
ing in particular vernacular languages worthwhile. The more literature that 
accumulated in a vernacular language, the more pride its speakers took in it. 
The invention of printing greatly accelerated the process of cultivating the 
vernacular reading public. The increasing prominence of vernacular languages 
was coupled with an increased interest in Greek and Hebrew, both of which 
rivaled Latin in prestige, because of their sacred character. As a result of the 
discovery of the New World and the circumnavigation of Africa, new languages 
began to claim attention, languages with structures radically different from 
those known heretofore. The categories of traditional grammar often fit these 
languages only in a very imperfect way. 

Resolving the contradiction between traditional grammatical theory and 
this new linguistic information was hindered by the imposition of Latin gram
mar on the rising new vernaculars. This imposition, motivated by a desire to 
legitimize the new vernaculars by codifying and regularizing them, gave a 

15 Cf. H. Arens, Sprachwissenschajt: Der Gang ihrer Entwicklung von der 
Antike bis zur Gegenwart (Munich 1955) : 40-45 and the literature cited on p. 526. 
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powerful normative thrust to the study of grammar; because of the extension 
of grammatical instruction to ever widening circles of pupils, too much was 
at stake for any radical reformulation of grammatical models. 

II. Neo-Grammarian 16 Analysis 

In the course of the nineteenth century traditional grammar came to be 
applied to the analysis of a great number of languages with structures vastly 
different from those of Latin and Greek, at the same time that research into 
Sanskrit with its admirable native grammatical literature was driving scholars 
to the conclusion that not only were Latin and Greek rather late examples of 
a larger Indo-European family of languages, but that the grammatical tradi
tion based on them exhibited severe inadequacies when applied to other more 
exotic languages. Thus the claim of traditional grammar in its late form that 
logic must be normative for the usages of language began to ring increasingly 
hollow. In Germany younger grammarians, beginning about 1870, started to 
formulate a substantial revision of traditional grammar. When their work 
was eventually accepted, it could be said that this new Neo-grammarian anal
ysis had once and for all shattered the claims of traditional grammar to be 
normative. 

This revision must be understood in the light of the intellectual history 
of Germany in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Two main currents 
of intellectual thought may be singled out for their influence on the new gram
matical revolution: Darwinism and Pre-Freudian psychology. The intellectual 
significance of Darwin's explanation of the gradual evolution of plants and 
animals forced scholars to a re-examination along genetic lines human insti
tutions as well. A great deal of evidence seemed to lay at hand that human 
language developed in ways very much like those of a living organism, de
veloping new grammatical and phonetic features and shedding outworn forms, 
sprouting offshoots and dying like some great social plant. 

If the development of language was not as easily explicable as the devel
opment of the species it was because it was a human activity as well, reflect
ing the foibles and eccentricities of the human mind. Fortunately laboratory 
psychology was beginning to show that the paths of the mind could be charted, 
if not with total success, then with a degree of rough approximation. Lan
guage, then, was a manifestation of psychic processes that was evolving in an 
organic way, subject to analogic change. Language was no longer the exclu
sive concern of logic; it was now the province of history and psychology. 

Thus, from 1870 on, the Neo-Grammarians began to mount a strong at
tack on the prescriptive claims of late traditional grammar, which they rightly 
viewed as an impediment to research: 

There has been no error producing more unhappiness in things 
linguistic than the former view: Logic, the operation of rigorous logic, 

16 Historically speaking this term is misleading. The German original 
] unggrammatiker was first coined to refer to the younger generation of grammar
ians who were the main advocates of the new methods. However, the element 
] ung- was early interpreted in its other possible sense of "recent" and taken 
to refer to the grammatical model itself rather than its advocates. The English 
translation preserves the sense of this secondary interpretation. 
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must be the norm for judging whether this or that is appropriate or 
correct in the speech of a writer 17. 

Language was to be properly understood as a dynamic process, subject to He
gelian laws of development: 

We wish here, in order to speak as Hegel did, to take the substance 
back to the process, and, with the only justified basis of a genetic view, 
penetrate all individual phenomena through all the stages of their de
velopment. Syntactic objects are often a product of dark forces or 
factors and grow out of their interactions 18. 

These "dark", one is tempted to say "Wagnerian", "forces" resided in the hu
man psyche in constant uneasy movement: 

By a psychological viewing of a syntactic phenomenon we under
stand an analysis of it with regard to its origin in the speaking human 
being. Undertaking this analysis should lead to the recognition of 
what the psychic movements were through which that linguistic form 
was brought into being or what psychic movements incorporated them
selves in it 19. 

An understanding of the operations of psychology could be expected to explain, 
among other phenomena, various examples of changes in language that could 
be interpreted as the working of analogy, based on mental associations of sounds 
and meanings. Phonetic changes and elisions were to be understood as mani
festations of the mind's need to maintain semantic or logical distinctions or 
alternatively the desire to reduce redundant signals 20. 

As far as the effect of Neo-Grammarian analysis on the grammar of Egyp
tian is concerned, the appearance of the definitive theoretical work, Herman 
Paul's Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte preceded the equally revolutionary 

17 H. Ziemer, Junggrammatische Streijzuge im Gebiete der Syntax (Colburg 
1883), 41 : "Keinen mehr Unheil stiftenden Irrtum hat es in sprachlichen Dingen 
gegeben als die friihere Auffassung; die L o g i k ,  das Einhalten strenger Logik 
miisse die Norm fiir die Beurteilung sein, ob dies oder jenes in der Sprache eines 
Schriftstellers angemessen oder richtig sei". 

18 Ziemer, Streijzuge, 34 : "Wir wollen hier, um mit Hegel zu reden, die 
Substanz auf den Process zuriickfiihren und mit dem allein berechtigten Grund
satz einer genetischen Betrachtungsweise einzelne syntaktische Erscheinungen 
durch alle Stadien ilirer Entwickelung durchdringen. Syntaktische Objekte 
sind oft ein Produkt dunkler Krafte oder Faktoren und aus deren Wechsel
wirkung entsprossen".  

19 Ziemer, Streijzuge, 3 1 : "Unter psychologischer Betrachtung einer syn
taktischen Erscheinung verstehen wir eine Analyse derselben mit Riicksicht 
auf ilirer Entstehung im sprechenden Menschen. Die Vornahme dieser Analyse 
solI zu der Erkenntnis fiihren, welches die psychischen Bewegungen waren, 
durch die jene Sprachform ins Leben gerufen wurde oder welche psychischen 
Bewegungen sich in ihr verleiblichten" . 

20 An example of the need to establish distinctions may be illustrated by 
the phenomenon of "semantic lengthening" .  In English, for example, in long 
sentences conveying a heavy information load, the longer expression in order 
to is more likely to be used than the shorter and more easily overlooked, but 
synonymous, to, In a similar way, in literary Arabic, in Egypt at least, the 
longer o)�4 bi-i'tibiirihi (malikan) "as (king) / in the capacity of (king) " 
lit. in considering him (king) , has replaced the shorter and more classical ka
"as, like". The longer expressions are easier to perceive and less likely to be 
overlooked or misheard. Another factor infiuencing the Arabic phenomenon, 
is, to be sure, the complete absence of ka- in the spoken language. 
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grammar of Adolf Erman, )lgyptische Grammatik. The acceptance of the Neo
Grammarian claim that neither logic nor Latin were the arbiters of possible 
grammars provided the precondition for the formal analysis of the alien struc
tures of Egyptian without the stigma of corruption and primitivity that pre
scriptive traditional grammar would have had to impose. It is Neo-Grammarian 
analysis that must be thanked for the relative tolerance that grammars of 
Egyptian following Erman show for idiomatic constructions, as well as the 
careful distinction between spoken and written language that is characteristic 
of the Egyptological grammatical tradition. 

The desire to view language as an historical phenomenon shows up in var
ious ways in grammars of Egyptian. Almost all grammars provide brief histor
ical sketches at the beginning of the work. These sketches acquire more signifi
cance, once it is realized that historical explanations of forms and constructions 
are not considered simply supplementary information but rather as necessary 
and sufficient explanations of usage. A scrutiny of the order of priorities in 
paragraph 1 17 of Gardiner's Egyptian grammar may illustrate this attitude. 
The paragraph consists of two main sections and an observation printed in small 
type. The subject of the paragraph is the use of the particle iw. In the first 
section the way in which it is used to introduce main clauses is illustrated and 
in the second section its use in subordinate clauses. The point is made that its 
use in subordinate clauses is mostly conditioned by the presence of a pronoun 
subject, although the formulation of hard and fast rules is not attempted. Now 
the observation in small type might be expected to deal with problems yet un
solved by the preceding analysis, and several come immediately to mind. Can 
Gardiner's distributional explanation be made a grammatical rule by explain
ing away the counter examples? What is the difference between the use of 
iw and that of other particles such as mk or isl whose meanings seem to .overlap 
in certain environments ? However, Gardiner is not interested in any of these 
questions. What disturbs him is the following: 

A certain contradiction may seem to be involved in the use of iw 
to introduce ( 1 )  detached independent sentences and (2) clauses subor
dinate in meaning, even though the latter use is confined, or nearly 
confined, to examples where a suffix-pronoun is the subject. The diffi
culty disappears if we assume that what we take to be a clause of cir
cumstance was originally felt as parenthetic i. e . ,  as an independent 
remark thrown into the midst of, and interrupting a sequence of main 
sentences. The use of parentheses to express temporal and circumstantial 
qualifications is frequent in all languages . . .  

One now realizes that "subordinate" and "independent" are logical rather than 
grammatical terms, that the historical origin of forms is more important than 
an exhaustive explanation of their uses, and that psychological factors (" . . .  was 
felt as . . .  ") are an integral part of grammatical analysis. 

Occasionally there are teleological overtones in such historicistic state
ments. The following note from Erman's Neuiigyptische Grammatik, paragraph 
691 ,  is appended to a short description of word order. It presupposes an opti
mal situation in which syntactic relations are marked by particles or case 
endings: 

Among the principal parts of the sentence in Late-Egyptian as 
well, the subject and object do without any external marking; one can 
recognize them only by their place in the sentence. The language has 
retained the preposition _ for the datival relation. One might have 
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expected that it might have develoyed a clearer expression for the object 
relation in a preposition, as Coptlc in fact did with its If-and E- . . .  

The cumulative effect of such diachronic observations to the exclusion of syn
chronic ones has been to circumscribe the development of an autonomous Late 
Egyptian grammar. Unintentionally this historicism lends itself to a "classi
cal age" interpretation of the Egyptian language, an interpretation with paral
lels in other areas of Egyptology as well. According to this view Late Egyptian 
is an intermediate stage between "classical" Middle Egyptian and Coptic, with 
the covert belief that it is a corrupt form of the former and a primitive form of 
the latter. This view is reinforced by the pedagogical practice (in and of itself 
logical) of introducing beginning students to Middle Egyptian first and also 
by the absence of a distinctive system of transcription for Late Egyptian. 
Admittedly how this situation is to be remedied remains unclear. 

The other aspect of Neo-Grammarian analysis that stands out is the em
phasis on a close psychological examination of the speech act. How this works 
out in practice may be seen in one of the most unfortunate paragraphs in Gar
diner's Grainmar, where he lays the groundwork for all subsequent discussions 
of coordination and subordination in Egyptian: 

§ 2 1 1  Difficulties in connection with virtual adverb clauses in 'Egyp
tian. - This topic was touched upon as far back as Lesson II (§ 30) , 
where it was learnt that the verbal sentence wbn r' m pt might, in cer
tain contexts, correspond to English 'when (or if) the sun rises in 
the sky' or 'that the sun may (or might) rise in the sky', and that the 
non-verbal sentence r' m pt might correspond to English 'when the snu 
is (or was) in the sky' or 'the sun being in the sky', etc. Such virtual 
adverb clauses play an important part in Egyptian, and our task in the 
next few sections will be to illustrate the range of English meanings 
covered by them. By way of preface, we must caution the student that 
there is here a serious risk of imputing to the Egyptian writers distinc
tions which are, in fact, due only to the analysis of our English transla
tions. It must be remembered that in form the virtual adverb clauses 
are complete sentences and that what they say is simply (e. g.) 'sun 
rises in sky' and 'sun in sky' . But we must take care not to run into the 
opposite error of maintaining that, because the Egyptians used one and 
the same form of words for (e. g.) 'the sun rises in the sky' and 'when 
the sun rises in the sky', therefore they did not feel that the first was a 
statement and the second a clause of time. Such a contention would be 
absurd; broadly speaking, the Egyptian must have known as well as 
we do the difference between an assertion and a temporal qualification, 
often, he was content with leaving the matter to the discrimination of 
the listener, where we should be at pains to convey our precise intentions. 

Within the context of Gardiner's description of Egyptian this amounts to no
thing less than the renunciation of any attempt to deal with the phenomena 
of co-ordination and subordination in any formal way 21. The linguistic presup
position that psychological operations, capricious and inexplicable, take up 
the slack between formal explanation and actual linguistic reality, has, need
less to say, been shown by Polotsky in recent years, to be unnecessary 22. 

21 The Neo-Grammarian position on this issue was that, with the pas
sage of time, co-ordination would eventually give way to subordination. 

22 Much of the support for the need of a psychological explanation in which 
the value of verb forms depends on extralinguistic context derives from the 
supposedly polyvalent character of the sq,m ·f form, which apparently could 
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It is possible to formally differentiate independent, coordinate, and subordi
nate constituents in far too many areas of grammar which were formerly aban
doned to psychology. 

Although many of the preceding observations about the applications of 
Neo-Grammarian models of language analysis have been negative in tone, the 
effect of the Neo-Grammarian revolution was in its day beneficial, both in gen
eral theory and in application. It shattered the claims of normative grammar. 
It presupposed that languages possessed a certain individuality. It provided 
for a chronologically differentiated analysis of texts. It required that the dis
tinction between spoken and written language be kept in mind. This found 
its application in Egyptology with a consistency and familiarity that precludes 
any need for illustration. The Neo-Grammarian model exhibited all these vir
tues without which a successful attack, despite its shortcomings, on the gram
matical problems of Egyptian, Akkadian, and Sumerian with their alien struc
tures could hardly have succeeded. 

III. Structuralism 

The work of Neo-Grammarian scholars had been mainly concerned with 
phonology 23 .  The enormous work involved in relating the various Indo-Euro
pean languages to each other had resulted in the postulating of sound corre
spondences that increasingly were formulated as laws admitting of no excep
tion. The existence of immutable laws in one area of grammar had a revolu
tionary effect on the general notion of what grammatical description was ca
pable of being, and produced a certain amount of pressure for extending a 
similar scientific exactness to the study of syntax, which had undergone little 
of the revolutionary development known in phonology and morphology. The 
thrust of grammatical research in the twentieth century was to be towards 
developing first an adequate model for syntactic explanation, whose rules could 
be formulated with a degree of exactitude comparable with that of phonology, 
and secondly a general model of grammar as a whole. This program was only 
to be achieved by eventually abandoning the view that the study of language 
should be the study of the history of psychological decisions, and by adopting 
the view that language should be studied as communication. 

Viewing language as communication lies in the long tradition of explain
ing language in reference to some other human activity. Traditional grammar 
conceived its task to be to explain the way thought was manifested in speech. 
Neo-Grammarian analysis attempted to relate the forms of language gel1etical-
1y, to a history of psychological decisions. Structuralism was to examine lan
guage in relation to the ability of people to communicate with one another. 
The concern of traditional grammar had been to understand how language 

mean inter alia "when he hears", "so that he hears", "he will hear". Polotsky 
has shown in his Etudes de Syntaxe Copte (Cairo 1947) and most recently in his 
"Egyptian Tenses", Bulletin oj the Israel A cademy oj Science 2 ( 1964) 1-25 
that this apparently polyvalent form actually conceals a number of subforms, 
each with clear and distinct meanings. The disappearance of polyvalence in 
this major area of grammar makes the use of extralinguistic context increas
ingly suspect. 

23 For the Neo-Grammarian neglect of syntax in general, see Ziemer, 
Streijzuge, 15, with special reference to Paul's Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte. 
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expressed the universal logic of the mind. That of structuralism was to under
stand how ideas were conveyed. Behind the concern of structuralist work for 
identifying meaningful formal distinctions in language lay the question of the 
nature of human production and perception of language; of the encoding and 
decoding of what was seen to be a code of communications. 

The means by which communicational phenomena were to be formalized 
with the desired exactitude of laws admitting no exception was provided by 
Durkheim's concept of the social fact 24. A social fact was not the observation 
of something with material form, such as a mountain, nor was it an obser
vation of an historical event. Nevertheless, a social fact had its epistemologi- ' 
cal coordinates in the form of the constraint it was demonstrably seen to exer
cise over those members of society subject to it. A social fact was "any kind 
of action, whether of a set nature or not, capable of exercising external constraint 
over the individual" .  Since the symbols of language, whose symbolic nature 
had been perceived to some degree from the beginnings of Western grammar, 
exercise constraint by causing changes in behavior, it now became an object 
of research as a social fact, as a behavior modifying signal system rather than 
as substance independent of the act of communication. The whole new dimen
sion of language perception" how a hearer decodes a series of language signals, 
now had to be taken into account. The question could no longer be posed as 
one of determining what patterns, regularities and irregularities existed in a 
language, as a reflection of universal ways of thinking but also it was necessary 
to ask which of these conveyed a message to the hearer, with the possibility, 
most notably presented by Whorp, that patterns of thought were as particu
laristic as the language that mirrored them. 

Part of the definition of a social fact is that it operates in reference to 
a set of conventions, customs, and values held by the social group in question 
in structured form. Since society itself is structure, its social facts are struc
tured as well. The structure of language as a social fact is that of a system 
of relationships and it is the system, rather than anything intrinsic, that 
gives the elements of language value as signals that condition behavior : 

Briefly, this means that each language is regarded as a system of 
relations (more precisely, a set of interrelated systems) , the elements of 
which - sounds, words, etc. - have no validity independently of the 
relations of equivalence and contrast which hold between them 25. 

Thus, for example, in Spanish there are two voiced dentals, d and a , which are 
allophones, the first occuring following a consonant and in sentence initial 
position, the second only in intervocalic position. Structurally speaking they 
are simply different forms of the same signal. ' The analogous 26 sounds in 

24 Cf. Dineen, A n  Introduction, 192 ff. 
25 ]. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge 1968), 

50. Thus in English the morphological category adjective may be defined by the 
endings -er and -est (i. e. ,  happy J happier J happiest) , a definition which would 
exclude antagonistic and similar words that cannot have these endings added 
to them. On the other hand, the partially overlapping category in syntax, 
adjectival, could be defined by a syntactic frame, such as the --- thing, in 
which any wqrd that could fit in the slot would be considered an adjectival, 
e. g., happy, antagonistic, stone etc. 

x 26 The English JdJ is alveolar and not dental, as is the Spanish JdJ. English 
J 0 J is also made with the teeth and tongue in closer contact than is the case 
with its Spanish counterpart. 
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English are structurally distinct, however; die / day I and thy / a ay / have different 
meanings, and condition behavior differently. In Spanish and English, what 
is different is the system of phonetic relations, the code or rules of the game. 

Viewing language as a system of relations requires defining the categories 
of language in terms of relations they enter into 27. The structurally significant 
sounds of a language can be physically defined as the relation that the tongue, 
lips, vocal chords, and other organs of articulation have to each other when 
the sound is produced. Such are the phonological categories structurally 
defined. At a more abstract level of analysis, the various ways that these 
structurally significant sounds relate in combination serves to define mor
phological categories (e. g. ,  words) while the ways in which these larger 
categories combine with each other serve to define the categories of syntax. 

A chronological view of Egyptological work shows that the effects of struc
turalism have been surprisingly slight, although not entirely absent. Much 
of this can be explained by considering that there is an inevitable time gap 
in the application of new theory to specific languages. De Saussure's posthu
mous Cours de Linguistique Generale was first published fifty-seven years ago 
in 1915.  The grammars of Erman 28 (Neuagyptische Grammatik, 1880; l£gypti
sche Grammatik, 1894) all antedate de Saussure as does Sethe's contemporary 
Verbum ( 1899-1902) . Sethe's influential Nominalsatz 29 (1916) could also hard
ly be expected to have reflected the new structuralist view. All of these works 
understandably enough follow the Neo-Grammarian model of language analy
sis with its rigid laws of sound change (difficult to formulate because of the 
nature of the Egyptian consonantal writing system) and a syntax almost iden
tical with that of traditional grammar. 

In the years following the pUblication of de Saussure's work the implica
tions of it were not immediately obvious. Neither was it clear how this new 
concept of grammar would affect the actual working out of the grammar of a 
specific language. Meanwhile in Europe work was going on in a number of socio
linguistic areas; most important was the investigation of the nature of meaning, 
where de Saussure's notion of language as form rather than substance led to 
the development of the notion that what was significant in the meaning of 
words was the limits of their semantic fields, the shape of these fields, what 
they included and how they related to the semantic fields of words with related 
meanings. The relation of semantic fields to communication and thought is 
well expressed by Arens : 

It is clear that the essence and value of everything linguistic. re
sides in signification itself, however the "what" of signifying is once again 
moot. The lexical world stands between consciousness and external 
reality in the form of a representative intermediate world created by 

27 The purely relational basis of structuralism has its most detailed de
velopment in the work of L. Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, 
tr. F. ]. Whitfield, (Madison, Wisconsin 196 1 ) .  

2 8  A .  Erman, Neuagyptische Grammatik (Leipzig 1880) ; A .  Erman, A egyp
tische Grammatik mit Schrifttafel, Literatur, Lesestucken und W orterverzeichnis. 
Porta Linguarum Orientalium, pars 15, (Berlin 1894) ; Kurt Sethe, Das aegyp
tische Verbum im Altaegyptischen, Neuaegyptischen und Koptischen, (Leipzig 
1899-1902) . .. 29 Cf. K. Sethe, Der Nominalsatz im Agyptischen und Koptischen (Abh. 
der kg!. Sachsischen Ges. der Wiss. 33, fasc. 3, [Leipzig 1916J ) .  
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man, which he on the one hand uses as a mediating instrument of render
ing himself intelligible, and which on the other hand no longer permits 
him to penetrate through it to reality. He has this only as far as his 
lexical world reaches, for all form is, in reality, limitation . . . . "The" 
meaning of a word is, therefore, is not graspable in an exact way, but 
its semantic functions are to be rendered perceptible only in various 
semantic sequences or contexts 30. 

Such a view of the nature of meaning, allowing each word its own specific se
mantic field, by its nature precludes the existence of genuine synonymy. This 
concept of semantic field represented an advance in the general direction of 
formulating semantics in structural terms, a goal that was to be realized only 
by generative (transformational) semantics in the later years of the 1960's 
and an achievement which would eventually provide at least provisional solu
tions for some of the subtler problems involved in working out an adequate 
structural model for syntax itself. 

These advances in semantics must be considered more as background to 
the Egyptological work of the late twenties and thirties than as directly in
fluencing it. What is striking about the work of Gunn 31 and Gardiner (Egyp
tian Grammar, 1927) is the enormous increase in attention paid to the meaning 
of forms. Erman's gra=ar had given often very insightful definitions of 
the meaning of forms but had devoted no long discussions to the subject, pre
sumably believing that the student would acquire the finer nuances of mean
ing through his subsequent reading of texts. Gardiner and Gunn continue the 
Neo-Grammarian meticulous attention to phonetic form, combined with discur
sive essays on the meaning of forms. 

In works of this period, the increased interest in psychological and social 
interaction reinforces the tendency of Neo-Gra=arian analysis to explain 
the use of gra=atical forms in terms of social and situational context. 

The difference between ltr + infinitive, on the one hand, the old 
perfective, on the other, may best be summed up by saying that the 
former is dynamic, active, and expressive of action, while the latter 
is static, passive, and expressive of condition 32. 

. 

Gardiner is generally credited with being the founder and major representative 
of situationalist grammar. In his Theory of SPeech and Language 33 he places 
great emphasis on evaluating carefully the situation in which any interpreta
tively critical utterance is produced. However, he seems not to have been fol
lowed in this particular interest by other Egyptologists. 

30 Arens, Sprachwissenschaft, 424 : "Es ist klar, dass Wesen und Wert 
alles Sprachlichen eben im Bedeuten liegt, jedoch das Was des Bedeutens ist 
schon wieder strittig. Die Wortwelt steht zwischen dem Bewusstsein und der 
ausseren Wirklichkeit als eine vom Menschen geschaffene stellvertretende Zwi
schenwelt, die �r einerseits als ein vermittelndes Instrument der Verstandigung 
braucht, die ihin aber anderseits nicht mehr gestattet, durch sie hindurch zur 
Wirklichkeit zu stossen. Diese hat er nur so weit, wie seine Wortwelt reicht, 
denn alles Formen ist ja ein Begrenzen . . .  'Die' Bedeutung eines Wortes ist 
also nicht exakt erfassbar, sondern seine Bedeutungsfunktionen sind nur in 
verschiedenen Bedeutungsgefiigen oder Kontexten wahrnehmbar zu machen". 

31 G. B .  Gunn, Studies in Egyptian Syntax (Paris 1924) .  
32  Cf. Gardiner, Grammar, § 320. 
33 A. Gardiner, The Theory of SPeech and Language, (Oxford, 1932) . 
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German Egyptological work has continued more in the tradition of Erman 
than that of Gardiner and Gunn, although their discoveries are dutifully incor
porated. The grammars of Ede1 34 and Westendorf 35 have a strictly traditional 
order of topics and far fewer discursive essays than Gardiner's work. They make 
little attempt to depart from Neo-Grammarian principles in either terminology 
or the formulating of questions and explanations. In view of the immense eru
dition displayed in these works it is particularly regrettable that practically 
none of the theoretical advances made in the last half century are reflected in 
them. Edel's work, in particular, since it constitutes the only detailed grammar 
of Old Egyptian, will tend to perpetuate the continually widening gap between 
general grammatical theory and the continued cultivation of Neo-Grammarian 
notions of language in Egyptology. 

Against the continued dominance of Neo-Grammarian theory in Egypto
logy, one can point to a certain amount of work using more modern grammati
cal models. Among the Egyptologists using structuralist models one may name 
H.-J. Polotsky, J. Vergote, F. Daumas, W. Schenkel, S. 1. Groll, and C. Hodge. 
There is explicit evidence that Vergote and Daumas were influenced by 
Lucien Tesniere's 36 work. Polotsky shows a progression from a traditional 
model through various stages incorporating structuralist notions to a point 37 
where his work is almost completely structural. His student S. 1. Groll has 
carried the classificatory tendencies found in much of Polotsky's work to an 
unfortunate extreme in this writer's opinion, although it contains many inter
esting observations 38. Of the other scholars mentioned above, W. Schenkel's 
work is somewhat eclectic, quoting Paul's Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte on 
the one hand and using Bloomfieldian notions and procedures (e. g.,  immediate 
constituents) on the other hand. The American scholar C. Hodge is to be men
tioned mainly for recasting certain basic notions, derived primarily from Gar
diner, in structural terms, in an article whose value is more that of presenting 
familiar notions in a new medium than in providing new structural insights . 
The most consistently structuralist original work in Egyptology, is in my opin
ion, that by F. Daumas, rather explicitly titled : "Application de la Syntaxe 
Structurale : La proposition relative egyptienne etudiee a la lumiere de la syn
taxe structurale" 39, in which he shows that Egyptian distinguishes formally 
between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. 

The work that influenced both Vergote and Daumas, that of Tesniere, 
stands on the borderline between structuralism and generative (transformation
al) grammar. It contains elaborate sub-categorizations of the parts of speech 
as well as a certain number of operations similar to the transformations of ge
nerative grammar. For example, adverbs are first sub-categorized into adverbs 
of localizations and adverbs of relation. Adverbs of localization are further sub
categorized into adverb of place and of time. Adverb of place, of time, and the 

34 E. Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik (Analecta Orientalia 34, 39, [Rome 
1955, 1964J) .  

35 W. Westendorf, Grammatik der Medizinischen Texte (Grundriss der 
Medizin der Agypter, 8 [Berlin 1962J ) .  

36 L. Tesniere, Elements de Syntaxe Structurale (Paris 1953) . 
37 H.-J. Polotsky, "The Coptic Conjugation System", Or 29 ( 1960) 

392-422. 
38 S. 1. Groll, Non-Verbal Sentence Patterns in Late Egyptian (London 1967) . 
39 Orbis II ( 1962) 21-32. 
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earlier derived category of adverbs of relation are all further sub-categorized 
according to their respective Latin interrogative, e. g., ubi "where (at) ",  quo 
"whither, to where", unde "whence", "from where", and qua "how". This 
yields twelve distinct adverbial categories. Adjectives have a separate classi
fication that produces eleven sub-classes. Following Jespersen 40, he provides 
for a process he terms translations whereby one part of speech may be deriva
tionally related to others, e. g.,  soft +--+ softness +--+ soften +--+ softly. 

One of the few critiques of general linguistic theory published by an Egyp
tologist is that of Vergote's review of Tesniere's work. Vergote criticizes certain 
of Tesniere's definitions as unsuitable on pedagogical grounds 41, reasoning 
that they vary too greatly from traditional usage. In some cases the term cho
sen is deemed misleading, as when Tesniere uses substantive to refer to an ab
stract noun such as "goodness", implying the presence of substance 42. In re
gard to categories of relation, Vergote points out that the referents of an adjec
tive like Cornelian in a Cornelian heroine may equivocally be the writer Corneil
Ie if the heroine is a character in one of his plays, or alternatively the character 
itself if the heroine is not a character of the play. Vergote then proposes a new 
set of categories, defined by essentially non-structural criteria 43: 

Given that our definition of the semantemes lies firstly in the mean
ing and secondarily in the function, the infinitive and the participle 
should be treated as verbs. 

Daumas's article on the relative clause discusses the various forms of Egyp
tian relative clauses as manifestations of a unitary phenomenon. He views the 
relative clause as a sentence that has been converted into an adjective by means 
of certain grammatical devices, which, following Tesniere, he terms "transla
tives", i. e., the relative pronoun nty, the ending -w of the relative form, and 
the zero marker of "virtual" relative clauses 44. He points out, in passing, 
that Egyptian distinguishes restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, 
but the bulk of his discussion is simply a restatement of previously known 
facts about Egyptian relative clauses within a structuralist framework with 
transformational overtones. 

40 O. Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (London 1929) . 
41 I expect that, in general theory, pedagogical considerations have 

weighed far heavier among Egyptologists than is generally acknowledged. 
42 Cf. Orbis 9 ( 1960) 48_5 . 
43 Orbis 9 (1960) 491 :  " Etant donne que notre definition des semantemes 

repose en premier lieu sur la signification et secondairement sur la fonction, 
l'infinitif et Ie participe doivent etre traites comme des verbes" . 

44 The term "virtual" relative clause (i. e., by virtue of meaning rather 
than form) refers to unmarked relative clauses which follow indefinite ante
cedents in Egyptian and various other Afro-Asiatic (Hamito-Semitic) languages, 
e. g.,  ms4r di·f mw ltw; "an ear which gives off a putrid liquid" (lit. an ear such 
that [circumstantial s4m·f ? ? ?] it gives off.) or Arabic : �urufu Hi taghiru "un
changing circumstances' ' .  The Arabic relative clauses have indicative verb and 
possibly originally arose from a sort of coordination (i. e.,  lit : circumstances 
and they do not change) or conceivably from apposition (circumstances, unchang
ing things) at some earlier unattested stage of the language. The Egyptian 
evidence is far from conclusive but tends to favor understanding the following 
s4m ·f forms as circumstantial s4m .j's, mainly on the basis of the forms that 
replace them (iw·f ltr s4m) which is clearly a circumstantial construction ( Um
standsatz) , in Late Egyptian and Coptic. 
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Polotsky's article on the Coptic conjugation system 45 is an insightful 
classification of tense affixes and is important for the systematic use of syntac
tic criteria it shows. It is the first article that uses the de Saussurean notion 
of a paradigm, that is, not simply a table of forms, but rather an exhaustive 
set of complementary distinctions. As a result of working this notion out, he 
exludes the Coptic I Future (Cfn",,-cwTll) from the paradigm as a basic tense, 
showing that it is simply the present tense of a complex construction found in 
other tenses as well. For the classification of the Coptic tense affixes he uses 
the syntactic criteria of the form in which the direct object is introduced, as 
well as the class membership of the constituents of the construction, whether 
verbal (an infinitive) , adverbial or a stative verbal form (the qualitative) . The 
analysis reflects an awareness of Bloomfieldian immediate constituent analysis. 

Thus the impact of structuralism has been limited in Egyptological work. 
In addition to the factors of time lag which were pointed out above, the reason 
for this slightness of impact may have a geographic basis as well as a chrono
logical one. The great bulk of grammatical work in Egyptology has been done 
in Europe and the main thrust of European structuralist work has been phono
logical. One need only cite the work of the Prague school under Trubetzkoy 
and the London school under Firth to provide examples. Because of the nature 
of the Egyptian written evidence, the relevance of structuralist work was not 
yet clear for Egyptologists as they went about wrestling with the mainly syn
tactic problems of Egyptian and Coptic. In the United States, however, where 
Egyptologists, in general, were far less interested in grammatical problems, 
the structuralist advances of Bloomfield and his successors in the realm of 
morphology and syntax generally went unnoticed. 

IV. Transformationalism 

In the years following the publication of Bloomfield's Language, a bench
mark in the development of structuralism, the examination of the categories 
of language encouraged ever greater exactness in definition as well as the increas
ing adoption of elaborate symbol systems to facilitate reference to complex 
constructions 46. Towards the end of the war years, the effects of the cybernetic 
revolution began to be felt among mathematicians, logicians, and linguists. 
A greater and greater need began to be felt to formalize language in a way that 
it could be used in computer work. Following a tradition going back to Des
cartes that language is to be explained mechanistically, a tradition reinforced 
by de Saussure and general struCturalism, by 1951 ,  when Zellig Harris pub
lished his Methods in Structural Linguistics 47 the amount of algebraic symbolism 
and more importantly the rigor with which formulated rules were applied and 
taken to their logical conclusion characterized a grammatical model far closer 
to mathematical and logical models than had yet been known. Even as linguistic 
analysis of language was coming to look more and more like the analyses of 
symbolic logic, Quine and Reichenbach were pursuing their studies of language 

45 Polotsky, Or 29 ( 1960) 400 ff. 
46 L. Bloomfield, Language (New York 1933) ; the editions following this 

first edition were the most seminal. 
47 z. S. Harris, Methods in Structural Linguistics (Chicago 195 1 ) .  
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in this latter discipline. Reichenbach's Elements of Symbolic Logic 48 provides 
rules for the conversion of one type of logical statement into a different although 
equivalent form. From mathematics Reichenbach borrows the term transfor
mation to represent the process whereby one argument may be converted into 
another equivalent formulation, allowing one to consider ( 1 ) ,  (2) and (3) to be 
considered logically equivalent and formally relatable. 

( 1 )  George VI was crowned at 'Westminster Abbey. 
(2) The crowning of George VI took place at Westminster Abbey. 
(3) Where George VI was crowned was at Westminster Abbey. 

This. concept of transformation was to radically transform the study of grammar. 
By 1952 Zellig Harris and Noam Chomsky, then a graduate student in 

linguistics with an earlier education in mathematics, were both working on a 
method for representing the structure of larger units than the sentence 49. The 
normal grammatical representation of sentences, e. g. ,  subject-predicate repre
sented as NP-VP would have allowed only a meaningless column of identical 
chains of symbols as a representation of any discourse. However by applying 
the symbolico-logical notion of transformation equivalences could be found in 
sentences of diverse form, such as the above sentences ( 1 )  - (3) . Harris was 
thereby able to analyze discourse as a chain of equivalences combined in 
various ways, with and without negation. 

More importantly than as a tool for discourse analysis, the concept of 
transformation allowed, for the first time, a formal explanation of relations, 
such as positive and negative, active and passive, that had been recognized 
intuitively, but which had never been able to be formalized, since the very 
beginnings of grammatical analysis. Following Harris's precept that the conse
quences of a formalized rule must be pursued to its logical end no matter what 
awkwardness might ensue, Chomsky devoted his dissertation to pursuing cer
tain traditional structuralist assumptions to their logical conclusions, showed 
that it was impossible to account for a number of linguistic observations without 
positing a new level of analysis P, more abstract than the surface form of lan
guage. The new grammar would be based on specific assumptions about what 
a gra=ar should do - generate, i.e., give the rules for forming all possible 
grammatical sentences in the language, and fail to generate all ungrammatical 
ones. The form of such a grammar was to be conceived of as a machine with 
three parts or components; a base component containing rules for generating 
the most basic forms of sentences, a transformational component containing 
rules for converting the sentences of the base component into more complex 
forms, e. g. ,  change active to passive, and a lexical component that would con
tain rules for converting the abstract symbols (NP, VP, prep. etc.) used in re
presenting the sentences of the base and transformational components into real 
words of the language. 

The work of Chomsky has produced rich results. Transformational analy
sis has been applied in great detail to almost all areas of English syntax and an 
enormous amount of new information about how 

'
English functions has come 

to light as a result 50. In addition, a very large amount of work has been done 

48 H. Reichenbach, Elements of Symbolic Logic (New York 1947) . 
49 Z. S. Harris, "Discourse Analysis", Language 28 (1952) 1 8-23 and 

"Discourse Analysis: a Sample Text", Language 28 (1952) 474-494. 
50 A good bibliography can be found in R. P. Stockwell, P. Schachter and 

B .  Hall Partee, Integration of Transformational Theories on English Syntax 
(duplicated: Los Angeles 1969) . 
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on other languages of the world. For some languages the only grammatical 
work that has been done has been done with the transformational model. Year 
by year facts about how natura1 1anguages function have been piling up : new 
facts requiring modifications of the original model. As a result of disputes about 
the role of the lexical component and whether the base component exists at 
aU, there are now two separate schools, one of the orthodox followers of Chom
sky, and a school of generative semantics, represented by a number of younger 
scholars. 

The existence and continued flourishing growth of transformationalism 
poses a problem for scholars in other disciplines unacquainted with the method. 
The form of the grammar is radically different, the terminology is often dif
ficult and not immediately comprehensible and the discussions often difficult 
if not impossible to follow. The enormous gap in communication, the result 
of the great rapidity of advance in both structuralism and transformationalism 
threatens to build an unbreachable wall around other disciplines, of which Orien
talism, and specifically Egyptology, is our main concern here. An isolation that 
divorces the study of Egyptian from the study of language in general is obvious
ly an untenable intellectual position, utterly opposed to everything science 
has stood for since the Renaissance. The Egyptologist faces the option of either 
working himself into the new grammatical method, painful as that is, or depriv
ing himself of the insights to be gained from other languages by other schol
ars working with transformational methods, gradually allowing the study of 
Egyptian grammar to sink to the status of an arcane craft, starved by the 
absence of contact with the larger study of language. 

Since this writer is parti pris and feels that the application of transforma
tionalism to Egyptian and Coptic is a matter of the highest importance, the 
remainder of this essay is devoted to a critique of four grammatical issues in 
Egyptian that it is hoped will illustrate the possibilities inherent in the appli
cation of transformational methods to the study of Egyptian and Coptic. The 
four issues are : ( 1 )  the relation of active and passive sentences; (2) preposition
al usage; (3) locative, manner, and time expressions; and (4) the Late Egyp
tian Conjunctive. 

1 .  The A ctive-Passive Relationship 

In discussing a number of topics, including the syntax of infinitives and 
passive participles in Egyptian, Gardiner utilizes the notion of semantic subject 
and semantic object 51 to achieve a certain generality in speaking of formally 
distinct phenomena. Thus, in the following sentences and phrases, the consti
tuents marked with a subscript S are all semantic subjects, while those marked 
with a subscript 0 are semantic objects, irrespective of the grammatical rela
tionship that might obtain (WH = relative clause marker, oblique) : 

(3) iw in( i} . n !ystyws mfk!to 
brought foreigners turquoise 
"The foreigners have brought turquoise". 

(4) iw in( i} . -w mfk,to in 'fJ,styws 
brought-Passive turquoise by foreigners 
"The turquoise has been brought by the foreigners". 

51 These terms are defined by Gardiner, Grammar, §§ 297, 300. 

Orient alia - 5 
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(5) mfk;to in(i} · (w)t . n !Hstyws 
turquoise brought-WH foreigners 
"The turquoise which the foreigners brought . . . " 

(6) mfk#o in(i) · (w)t in o;styws 
turquoise brought-WH by foreigners 
"The turquoise which was brought by the foreigners . . .  " 

Now the notions semantic subject and semantic object correspond to accept
able intuitions concerning how language works. The disadvantage of employing 
such terms lies not in their reflection of legitimate perceptions but rather in 
the sporadic, ad hoc and non-formal way in which they are used. One finds 
that they are only used when the semantic subject and the semantic object 
differ from the grammatical subject and grammatical object. They do not 
refer to formally defined relationships but are used with the expectation that 
their referents will be immediately identifiable to all. 

A transformational formulation of the active-passive relationship has 
the advantage of being both completely formal and simpler. No ad-hoc seman
tic categories are necessary. Instead, either one can derive (4)-(6) from (3) 
according to the Chomskyan "interpretive" model, or one can derive all four 
examples from an abstract case frame such as (7) where the relational cases 
Agent and Object have the same referents, although not the same theoretical 
implications, as Gardiner's semantic subject and semantic object 52. 

(7) ini (Agent) (Object) 

Using either base form, (3) or (7), the remaining constructions could be 
derived by transformational rules. Since rules are required to form the construc
tions anyway, no matter what grammatical model is used, such rules not only 
remove the need for the notions semantic subject and object since these are equiv
alent to the grammatical subject and object of the base form, but also these 
rules add no further complexity to the grammar (the mechanics of this process 
may be seen below in Appendix One) . As such they represent an advance in 
both economy and concreteness in rule formulation. 

2 .  Prepositional Usage 

The various grammars and lexicons of Egyptian generally provide infor
mation about what if any prepositions are used after particular verbs. Thus 
a random scanning of the dictionary will yield sgm n "listen to, obey", iri m 

52 The case frame model proposed by Ch. J. Filmore, "The Case for Case", 
in Universals in Linguistic Theory, E. Bach and R. T. Harms, eds.,  (New York 
1968) 1 -90 provides that, rather than deriving the surface forms of sentences 
from underfying declarative sentences in the active voice, the surface forms of 
sentences be derived from entries in the lexicon. In the lexicon each verb will 
be provided with a "case" frame that will indicate which abstract relations a 
verb may have with other elements in the sentence; thus open would have the 
case frame: --- Agent Object Instrument. Subsequent transformations 
would choose one of the cases as subject, e. g. ,  (Agent) John opened the window 
with a hammer; (Object) The window opened / The window was opened (by 
John) (with a hammer) ; (Instrument) The hammer opened the window. Such 
a formulation goes a long way toward removing the traditional bias in favor 
of active sentences over passive ones for example, that tends to skew both gram
matical descriptions and the perceptions of researchers. 
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"amount to", mdw m "speak against". The use of these prepositions is consid
ered immutable and part of a bound construction. 

Traditional grammar, however, generally ignores the idiomatic use of 
prepositions to introduce the objects of nouns with verbal meaning. Thus, 
although the dictionaries record that the verbal expressions (8) and (9) require 
the specific prepositions shown, neither dictionaries nor grammars provide 
the information that ( 10) and ( 1 1 )  require the same prepositional regimen: 

(8) Egyptian: n!Jt r "be stronger than, conquer" 53 
(9) Coptic: qisvo 'dnt'dn "receive instruction from" 
( 10) Egyptian: n!Jtw r "victory against" 54 
( 1 1 )  Coptic: ref4isvo 'dnt'dn "a pupil of" (historically : one who receives 

instruction from tlie hand of) 

Traditional grammar can, of course, record the prepositional usage of ( 10) and 
( 1 1 )  in the lexicon, but it has no synchronic way of formally explaining why 
the choice of prepositions should be the same for both the verbal and nominal 
expressions. Clearly the problem is one of derivation; no problem, in effect, 
is presented in the case of infinitives and participles, treated as derived parts 
of the verb and understood to require the same prepositional regimen for their 
objects that their source does. Traditional grammar fails to consider the 
derived nouns of ( 10) and ( 1 1) in the same way as participles and infinitives 
because they are not predictable derivations in the sense that they are 
presumed to exist for all verbs in the language. 

Generally in the morphological sections of traditional grammars of Egyp
tian words such as n!Jtw "victory", S!JIW "remembrance" and mtrw "wit
ness(ing)" are said to be derived from their respective verbal roots, but here 
"derived" is understood historically rather than syntactically. Only a notion 
of syntactic derivation would adequately explain the syntactic phenomenon 
of the idiomaticity of the regimen of such nouns. 

Information about prepositional regimen is, of course, not all the infor
mation one needs to know in order to use a noun properly, and the eventual 
form of the lexical rule will have to reflect all relevant information. In addition 
to the usual information about gender and number, one needs to know the se
lectional restrictions for the noun, e. g., what class of verbs or adjectives it can 
be used with, to avoid ungrammatical (outside of poetic language) construc
tions such as "a perspicacious stone" or "the dictionary elapsed". Traditional 
grammar normally expects "meaning", in the sense of intuition about the na
ture of the world, to prevent such combinations, but it is hardly necessary to 
point out that "meaning" is a truly treacherous guide in a foreign language, 
particularly an ancient one. 

53 See Erman-Grapow, Worterbuch der agyptischen Sprache (Berlin 1926-
50), Belegstellen, II, 314 exx. 13 and 14.  

54  For example, Erman-Grapow, W6rterbuch, Belegstellen II, 317 ex. 7 :  

� NMMI\ NMMI\ � \-Ll � � � NMMI\ =- "C7 di· n · (i)n ·k  nhtw n(y) hps . i 
NMMI\ � "V>- O l  I I 01 1 1  ¥ ¥ 
r !Jlswt nb "It is to you that I have given my sword's victory against every for
eign land" . 
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How, concretely speaking, would a transformational entry look for an 
abstract noun such as nbtw "victory, triumph" ? I would suggest that it would 
look something like the following: 

(12) NP 
I 

S 
I I 

NP VP 
I . I 

X Adjective Phrase 
I 

[+ animate] Adj . 

I I 
(nbt) 

"Be hard, strong" 

I 
X 

I 
Dir. Obj. 

I 
I I 
Prep. NP 

I I 
r Y 

-� 

I 
Inst. 

I 
I 
Prep. NP 

I I 
m Z 

I 

NP 
I 

[i common 1 
count ? ? ?  
abstract 
masculine 

I 
nbtw (r Y) (m Z) 

The information that figure ( 12) conveys is the following: ( 1 )  The abstract noun 
nbtw is generated (indicated by the arrow) from a complex construction that 
is itself a noun phrase (marked by NP at the topmost node) . (2) This complex 
construction is itself a sentence (marked S) with the meaning "Someone (X) 
is hard (or strong) in relation to someone (Y) by means of something (Z)" .  The 
brackets mark off features of the participating noun phrases. (3) The NP vari
able X must be [ +  animate], i. e., a person, since unlike the related nbtt our 
abstract nbtw never seems to mean "hardness" of things. (4) The feature 
[ +  common] to the right of the arrow indicates among other things that nbtw 
cannot be used as a vocative, nor in apposition with nouns referring to persons. 
(5) The feature [+ count] indicates that it can be used with numbers and with 
words like '51 "numerous". (6) The feature [+ abstract] indicates that it can
not be used as the subject of verbs marked [ + animate], such as "run", "think", 
"scream" etc.,  nor can it be modified by adjectives appropriate to animate 
beings. Furthermore, apparently it may be referred to by the "neuter pro
noun" st "it", although the use of this pronoun requires further investigation. 
(7) Lastly the feature [+ masculine] means that it takes masculine agreement 
forms, e. g., uses pn rather than tn for "this" etc. 

This formulation of the rule, incomplete and subject to modification as 
it is, does provide a great deal of information within a formalized frame. The 
use of feature analysis also represents an advance in that it provides the ana
lyst new analytical concepts and forces him to consider more distinctions than 
he would have otherwise. Increased power of observation is certainly something 
that every scholar hopes a new analytical model will give him. 

3. Locative, Manner, and Time Expressions 

Closely related to the problem of providing for the derivation of certain 
types of nouns with prepositional regimens is the problem of classification and 
interpretation of prepositions. This problem may be seen in an acute form in 
paragraph 1 62 of Gardiner's grammar where twelve uses of the preposition 
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m are listed. Does the preposition m really have this many meanings? If this 
is so, one would expect a substantial amount of ambiguity where none actually 
occurs. The traditional answer is that ambiguity is removed by the context, 
but the concept of context turns out to have little explanatory power. 

In this list of uses, section 9 is entitled "idiomatically with verbs" and 
deals with the situation discussed in the previous section. The immediately 
preceding section 8 deals with the notion of separation, but on closer inspection 
turns out to include verbs that really should belong in section 9, such as pri 
m "leave from", ii m "return from" s/ m "begin from" and swi m "free of". 
As we have argued above, in these cases the preposition has no meaning in and 
of itself, but is a required particle to introduce the direct object of certain verbs 
and must be simply specified in the lexicon. Thus. there exist at least two for
mally distinguished "uses" of the preposition m :  ( 1 )  idiomatic, lexically speci
fied marker of the underlying direct object and (2) all other uses. At this point 
our attention turns to usage 7 "of instrument" where there are cited: m lJps . i 
"by my strong arm" ; m slJrw · i "by my counsels" and in a separate sentence 
m[t m "fill with" and 'pr m "equip with", the latter two surely belonging to 
category 9. The first two examples of "instrument" require a preceding verb, 
but, unlike the lexically specified use of m to introduce the direct object, with 
other verbs using other prepositions, when the instrument used is specified, 
the preposition m is always used. Noun phrases used as instruments will also 
have certain features, e. g., [-human] [- time]. Prepositional phrases of instru
ment, since they require a preceding verb, also cannot occur as adverbial pred
icate, e.g., the ungrammatical: * iw · s  m slJrw . i njrw "It is by my good counsels'" 

The remaining uses lose their ambiguity according to the nature of features 
they bear. Time words, for instance, must be marked [+ time] for other rea
sons, e. g., to allow them to be preposed, or to be used adverbially without any 
preposition at all . .  Adverbial expression. of states, .e. g., m rswt "in joy" m snb 
" in health" have to be marked [+ abstract] (to prevent their use as subjects of 
verbs such as "run", "scream") although they otherwise behave as locatives. 
The genuine locative uses, in "a place", "house", "boat", "heart", "mouth" etc. 
involve noun phrases that have the features [+ interior] ; similarly words like 
tI "earth" It "back" will be marked [-interior] and will require the preposition 
[tr "upon" to express the locative. When the preposition m is used with noun 
phrases marked [- interior], it then forms a phrase that expresses what some 
previous noun phrase consists of, or is classified as, e. g., m tjbt (a building) of 
brick, m [tIty-' " (do something) as a prince" . Gardiner's categories ( 10) followed 
by infinitives, ( 1 1) followed by the stjm·j and (12)  followed by the stjmt.j form · 
will all be marked [ +  time] and handled similarly to other time expressions. 

What I have attempted to show in this unfortunately rather involved dis
cussion is that context can be given a form, and that it possesses in effect an 
internal structure or set of structures relevant to other parts of grammar, and 
that the tools provided by transformational grammar allow one to penetrate 
this terra incognita, find in it familiar elements and integrate it with the rest 
of the grammar. 

4.  The Late Egyptian, Demotic, and Coptic Conjunctive 

Egyptologists operating with a traditional grammatical model have ex
perienced difficulty in analyzing a tense, termed the conjunctive, which appears 
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in Late Egyptian texts and continues through to Coptic. For our purposes it 
is interesting to observe how the model of traditional grammar contributed to 
their difficulties, predisposing them to look for solutions along certain lines and 
to fail to consider solutions along other lines. 

There are two presuppositions that interact to present difficulties. The 
first is that the tenses of verbs are basically temporal, expressing actions or 
events occurring within specific stretches of a time continuum, conceived of 
as linear. This entails the belief that languages may be expected to have means 
of distinguishing actions occurring in the past, the present, and the future, at 
the very least, and that this distinction will be the critical criterion of the forms 
in question. It is envisaged that other distinctions may occur, such as durative/ 
non-durative, referring to actions that occur over a significant period of time, 
or many times, versus those that occur only once and relatively instantaneously. 
If a tense under observation seems to fit such criteria, then it is considered non
problematic and natural. This is to say, such tenses are the counterparts of 
well-known tenses in European languages. 

For those tenses whose usage eludes a unitary time-based definition, the 
second assumption is that such tenses still basically refer to time-based activ
ities, but occur under certain idiosyncratic syntactic conditions which cause 
the irregularity of the tense and which must be listed one by one. Such syn
tactic conditions are considered to be individually discrete and are not expect
ed to necessarily show any common features. Such tenses are viewed as the 
product of an erratic historical development (Neo-Grammarian) and as eccen
tric instances of the specific "genius" of a language. 

The conjunctive "tense" is an example of the latter sort of apparently 
idiosyncratic tenses, which may be illustrated by the underlined portions of 
(13)-(17) : 

(13) I will beat you and I will take away the cattle and they will belong 
to me (Horus and Seth, 7,7). 

(14) Hurry and come by here . . .  and write me as well and ask about the 
merchants . . .  (P. Bologna 5, 5-6). 

(15) his taking the chisel and breaking it . . .  (P. Salt, 219). 
(16) We used to take my chisels of copper in our hands and carry off the 

mummy masks that had gold on them . . .  (Peet, The Great Tomb 
Robberies, II, plate 6) . 

(17) What then should I do ? (Mt 27,22). 
The first serious formulation of the way this verb form is used is that of Stern: 

Whereas the participle indicates the circumstance which accompa
nies the action of the main clause, without being dependent upon it, 
the conjunctive expresses an action which constitutes the object or the 
consequence of the action of the main verb 55. 

Erman, defines the use of the conjunctive' as follows: 

A verb that is in the conjunctive, is linked with a verb preceding 
it, and receives its grammatical meaning. It is, therefore, according 

55 L. Stern, Koptische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1880), § 440: "Wahrend das 
participium den umstand bezeichnet, der die handlung des hauptsatzes beglei
tet, ohne von derselben abhangig zu sein, driickt der conjunctiv eine handlung 
aus, welche den gegenstand oder die folge der thatigkeit des hauptverbs bildet". 
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to what it follows, to be conceived of as a future, as an imperative, 
as an infinitive, etc. We regularly translate it by a verb attached with 
'and'. Still one must observe that it is often not a matter of simple 
coordination, but that the conjunctive expresses a particular relation 
of the second verb to the first one; it, therefore, corresponds approxi
mately to our 'and so', 'and then' 56. 

Subsequent scholars have referred to the conjunctive in terms that indicate 
they consider the verb form to be a complex of usages, with a core of "basic" 
uses ; so Wente (Italics mine) : 

The conjunctive commonly continues the nuance of a preceding 
verb form . , .  Because the conjunctive is basically a continuative form, 
its use to continue past habitual action is not out of keeping with its 
basic function or its generally accepted etymology from fin' ntf stjm 57. 

This view of the conjunctive as a shifting and loosely used form is clearest ex
pressed by Lichtheim: 

In conclusion it may perhaps be said that in its Late-Egyptian 
phase mtw ·f sdm was a complex tense whose usages had not 
yet crystallized 58 . 

From the general tone of the grammars, the conjunctive is cleariy an awk
ward problem for the traditional grammatical model with its assumption that 
tenses inherently express specific stretches of time, since the conjunctive appa
rently continues all tenses except the punctiliar past, as Wente has shown. 
The model of traditional grammar has great difficulty accomodating such a 
state of affairs, and the anguish felt by Egyptologists working within that 
system can be read from between the lines of Lichtheim's concluding words 
above. 

Such a tense, however, can be easily handled in a natural way within the 
generative model of tense, particularly in its more recent formulations. A trans
formational account of tense is derived from a consideration of sentences such 
as (IS) and (19).  

(IS) John will go on Thursday. 
( 19) John's going will take place on Thursday. 

In view of the synonymy of these two sentences, the predicate "will take place" 
of ( 19) corresponds to the future tense of ( IS) . Because of this correspond
ence of tense and predicate, and for other reasons, notably the behavior of 

56 Erman, Neuiig. Grammatik § 577 : "Ein Verbum, das im Konjunktiv 
steht, schlieSst sich an ein ihm vorhergehendes Verbum an, und erhalt dessen 
grammatische Bedeutung. Es ist also je nachdem als Futurum, als Imperativ, 
a1s Infinitiv, u.s.w. aufzufassen. Wir iibersetzen es in der Regel durch ein mit 
'und' angekniipftes Verbum. Indessen beachte man, dass es sich vielfach nicht 
um eine einfache Koordination handelt, sondern dass der Konjunktiv ein be
sonderes Verhaltnis des zweiten Verbums zum ersten ausdriickt; er entspricht 
also etwa unserm 'und da', 'und dann' ,  'und so' (vgl. die Beispiele in 
den folg. Paragraphen)" .  

57 E. Wente, "The Late Egyptian Conjunctive as a Past Continuative", 
JNES 2 1  ( 1962) 307, 3 1 1 .  

58 M .  Lichtheim, "Notes on the Late Egyptian Conjunctive", Studies in 
Egyptology and Linguistics in Honour of H.-J. Polotsky (Jerusalem, 1964), p.  S. 
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adverbs, it is concluded that tense should be considered a type of predication 
with a (tenseless) sentence as subject, such as (20) 

(20) 

I 
NP 

� 
I 

I I 
NP VP 

I I 
John go 

S 
I 

I 
VP 

I 
Future 

I 
will 

-... John will go. 

The consequence of this view is that it dethrones tense from its special place 
in grammar. Since the predicate "tense" ("future" in our example) is a mem
ber of the larger relation predicate, and has a sentence as a subject, one should 
expect that any suitable predicate of a sentential subject might actually be 
realized as a specific verb form. This is, in fact, what one actually finds when 
one examines natural language. The Coptic tense safsotem means "he hears 
as a matter of course / by the nature of things", and contrasts with a "present" 
fsotem "he usually hears, has been known to hear". 

A second consequence of viewing tense as predication allows a natural 
explanation of the conjunctive. If tense is a predication, then it can be conjoined 
like other predicates. Thus (21 )  is essentially the same structurally as (22) : 

(2 1 )  .John will come and give me the money. 
(22) John's coming and giving me the money will take place. 

Such a view explains why the "tense" need only be expressed once, and why 
the conjunctive can follow such a large number of tenses. The reason is that 
the conjunctive has no tense of its own just as "giving" in (22) has no tense of 
its own; it is a neutral form sharing its tense with other conjoined verb forms, 
and marked only once for the entire chain. Even those cases where it is un
marked, the so-called independent uses, fit perfectly into other grammatical 
patterns; (24) is a logical and perfectly understood addition by a second person 
to (23) : 

(23) John's coming and giving me the money will take place then. 
(24) And his giving you excuses for being late too. 

V. Summary 

Examining the course of development from the beginnings of classical 
grammar to transformationalism, one perceives that it has moved in the path 
of a spiral. When Western grammar began in fifth-century Greece, it took the 
form of studying and elucidating the way the universal language of the mind 
manifested itself in speech, spoken and written. During the course of antiquity 
various implications of this view were developed and elaborated. The Middle 
Ages paid disproportionate attention, in modern eyes, to the logical side of 
language study. With the Neo-Grammarians language acquired an additional 
dimension, that of history, as well as providing the first intimations that not 
only principles but also performance must be taken into account, since the uni-
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versal language of the mind was filtered through the psychic structure of indi
vidual speaker's minds. In structuralism one reaches the antipodes of Classi
cal Antiquity's conception of grammar: the inner universal form of language 
is fictive, or at best, irretrievable. With the development of generative gram
mar the increasing abstraction of rules designed to generate a multiplicity . of 
related forms began to approximate more and more the universal language of 
the mind as this was now conceived by logicians of the twentieth century. 
The universal language of the mind, if it did not exist, would have to be created. 
Thus twentieth-century grammar would seem to have gone back to its begin
nings in fifth-century Athens. 

Fifth-century grammar posited its universal language of the mind as 
given; generative grammar derives it from the application of formulated rules 
carried to their logical conclusions. Fifth-century grammar was based on one 
language: Greek; modern grammar must take all the languages of the world 
eventually into account. 

Orientalists have always been keenly aware that the languages of antiqui
ty represent the main source of our knowledge about ancient cultures. Where 
no written records are available, we know little indeed, in spite of the valiant 
efforts of archeologists. The grammarian is responsible for the decipherment 
and correct understanding of the relevant languages, and thus the state of 
linguistic research is, in a certain sense, the touchstone of the discipline as a 
whole. To maintain grammatical methodology in sound scientific health, it 
must be open to advances in general grammar. The difficult idiom of generative 
work, I am convinced, must be mastered 59, unless Orientalism is willing to 
deprive itself of the increasing number of insights about how language works 
that are pouring in from linguists working within a generative model. The al
ternative is an increasingly sterile methodological cuI de sac. 

59 For a scholar who wishes to work his way into transformationalism, 
it is difficult to say exactly where he should start, but the following is my sug
gestion. The simplest and clearest work is R. Jacobs and P. Rosenbaum, Gram
mar Illl, (Boston 1 967) . These are two short volumes, bound as pamphlets, 
that are intended for beginning students and present the basic concepts of 
generative grammar in an intelligent and readable way. My feeling is that it 
would then be best to gain some perspective in the various models within gener
ative grammar. A good compilation is E. Bach and R. T. Harms, Universals 
in Linguistic Theory, (New York 1965) and for the important notion of perfor
mative, J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words (New York 1965) 
and J. R. Ross, "On Declarative Sentences", in R. A. Jacobs and P. S. Rosen
baum, Readings in English Transformational Grammar, (Waltham, Mass. 1970) , 
222-272. For individual treatments, the above mentioned volume edited by 
Jacobs and Rosenbaum may be consulted, as well as the following, which also 
represent collections of articles originally circulated in duplicated form only: 
D. A. Reibel and S. A. Schane, Modern Studies in English : Readings in Trans

formational Grammar, (Englewood Cliffs 1969) and J. A. Fodor and J. J. Katz, 
Readings in the Philosophy of Language, (Englewood Cliffs 1964) . In the course 
of his reading one may wish to consult the index (in lieu of a glossary) 
in R. A. Jacobs and P. S. Rosenbaum, English Transformational Grammar, 
(Waltham, Mass. 1968), 290-294. Finally the following very important inte
grative work should not be forgotten: R. P. Stockwell, P. Schachter and B.  Hall 
Partee, Integration of Transformational Theories on English Syntax (duplicated: 
Los Angeles 1969) . This last two volume work is now difficult to obtain but 
it should appear shortly in print. 
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VI. Appendix One: Generative Mechanics 

It may be illuminating to give a schematized derivation of sentences (3) -
(6) repeated here for convenience as ( 1 )- (4) : (Abbreviations: WH = relative 
clause marker; PAST-PASS. = a portmanteau marker of the past tense passive 
voice, FACT = a particle that indicates the action of the verb or the begin
ning of the action is considered a fact and not contingent or hypothetical) : 

( 1 )  iw in(i) . n  !}lstyw mjkJt 
FACT bring-PAST foreigners turquoise 
"The foreigners have brought turquoise". 

(2) iw in( i) . w mjkJt in [}Jstyw 
FACT bring-PAST-PASS. turquoise by foreigners 
"Gold has been brought by the foreigners" .  

(3) mjkIt in (i) . (w)t .  n !JJstyw 
turqoise bring-WH-PAST foreigners 
"The turqoise which the foreigners have brought". 

(4) mjkJt in(i) · (w)t in !JJstyw 
turquoise bring-REL by foreigners 
"The turquoise which was brought by the foreigners . . .  " .  

These sentences will be  generated by the application of  the rules of  the 
grammar. .  The "interpretive" model of Chomsky requires that an abstract 
syntactic structure first be derived by applying in order the rules of the base 
component to yield a kernel sentence. This kernel sentence structure will then 
have applied to it the rules of the transformational component of the grammar, 
which will convert the structure of an active sentence to a passive one, or to 
a relative clause in the cases under consideration. The resulting structures will 
then be eligible to receive lexical items and morphemes, inserted in the lexical 
component of the grammar. A final stage will consist of sound changes in the 
phonological component. 

According to this model the first rule of the base component may be 
expressed as the folloWing tree structures (NP = noun phrase; VP = verb 
phrase; TNS = tense) . 

(5) S -+ NP TNS P.redicate 

Since, however, a predicate in Egyptian may be verbal, nominal or adjecti
val, a further sub-categorization rule is necessary: 

(6) Predicate -+ !�� l 
�ADJ � 

Since our structures have verbal predicates, applying (6) to (5) will yield a tree 
structure (7) : 

(7) S 
1 

'1---j'----' 1  
NP TNS Predicate 

I 
VP 
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Our structures further require that the VP be transitive, so there must be 
rules (8) and (9) to yield us a tree ( 10) : 

(8) VP � (VPintr' l 
lVPtr 

(9) VPtr � V NP 

( 10) 

1 
NP 

S 
1 
I 

TNS 
1 

Predicate 

1 VP 

1-_1 _1 
V NP 

Now the tense node must be sub-categorized by a rule of the type ( 1 1 ) : 

tPresent } 
( 1 1 ) TNS � Past 

Future etc. 

Choosing the past tense will yield us a tree structure ( 12) : 

( 12) 

1 
NP 

S 
1 
I 

TNS 
1 

PAST 

-I 
Predicate 

I 
VP 

I 1 1 
Vtr NP 

Structure ( 12) represents the kernel sentence for all the sentences we wish to 
derive at this point. In order to convert this structure into those suitable for 
passive sentences and relative clauses, we need to apply ru1es of the transfor
mational component: 

( 13) Passivization: (with optional agent phrase) 

NPI PAST Vtr NP2 � iw V W NP2 (in NPI) 

(14) Relativization: 

NPI PAST Vtr NP2 � NP2 Vtr l i�l NPI 

The structures resulting from (13) and ( 14) together with the kernel structure 
( 12) are now eligible for lexical insertion. Rhe rules of the lexical. component 
will have the form of the following : 

(15) NP � (mfklt I llJlstyw etc. 

(16) Vtr � {in(i} etc.} 

(17) PAST � iw . . . n 
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When these are inserted we then have the terminal strings for ( 1 )-(4) ; 

(18) 

( 19) 

S 
I 

1 ---1 ----- 1 
NP TNS Predicate 

I I I 
I P�ST VI I I 1 
I I Vtr 
I I I 

b!styw n iw in(i) 
t 

(word order modification) 
iw in( i) . n b!styw mfk/t 

1 
Vtr 

S 
I 
1 

NP2 
1 

ADV 
I 

\ 
NP 

I 
mfk!t 

1 I I in �Pl 
iw in{i) · w  mfk;t in b;styw 

(20) 

(2 1 )  

1 
N 
I 1 

NP 
I 

I VP 

1 
AD] 

I 

I I 
mfk!t in(i) . (w)t . n  

1 
N 

I 
NP 

I 

1 
VP 

I 

1 
AD] 

I 

1 
NP 

I 
b;styw 

1 
ADV 

I 

I I Prep. 
I I 

1 
NP 

I 
mfk!t in{i) . (w)t in b;styw 

"the foreigners have brought the 
turquoise' 

, 

"The turquoise has been brought 
by the foreigners" .  

"The turquoise which the for
eigners have brought" . 

"The turquoise which has been 
brought by the foreigners". 

VII. Appendix Two: The Generative Semantics Model 

This model, represented in Filmore's work (see note 45) would turn the 
interpretive approach upside-down and begin with the lexicon rather than end 
with it. In the lexical component of the grammar each verb would be provided 
with a case frame, such as (22) : 

(22) ini (Agent) (Object) 
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The agent and object cases do not represent morphological cases but rather 
syntactic relationships between ini and other nouns in the sentence. 

The resulting frame is now eligible for rules of the transformational compo
nent (25)-(28) : 

(25) Agent Subjectivalization: 

-- (Agent) (Object) -+ 

I 
VP 

I 

S 
I 

I 1 

1 
NP 

V Object Agent 

(26) Object Subjectivalization: 

-- (Agent) (Object) -+ 

I 
VP 

I 

S 
I 

I 
NP 

I 
1 

ADV 
I 

1--1 1 
V 

i 
PASS 

I 
Object in Agent 

w 

(27) Relative Clause Formatioll : 

-- (Agent) (Object) -+ 

1 
N 
I 
I 

Object 

(28) Relative Clause Formation: 

-- (Agent) (Object) -+ NP 
I I 

N 

1 
VP 

I 
V 

I 
AD] 

I 
I 1 I Agent 
I I 

WH ADV 
I I 
I 1--1 

w in NP 

Further recursion to the lexicon will allow one to insert in(iJ for the node V, 
!ystyw for Agent, and mfk/t for Object. Special transformational rules, which 
need not be gOlle into here, will be required to insure agreement of nouns and 
relative forms, to spell out irregular tense formations, and many other matters 
such as selectional restrictions. 
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Lin�uistics, Method, and Extinct Lan�ua�es : 

The Case of Sumerian 

Gene GRAGG - Chicago 

At present researchers in areas which until recently had gotten along quite 
well, it seemed, in happy innocence of linguistics are increasingly confronted 
with articles of the genre "Linguistics and . . .  " or "Linguistic Approach to" 
their own field - a partial list would include philosophy, education, psychology, 
literary criticism, and, naturally, the various language disciplines. In attempt
ing to do something of the sort for Sumerian, I am not proposing a complete 
treatise on the method and materials for a Sumerian Grammar, for which in 
any case modem linguistic theory plays only one role among many 1. Nor can 
I give a complete exposition and justification of transformational linguistics 
itself. What I intend here is simply: (a) to note that there is, even in Ancient 
Near Eastern circles, an awareness of and curiosity about recent developments 
in linguistics; and (b) to give some background for and raise some questions of 
principle involved in the claim that Ancient Near Eastern language studies could 
profit from these developments. Note that I cannot even propose to justify 
this claim, for there is only one real justification, namely a body of work which 
accepts the claim and achieves results superior to what would have been possi
ble without it. Finally, it is especially appropriate that an article which raises 
methodological questions should appear in a tribute to Professor Gelb, who 
has never ceased to impress on students and colleagues the importance of asking 
"What do you really know?" and "How do you know it ?" 

The specific language envisaged here is Sumerian, but I believe the prin
ciples involved are of sufficient generality to be of interest to researchers in 
other areas (hence I beg the indulgence of Sumerologists for the elementary, and 
for their purposes over-explicit character of some of the explanations of points 
of Sumerian grammar) . Sumerian is an especially appropriate context for such 
an enterprise in as far as it is one of the Ancient Near Eastern languages where, 
apart from the texts themselves, there is no concrete line of evidence for gram
matical statements such as is available when the language belongs to a more-or-

1 If apology be needed, may the author excuse himself on the grounds 
that he has treated some of the other components elsewhere, and, having deliv
ered himself of his programmatic visions, will proceed with the project for 
which the present article is a kind of methodological prolegomenon: within the 
context of the Sumerian Dictionary Project, a complete (or at least represent
ative) grammatical coverage of the language of the Sumerian literary texts . 
For the moment, taking a cue from questions, apprehensions, and misappre
hensions of students and colleagues, I am trying to give some kind of rationale 
for something between wholesale rejection and blind endorsement of the rele
vance of recent developments in linguistics for the study of Ancient Near Eastern 
languages. 
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less well-known language family, or has been preserved by an unbroken line 
of individuals who have known the language up to the time it became the object 
of systematic study. That is, in these languages one is more directly thrown 
on explicit or implicit linguistic theory for the concepts in terms of which the 
language is to be grammatically interpreted. In the present paper, after a brief 
sketch of the theoretical background ( 1 ) ,  I will discuss the notion of method 
in its relation to linguistics (2. 1) and to Sumerian (2.2), and finally project 
some of the properties and consequences of a transformational model of Su
merian (3) with a few examples (4) . 

/' 

1 .  Whose Linguistics ? 

Two questions immediately arise in our present context : "Do we need 
any linguistics ? "  and, in view of the apparent welter of claims and counter
claims in linguistics, "If so, whose? "  It should be remarked first that the actual 
proliferation, though very real, is less radical than appearances and rhetoric 
might indicate, and that there is a mainstream of linguistics marked by common 
origins, common presuppositions, and converging develo1?ments 2. In the sec
ond place it is not the case that cuneiform studies have never been contamina
ted by presuppositions concerning language and linguistic theory. On a trivial 
level, any grammar which describes a language in terms of "noun", "verb", 
"adjective", etc. is already availing itself of a theory of language, even if a very 
old, general, and widely accepted one. But more to the point, it should be kept 
in mind that cuneiform studies came to maturity at the end of the last century 
in the aftermath of that great "shaking of the foundations" commonly referred 
to by the nickname of one identifiable subgroup, as "the Neo-grammarian" 
movement 3. By the beginning of this century many of the once revolutionary 

2 Not that there is a smooth continuum of development - rather a dia
lectic of action and reaction in the course of which one generation often revives 
what a previous generation regarded as uninteresting and a generation before 
that crucial. Thus Chomsky's claim that he is continuing insights developed 
by the grammarians of Port Royal, but left fallow by the positivist linguistics 
of most of the 1 9th and the first half of the 20th centuries. Moreover, with 
speeded up communications, the relevant time period is often less than a gen
eration ! The structuralist phoneme, which was regarded as the keystone and 
immutable center of linguistics before 1960, had been officially pronounced dead 
by 1 964 (N. Chomsky, Current Issues in Linguistic Theory [The Hague]),  but 
was beginning to show new signs of life, in a more modest reincarnation, by 
1 970 (S. Schane, "The Phoneme Revisited", Language 47 [1971J 503-2 1 ) .  

It should b e  kept in mind that, perhaps because of the comparatively weH
delimited nature of its subject matter (grammatical behavior) and the relatively 
small number of people professionally engaged in it, transitions in linguistic 
theory tend to be abrupt, and polemics black-white. Cf. the almost Jacobin 
fervor of some transformational Streitschriften of the 1960's which echo some
thing of the " <;a ira " of the Junggrammatiker in the 1870's - hang the repre
sentatives of the old order, a new era begins ! 

3 Some ten years afterward H. Paul wrote: "Trotz dieser SteHung, wel
che die Sprachwissenschaft schon seit ihrer Begriindung einnahm, gehorte noch 
viel dazu ihre Methode alImiililich bis zu demjeniger Grade der Vollkommenheit 
auszubilden dessen sie fahig ist. Besonders seit dem Ende der siebenziger Jah
re suchte sich eine Richtung Bahn zu brechen, die auf eine tiefgreifende Um
gestaltung der Methode hindrangte. Bei dem Streite, der sich dariiber entspann, 
trat deutlich zu Tage, wie gross noch bei vielen Sprachforschern die Unklarheit 
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theses of Brugmann et al. had been debated, qualified, reformulated, gathered 
up in compendia such as that of H. Paul, and had become the common proper
ty of the philological tradition. By this time the mainstream of cuneiform stud
ies C01.:u.d already look back on an earlier period of relative naivete, when pio
neer cuneiformists held beliefs about the organization of language, the relation
ship between languages, the ways in which languages change, etc. which had 
been since revealed to be erroneous. Cuneiform studies had already committed 
itself, at least negatively, to a theory of language, and had profited by 
the results. 

Since that time however linguistics has gone through two additional revo
lutions, both of which have left cuneiform studies relatively untouched. The 
first was not so much a revolution, as an organic development of the neo-gram
marian movement. It arose out of reflection on, and refinement of neo-grammar
ian theses, and gave rise to two parallel developments. In Europe the teaching 
and posthumous writings of the most brilliant of the "neo-grammarians" of 
the 1870's, F. de Saussure 4, influenced, directly or indirectly, centers of "struc
turalist" linguistics in Geneva 6, Paris 6, Copenhagen 7, (less directly) London 8, 
and - especially important because of its role as a bridge between the first 
and second "revolution" - Prague 9.  A dominant concern of these centers 

tiber die E1emente ihrer Wissenschaft war". (Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte 
[Halle, 1880J, pp. 5 f. ) .  

An exact chronicle of linguistic development in this crucial period (as 
opposed to catalogue-like compilations such as H. Pedersen's Linguistic Science 
in the 19th Century [Eng. trans., Harvard, 1931J) has yet to be written, and 
probably never will be. Consequently it is hard to be precise about the use of 
the term "movement" in this context. In any case by "neo-grammarian" 
(in quotation marks) I do not mean an organized, self-conscious movement 
(although for a while something like that existed around Leipzig) but rather a 
loose fraternity of intellectual fellow travelers. 

4 This is not to deny that there are other sources for structuralist thought 
and other types of relation to the neogrammarians. Cf. for example, E. Stankie
wicz (ed.) ,  A Baudoin de Courtenay Anthology: The Beginnings of Structural 
Linguistics (Indiana Univ., 1972) . De Saussure's lectures were edited by his 
students, C. Bally and A. Sechehaye, and published posthumously as Cours 
de linguistique generale (Paris, 19 15) .  On the extent to which this represents 
de Saussure's thought, cf. R. Godel, Les sources manuscrites du Cours de linguis
tique generale (Geneva, 1957) . 

6 Represented in the first place by the students of de Saussure, mentioned 
above, and by their student, H. Frei. Cf. R. Gode1, A Geneva School Reader 
in Linguistics (Indiana Univ. ,  1 969) . Cuneiformists will be interested to note 
that Frei was a director of E. Sollberger's thesis, Le systeme verbal dans les in
scriptions "royales" presargoniques de Lagas (Geneva, 1952) . 

6 Outstanding names are A. Meillet, E. Benveniste M. Cohen, A. Marti
net. Cf. a convenient overview from a Romance linguistics point of view in 
1. Jordan and J. Orr, A n  Introduction to Romance Linguistics (Berkeley, 1 9702) 
pp. 279-382 and Epilogue. 

7 L. Hjelmsljev and the "glossematic" approach associated with his name. 
Cf. his own, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language (rev. Eng. trans. ,  Univ. of 
Wisconsin, 1961) .  Also, B.  Siertsema, A Study of Glossematics (The Hague, 1 9652). 

8 Note that the London school, roughly J. R. Firth and his students in 
the 30's, 40's, and 50's, relied also on an independent English tradition stem
ming from such pioneers as the phonetician H. Sweet. Cf. J. R. Firth, Papers 
in Linguistics 1 934-1951 (Oxford, 1957) . 

9 J. Vachek, A Prague School Reader in Linguistics (Indiana Univ., 1964) ; 
idem, The Linguistic School of Prague : A n  Introduction to its Theory and Prac
tice (Indiana Univ. 1966) . 
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was synchronic structure (system or network of relations between linguistic 
elements) , for the most part of the better known languages. Similarly in Amer
ica systematization of neo-grammarian principles and their application to 
the description of "exotic" (for the most part American Indian) languages led 
to the growth of a descriptivist tradition whose best known early representa
tives were E. Sapir and L. Bloomfield 10. The American school shared the struc
turalist concerns of the European, but its distinctive preoccupation was the 
elaboration of linguistic methodology, of descriptive techniques for hitherto 
unstudied languages - and occasionally the revision in the light of these tech
niques of traditionally accepted analyses in languages already described. 

The second revolution can be dated from 1957, when Noam Chomsky 
published a small book called Syntactic Structures. While sharing the structur
alist conviction that language is to be treated as an integrated synchronic 
system, he made three capital points 11 : 

1) The goal of linguistics, as of any science, is not primarily the 
elaboration of methodologies for describing data, but of a theory to ex
plain them. 

2) Language is rule-governed behavior, and the proper object of 
linguistic study is the set of rules which govern the production of senten
ces, rather than static structures defined by the relations between lin
guistic elements. A grammar of a language is then a set of rules; lingui
stic theory is the theory of the possible form, content, and relations of 
these rules. 

3) The most important (or interesting, or graspable) type of rule 
is that by which more complex sentence types (sentences with subordi
nate clauses, conjoined sentences, marked sentence types) are derived 
from one or more logically simple propositions corresponding roughly 
to simple unmarked declarative sentences 12. These rules, which use 

10 Their most well-known works are both entitled Language, Sapir's ap
pearing in 1921 ,  Bloomfield's in 1933. A convenient collection of American 
structuralist articles up to 1957 can be found in M. Joos (ed.) ,  Readings in Lin
guistics (New York, 1958) . The question of the extent of de Saussure's influence 
on American descriptivism is problematic. He was certainly read and appre
ciated. However it seems that many of the most typical traits of Amencan 
linguistics were already established before de Saussure was available on this 
side of the Atlantic. 

11 The broader aspects of Chomsky's radical critique are not treated here 
(ef. J. Lyons, Noam Chomsky [New York, 1970]; N. Chomsky, Language and 
Mind [New York, 1968]) .  Note that much of it is not concerned with specific 
questions of linguistics but with the philosophical and psychological presup
positions which, in Chomsky's interpretation, have governed language research 
(and research into man and society generally) since the mid-19th century. In 
any case Chomsky has not annihilated 150 years of linguistics, nor has he 
claimed to, even if he has shown basic deficiencies in 1 50 years of the study of 
man. Note in passing that Chomsky's reading of intellectual history has not 
gone uncontested in linguistic publications; cf. H. Aarsleff, "The History of 
Linguistics and Professor Chomsky", Language 46 ( 1970) 570-585. 

12 Consider, for example, the sentences : 
( 1 )  To understand Chomsky is difficult. 
(2) It is difficult to understand Chomsky. 
(3) Chomsky is difficult to understand. 

The sentences are semantically very close, even if not synonymous. ( 1 )  is a 
proposition about a feat of understanding, while (3) is a proposition about 

Orientalia - 6 
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combinations of simple operations such as deletion, adjunction, sub-

Chomsky. But all involve, among other things, an underlying syntactic struc
ture corresponding to: 

(4) S 

I 
NP 

I 
someone 

I 
NP 

I 
S I 
I 

Verb 
I 

understand 

(S = Sentence; NP = Noun 

I 

I 
NP 

I 
Chomsky 

Phrase) 

I 
Verb 

I 
Adjective 

I 
difficult 

in which the proposition, "Someone understand Chomsky", functions as sub
ject of the simple copulative sentence, "NP (is) difficult". From (4) is derived: 
(1 )  by insertion of the subordinate clause marker " (for) . . .  to", deletion of the 
indefinite subject of the infinitive (compare "For me to understand Chomsky 
is difficult"); insertion of "be", and concord with a 3 sing. subject; (2) by ex
traposition of the subordinate clause in (1 )  to the end of the sentence and sub
stitution of a "dummy subject", "it" ; (3) by raising the object of the subordi
nate clause of (2) into subject position of the main clause (a transformation, 
sometimes called Tough Movement, which is possible in English with a class 
of abstract predicate adjectives such as "tough, hard, difficult, easy etc.") .  

Each of these rules (Subordinate Marker Insertion, Indefinite Subject 
Deletion, BE-Insertion, Extraposition, Tough Movement, Concord) consists 
of two parts: one which describes the syntatic structure to which it can or must 
apply, one which gives the transformed syntactic structure. The derivation of 
a sentence is thus a series of syntactic structures the :first of which represents 
the "basic form" (in some sense, d. footnote 13) of the )?roposition, and the last 
its actually enunciated syntactic form. TransformatlOnal rules define possi
ble sequences of syntactic structures in a derivation. The point is that all these 
rules (a) can be formulated quite generally in terms of well defined syntactic 
and semantic properties of the underlying sentence, (b) are widely used in other, 
unrelated structures in English, and (c) correspond to processes which are known 
to occur in a wide range of the world's languages . .  The rather strong claim being 
made by Chomsky is that the speaker /hearer understands 1-3 in terms of 4 and 
that the process of producing/understanding 1-3 is informed by these princi
ples rather than by simple association of patterns with a unit-meaning. These 
principles are sometimes equated by him to the "innere Sprachform" of von 
Humboldt or the "faculte linguistique" of de Saussure. More psychologically 
agnostic interpretations are sometimes adopted, but there is general agreement 
that what is to be projected as the grammar of a language is an ordered system 
of rules which, for each of the indefinitely many sentences in the language, 
can account for the way in which its underlying structure is generated and then 
transformed into the concrete occurring syntactic structure. 

The above sketch is schematic in the extreme, and for further details I 
must refer the reader to Chomsky himself (his last technical statement of his 
position, A spects of the Theory of Syntax (M.LT., 1965), is basic, but unfortunate
ly out of date; a less formal exposition is given in the work cited in footnote 
1 1) ,  introductory manuals (these have a very short life-span: one of the more 
complete is still N. Ruwet, Introduction a la grammaire generative [Paris, 1968J; 
for transformational formalism with an abundance of illustration d. M. Burt, 
From Deep to Surface Structure : A n  Introduction to Transformational Syntax 
[New York, 1971J),  and the many collections of articles showing recent deve
lopments (for earlier and background articles, J. Katz and J. Fodor [eds.J Struc
ture of Language [Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1964J; for contemporary trends, espe
cially R. Jacobs and P. Rosenbaum, Readings in English Transformational 
Grammar [Waltham, 1970J, E. Bach and R. Harms, Universals in Linguistic 
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stitution, movement, are called "transformational rules", hence the 
name "transformational linguistics" 13. '  

Transformational linguistics has undergone profound changes (and splits) 
in the fifteen years since 1957, and there is every likelihood that the next decade 
or so will see further changes at least as profound, in all probability culminating 
in an orientation different enough to be called by a new name. But in the mean
time, whatever the status of individual points claimed by Chomsky (the Passive 
Transformation in English, used as an elementary illustration of a transforma
tional rule in 1957, is still considered an unsolved problem in 1972) 14, he has 
provided a whole generation of linguists with a handle on syntax 15. In this 

Theory [New York, 1968], M. Bierwisch and K. Heidolph, Progress in Lin
guistics : A Collection of Papers [The Hague, 1970J; D. Steinberg and L. Jako
bovits, Semantics: A n  Interdisciplinary Reader [Cambridge, 1971J; a convenient 
source for "news from the front" is Papers from the Regional Meetings of the 
Chicago Linguistic Society, published annually at the University of Chicago 
since 1968) . 

13 The rules governing the formation of the logically simple propositions 
are sometimes called "generative" rules, hence the name "generative grammar". 
These rules, and hence the term, are much less prominent in more recent 
literature. 

It should be kept in mind that the exposition given above is somewhat 
updated over 1957, and considerably streariilined - almost dangerously so. 
Note es�ecially that there is at present a heated controversy over the status 
of the 'logically simple propositions". One tendency, called "generative se
mantics" (d. G. Lakoff, "Generative Semantics", in Steinberg and Jakobovits, 
pp. 232-96), holds that there is no autonomous syntactic level distinct from the 
semantic, and that the underlying structure contains in principle a complete 
logical - the "natural logic" of ordinary speech, as opposed to the special log
ics of various types of scientific discourse - representation of the sentence 
to be explicated. This tendency would claim, for example, that an apparently 
simple declarative sentence such as "Floyd broke the glass" is actually complex 
and contains more than a half-dozen simple propositions (d. J. Ross, "On De
clarative Sentences", in Jacobs and Rosenbaum, pp. 222-72) . The other ten
dency, currently held by Chomsky, would take sentences like the one quoted 
as syntactically simple, and would claim that there exists an autonomous 
syntactic level of representation (called "deep structure") ,  distinct from the 
semantic. 

14 Cf. R. Lakoff, "Passive Resistance", Papers from the Seventh Regional 
Meeting of the Chicago Linguistic Society (Chicago, 1971 ) ,  149-62. 

15 This is not to give the impression that phonology, much more intensi
vely developed than syntax by structural linguists, has not undergone profound 
changes in the context of transformational grammar. It is here that the in
fluence of the Prague school has been especially important, arising in part from 
the fact that Chomsky's close collaborator for the past fifteen years has been 
Morris Halle, a student of Roman Jakobson, one of the founders of the Prague 
school. Cf. Chomsky and Halle's major work, Sound Pattern of English (New 
York, 1968) . A branch of linguistics which has become something of a step
child in transformational linguistics is morphology. It is sometimes claimed 
as a part of phonology, sometimes as a kind of bridge component between syn
tax and phonology. At times traditionally morphological generalizations are 
made either in the context of syntax or phonology, but for the most part the 
area is ignored. There are some attempts to treat pieces of complex inflection
al morphology (cf. characteristically S. Schane, French Phonology and Mor
phology [M.LT., 1968J),  but they fail to pose the question in principle of the 
synchronic organization of inflectional paradigms and simply extend the kind 
of analysis used for simple phonological alternation. The results are, in part, 
synchronic recapitulations of established results of historical phonology (as 
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way he has inspired a concerted research effort in syntax (and phonology) of 
unprecedented scope. There are few younger linguists in America who are not 
occupied in one way or another with issues and concepts arising out of transfor
mational linguistics; and indications from across the Atlantic are that the ef
fort is gradually becoming international 16. 

It is in this fluid context then that we are discussing linguistics, hopefully 
not in an attitude of dogmatic adherence to a school among others, but of will
ingness to learn from the past as well as the present, from the mistakes and 
exaggerations as well as the achievements of linguistics. It would of course be 
an illusion for an Ancient Near Eastern language specialist to think of himself 
as floating in an Olympian, atemporal, universal viewpoint from which, by 
virtue of a special insight not granted to linguists themselves, he can discern 
the true from the false in all positions while committing himself to none. The 
viewpoint has to be the best he can achieve at a given time and place, relying 
on his own insight and critical judgment, but also on that of the better (and 
nearer !) of his contemporaries. In what follows then the viewpoint is that of 
transformational linguistics and its precedents as perceived by an Ancient Near 
Eastern scholar in a Midwestern American University in the 1970's. 

2 .  How to Write a Grammar 

Method has been something of a magic word in the modern era. In a broad 
perspective "scientific method" in basic to our whole approach to the system
atic understanding of man and the physical universe. More concretely the term 
conjures up such paradigms of a body of techniques as "statistical method" 
with independent, internal criteria for significance, and applicability to wide 
ranges of data. And in almost every field refinements and specifications of 
"scientific method" have led to special methodologies or projects for method
ologies (cf. the recurrent quest for "the method" of literary criticism) . For our 
own purposes two concrete questions arise: "In what sense is there a linguistic 
method? "  "What is the position of a language such as Sumerian vis-a.-vis this 
'method' ?" 

2 . 1 Linguistics and Method. Linguistics is a child of its time and, not sur
prisingly, "method" in one sense or another, has been a recurrent theme in lin
guistic writings of the past hundred years 17 .  "Method" as used in linguistics 
ranges between two semantic poles. "Method" in the sense of expressions like 
"field methods" is intimately bound up with the concrete conditions under 
which data are gathered. Field methods range from rules-of-thumb for good, 
orderly working habits to more or less ingenious techniques which have been 
found useful in eliciting or controlling phonological or syntactic information 

one would expect, given the approach), but in part simply extrapolations from 
the phonology of the given language and from phonological theory generally 
in a manner which is ingenious, but often, in its own way, just as arbitrary 
as the most fanciful creations of the structuralists. 

16 Recall Ruwet's book, mentioned in footnote 12.  Notice also the fre
quency of transformational articles in journals and series such as Journal of 
Linguistics (England) Studia Grammatica (D.D.R.), Voprosy Jazykoznanie 
(U.S.S.R.), Langages (France), etc. 

17 Cf. the Paul citation in footnote 3. 
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from (often bewildered, recalcitrant, or bored) native speakers 18. While some 
of these techniques might be suggestive for individuals working with dead lan
guages, "method" in this sense is for the most part either not relevant, or exact
ly parallel to long acknowledged canons of philological method. More to the 
point is "method" as used in expressions like "the comparative method" 19. 

The comparative method stood as the archetypal linguistic method, and 
probably influenced directly or indirectly subsequent attempts to codify lin
guistic method, attempts which reached their peak in America in the 40's and 
50's. What is important to realize about the comparative method however 
is that it is not itself an empirical discovery, reached by trial and error experi
mentation, but rather a series of practical deductions from a few substantive 
hypotheses about language and language change, which by the 1870's had be
come part and parcel of the intellectual baggage of historical linguists (that 
sound change is regular and does not admit wholesale, arbitrary exceptions; 
that the effects of sound change can be masked by borrowing and analogy; 
implicit, but most important, that language is an organized whole, etc.) .  The 
point is that method here consists of practical, common sense (at least common 
sense, given a general adherence to scientific method) conclusions from an em
pirical theory, and is valid or interesting only in proportion to the theory's 
intrinsic value. 

This point has not always been fully appreciated in linguistics. During 
the period when "method" was very much in the foreground of linguistic dis
cussion, there was a great deal of interest in the formulation of a theory, a 
set of presuppositions or postulates which would ground a method for linguis
tics as a whole 20. It is now generally conceded that . what had been arrived at 
as "methods in linguistics" were distillations of a theory, of sets of presupposi
tions which were too general and impoverished, not specifically linguistic 
enough, to bear the descriptive burden which was thrust upon them. At pres
ent therefore there is a widely observed moratorium on the use of the term 
"method", pending more solid results in a substantive theory of language. 

It remains none the less true that transformational grammar defines in 

18 Cf. W. Samarin, Field Linguistics : A Guide to Linguistic Fieldwork 
(New York, 1967) . 

19 Here a successive application of (a) a series of procedures leads unfail
ingly to (b) a conditionally guaranteed result, as in: 

a) 1) line up cognates in languages A and B ;  
2 )  discount effects of analogy and borrowing; 
3) identify corresponding segments; 
4) observe complementary and contrastive distributions ; 
5) label. 

b) The final inventory represents the phonological segments of proto
AlB to the extent they are accessible to the comparative method. (For "struc
turalist" codification cf. A. Meillet, La methode comparative en linguistique his
toriques [Oslo, 1925J; H. Hoenigswald, Language Change and Linguistic Recon
struction [Chicago, 1960 J) . 

20 What was envisaged was the determination of a sequence of operations, 
for the most part operations of segmentation and classification, such that only 
results which in principle (the fact that in practice one took intuitive shortcuts 
was always allowed for) could be arrived at by this sequence of operations coun
ted as valid, "scientific", or linguistically significant. Cf. Z. Harris, Methods 
in Structural Linguistics (Chicago, 1951) .  That such preoccupations were not 
limited to America can be seen for example from K. Togeby, Structure imma
nente de la langue franfaise (Copenhagen, 195 1 ) .  
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a certain sense a way of doing linguistics, and to this extent a "method". It 
defines, tentatively to be sure, a way in which language is organized, and a set 
of categories and processes in terms of which this organization can be described. 
We must now ask to what extent transformational grammar defines a method 
for the grammatical investigation of an extinct language such as Sumerian. 

2.2 Some Limiting Conditions. From what has been said, if transforma
tional grammar makes some true statements about language and is thus rele
vant to the grammatical investigation of Sumerian, it should be clear that it 
does not provide a set of "how-to-do-it" techniques for the construction of the 
grammar of Sumerian, or of any other language. Its relevance, and the limit 
of its relevance, I will try to sketch out in five points. 

1) It should be obvious that in this domain, the most beautiful method 
or well-constructed theory will yield interesting results only in proportion to 
the insight and intelligence that inform the data presentation. There is no 
magic methodological wand which will transform misunderstood, garbled, or 
trivial data into a genuine contribution to knowledge 21. The most general 
constraint on a grammar of Sumerian is that it will be no better than our under
standing (with all this implies of unprogrammable, intuitive grasp) of the only 
data we have, the texts . The point of departure is not a text to be understood, 
but text with interpretation (hence edited and translated, the first step in a 
grammar of the Sumerian literary texts) . 

2) This being said, it should be kept in mind that a theory and its accom
panying heuristics provide not only a way of answering questions, but also, 
and even more so, of asking questions. Often enough a new theory does not so 
much provide miraculous answers to old unsolvable problems, as a new set 
of questions, or a better formulation of old questions, answers to which can be 
found in the old data. The birth of a new theory is followed by a shakedown 
period when the formal apparatus is used to recast and paraphrase old truths. 
Then research branches out into the area in which the theory best answers ques
tions (cf. the decline of what little morphology appeared in early transforma
tional grammars) . In some cases a new theory will show that an old quest is 
invalid or uninteresting (cf. efforts to find operational definitions of grammat
ical categories) . In this context therefore what is to be expected as a result 
of linguistic research in individual languages such as Sumerian, is not so much 
that all the old question marks will be cleared up (though there should be a cer
tain amount of that), as that new aspects of the texts will be accounted for, 
those aspects, namely, which are more syntactical in character. In the process 
it is to be expected or hoped that data which could be only partially elucidated 
from a point of view which was heavily morphological (recall how compara
tively little difference there is between the first volume of Falkenstein's Gram
matik der Sprache Gudeas von Lagas, subtitled "Formlehre", and the second, 
subtitled "Syntax") acquire a new explanatory perspective. Here one could 
think of sections of Sumerian grammars devoted to the "non-finite forms of 
the verb" (where what is really at stake is the syntax of subordinate clauses), 
to certain modal and subordinating prefixes of the verb, etc. 

3) However one has to take into account a radical difference in point 
of view between a theoretical linguist and a specialist in a particular language. 

21 Compare the expressive acronymic used in computer programming : 
GIGO - Garbage In, Garbage Out. 
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(In this section we will indulge in the fiction that they are two separate per
sons, although in reality one person frequently wears both hats.) From the 
point of view of the former, the center of attention is that aspect or 
those aspects of the theory which happen to be arousing a certain amount of 
interest at a �iven time; and elaboration of the theory progresses according 
to a dialectic of its own. A specialist in a given language on the other hand 
(especially a language like Sumerian, where one of the main tasks is to charac
terize the principal mechanisms lying behind the language as a whole) is in 
some sense responsible for all the grammatical phenomena of a language. To the 
extent that the paths of the linguist and the language specialist cross, they mu
tually benefit, otherwise the language specialist has no choice but to proceed 
into theoretically unexplored territory. For example no one today would claim 
to know completely how to formulate the passive transformation (or rather, 
how to represent the underlying structure of passive sentences as opposed to 
the corresponding active version; whether all passive sentences differ from the 
corresponding active in the same way, etc. ) .  This fact however does not excuse 
the language specialist from saying on the one hand what is known about the 
syntax of the passive (assuming there is one) in his language in the appropriate 
context. On the other hand this situation does not justify him in "faking" 
an ad hoc passive transformation where he has nothing essentially new to add 
to the state of the question. What all this amounts to is the claim that, to the 
extent a language specialist, for example a Sumerologist, needs to account for 
the data of a language as a whole, he cannot yet hope to cast the whole of his 
grammar in the ideal form projected for grammars by transformational theory, 
for the necessary groundwork has not , been done. The price of doing this is 
to end up with something which bears only a superficial resemblance to what 
a transformational grammar should be. There are already too many works 
bearing the title "Transformational Syntax of X" (where X is usually an "exo
tic" language) which are not a real contribution to or innovation in syntactic 
theory, and where genuine insights into substantive syntactic processes of the 
language in question are buried in a forest of ad hoc, private symbols and for
malisms, accesible without decipherment only to the author. These grammars 
work, to be sure, in the sense of grinding out the correct constructions when 
the crank is turned, but they fail to relate the processes in question to what 
is known or hypothesized about language generally. Ancient Near Eastern 
languages will hopefully not contribute to this genre. In short, especially consid
ering the kind of data such grammars work with, care should be taken not 
to gloss over unexplored areas with superficial extrapolations. 

4) The restriction just noted is reinforced when one considers the actual 
rate of obsolescence of many theses and terms in linguistics generally, and in 
transformational linguistics in particular, where mimeograph, xerox, and oral 
communication have to a certain extent replaced journal articles and books 
as the locus of scholarly give and take. Here again one can chronicle cases of 
grammatical works which enthusiastically updated themselves with notions 
such as "kernel sentences", "generalized transformations", (and now perhaps?)  
"deep structure", only to come out looking as quaint as a treatise on phlogistons 
when published in the wake of a major or minor shift of course in the transfor
mational mainstream. The lesson to be drawn from this is not to presuppose 
the relevance of a term without regard for the data, not to use terminology 
needlessly, to follow terminological innovation at a safe distance. In other 
words, to relativize the terms against their content, to grasp the function of 
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a given term both in terms of a general theory of language and the particular 
goal of a specific grammar. There is a sense in which the notion of "kernel sen
tences" (a class of sentence-types from which other sentence-types are de
rived), prominent in Chomsky's early work, was valid, and a grammar wbich 
genuinely grasped what the function of kernel sentences was, maq.e this explicit, 
(and avoided overuse of the term) could stand as a valuable linguistic contribu
tion even after a better term or more adequate concept had replaced an earlier 
attempt. 

S) A final motivation for caution is the contrast between the type of data 
relevant for transformational grammar and the type of data typically availa
ble in languages like Sumerian. For arguments in transformational grammar 
frequently rely on subtle, intuition-based (and often hotly contested) judgments 
of synonymity, paraphrase, etc. In languages like Sumerian in many cases either 
the relevant sentences are not attested, or if attested their exact interpretation 
is not known. This means that a complete transformational grammar, which 
can only be projected at present for any language, in Sumerian is in principle 
beyond our grasp forever. We are not dealing with a living language, but only 
the skeleton of a language, which we try to flesh out to the best of our ability 
by extrapolation and analogy, but always with a great measure of caution and 
reserve. This also means that apart from explicit surface phenomena, or broad 
typological considerations, languages like Sumerian are not going to be much 
help in establishing or supporting details of linguistic theory. 

One should not exaggerate, however. We do understand some things. 
If not we would never dare translate a text. If our grammar can never be any 
better than our understanding of the texts, it should at least . be nearly 
as good 22. Moreover the theory itself can provide confirmatory evidence, to 
the extent that it is shown that certain properties hold true of grammars gen
erally or that certain options or configurations follow more or less fixed patterns 
in a large number of languages. Finally we should keep in mind that the Sume
rian (or whatever) specialist is not in principle in a situation which is qualita
tively different from the situation of an English (French, Japanese) specialist. 
Neither has any direct access to the primary data. Neither can look into the 
minds of his informant (who may be himself) to see the mental data which con
stitutes language behavior (let us call them intuitions) . The modern language 
researcher of course has much easier indirect access (he can elicit any possible 
sentence in the language, and he can be directly informed that what he thinks 
might be a good sentence is in fact a terrible one) . But for both some intuitions 
are harder to trap than others, and some seem almost permanently elusive 
(recall, again, the passive) . The night and day difference of course is that the 
researcher in an extinct language runs into the elusive intuitions much earlier 
in the game. 

3. Towards a Model of Sumerian 

What has just been suggested in relatively negative terms can be ap
proached more positively, I believe, in terms of the notion of "model" in the 

22 Cf. R. Lakoff, Abstract Syntax and Latin Complementation (M.LT., 
1969), a contribution to a general theory of subordinate clauses based on a 
study of the Latin subjunctive; on the possibility of using a dead language for 
an investigation of this kind cf. review by G. Greene in Language 46 (1970) . 
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sense of an intellectual construct which reproduces or accounts for the intelli
gible relations between the components of a phenomenon, and correctly predicts 
behavior not directly programmed into it. (This as opposed to "model" in the 
sense of a facsimile, a possibly rescaled, but more or less exact picture. )  Note 
that transformational grammar is already a model for a language in the first 
sense; for it has never been claimed that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between whatever mental and neurophysiological goings on are involved in the 
production and understanding of sentences, and the rules and derivational steps 
in terms of which a transformational grammar accounts for them. Moreover 
not only is a transformational grammar a model in this sense, it is also at pres
ent and for the foreseeable future an avowedly incomplete, open-ended, and 
revisable model ; it should be pictured as circling in on the intelligibility of lan
guage behavior, rather than having it firmly in its grasp. In seeking to make 
use of transformational linguistics in the elucidation of Sumerian, then, we 
are presented with a model which already has its own built in "more/less" .  
In formulating his findings the Sumerologist will be  presenting a model which 
has gaps, ragged edges, and question marks - just like any transformational 
grammar - only more so. 

Research naturally proceeds by bits and pieces, but if we were to project 
an ideal picture of the whole, what would it look like ? From what we have 
said, the "model" we have been talking about obviously cannot stand alone 
as the total grammar. For in addition to the data which is explained by the 
model, there is data which is not explained, or only partially explained, or only 
questionably explained - and in fact a model of the type we are dealing with 
will probably have to coexist with concrete (and even major) details it does not 
account for in practically every sentence. The transformational model then 
can be presented only in the context of an orderly grammatical-philological 
presentation of all the available data. To put it the other way around, I am 
suggesting a philological-grammatical exposition oriented towards and in
formed by a linguistically responsible model - the model continually being re
vised in the light of the data (and developments in theory) , and itself suggesting 
new questions and potential data. The model (perhaps periodically explicitated) 
forms then a kind of permanent core for the philology, a reconstruction, to the 
extent possible, of something of the "innere Sprachform" which shaped the 
once-living language. Around this core and related to it, to the extent possi
ble, is the preserved data of the language, held together by the appropriate 
philological scaffolding. 

A completely explanatory model is obviously a limiting concept, which 
can only be approximated with increasing adequacy as progress is made in lin
guistic theory and Sumerian grammar. The motivation for including such an 
enterprise in Sumerian grammatical investigation is to have an explicit expres
sion, and hence control, of our understanding of Sumerian. Not all of the data 
can be explained by such a model, but this is one of the valuable results of 
attempting to construct it. For such data, far from being forced onto a Pro
crustean bed, should raise questions which either point out the way for fruit
ful investigation, or show the limits of possible knowledge by making explicit 
what would be crucial evidence for a statement, and then o�erving that this 
evidence is not contained in the texts we happen to possess, or, in the extreme 
case, not likely to be contained in any text we will ever possess. 

As for the scaffolding, philological method is the subject for a different 
article, but in the present context I would like to point out that the nature 
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of the data available to the linguistic investigation of Sumerian makes it neces
sary to take into account two kinds of evidence, usually not considered in a 
transformationaily orientated context. One is the use of statistical evidence 
for semantic and syntactic properties. This is important for areas in which an 
element or process is syntactically compatible with all or most other elements, 
so that one cannot simply determine its occurrence in terms of a given surface 
context, but where its semantic properties make it more likely to occur in one 
context than in another. Observation of contexts in which it predominates can 
sometimes give a valuable (and sometimes the only) clue to these properties. 
An example of this in Sumerian are the verbal prefixes, where tabulation of 
co-occurrences can show certain claims to be unlikely (e. g., that im-ma- func
tions as a locative prefix) and suggest some potentially illuminating correla
tions (e. g.,  correlations between dimensional prefixes and semantic and syn
tactic classes of verbs; correlations between classes of conjugation prefixes and 
the dative, mentioned below; statistical predominance of ba- prefixes in -a-ba 
clauses, etc.) . 

Another type of argument arises in the situation where enough is known 
about a group of constructions to grasp some of the core semantic and syntac
tic characteristics of its members, and their partial similarities and differences, 
but where for none of these constructions is one in a position to make a detailed 
hypothesis about the underlying form or the derivation involved. Even if one 
is convinced that the real organization of this group is in terms of underlying 
structures and rrues, the closest one can come to presenting their form is 
in terms of the static relationships (opposition, intersection, inclusion, etc.) 
obtaining between the individual surface structures. In other words, one ends 
up with a type of exposition (and diagram) which resembles that used in struc
turalist works. (Cf. the author in "A Class of 'When' Clauses in Sumerian", to 
appear in ]NES 32 [1973J. )  

4 .  For Example 

What I have just said is extremely programmatic, and even a tentative 
"model" is far from being ready. But as an example of the implications of such 
a project, I will conclude with a sketch intended to illustrate the problems and 
perspectives involved in the first few steps of the construction of such a model. 
What will be at issue are some of the gross syntactic properties of the following 
sentences 23 :  

1 )  a .  lugal + e (uru + a) e mu + n + du 
king-agent city-in house pref-built 

b. e ba + du 
The house was built. 

c. lugal e du 
the king who built the house 

23 These examples have been lexically simplified for expository purposes, 
but are exactly parallel to very commonly attested Sumerian sentences. For 
example; all but the last type can be easily found in Gudea: (a) Cyl. A 8, 12 ;  
(b) Stat. B 4,  10;  (c) Cyl. A 1 3, 10 ;  (d) Cyl. A 2,  28; (e) Cyl. 4,  20;  (f) De-
struction of Agade 1 ff. 

. 
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d .  e lugal + e du + a 
the house which the king built 

e. dingir + e lugal + ra e du + (e)d + a mu + na + n + dug4 
The god (to) the king the house to-build said. 

f. lugal + e e mu + n + du + a + ta 
After the king built the house 

9 1  

4 . 1  Basic Word-Order Type. A possible syntactic analysis of ( 1 )  would be 
to consider a-f as unanalyzed syntactic wholes - to be labeled and glossed as 
irreducible units. Obviously this would be wrong. Obviously there are common 
principles involved in the formation of all sentence and clause types given 
here. In particular all involve a basic sentence structure of a type most fully 
exemplified by (a) . Disregarding questions if deeper semantic representation, 
we can represent this structure as: 

(2) S 
I I I I I 

NP Adv · NP Verb 
I I I I I I I I 

N T NP N Prefix Stem 
I I I I I I I N Pstp I ·  I I I 

lugal e uru a e mu + n du 

(Where NP is Noun Phrase, Pstp Postposition, and the dotted lines indicate 
that there is no attempt made to explicitate here the structure of the verb
prefix system) 24. In (la) the Adv constituent, uru + a, does not have to be 
present (the parentheses indicate optional occurrence) ; otherwise (2), with dif
ferent terrninal lexical items and with no Adv or other kinds of Adv can pro
vide a certain representation of any transitive sentence in the language. In other 
words we are making the traditional generalizations that a transitive sentence 
in Sumerian has the shape: NP (Adv) NP Verb, that Adv consists of a NP, 
that Verb consists of Prefix plus Stem, that NP consists of N plus Pstp (e, if 
NP is subject of a transitive verb, another Pstp if NP is one of the various 
Adv, zero if NP is the object of a verb) 25. 

These are quite obvious generalizations (even though the formalism of 
the tree-diagram in (2) helps make the structure more explicit) . But already 
at this level it has proved possible to make some interesting theoretical and 

24 It is probable that categories of tense, mood, focus, relation to speech 
situation, etc. encoded in the verb prefix are to be construed in the underlying 
representation as predicated of the sentence as a whole, and hence as a series 
of higher or co-ordinate sentences. Cf. footnote 13. 

25 Cast in terms of a generative system, syntactic structures such as (2) 
would be specified by the following set of rules : 

( 1 )  S -? NP (Adv) NP Verb 
(2) Adv -? NP 
(3) NP -? N (Pstp) 
(4) Verb -? Prefix Stem 
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typological generalizations. We are statulg that the basic transitive sentence 
type in Sumerian has the order S(ubject) O (bject) V(erb) . Now it has been dis
covered that basic syntactic properties do not occur in arbitrary combinations, 
but that the presence of one implies the presence of some others 26. 

a) Note first that of the six logical possibilities of ordering S, 0, and V, 
only three seem to be basic in natural languages: SOV, SVO, VSO (Le., the three 
where the subject precedes the object) . 

b) For reasons which have still to be clarified, SOV languages, such as 
Sumerian, are almost without exception postpositional 27. 

c) Interrogative words in these languages are almost never put first in 
interrogative word questions (whereas in VSO languages this is invariably the 
case) 28. 

d) Conjunction reduction and "gapping" (sentences of the type: "John 
ordered meat and Bill fish") are almost always to the right in VSO and SVO 
languages (as in the sentences just cited) , whereas they operate to the left in 
SOV languages ("John meat and Bill fish ordered") 29. 

Other such "universals" are mentioned in the works cited in the last four 
foot notes. In any case it should be clear that already the first elementary step 
has profound typological implications, is not always as obvious as might at 
first appear, and predicts data for Sumerian which might already go beyond 
what is attested in our texts (d. especially Cd] ) .  

4.2 Ergative-Passive. Next consider ( lb) .  The structure of  this sentence is: 

(3) S I I I 
NP Verb 

I I I I 
N Prefix Stem 

1 I I 
e ba du 

1. e., identical to structure (2) without an agentive NP (the Adv optionally pres
ent in (2) could also occur here or in any of the following sentences) . In other 
words, as opposed to the genuine passive construction (d. most Indo-European

· 

and Semitic languages), where the object of a transitive verb is moved into sub-
. ject position of a passive verb, a "passive" in Sumerian is characterized simply 

26 Cf. J. Greenberg, "Some Universals of Grammar with Particular Ref
erence to the Order of Meaningful Elements", in J. Greenberg (ed.) Universals 
of Language (M.1.T., 1963) . 

27 In Greenberg's sample, out of some 1 50 languages and language families, 
only five were SOV and prepositional. Of these five, three (Persian, Akkadian, 
Amharic) are demonstrably VSO or SVO languages (hence prepositional) which 
became SOV because of contact with SOV languages; a similar explanation 
might be possible for the other two. It has been argued recently by E. Bach, 
"Is Amharic a VSO Language? "  Journal of Ethiopian Studies 8 ( 1970) 9-20, 
that there might be syntactic grounds for saying that the underlying word
order of Amharic is VSO, even though all actually produced sentences have 
SOV word order. 

28 Cf. E. Bach, "Questions", Linguistic Inquiry 2 ( 1971 )  153-66. 
29 J. Ross, "Gapping and the Order of Constituents", in Bierwisch and 

Heidolph. 
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by the absence of a definite or explicit agent, and the logical object of the verb 
has the same shape (i. e. ,  zero postposition) as in the corresponding active sen
tence. If we combine this fact together with the following two considerations: 

1) Intransitive sentences have the same shape as (3), i. e . ,  with subject 
corresponding to object of transitive sentences, and without an agentive. 

2) First and second person object-agreement affixes on the transitive 
verb are identical to first and second person subject-agreement affixes on the 
intransitive-"passive" verb (the third person probably also fits this pattern, 
but the details are less straight-forward) , we can conclude that the general 
formula for Sumerian sentences (transitive, "passive", and intransitive) is : 
(Agentive) NP (Adv) Verb (with optional Agentive, as opposed to l?-on-ergative 
NP (Adv) (NP) Verb, with optional object) ; and we thus make yet another 
major typological claim about Sumerian, namely that it is, in one sense of the 
word, an "ergative language" 30. In passing we note that Sumerian needs thus 
no passive transformation (a transitive verb without an agentive must be trans
lated as passive into languages having that construction) ,  and we are thus 
relieved of a crux other linguists have to live with. 

4 .3  Focus. Observe now that the verb prefix in ( lb) has been changed to 
ba-, as opposed to ( la) .  This is perhaps statistically the most frequent prefix 
in this type of construction, but it could also be mu-, or even mu-n or ba-n/b 31. 
And in any case ba- also occurs with explicit transitive sentences and is in no 
sense a "passive" prefix. This is certainly not the place to go into the still ob
scure and entangled area of the verb prefixes. But the hypothetical prefix 
alternation (not an automatic, obligatory alternation, to be sure) in (la) versus 
( lb) illustrates a class of syntactic processes which are of capital importance 
in many areas of Sumerian, and which we will group together under the term 
"focusing processes" .  By this we mean that there is a class of underlying rep
resentations which indicate, in one way or another, that certain syntactic 
or semantic components of a basic proposition are to be foregrounded, and that 
there are a series of transformations which accomplish this. Much more work 
needs to be done in both theory and data before the underlying representations 
and transformations can be specified. Suffice it here to indicate some of the phe
nomena to be taken care of under this heading. 

Ba- belongs to a class of prefixes, called conjugation prefixes after Benno 
Landsberger, which is obligatory with all finite verbs, and whose other members 
are i- and mu-. Without giving evidence for it, let me suggest that what is at 
stake in this class is focus or non-focus on the speech situation and its sphere, 
with mu- positively marked for focus, ba- negatively, and i- neutral. (Note 
that mu- is obligatory with a 1st person dative, overwhelmingly frequent with 
a 2nd, and very frequent with a 3rd; i- is infrequent with 2nd, frequent enough 
witb 3rd; ba- is impossible with 2nd and infrequent with 3rd.) This focusing 

30 C. Fillmore, "The Case for Case", in Bach and Harms, pp. 51-60, points 
out that there is no simple ergative/non-ergative dichotomy, and that in natu
ral languages various combinations of markings exist for the categories active/ 
passive, active/stative, subject/object, and transitive/intransitive. In terms of 
generative rules, we would replace rule (1 )  in footnote 24 by a new rule ( 1 ') 
S ""* (Agent) NP (Adv) Verb. 

31 The -n- and -b- are generally considered to be pronominal elements 
which refer to the subject/object of a transitive verb. On their occurrence in 
"passive" sentences, cf. the author in JAOS 92 ( 1972) 10 f .  
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works out in a number of subtle ways (d. ba-ug6 "he died", more frequent than 
mu-ugs) ; and there are certainly nuances of usage involved in our texts that 
are forever beyond our grasp. In the case of the "passive" however it seems 
fairly clear that the distant, "impersonal", connotation implied by the absence 
of an explicit agent is optionally but frequently reinforced by the use of ba-, 
which focuses on the "over-there-ness" of the situation. Similarly the presence 
of subject/object markers in these constructions (there are cases of ba-n-du, 
which in itself could mean "he built it", where the context supplies no agent 
to which a definite pronominal subject could refer) is perhaps not an automatic 
agreement but simply a focusing on the fact that, even if the agent is not iden
tified, someone performed the action, and something was its object or result. 

Another class of prefixes, the "dimensional infixes", (so-called because 
they follow the conjugation prefixes and are nearly homophonous with the post
positions) is also to be explained in terms of focus, rather than simple automat
ic agreement. In this case what is focused on are the syntactic and semantic 
properties of the sentence or the individual verb with which the prefixes oc
cur 32. The non-automatic character of this focus is shown by the fact that these 
infixes are optional in some cases, undergo a certain amount of neutraliza
tion in imperatives, and cannot appear at all in non-finite forms of the verb. 
Finally the use of the enclitic copula for the foregrounding of various sentence 
constituents would also come under the general heading of focusing. 

4.4 Embedded Sentences. Finally in ( Ic-f) we see a few elementary examples 
of a very important type of construction, involving transformations which 
integrate an embedded (subordinated) proposition into a higher (matrix) prop
osition. Investigation of these structures and processes constitutes the core 
of much of present-day transformational investigation. Here we will simply 
sketch out some structures and indicate informally how they are transformed. 
We will presume that there are two types of structure involved (conceivably 
there is only one) . In one a NP consists of a NP head and a modifying S, which 
we can represent as: 

(4) 

I NP 
NP 

I 
I 
S 

This is exemplified in ( lc, d) . In the other structure, exemplified in ( Ie, f) , 
the S is head and sole constituent of the NP 33 : 

(5) NP 
I 

S 

32 Cf. G. Gragg, Sumerian Dimensional Infixes (Miinster, 1972) . 
33 This implies an additional optional rule in the system of footnotes 24 

and 29, to be inserted between (3) and (4) : 

(3&) NP -'>- {NP 
S 

S} . 
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All of the clauses (c-f) contain the embedded S, followed by a nominalizing par
ticle (complementizer) -a:  

(6) S 
I 

I 

I 
I I 

Agnt Verb a 
I I 
1 1 1 

NP NP Prefix Stem 
1 

I I 
1 I I 

N Pstp N I 

I I I I 
lugal e t! du 

The structU1"es into which (6) is embedded are represented as (7c-f I c-f) : 

(7) c. NP 
___ 

I _� -

Jp � (P�tP) 

t I 
lugal (6) 

e. 

1 
Agnt 

I 
NP 

1 
1 1 I 

N Pstp N 
I I I 

dingir e lugal 

f. Adv 
I 

NP 
I 

1 I 
S Pstp 
I I 

(6) ta 

d. 

S 
1 
1 

Dat 

I 
NP 

I 
I 

Pstp 
I 

ra 

1 

NP 
1 

1
--

1--1 
NP S (Pstp) 

* I 
t! (6) 

1 
NP Verb 

I 
I 

1 I 
S Prefix Stem 

I 

I 
- - - - - - - - - - - -

(6) mu-na-n dug4 

The NP of c, d, and f of course are themselves part of a larger sentence, and in 
c and d can be followed by a postposition indicating the relation of the NP to 

the proposition as a whole. 
( Ic, d) are derived from (7c, d) in two steps : ( 1 )  by deletion of the noun 

in the subordinate clouse identical with the head noun (lugal in c, t! in d) -
this leaves the well-formed phrases lugal t! mu-n-du-a and t! lugal-e mu-n-du-a; 
(2) optional deletion of the verbal prefix (and the -a in c) . In morphologically 
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oriented grammars the difference between du and du-a is usually characterized 
as the difference between an active participle (as in Ic) and an intransitive or 
passive (as in kingia uru-se du-a "the messenger who goes to the city",  or e 
uru-a du-a "the house built in the city"), while the construction of ( ld) is taken 
as a regular exception to the generalization. In a syntactic context it becomes 
evident that -a is a sentential complementizer which occurs with all subordinate 
clauses, whether active or passive, but that if the head noun of a NP is identical 
to the agentive NP of the subordinate clause, and the prefix is deleted, the com
plementizer is deleted along with the prefix. 

In ( Ie  = 7e) the embedded sentence is the object of the verb. A very gen
eral type of rule, responsible for many non-finite verb clauses in a large number 
of languages (Equi NP Deletion) deletes the occurrence of lugal in (6) under 
identity with 1ugal in the main clause. A complementizer transformation de
letes the Pref, and inserts the -(e)d- complementizer demanded in sentential 
complements of verbs of commanding. Finally in (1£  = 7f) the enibedded sen
tence, with no deletion or reduction, takes the place of an adverbial comple
ment to a higher sentence. 

In sumary what a transformational model of a Sumerian grammar will 
attempt to do is, first, to specify the form of underlying proposition types, and 
show how semantically and syntactically complex propositions are built up 
by combinations of embedded simple propositions, using structures like (4) 
and (5) .  This underlying form represents the meaning of the proposition, to 
the extent it can be determined . .  It undergoes rules in such a way that the 
final transferred version is uniquely determined by explicit properties of the 
underlying form and the set of rules which operate on that form. An important 
set of rules will show how the embedded propositions are integrated into the 
matrix structure by combinations of transformational processes such as Com
plementizer Placement, Reduction, Equi-NP Deletion, Relativization - the 
form and conditions of applicability of these rules to be determined in as much 
detail as the data permit. Other transformational processes will be responsi
ble for other spects of the concrete shape of Sumerian sentences - cf. the exam
ples given above of a series of "focus" t-ransformations. Finally the relations 
among these rules are to be formulated, e. g. the extent to which they form 
an integrated system such that the output of one rule is the input to another 34, 
and typological conclusions are to be drawn from the underlying forms and 
the rule types. 

34 For example, if one substitutes "linguists" for "Chomsky" in the sen
tences (1 )-(3) of footnote 12, one can readily see that Concord has to follow 
Tough Movement. For while one gets the third person singular form of the verb 
"be" in (1 ' )  "To understand linguists is difficult" and (2')  "It is difficult to un
derstand linguists", where Tough Movement does not apply, if one applies Con
cord to (4) before Tough Movement, when either "it" or "S" is subject of the 
verb, one will obtain the incorrect "Linguists is difficult to understand", in
stead of tjJ.e desired, "Linguists are difficult to understand". 
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Some years ago the scholar to whom these pages are dedicated, proposed 
to H. Paper and R. Lees to apply to the classification of Semitic languages 
the quantitative method for determining linguistic relationship (Gelb, 1955 : 
96) . In fact among the linguistic questions which can hardly find answer 
from a purely qualitative point of view, the problem of genealogical classi
fication stands out. Nevertheless, the point is not whether statistical methods 
are to be used in linguistics, but what they mean in terms of linguistics when
ever they are applied. For this reason, it has seemed useful, on this occasion, 
to discuss the validity of some of them, rather than offer a complete review. 
To this purpose, we shall consider the care that is to be taken when quan
titative data are used to descriptive ends, and then we shall discuss three 
methods of classification concerning morphological typology, lexical changes 
and linguistic relationship 1. 

1 .  The utility of grounding grammatical or styIistical evaluations on a 
wide series of data is evident, and such researches were made within assy
riological studies already in the last century 2. I shall mention those by Brad
ner (1890, 1892) on sentence and word order, by Kent (1891)  on the last vowel 
of a noun in the construct state, by Lindl ( 1896) on the vocalism of strong 
verbs in the present and the preterite of the simple stem. In our century, 
the stress laid by the school of Prague on the functional load, gave rise to the 
quantitative researches by Cantineau (1946, 1950, 1951) on phonemic systems 
of some Semitic languages and dialects 3 and, in the morphological field, to 
such researches as that on Ge'ez verb by M. Cohen et al. (1950) 4, on verbal 
formations in the Qur'an by Elchouemi (1954 a, b, c), on internal plurals, 
again in the Qur'an, by Alsamirrai (1954) 6. A recent example of applying 
a statistical method to descriptive purpose, has been offered by Andersen 
( 1970), in a volume on the Hebrew verbless clause in the Pentateuch. The 

1 The help offered by computers to the analysis of linguistic materials 
and the problems pertaining to programming will not be discussed in this 
article; for an example see Well (1964 a;  1964 b) . 

2 The interest for statistical researches in Oriental studies can be dated 
back to Whitney (1874) , quoted by Petracek (1956 a: 622) . 

3 For a review of phonemic studies on Semitic languages, see Petracek 
(1956 b) ; the same scholar applied statistical data to the historical problem 
of g ( 1953 ; 1955) . 

4 See now also Mantel-Niecko (1964 ; 1969) . 
6 Further bibliography on similar problems in Petracek (1956 a) . 

Orientaz.ia - 7 
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main part of this book is a concordance of verbless clauses, whose different 
types are successively interpreted 6. 

In all those cases in which statistical research is limited to the compi
lation of frequency distributions of linguistic forms, neither researchers nor 
readers need a specific statistical preparation. Nevertheless, in order that 
the frequency distributions compiled may have a linguistic validity, it is ne
cessary to have taken into account criteria valid to identify the examined 
linguistic forms, and to fix the limits of the considered sample. As to the 
first problem, it will suffice to mention, for instance, that the linguistic de
finition of the "word" is very controversial and some scholars even doubt that 
one is possible 7. As for the second problem, I would mention that it is quite 
necessary that the sample be homogeneous both chronologically and quali
tatively (or, when it is a matter of diachronical statistics, that each compared 
sample be homogeneous) . The influence of different "styles" upon the fre
quency of the examined phenomena has to be taken into account, and some 
linguists have judged statistical linguistics in a very severe way for the practice 
of neglecting "functional languages" (Coseriu, 1967 : 36, note 1 ) .  As an exam
ple of the mistaken evaluations to which one could be lead if one disregards 
these criteria, I may mention the conclusions of Schott (1925: 35 ff.) pertinent 
to his analysis of morpheme -is in Akkadian texts. Placing the attestations 
in the historical inscriptions of the Assyrian kings from the ninth to the seventh 
century B.C. on the same plane as the ones of hyronic-epic poetry, he came 
to the wrong conclusion that Enuma elis had to be dated to the first millen
nium B.C. Starting from the same data, von Soden (1932-1933 : II, 104 ff., 
125 ff.), who correctly separated the different use of -is in Babylonian epic 
and in Assyrian historical inscriptions, showed that Enuma elis dates back 
to the second millennium B.C. s. 

When these linguistic criteria have been taken into account, if the fre
quency distribution has been compiled on a well defined universe, and if the 

6 As an example of an analytical exposition of data, although not tabu
lated and not statistically interpreted, see Dietrich ( 1969) on the 53 different 
conjunctions found in a corpus of about 1 100 Neo-Babylonian letters. Leslau 
(1969) emphasizes the importance of the relative frequency as determinant 
of phonetic change, though he is compelled to rely on intuition, no statistical 
data being available for the Ethiopian languages. Hodge (1970) studies the 
survival of Egyptian morphemes, from Old Egyptian to recent Coptic, by means 
of a list of 70 items. 

7 Among Semitists, see Harris (1941 : 147, 159 ff. ;  195 1 :  325 ff., 352 ff.), 
Greenberg (1954: 192), Fronzaroli (1966: 220 ff.) ,  Gelb (1969 : 133 f.) .  

S In ancient Near Eastern studies the stylo-statistics which has been 
used elsewhere, especially in order to determine the chronological order of 
texts and to solve problems of disputed authorship (Herdan, 1956), has not 
aroused a great interest. As an example of the first type of application, I 
shall just mention the paper of the Egyptologist Bellllet (1941) ,  who provided 
criteria for dating memorial or funerary documents of the Middle Kingdom; 
recently Del Francia (1970) has proposed a quantitative method, based on 
the use of kinship terms, from the Eleventh to the Seventeenth Dynasty. As 
an example of statistical application to problems of disputed authorship, the 
paper by Radday (1970) on the unity of the Book of Isaiah, may be mentioned. 
Finally, as an example of a larger application to a given literarv genre, failing 
works on the ancient Near Eastern languages, the book by Beyerl (1971 )  on 
the style of the modern Arabic short story, should be mentioned. 
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researcher does not wish to extend its validity beyond this universe, the gath
ered data may be directly interpreted on the linguistic level. On the other 
hand if the examined sample has to be regarded as representative of a larger 
universe, appropriate methodologies in evaluating the data are to be used. 
Not all the differences found in the data have the same value; weighing their 
importance involves resorting to some significance test. This in turn leads 
to the question of just how large the sample has to be in order to achieve 
valid results. 

Let us consider, for example, Table 1, in which some of Bradner's data 
(1892 : 12) are gathered. Examining the two columns it could be observed 
that the frequency of the declarative sentences increases greatly from the 
first column to the second; Bradner (1892 : 7) speaks of "greater [preponder
ance] than in Tiglath-Pileser". In terms of percentages, it means that the 
declarative sentences pass from 79 % to 86 % of the total. 

Table 1 (Observed frequencies) 

I Tiglath-
Pileser I I Ashurnasirpal I II - Annals Total 

Declarative Sentences 322 760 1082 

Relative Sentences 86 1 1 9  205 

Total 408 879 1287 

Nevertheless, the mere examination of the percentages does not suffice 
to ascertain whether the observed difference could be accounted for by chance 
fluctuations or not. This can be verified by means of the following procedure. 
Let us formulate the hypothesis of independence and calculate the expected 
frequencies, namely the figures we would expect if the differences pointed 
out in the inscriptions of the two kings were due only to the different total 
numbers of attestations of declarative sentences and relative sentences. We 
get these values by multiplying the border totals and dividing by the general 
total. The following Table 2 exhibits the expected frequencies. We can 
now calculate a quantity called Chi-square, which in our case is equal to the 

Table 2 (Expected frequencies) 

I Tiglath-Pileser I I Ashurnasirpal II 
Annals 

Declarative Sentences 343 739 

Relative Sentences 65 140 
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sum of the values got by calculating the difference between the observed fre
quencies and the expected frequencies, squared and then divided by the ex
pected frequencies: 

(1)  

The result is X2 = 1 1 .82, which, for one degree of freedom (as in our Ta
ble), exceeds what is required at the 0.01 level of probability (namely 6.63) 9. 
It means that the probability that the observed frequencies are to be account
ed for by chance, is below 0.01 ; our data equal what may be obtained less 
than 1 time in 100. Thus we may consider to be widely ascertained that, 
from a statistical point of view, an association exists between a frequent use 
of declarative sentences and Ashurnasirpal's Annals. 

The statistical procedure which has been applied above, is correct on the 
condition that, in the statistical universe which the sample refers to (namely 
the complete corpus of the inscriptions of the two kings, whether they have 
reached us, or not) , the ratio between the two kinds of sentences is the same 
as in the examined sample. Only in this case the values of the hypothesis 
of independence we have calculated on the ground of the border totals of Ta
ble 1, have a linguistic meaning. Assyriologists can judge whether this is 
likely in the examined case. From a more general point of view this means 
that the sample must be a valid one, i. e . ,  a random sample (Chretien, 1945:  
486). Moreover, as to the interpretation of the results of the Chi-square test, 
it must be observed that, while a very small probability allows us to reject 
the assumption of independence, a not small probability does not prove the 
hypothesis to be correct. It only indicates that, according to the test, the 
hypothesis is not necessarily to be disproved (Yule and Kendall, 1958: 470). 

In the field of Semitistics, the notion of probability has been used by 
Greenberg ( 1950) in his well-known research on consonantal incompatibilities 
in the verbal root. He tabulated the occurrences of each phoneme as first, 
second and third radical consonant in 3775 Arabic verbal roots, and then he 
compared the data referring to a given position with those expected on the 
ground of the coefficient of probability GRin (where G and R equal the number 
of presences of the same phoneme or two different phonemes in a given po
sition, and n equals the total number of the roots) . At the end, he calculated 
the standard error for each coefficient and the standard deviation for each 
frequency. This allows us to evaluate the observed data. For example, by 
comparing the observed 20 cases of Arab roots whose first and third conso
nants are equal to each other, with the coefficient of probability (in this case 
about 154, namely a standard deviation of -10.8) 10, attestations turn out to 
be fewer than the expected frequency thus proving that Arabic, as well as 
Semitic languages in general, avoids the pattern with identical consonants 
in first and third position. 

. 

9 See a table of significance point of Chi-square, e. g., in Yule and Kendall 
( 1958 : Appendix Table 3) . 

10 A standard deviation of 1 .96 is equivalent to a probability of 0.05 and 
a standard deviation of 2 .57 is equivalent to a probability of 0.01 . Thus for 
a standard deviation of 10.8, the probability that observed values are to be 
due to chance fluctuations is infinitesimal. 
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At first sight, Greenberg's procedure may seem similar to the one applied 
to a sample of phonemes or words of which the coefficient of probability and 
the standard deviation are calculated. But the two problems are different 
and some discussion will have to be devoted to the meaning these measures 
may have in the case in question. When we ask the question whether a sample 
of the distribution of the phonemes in a given language is valid, we start from 
the assumption that phonemes in a corpus are distributed according to the 
normal distribution, and their frequency is consequently proportional to the 
length of the sample. In this case the procedure is used to measure the va
lidity of the sample compared with the corpus and to establish whether the 
differences observed between each phoneme approximate the differences in 
the corpus or whether they may have arisen by fluctuations due to chance 
(e. g., see Reed, 1949) . Similar hypotheses constitute the basis of the re
searches on the distributions of words (e. g., Guiraud, 1960 : 36 ff.) . The 
problem treated by Greenberg is different. He calculates the coefficient of 
probability in comparison with the internal distribution of the phonemes in 
the three positions possible in a triconsonantal root. In this connection Chre
tien's objection ( 1966: 528 f.) seems valid : radical morphemes are not built 
by extracting phonemes at random; they are the result of a precedent histo
rical situation and of a phonetic development, of the entry of loanwords into 
the language and of onomatopoeic formations; each of them is formed once 
and for all and constitutes a non-repeatable event. It is not even, in this 
case, a problem of adjusting the statistical sample to the universe, since the 
3775 roots constitute in practice a complete corpus. Greenberg's procedure 
seems to be a proof, ab absurdo, that attestations do not. correspond to a ran
dom distribution but reflect restrictive rules. The coefficient of association 
proposed by Chretien (1965 a:  258 ff.) works in the same way; he uses the 
following formula to measure the deviation of the observed frequencies from 
those required by the hypothesis of a random distribution: 

a-ao 
K = -

ao 
(2) 

where ao is the coefficient of probability. Applying, for example, this for
mula to the 20 observed cases of Arab roots whose third and first consonants 
are identical, we should have K = (20 - 154) / 154 = - 0.87. This indicates 
a strong negative association, as a proof that Arabic avoids this pattern 11. 

2. In the last few years special interest has been aroused by typological 
classification on quantitative basis, especially after the publication of a paper 
by Greenberg (1960) which develops and completes on a quantitative basis 
criteria suggested by E. Sapir. Greenberg proposes a classification of lan
guages according to ten important features, mostly morphological, such as 
synthesis, agglutination, composition, suffixation, etc. But since it is evident 
that contrasting features, as e. g., agglutination and fusion, may coexist in 
the same language, some devices can be conveniently provided, in order to 

11 The notion of probability is used by Greenberg (1963 : 2 f.) as a meth
odological criterion also in mass comparisons, and on this he bases a clas
sification of African languages (for the Hamito-Semitic question, see ibid. : 
42 ff.) . On involved mathematical and linguistic problems, see now Ben
der (1969) . 
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calculate the relative importance of each feature. To this end he suggests 
a series of indexes, calculated from texts chosen as samples-for instance the 
index of agglutination, namely the ratio of agglutinative constructions to 
morph junctures (AIJ) . In this way, comparisons among different languages 
can be grounded on observations and not on mere impressions. Among the 
indexes, I shall mention, referring to languages of ancient Near East, those 
calculated for Hittite by Cowgill ( 1963) and for Old Babylonian, Biblical He
brew and Classical Arabic by Fronzaroli ( 1966) . Table 3 shows some of them 
(synthesis [MjW] , agglutination [AIJ], compounding [R/W] , derivation [DjW], 
inflection [I/W] , prefixing [P/W] , infixing [Inf/W], suffixing [S/W] for three 
Semitic languages and for Hittite, to which Classical Sanskrit and polysyn
thetic Eskimo (calculated by Greenberg, 1960 : 193) have been added, as exam
ples of specific types for a typological comparison 12. 

Table 3 

I MjW I Aj] I R/W I DjW I IjW I PjW I InfjW I SjW 

Sk. 2.59 0.09 1 . 13 0.62 0.84 0 . 16  - 1 . 18 
Hitt. 1 .95 0.42 1 .00 0.24 0.71 0.Q1 0.00 0.94 
Ba. 2.99 0.01 1 . 00 0.59 1 .40 0.24 0.70 0.98 
He. 2.47 0.00 1 .01  0.41 1 .05 0.31 0.48 0.57 
Ar. 3.26 0.02 1 .03 0.55 1 .68 0.31 0.49 1 .33 
Esk. 3.72 0.03 1 .00 1 .25 1 .75 0.00 - 2 .72 

I shall not discuss here the linguistic problems presented by the analysis 
of the sample that precedes the reckoning. It is obvious, however, that sam
ples of different languages must have been analyzed with homogeneous cri
teria for results to be comparable. For instance, Cowgill (1963 : 96), unlike 
Greenberg, regards enclitics as independent words. But problems arise also 
from the statistical side, in spite of the simplicity of required reckonings. Green
berg (1960: 193 f.) calculated his indexes on samples of 100 words each, leav
ing to possible developments of the method the task of ascertaining the sta
tistical validity of a sample of such an extent and the eventual influence of 
individual style, or of literary genre, on the indexes. Householder (1960 : 
197) questioned the validity of such short samples; Cowgill (1963 : 1 13, note 7) 
pointed out that the indexes calculated by Contrera for Latin and Spanish 
authors seem to show that, while the figures derived from 1 00 words long sam
ples for the indexes of synthesis (MjW) are probably fairly reliable; for the 
syntactic indexes they may not be. Pierce (1966) reckoned for Turkish 14 

1 2  The meanings of abbreviations in the index labels are: M = morph
emes, W = words, A = agglutinative morph junctures, ] = morph junctures, 
R = roots, D = derivational morphemes, I = inflectional morphemes, P = 
prefixes, Inf = infixes, S = suffixes. 
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samples of 1 00 words each, which represent four styles and six different au
thors, and afterwards, from the same sources, 10 samples of 200 words each, 
chosen so that there were not overlaps. Of these samples he studied the index 
of synthesis (MjW) , the compounding index (RjW) and the suffixial index 
(SjW) , reaching the following results: in a group of small samples, drawn from 
different styles, indexes are significantly different in comparison with those 
of a large sample drawn from a single source; on the contrary, the indexes 
calculated on 200 word long samples do not differ significantly from those 
calculated for a series of 100 word long samples. These results are obtained 
by means of significance tests. Thus it seems evident that further tests on 
samples of various length and character are necessary, for the different lan
guages, before judging what the optimal dimension is in order to apply this 
method of typological classification on, a vast scale. At the present state of 
research, it seems that the indexes calculated on 100 word long samples can 
be considered as indicative, especially for the morphological indexes 13. 

3. Among the attempts to apply statistical methods to diacronical prob
lems, we must mention the so-called "glottochronology". Starting from the 
observation that the greater the differences between languages of the same 
family are, the longer we must suppose the time required for such differences 
to develop, Swadesh (1950, 1952) thought of a diagnostic list of meanings, 
chosen among the simplest, so that they could not be lacking in any language. 
This list is the pattern by means of which words are drawn up for each lan
guage to be studied. Subsequently, it is possible to proceed in two ways. 
We can compare the lists of two related languages, e. g., of tWb Semitic 
languages, to calculate the time past since they began to differentiate (case 
of application) .  On the other hand, it is possible to compare the lists of two 
different stages of development of the same language - the dates of which 
are known - e. g., of Qoranic Arabic and of the modern Meccan dialect, to 
calculate the loss of words in a given unity of time (control case) . The for
mula indicating the relation between time (t) , the items common to two stages 
of the same languages (e) and retention rate . (r) is 

t = log e f log r (3) 

In the control cases, knowing e and t, we can obtain the value of r, i.e., 
determine the retention rate on the basis of the time and number of the com
mon items. In the cases of application, knowing the number of items com
mon to two languages and assuming the retention rate to be constant, we can 
determine time. In that case, the formula becomes 

t = log C j 2 log r (4) 

where C = e2• The mathematical patterns of glottochronology have been 
carefully studied by Lees (1953) . 

G10ttochronology found a rapid diffusion; but there was also considerable 
criticism regarding several philological and statistical aspects of the method. 

13 A particular development of the method was offered by Krupa and 
Altmann (1966) . They observed that only Aj], WjR, PjM (in the place of 
Greenberg's PjW) are not correlated, neither among themselves nor with other 
indexes. They are to be considered as basic indexes, whose value is not pre
dictable by any other. 
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About the arguments advanced by the two sides and the relevant bibliogra
phy, Hymes (1960 : a, b) can be consulted; here we shall just emphasize some 
difficulties. The difficulty of obtaining a list of meanings which can define 
a basic vocabulary, good for every language, is shown by Hoijer (1956) with 
copious arguments, and Swadesh himself (1955) became aware of it, since 
he cut down the number of words from 200 to 100. Hoijer, in particular, 
showed that each one of the chosen words can be subject to cultural influences 
and gave some examples for Navaho and other languages of the Athapaskan 
family. As far as we are concerned, it can be remarked that even the ap
plication to Semitic languages presents some difficulties, as D. Cohen (1961) 
pointed out. In comparing the lexicon of Semitic languages, it is impossible, 
for instance, to use the five names of colours (red, green, yellow, white, black) 
of the diagnostic list, since they are etymologically independent in the dif
ferent languages, and, moreover, it seems uncertain that they may be named 
in all languages. The problem leads to that of statistical validity. If we 
cut down the sample too much, in order to obtain a list subject as little as 
possible to cultural influence its statistical validity will also be reduced. 

The retention rate constitutes another critical question. Its degree of 
constancy cannot be deduced a priori, on the basis of mathematical or sta
tistical proofs, but only by means of a series of tests (control cases) . And 
there is no doubt that some scholars have produced results sensibly different 
from those obtained by the supporters of the method (according to Swadesh 
[1955J about 0.86 per 1000 years) . An ample discussion on the different as
pects of the problem has been offered by the book of Fodor (1965) 14. But 
a still more radical objection was raised by Chretien (1962), who, assuming 
the postulates of glottochrono1ogy to be valid, examined again its mathe
matical implications and, in particular, the validity of functions (3) and (4) . 
According to Chretien, the two functions do not agree with the hypotheses 
and consequently the results obtained in glottochrono1ogica1 studies are illu
sive. Even if basic hypotheses of glottochrono1ogy are to be considered cor
rect, it is impossible to obtain valid results until the functions used now are 
replaced by valid functions. Van der Merwe's attempt (1966) , which gave 
rise to a large discussion in Current Anthropology, shows how difficult it is to 
bring the complex phenomena within the frame of a mathematical treatment. 

Coming back to Near Eastern languages, I shall mention two researches 
on Arabic and some of its modern dialects (Samarrai, 1959; Satterthwaite, 
1960), some papers on the classification of South Semitic dialects (D. Cohen, 
1 961 ,  1964; Bender, 1966 a, b ;  1 968 a, b ;  1 970), and an attempt by Rabin 
( 1970) at classifying the six main Semitic languages 15 .  Rabin, at least in 
the paper delivered at the London Colloquium, does not seem to know the 
close criticism of Chretien, and works out a real glottochronological research, 
setting forth reservations only on the philological matters used and on the 
difficulties of dating them. Bender, on the contrary, turned his attention 
since his first paper (1966 a :  6, note 3) to the mathematical difficulties of the 

14 Subsequently see Dyen et al. (1967) and Sankoff (1970) who take into 
account the possibility of using synonyms for a single meaning of the test list. 

15 Petracek (1968: 473 f.) compares the results of Bender (1966 b) and 
D. Cohen ( 1964) with Fronzaroli's coefficients T ( 1961 a, b) . 
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method proposed by Swadesh. He came to the conclusion that results, for 
a period of time shorter than 3000 years, are not strongly touched by this 
criticism and may be regaol"ded as valid. Subsequently (1968 b:  9, 1 1) he ad
mitted that the situation is worse than he thought before, and suggested con
sidering cognate percentages to be only relative figures. Also D. Cohen's 
papers ( 1961 , 1964) seem to be an attempt to reevaluate this method in a lex
icostatistic rather than in a glottochronological way. He tried to determine 
the basic vocabulary of Semitic languages, first through a merely statistic 
choice, then through a linguistic check aimed at distinguishing the words which 
date back to Common Semitic, finally through a chronological criterion which 
sets apart the most stable ones, namely the most constantly attested, among 
the common words. The statistical study of vocabulary for historical aims, 
besides improving our knowledge of the lexicon in its diachronical aspects, 
could be used to prove relationship between languages or groups of languages. 
But to this end it is advisable not to disregard other aspects of the language 
(Cowan, 1959; Teeter, 1963) . 

4. Among the attempts to classify through statistical methods languages 
originally related among themselves I shall mention at least the studies by 
Kroeber and Chretien (1937, 1939), Ross (1950) " Ellegard (1959) 16 . In all 
these works a sample of linguistic features, whose presence or absence in each 
language is recorded, is interpreted by means of given procedures which pro
vide relationship indexes between languages. The traditional way of inter
preting data, used by Kroeber and Chretien (1937, 1939) and by Chretien 
(1956), is to calculate the interdependence for each couple of languages through 
the correlation coefficient 

ad - be 
(5) r = 

.J (a + b) (e +d) (a+e) (b +d) 

where a indicates the number of isoglosses present in both languages, b the 
number of those present in the first language only, e the number of those pres
ent only in the second, d the number of isoglosses absent in both 17. Accord

ing to EUegard ( 1959), since d could distort the value of the coefficient with 
its heavy influence, it would be better to modify the formula by making d 
infinitely large and calculate the relations between languages according to 
the coefficient 

a 
(6) .J (a +b) (a+e) 

16 A different problem is that of determining relationships in a group of 
languages, where the genetic unity is not attested by sufficient historical evid
ence. In this connection, see Cowan (1962), Chretien (1966), Bender ( 1969) ; 
cf. also Dyen (1969) . In Near Eastern studies this problem ought to be borne 
in mind in the Hamito-Semitic question. 

17 Chretien (1945 : 482 f.) thinks that in ethnological or linguistic investi
gations the coefficient r should not be used if the total number of features is 
less than 500 ; the rule may be followed not too strictly, if the coefficients are 
used to determine large groupings (Chretien, 1956: 96, note 22) . In any case, 
the test of any method is and must be empirical. As to the ethnological mean
ing to be given to the terms "independence", "association", "dissociation", 
see again Chretien (1945 : 483 fl.) .  
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In fact, a and d help in making the correlation positive, while b and c help 
in weakening it. If the number of isoglosses absent in both languages is very 
large, the coefficient will appear increased. But before we accept Ellegard's 
solution 18, we must wonder whether it is correct to ignore the value of d. As 
Herdan ( 1962 : 86. f.) points out - as well as Chretien ( 1965 b :  35 1 f.) in his 
review - the interdependence we measure is not grounded only on the iso
glosses common to both languages, but also on those, belonging to a larger 
whole, which do not appear in either language. This wider frame of reference 
within which the comparison takes place, is considered infinite in formula (6) ; 
on the contrary, when we use formula (5), it is restricted within the family 
to which the two languages belong, represented by the whole of the isoglosses 
of the sample. As linguists, we wish to obtain the measure of the interde
pendence of two languages within a given family, and: the sample, with all 
the reserves on its validity, is the only way of taking into account this rela
tionship. To this end, formula (5) seems the most appropriate. 

In a research on Semitic languages (Fronzaroli, 1961) a slightly more 
complex method was tried. Starting from a phonological and morphological 
sample of 217  isoglosses, the extent of the isoglosses present in each language 
was considered, in order to have a judgement on their "co=ectivity" (cf. 
Herdan, 1 960: 1 04 ff.) .  Table 3 shows the extent of the isoglosses present in 
each language (Old Babylonian, Ugaritic, Biblical Hebrew, Syriac, Classical 
Arabic, Ge'ez) : the vertical columns marked by numbers from 1 to 5 indicate 
the number of isoglosses belonging to one language ( 1 ) ,  shared with any sam
ple language whatsoever (2), and so on (isoglosses which one language shares 
with all the others are not included in the sample) . From these data, as a 
parameter with which the values of each language can be compared, a chance 
model was calculated, i. e. a model (obtained by means of the calculus of prob
ability) which indicates what the distribution of · isoglosses would be if the 
six languages were equally co=ected (Fronzaroli, 1961 : 365 ff.) .  The figures 

Table 4 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I Total 

Ba 33 I 1 1  18 15 I 8 85 
Ug 3 18 1 7  1 7  18 · 73 
He 9 22 22 20 1 6  89 
Sy 12 14 16 2 1  1 7  80 
Ar 12  28 14 20 16 I 90 
Ge 14 21  12 1 1  1 5  73 

of the model can thus be compared with those of each language, and it is pos
sible to obtain, for each of them, the coefficient of contingency 

(7) 

18 The formula had beed used before by Driver and Kroeber ( 1932 : 219).  
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then reduced according to the formula by Tschuprow (T) 19. Table 5 shows 
the values of T for the different languages and for the chance model 20. 

Table 5 

I T 

Ug 0. 187 
He 0. 139 
Sy 0. 128 
Chance model 0 .000 
Ge - 0. 148 
Ar - 0. 149 
Ba - 0.438 

The data of the sample were ·considered also from the point of view of 
interdependence. In this case too, a chance model was calculated and sub
sequently the figures of the model were compared with those of each pair of 
languages by means of the coefficient of contingency C (Fronzaroli, 1961 : 
370 ff.) . Table 6 shows the coefficient C and the level of probability for each 
pair of languages, to which the coefficient r has been added for comparison. 

Table 6 

I P below than I C I r 

HeSy 0.01 0 .353 0 .4 1 1  
UgAr 0.01 0.294 0.332 
UgHe 0.01 0 .277 0 .324 
UgSy 0.05 0. 199- 0.247 
ArGe 0.05 0 . 195 0.2 12 
SyAr 

I 
0.70 0.083 0.055 

SyGe 0.70 - 0. 100 - 0.018 
BaUg 0.70 - 0. 109 - 0.090 
HeAr 0.50 - 0. 1 17 - 0.017 
UgGe 0.50 - 0. 128 - 0.075 
BaHe 0.30 - 0. 1 38 - 0.074 
BaGe 0 .20 - 0. 1 57 - 0.092 
HeGe 0 . 10  - 0. 177 - 0.098 
BaSy 0 .05 - 0.204 - 0. 163 
BaAr 0.01 - 0.314 - 0.273 

19 For an evaluation of this method, see Herdan ( 1964 : 1 1 2 ff.) . . 
20 As to the negative sign added to some coefficients, see Fronzaroli ( 1961 : 

369) . 
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We have already seen how the Chi-squa!e test is to be understood. The 
same problems arise as far as the classification of languages is concerned. In 
the column of probabilities we read that only BaSy and BaAr, among the 
negative coefficients, keep below the probability of 0.05; other negative coef
ficients keep far from that level and offer values, which may be considered 
as fluctuations of a same distribution. On the contrary, all the positive coef
ficients (except SyAr) are statistically significant, always at the usual level 
of 0.05. If the sample of isoglosses cannot be regarded as exhaustive with 
respect to linguistic matters, but must be judged as representative of them, 
only a part of the coefficients could be utilized in order to classify these lan
guages. Only if the researcher, from a linguistic point of view, may consider 
the sample complete, at least in the present state of our knowledge in a given 
field, the tests of significance could be disregarded and all coefficients could 
be taken into account. 

Other questions remain to be solved owing to the difficulty of bringing 
an evaluation of each isogloss into the method. Linguists not very favorable 
to the application of statistical methods, have frequently observed that one 
isogloss can be much more weighty than many others all together, in order 
to establish a dialectal differentiation. This is stated in particular with regard 
to innovatory isoglosses, that can be peculiar to a special relationship, while 
a shared preservation of ancient features does not prove anything in itself. 
This problem was rightly raised by Maniet ( 1964), but the mathematical so
lution he suggested shows how inconvenient it is to apply statistical methods 
without being aware of what they involve. The coefficient of correlation cal
culated by formula (5) takes into account four given quantities, that cannot 
be changed at will. Attributing to d the task of indicating common inno
vations means altering the formula so that its employment becomes quite 
devoid of meaning. As for ascribing different values to innovations accord
ing to their importance, it is not easy to see how it would be possible to agree 
on a criterion of evaluation. Even the proposal of Polome (cf. Maniet, 1964 : 
41 1) ,  of taking into account the functional load of features, is not free from 
criticism, since it is not certain that a frequent feature is always more signi
ficant than the less frequent ones, in order to determine relationship. Nev
ertheless, when from a linguistic point of view this could be considered sa
tisfactory, no difficulty would arise from the statistical side. It would be 
sufficient to use the correlation coefficient of Bravais or the Product-Moment 
Formula 21. 

A further development was tried by Herdan, who used Factor Analysis, 
according to C. Spearman's method, for the determination of relationship of 
Indo-European languages ( 1962 : 87 ff.)  and of Semitic languages (1964: 125 ff.).  
This method, originally formulated for psychological investigations, supposes 
that correlations between tests (in our case, languages) are due to one general 
factor (g), present in all tests besides specific factors. Herdan interpreted 
the general factor as the genealogical nearness of relationship and calculated 
it from the coefficients rn. Though this choice is theoretically justified (Her
dan, 1962 :  87; 1964 : 124) , it was probably made because Spearman's method 

21 See Yule and Kendall ( 1958 : 218 ff.) and, for linguistic applications, 
Herdan ( 1 956: 347 ff. ) .  
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requires that only positive coefficients are used. Chretien ( 1965 b :  352 f . ,  
referring to Herdan, 1 962) criticized this choice, showing that it is not pos
sible to leave the values of d out of consideration. But the choice was all the 
more inadequate in the case of Semitic languages, as the sample of Fronzaroli 
(1961) ,  which Herdan used, does not consist of independent isoglosses, and 
thus the values of g so calculated are distorted from the beginning 22. This 
does not mean however that the proposal of applying factor analysis should 
not be examined. 

In the above mentioned research (Fronzaroli, 1961) non-independent 
isoglosses were chosen, since they had to represent the wealth of trends present 
in the Semitic area, rather than the organic unity of a linguistic stage as the 
supposed Common Semitic condition 23. From a linguistic point of view, it 
would be desirable to have at one's disposal a method capable of extracting 
from the correlations not only the portion due to the Common Semitic heritage 
but also other components of the observed situation, e.g., the speed of ty
pological evolution and the weight of the contacts arisen from the geographical 
position in the historical age. Multiple factor analysis, carried out on the 
coefficients r, ought to be able to meet the case 24. 

22 In fact Ellegard's observations ( 1959) about the coefficient r refer to 
independent isoglosses; cf. Fronzaroli ( 1961 : 375) . 

23 But, if the same value is given to isoglosses which presumedly represent 
the original condition and to isoglosses which represent a regional develop
ment, the stress on innovations required from a linguistic point of view would 
be wanting. In fact the chance modd is not a mathematical equivalent of 
the linguistic notion of Common Semitic, but only a theoretical pattern, to 
which observed data can be compared. Thus the vigh value of interdepen
dence, measured by the coefficient of contingency C for the pair UgAr (0.294), 
cannot be immediately interpreted as due to dialectical affinity (Fronzaroli, 
1961 : 379) . 24 As an introduction to factor analysis, see e.g., Kendall ( 1957) , Cattell 
(1965) , Harmann ( 1967) : for an application to ethnographic data, see Driver 
and Schuessler ( 1957) . Chretien's criticism ( 1965 b :  353 ff.) does not seem 
definitive. 
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Verbal Aspect in Semitic 

]. KURYLOWICZ - Krakow 

Analysis of verbal systems like those of English, French or German, on 
the one hand, of Slavic languages like Polish or Russian on the other, has 
induced scholars, among them A. Meillet, to contrast tense languages with 
aspect languages. At first blush there is an analogy between e. g., Fr. ! .  il ecrit 
- 2. it ecrivait - 3. it a ecrit and Pol. l .pisze - 2.pisal - 3.napisal, and actually 
there is a one-to-one relation between Fr. and Pol. as regards 1 .-2. The real 
difference, however, becomes clear if opposing 1 .  and 3. we built the correspond
ing infinitives or imperatives. It is evident that the distinction between ecrire 
and avoir ecrit (simultaneity : anteriority) is of another nature than that be
tween pisa6 and napisac (imperfectivity:  perfectivity, or linearity: punctuality) , 
whereas the difference between Pol. pisz t and napisz t has no direct counterpart 
in Fr. The category of anteriority or time-reference, as attested in Fr., does not 
characterize the verbal action in itself though one may be allowed to speak of 
a relative feature of the action which is either simultaneous with or prior to 
another. In Slavic perfectivity and imperfectivity are characteristic traits of 
the action itself. 

Still more important is the fact that the relation pisze : pisal like that 
of il ecrit: il ecrivait is an opposition of mere tense (simultaneity with the 
moment of speaking: simultaneity with a moment of the past) . This means that 
whereas the existence of tense does not entail that of aspect, the latter presup
poses the existence of tense. 

The real difference between the two types of languages mentioned boils 
down to time-reference (German Zeitbezug) : aspect, tense being a common feature. 

As regards the personal verb, genuine or "classical" aspect - as attested 
in Ancient Greek or in Slavic - is proper only to the preterite and to the future. 
The grammatical present includes the moment of speaking and may be arbitrar
ily extended both to the left ( = into the physical past) and to the right ( = 
into the physical future) being thus by its nature always linear, i. e., imperfec
tive. The existence of the category of aspect presupposes a verbal system of 
at least three members, cf. : 

I Pol. A = pisze 
I 

/ "  
I I 

B = pisal � = napisal 

or 

B = 

Greek A = yp!Xcpe:\ 
I 

/"'" I I 
�yp(Xcpe: � = �yp(XtjJe: 

If at all attested for the future (e. g., Pol. blJdzie pisal: napisze) aspect in 
the future tense is to be considered as secondary with regard to its existence 
in the preterite. Distinction in the future presupposes the existence of aspect 
in the preterite though not vice versa. 
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What is the status of tense and aspect in languages with a two-member ver
bal system like that of Semitic ? Is it permitted to posit them for a language 
like classical Arabic ? It is of course not the possibility of expressing certain 
meanings and shades - they may be expressed in any language - but the ex
istence of verbal categories which interests us here. Although the predicative 
use of the participle qatil and the use of [tal-sentences plays a major role in Ar. ,  
we are justified in limiting ourselves t o  the personal verb represented (in the 
indicative) only by two forms: jaqtulu, qatala (with their morphophonological 
and morphological variants iaqtilu, j,aqtalu, qatila, qatula) . Since j,aqtalu may 
be used in a secondary (i. e. text-conditioned) function as a form denoting si
multaneity with a past moment (i. e . ,  as a kind of the European imperfect),  e. g., 
jalasu n-nasu jasrabuna l-lJamra "people sat (and) were drinking wine", one 
could posit a triangle 

II A = iaqtulu 
" I 

/'" 
I I 

B = iaqtulu � = qatala 

where the relation B : �  would be functionally identical with Pol. pisal : napisal, 
Gr. �YPC(CP€ : �pC(I/J€. Drawing such a parallel would be, however, a methodical 
mistake, since in B the meaning of jaqtulu is context-conditioned, i. e., secon
dary, not primary like in A. The opposition would be that of a system-condi
tioned � versus a context-conditioned B .  

There is still more to it. A binary system like Ar. j,aqtulu : qatala excludes 
not only the category of aspect, but also the category of tense. Whereas A :  
B is not rendered b y  different forms, the fundamental relation A:� is neither 
one of aspect nor one of tense. Its correct definition is simultaneity (or non
anteriority) versus anteriority. This is what may be called the overall meaning 
or value (French valeur, German Gesamtbedeutung 1) of A/�. From the point of 
view of the system it is the only pertinent definition. The different individual 
meanings of both jaqtulu and qatala are the result of their use in different con
texts (linguistic situations) . One of them is the chief or primary meaning (Ger
man Hauptbedeutung 1), all the rest are subsidiary or secondary meanings (Ger
man N ebenbedeutungen 1) . 

The primary meaning of jaqtulu is action simultaneous with the moment 
of speaking; the primary meaning of qatala is action prior to the moment of 
speaking. Teaching the student that jaqtalu is a present, and qatala a preterite 
may therefore serve as a first introduction to the verbal system of Ar. 

Context-conditioned, i. e. ,  secondary, functions of jaqtulu and qatala are 
due to their referring to a past or a future moment. They may correspond, as 
regards their semantic function, to the Lat. imperfect or future (j,aqtulu), to the 
Lat. pluperfect or second future (qatala) . 

The binary system jaqtulu : qatala is thus functionally related to the Lat. 
opposition infectum : perfectum, and not to the Slavic opposition as represented 
by Pol. pisac : napisac, zabijac : zabic, etc. Ar. j,aqtulu : qatala is comparable 

1 Cf. R. ]akobson, Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague VI ( 1936), 
p. 244. 
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to Lat. amat I amabat J amabit (infectum) : amavit J amaverat J amaverit (perfec
tum), but whereas the difference of tense belongs in Lat. to the system, it is 
in Ar. a matter of context: 

III Lat. 

A = present 
I 

/"" 
I I 

B = imperfect � = perfect 

I I 
""/ I 

y = pluperfect 

Ar. (B = secondary function of A; 
y = secondary function of �) 

A = jaqtulu 
I 

/"" 
I I 

B = A � = qatala 
I I 
""/ 

I 
y = �  

It is the lack of the category of grammatical tense which has induced schol
ars to speak of verbal aspect in Semitic, especially in Ar. Owing to imperfect 
functional analysis the term aspect seems to have adopted a kind of negative 
meaning ("if not tense, then aspect") .  Now the term has a precise meaning in 
Slavic linguistics where it has been created (Russian vid) and always used as 
a technical one. It could be easily adopted in descriptions of the Greek verb. 
Both in Slavic and in Greek aspect is defined as a semantic feature characteri
zing the verbal action: imperfective I perfective or linear J punctual. This being 
the case it is not the desinences but the verbal stem (theme) which is the expo
nent of aspect. G. the differences pisal : napisal or zabijal : zabil as in Pol., 
or yprxqJ€Jo-: yprxljirx- as in Greek. In a certain measure the relation between 
the two stems is a derivative one. Thus in Pol. the perfective napisac is derived 
from the imperfective pisac by means of prefixation (na-) , and vice versa the 
imperfective zabijac stems from the perfective zabic via addition of the suffix 
-aj- (occasionally accompanied by a morphonological change of the root vowel) . 
In Germanic the exponent of verbal aspect was originally the prefix ga- forming 
perfective stems, cf. Greek &'1te%vncrxev (Lk 8,42) : &.TCb&rxVev (Lk 8,53) rendered 
by Gothic swalt : gaswalt. This quasi (or partially) derivative relation between 
imperfective and perfective accounts for the fact that the perfective has an 
imperfective counterpart not only in the personal forms, but also in the infinitive 
and in the participles. Cf. Gr. �:t..€m€: �:t..m€, :t..dTCfl : :t..(TC'Y), :t..€&TCOL: :t..(TCOL, :t..€!TC€: :t..(TC€, 
:t..dTC(uv: :t..mwv, :t..€&TC€LV: :t..m€!v. The present of the indicative is the point of neu
tralization of this opposition. 

There is no trace in Ar. of such oppositions. There is only one form for 
the subjunctive (jaqtula) , the "jussive" (jaqtul) ,  the imperative (uqtul) ,  the 
active or passive participle (qatil, maqtul) . The choice of the ma!;ldar (qatl etc.), 
if dependent on semantic factors at all, is influenced only by the diathesis of 
the verb. The only non-modal opposition of personal verb forms is jaqtulu : qa
tala equal to simultaneity (or non-anteriority) : anteriority, tense being context
conditioned. 

Since we are interested in aspect, the next question will be whether there 
are textual constellations apt to create shades of meaning identical with or 
related to verbal aspect. In Lat. or in the Romance languages simultaneity 
with a moment of the past and anteriority with relation to the moment of speak
ing are sharply distinguished, e. g., Fr. il ecrivait, It. scriveva (imperfect) : 
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it a ecrit, ha scritto (perfect) 2. Although in both cases the action denoted is a 
past one, the point of reference is a moment of the past in the former, the mo
ment of speaking in the latter case. From the point of view of the system there 
is no direct opposition between these forms, il ecrivait : it ecrit (opposition of 
tense) and il a ecrit : il ecrit (opposition of time-reference) being the only rele
vant ones. The opposition it ecrivait: it a ecrit is indirect and complex, its terms 
differing by two features : simultaneous with a moment of the past versus prior 
to the moment of speaking. This opposition becomes a simple one if the perfect 
is replaced by what is called in classical French passe dejini (il ecrivit) or in Ita
lian passato remoto (scrisse) . In the opposition il ecrivait : il ecrivit (scriveva : 
scrisse) both terms denote simultaneity with a past moment, the semantic dif
ference between them consisting in aspect (linearity or imperfectivity versus 
punctuality or perfectivity) . There is, however, no further development of this 
germ of aspect in Romance, the chief obstacle being the fact that it is not re
presented by a special stem allowing the formation of the imperative, infinitive, 
or participle. In languages like South German, disposing only of two forms, 
viz. er schrieb, er hat geschrieben, the latter form combines the functions of both 
it a ecrit and il ecrivit. This means that even the trace of aspect we discover in 
Romance, is in Germanic a secondary, context-conditioned function (opposi
tion between er schrieb and the secondary, narrative, function of er hat 
geschrieben) . 

These examples show how far we are from attributing aspect to Semitic, 
especially to Arabic. In order to look for it it would be necessary to transform 
the opposition jaqtutu (simultaneity) : qatala (anteriority) into a quadrangle 

IV Ar. 

B 

A = jaqtutu 
I 

/""-
I I 

jaqtutu fj = qatata 
I I 
""-/ I 

y = qatata 

Fr. 
A = it ecrit 

I 
/"'-I I 

on the model of B = it ecrivait fj il a ecrit 
I I 
"'-,/ I 

y = il ecrivit 

An opposition of aspect comparable to it ecrivait : il ecrivit could be there
fore found only between B and y, both of them representing secondary functions 
in Ar. (B secondary function of A; y secondary function of fj) . 

The two forms jaqtulu and qatala necessarily cover all meanings and shades 
expressed by verbal systems with a greater number of terms (e. g.,  Latin six, 
French eight in the indicative) . Both in quadrangle III, where the subsi
diary axis B/y refers to a moment of the past, and in quadrangle IV, where it 
refers to aspect, French disposes of special terms whereas in Ar. B/y is identical 
to A/fj 3 . 

2 The terms imperfect, perfect, relating to tense, have nothing to do with 
imperfective, perfective denoting aspect, though some confusion may be due to 
their etymological relationship. Cf. also German perfektisch, term of time-refer
ence, as against perfektivisch (aspect) . 

3 In Pol. and Russian we have fj = y owing to the merger of the old aorist 
(y) with the old perfect (fj) in favour of the latter. But in spite of this fact, 
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Secondary or context-conditioned semantic functions can be established 
only by contrastive studies. Thus e. g. ,  a time-reference necessitating the use 
of a pluperfect or a second future cannot be established by translating At. 
into Pol. or Russian. On the other hand, a context-conditioned shade of aspect 
(diagram IV, Bfy) would necessarily escape a German translator. Secondary 
semantic functions do not belong to the system of language, they are not 
system-conditioned, but context-conditioned (systembedingt : feldbedingt, cf. 
BUhler, Sprachtheorie [1934J, pp. 183 fl.) . The context responsible for secondary 
semantic functions is the same which makes us translate an At. verbal form by 
a Fr. pluperfect or second future, by a Pol. imperfective preterite etc. : it is 
the context of the translation. 

In defining the binary system of the At. verb we are therefore obliged to 
contest the existence of the category of aspect (like in Slavic) or of detailed 
time-reference (like in Romance) . There is only one of general time-reference 
(simultaneity : anteriority) , tense being .as a rule context-conditioned. 

In binary verbal systems aspect can be only a context-conditioned tertiary 
function of the verb. The opposition between jaqtulu referring to a moment of 
the past (secondary function of iaqtulu) and qatala is interpreted as imperfective 
versus perfective action if an additional condition is fulfilled, viz., if qatala is 
used as a narrative tense, denoting an action simultaneous with a definite mo
ment of the past (primary function of qatala : action prior to the moment of 
speaking) . This tertiary relation jaqtulu : qatala (imperfective past: perfective 
past) may be carried over into the sphere of the future since jaqtulu may also 
have the secondary function of referring to a moment of the future. Hence 
jaqtulu = imperfective future, qatala = perfective future. 

In this way both forms, jaqtulu and qatala, may adopt secondary and ter
tiary functions, thus 

of jaqtulu 

of qatala 

secondary functions 

imperfectum 
futurum 

p1usquamperfectum 
futurum exactum 

tertiary functions 

imperfective preterite 
imperfective future 

perfective preterite 
perfective future 

As a matter of fact a context-conditioned perfective future of jaqtulu is 
attested in Heb . ,  the so-called perfectum propheticum. E. g., Is. 5, 13 lachfn 
gala 'ammi mibbli-da/, ap "verily my people will go into exile unexpectedly" .  

I t  is probable that the binary system o f  At. has been historically preced
ed by a ternary one. The old Sem. form expressing anteriority was jaqtul 
(as against jaqtulu) . This form is in Akk . the normal preterite. Ousted in West
ern Sem. by qatala it still survives in At. as allomorph of qatala, cf. qatala : 
lam jaqtul (besides mii qatala), or with a modal function (optative or imperative 
or else potentialis / irrealis in conditional sentences) . The substitution of qatala 

i. e., of y being only a secondary function of �, the relation �:y is an expression 
of genuine aspect, since the latter has its own forms in the imperative, in the 
infinitive etc. Thus whereas Pol. napisal denotes primarily anteriority as against 
pisze, and only secondarily perfectivity as against pisal, forms like napisz 
(imperative),  napisac (infinitive) are primarily perfective versus imperfective 
pisz, pisac. 
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for jaqtul in W. Sem. must have been gradual, i. e., reached by stages, cf. the 
use of both forms in the Canaanite glosses of el-'Amama. There must have been 
a period when the functions � and y were distributed between the two forms; 
� = qatala (Passe indejini) , y = jaqtul (Passe dejini or narrative tense) . The 
underlying system was 

V 

A = jaqtulu 
I 

/"'-
I I 

B jaqtulu � qatala 
I I 
"'-/ I 

y = jaqtul 

The expression of aspect (B : y) is still context-conditioned, there is no 
special form for B which is only a secondary of A. But we are a step nearer to 
aspect than in Ar. where both B and y are secondary functions. 

After Landsberger's discovery of the All. perfect it is possible to posit 
for this languages the following system: 

VI 

A iparras 
I 

/"'
I I 

B = ? � = iptaras 
I I 
'\ /  

I 
y = iprus 

As regards the stative (permansive) paris its opposition to the above forms 
is complex, the complicating factor being diathesis (passive versus active with 
transitive verbs) . But iptaras : iprus may well be compared to the relation 
passe indejini : passe dejini of classical French. 

The rendering of B (simultaneity with a moment of the past) is a moot 
question. The All. renewal of A (rendered in Common and W. Sem. by jaq
tulu) 4 did not force jaqtulu out of the cadre of the conjugation. It was preser
ved as an expression of certain secondary functions of the old form, functions 
characterized henceforward by the morpheme -u. The difference jaqtulu : jaq
tul became in All. preterite (jaqtul) : " subjunctive" (jaqtulu) . The latter form 
is scarcely modal. It is generally defined by syntactical criteria (relative sen
tences etc., cf. von Soden, GA G p. 2 1 1 ) .  It is probable that B (originally : 

4 There can scarcely be any doubt about the chronological relation be
tween the types jaqtulu and iparras, the former being radical, the latter enlar
ged (gemination of R2) '  In Common Sem. *jaqattalu had the status of a deriva
tive, cf. Eng!. he writes >he is writing, originally with an iterative, then with 
a durative meaning. 
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simultaneousness with a past moment) being in Sem. a secondary function of 
A (simultaneousness) the renewal of iaqtulu by iaqattal (iparras) ,  leaving intact 
the function B, has provided B with a special formative (iaqtul-u, iprus-u) . 
Whereas in At. iaqtulu serves both for A and B, the two functions can have dif
ferent exponents in Akk. owing to the formal renewal of A. 5. 

The problem now is whether the Akk. type iprusu 6 functioned as an 
equivalent of Ar. iaqtulu in sentences like jalasu n-nasu iasrabuna l-!famra, 
L e., whether it was used to express simultaneity with (another) past action. If 
so, it may be compared to an European imperfect and the original Akk. system 

VII 

B 

A = iparras 
I 

/ "'-.  
I I 

iprusu � = iptaras 
I I 
"'- /  

I 
y = iprus 

to Fr. 

A = il ecrit 
I 

/"'-( I 
B = il ecrivait � = il a ecrit 

I I 
"'-/ 

I 
y = il ecrivit 

If the above inference is correct, verbal aspect (B : y) can be claimed for 
Akk. though only in the restricted sense applicable to Romance. 

5 The renewal did not consist in the creation of a new form, but in the 
shift derivative >infiectional form, Le., in the incorporation of a derivative into 
the system of conjugation. 

6 The "subjunctive" iparrasu must be of course a later formation. 
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Die Modi beim alteren akkadischen Verbum 

Dietz Otto EDZARD - Miinchen 

I 

Wer sich iiber die grammatische Kategorie Modus (Aussageweise; Gefiihls-, 
Willens- und Urteilsbeteiligung des Ich) 1 beim akkadischen Verbum unterrich
ten will, findet in der Fachliteratur keine befriedigende Antwort, sondern viele, 
einander zum Teil widersprechende Darstellungen. Auch sucht er vergebens 
nach einer Definition dessen, was unter "Modus" zu verstehen seL Die Autoren, 
meint er zu erkennen, orientieren sich vorwiegend an den klassischen indoger
manischen Sprachen oder an der arabischen (National)grammatik. Es folgen 
hier kurze Resiimees einiger Arbeiten der Jahre 1952-1969, soweit sie die akka
dischen Modi betreffen: 

1 .  W. von Soden, GA G (1952) § 74b : "An eigentlichen Modi gibt es nur den 
Imperativ (§ 81a) ;  der sog. Subjunktiv ist eine Abhiingigkeitsform (§ 83)".  Ebd. 
spricht von Soden von besonderen "Wunsch- und Verbotsformen (§ 81)", ohne 
sie jedoch als Modi zu bezeichnen. Erwiihnt werden noch "modale Parlikeln" 
(§ 12 1d-f) . Die Syntax enthiUt einen Abschnitt "Modale Modilikationen in Aus
sagesatzen" (§ 152), getrennt von einem Abschnitt iiber "Befehls-, Verbots
und Wunschsatze" (§ 154) ; schliesslich ein Kapite1 iiber. "Die Ausdrucksmittel 
fiir den Eid" (§ 185) . Einige Nachtrage zu den Modi stehen in AnOr 47 (1969) 
S. 16** f. 

2. Th. Jacobsen, "ittallak niiiti" in JNES 19 (1960) 101-116 ( = Toward 
the Image of Tammuz [1970J 271 ff.) beschreibt ein sich iiberschneidendes 
"person-gender-number" System beim akkadischen Verbum. S. 1 14 [289J findet 
sich eine Tabelle "Modal Suffix System", wo jedem suffigierten kurzen oder 
langen Vokal eine bestimmte, auch modal re1evante Funktion zugeschrieben 
wird; z .B.  --u = a) "closed individual autonomy", b) "predicative1y individual
izable", c) "for the nonce inapproachable". Die letztgenannte Funktion finde sich 
beim -u im "modus iurandi" (s. unten VII 2, 8) "in the sense of expressing a 
disinterested, detached, hands-off attitude in the speaker suitable to a form of 
statement demanding strictly objective presentation".  Der Gebrauch von -u 
im Subjunktiv ware nach J. sekundar und "no more than a purely syntactical 
restriction to use in clauses". 

3. B .  Kienast, "Das Punktualthema *japrus und seine Modi" in Or 29 
(1960) 151-167, bezeichnet Indikativ, Subjunktiv und Ventiv als urspriingliche 
Modi des Akkadischen (S. 151 , 159) . Er schlagt "Relativ" als passendere Bezeich
nung fiir den Subjunktiv vor. Die Endungen -u bzw. -nij-a seien vermutlich 
nachgestellte Demonstrativa. Imperativ, Prekativ etc. werden nicht erwahnt. 

1 Vgl. zum Terminologischen z. B. B. Lewin, A briss der japanischen Gram
matik (1959) 172 ff. 
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4. 1. J. Gelb unterscheidet in MAD 22 (1961) "Old Akkadian Writing 
and Grammar" S. 169-174 als Modi: "Indicative, Allative [ =  Ventiv], Subjunc
tive, Imperative, Precative, Prohibitive [ =  Vetitiv J " . 

5. 1. M. Diakonoff, Semito-Hamitic Languages (1965), beschreibt S. 90 ff. 
das urspriingliche Modussystem des Akkadischen so (Ubersichtstabelle S. 92) : 
*ja-prus, ji-pras = 1) "Perfective Indicative", 2) "Jussive, neutral aspect" ; 
*ja-prus-u, ji-pras-u = "Perfective Subjunctive I (form of the Verb in all 
subordinate clauses except conditional clauses which require the Jussive)";  
*ja-prus-a, ji-pras-a = "Perfective Subjunctive II (preserved only in one 
dialect of Old Akkadian, original function unknown)" ;  *ja-paras, ji-paras = 
"Imperfective Indicative";  *ja-paras-u, ji-paras-u = "Imperfective Subjunc
tive" . Dabei dient der "Jussiv" *ja-prus auch als Basis fUr den " Precative" 
(*lu ja-prus) und den "Prohibitive" (*ai ja-prus) .  

D .  schliesst den Imperativ aus als eine "form apart", die "stand in no for
mal relation to the modal forms under discussion" (S. 91  Anm. 90) . 

D. folgt (S. 91 Anm. 88) der These von A. P. Riftin, wonach die Subjunk
tivendungen -u, -a urspriinglich die Funktion hatten, Verbalformen zu nomina
lisieren 2. 

Vgl. auch dens. Autor in Jazyki drevnej perednej Azii ( 1967) 253 ff. betr. 
Modi (HaKJIOHeHHa) . Der Ventiv ist nach D .  kein Modus. 

6. E. Reiner, A Linguistic Analysis of Akkadian (1966) nennt S. 7 1  folgende 
Modi: "indicative (unmarked), subjunctive (suffixed), and ventive, also called 
allative (also suffixed)".  Sie erwagt ferner ("it is possible to consider as a mood" 
S. 71  f. ) ,  auch das "cohortative", "optative", "imperative" und "vetitive" 
darstellende Paradigma einzubeziehen; doch sie betont, dass sich die letztgenann
ten strukturell von den ersteren unterscheiden. 

7. W. Eilers, "Der sog. Subjunktiv des Akkadischen" in Gedenkschrift W. 
Brandenstein ( 1968) 24 1-246, hiilt den "von den Assyrio10gen" so bezeichneten 
Subjunktiv fUr den eigentlichen Indikativ auf -u, der sich nur in Re1ativsatzen, 
in anderen Nebensatzen ( =  verkappte Relativsiitze) und im Eid erhalten habe. 
In Hauptsatzen habe der Indikativ seine Endung verloren. E. vermutet gerade 
im 'Subjunktiv' beim Eid, "wo die Aussageform den starksten, man mochte 
sagen feierlichen Klang hat" (S. 245), alte indikativische Verwendungsweise. 

8. 1. J. Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction of Proto-Akkadian ( =  A S  18, 1969) 
69 ff., 75 ff., 98 ff., 1 12 nahert sich der von den arabischen Nationalgrammati
kern vertretenen These, die vokalischen Morpheme, die die Modi des Verbnms 
bezeichnen, seien gleicher Herkunft wie die vokalischen Kasusmorpheme des 
Nomens (daher S. 69 die Uberschrift "Case/Mood").  Er steht damit der These 
von A. P. Riftin nahe (s. oben I 5) . "Semitic languages have two primary moods, 
indicative and SUbjunctive, characterized by the markers u//a". 

Der Imperativ habe keinen Modus. Als "other moods" (S. 1 12) nennt G. 
"several secondary 'moods' in Semitic languages variously subsumed under 
such headings als ventive/allative, (co)hortative/volitive, energic, jussive, and 
imperative( ! )" .  

9.  L. Matous, Grammatik des Akkadischen5 (1969) § 59 (S. 68 f . ) ,  schliesst 
sich eng an W. von Soden an:  Indikativ, Subjunktiv, Imperativ und - geson
dert - "Wunsch- und Beteuerungsformen" (Prekativ, Vetitiv, Prohibitiv) .  

2 Vgl. dazu Verf., RA 61 (1967) 149. 
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II 

Angesichts so vieler verschiedener Meinungen erscheint der Versuch loh
nend, ja das Vorhaben dringend, den Modus im Akkadischen neu zu analysieren. 
Wir sahen Inkonsequenzen, die etwa dadurch entstanden, dass man grundsatz
lich Modus mit Konjugationsmuster gleichsetzte, so dass man in Kauf nehmen 
musste, eine Aussageform (Indikativ) im Relativsatz als einen anderen Modus 
(Subjunktiv) zu bezeichnen. Oder man nahm implicite die Moglichkeit hin, in 
ein und derse1ben Form wie liprusam zwei 'Modi' (Prekativ + Ventiv) zu kumu
lieren. Der Verzicht auf eine Definition des "Modus" fiihrte dazu, dass ein Impe
rativ aZik "geh !" als Modus, die Formen ZilZik "er moge gehen" oder Zit ilZik 
"er ist bestimmt gegangen" hingegen als "Formen der Beteuerung" oder a1s 
"secondary moods" bezeichnet wurden. 

Die folgende Argumentation bleibt von komparatistischen Gesichtspunkten 
zunachst frei; der seit ca. 700 n. Chr. sicher nachweisbare Indikativ des Arabi
schen wird zunachst nicht herangezogen. Erst unten in Abschnitt XIII und XIV 
solI das akkadische Modussystem kurz mit dem anderer Sprachen verglichen 
werden. 

III 

J. Marouzeau beschreibt den Modus in seinem Lexique de la terminologie 
Zinguistique3 (1951)  S. 147 s.v. "mode" folgendermassen: "Caractere d'une forme 
verb ale susceptible d'exprimer l'attitude du sujet parlant vis-a-vis du proces 
verbal, c'est-a-dire en un certain sens la maniere (lat. modus) dont l'action est 
presentee par lui, suivant par exemple qU'elIe fait l'objet d'un enonce pur et 
simple (mode indicatif) ou qu'elle est accompagnee d'une interpretation: modes 
subjonctif, optatif, imperatif, injonctif, conditionnel . . .  [nahere Definitionen 
unter den einzeInen Stichwortem] II arrive que 1a valeur propre du mode soit 
alteree ou supprimee par Ie jeu du mecanisme syntactique, et que Ie mode 
aboutisse a n'etre plus qu'une forme grammatica1e depourvue de sens propre, 
mais imposee par la structure de 1a langue; c'est ce qu'on appelle proprement 
Ie mode grammatical". 

Diese Definition lasst bei "forme verbale" oflen, wie diese abzugrenzen 
sei. Der ital. "imperativo" der 1 .  PI. andiamo "gehen wir !" ist eine synthetische, 
nicht auf eine kleinere Einheit reduzierbare Form; wie steht es dagegen mit 
engI. let's go, das dem ital. andiamo im Gemeinten 3 genau entspricht ? 
Mit anderen Worten: kann eine Sprache nur soviele Modi haben, wie sie synthe
tische Formen zu bilden imstande ist ? Diese Annahme ist unwahrscheinlich 4. 

3 Zum "Gemeinten" vgI. grundsatzlich E. Koschmieder in Beitriige zur 
alZgemeinen Syntax (Sammelband 1965) 70 fl. : "Die noetischen Grundlagen der 
Syntax" ;  90 fl. : "Aus den Beziehungen von Sprache und Logik"; 101  fl. : "Das 
Gemeinte" ; 107- 1 1 5: "Das Problem der Ubersetzung" passim. 

4 J. Gonda, The Character of the Indo-European Mood ( 1956) betont S. 5 
die Notwendigkeit, zwischen "real moods (cp€flot) " und "combinations with auxi
liary verbs (he may bear) " zu unterscheiden; er bringt S. 6 fl. Beispie1e fiir 
Modusbildung in verschiedenen nichtindogermanischen Sprachen. Ebenda wer
den E. Schwyzer-A. Debrunner, Griech. Gramm. II (1950) 304 zitiert : " . . . die 
Beziehungen, die die Modi ausdriicken, konnen auch durch andere Mittel, und 
zwar in grosserer Fiille und genauer ausgedriickt werden, durch Hilfsverben 
wie nhd. wollen . . .  , oder durch Adverbia und partikeln wie nhd. wohl vielleicht 
. . .  Auch Sprachen, die formal mehrere Modi unterscheiden, konnen so1che Hilfs
mittel benutzen". 
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IV 

In jeder Sprache kann man eine oder mehrere Personen zu etwas auffor
dern und sich selbst dabei einschliessen: "Gehen wir !",  "let's go !", "al1ons-nous
en !", usw. Die sprachlichen Mittel hierflir variieren von Sprache zu Sprache; 
aber se1bst in ein und derselben Sprache sind verschiedene Ausdrucksweisen 
moglich : "gehen wir !" ,  "wir wollen gehen !", "lasst uns gehen !", "lasset uns 
beten !" .  Alle diese Formen sind von der Aussageform "wir gehen", "wit beten" 
verschieden, unter sich aber in der Bedeutung identisch oder doch nur durch 
minimale Nuancen unterschieden ("gehen wir ! "  ist eine etwas eindringlichere, 
weniger hofl.ichere Form als "lasst unsjlassen Sie uns gehen ! ") .  Das Verhaltnis 
von "wir gehen" zu "gehen wir !" ,  von "we go" zu "let's go !"  etc. ist im Gemein
ten dasselbe wie das von lat. imus zu eamus, akk. nillak zu i nillik etc. ,  doch 
sind die Formen bald synthetisch, bald analytisch gebildet. 

Von der einfachen Aussage "ich habe mir ein Motorrad gekauft" ist unter
schieden der Satz "ich habe mit ein M. gekauft, aber ehrlich !" .  Wiihrend der 
erste Satz die Reaktion des Zuhorers nicht weiter in Betracht zieht, setzt der 
zweite von vornherein Misstrauen, Unglaubigkeit auf Seiten des Zuhorers voraus. 
Andere Mittel sind die Adverbien "gewiss", "bestimmt" oder, in der Uberset
zungssprache noch fest verwurzelt, "wahrlich", "fiirwahr", engI. "verily" u.a.m. 
Das Sumerische besitzt hier eine synthetische Verbalform, gebildet mit dem 
Prii.formativ :tJ:E- und der lJamJu-Basis des Verbums: :g. e - g a r  5. Das Ak
kadische sagt, wenn positiv, lit aprus, wenn negativ, Iii aprusu, wobei die nega
tive Form identisch ist mit der Form des negativen assertorischen Eides. 

Die hier angefiihrten Beispiele demonstrieren modale Unterschiede. Wit 
wollen nun versuchen, einen Uberblick liber die Modi des Akkadischen zu erhal
ten. Dieser Versuch ist vorlii.ufig, und er macht sich nicht anheischig, einen 
vollstii.ndigen Katalog der Modi "im Gemeinten" zu bieten. Wir ordnen zunachst 
nach der Form, und zwar a) nach synthetisch, b) nach analytisch gebildeten 
Formen 6 ohne Berlicksichtigung von Perfekt und Stativ; fUr diese s. unten X 
und XI. Wir unterscheiden grundsatzlich die positive und die negative Form 
und priifen ferner in jedem Fall, ob bestimmte Konjugationsreihen vollstii.ndig 
sind, d.h. in allen drei Personen Sg. und PI. vertreten, oder aber unvollstan
dig. In der Regel erscheint nur die altbab. Form; bei Bedarf wird die altass. 
und oder altakk. zusatzlich notiert. 

1 .  S y n t h e t i s c h . 

1 1 .  aprus, aparras 
taprus, tap arras 
etc. 

12 .  (sa) aprusu, aparrasu 7 
(sa) taprusu, taparrasu 
(sa) iprusu, iparrasu 
(sa) niprusu, niparrasu 

5 VgI. Verf., ZA 61  ( 197 1) 214-216. 
6 Diese Unterscheidung ist konventionell gemeint. ul iprus wird als analy

tisch bezeichnet, da es aus zwei lexikalischen Einheiten besteht. Tatsachlich 
war ul aber wohl kein autonomes, frei produzierbares Element. 

7 An die Stelle des Relativpronomens kann auch eine Subjunktion (inuma) 
oder ein Nomen im st. c. (bit, asar) gesetzt werden. 
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13. aparrasu 
niparrasu 

14.  *aprusu 
taprusu 
*iprusu 
*niprusu 

15 .  luprus 
liprus 
liprusii/ii 

16. purus 
pursi 
pursii 

125 

1 1  = Indikativ, bildbar von den Basen /prus/ und /parras/ 8 ; vollstandi
ges Konjugationsmuster. 

12 = "Subjunktiv", bildbar von den Basen /prus/ und /parras/ 7; unvollst. 
Konj .muster 9 . 

13 = positiver zukunftsbezogener Affirmativ, bildbar von der Basis 
/parras/; unvollst. Konj . muster. Die Formen sind wahrscheinlich vertauschbar 
mit Iii aparras / niparras (V 28) . 

14 = positiver vergangenheitsbezogener Affirmativ, bildbar von der Basis 
/prus/ ; unvollst. Konj .muster. Die Formen (aB nur 2.  Sg. bezeugt) sind wahr
scheinlich vertauschbar mit Iii aprus etc. (V 27) . 

15 = Prekativ, bildbar von der Basis /prusj; unvollst. Konj.muster. 
16  = Imperativ, bildbar von der Basis /prus/; unvollst. Konj .muster. 
1 1 , 1 5  und 16 sind vollstandig erganzbar durch die komplementar verteilten 

Endungen -amj-m/-nim des Ventivs. S. dazu unten S. 127. 

2 .  A n a 1 y t i  s c h . 

2 1 .  ul aprus, ul aparras 
etc. 

22. (sa) Iii aprusu, aparrasu 7 
(sa) Iii taprusu, taparrasu 
(sa) Iii taprusi, taparrasi 
(sa) lii aprusu, aparrasu 
(sa) lii niprusu, niparrasu 
(sa) Iii taprusii, taparrasii 
(sa) lii iprusiijii, iparrasiijii 

23. lii iparras 
Iii tap arras 
etc. 

24. Iii aparrasu 
lii taparrasu 
lii iparrasu 
lii niparrasu 

8 Zu /ptars/ (Perfekt) s. unten X, zu /parsj (Stativ) s. XI. 
9 Das Altass. erzielt mittels der komplementar verteilten 'Subjunktiv'

Endungen -u, -unij-ni, -ni ein vollstandiges Konjugationsmuster. 
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25. tii aprusu 
Iii taprusu 
Iii iprusu 
Iii niprusu 

26. aj aprus 
e taprus 
e taprusi 
aj iprus 
e niprus 
e taprusii 
aj iprusit lii 

27. lit aprus 
lit taprus 
etc. 

28. lit aparras 
lit taparras 
lit taparrasi 
lit nip arras 
lit taparrasii 

29. (i taprus) 
i niprus 

2 1  = der negierte Indikativ, bildbar von dense1ben Basen wie 1 1 ;  vollst. 
Konj .muster; Negation ul 10 • 

22 = der negierte "Subjunktiv", bildbar von dense1ben Basen wie 
1 1 ;  Negation durchweg Iii. Die Endung -u steht in dense1ben Fallen wie 
bei 12 11. 

23 = der Prohibitiv, bildbar von der Basis /parras/; vollst. Konj .muster ; 
Negation durchweg Iii. 

24 = negativer zukunftsbezogener Affirmativ bzw. die Form des negativen 
promissorischen Eides; bildbar von der Basis /parras/; unvollst. Konj .muster; 
Negation Iii und "Subjunktiv"-Endung -u 12. 

25 = negativer vergangenheitsbezogener Affirmativ bzw. die Form des 
negativen assertorischen Eides; bildbar von der Basis /prus/; unvollst. Konj .
muster; Negation Iii und "Subjunktiv"-Endung -u. 

26. = der Vetitiv, bildbar von der Basis /prus/; vollst. Konj .muster ; 
Negation aj/e in komp1ementarer Verteilung. 

27 = positiver, vergangenheitsbezogener Affirmativ, bildbar von der 
Basis /prus/; vollst. Konj .muster. 

28 = positiver, zukunftsbezogener Affirmativ, bildbar von der Basis 
/parras/; unvollst. Konj .muster. Die 1 .  Person ist a1s Form des positiven promis
sorischen Eides wahrscheinlich vertauschbar mit aparrasufniparrasu (V 1 3) ;  
die 2 .  Person ist zug1eich auch Prekativ. 

29 = Kohortativ PI. und se1tene Form des Prekativs in der 3. f. Sg. ,  
bildbar von der Basis /prus/; unvollst. Konj .muster. 

10 Var. ula; in Bedingungs- und Fragesiitzen Iii. . 
11 Altass. entsteht ein vollst. Konj .muster bereits vermittels der in Anm. 8 

genannten Endungen. 
12 S. unten Anm. 38. 
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2 1 , 23, 26-29 sind vollstandig erganzbar durch die komplementar verteil
ten Endungen -am/-m/-nim des Ventivs. S. dazu unten. 

VI 

Dieses rein aus der formalen Analyse gewonnene Bild befriedigt nicht. Form 
und Bedeutung iiberschneiden einander. 15, aparrasu "ich werde bestimmt 
nicht . . .  " (24) ist formal identisch mit (sa) 15, aparrasu " ( . . .  , das) ich nicht . . .  
werde" (22) , d .  h. einmal negativer Affirmativ der Zukunft und einmal 'Subjunk
tiv' ( = Indikativ im Nebensatz) . Der Satz bitam abni "ich habe ein Hauss 
gebaut" bleibt Aussagesatz, d.h. indikativisch, auch nach Umwandlung in 
einen Relativsatz:  -+ bitam sa abnu "das Haus; das ich gebaut habe". Es ist 
also nicht berechtigt, abni und abnu ( = abni + u) als zwei verschiedene Modi zu 
bezeichnen. Vielmehr miissen wir davon ausgehen, bei bestimmten Personen 
( 1 .  Sg. und PI., 2 m. Sg., 3 Sg.) im Assyrischen sogar durchweg, z w e i  Formen 
der Indikativs anzusetzen. Dass hier ein urspriinglich gesonderter Modus seiner 
Bedeutung entkleidet und als "mode grammatical" im Sinne Marouzeaus ver
wendet wurde, ist denkbar; doch liisst sich dies historisch nicht deduzieren 13. 

Mit alIer Entschiedenheit ist der Ventiv als Modus abzulehnen. B .  Lands
berger hatte zwar in seinem grundlegenden Aufsatz zum "Ventiv" 14 von einem 
Modus gesprochen; dem widersprach er jedoch implicite dadurch' dass er die 
Ventivendungen hinsichtlich ihrer Funktion als "Richtungsexponenten" bezeich
nete. In der Tat liisst sich der gesamte Formenbestand des akkadischen Ver
bum finitum (den Stativ nicht einbegriffen) auftei1en in Nichtventiv und Ventiv. 
Ein nichtventivischer Indikativ illik "er ging" erfiihrt, wenn man ihn in den 
Ventiv umsetzt : -+ illikam "er kam", eine Anderung der Richtung, aber nicht 
der subjektiven Aussageweise, des Modus. Entsprechend bleibt ein Prekativ 
liddin "er moge geben" bei Umsetzung in den Ventiv: -+ liddinam "er moge mir 
gebenfhergeben" modal dasselbe .  Wir konnen den Ventiv daher im Folgenden 
ganz ausser Betracht lassen. 

B e  m e r  k u n g 1 :  Nichts mit dem Ventiv zu tun haben aAK und AB, 
selten auftretende indikativische Verbalformen, die statt auf zu erwartendes -u 
im Nebensatz ('Subjunktiv') auf -a enden 15 .  Ihnen entspricht in der 3. PI. m. 
eine Formen auf -una 16 . Diese Formen sind noch zu selten, als dass man sie 
schon sicher interpretieren konnte. Spekulation dariiber, ob akkadischer Dialekt 17 
oder etwa amurritisches Adstrat, bleibt einstweilen unergiebig. 

B e  m e r  k u n g 2 :  Th. Jacobsen hat in ]NES 19 ( 1960) 1 1 1  Anm. 12 einen 
"i-Modus" dargestellt, den er vorlaufig als "a mode of compelled action" 

13 Zu Rekonstruktionsversuchen eines 'ur-' bzw. 'protosemitischen' Mo
dussystems s. unten S. 140 mit Anm . 68. 

14 Der "Ventiv" des Akkadischen, ZA 35 ( 1923/24) 1 13-123. 
15 Diskutiert u.a. von I. J. Gelb, MAD 22 (1961) 170 f. ; 1. M. Diakonoff 

(oben I S) .  B .  Kienast, Or 29 ( 1960) 1 52 f. Anm. 2 deutete die aAK 'Subjunk
tive' auf -a als mimationslose Ventive. 

16 1. J. Gelb, ebd. S. 170 ;  UET 5, 265 Hiille 5-12 (A) = Tafel 4-1 1 (B) 
ist mir unklar; dort B 9 la i-pa-sa-ru-na (fehlt A) ; A 12  la i-qa-bu-na (B 1 1  
u.-la i-qa-bi) .  

17 So 1 .  M .  Diakonoff, s .  oben I 5 .  
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bezeichnete; vorherige Notierung von Formen durch W. von Soden, GAG § 82e 
sowie Or 24 ( 1955) 386, und durch B. Landsberger (apud J.) .  Die betreffenden 
Formen zeichnen sich dadurch aus, dass an konsonantischen Auslaut ein Iii 
antritt, wobei der Auslautkonsonant graphisch wiederholt wird: z.B. i-lJa
ba-at-ti (ilJabbatti) statt ilJabbat. In Or 30 (1961) 160 f. lehnt von Soden Jacob
sens Deutung ab (eingehende Besprechung auch neuer Belege) , gelangt al1er
dings nur zu dem vorlaungen Ergebnis, "dem -i eine stark hervorhebende Funk
tion zuzuschreiben" .  Jacobsen bestarkt seine eigene Deutung in ]NES 22 ( 1963) 
27-29 ("The i-Modus") : Ubersetzung der Formen mit "perforce" oder "had to" 
scheint ihm am besten geeignet. I. J. Ge1b, A S  18 ( 1969) 1 06, notiert zuriick
ha1tend "occurrences of Ind[icative] in i in texts from the Old Babylonian period 
on, where i often appears as a form of affectation in the speech or writing habits 
of women" . 

Zu ausfiihrlicher erneuter Diskussion fehlt hier der Platz. Daher nur fo1-
gendes Argument: Bei Abstrahierung der bisherigen Be1ege zur Wurzel PRS 
erhalten wir a) 3. Sg. Prato iprussi, b) 3. Sg. Priis. iparrassi, c) 3. Sg. Perf. ipta
rassi, d) 1 .  Sg. Prek. luprussi, e) 3. m. Sg. Stativ parissi, f) 3. f. Sg. Stativ par
satti. Dass die Langung des Endkonsonanten echt ist, zeigt sich daran, dass Perf. 
und Stativ nicht etwa *iptarsi bzw. *parsi lauten. Das bedeutet, dass die Formen 
durch mehr als nur durch ein Morphem Iii charakterisiert sind. Kaum Beachtung 
gefunden hat in der bisherigen Diskussion, dass die Erscheinung iiberhaupt 
nicht auf das Verbum beschrankt ist, wie die pronominale Form mammanni 
"irgendwer" zeigt 18 . Wenn wir nur das Verbum heranziehen, ergibt sich eine 
Verteilung der Formen ahnlich der des Ventivs (nur der Imperativ *purussi) 
fehlt noch in unserem Katalog) . Ebensowenig wie nun aber das -am des Ventivs 
im Prekativ liprusam moda1er Natur ist, kann es das (-s)-i in luprussi sein. 

VII 

Nach Ausscheidung von Ventiv, 'Subjunktiv',  'a-Modus' und 'i-Modus' 
aus der Skala der akkadischen Modi bleiben zu diskutieren; 1 )  der Indikativ, 
2) der positive Affirmativ, 3) der Prekativ, 4) der Kohortativ der 1 .  PI., 5) der 
Imperativ, 6) der Prohibitiv, 7) der Vetitiv, 8) der negative Affirmativ. An
schliessend miissen wir noch kurz auf die Ausdrucksmittel fUr den Irrealis 
eingehen. 

1 .  D e r I n d i k a t i v .  Er enthalt eine positive oder negative Angabe 
oder Aussage: (ul) iprus etc., salinuma (la) iprusu etc. ; s. V 1 1 , 12, 2 1 , 22. In Re
lativsatzen und sonstigen Nebensatzen, von denen sich viele auch als Relativsatze 
erklaren lassen (inuma . . .  , asar . . .  ) ,  wird ein Morphem lui unmittelbar suffi
giert, falls nicht bereits ein Morphem Iii (2. f. Sg.) ,  liil (3. m. Pl.) oder tal (2. f. 
und 3. f. Pl.) vorhanden ist. aAK und sehr selten aB kaun statt lui auch lal 
antreten (s. oben VI Bem. 1 ) .  1m Assyrischen tritt das Morphem jni! verpfiich
tend ein in allen Fallen, die im Babylonischen nicht durch lui bezeichnet sind; 
fiir Bab. JUI hat das Ass. lui oder lu+nil nach noch nicht klar erkaunten Vertei-

18 LFBD 4,28-30 ina kiminanna mammanni ana mamma[n( ?)] ul ilJabbatti 
qadum biti-ja la amatti "derzeit kaun keiner bei einem anderen ein Darlehen 
aufnehmen; dass ich und mein Haus nur nicht sterben !".  mammanlmammanni 
und ilJabbatlilJabbatti verhalten sich genau analog zueinander. 
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lungsrege1n 19 .  Die Herkunft des Morphems lnil ist noch ungekIiirt 20. lni} kann 
auch stehen, wenn wir virtuell eine KopuIa ansetzen: sa ina tili-ni "der in der 
Stadt ist" 21 .  Insofern iihnelt jnij der PartikeI lit, die ebenfalIs ohne Verbalform 
moglich ist : lit sarrum antiku "ich bin gewiss Konig". 

Als Termini fUr die zwei moglichen und voraussagbaren Formen des Indi
kativs (iprus, iprusu; taprusi, taprusini; iprus, iprusuni) konnte man vorschIagen 
"Indikativ 1 "  und "Indikativ 2" ;  doch empfiehIt es sich mehr, die traditionellen 
Bezeichnungen "Indikativ" und "Subjunktiv" beizubehaIten. Der "Subjunktiv" 
im Nebensatz darf jedoch nicht mehr als ein Modus fiir sich aufgefasst oder -
contradiction in adiecto - als "modus relativus" bezeichnet werden. Auch 
musste auf jegliche Assoziation mit den Funktionen eines SUbjunktivs in anderen 
Sprachen verzichtet werden. 

2. D e  r p o  s i t  i v e A f f i r  m a t i v .  Eine Aussage wird bekriiftigt, sei 
es, um echten oder eingebildeten Zweifel des Zuhorers auszuschalten, sei es, um 
den Inhalt einer Aussage zu beschworen (assertorischer Eid) , wobei etwaige 
Unrichtigkeit der Aussage FIuch oder Strafe nach sich ziehen wurde; Bekriifti
gung kann Erstaunen iiber die eigene Aussage oder die SeIbstverherrlichung des 
Sprechers zum InhaIt haben 22. 

Das Altbab. driickt den Affirmativ der Vergangenheit durch die Basis 
jprusj (Priiteritum) mit vorangesetzter Partikel lit aus. Nur sehr selten steht 
"Subjunktiv" ohne lit 23; s. oben V 14 und 27. DaS Altass. verwendet drei ver
schiedene - frei vertauschbare ? - Formen: a) lit + Basis jprusj oder /parsj 
(Stativ) ; b) lit + Basis jprusj oder jpars/ im "Subjunktiv" ; c) jprus/ oder jpars/ 
ohne lit im "Subjunktiv" 24. 

lit + Priiteritum kann auch noch das modale Verhiiltnis "hiitte sollen" 
ausdriicken 25. Vgl. unter VII 7 fur aj + Priiteritum "hiitte nicht sollen/durfen". 

Der Affirmativ der Zukunft Iautet aB in der 1 .  Person lit aparras/niparras 
oder aber aparrasu/niparrasu ohne lit ; s. V 13 und 28. Bei den BeIegen handelt 
es sich uberwiegend um promissorische Eide; doch war der Affirmativ der Zukunft 
auch ausserhalb des Eides ublich 26. Die 2 .  Person lit tap arras ist zugIeich Sup
pletivform fUr die 2 .  Person des Prekativs. Fiir die 3 .  Person fehlen mit aB 
Belege. Dagegen ist aA lit iparrasu bezeugt 27. 

1m Gegensatz zum Indikativ sind die Mittel, die fUr den positivenAffirmativ 
gebraucht werden, nicht einheitlich. 1m Altbab. scheinen lit und "Subjunktiv" 
einander auszuschliessen. Man darf daraus aber wohI keine weitreichenden 

19 K. Hecker, AnOr 44 (1968) § 79. -uni ist ein diskontinuierliches Morphem; 
denn es kann durch PronominaIsuffix gesprengt werden: sa ikSud-u-su-ni 
"der ihn/den er erreicht hat". 

20 B. Kienast fiihrt uns mit seiner Vermutung, es sei ein nachgestelltes 
Demonstrativum (oben I 3) , in nicht nachpriifbare Vorvergangenheit der Spra
che. 1 . ] .  GeIb, A S  18 ( 1969) 1 07, fiihrt -uni auf pleonastisch gesetzte "Subjunk
tiv"-Eudungen *-u-i zuriick, die durch Gleitlaut -n- getrennt worden seien; 
dann habe sich die Silbe -ni verseIbstandigt .  

21 B. Kienast, Or 29 (1960) 153; K. Hecker (s. Anm. 19)  §79c. 
22 Vgl. Verf. ,  ZA 61 (1971)  214 Anm. 3 .  
2 3  GA G § 185b. 
24 K. Hecker (Anm. 1 7) § 132 a. 
25 GA G § 152 f. 
26 Vgl. lu a-sa-U-im = lit asaUim "ich werde bestimmt Frieden schliessen" 

BaghM 2 S. 55 Nr. 2 r 4'.  
27 K. Hecker (Anm. 19) § 132c. 

Orientalia - 9 
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Schlusse ziehen, da aA lit mit "Subjunktiv" vorkommt. Wichtiger ist die Frage, 
weshalb uberhaupt der "Subjunktiv" verwendet wird. Man hat versucht, ihn 
von elliptischen Siitzen wie " (ich schwore, dass) ich . . .  " oder " (ich will verflucht 
sein, sob aId) ich . . .  " herzuleiten, wo die vollstandige Wendung ja den "Subjunk
tiv" des Nebensatzes erfordern wiirde 28. Eine Beweisfiihrung ist kaum moglich. 
W. Eilers' These (oben I 7) vom spezifisch indikativischen Charakter der Ei
desform ist nur dann vertretbar, wenn man einen Affirmativ nicht als einen yom 
Indikativ verschiedenen Modus ansieht. 

Die formale Ubereinstimmung zwischen dem "Subjunktiv" im Nebensatz 
und dem beim Affirmativ ist womoglich nur scheinbar. Eine Differenzierung 
durch die Intonation ist nicht nur denkbar, sondern sogar wahrscheinlich, wenn 
wir das Eidesprotokoll TIM 4 Nr. 36 mit seiner Hiiufung von irreguliiren ple
ne-Schreibungen von Vokalen betrachten; s. dazu VII 8. 

1m Zusammenhang mit dem positiven promissorischen Eid ist zu erwiihnen 
der elliptische Bedingungssatz summa Iii aprus "wenn ich nicht ge . . .  habe 
(dann will ich verflucht sein)" = "ich werde ganz bestimmt . . . " 29 .  

Fiir den Affirmativ der Gegenwart "ich bin gewiss . . .  ", "ich tue gewiss 
gerade" wurde moglicherweise nur lit mit dem Stativ gebraucht; s. dazu unten XI. 

3. D e  r P r e  k a t  i v (einschl. Kohortativ 1 .  Pl. ) .  Eine Handlung oder ein 
Zustand werden gewiinscht, erbeten, aber nicht befohlen 30: luprus (ass. laprus), 
liprus(it/ii) "ich mochte . . .  ", "ich will . . .  ", "er moge . . .  ", "er solI . . .  " 81; 
s. V IS, 29. Fiir die 2. Person tritt als Supp1etivform der positiven Affirmativ 
lit taparras ein. 

Eine Nebenfunktion hat der Prekativ als Finalis, oft in dem Syntagma 
aqbi-ma lipus "ich habe gesagt, und er solI tun" = "ich habe angeordnet, dass 
er tue". Hier unterscheidet sich das Akkadische von jiinger bezeugten semiti
schen Sprachen (Kanaaniiisch der Amarna-Zeit 82, Arabisch), die einen Subjunk
tiv auf -a als modus finalis gebrauchen 88. 

Der Kohortativ der 1 .  PI. hat eine gesonderte Form (s. VII 4) . Es ist 
nicht ratsam, ihn beim Prekativ einzubeziehen 84; denn er ist nicht nur formal, 

28 W. von Soden, StudSem. 4 (1961) 52 f. (lehnt Ellipse ab) ; K. Hecker 
(Anm. 17) § 132b (positiv) . 

29 GA G § 185g; laut K. Hecker (Anm. 19) S. 221 Anm. 1 und gegen GA G 
185h noch nicht fUr das Altass. be1egt. Fur den wohl se1teneren Fall summa la 
aptaras (Perfekt) s. AnOr 47, Nachtrag zu § 185g. 

80 Es empfiehlt sich, "Prekativ" beizubehalten. "0'p'tativ" (so E. Reiner, 
oben I 6) konnte unerwiinschte Assoziationen mit dem ldg. Optativ erwecken. 

31 Dialekte und literarische Sprachformen, die eine 3. f. Sg. taprus bilden, 
kennen dazu einen Prekativ lit taprus (aA) oder i taprus (W. G. Lambert, Atra
hasis S. 154 ;  A S  16 S. 286 Rs. 23 [i taprik nach W. von Soden, AnOr 47 § 81c]) . 

82 W. Moran, Or 29 (1960) 1-19 und bes. 6-13, uber 'Amarna-Akkadisch' 
iparrasa und iprusa als Reflex von kan. yaqtula. 

33 W. von Soden notiert in GA G § 178c eine in Mari se1ten vorkommende 
Konstnlktion akkima ( = ana kim a) + Priisens "Subjunktiv" zur Darstellung 
fina1er Nebensiitze; s.a. AHw. 477 r. 8. Sollte hier eine amurritische Konstruk
tion zugrunde liegen ? In StudSem. 4 (1961)  52 mit Anm. 43 erwiigt er "echt 
modale Gebrauchsweise" des "Modus re1ativus auf -u" in finalen Siitzen, und 
er zitiert aB Iii tamassu (mit Vorbehalt) sowie Ee 75 f. 

84 Auch das Assyrische hat mit 1. Sg. laprus und 1. PI. lit niprus keine voll
standige morpho10gische Paral1e1e. Das Sumerische verwendet zwar sowohl im 
Sg. als auch im PI. das Priiformativ GA-, differenziert aber moglicherweise bei 
der verbalen Basis (!Jam!u, maru) ; s. Verf., ZA 61  (197 1 )  222-225. 
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sondern auch funktionell anders : Wahrend die 3.  PI. "sie mogen . . .  " zahlen
massig unbegrenzt ist, stellt die 1 .  PI. "wir wollen/lasst uns . . .  " eine inklusive 
Form dar, d.h. eine Form, die ausser dem Sprecher nur Anwesende (oder anwe
send Gedachte) einschliesst 35. 

Die negative Entsprechung zum Prekativ ist der Vetitiv (VII 7) . 
E x k u r s zur Bildung des Prekativs. Vielfach wird angenommen, dass dem 

Prekativ eine Konstruktion lu + Verbalprafix + Basis Iprusl zugrundeliege36; 
das ware eine mit dem positiven Affirmativ der Vergangenheit gleiche Form. 
In vielen Fallen lassen sich die postulierten Lautiibergange konstruieren, in 
anderen dagegen nicht. Begriindbar sind: *lujiprus > *lijiprus > liprus ; 
*lujuparris > *lijuparris > liparris ;  *lu'uparris > luparris; *lujikun > *liji
kun > likun. Dagegen scheinen die folgenden postuIierten Ubergange zweifelhaft : 
*lu'aprus ( >  *luwaprus) > laprus (ass.) bzw. luprus (bab.) ; *lu'akun ( >  *lu
wakun) > lakunllukun. 

Wir miissen fragen, ob die rekonstruierten Formen 112 + . . . berechtigt 
sind. Bei ass. laprus ist eine Analyse als III  + aprus von vornherein wahrschein
licher, und in den anderen Fallen k6nnten die mit prafigiertem l-haltigem Mor
phem gebildeten Formen schon so alt sein, dass sie unserer Analyse nicht mehr 
zuganglich sind. 

4 .  D e  r K 0 h 0 r t a t  i v der 1 .  PI. Es ergeht seitens des Sprechers eine 
Aufforderung an sich selbst einschliesslich einer oder mehrerer anwesender (oder 
anwesend gedachter) Personen: i niprus "wir wollen . . .  ", "lasst uns . . .  " ;  s. V 29. 
Die Form ist, wie iibrigens in allen Sprachen, inklusiv (s. Anm. 35) . Der Kohor
tativ ist Komplementarmodus zum Prekativ (VII 3), mit dem er die Basis (prusj 
teilt. Seine negative Entsprechung ist die 1 .  Person PI. des Vetitivs (VII 7) . 

Der Kohortativ impIiziert nicht immer eine sofortige AuslOsung der Hand
lung; die Ausl6sung kann aufgeschoben werden: " . . .  , dann wollen wir . . .  " 37. 

5. D e r I m p e r  a t i v .  Es ergeht seitens des Sprechers ein Befehl 
oder eine strikte Aufforderung: purus, pursi, pursii; s. V I S .  Der Imperativ 
kommt nur positiv vor. Seine Negation ist die 2. Person des Prohibitivs. Eine 
morphologische Scheidung dieser Art findet sich auch in den iibrigen semitischen 
Sprachen, im Sumerischen, in vie1en indogermanischen Sprachen etc. wieder 38 . 

6. D e r P r o  h i b i t  i v .  Eine Handlung oder ein Zustand werden verbo
ten ("nicht diirfen") oder als vor dem Sprecher selbst unerwiinscht bezeichnet 
("ich will nicht . . .  ") : Iii aparras etc. ; s. V 23. Dabei ist die Form der 2. Person 
zugleich Negation des Imperativs ("du darfst, sollst nicht . . .  " ) . Wenn auch 
Beriihrungszonen mit dem Vetitiv (VII 7) bestehen diirften, ist doch nicht nur 
die morphologische Scheidung klar, sondern auch der grundsatzliche Bedeutungs
unterschied; beim Prohibitiv liegen fester Wille, Macht und Durchsetzungs
vermogen zugrunde, beim Vetitiv dagegen nur der Wunsch. 

35 Sprachen, die bei der 1 .  Person Dual, Trial, Plural die Kategorien in
klusiv und exklusiv formal unterscheiden, bilden den Kohortativ nur mit den 
inklusiven Formen; vgI. G. B. Milner, Fijian Grammar (1956) 53. 

36 VgI. W. von Soden, GA G § SIc;  I. M. Diakonoff, oben I 5; R. Hetzron, 
ISS 14  ( 1969) 4 .  

3 7  VgI. A bE 2,33, 14-16 ina kima inanna eb12rum warki eburim i nillik 
"zur Zeit ist Ernte; nach der Ernte wollen wir gehen" .  

38 Echte negierte Imperative dagegen "geh nicht !",  tiirk. yapma "tu 
nicht !" etc. 
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7.  D e r V e t  i t i v . Eine Handlung oder ein Zustand werden als nicht 
erbeten, nicht erwiinscht bezeichnet; ihr Nichtsein wird gewiinscht, jedoch 
im Unterschied zum Prohibitiv - nicht angeordnet: aj aprus, e taprus etc. ;  
s .  V 26.  Der Vetitiv ist die Negation des Prekativs, mit dem er die Basis 
/prus/ teilt. 

Se1tene Verwendungsweise des Vetitivs liegt vor in Fallen wie aj iblu! 
amelu "niemand hatte iiberleben sollen" GE XI 1 73. Hier zeigt sich, dass der 
Vetitiv von Hause aus in Bezug auf die Zeitstufe neutral ist, wenn er sich auch 
in der grossen Mehrzahl der Fane auf die Zukunft bezieht. 

A n  m e r  k u n g :  Die Negationspartikel /AJ/ hat die Komplementarva
rianten /aj/ vor Vokal und - kontrahiert - re/ vor Konsonant 39 . Altakk. A 
ist daher wohl nicht "ii", sondern defektive Schreibung fiir aj entsprechend 
altsum. A = aj(a) fiir spateres a-a, a-ja "Vater" 40. 

8. D e r  n e g a t i v e  A f f i r m a t i v .  Gemeint ist die Negation des 
oben, VII 2, behandelten positiven Affirmativs. 1m Gegensatz zum Indikativ 
konnen pos. und neg. Affirmativ nicht unter einer Rubrik behandelt werden. 
Sie verhalten sich namlich nicht rein symmetrisch zueinander, etwa in der 
Weise, dass einer Anzahl positiver genau dieselbe Anzahl negativer Formen 
( = Negationspartikel + Positivform) gegeniiberstiinden. 

Der auf die Vergangenheit bezogene negative Affirmativ lautet Iii aprusu 
etc. ; s. V 25. Er enthalt dort, wo anfUgbar, das -u des "Subjunktivs". Das 
Altass. lasst ihn auf -u, -uni oder -ni enden 41. Bei den Belegen handelt es sich 
um negative assertorische Eide. Der auf die Zukunft bezogene negative Affir
mativ ist aB vorwiegend in der 1 .  Person bezeugt : Iii aparrasu / niparrasu; s. V 24 ; 
dgl. im Altass. 42. Seltener kommen 2. und 3. Person vor 43. Es handelt sich auch 
hier fast durchweg um negative promissorische Eide. Aber, wie oben VII 
2 anlasslich des positiven Affirmativs notiert, ist dies wohl nicht die einzige 
Verwendungsweise gewesen. 

Zur Frage der "Subjunktiv"-Endung s. die Diskussion oben VII 2 mit 
Anm. 28. 

Ein wichtiges Beispiel dafiir, dass der Affirmativ nicht allein morphologisch 
gekennzeichnet war, sondern auch in seiner Intonation abwich, gibt der aB 
Text TIM 4 Nr. 36. Hier fallen negative assertorische Eide in grosser Zahl durch 

39 Altass. wird auch vor Vokalanlaut e geschrieben. Ob daraus mit W. von 
Soden, GAG § 81 i, und K. Hecker (Anm. 19) § 77d auf e zu schliessen ist, scheint 
mir nicht sicher. Denkbar ist auch e is-ku-un = ej-iSkun gegeniiber e ta-as-ku
un = e task un. 

40 I. ]. Gelb, MAD 22 ( 1961) 173 f., liest a i-ti-in = ajiddin "ich will nicht 
geben", interpretiert aber a taq-bi "du mogest nicht sagen" nicht weiter. Dage
gen W. von Soden, GAG § 8 1  i "ii iddin", "ii taqbi".  

41  K. Hecker (Anm. 19)  § 1 32b. 
42 Ebd. § 132d. 
43 2. Person aAK Iii tala"amu . . .  Iii tussabu "du sollst gewiss nicht essen 

. . .  , dich gewiss nicht setzen" ; GA G § 185 e-f mit Nachtrag in AnOr 47. Das aB 
Beispiel fUr die 3. Person ist dagegen nicht ganz klar : MAP 43 ( = V A B 5 
Nr. 259) 30-33 S. Iii iturru-ma Iii ibaqqaru mu Nanna . . .  in-pa " S. wird (darauf) 
nicht mitte1s Vindikation zuriickkommen, hat er bei Nanna . . .  geschworen". 
Moglicherweise ist hier kontaminiert aus a) S. ul itar-ma ul ibaqqar (Aussage 
betr. S.) und b) S. Iii aturru-ma Iii abaqqaru mu Nanna . . .  in-pa "S. hat . . .  
geschworen 'ich werde nicht . . .  ' " (Wiedergabe der direkten Rede) . Die 3 .  Per
son ist daher in Tabelle 2 eingeklammert. 
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irregulare Vokal-plene-Schreibungen auf: la ad-di-i-nu (Z. 14), la as-ku-u-nu 
(Z. 18), la id-di-i-nu (Rs. Z. 13' f.) etc. 

Wie der positive kennt auch der negative promissorische Eid die Alternativ
konstruktion als elliptischer Bedingungssatz: summa aprus "wehn ich ge . . .  
habe (dann will ich ver:B.ucht sein) " = "ich werde ganz bestimmt nicht . . .  " 44. 

VIII 

Die Ubersicht ist zweifellos unvollstandig, da sie nur synthetische oder 
mit den Partikeln aj/e, i, la, lit, ul zusammengesetzte Verbalformen berucksich
tigt hat. Eine erweiterte Darstellung ist jedoch erst moglich nach eingehender 
Untersuchung der sonstigen sog. modalen Partikeln wie assurri, minsu, piqat, 
tusa, ullaman u.a. Kurz behandelt seien hier nur noch die Ausdrucksmittel fiir 
den Irrealis. 

D e r I r r e a  1 i s .  Eine Handlung oder ein Zustand werden als nicht 
wirklich, sondern als nur unter bestimmten (noch zu erreichenden oder auch 
nicht mehr erreichbaren) Umstauden gegeben dargestellt: "Ich ginge/wiirde 
gehen, wenn die Sonne schiene" ( =  ich gehe, vorausgesetzt, dass die Sonne 
scheint) ; die Handlung ist noch realisierbar, namlich sobald die Voraussetzung 
(Sonnenschein) eintritt. Dagegen "ich ware gegangen, wenn die Sonne geschienen 
hatte" (ich bin nicht gegangen, da die Sonne nicht schien) ; hier ist die Hand
lung n i c h t mehr realisierbar; wenn die Sonne jetzt noch hinter den Wolken 
hervorkommt, ist es schon zu spat. Entsprechend mit umgekehrten Vorzeichen: 
" ich wiirde nicht gehen/ware nicht gegangen, wenn nicht . . .  " oder mit der 
Abfolge positiv . . .  negativ bzw. negativ . . .  positiv. 

Der Irrealis ist - je nach Sprache mit verschiedenen Mitteln - unter
schieden von der indikativischen Bedings.form: "ich gehe, wenn die Sonne 
scheint" ( =  ich setze voraus: die Sonne scheint; dann gehe ich) . 1m Akkadi
schen ist der haufigste Fall fur den Irrealis ein Bedingungssatz, dessen Vorder
satz mit aB summa-man (gekurzt summan) , aA mit summa-min eingeleitet 
wird, wiihrend der Nachsatz -man (aB) bzw. -min (aA) an einen yom Sprecher 
hervorgehobenen Satzteil anfiigt (Subjekt, Objekt, Pradikat, Partikel) : summan 
inanna beli [sJalim . . .  libbi-man tab "wenn mein Herr jetzt wohlauf ware, dann 
ware ich zufrieden" A RM 1 0,92, 12-14 45. Seltener sind Satze mit durch -man 
bezeichnetem Irrealis, die keine Bedingungssatze sind. 

IX 

Wir versuchen, die oben V-VII behandelten Modi in ein System zu bringen, 
das sich graphisch veranschauIichen liisst. Wir gehen von Indikativ aus und 
stellen fest, dass sich jeweils zwei Schritte vollziehen lassen: 1 )  Von der reinen 
Aussage zur Beteuerung oder zum Wunsch; 2) yom Positiven zum Negativen. 
Nehmen wir die Form aprus(u) als Beispiel : l a) aprus -+ lit aprus, Ib) ul aprus 

44 GA G § 185 g. 
45 Fur das Altass. S. K. Hecker (Anm. 19) § 139; in GA G sind Vorder- und 

Nachsatze von irrealen Bedingungssatzen auf zwei verschiedene Abschnitte 
(§ 162a, 1 52d) verteilt. 



1 .  Sg. 
1 .  PI. 
3. Sg. 
3. PI. 

1 .  Sg. 
1 .  PI. 
3. Sg. 
3. PI. 

2 .  Sg. 
2. Sg. 
2. PI. 

2. Sg. 
2. Sg. 
2. PI. 
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-+ la aprusu; 2a) aprus -+ ul aprus, 2b) lit aprus -+ la aprusu. Graphisch lasst 
sich das so veranschaulichen:  

aprus -+ ul aprus 
t t 

lit aprus -+ la aprusu 

Es folgt eine Gesamtubersicht fiir die Basen fprusj und jparrasj, und zwar dort, 
wo notig, getrennt nach der I .j3. und 2. Person. Nur assyrisch bezeugte Formen 
sind durch nichtkursiven Satz hervorgehoben. 

Das System ist im Ganzen k e i n System privativer morphologischer 
Oppositionen, auch wenn das in Einzelfiillen, wie beim Indikativ, zutrifft. Mit 
anderen Worten, die zu vollziehenden und durch Pfeile angedeuteten Schritte 
kommen nicht grundsatzlich durch den Erwerb eines merkmalhaften Gliedes 
zustande. 

aprus 
niprus 
iprus 
iprusitJa 

lit aprus 46 
lit niprus 
lit iprus 

Pos. Ind. 

sa aprusu 
sa niprusu 
sa iprusu 
sa iprusitja 

Pos. Aff. 

lit iprusitfa 

Pos. Ind. 

taprus sa taprusu 
taprusi sa taprusi 
taprusa sa taprusa 

t 

Pos. Aff. 

lit taprus J taprusu 46 
lit taprusi 
lit taprusa 

Neg. Ind. 

ul aprus 
ul niprus 
ul iprus 
ul iprusitja 

sa la aprusu 
sa la niprusu 
sa la iprusu 
sa la iprusitfa 

Neg. Aff. 
la aprusu 
la niprusu 
la iprusu 
la iprusitJa 

Neg. Ind. 

ul taprus sa la taprusu 
ul taprusi sa la taprusi 
ul taprusa sa la taprusa 

t 

Neg. Aff. 
la taprusu 
la taprusi 
la taprusa 

Tabelle 1 :  Das von aprus ausgehende Modussystem. 

46 Fur aA lit aprusflit aprusujaprusu etc. s. VII 2.  



1 .  Sg. 
1 .  PI. 
3 . Sg. 
3. PI. 

1 .  Sg. 
1 .  PI. 
3. Sg. 
3. PI. 

1 .  Sg. 
1 .  PI. 
3. Sg. 
3. PI. 

2. Sg. 
2. Sg. 
2. PI. 

2. Sg. 
2. Sg. 
2 .  PI. 

2. Sg. 
2. Sg. 
2. PI. 
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Pos. Aft. 
lu aparras J aparrasu 47 
lu nip arras f niparrasu 

Neg. Aft. 

lu apparrasu 
niparrasu 

a iparrasu) 

Prohib. 

la aparras 
la nip arras 
la iparras 

1 35 

la 
(l 
(l a iparrasuJa) la iparrasuJa 

aparras 
nip arras 
iparras 
iparrasufii 

t 
Pos. Ind. 

sa aparrasu 
sa niparrasu 
sa iparrasu 
sa iparrasufa 

Prek·fKoh. 

luprus laprus 
i niprus I ii  n i p r u s  
liprus 
liprusufa 

Imp. 

purus 
pursi 
pursa 

t 
Pos. Ind. 

taparras sa taparrasu 
taparrasi sa taparrasi 
taparrasa sa taparrasa 

t 
Prek. ( = Pos. Aft.) 

lu taparras 
lu taparrasi 
lu taparrasa 

....,.. 

Neg. Ind. 

ul aparras sa lii aparrasu 
ul nip arras sa la niparrasu 
ul iparras sa la iparrasu 
ul iparrasuJa sa la iparrasuJii 

t 
Vet. 

aj aprus 
e niprus 
aj iprus 
aj iprusuJa 

t ,), 
Neg. Aft. Prohib. 

la taparrasu � la tap arras 
lii taparrasi 
la taparrasa 

Neg. Ind. 

ul tap arras sa la 
ul taparrasi sa la 
ul taparrasa sa lii 

e taprus 
e taprusi 
e taprusa 

Vet. 

taparrasu 
taparrasi 
taparrasii 

Tabelle 2 :  Das von aparras ausgehende Modussystem. 

47 Fur aA lu aparrasu s. VII 2. 
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x 

Bei der Basis jptarsj (Perfekt), die wir bisher ausgesparl haben, liegen die 
Verhaltnisse sehr viel einfacher. Das Schema lautet: 

Pos. Ind. 

aptaras, sa aptarsu etc. 

Neg. Ind. 

ul aptaras, sa la aptarsu 48 etc. 

Erst in der mB Zeit beginnen andere Modi auf jptarsj uberzugreifen : lupte!ifJir 
( = lit upte1J!Jir) "ich versammelte" als positiver Affirmativ der Vergangenheit 49. 

XI 

Dagegen sind die Formen der Basis jparsj (Stativ) wieder modal differenziert. 
1 .  Der positive und negative Indikativ sind als vollstandige Konjugations

muster vorhanden. Wieweit die Formen wirklich bildbar waren, hing naturlich 
von der Bedeutung der einzelnen Verben ab 50. 

2 .  Der positive Affirmativ ist aB durch vorangesetztes lit gekennzeichnet 
und formal gleich mit dem Prekativ (XI 3) . Das Altass. bildet ihn dagegen nach 
den beiden mir bekannten Belegen mit den Endungen -u, -ni des "Subjunktivs" : 
lit parsu, parsatini, wobei, wie letztere Form zeigt, lit offenbar nicht verp:B.ichtend 
war 51. Da jeweils Belege fur die 1 . , 2 .  und 3. Person vorliegen, darf man ein 
vollstandiges Konjugationsmuster ansetzen 52. 

3. Der Prekativ stimmt aB formal mit dem positiven Affirmativ (XI 2) 
iiberein. Die modale Bedeutung ist also nur aus dem Zusammenhang zu erken
nen. Obwohl mir ein aB Beispiel fUr die 1 .  Person fehlt, darf man wohl ein 
vollstandiges Konjugationsmuster vermuten 53. Die mB bezeugte 1 .  PI. ware 
nach oben VII 4 konsequenterweise gesonderl als Kohorlativ aufzufiihren. 
Wir ordnen sie in Tabelle 3 jedoch mit beim Prekativ ein. 

4. Der Kohorlativ der 1 .  Person PI. S. XI 3. 
5. Der Prohibitiv ist durch vorangesetztes la bezeichnet. In der 3. m. Sg. 

ist la paris yom negativen Affirmativ la parsu (XI 7) unterschieden, in den 
iibrigen Fallen dagegen gleich gebildet. Mir fehlen Belege fur die 1 .  Person. 
Moglicherweise liegt kein vollstandiges Konjugationsmuster vor 54. 

48 Zu beachten, dass - wenigstens nach dem Befund des Altass. - der 
pos. Indikativ im Hauptsatz bei weitem iiberwiegt; S. K. Hecker (Anm.) § 76, 
bes. f-h. 

49 GA G § 8 1  f. 
50 Die bisher ausfuhrlichste Darstellung des Stativs findet sich bei M. B.  

Rowton, JNES 2 1  (1962) 233-303. Die Mehrzahl der nachfolgenden Beispiele 
verdanke ich seinem Aufsatz. 

51 3. m. Sg. libbi lit mar�u " . . .  ist mein Herz wahrhaftig krank" ;  2. m. Sg. 
qabi'atini "hattest du doch versprochen !" K. Hecker, (Anm. 19) § 132a. 

52 1. Sg. kaspam gamram lit nadnaku "ich habe das ganze Silber bezahlt" 
Rowton (Anm. 50) Nr. 429; 1 .  PI. kaspam lit lJubbulanu "Silber schulden wir in 
der Tat" Rowton Nr. 242; 2 .  f. Sg. pulu1Jtam lit labSiiti "du bist mit einer Aura 
des Schreckens bekleidet" VS 10,214 VI 36; 3 .  m. PI. PN1 u PN2 lit zizit "A und 
B haben geteilt" (Eid) YOS 8,66,25. 

53 1. Sg. lit �abtiik-ma "ich will packen" STT 28 IV 58 (jB) ;  1 . PI. lit jiibiinu 
"wir wollen freundlich sein" (mB) GAG § 81b; 2 .  m. Sg. lit baljiita "du mogest 
gesund sein" ABPh. 96,6;  3. m. Sg. sulum-ka lit dari "dein Wohlergehen wahre 
ewig !"  ABPh. 66, 1 1 ;  3. m. PI. lit $abtit " . . .  sollen sie innehaben" AbB 4,43, 18'. 

54 1. Sg. lii ka��udiiku "ich will nicht festgehalten werden" (aA) TC 3,28,33 
(s. J. Lewy, Or 29 [1960J 2 1 ) ;  2. m. Sg. lii wasbiiti "du sollst nicht herumsitzen !"  
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Pos. Aff. 

lu parsiiku 
*lu parsiita p a r  s a t i n i 
lu parsiiti 
lu paris I ii  p a r s  u 
lu parsat 
lu parsanu 

*lu parsiitunu 
*lu parsiitina 
lu parsu 

*lu parsii 

t 
Pos. Ind. 

parsiiku sa parsaku 
parsiita sa parsiita 
parsiiti sa parsiiti 
paris sa parsu 
parsat sa parsat 
parsiinu sa parsiinu 
parsiitunu sa parsiitunu 
parsiitina sa parsiitina 
parsu sa parsu 
parsii sa parsii 

,), 

Prek. 

(lu parsiiku) 
lu parsiita 

*lu parsati 
lu paris 

*lu parsat 
(lu parsiinu) 
*lu parsiitunu 
*lu parsatina 
lu parsu 

*lu parsii 

,), ,), 
Neg. Aff. Prohib. 

(Iii parsiiku) Iii parsiiku 
Iii parsiita 

(*la piwsiiti) 
Iii parsu Iii paris 
Iii parsat Iii parsat 

(*lii parsiinu) *lii parsanu 
(*lii parsiitunu) 
(*lii parsiitina) 

Iii parsu *lii parsu 
Iii parsii *lii parsii 

t t 
Neg. Ind. 

ul parsiiku sa Iii parsiiku 
ul parsiita sa Iii parsiita 
ul parsiiti sa Iii parsiiti 
ul paris sa la parsu 
ul parsat sa Iii parsat 
ul parsiinu sa Iii parsiinu 
ul parsiitunu sa Iii parsiitunu 
ul parsiitina sa Iii parsiitina 
ul parsu sa Iii parsu 
ul parsii sa Iii parsii 

,), 

Vet. 

e p a r s a t i  
*§ parsati 

*§ parsiitunu 
*§ parsiitina 

Tabe1le 3 :  Das von paris ausgehende Modussystem. 
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6. Der Vetitiv ist nur einmal aA belegt ; la parsati (3. m. Sg.) 55. Koexistenz 
von Prohibitiv und Vetitiv in ein derse1ben Sprachstufe lii.sst sich einstwellen 
nicht beweisen. 

7. Der negative Affirmativ. Er ist wie derProhibitiv (XI 5) durch voran
gesetztes la gekennzeichnet. Mir fehlen Belege fUr die 2.  Person. Moglicherweise 
kein vollstandiges Konjugationsmuster. Die 3. m. Sg. wurde aB mit dem -u des 
"Subjunktivs" geblldet: la parsu 56. FUr die Altass. darf man wohl analog zum 
positiven Affirmativ grundsatzlich Bildung mit dem "Subjunktiv" auf -u, -ni 
erwarten. Mir fehlen aber Belege. 

Alle Stativformen der 3. Sg. und PI. konnen um die komplementar verteil
ten Endungen -am, -nim des Ventivs erweitert werden 57. Auch hier bestatigt 
sich, dass der Ventiv k e i n Modus ist. 

1m Folgenden soll auch der modale Befund des Stativs tabellarisch veran
schaulicht werden. Dabei sind sicher erschliessbare Formen (Analogieschluss 
von m. auf f. oder vom Sg. auf den PI. bzw. umgekehrt) mit Stemchen bezeich
net. Altass. Formen stehen in nichtkursiver Type. Wenn mangels alterer belegter 
Formen auf das mB etc. zuriickgeriffen werden musste, so steht die Form in 
Klammem. 

XII 

Zusammenfassung. Das mit synthetischen Verbalformen allein oder zusam
men mit den Partikeln aj je, i, la, lu, ul (sowie ass. -ni) gebildete Kemsystem 
der alteren akkadischen Modi lii.sst sich grob einteilen nach positiven und nega
tiven Formen sowie nach Aussage, Beteuerung, Wunsch und Befehl. 

Positiv; Aussage (Indikativ VII 1 ) ,  Beteuerung (Affirmativ VII 2), Wunsch 
(Prekativ, Kohortativ VII 3-4), Befeh1 (Imperativ VII 5) . 

Negativ: Aussage (Indikativ VII 1 ) ,  Beteuerung (Affirmativ VII 8) , Wunsch 
(Vetitiv VII 7), Verbot (Prohibitiv VII 6) . 

Manche Modi haben Nebenfunktionen (z. B .  Finalis beim Prekativ), die 
morphologisch nicht eigens bezeichnet sind. 

Das Modussystem ist - mit Konjugationsmustem von verschiedenem 
Vollstandigkeitsgrad - sowohl fUr die pra:figierenden Verbalformen (Tabelle 
1-2) als auch fiir den Stativ (Tabelle 3) ausgebildet. 

Der Indikativ ist bildbar von vier verschiedenen Basen (fprusj, jpaJ."rasj, 
jptarsj, jparsj) , der Affirmativ von dreien (fprusj, jparrasj, jpars/), alle iibrigen 
Modi ausser dem Imperativ von zwei Basen (fprusj 0 d e  r jparras/ und jparsj) 
und der Imperativ schliesslich nur von eine! Basis (fprusj) . D.h. die Modi sind 
temporal und aspektuell voll oder nur beschrankt realisierbar; sie konnen auch 
von Hause aus in Tempus und Aspekt neutral sein. 

CCT 5,3b 6 (aA) ; 3. m. Sg. libbu-su la parid "sein Herz solI nicht zittem" CCT 
4,33b 20 (aA) ; 3. f. Sg. la was bat "sie solI nicht dasitzen" ABPh. 1 39, 13.  

65  2. m. Sg. e nas'ati "du mogest nicht Transporteur sein" CCT 50, 13 .  
56  1 .  Sg. la egaku-ma "ich habe nie gefehlt" V AB 4,276 V 24 (nB) ; 3. m. 

Sg. la watru " . . .  ist bei Gott nicht mehr als . . . " ZA 49, 170 IV 9; 3. f. Sg. 
put-ni la el-le-e-et-ma "unsere Stirn ist nicht rein" Rowton (Anm. 50) Nr. 242 ( = jRAS 1926, 437 Rs. 3, mir nicht zuganglich; R. transkribiert zusammenhan
gend ellet) . 

57 Z. B .  kankunim "sind fUr nich gesiegelt" ;  assum la burrakkum "well es 
dir nicht erklart worden war" ; u . . .  nasunissum "wobei sie fum . . .  bringen". 
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K e i n e eigenen Modi sind der "Subjunktiv" als Variante des Indikativs 
(s. oben VI) und der angebliche "i-Modus" (oben VI Bemerkung 2) . Auch der 
Ventiv, der von jeder priifigierenden Verbalform, vom Imperativ und von der 
3. m. Sg. des Stativs gebildet werden kann, ist k e i n Modus. 

A n h a n g  

XIII 

Wit haben uns oben von Bemiihungen distanziert, die Modi anderer semi
tischer Sprachen bei der historischen Erklarung akkadischer Modi heranzuziehen 
(s. II Ende) . In der Tat sind Vergleiche entweder unergiebig, weil die betreffende 
Sprache kein System mehr hat, das Modi durch morphologisch differenzierte 
synthetische Verbalformen darstellt (und nur so1che kommen bei einem Vergleich 
in Betracht) ; oder der Vergleich wird bei einem konsequent durchgefiihrten 
Versuch ad absurdum gefuhrt, wie unten am Beispiel des Arabischen gezeigt 
werden solI. 

Das A m  u r r i t i s  c h e muss beim Vergleich ausscheiden. Wit kennen 
diese Sprache oder Dialektgruppe 58 fast nur aus Personennamen. Das U g a -
r i t  i s  c h e  unterscheidet bei Verben tertiae vocalis Formen wie y'ny = *yi'nay 
V "er antwortet(e) " von y'n = *yi'ne « *yi'nay) 59. Hieraus erschloss man 
neben yaqtuluJa ein yaqtul. Wenige Beispiele von Verben tertiae alef erlauben, 
zwischen yaqtulu und yaqtula zu differenzieren 60. Der ugaritische Befund iihnelt 
dem arabischen stark auf den ersten Blick. Aber die grosse Mehrzahl der Verbal
formen gibt, da in der Schrift auf Konsonanten endend, ihren Auslaut nicht preis 61, 
so dass uns zu wenig Spielraum fUr die Aufstellung von System und Rege1n 
bleibt 62. Strittig ist auch noch, ob das Ugaritische neben yaqtul- auch yaqattal
gehabt hat 63. 

Das 'Amarna-Akkadisch' der Briefe aus Byb10s liisst einen f r u h k a -
n a a n  ii i s c h e n  Modus yaqtula durchscheinen, fur den W. Moran die Haupt
funktionen a) Wunsch, Befehl und b) Zweck (Finalis) eruiert hat 64. 1m He
braischen sind nur Spuren einer synthetisch gebildeten modalen Differenzierung 
ubrig geblieben 65 .  Das Syrische als Vertreterin der aramiiischen Gruppe kennt 
nur noch ein priifigierendes Konjugationsmuster. Das G e ' e z steht mit seinem 
'Indikativ' ygqattgl und seinem "Subjunktiv" jgqM formal, nicht aber in der 
Funktion dieser Modi, dem Akkadischen nahe 66. 

58 I. ]. Gelb, JCS 1 5  ( 1961) 27-47; W. von Soden, WZKM 56 (1960) 187 f. ; 
59 c. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook ( = AnOr 38, [1965J) § 9.52; vgl. auch 

den mit yaqtul gebildeten Prohibitiv al tl].d (lj:Dw) "freue dich nicht !" .  
60 Ebd. § 9,10 .  
61 Eine Ausnahme ist [jJa-ab�i-ru = yab�iru "er erblickt(e) ( ?) "  in Uga

ritica 5 Nr. 1 53 Vs. 1 ,  einem in bab. Keilschrift geschriebenen, gewiss ugariti
schen Text. 

62 Gordons Oberschrift "Lax Use of Moods" (ebd. § 9. 12) ist bezeichnend 
nicht fUr das Ugaritische, sondern fUr die Unsicherheit der Forscher. 

63 Ebd. § 9.2 .  
64 S. oben Anm. 28a. 
65 G. BeerJR. Meyer, Hebr. Gramm. II ( 1955) 1 1 - 13 ;  B. Kienast, Or 29 

(1960) 162-164. 
66 Vgl. W. von Soden, StudSem. 4 (1961) 41 f. 
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Ein umfangliches und sicher vokalisierbares System bietet das klassische 
A r a b i s c h mit seinem Indikativ yaqtulu, Subjunktiv yaqtula, Jussiv yaqtul 
und Imperativ (u)qtul neben qatala; nicht ganz sicher ist, ob man den Energicus 
yaqtulan(na) ebenfa11s als Modus klassifizieren so11 67• Wenn wir den - eher 
spie1erischen - Versuch machen, die arabischen Formen ins Akkadische zu 
transponieren, so ergibt sich etwa das folgende, freilich cum grano salis zu be
wertende Bild : 

1 .  yaqtulu (Ind., imperfektiv) 
2. mii yaqtulu (Neg. dazu) 
3. qatala (Ind., perfektiv) 
4 .  lam yaqtul (Neg. dazu) 
5. an yaqtula (Subj. als Finalis) 
6. lan yaqtula (Subj. als neg. Aflirmativ) 
7. lii yaqtul (Jussiv als Prohibitiv) 
8. liyaqtul (Jussiv als Prekativ) 
9 .  layaqtulanna (Energ. als Aflirmativ) 

10. qatala (Prekativ) 
1 1 .  lii qatala (Vetitiv) 

iparras, sa iparrasu 
ul iparras, sa lii iparrasu 
iprus, sa iprusu; paris, sa parsu 
ul iprus, sa lii iprusu 
liprus (oder nominale Konstruktion) 
lii iparrasu 
lii iparras 
liprus 
lit iparras 
liprus, lit paris 
aj iprus 

In diesem Bild sind direkte morphologisch-funktionelle Entsprechungen in 
der Minderzahl (4, 8, ge1egentlich 3), und es uberwiegen 'Gleichungen', die mor
phologisch nicht ubereinstimmen. Ein so1ches Bild kann also kaum dazu ermu
tigen, ein am Arabischen orientiertes ' ursemitisches ' Modussystem zu rekon
struieren. Aber auch andere Versuche erscheinen wenig fruchtbar, da ihre Re
konstruktionen unbeweisbar sind 68. Nach wie vor ist das zuruckhaltende Urteil 
C. Brockelmanns geboten, das er 1908 in seinem Grundriss der vergl. Gramm. der 
semitischen Sprachen, Bd. I S. 554, abgab : "Das aber die einzelnen Sprachen in 
den Ausdrucksmitteln fur dieses Modalitaten stark von einander abweichen, so 
lasst sich kein festes System fUr das Ursemitische aufste11en, wenn es auch wahr
scheinlich ist, dass es diese Formen durch vokalische Endungen in den Grund
formen und durch Erweiterung der schon zur Personenbezeichnung dienenden 
Endungen unterschied" . 

XIV 

Verlockend - und vielleicht lohnender - erscheint es mir, einen Blick auf 
jene Sprache zu werfen, mit der das Akkadische uber ein halbes J ahrtausend 
lang in taglicher, lebendiger, ' hautnaher ' Beriihrung ge1ebt hat - das 
Sumerische. Allerdings kann der knappe tJberblick, der hier folgt, nur 
unvolko=en ausfallen, da es noch keine eingehendere Studie zum Modus im 
Sumerischen gibt 69. 

67 Da die Energicusendungen sowohl an yaqtul- als auch an den Imperativ 
(u)qtul antreten konnen, ware moglicherweise das oben II aufgebotene Argu
ment der Unmoglichkeit einer Modushaufung ins Feld zu fiihren. 

68 W. von Soden, "Tempus und Modus im Semitischen", Akten des XXI V. 
10K 1957 (1959) 263-265, rechnet mit ursemitischem Stativ qatijuJal und Prate
ritum yaqtul; zu letzterem wurde em Prasens-Futur entweder als yaqtuJilu oder 
als yaqattal gebildet; je  nach Sprache verschieden kam modale Differenzierung 
hinzu. B .  Kienast, Or 29 (1960), Tabelle S. 166, rekonstruiert auch fUr das Hebr. 
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Fur die Aussage (Indikativ) werden Verbalformen gebraucht, die uber
wiegend mit den 'Konjugationsprafixen' m u - oder i- oder aber olme diese 
mit einem dimensionalen Priifix (b a -, b i-, n a-) anlauten. Negierung ge
schieht durch das Negativpraformativ NU- mit seinen Komp1ementarvarian
ten n u- und 1 a-. Diese Formen konnen durch suffigiertes -a nominalisiert 
werden. Satzen mit nominalisierten Verbalformen entsprechen im Akkadischen 
gewohnlich Nebensatze mit dem Verbum im "Subjunktiv" 70 . 

Positive Beteuerung wird ausgedruckt durch das Praformativ IjE- mit der 
gamtu-Basis : b- e -g a r. Akkadisch entspricht lit aprus, der Affirmativ der Vergan
genheit. Zukiinftiges wird beteuert durch IjE- mit maru-Basis oder moglicher
weise auch durch SA- mit maru. Akkadisch entspricht lit aparras j aparrasu. 

Wunsch: 1 .  Person mit Praformativ GA- (vgl. Anm. 34) ; 2 .  und 3. Person 
IjE- mit maru-Basis: b- e - g a - g a ( - an ) .  

Verbot : Positiver Imperativ (gamtu) ; Prohibitiv vermittels Praformativ 
NA- mit maru- Basis, wobei die 2 .  Person die Negierung des Imperativs 
( = lii taparras) darstellt. 

Negative Beteuerung in der Vergangenheit ; Priiformativ BARA- mit lfamtu
Basis; Akkadisch entspricht lii aprusu. In der Zukunft : BARA- mit maru-Basis. 

Das Sumerische hat ebenso wenig wie das Akkadische eine besondere Form 
fUr den Finalis. Es kann hierfur den Prekativ verwenden; doch uberwiegen 
nominale Konstruktionen LAL--edaj eden. 

Wir sehen auffa1lige und wohl nicht zufallige Beruhrungspunkte zwischen 
dem akkadischen und dem uns bisher fassbaren sumerischen Modussystem. 
Die Obereinstimmung bei der Wahl der Mittel fur den Finalis ist frappierend. 
Schon fruher wurde angenommen, dass akk. lit aprus von sum. b- e - g a r  
beeinflusst sein konnte 72. Wenn nun zwei in ihrer Struktur so grundverschie
dene Sprachen wie das semitische Akkadisch und die agglutinierende Ergativ
sprache Sumerisch enge morphologische und syntaktische Obereinstimmungen 
zeigen, so ist man versucht, auf diese Erscheinung den Begriff "Sprachbund" 
anzuwenden. Damit aber werden Versuche, das akkadische Modussystem allein 
im semitischen Sprachbereich zu verankern, re1ativiert. 

und Aram. yaqtulu, yaqtula und yaqtul. Stark abhiingig von rekonstruierten 
Akzentverhaltnissen sind R. Hetzron, "The Evidence for Perfect *y' aqtul and 
Jussive *yaqt'ul in Proto-Semitic", JSS 14  ( 1969) 1 -2 1 ;  s .  auch oben Anm. 31 ; 
G. Janssens, "The Present-Imperfect in Semitic", BiOr 29 ( 1972) 3-7. 

69 Vgl. vorlaufig, besonders fur die Zugehorigkeit der Basen lfamtu und 
maru zu bestimmten Modi, VerL in ZA 61 (1971) 208 ff. 

70 1. M. Diakonoff nimmt itii:'Anschluss an A. P. Riftin (s. oben I 5) auch 
bei den semitischen auf -u oder -a endenden Modi das Phiinomen der N ominali
sierung an, und zwar unter Verwendung des "Lokativzeichens" -u oder des 
"Lokativ-Objektiv-Zeichens" -a. 

n Vgl. Verf. ,  Heidelberger Studien zum A lten Orient ( 1967) 43-47 mit Kor
rekturen in ZA 62 ( 1972) 25-29. 

72 W. von Soden, GA G § 81 f; A. Poebe1 nahm in seinen Grundzugen der 
sum. Gramm. ( 1923) § 639 umgekehrte Einflussrichtung an, akk. > sum. 
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Ein semitisches · Wurzelworterbuch : 

Probleme und Moglichkeiten 

Wolfram VON SODEN - Miinster 

Anders als fUr die indogermanischen Sprachen gab es fiir die semitischen 
Sprachen bisher kein Wurzelworterbuch, sondern nur Hinweise auf die ver
wandten Sprachen in einigen Worterbiichern fiir die Einzelsprachen, am hau
figsten in den hebraischen Lexika. Das ist um so erstaunlicher, als die Aufga
be, eine vergleichende Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen zu schreiben, im
mer wieder einmal in Angriff genommen wurde, teils von einzelnen wie Carl 
Brockelmann, der ausser seinem grundlegenden zweibandigen Grundriss der 
vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen noch zwei Auszugswerke 
schuf, teils von Forschergruppen wie die neuere Introduction to the Compara
tive Grammar oj the Semitic Languages; Phonology and Morphology von S. Mo
scati, A. Spitaler, E. Ullendorff und W. von Soden (Wiesbaden, 1964) . Offen
bar gelten die Schwierigkeiten, mit denen der Grammatiker sich auseinander
zusetzen hat, als geringer als die Probleme, vor die sich der Lexikograph gestellt 
sieht. Es ist daher an der Zeit, sich wenigstens iiber einige Hauptprobleme 
Rechenschaft zu geben, die der Ausarbeitung eines vergleichenden Wurzelwor
terbuchs ("vgl. Wwb.") der semitischen Sprachen im Wege stehen. 

1960 hat St. Segert in Ar Or 28, 470 ff. einen Aufsatz " Considerations on 
Semitic Comparative Lexicography" veroffentlicht, dessen erster Hauptteil 
iiberschrieben wurde "Past and Future of Semitic Comparative Lexicons" .  
Wir erfahren aus ihm, dass man im 17.  J ahrhundert ein Lexicon pentaglotton 
(von Valentin Schindler; 1612) und zwei siebensprachige Lexika herausgegeben 
hat, unter denen das Lexicon heptaglotton des Edmund Castellus von 1669 mit 
Vorrang zu nennen ist. Die sieben Sprachen, um die es hier geht, sind Hebraisch, 
"Chaldaisch" (-Aramaisch), Syrisch, Samaritanisch, Athiopisch, Arabisch und 
das indogermanische (Neu-) Persisch. Ausser dem Akkadischen waren also 
aIle semitischen Hauptsprachen schon vertreten 1. Seither wurde, soweit mir 
bekannt ist, nichts Vergleichbares unternommen. Den methodischen Ansprii
chen von heute wiirde ein fiinf- oder siebensprachiges Lexikon auch bei Hin
zufiigung einiger weiterer Sprachen ohnehin nicht gerecht werden. 

1970 erschien nun die 1 .  Lieferung eines Dictionnaire des racines semiti
ques ou attestees dans les langues semitiques, das auf dem Titelb1att neben dem 
Verfasser David Cohen auch noch Jean Cantineau nennt 2. Nach dem Vorwort 

1 Mir ist dieses alte Worterbuch in Miinster nicht zuganglich. Ich kann 
daher zur Charakterisierung des siebensprachigen Worterbuchs nichts sagen. 
Ein Neudruck ist geplant. 

2 Das Dictionnaire erscheint im Verlag Mouton in Paris und den Haag. 
Lieferung 1 umfasst XXXIV + 36 S. in 40 und kostet 21 ,  50 Gulden. 
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ging der Gedanke, ein vgl. Wwb. zu schafl'en, von dem grossen Semitisten Mar
cel Cohen in Paris aus, der in den zwanziger J ahren Jean Cantineau fiir diese 
Aufgabe gewann. Cantineau legte eine Zettelsammlung an, gab aber um 1930 
den Plan wieder auf. Erst 1955 nahm D. Cohen den Plan wieder auf und erhielt 
von Cantineau kurzl vor dessen Tod (1956) die bis 1930 erstellten Sammlungen. 
In diese waren nur Wurzeln aufgenommen worden, die sich in wenigstens zwei 
der Sprachen Arabisch ('Arabija), Altsiidarabisch, Ge'ez, Aramilisch (Jiidisch
Palastinisch und Syrisch), Hebraisch und Akkadisch fanden. Cohen hat seit 
1955 diese Sammlungen in mehrfacher Richtung stark erweitert. ( 1 )  wurden 
die seither erschienenen Worterbiicher eingearbeitet, vor allem fiir das Akkadi
sche und Ugaritische. (2) Grundsatzlich wurden alle alten und modernen semi
tischen Sprachen einbezogen, der Wortschatz der modernen Dialekte allerdings 
nur in Auswahl nach bestimmten Gesichtspunkten. (3) Mit vollem Recht wur
den auch Worter, die nur in einer sem. Sprache erhalten sind, aufgenommen; 
denn auch unter ihnen befinden sich viele altsemitische Worter. (4) Die Be
schriinkung auf die eindeutig sem. Wurzeln und Worter wurde aufgegeben. In 
Auswahl wurden auch Lehn- und Fremdworter aus nicht-sem. Sprachen wie 
dem Sumerischen, Iranischen, Hamitensprachen und anderen gesammelt. Un
ter diesen befinden sich ja Worter, die spater ganz in sem. Sprachen integriert 
wurden wie sumerisch m a - 1  a 1].4 "Schiffer" >akk. mala!Jum > arab. malZafi, (dazu 
milafi,a "Schiffahrt" usw.) .  (5) Die Aufnahme von Wanderwortern wie Pflan
zen- und Tiernamen wurde beschriinkt. Ein erganzendes Verzeichnis von auf 
bestimmte Gebiete beschriinkten Bezeichnungen ist fiir spater vorgesehen. 

Als Stichworter wurden nur "Wurzeln" aufgenommen, d. h. Konsonan
tengebilde nach Art der iiblicherweise angesetzten sem. Wurzeln, also z. B .  
fiir das sumer. Lehnwort alimbu "Bison ( ?) "  eine Fiktivwurzel 'lmb. Wenn mit 
denselben Radikalen Worter bezeugt sind, die ihrer Bedeutung wegen nicht 
von derselben Wurzel abgeleitet werden konnen, so werden sie unter demsel
ben Stichwort aufgefiihrt, aber numeriert. Zwei bis sechs Homonyme werden 
oft unterschieden; bei 'lZ sind es zwolf, bei 'mr sogar fiinfzehn. Damit vereinigt 
jedes grossere Stichwort sem. und nicht-sem. Worter manchmal sehr verschie
dener Herkunft. Innerhalb des Artikels werden zuerst die Wurzeln mit ihren 
wichtigsten Ableitungen in den Einzelsprachen aufgefiihrt. Der zweite Tei! 
bringt dann fiir die Wurzeln und Worter, bei denen das angezeigt erschien, 
Literaturnachweise und manchmal auch kurze Diskussionen sowie bei Lehn
und Fremdwortern in der grossen Mehrheit der Fane Hinweise auf die Her
kunftssprache. Die Literaturnachweise konnten natiirlich nur in kleiner Aus
wahl gegeben werden, wobei von Abkiirzungen reichlich Gebrauch gemacht 
wird; das vorlaufige Abkiirzungsverzeichnis umfasst 22 Seiten. Wurzeln, die 
aufgrund der bekannten Lautverschiebungen oder orthographischer Gewohn
heiten in den Einzelsprachen in verschiedener Lautgestalt erscheinen: werden 
in ihrer vermutlich ursemitischen Form aufgefiihrt. Die vergleichende Laut
tabelle auf S. XII gibt die Moglichkeit, abweichende Formen in den Einzel
sprachen wie udn- (ug. und aram.) und uznumJhe . ozen "Ohr" zu u!in(un) unter 
'!in aufzufinden. Damit wird eine grosse Zahl von blossen Verweis-Stichwor
tern eingespart 3. 

3 In der Einsparung von Verweisstichwortern geht das Diet. freilich 
manchmal zu weit. So sucht man unter 'ml vergebens das jiinger-babylonische 
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Bis hierher haben wir nur ganz neutral uber die bisher allein vorliegende 
1 .  Lieferung mit den Stichwortem von ' bis 'tn referiert. Wenn wir nun zu kri
tischen trberlegungen ubergehen, so soll, dem Charakter dieses Bandes ent
sprechend, Einzelkritik nur so weit zu W orte kommen, wie sie zur Erlauterung 
der hier zu behandelnden grundsatzlichen Fragen erforderlich ist. Eine in der 
notwendigen Weise begrundete Einzelkritik wurde nicht weniger Raum ein
nehmen als das Buch selbst und auch die Moglichkeiten eines Einzelnen uber
steigen. Sie wird zweckmassigerweise von den Spezialisten fUr bestimmte Sprach
gruppen jeweils fUr ihre Sprachen vorgenommen, wenn einmal mehrere Lie
ferungen vorliegen werden. Hier konnen nur Fragen von allgemeinerer Bedeu
tung besprochen werden. 

1) Dass ein solches Werk fiir die Alltagsarbeit von Semitisten aller Teil
gebiete dringend erforderlich ist, bedarf keiner besonderen Betonung. Wenn 
dem aber so ist, so durfen die Forderungen an ein vg1. Wwb. nicht zu hoch 
geschraubt werden. Denn, wenn man alle Schwierigkeiten, die vorhandenen 
und nicht vorhandenen Hilfsmittel fUr die Einzelsprachen und den Stand der 
Forschung griindlich und gewissenhaft priift, so kann man eigentlich nur zu 
dem Ergebnis kommen, dass ein vg1. Wwb. heute und in absehbarer Zeit nicht 
geschrieben werden kann. Um nur uber die durch Texte reichlich bezeugten 
Hauptsprachen zu sprechen, so gibt es fUr das Altsudarabische nur Teilglos
sare, und die neuen akkadischen Worterbucher sind noch unvollstaudig. Die 
Worterbucher fUr einige aramaische und abessinische Sprachen lassen viel zu 
wiinschen ubrig. Vor allem aber hat es noch niemand unternommen, die vie1en 
homonymen Wurzeln im Arabischen auseinanderzuziehen und neu zu ordnen. 
Da uberdies, wie immer wieder festgestellt wurde 4, die in die arabischen Wor
terbucher aufgenommenen Angaben der einheimischen Lexikographen von un
gleicher Zuverlassigkeit sind, kann eine in jedem Fall zuverlassige Trennung der 
Homonyme vorlaufig nicht erreicht werden. Nur mit nachgepruften, einwand
freien Angaben wird ein sem. Wwb. heute also fUr keine sem. Sprache arbeiten 
konnen. Einen Grund, ein vg1. Wwb. nicht zu schreiben, kann ich darin ebenso 
wenig sehen wie die lndogermanisten, die fUr manche Sprachen auch mit un
zureichendem und nur hypothetisch zu deutendem lexikalischem Mate
rial auskommen mussen. Es stellt sich allerdings die Frage, ob ein Einzelner 
fUr alle Sprachen zu dem erreichbaren Mass an Zuverlassigkeit gelangen kann. 

2) Ein vgl. Wwb. ist ein Werk der .Lexikographie. Die Frage ist nun, 
wie weit auch bei realistischer Einschatzung der gegebenen Moglichkeiten lexi
kologische trberlegungen die Anlage des Wwb. bestimmen und damit der Ausar
beitung vorausgehen mussen. 1m Vorwort von D.  Cohen ist von solchen trber
legungen kaum die Rede. Auch in den Artikeln ist von einem Nachdenken uber 
grundsatzliche Fragen nicht viel zu spuren. Die Einstellung C.s zu den Proble
men, vor die er sich gestellt sah, ist eine durchaus pragmatische; auf S. IX ist 

ami/elu "Mensch". Nicht jeder wird wissen, dass dieses Wort wegen der alten 
Form awilum unter 'wl 2 aufgefiihrt ist. Auch fUr das unter 'gs/� aufgefiihrte 
arab. ingii� "Birne" fehlt ein Verweis unter 'ng� ; das zugehorige akkad. angas/su 
"Birne" ist uberhaupt nicht genannt. 

4 Vg1. z. B. W. Fischer, Farb- und Formbezeichnungen in der Sprache der 
altarabischen Dichtung (Wiesbaden, 1965) , wo viele einschlagige Angaben der 
Worterbucher korrigiert werden. 
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die Rede von einer Losung der Probleme "de maniere empirique". Grundsatz
lich bejahe ich fUr den gegenwartigen Zeitpunkt die pragmatische Einstellung. 
Ich meine allerdings, dass mindestens ein Nachdenken iiber die Wurzeltypen 
im Semitischen und iiber zentrale Fragen der Wortbildung auch fiir die Ein
zelsprachen unerlasslich ist, wenn man zu einer korrekten Abgrenzung der ho
monymen Wurzeln gelangen und bei der Ansetzung der Grundbedeutung von 
Verbalwurzeln und Nomina nicht dem Zufall ausgesetzt sein will. Was mir da 
besonders wichtig erscheint, solI im Folgenden in der gebotenen Kiirze bespro
chen werden. 

a) Zunachst einmal miissen die zuerst von B. Landsberger festgestellten, 
von den Wortarten zu unterscheidenden Hauptwortklassen des Semitischen beach
tet werden, die ich in GA G § 52 kurz charakterisierl habe. Nur wenn dies ge
schieht, konnen wir wenigstens in der Mehrzahl der Falle die Verbalwurzeln 
von den Nominalwurzeln sondern und innerhalb der Verbalwurzeln die fienti
schen Verben von den Zustandsverben, die als Adjektive auch dekliniert wer
den, unterscheiden. Wenn wir dann weiter fiir die altsemitischen Sprachen auf 
die Nominalformen achten 5 - vgl. fUr das Akkadische GA G § 54-57 - und 
bei den Verben auf die Wurzelvokale 6 sowie beim schwachen Verbum auf die 
Bedeutungsklassen 7, so werden wir zunachst einmal einen Grundbestand an 
sicher semitischen Verbal- und Nominalwurzeln herausstellen konnen, der inner
halb des sem. Wwb, zweckmassig durch eine etwas grossere Drucktype hervor
gehoben wiirde. Dabei ist die in GAG fiir die Nominalformen durchgefiihrte 
Numerierung - I fiir nicht deverbale (Gegenstands-) Nomina, II fiir Adjek
tive bzw. Zustandsverben und III fiir fientische Verben und deren nominale 
Ableitungen - gewiss auch fiir ein Wwb. nicht unzweckmassig, zumal da bei 
einer gleichbleibenden Reihenfolge I, II, III auch ein gleichmassiger Aufbau 
der alle Homonyme vereinigenden Arlikel moglich ware. 

b) 1m Anschluss an den Grundbestand sollten unter IV und V die sicher 
oder sehr wahrscheinlich semitischen Nomina und Verben aufgefiihrt werden, 
die man noch nicht mit einiger Wahrscheinlichkeit den Klassen I-III zuweisen 
kann. Zu diesen wiirden vor allem viele der als Neubildungen a:qzusehenden 
arabischen Worler gehoren, deren Bildungstypen erst ganz unzureichend er-

5 Die sem. Grammatiken fiihren zwar zumeist die Nominalformen auf, 
gehen aber oft auf deren Funktionen nicht ein. Fiir das Arabische geben die 
Worterbiicher bei den Substantiven und Adjektiven sehr zahlreiche Vokalisie
rungsvarianten an. Solange diese nicht untersucht sind - oft mogen Dialekt
formen vorliegen ! -, wird es nicht moglich sein, das Kapitel Nominalformen 
fiir das Arabische ebenso auszuarbeiten, wie es fiir das Akkadische bereits ge
schehen und fiir das Hebriiische ebenfalls realisierbar ist. 

6 Vgl. hierzu J. Aro, Die Vokalisierung des Grundstammes im semitischen 
Verbum (Helsinki, 1964 = Studia Orientalia 31 ) .  

7 Die von B.  Landsberger zuerst beobachteten Bedeutungsklassen beim 
schwachen Verbum sind bisher nur fUr das Akkadische in GAG § 100 fl. ausfiihr
licher dargeste1lt. Einen ganz kurzen Abschnitt "Semantic Categories in "Weak" 
Verbs" konnte ich auf S. 168 f. der auf S. 142 genannten Introduction to the Com
parative Grammar einfiigen. Uber das Wurzelaugment n und das teilweise da
mit wechselnde w habe ich unter Aufliihrung von Beispielen aus mehreren sem. 
Sprachen eingehender gehandelt in meinem Beitrag "n als Wurzelaugment im 
Semitischen" zu Studia Orientalia in memoriam Caroli Brockelmann (Hallel 
Saale, 1968 = Wiss. Zeitschrift der Martin-Luther- Universitiit Halle- Wittenberg, 
Band 1 7, Heft 2/3, S. 1 75-84) . 

Oriemalia - 10 
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forscht sind. Erst danach konnte man dann unter VI in kIeinerem Druck die 
Lehnworter aus nicht-semitischen Sprachen auffiihren, die wegen ihrer Ver
breitung in den sem. Sprachen in ein vgl. Wwb. aufgenommen werden sollten. 
Wenn man auch fiir diese konsonantische "Wurzeln" ansetzen will, um ihre 
Einordnung in das hebraische Alphabet zu erleichtern, so sollten diese "Wur
zeln" etwa durch ein Sternchen deutlich als nur fiktiv gekennzeichnet werden 8. 
Unterbleibt das wie oft in diesem Buch, so entsteht eine vollig falsche Vorste1-
lung von dem moglichen Aussehen semitischer Wurzeln. Ein sem. Wwb. solI 
aber doch gerade auch dazu verhelfen, dass der nachdenkende Benutzer Er
kenntnisse iiber die Gestalt der verschiedenen Typen von sem. Wurzeln ge
winnt. Noch giinstiger unter sprachwissenschaftlichen Gesichtspunkten ware 
iibrigens die Herausnahme der nicht ins Semitische integrierten Lehnworter 
aus dem Hauptalphabet des Wwb. und ihre Verweisung in ein zusatzliches 
Worterverzeichnis. 

3) Wahrend die lautlich korrekte Ansetzung der sem. Wurzeln nur in 
einer Minderzahl von Fallen Schwierigkeiten bereiten diirfte, sind die in einem 
solchen Wwb. zu bewaltigenden semantischen Probleme vielschichtiger. Cohen 
verzichtet bei Verben mit stark verschledenem Gebrauch in den Einze1sprachen 
wie z. B .  'mr - akk. "sehen" ; hebr., aram. und arab. "befehlen" ; ath. a'mara 
"erkennen" - auf die Ermittlung einer Grundbedeutung, aus der man die ein
ze1sprachlich bezeugten Bedeutungen ableiten konnte, und zitiert nur einen 
Vorschlag dazu 9 .  Diese Zuriickhaltung mag man bedauern; sie ist unter den 
gegebenen Umstanden aber doch wohl das Richtige. Oft genug ist j a  selbst 
einzelsprachlich die Grundbedeutung nicht mit Sicherheit feststellbar. Es ist 
auch fraglich, ob wirklich bei allen Wurzeln etwas wie eine kIar umrissene 
"Grundbedeutung" in voreinzelsprachlicher Zeit anzusetzen ist. Eine Folge 
dieser Unklarheit ist, dass wir oft zwischen stark abweichendem Sprachge
brauch bei ein und derselben Wurzel und homonymen Wurzeln nicht sicher 
unterscheiden konnen. Bei Beachtung des oben iiber die HauptwortkIassen 
und die BedeutungskIassen beim fientischen schwachen Verbum Gesagten 
wird man sicher oft weiterkommen konnen als in diesem Wwb. Fortschritte 
in der Durcharbeitung des Lexikons der Einze1sprachen werden bei anderen 
Wurzeln kIarere Angaben ermoglichen. In vielen hundert anderen Fallen wird 
man aber nie mehr tun konnen, als die Angaben der Lexika fiir die Einzelspra
chen zusanunenzustellen. 

Ich habe hier bewusst kein im Niemandsland a.tigesiedeltes Ideal eines 
sem. Wwb. skizziert. Aber auch die Anforderungen, die ich fiir unverzichtbar 
halten mochte, sind so hoch, dass ihnen angesichts der Fiille des Stoffes kein 
einze1ner allein entsprechen kann. Jeder, der ein so1ches Werk plant, sollte 
nach Mitarbeitern suchen, die fiir ihm weniger vertraute Sprachell1 bzw. Dia
lektgruppen die Verantwortung iibernehmen. D. Cohen hat sich ein beschei
deneres Ziel gesteckt und meinte daher, der Arbeit im wesentlichen allein ge
wachsen zu sein, nachdem ihm die Starthilfe von J. Cantineau und M. Cohen 

8 In Lieferung 1 fehlt bei mehreren solcher Fiktivwurzeln jede Kennzeich
nung, so z. B .  bei 'brn (das nur altassyrische abarnium ist von dem Ortsnamen 
A barne abgeleitet ! ) ,  'bsm (abasmu ist ein Lehnwort unbekannter Herkunft) , 
'rj 1 als angeblicher Wurzel von siriisu und tiros usw. 

9 Dieser Vorschlag ist abzulehnen, well das transitive Verbum 'mr nicht 
auf ein Zustandsverbum mit der Bedeutung "sichtbar sein" zuriickgehen kann. 
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zuteilgeworden war. Er hat damit seine Moglichkeiten iiberschatzt. Es gibt 
dadurch in dieser 1 .  Lieferung mehr an vermeidbaren Irrtiimern und Unkor
rektheiten, a1s dem Benutzer lieb sein kann, obwohl C. eine erstaunliche Arbeits-
1eistung vollbracht hat. So erscheint akk. (w)at/lmanum "Heiligtum" ohne 
Querverweise sowohl unter 'dm als auch unter '1m, weil beide Ab1eitungen frii
her einma1 erwogen wurden; auf wtm wird nicht verwiesen. Ebenfalls auf S. 
9b erscheint ein akk. adnat- "parcelle de terrain", das weder CAD noch A Hw 
verzeichnet. Unter 'dn wird he. 'adon "Herr" mit akk. danan- "puissant" ver
glichen (Verwechselung von dannum und dananum) ! 10. Eine Hauptursache 
fUr solche Versehen ist das unkritische Ausschreiben a1terer Literatur, ohne 
deren Angaben mit neuerer Literatur zu vergleichen. Da es offenbar oft nicht 
moglich war, die zu den einzelnen Wurze1n gesammelten Hinweise vor dem 
Druck noch einmal durchzusehen, wird eine Fiille von Literaturverweisen ge
boten, denen nichts zu entnehmen ist. Hierher gehort z. B .  die Liste von akk· 
Lehnwortern im Hebraischen, die H. Zimmern zu KA T 3 (1903), 648 ff. bei
gesteuert hat. Sie entha1t nur ganz wenige Quellenhinweise und ist durch Zim
mern's Akkadische Fremdworter (1917) iiberholt, das seinerseits heute auch 
nicht mehr iiberall ohne Kritik iibernommen werden kann 11. 

Angesichts der nicht geringen Zahl von Fehlern, die, eben well der Ver
fasser allein gearbeitet hat, auch bei den zitierten Wortformen unterlaufen 
sind, wird der Benutzer den Wunsch haben, die Angaben in den jeweils neue
sten Worterbiichern der Einzelsprachen zu iiberpriifen. Hier stosst er nun auf 
die Schwierigkeit, dass er sehr oft nicht weiss, woher die Angaben stammen. 
Denn es fehlt eine Ubersicht iiber die 1exikalischen Hilfsmitte1 (Worterbiicher 
und Glossare) , die fiir die Einze1sprachen verfUgbar sind und benutzt wurden. 
Nicht jeder weiss z. B ., dass er fUr das Soqotri das Lexique Soqotri von W. Le
slau zu Rate ziehen muss. Ein Verzeichnis der benutzten Lexika und Glossare 
sollte daher, nach dem Alphabet der Sprachen geordnet, baldmoglichst nach
geholt werden. 

]eder Lexikograph weiss, dass sein Werk auch bei intensivstem Bemii
hen Mangel aufweist ; er kommt ohne den Mut zum Irrtum, der nicht mit Leicht
fertigkeit verwechselt werden darf, nicht aus. Der Verfasser eines vergleichen-

10 Nur noch einige weitere Korrekturen fUr das Akkadische: Die Neben
form lJajabu zu ajjabum "Feind" ist zu streichen, weil nur einmal in einem Amar
na-Brief bezeugt. - Einen Infinitiv iku (S. 18b) gibt es nicht. - ul (S. 19b) 
ist keine Prohibitivnegation ! - sulu�u "fermer" (S. 21b) gibt es nicht. - Die 
Unterscheidung zwischen der normalen Vokallange (it) und der Kontraktions
lange (u) ist fUr das Akkadische in einem Worterbuch unentbehrlich ! Cohen 
verwendet nur it usw. Zu hebr. ebjon "arm" wurde mein· Artikel in MIO 1 5/ 
1969, 322 ff. iibersehen (zu abijanum in Mari) ; die Wurzel 'bjn ist zu streichen. 

11 9 Literaturverweise zu sum. egal > akk. ekallum "Palast" > hebr. hekal 
usw sind gewiss nicht notig. Bei strengerer Auswahl gabe es sicher weniger Zi
tatfehler ! Aus den Zitaten JA OS 35/1953 und JA OS 35/377 auf S. 18a das 
richtige Zitat JA OS 73 (1953) , 7f. herauszulesen, fallt nicht ganz leicht, wenn 
man vollstandige Serien der Zeitschriften nicht zur Verfiigung hat. Auch Namen 
sind mehrfach verschrieben. Wenn wenig bekannte Arbeiten wie z. B .  Noard
trij, Het Hebr. Voorzetsel 'l (S. 19b) zitiert werden, sollte die ]ahresangabe nicht 
fehlen, da ohne sie das Buch schwer zu beschaffen ist. Schliesslich sollte auf die 
Abkiirzungen geachtet werden. Nach dem Verzeichnis steht Emp. nur fUr 
Empire. Tatsachlich wird es aber anstatt und neben empr. auch ofter fUr em
prunt Entlehnung gebraucht. 
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den Worterbuchs ist der Gefahr zu irren noch viel ofter ausgesetzt. Angesichts 
des etwas enttauschenden Ergebnisses der vieljahrigen Bemiihungen D. Cohen's 
habe ich den Eindruck, dass er nicht nur iiber die Grundsatzfragen zu wenig 
nachgedacht hat, sondern auch sich selbst gegeniiber zu wenig kritisch war. 
Er hatte sonst merken miissen, dass sein urspriinglicher Plan seine Krafte iiber
stieg. Vie1leicht hat er es inzwischen erkannt und zogert daher mit der Ausgabe 
der 2 .  Lieferung. Ich wiirde es sehr bedauern, wenn er etwa nun den Mut zur 
Weiterarbeit verlieren wiirde. Aber ich meine, dass es unerlasslich ist, die Ar
beit jetzt ganz neu zu organisieren. Die Gewinnung einiger fiir die verantwort
liche Betreuung bestimmter Bereiche vorgebildeter und interessierter Mitar
beiter ist vordringlich. Mit ihnen zusammen miisste das gesammelte Material 
kritisch durchgesehen, gesichtet und unter Beriicksichtigung der Erkenntnisse 
iiber die Hauptwortklassen neu geordnet werden. Da eine vollstandige Erfas
sung des in den einzelsprachlichen Worterbiichern enthaltenen Materials oh
nehin nicht moglich ist, sollte auf die Aufnahme von Wortern unsicherer Lesung 
und von fragwiirdigen Deutungen nicht zuletzt auch in den arabischen Wor
terbiichern ganz verzichtet werden. Damit wird viel Zeit gespart, die dann fUr 
die bessere Durcharbeitung des iibrigen Materials und eine iibersichtlichere 
Gliederung der Artikel zur Verfiigung stande. Sicher konnte man auch aus 
den vorliegenden indogermanischen etymologischen Worterbiichern methodisch 
einiges lernen 12 . Ich meine, dass bei Zusammenarbeit einiger Semitisten mit 
verschiedenen Schwerpunkten das Werk in nicht allzu langer Zeit zum Ab
schluss gebracht werden konnte, einem Abschluss, der die vielen Benutzer 
und nicht zuletzt auch David Cohen selbst, dem wir fUr seinen Mut, zu 
beginnen, zu aufrichtigem Dank verpflichtet sind, zufriedenstellen kann. Dazu 
eine kleine Hilfestellung zu geben, ist das Hauptanliegen der Uberlegungen 
zu einigen ausgewahlten Fragen, die ich hier vorgetragen habe und zur Diskus
sion stelle. 

12 Das neueste ist J. Pokorny, I ndogermanisches etymologisches W 6rter
buch (Bern-Miinchen, 1959-69) , dessen erster Band nach den rekonstruierten 
ur-indogermanischen Formen geordnet ist; Band 2 enthalt die Indices fUr die 
Einzelsprachen. Altere Werke sind dort genannt. 
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This contribution is based on a co-operative work of both authors. The 
first has provided the lexical material, and has presented general information 
and a description of the lexical material used. The second author worked out 
a program for the computer and proved its validity and usefulness. 

1. Preparation of the Material for the Comparative Dictionary 
of Semitic Languages 

Professor Ignace Jay Gelb to whom this contribution is respectfully dedi
cated was always very much interested in innovative methods in linguistics. 
With his understanding, advice, support and active participation, he stood at 
the very beginning of some new applications of mathematics and of computers 
for linguistic purposes which developed eventually into very important fields 
of research. The project of the Comparative Dictionary of Semitic Languages 
enjoyed the interest of Professor Ge1b since 1960. The participation of the 
author on Professor Gelb's Amorite project 1 in 1966 provided the opportunity 
to discuss some theoretical devices for the dictionary project. 

The unavailability of complete modern dictionaries of the Semitic languages 
has limited this project to the Northwest Semitic group consisting of so-called 
Canaanite and Aramaic languages 2. Work on the project was undertaken on 
behalf of the Oriental Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy in Prague, 1960-
1968. The initial methods for computer processing were developed in close 
co-operation with Miro Valach, then research fellow of the Institute for Com
puter Research in Prague. The pilot project was programmed by Leos Capka, 

1 Cf. report by Joyce Bartels, Resume of Prof. Segert's section of project 
2BQ003 accomplished at the UniverSity of Chicago, April-October 1966. 

2 Cf. "Considerations on Semitic Comparative Lexicography I-II",  ArOr 
28 (1960) 479-487; "A Preliminary Report on a Comparative Lexicon of North
West Semitic Languages",  Trudy dvacat'pyatogo meldunarodnogo kongressa 
vostokovedov, 1, (Moskva 1962) 383-385. 
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programmer in the Computation center INORGA in Prague for the IBM 1410 
computer, and was completed May 17,  1967. More than 3000 lexical items from 
Old Aramaic dialects, Ya'udic, Early, Imperial, Biblical, were processed at 
that time 3. 

This lexical material was arranged according to three criteria. The first 
listing showed the material arranged according to tri-consonantal roots, while 
the words not adapted to the tri-consonantal nominal and verbal patterns were 
put aside. The second arrangement was according to nominal and verbal 
patterns. The third, according to the meaning, was done simply by setting 
the Latin equivalents of the Semitic words into alphabetic order. While the 
arrangements according to the roots and the patterns fulfilled the requirements 
of the project, the arrangement according to the alphabetic order of the Latin 
equivalents was considered provisory, to be complemented by a more satisfac
tory classification according to the meaning of the Semitic words. 

Further stages of the dictionary project are now being carried out at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. The lexical material from Syriac and 
other East Aramaic languages is being prepared for computer processing. 

The Comparative Dictionary project is based on existing dictionaries of 
the individual Semitic languages. The meanings of the Semitic words were 
transferred from these sources except in a very limited number of cases. For 
practical reasons, if more than one equivalent was indicated in a dictionary it 
was necessary to select only one. The selection was in many respects affected 
by subjective considerations. In some cases a meaning which appeared to be 
fundamental, and from which the other meaning could be derived was selected, 
while in other cases the meaning which was indicated as most frequent by a 
dictionary or by a concordance was entered. Also, it was possible to use only 
one Latin equivalent for a Semitic word. In isolated cases, when the meanings 
appeared to be too disparate, they were entered together with the Semitic word, 
as two different items. 

Latin was chosen as the language for the equivalent words for more than 
one reason. The Semitic languages contained in the Comparative Dictionary 
are attested from Antiquity and from Early Middle Ages. Latin as a language 
contemporaneous to them is quite suitable for espressing the meaning of the 
words. The Latin words with their well discernible affixes and prefixes are 
not so equivocal. If English words were used, some additional information 
would be necessary. The structure of Latin words proved also very convenient 
for the semantic analysis, even though this was not planned in the beginning 
of the project, 

The classification of words according to their meaning was used for practical 
and paedagogical purposes since Antiquity 4. J. Amos Comenius arranged the 
concepts of Latin in his Janua Linguarum which since 1 631 served as a conven-

3 Cf. "Tendenzen und Perspektiven der vergleichenden semitischen Sprach
wissenschaft", Studia Orientalia in memoriam Caroli Brockelmann - WZ der 
M artin-Luther- U niversitiit, H alle-Wittenberg, 17 ( 1968) 167 -173; "Hebrew 
Bible and Semitic Comparative Lexicography", Congress Volume Rome 1 968 
(SVT 1 6) ,  pp. 204-2 1 1 ;  "Die Arbeit am vergleichenden Worterbuch der semi
tischen Sprachen mit Hilfe des Computer IBM 14 10", XVII. Deutscher Orienta
listentag, Vortrage, Teil II, 1969 (ZDMG, Supplementa I) , pp. 714-717. 

4 Cf. F. Dornseiff, Der deutsche Wortschatz nach Sachgruppen (Berlin 19544) ,  
pp. 29-33. 
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ient textbook for more than two hundred years 5. Words are arranged accord
ing to the areas of meaning in which they are used in the' Lexicon of German 
by F. Dornseiff 6. A similar system presented by R. Hallig and W. von Wart
burg is based on French, but was conceived to be used also for other languages 7. 
English words were classified by P. M. Roget. His Thesaurus 8 has the advantage 
that within the areas of use the words are also classified according to the cate
gories of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The use of this method in the 
area of Semitics has been limited to lists of words of Biblical Hebrew compiled 
for elementary paedagogica1 purposes 9. The arrangement of the words ac
cording to the meaning was also applied is selective comparative dictionaries, 
for the Indo-European languages by C. Buck 10 and for Semitic languages by 
P .  Fronzaroli 11. This method corresponds in principle to the modern linguistic 
concept of word fields or semantic fields 12. The other methodical approach uses 
the analysis of the function of words in the sentence 13. 

For application to the Dictionary Project, neither of these two existing 
approaches seemed fully satisfactory. The basic framework of the extant 
conceptual dictionaries can be used, while a more systematic classification of 
the meanings could be interpolated. The recent work in componential analysis 
frequently hints to a systematic characterization of the meaning of words but 
none of the proposed methods seems to be suitable for digesting large quantities 
of lexical material. Further, these methods were developed and tested on 
limited and somewhat intentionally selected sections of lexicon. Neither ap
proach seems to lend itself easily to computer processing. 

The selection of Latin as the Language for the equivalents proved advan
tageous, because Latin words have many clearly discernible prefixes and affixes 
conveying a semantic message 14. These morphemes were therefore used for 
classification of meanings. There was of course an obvious danger to be avoided: 
the technique must not present a componential analysis of Latin words but 
rather use the structure of Latin words to devise some generally valid criteria 
for the classification of concepts. 

5 J anua linguarum reserata, s.l . ,  ( 1631) ; Orbis sensualium Pictus, (Nfunberg 
1658) ; d. Orbis Pictus, ed. H. Jarnik, (Brno 1929) . Cf. Dornseiff, op. cit. ,  p. 34. 

6 Dornseiff, op. cit. 
7 R. Hallig - W. von Wartburg, Begritfssystem als Grundlage fur die Lexi

kographie (Berlin 1952) . 
8 Roget's International Thesaurus (New York 1962) . 
9 E.g., J. Weinheimer, Hebriiisches Worterbuch in sachlicher Ordnung. 

(Tiibingen 1918) .  
10 C. D .  Buck, A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo

European Languages (Chicago 1949) . 
11 P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico, I-VI", ANLR, ser. 

VIII, 19, 5-6 (1964) 1 55-172, 243-280; 20, 3-4 (1965) 135-150; 20, 5-6 (1965) 
246-269; 23, 7-12 (1968) 267-303 ; 24, 7-12 (1969) 285-320. Cf. also P. Marrassini,. 
Formazione del lessico dell'edilizia militare nel semitico di Siria, Quaderni d� 
Semitistica, 1 (Firenze 197 1 ) .  

12 Cf. e.g., J. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, (Cambridge 
1969), pp. 429-433, 488; d. also pp. 470-481,  489. 

13 Cf. e.g., J. J. Katz and J. A. Fodor, "The Structure of a Semantic Theo
ry", in J. A. Fodor and J. J. Katz, eds., The Structure of Language (Englewood 
Cliffs, 1964), pp. 479-518. Cf. U. Weinreich, "Exploration in Semantic Theory", 
in Th. A. Sebeok, ed., Current Trends in Linguistics, Vol. III, Theoretical 
Foundations (Den Haag 1966), pp. 395-497. 

14 Cf. e.g., V. Pisani, Grammatica latina storica e comparativa (Torino, 19522) , 
pp. 88-1 36, 229-244. 
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The final listing of semantically relevant Latin affixes and prefixes used for 
the project was based on a complete list of Latin words arranged in both pro
gressive and retrogressive alphabetic order by O. Gradenwitz 15. 

A computer program was written to extract the prefix and affix from 
the equivalents and sort material according to these forms. The program 
developed by Mr. Hall was initially tested on the material selected from the 
letter b of the Syriac Lexicon 16. The Latin equivalents representing this set 
can be considered a random selection from the view-point of the Latin lexicon. 

The program handled successfully the great majority of the Latin words. 
It appeared that the prefixes were not so important semantically, but it was 
necessary to isolate them in order to come to the core of the word. The affixes 
were characterized as bearers of relevant semantic information and with their 
help it was possible to classify the overwhelming majority of the nouns and many 
verbs. Some secondary phonetic changes in Latin obliterated or confounded the 
original forms of the morphemes, but even here it was possible to use the secon
dary forms for their identification, e.g. -sus and -sio as variants of -tus and -tio. 
Of course, for homonyms and for some cases where the morphemes appeared 
identical with some unrelated ones (e.g.,  de-mens looks like a participle on -ens) 
it was necessary to make some manual corrections on an individual basis. 

In general, the program developed by Mr. Hall proved to be a very helpful 
tool for semantic classification of Latin words. It enables classifications accord
ing to characteristics of affixes and prefixes. It also isolates the core of words 
for further analysis and classification 17. 

The analysis of the cores remains as a further task. Some criteria used 
successfully in the above-mentioned conceptual dictionaries will be applied 18. 

II. Sorting Lexical Material According to the Meaning 

A computer-aided technique has been developed which can assist linguistics 
in generating semantically ordered vocabularies of natural languages 19. Given 
an arbitrarily ordered list of words defined in terms of a word from an interme
diate language, a PLjI program will sort suffixes, prefixes, root forms, and special 
keys to arrive at a "concept ordered" dictionary. 

By definition a concept ordered dictionary is a semantically arranged, 
one-dimensional list containing the words from the vocabulary of a particular 
language. Since words are only arranged, not translated, the exact meaning 
of the word is not important to the classification program. However, the mean-

15 O. Gradenwitz, Laterculi vocum Latinarum (Leipzig 1904) . 
16 According to C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, (Halle, 19282) . The 

key-punching was done by D. Cargille, graduate student at U.C.L.A. 
17 Only after finishing the draft of this article, the authors got the infor

mation about a similar project; C. Dudrap and G. Emery, "Sorting the French 
vocabulary according to word endings", in R. A. Wisbey, ed., The Computer 
in Literary and Linguistic Research (Cambridge 1971 ) ,  pp. 87-92. 

18 The author expresses his thanks to Professors of the Department of 
Computer Science at U.C.L.A., M. A. Melkanoff (Chairman) , W. ]. Karplus 
and A. Svoboda for providing the opportunity for cooperation. 

19 ]. R. Hall, A System for Automatic Classification of Lexical Material, 
Master Thesis, UCLA Library, 1972. 
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ing relative to other words must be derived. Fortunately the problem can be 
reduced, since in a comparative dictionary words with the same grammatical 
usage must be clustered together. The arrangement according to relative mean
ing must be performed within these clusters. Analysis of affixes and prefixes 
of Latin words can usually determine their correct grammatical usage. By 
sorting the Latin words according to the word forms with a computer program, 
a large portion of the work needed to produce a comparative dictionary can be 
completed. 

Lists of all possible prefixes and endings must be prepared and entered into 
the program as data. These lists will accomodate the segmentation algorithm 
which examines each word for prefix and ending. To locate a prefix the pro
gram examines a word character by character from left to right. A list of pre
fixes is searched also. The longest string of characters in the word which has 
an entry in the prefix list will be used as the prefix. Similarly, a suffix list is 
searched and the longest string of characters starting from the last character 
of the word and going right to left will be used as the suffix. A suffix or a pre
fix may not necessarily be found. The core of the word is the character string 
bounded by the prefix and the suffix. A special character (%)  if found in the 
character string delimits the word core boundaries in special cases. 

Prefix and ending lists need only be prepared once. Since less than one 
hundred fifty items were needed for this project, the amount of effort to prepare 
the lists was relatively small. 

Once segmentation is correctly performed on all the equivalent words, they 
can be sorted according to the suffixes to obtain clustering according to gram
matical usage. Now semantic assortment must be started inside each cluster. 
By alphabetically sorting the cores within these groups it is possible to gain even 
more semantic resolution because all words with the same cores will be grouped 
together. Another level of sorting on the prefix will slightly improve the or
dering. 

A "classification key" is a character string which is associated with a par
ticular word in the lexical material. It does not necessarily apply to the Latin 
equivalent, for it is used to relate semantic data to the source word. A "clas
sification value" is used in the same way as a classification key, but it is always 
a numeric character string representing a positive integer value. The keys and 
values are used as sorting information and they are the means by which relative 
meanings between words are specified to the program. Every word in the vo
cabulary to be analyzed is represented by at least one equivalent word in the 
intermediate language, a set of classification keys, and a set of classification 
values. 

The classification program is used in the following manner to generate a 
comparative dictionary. The lexical material containing the source vocabu
lary, equivalents, prefix list, and the suffix lists are read into the program from 
punched cards. 

First, a listing of all words in the vocabulary according to the alphabetical 
sequence of the language is obtained. The program can sort according to the 
alphabetical sequence of any symbolic language. At the same time, the seg
mentation results on the equivalent words are checked. Corrections to the 
input data can be made before the next run. Next, the classification program 
is employed again to obtain a sorting based on endings, bases, and prefixes 
resulting in the clustering of words with respect to grammatical usage. Next, 
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keys and values are added to the results of the last run to obtain more special
ized sortings until the desired concept ordered listing is produced. Finally, the 
program can produce "comparison keys" which will summarize the key-value
ending classifications already available. When more than one comparative 
dictionary exists, the comparison keys can be used in additional procedures 
which will correlate word content with word forms among the languages. 

The lexical classification system was implemented on an IBM 360 Model 91 
operated by Campus Computing Network at UCLA. The URSA MINOR 
system was used to submit remote batch jobs. URSA's on-line editor was 
used to modify both input and output data sets. 

A single batch program was developed to interpret the input data supplied 
by the linguist, translate the special characters of the foreign words, segment 
the meta language word and control sorting. This program will be referred to 
as ALEXIA, Automatic LEXIcal Analysis. The ALEXIA program was 
written in PL/I (F) . A copy of the complete program is available from the 
author upon request. The PLjI language was chosen because the input/output 
and character manipulation features of the language were particularly suitable; 
the PL/I system sort package was used for the sorting operations. 

A description of a program's input and output is usually helpful in describ
ing its primary operations. A single punched card was used for each Syriac 
word. Each card contains a Syriac word expressed in a substitution alphabet, 
one or two Latin equivalents (punched in the standard alphabet) and a set of 
comparison keys which relate special meaning to the Syriac word. Fig. 1 shows 
a small sample of typical Syriac data. The first two columns coded the usage 
of the verbs. The eighteenth column was used to code the root type of some of 
the Syriac words. Alphanumeric codes were added by the linguist in order to 
furnish additional information about certain Syriac words. The codes may 
also be used by the classification program as supplementary sorting information. 

There are primarily two outputs from the ALEXIA program. The prin
cipal output is a listing of the sorted Syriac words and their equivalents. The 
listing contains cross-referencing information, the results of the segmentation 
precedure, and semantic information corresponding to the meanings of the 
suffixes and classification keys. Fig. 2 shows a sample of some classified words 
sorted according to the suffixes of the Latin equivalents. The second output 
is a file consisting of Syriac words and their equivalents sorted in the same way 
as the listing and placed on a data set with the exact format as the input deck. 
This second output file can be saved for additional passes through the ALEXIA 
program. 

ALEXIA performs the following functions: 

a) Interpret user commands 
b) Interpret and store data items 
c) Decifer user's alphabet and alphabetical sequence 
d) Derive prefixes and suffixes from source words 
e) Interpret alphanumeric keys and integer values 
f) Perform sorting on the basis of a simple SORT BY statement 
g) Output page headers, user comments, program limitations, sorting 

option summaries 
h) Output classified words to an on-line data set for subsequent modifi

cation. 
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MBA2D Qo:N% T QUALIFICATIO 
BA2Do: Q INVESTIGATOR 
BU2Do: Q EXPECTATIO 

__ ��� ______ � ____ J;t ______________________________________ �����!g�� _____________________ _ 
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B D" 0 REPARATURA 
Bo: D* Q REPARATOR 

2 1 B  D Q REPARO 
l I B  DA R SPARGO 

._--._-----.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B D R DISPERSIO 
Bo: D* R CUPEDIA . SPARGENS 

---------------------------_.----------------_.--.------------------------------------------.------------.----------

B DY R % T DISPERSUM 
l3B D R DISPERSUS-S 
2 1  B D R DISPERGO 

BU2Do: R DISPERSIO • _________________________________________________________ w __________________________________________ • _____ • _______ _ 

MBA2D R % T DISPERSIO 
23B D R DISSIPATUS-S 

-----------------------------------.-_.-------------------------_.---._-----------_.--------.-----.--------.------.-

13BA31A H ANXIUS-S 
BU3 l o:  H ANXIETAS 

SYRIAC 
WORD 

LATIN 
EQUIVALENT 

t--------________ t_ SPECIAL KEYS 

<111---1 

QUALIFIED 
EQUIVALENT 

Fig. 1 .  - The lexical input to ALEXIA contains on each card a word from the 
source language, an eqUlvalent phrase in the metalanguage, and a set of charac
ters with special meanings. 

Work under the comparative dictionary project resulted in the develop
ment of a general computer program which classifies lexical material The 
program produces arrangements of words from a language according to their 
relative semantic values by applying techniques which derive and examine the 
prefixes, roots, and suffixes of the words. In addition, a method by which the 
linguist can develop his own encodings, relate semantic information to them, 
and use them as a basis for classifications was developed and was a significant 
contribution. 

Automatic classification based on Latin words produced clusters of words 
into semantically-related groups. A computer-aided modification and rerun 
scheme was used to refine these groupings into a concept-oriented structure. 
The actual conceptual framework was not defined by the program but rather by 
the user through his manipulation of the input data and the control language. 

An interpretive control language was developed for the program to promote 
generality, flexibility, readability and convenience. As a result the system is 
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INPUT 
RECORD 
NUMBER 

SYRIAC 
WORD 

DESIS TO 

LATIN I 
EQUIVALENT 

VERB 

... 

ITERATIVE 

SUFFIX 
MEANING 

I- ENDING SET 
MEANING 

MEANINGS OF 
KEYS 

(NOT SHOWN) 

Fig. 2. - The classified words are listed showing the meanings of the ending set and ending of the equivalent 20. 

20 In DESISTO the iterativity is expressed by repeating of S(I), but incidentally the mechanical analysis gives the 
right characteristic. 
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quife general with respect to what languages can be examined even for a variety 
of alphabets and word forms. The technique is limited, however, to alphabetic 
languages where words are constructed from the symbols of an alphabet. 

The compilation and examination of words from the vocabulary of even a 
small dialect inevitably involves a large volume of data. Up to ten thousand 
words might eventually be classified for certain languages in the project. 
ALEXIA was designed to minimize data volume problems to the user. The 
program makes use of on-line disk storage while the lexical data can be scanned 
and modified from a remote CRT terminal. 

A 300 Syriac word test case proved the feasibility of the techniques used. 
In fact, the results of the automatic segmentation were better than expected. 
From 4 percent to 8 percent of the Latin words required special attention from 
the linguist. The reiteration method along with the key and value sorting items 
have proven to be quite useful in achieving final classifications, while the restrict
ed key concept enables the linguist to try new encodings and to handle special 
cases without programming changes. The general features of free format input, 
interpretive control language, user documentation facilities, controlled selection 
of data, and the sorting statement all make the system very user-oriented which 
should prove to be the system's greatest advantage. 

ALEXIA is not a concept ordering system in itself. Rather it is a tool 
which provides a number of features to assist the linguist in classifying lexical 
material. Thus, the linguist will supply the means and the information neces
sary to achieve his goal. This computer-aided approach to linguistic problems 
clearly separates the linguistic analysis from the programming yet it brings the 
linguist truly closer to utilizing the full capabilities of the computer 21. 

21 The authors will gladly provide more detailed information about this 
project. Their addresses are : S.  Segert, Near Eastern Languages, University 
of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, and ]. R. Hall, 1808 Spreckels Lane, 
Redondo Beach, CA 90278. 
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Problems of Translation 

Edmond SOLLBERGER - London 

The Italian saying, "traduttore, traditore", most aptly sums up the dif
ficulties, and dangers, of that particular literary exercise, the rendering of a 
given text into a different language. Yet if most people agree that there are 
indeed "untranslatable" pieces (poetry is the common example), few would 
adtnit, or even realize, that there is scarcely a text susceptible of impeccable 
translation. By "translation", of course, I do not mean the mechanical substi
tution of, say, English words for the corresponding French words. It is more 
than the mere meaning of words or even sentences that "translation" implies. 
The good translator must offer, beyond the superficial meaning, the "true" 
meaning, the style, the mode of thinking of the translated author which is, 
in fact, conditioned by his philosophical and cultural environment. This, ob
viously, cannot be pushed to its extreme consequence for it could only result 
in a simple refusal to translate. The words pain, or maison, or d6jeuner, conjure 
up certain pictures in the mind of a Frenchman which are quite different from 
the pictures brought to the mind of an Englishman or a German by the corre
sponding words bread, house and breakfast or Brat, Haus and Fruhstuck. Indeed, 
when a Frenchman wants to convey the image evinced by the English break
fast he uses, in French, the English word. Conversely, an Englishman will say 
French bread, which, however, cannot be retranslated pain franyais, such a trans
lation, albeit "correct", being meaningless (and in any case French bread de
notes only a certain type of French bread). Clearly, unless one wishes to be 
facetious, or ridiculous, one cannot but translate pain by bread or Brat. Sitnilar 
examples pertaining to loftier planes could easily be found. The main point is 
that the translator's faithful rendering of all aspects of the foreign language 
cannot be achieved at the expense of the corresponding features of his own 
language. In fact, the main characteristic of a good translation is that it does 
not sound like a translation at all. The translator must simply try to rethink 
his text and re-express it in a different language. 

In the case of Sumerian, and even Akkadian, the problems confronting 
the translator are, of course, considerably bigger; for here, we not only deal 
with foreign languages, we deal with an allen, and for all purposes dead, culture . 
We have not only to cope with words which, especially in Sumerian, are only 
too often just words: we also have to penetrate modes of thinking which we 
cannot really hope fully to understand. The Sumerian verbal phrase SU ti, for 
instance, is usually translated "to receive", mainly because its Akkadian equiv
alent is lequ. If we analyse the phrase, however, we find that the literal mean
ing is "to bring the hand near" and precisely because it is the literal meaning 
of the phrase, and we aim at "good" translation, we shall put "he received a 
mina of silver" rather than "he brought the hand near a mina of silver".  The 
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latter, however, might well be thought a better translation since it would show 
that the Sumerian expression of the concept "to receive" was not synthetic 
but analytic. Yet if by translating "he received" we may not be doing full 
justice to the Sumerian, at least we use normal English. I think it is imperative 
to avoid the pitfall of "poetic" speech of the "Peace be with you ! "  type when 
all that is meant is "Good morning". 

Mercifully, gone are the days of Oppert who would turn Mesopotamian 
gods into Graeco-Roman ones, and normally translate Sumerian and Akkadian 
into Latin-a noble language, I suppose, being only translatable into another 
noble language. (He once translated a piece of Sumerian hymn into Sanskrit, 
but that was only to prove beyond any doubt that Sumerian was indeed a real 
language !) . Also on the way out seems to be the strange assumption that the 
most trivial sentences in Sumerian were pompous statements couched in majes
tic style: only thou, thee and thy were good enough for a merchant instructing 
his employee. Yet, curiously, if literal translations resulting in "poetic" language 
are on the whole avoided, literal translations resulting in no language at all 

seem to be still pretty widely used ("barley to PN let him give !") . 
We have so far dealt with, in a way, extreme cases which can be, indeed 

should be, easily overcome. But there are a number of hard-core problems 
which are not all easily solved. They may be grouped under three main 
headings : problems of vocabulary, problems of syntax, and problems of context. 
We shall examine them briefly in that order. 

The vocabulary of Sumerian is admittedly a stumbling block. Our knowl
edge of it is still rudimentary and we depend to a very large extent on the Su
mero-Akkadian equations bequeathed to us by Babylonian and Assyrian schol
ars. There is still a considerable body of words which are no more than empty 
shells. We may perhaps know, or presume, that a given word denotes a tree, 
or a metal, or a manufactured object, but that is as far as we can go. In too 
many cases the juxtaposition of signiftant and (specific) signifte still escapes 
us. Even when we are reasonably certain of the meaning of a word we have 
to bear in mind the unavoidable variations in content entailed by three thou
sand years of history. This is particularly true of names of functions or profes
sions. These, in any language, tend to survive in form through the ages although 
their connotations, and even their basic meaning, may have changed beyond 
recognition. Thus the terminology of officialdom of the Roman Republic re
mained almost intact through the Empire : the form was the same, the substance 
was not. The word king does not mean the same thing in present-day Bri
tain as it did in the sixteenth century, or in archaic Rome, or in ancient Israel. 
Yet we can still use the word and translate it into other languages because the 
context supplies the nuances of which, anyway, we are aware. In other cases 
this is not possible because the meaning of the word has not just varied within 
the same semantic range but has transferred into another one. Thus constable 
will be translated into French as "connetable" in the case of the "Constable of 
France", and as "gendarme" or "agent de police" in the case of "Constable 
Bloggs". 

Which brings us to the question, does one translate ensi or iSsakku, for 
example, by one and the same word regardless of the historical context, thus 
failing to convey immediately the fact that we may be dealing with an indepen
dent ruler, an appointed governor, or a farmer ? Or does one use different terms, 
thus failing to convey the fact that the original language uses one and the same 
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word ? Or take the case of rabianum, usually translated "mayor" although the 
term may designate the head of a town as well as of a nomadic group, in which 
case the word "mayor" is hardly apposite. Of course, when our translations 
are aimed at fellow-Assyriologists we can take an easy way out of the difficulty 
by retaining the original word, relying on our readers' awareness of the impli
cations. But if "translations" such as "the sukkal has given the ensi two lJalub
trees" (or, perhaps because it is felt to sound more like a translation, "the suk
kaUu has given the iSsakku two lJuluppu-trees") may be deemed good enough 
among the initiate, they certainly won't do for the "general public". The prob
lem is real and I shall not presume to suggest a solution other than the expe
dient of making a decision and sticking to it, with due warning to the reader. 

There is perhaps an easier answer to another problem - that of words 
belonging to the same general semantic range and being used concurrently or 
even simultaneously. I have in mind pairs like du and dim, su ti and dabs, sumu 
and ba, or the phrase in riSatim u lJidi' atim. Here, I think, the translator, in so 
far as his own language will allow it, should select semantically related words 
and decide once and for all which will translate which, enabling the reader 
not only to get the meaning but to know which word stood in the original. 
�hus, for the pairs mentioned above, one could perhaps have "to build" and 
"to fashion", "to receive" and "to take in", "to give" and "to present with", 
"joy and jubilation" . 

Conversely, the same word may mean different, sometimes antonymous, 
things. Here one has no option but to use the word demanded by the context: 
gin may have to be translated "to go" or "to come", kit "to eat" or "to con
sume", zi(g) "to debit" or "to credit", and so on. There is in fact no great diffi
culty since, contrary to the case just discussed, the reader can immediately 
identify the original word. The only snag is that the context must be availa
ble for the actual meaning cannot be deduced from isolated phrases in which 
the words in question occur. The invitation Entrez ! has to be translated "Come 
in !" or "Go in !" depending on the situation and a precise translation is possi
ble only if that situation is known. On the other hand, whereas Come in ! and 
Go in ! immediately convey the relative position of speaker and hearer, the trans
lation "Entrez !", which applies equally to either phrase, does not. 

Turning now from problems of vocabulary to problems of syntax , one 
finds that they are at once more difficult to solve and easier to avoid. As a 
matter of fact, translations of Sumerian texts simply ignore most of the syn
tactic features of the language, and can do so without missing the point. Some 
cases are fairly obvious. In a Sumerian sentence, for example, case-relations 
may be expressed twice, by a suffix appended to the nominal syntagm and by 
an infix inserted in the verbal syntagm. The translation, unless it be into a 
language sharing this syntactic peculiarity with Sumerian, will naturally ex
press the case-relation only once, with no loss of sense whatsoever. 

The case of the verbal prefixes is somewhat different. Here, even when 
their true function is well established, we can usually dispense with accounting 
for them in the translation. This, a fortiori, applies to "controversial" prefixes, 
such as the pair mu-:i-. Their true role is so distinctively Sumerian, they ex
press ideas so alien to our languages, that not only is there no consensus on the 
nature of their function, but we simply ignore them without impairitig, or so it 
seems to us, our understanding of the text. There is no other translation for 
mu-gar and i-gar than " (he) placed", although it must be pretty obvious that 
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had there been n o  difference there wouldn't have been two prefixes. Our ina
bility to grasp the nuance is not, however, entirely due to our poor knowledge 
of the language. The Babylonian scribes, who knew more Sumerian than we 
shall ever dream to do, were in this respect in the same predicament and had 
to be content to translate both mu-gar and i-gar (and also hi-gar) by iSkun. 
Actually, their analysis of the phrases rested on the translations, which in turn 
were determined by the context. Thus, depending on the context, or on their 
understanding of it, the scribes translated mu-gar as askun, taskun, iSkun, etc. 
The constant element in the Akkadian paradigm corresponding to -gar, obvious
ly mu- corresponded to the varying element and was therefore equated to a-, 
ta-, i-, etc. The same would apply to i-gar, bi-gar, etc. This intellectual process 
appears clearly in the grammatical texts which list not only large numbers 
of verbal elements representing the same person, but the very same elements 
representing them all. So perhaps in this it may be wiser to follow the example 
of the Babylonian scribes and ignore in translations grammatical or syntactic 
nuances which, even if we can apprehend them, we cannot possibly translate. 
It is legitimate to posit that a certain verbal form implies that the action is 
performed by the subject wishing to indicate that his goal, though within his 
immediate perception, remains without his actual sphere of physical contact; 
it is another thing to try and express that in one good English (or even German !) 
word. 

Finally, very briefly, problems of context, by which I mean not merely 
the textual context, but equally the historic circumstances, the moral and in
tellectual climate, the physical environment, all of which help to shape the 
mental processes underlying the use of articulate language and literary 
expression. 

Obviously, our ignorance in this respect does not necessarily impede our 
understanding of a text and, consequently, our ability to translate it. Take 
the case of letters, for instance. We may not know the circumstances which 
led to a letter being written ordering a detained man to be set free; but we 
still understand the meaning of the letter and can therefore translate it. But 
if the same letter contains an allusion to some literary text, or to some recent 
and widely publicized incident, the translator is in trouble unless he happens 
to know the facts behind the allusion. This, of course, applies to translations 
from any language. "Kiss me, Hardy ! "  in the middle of a letter addressed to 
one Smith makes no sense if we are not familiar with the circumstances of 
Nelson's death. 

In the case of Sumerian, the difficulties are magnified by the very pau
city of our information and our only hope to overcome them lies in an ever
increasing knowledge of the various components of what I have called the "con
text". Thanks to the efforts of scholars, of both the Tammuz and the Onions 
persuasions, we have made tremendous progress in this, but there is still a wide 
enough gap in our information to make a solution to all our problems seem fair

ly remote. But perhaps it is just as well. Sumerology would certainly not hold 
us so totally under her spell were it not for all the many problems yet to solve. 

lAielftalia - 1 1  
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On Canaanite Rhetoric 

The Evidence of the Amarna Letters from Tyre 

Stanley GEVIRTZ - Chicago/Los Angeles 

Stylistic analysis of biblical Hebrew and immediately cognate poetic 
literatures has resnlted in the development of a working hypothesis, the emer
gence of a growing awareness that their authors must have shared a literary 
heritage. The virtual identity of rhetorical devices, locutions, and diction of 
the poetic texts recovered from ancient Ugarit and those of the Hebrew Bi
ble - from which they are separated by barriers of time and distance - necessi-' 
tated the inference of a relationship between the two bodies of literature that 
conld not be accounted for by recourse to the vagaries of chance 1. It rather 
seemed increasingly reasonable to suppose that the relationship was generic, 
that one had to reckon with a knowing and purposive continuity of expressions 
and of modes of expression, the source of which had probably to be songht in 
the oral techniques of pre-writing poets 2, and must have been independent of 
both the Israelite and U garitian authors. Inasmuch as Phoenician inscriptions, 
too, often evidence the continued existence of this Canaanite literary tradition 3, 
the hypothesis has gained further support, and bids fair to becoming firmly 
established as an irrefutable fact. 

Verification of the hypothesis of a common, Canaanite, stylistic tradition 
is more firmly secured, of course; with the admission of every new documentary 
source that employs some element of the tradition. Now an avowed concern 
of this volume of studies that is offered in tribute to our teacher and friend, 
Professor Ignace ]. Gelb, is consideration of methods in (and the impact of these 
methods on the progress of) distinct disciplines; and to ns has been allotted the 
task of evaluating procedures in Northwest Semitic literary study. But, as 
we have intimated, new sources, rather than new methods, have been chiefly 
responsible for advances in our understanding of this literature. Accordingly, 
the assigned task may be best fulfilled by the application of customary methods 
- the isolation and comparison of stylistic features and rhetorical devices -
to documents hitherto only casually and inadequately examined from this per-

1 Consult the bibliography in ]NES 20 ( 1961) 4 1  n. 2 .  
2 Cf. the writer's Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel (SA Ge 32, [Chicago, 

1963J, pp. 1 0-14.  
3 For Phoenician literary connections with Ugaritic and Hebrew, see, e.g., 

the author's "West Semitic Curses and the Problem of the Origins of Hebrew 
Law", VT 1 1  ( 1961) 137-1 58 ;  idem, "The Reprimand of Reuben", ]NES 30 
(1971)  87-98 (particularly pp. 88-90) ; ]. C. Greenfield, "Scripture and Inscrip
tion: The Literary and Rhetorical Element in Some Early Phoenician Inscrip
tions", in Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, (ed. by 
Hans Goedicke, [Baltimore and London, 1971J), pp. 253-268. 
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spective. We may thereby hope to demonstrate anew the essential Validity 
of these basic, time-honored procedures, to augment the evidence for further 
investigations of Canaanite literary style, and to broaden, however slightly, 
our appreciation of Canaanite rhetoric. 

One group of texts that, in this regard, has received far less attention than 
it deserves is the body of diplomatic messages of 14th century B.C.E. rulers of 
Syro-Palestinian city-states that is contained in the collection generally referred 
to as the Tell el-Amarna letters 4. Subject to continuing analyses of historical 
and syntactical interest 5, the rhetorical content of these missives has, with rare 
exception, been all but ignored 6. Not surprising, therefore, was the appearance 
in a recent essay of the following observation 7 :  " . . .  the Hebrew Bible and 
the Ugaritic corpus are the two great bodies of literature in a ' Canaanite ' 
language that have come down to us. The literature of the vital center is 
lacking. For Canaan proper during the Amarna Age we can only hear faint 
echoes and phrases in the Amarna letters from Palestine and Phoenicia . . .  " 
Certainly, Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew literatures are quantitatively and -
the latter in particular - qualitatively unrivalled in significance; but the "faint 
echoes" from the Amarna correspondence, I venture to suggest, may be more 
audible to the attentive listener than research to date has indicated. And for 
the very reason that literature from the vital center of Canaanite culture is 
lacking, what literary elements these documents contain clamor for notice. 
Because the Amarna letters bear frequent witness to the Canaanite literary 
heritage, the kind of stylistic inquiry that has proved so enlightening for our 
comprehension of Ugaritie, biblical Hebrew, and Phoenician literary efforts may 
similarly prove illuminating for these writings as well. 

The Amarna letters that originated in southern Syria, Phoenicia, and 
Palestine are, by their nature, communications of vassal kings ostensibly to 
the ruler of Egypt, who appears to have claimed and, on occasion, to have 
exercised a measure of control over their senders 8. Written in learned, Middle 

4 Hereinafter, EA . We follow the numbering system as outlined by Anson 
F. Rainey in his El A marna Tablets 359-379: Supplement to J. A .  Knudtzon, Die 
El-Amarna Tajeln, (AOA T Vol. 8 [Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1970J), p. 1 .  

5 For historical evaluations of these documents see W. F .  Albright, "The 
Amarna Letters from Palestine", in CAH3 (Cambridge, 1966) fasc. 5 1 ;  Edward 
F. Campbell, The Chronology oj the A marna Letters (Baltimore, 1964) ; Horst 
Klengel, Geschichte Syriens im 2. ]ahrtausend v .u.Z. Tei1 2 :  Mittel- und Sudsyrien 
(Berlin, 1969) . For recent grammatical and syntactical analyses, see particularly 
the several studies by William L. Moran, appearing in ]NES 8 (1949) 124-125; 
]CS 4 ( 1950) 169-172 ;  ]CS 5 (195 1) 33-35; ]CS 6 (1952) 76-80; ]CS 7 (1953) 
78-80; Or 29 ( 1960) 1-19;  The Bible and the A ncient Near East (ed. by G. Ernest 
Wright; [Anchor Books, 1965]) ,  pp. 59-84 ; Bib 45 ( 1964) 80-82 ; and Eretz
Israel 9 (1969) 94-99. 

6 Cf. Hugo Winckler, Geschichte Israels in EinzeldarsteUungen, I (Leipzig, 
1895), p. 123; Franz M. Th. de Liagre Boh1, "Hymnisches und Rhythmisches 
in den Amarnabriefen aus Kanaan", Theologisches Literaturblatt, 35, Nr. 15  (1914) 
337-340 (republished in Opera Minore [Groningen, 1953J, pp. 375-379 with notes 
on pp. 516  f.) ; Albrecht Alt, "Hie murus aheneus esto", ZDMG 1 1  (1932) 33-48; 
Anton Jirku, "Kana'anaische Psalmenfragmente in der vorisraelitischen Zeit 
Palastinas und Syriens", ]BL 52 (1933), 108-120. 

7 Greenfield, op. cit. (above, n. 3) , p. 253. 
8 The view that the Egyptian empire in Asia disintegrated by virtue of 

the neglect accorded it by the Egyptian government during the Amarna period 
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Babylonian Akkadian, but betraying in a variety of ways the native dialects 
and stylistic practices of their authors, they are letters of local dynasts who 
employed this means to report to the Egyptian government on their own activi
ties and those of their neighbors, to protest their loyalties and to impugn those 
of their rivals, and often to seek additional military and economic support. 
Their objective was thus to inform and to persuade. Except when flattery 
appears to have been the motive they are not, on the whole, examples of belles 
lettres (religious or other) , but official government communiques. And yet, there 
is nothing in them to suggest that these missives were composed without care 
or without considerable attention having been paid to (even lavished upon) 
stylistic or rhetorical niceties. Appreciation of this, however, requires sensitivity 
to the underlying Canaanite idiom. To permit the informational, predicative 
or admonitory character of these messages to obscure what literary qualities 
they possess, or to dismiss the rhetoric which informs so many of them as "pom
pous, long-winded and excited" 9, is to refuse to accept them on their own 
terms; it is to set indifferently aside the authors' literary modes as so much 
embellishment, as tangential rather than essential elements of style. Yet, 
when iR-lj:epa of Jerusalem, or his scribe, after an urgent report in which he 
cites evidence of an impending military and political disaster, implores his 
Egyptian correspondent to "tell it to the king in good (Le.,/eloquent) words" 10, 
surely the appeal attests to his appreciation of and concern for the efficacy 6f 
the well-turned phrase. 

Limitations of space and theme impel us to forego any attempt at an 
exhaustive treatment of every Canaanite stylistic feature in each of the relevant 
Amarna letters. We propose, therefore, to restrict our attention to the rheto
rical elements in the correspondence from one city, Tyre. Tyre has been selected 
not only because it is unquestionably in "the vital center . . .  (in) Canaan pro
per", but because, despite the relatively small number of documents available, 
almost every characteristic of Canaanite rhetoric is represented in them. This 
observation assumes additional interest when it is recalled that, in a paper 
published in 1937, W. F. Albright, unaware of these stylistic Canaanitisms, 
advanced the thesis that the letters from Tyre, all of them the product of a 
single scribe, contained a number of Egyptianisms, and that the author must 
have been an Egyptian in the employ of the Tyrian king 11. The present in
vestigation, therefore, may serve to point up the nature of some of the advances 
in Northwest Semitic literary study since that time. 

has been challenged by Alan R. Schulman, "Some Remarks on the Military 
Background of the Amarna Period", Journal of the American Research Center 
in Egypt, 3 (1964) 5 1-69; particularly, pp. 60 ff. 

9 Thus, A. Leo Oppenheim, "A Note on the Scribes in Mesopotamia", 
in Studies in Honor of Benno Landsberger on his Seventy-Fifth Birthday : April 
21, 1965 (Assyriological Studies, No. 16 [Chicago, 1965J ) ,  p. 255. 

10 EA 289 :49. Cf. EA 286:62-63, 287 :67-68, 288:64-65. The suggestion 
that awatu banata here means "(tell it to the king) in Egyptian" (thus, A. L. 
Oppenheim, loco cit., and cf., CAD Aj2, p. 31) belies both the well-established 
meaning of the expression (cf. CAD B, pp. 80, 82) and co=on sense. Is it 
likely that the secretary-scribe would (or would be expected to) convey the 
contents of the note to the Pharaoh in a language other than Egyptian? 

11 W. F. Albright, "The Egyptian Correspondence of Abimilki, Prince of 
Tyre", JEA 23 (1937) 190-203; particularly pp. 196 ff. 
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* * * 
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Repeatedly in the extant reports of the king of Tyre, Abimilki, to the Egyp
tian Pharaoh, Akhenaton, there is registered complaint concerning the difficul
ties which the vassal king encounters in attempting to ensure adequate supplies 
of water for drinking and wood for fuel. He requests that these items be fur
nished him, and that the city, Uzu, be assigned to him in order to satisfy 
Tyre's needs for these essential commodities 12. 

Although its wealth could be compared with that of Ugarit 13, the letters 
of Abimilki indicate that, in the Late Bronze Age, Tyre, situated on a tiny 
island about half a mile from the Phoenician coast in the Mediterranean Sea, 
depended largely upon deliveries of potable water and fire-wood by boat from 
the mainland. Confirming this, but only in part, is a statement contained in 
an Egyptian literary document of a century and a half later 14: "They say another 
town is in the sea, named Tyre-the-Port. Water is taken (to) it by the boats, 
and it is richer in fish than the sands". That water alone is mentioned as being 
brought by boat to island Tyre, and not wood, may be due to an oversight, to 
ignorance on the part of the Egyptian author, to the circumstance that it may 
have been irrelevant for his purpose, or to any of a number of other reasons -
not excluding the possibility that it may not always have been necessary for 
Tyre to import wood. On at least one occasion Abimilki notes that he has 
exported wood to Egypt 15, but this may have been in the form of manufactured 
wooden objects. 

The need to import drinking water, W. F. Albright has argued, continued 
until sometime after the beginning of the Iron Age, when slaked lime plaster 
came to be employed as an effective seal in the lining of cisterns for the collection 
and storage of rain water 16. Prior to that development the island of Tyre, 
dependent upon outside sources for the bulk of its drinking water, was vulner
able. And when, as is specifically noted in two of the letters ( 149 :49 and 154: 14-
18), the major source of supply for Tyre of water and wood, the mainland town 
of Uzu, was in hostile hands, and what was perhaps the usual supply-route there
by threatened, the plight of the inhabitants of Tyre, we are led to believe, could 
be serious. The Tyrian king's letters put the matter in the following ways: 

And now I protect Tyre, the great city, for the king, my lord, until 
(or: as long as) the mighty arm of the king goes out to me to give me 
water (me-e) to drink and wood (GIS . MES) to warm me (EA 147:61-66) . 

12 The motif appears in eight of the ten extant letters (EA 146 : 1 7, 20; 
147 :65-66; 148: 12, 3 1 -34 ; 149 :51 ,  75-76; 150 :20-21 ,  33-34 ; 151 :39-40, 43; 154: 
17-18; 155: 10, 1 6, 19, 25, 63), and of the remaining two, EA 1 52 and 1 53, the 
former is too fragmentary to enable us to determine whether it may not have 
appeared there originally. 

13 By Ribhaddu of Byblos in EA 89:48-53. 
14 Papyrus A nastasi I xxi, 1 -2.  The translation is that of John A. Wilson 

in A NET2, p. 477. 
15 EA 151 :48. 
16 See his, The Archaeology of Palestine (rev. ed. ; Pelican Books [Baltimore, 

1 960J ) ,  p. 1 13;  "The Role of the Canaanites in the History of Civilization", in 
The Bible and the A ncient Near East (ed. by G. Ernest Wright [Garden City, 
1965]) ,  pp. 456, 481 n. 72 ; Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (Garden City, 1968), 
p. 220. 
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Let the king set his face 17 toward his servant, and let him instruct his 
commissioner, and let him ( = that he may?) give Uzu for water (A . MES 
mi-e-ma) to his servant, for procuring wood (CIS . MES) , for straw, for 
clay (EA 148:26-34) . 

Zimri(d)da has taken Uzu . . .  and neither water (A . MES) nor wood 
(CIS .MES) do we have; and there is no place where we may lay the dead 
(EA 149 :49-53) . 

There is no water (A . MES), there is no wood (CIS . MES) (EA 149 :75-76) . 

Let the king my lord set [his] face and g[ive] water (A . MES) for [his] 
se[rvant's] drink and wood (GIS . MES) for his servant (EA 151 :37-40) . 

There is no water (A . MES) and there is no wood (CIS . MES) in our posses
sion (EA 151 :43-44) .  

The ruler of Sidon does not allow my people to go ashore to procure 
wood (CIS . MES) , to procure water (A . MES) for drinking (EA 154 : 14-18) 18. 

Aggravated by the Sidonian capture of Uzu, the problem faced by Abimilki 
may have been real; it could scarcely have been insoluble, however, even without 
Egyptian succor or interference in the local controversy. Abinillki's letters 
span a number of years 19, and the islanders can hardly be expected to have 
endured so long without fresh water and fuel. If water and wood continued to 
be imported, then boats must have been dispatched for these items to other 
sites (along the Phoenician coast ?) . This procedure, however, were it followed, 
would almost certainly have entailed a greater inconvenience, perhaps even dan
ger, and a consequent increase in cost. While the need, particularly for water, 
may have been real, there is something suspiciously contrived, artful, one may 
say literary, about the way in which it is expressed. It is this literary aspect to 
which we would now turn. 

When both needed commodities are cited, they are invariably paired in 
such a way as to form a poetic parallelism; while the sequence of terms - with 
two exceptions that may be explained by reference to what I have elsewhere 
called the "principle of compensation" 20 - is consistent : water II wood. Con
sistent pairing of terms, of course, is a hallmark of Canaanite poetic style, and 
this suggests that the author of these letters may have made deliberate use of 
this inherited device. To confirm this suggestion we need to locate the same 
fixed pair of words in other, Canaanite, literary texts; and, indeed, it is readily 
available in biblical Hebrew poetry. Note its appearance, for example, in 
Lam 5,4 : 

Our water (mymnw) do we drink for money, 
Our wood ('$ynw) comes for a price 

17 As recognized by W. von Soden, AHw., p. 702 b, this is a Canaanitism. 
See the Excursus, below. 

18 Cf. EA 146:20; 148:8-13 ;  1 50 : 14-2 1 ;  155: 10, 16-17, 18-2 1, 25, 59-64. 
19 Eight years (ca. 1365-1358) according to the calculation of Albright 

in JEA 23 ( 1937) 196; four to five years according to that of E. F. Campbell, 
The Chronology of the A marna Letters, p. 72. 

20 Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, p. 36. The two examples may be 
found in EA 149 :49-53 and 1 54 : 14-18, and have been cited above in translation. 
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and Eccl 2,6; 
I made me pools of water (mym) to irrigate thereby a sprouting forest 
of trees ('§ym) . 

In reverse sequence the pair occurs in Dt 29, 10b ;  
. . .  from the hewer of your wood CMb '§yk) 
to the drawer of your water (s'b mymyk) 

as well as in Jos 9,21 (cf. 9,23, 27a) 21 ; 

they shall be hewers of wood CMby '§ym) 
and drawers of water (s'by mym) . 

These last examples are of additional interest because they attest to another 
parallelism, Mb(y) II s'b(y), "hewer(s of wood) " /I "drawer(s of water) ", which 
has appeared in Ugaritic poetry. Cf. UT Krt 214-217 (1 1 1-1 14) : 

s't 22 bUm Mb<t) 
wbgrnm l}pst 
s't bnpk sibt 
wbmqr mmlat 

( • • •  ) 22 from the fields the hewer(s) 
and from the threshing floors the cullers ( ? )  
( . . . ) from the fount the drawers 
and from the spring the fillers. 

The pair, wood /I water, not yet documented in Ugaritic, may well be expected, 
for it is clearly at home in the Canaanite poetic repertoire. 

Less certainly employed in it as a parallel pair, but nonetheless suggestive, 
is the passage occurring in the foundation inscription of the West Semitic king 
of Mari, Ya:!J.dunlim (Syria 32 [1955J 1-28, col. ii 12-18), which may be rendered: 

And in the sea his troops 
with water (me-e) washed. 
The mountains of cedar and boxwood, 
the mighty mountains, he entered, and 
the boxwood, cedar, cypress 
and elammakku (trees) , 
these trees (i-§i an-nu-ti-in) he felled. 

If the appearance of the sequence, "water" and " wood" - as in the Tyrian 
Amarna and biblical Hebrew examples, in plural form - is not merely fortuitous 
(cf. col. i 37 - ii 2) , and if, despite the intrusion of the tree names, the terms do 
indeed constitute a parallelism, then the pair may be traced back to the 18th 
century B.C.E. , and the thesis that the 14th century author of the letters from 
Tyre made use of a standard poetic parallelism gains added support. 

* * * 

In an unclear context toward the end of EA 1 55, Abimilki notes, presuma
bly for the information of the Egyptian king, the embarkation of the rulers of 
Beirut and of Sidon and his own departure. An apparently straightforward 
bit of intelligence, it is nevertheless couched in characteristically Canaanite 

21 See also Jer 17,8; JI 1 , 19-20; Ps 1,3. 
2 2  For recent discussions of Ugaritic s't, see J. C. Greenfield, "Some Glosses 

on the Keret Epic", Eretz-Israel 9 ( 1969) 63 ; and M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew 
Syntax and Style", Ugarit-Forschungen, 1 (1969) 20-2 1 .  
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literary style, employing a combination of rhetorical devices. The lines, 
67-69, read: 

amur awU Beruti ina [IJ elippi alik 
u awU $iduna ina 2 el[ippi i]llak 
u anaku illak qadu gabbi elippika gabbi iiliya 

and, in accordance with the requirements of the tense system of Akkadian, 
have been rendered 23 : 

The ruler of Beirut has (already) left with one ship 
and the ruler of Sidon is going to leave with two ships 
and I, myself, am going to depart with all your ships and my entire town. 

But the passage incorporates two sets of parallelisms: that of numbers (including 
an aspect not hitherto noted) and that of varying tenses of the same verb. 
Whether adherence to the usual manner of rendering Akkadian verbal forms is 
here justified, then, is doubtful. 

The use of numbers in poetic parallelism, a very common feature of Ugaritic 
and biblical Hebrew poetry, and occurring in Sumerian, Akkadian, and Aramaic 
literatures as well, is most often structured in such a way that the numeral in 
the :first of the parallel cola is matched by the "next higher" number in the 
second. Because the phenomenon has been widely discussed 24 we need cite only 
a few, randomly selected examples from biblical Hebrew, Ugaritic, and Akkadian 
in order to illustrate the stylistic device. From biblical Hebrew: 

How may one chase a thousand, 
Or two cause ten-thousand to flee? (Dt 32,30) 
The days of our years are seventy years, 
Or even by reason of strength eighty years (Ps 90, 10) 

From U garitic: 

Seven years may Baal fail, 
Eight, the Rider of the Clouds ! ( UT 1 A qht I 42-44) 
Sixty-six towns he seized, 
Seventy-seven villages ( UT 5 1  VII 9-10) 

From Akkadian: 

I provided her with six decks, 
Dividing her into seven parts (Gilg. XI 60-61 )  
At twenty ["leagues"] they broke off a morsel, 
At thirty "leagues" they settled for the night (Gilg. XI 300-301) 

23 Cf.,  CAD, A/I ,  pp. 302 f. 
24 Cf., e.g., H. L. Ginsberg in Minltah l'David (David Yellin Jubilee Volume 

Uerusalem, 1935]) ,  pp. 76-82 ; U. (M.D.) Cassuto, in Tarbiz 13 ( 1942) 206-207; 
idem, in The Goddess Anath (tr. by 1. Abrahams; Uerusalem, 1971]), pp. 138 f. ; 
M. H. Pope, "Number", The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (New York 
and Nashville, 1962), vol. K-Q, pp. 561-567 : particularly pp. 563 f . ;  W. M. W. 
Roth, "The Numerical Sequence x/x+ l  in the Old Testament", Vetus Testa
mentum 12 ( 1962) 300-31 1 ;  S. Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, 
pp. 15-24, 29 f . ;  G. Sauer, Die Spruche Agurs, (BWANT, 4 [Stuttgart, 1963]) 
M. Weiss, "The Pattern af Numerical Sequence in Amos 1 -2 :  A Re-examination",  
JBL 86 (1967) 4 1 6-23 ; D. Freedman, "Counting Formulae in the Akkadian 
Epics", Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society of Columbia University 3 
( 1971 )  65-81 : particularly pp. 75 ff. 
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The pattern of number parallelism is thus clear: n il n + 1, 10 n 1/ 10 (n + 1) ,  
11  n il 11  (n + 1 ) ,  etc. B y  itself, therefore, the numerical sequence, " 1" II "2", 

in EA 155: 68-69, would not distinguish the passage as peculiarly Canaanite; 
nor, if the figures employed represent the number of boats actually engaged by 
the rulers of Beirut and Sidon (so that the entire statement is nothing more nor 
less than a factual report of an observed event) would they even suggest that 
we have necessarily been presented with a rhetorical device. It is to be noted, 
however, that the sequence has been extended so as to include as third and 
fourth members of the parallelism the word "all". The pattern thus formed 
may be schematized as n 1/ n + 1 I I all, which is at least reminiscent of the 
Ugaritic text, UT Krt II 94-95 (cf. 182-183) . It reads : 

alr In In hlk 
alr III klhm 

After ( ? )  two, two march 
After( ?) three, all of them 

The pattern may also :find reflection in the admittedly prosaic, but nonetheless 
literary, text of ] er 36,23, which exhibits the sequenc:e, "three . . .  four . . .  all" : 

And when Yehudi had read three columns or four he (the king) would 
cut it off with a penknife and cast it into the :fire which was in the brazier 
until the entire roll (kl hmglh) was consumed upon the :fire which was on 
the brazier. 

Even more significant as an indicator of Canaanite rhetoric in EA 155 :  67-69 
is the additional, three-fold parallelism with which the parallelism of numbers 
is combined : that of the forms of the verb, alaku, "to go". The first of these, 
aUk (written: a-li-ik), is permansive in form. As often, in Amarna Akkadian, 
the permansive here functions in a manner corresponding to the West Semitic 
"perfect tense", the suffix conjugation, qtl 25• The second of the forms of alaku, 
the 3 m. sg. present-future, [iJllak (written: [ J-la-ak), certainly corresponds to 
the West Semitic "imperfect", the prefix conjugation, yqtl. Similarly, the third 
form, illak (written : i-la-ak), in the phrase, u anaku illak, is analogous with the 
West Semitic 1 c. sg. "imperfect" .  Schematically reproduced, then, the paral
lelism employed by the author of EA 155:67-69 is qtl II yqtl II yqtl of the verb 
alaku. 

Occurring too infrequently to be considered a common feature of Canaanite 
rhetoric, three-fold parallelism of one particular verb, nevertheless, is in evidence 
in biblical Hebrew and in Ugaritic poetry 26. The former utilizes the pattern, 
qtl II qtl II yqtl. It has been noted in Ps 93,3 : 

The streams raise up (ns'w), 0 Yhwh, 
The streams raise up (ns'w) their voice, 
The streams raise up (ys'w) their roar( ? ) .  

To this example w e  may add P s  57, 9 :  
Awake (,wrh) , 0 my soul( ?) ! 
Awake ('wrh) , 0 harp and lyre ! 
Let me awake ("yrh) the dawn ! 

25 Cf. Franz M. Th. Bohl, Die Sprache der A marnabriefe (Leipzig, 1909), 
§27 ; W. L. Moran, S.]., "The Use of the Canaanite Infinitive Absolute as a 
Finite Verb in the Amarna Letters from Byblos", ]CS 4 ( 1950) 18 f.,  n. 18. 

26 For examples of two-fold parallelism of the same verb in EA , see my 
study, " Evidence of Conjugational Variation in the Parallelization of Selfsame 
Verbs in the Amarna Letters" , ]NES 32 ( 1973) 99-104. 
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for though the verb appears here in the imperative and cohortative moods, the 
pattern is obviously similar. Ugaritic verse, on the other hand, evinces the 
sequence, yqtl II qtl II qtl, which manifests itself-in UT 75 II 49-52 : 

His seventy-seven brothers re[ach himJ (ym[,z-ahJ 27) , 
His eighty-eight siblings ( ? )  reach him (m,z-ah) , 
His kinsmen· reach him (m,z-ah) . 

The variation in sequence of verbal forms in three-fold parallelism of the 
same verb in Hebrew, Ugaritic, and in the letter from Tyre is patent but minor. 
Minor, also, is the fact that in EA 155:67-69 each of the verbal forms has a 
distinct subject: "the ruler of Beirut . . .  the ruler of Sidon . . .  I . . .  ", for va
riation of subject, in otherwise strictly synonymous parallelism, is certainly not 
unknown in Canaanite poetry 28. The Amarna passage may readily be acknowl
edged, therefore, to be an adaptation of the rhetorical device to a specific histor
ical situation; stylistically, it differs in no essential way from the biblical He
brew and U garitic examples to which it is unquestionably related. This, then, 
brings us back to the problem of how best to translate these verbal forms. 
Until the tense system of Canaanite is more perfectly understood (particularly 
when, as here, "perfect" and "imperfect" forms are set in parallel construction), 
it is perhaps preferable to render the verbs in the "present" tense: " . . .  the 
ruler of Beirut is leaving . . .  the ruler of Sidon is leaving . . . and I, I am leav
ing . . .  ". However this may be, the passage, utilizing as it does a combination 
of rhetorical devices, must be recognized as the work of an author, who, con
scious of Canaanite literary style, was able to employ it with considerable skill. 

* * * 

Another peculiarity of West Semitic rhetoric is the alteration of grammati
cal person (3d to 2d and 2d to 3d) within one sentence or unit of thought while 
the reference remains to the same individual. It is a well-documented though 
often overlooked feature of biblical Hebrew literary style 29. We find it in 
poetry, for example, in Ct 1 ,2 :  

o that he might kiss me (ysqny) with the kisses of his mouth (pyhw), 
For better than wine are your caresses (ddyk) 

and in prose, for example, in Ex 2 1 ,2-6: 

When you buy (tqnh) a Hebrew slave, six years shall he serve, and in 
the seventh shall he go out gratis . . . .  (4) If his master shall have given 
Cm 'dnyw ytn) him a wife . . . (6) then his master shall bring him (whgysw 
'dnyw) . . . 

27 Thus, with Moshe Held, "The yqtl-qtl (qtl-yqtl) Sequence of Identical 
Verbs in Biblical Hebrew and in Ugaritic", Studies and Essays in Honor of 
A braham A .  Neuman (ed. by M. Ben-Horin, et al. ; [Leiden 1962J), p. 289. 

28 Cf. such familiar pairs as: sm(y)m II 'r�, "heaven"//" earth"; .tl Il smn, 
"dew" JI "oil" ; mym J/ '�(y)m, "water" 1/ "wood" ; yt(w)m J/ 'lmnh, "orphan"/I 
"widow" ; m$rym/j'swr, "Egypt"/J "Assyria" ; and very many more. 

29 Cf., with reservations, ]. Sperber, "Der Personenwechsel in der Bibel" , 
ZA , XXXII ( 1918), 23-33. 
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I have elsewhere noted the same phenomenon in Phoenician 30. It occurs, for 
example, in the inscription of Yel;tawmilk, king of Byblos (KAI, No. 1 0 : 13-15) : 

But if you do not set (w'm 'bl tSt) my name . . .  may the Lady, the Mis
tress of Byblos [remove ( ?)] that man and his seed (,yt h'dm h' wzr'w) 
from before all the gods of Byblos ! 

In Aramaic it is encountered, for example, in KA I, No. 226:8-10 :  
Whoever you (may be) shall wrong and remove me (mn ' t  t'sq wthnsny) 
may Shr and Nk1 and Nsk make odious his death (mmtth) and may his 
posterity perish (w'twth t'bd;) 

It is perhaps to be recognized in Ugaritic poetry also. In UT Krt 62-82, follow
ing two 2 m. sg. jussive forms, there is found a series of ten 2 m. sg. imperatives. 
These are interrupted, in lines 79-80, with what appears to be a 3 m. sg. imperfect/ 
jussive: w-yrd. (It is not impossible, however, that yrd may represent an infinitive 
with imperative force 31) . UT 95 : 14-18, on the other hand, may reflect an "epis
tolary style" 32 : 

What welfare there be over there with our lady (adtny) , 
send back (11b) a report to your servants ('bdk) . 

Cf. also UT 2059:24-27: 
And your ship (anyk) is moored( ?) at Acco . . .  so let my brother not 
put care in his heart (w. ab,y . mhk / b . lbh . al . yst) . 

When, therefore, in EA 149 :47-48 we observe a change from 3d to 2d person, 
we are certainly to interpret it as a stylistic nicety that was dictated, perhaps, 
by rules of etiquet, rhetoric or protocol : 

sarru ide summa saknatani ina rabi$i ina $urri 
The king knows whether you have appointed me commissioner in Tyre. 

It is not the case that there is some correspondent other than the Pharaoh to 
whom Abimilki addresses these remarks; rather are we confronted with another 
example of the change of grammatical person without effecting any alteration in 
the referent. The subject of saknatani (2 m. sg. permansive [ =  Canaanite 2 m. 
sg. perfectJ plus 1 c. sg. pronominal suffix) must be the same as the subject of 
ide (3 m. sg. present-future) , namely, the king. If further proof were required 
that the king of Egypt alone is here being addressed, one need only refer to EA 
148 :20-22 : 

enuma ipqidni sarru belia ana na$iiri aliSu 
When the king my lord appointed me to protect his city 

and EA 149 :9- 1 0 :  
sarru belia ipqidni ana <na>$ar $urri amti sarri 
The king, my lord, appointed me to protect Tyre, the handmaid of the 
king. 

Abimi1ki acknowledges no third party, but the Egyptian king, as having ap
pointed him to his office. 

30 Cf. VT 1 1  (1961)  157. 
31 Cf., H. L. Gmsberg, The Legend of King Keret (BASOR Supplementary 

Studies, Nos. 2-3 [New Haven, 1946J), p. 37. 
32 Cf., C. H. Gordon, UT, §6.15 .  
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* * * 

In response to a request that he inform the Egyptian court of happenings 
in the land of Canaan, Abimilki reports on the death of the ruler of Danuna, on 
the succession of the dead king's brother, and on the peaceful state of the land 
(EA 151  :52-55) . Employing terms, expressions, and syntactical constructions 
which, though written in Akkadian, are manifest translations of Canaanite orig
inals, and which, confined (as on present evidence they seem to be) to annals or 
chronicles relating of governmental succession, the report apl?ears to reflect a 
traditional phraseology of official Canaanite historiography. The text reads : 

sar Danuna mit u sarra alJ,usu ana arkiSu u paslJ,at matusu 
The king of Danuna is dead; and his brother reigns in his stead; and his 
land is at rest. 

Containing notice of the king's death, reference to his successor's accession, and 
the observation that "his land is at rest", the statement may be compared with 
that in 2 Ch 13,23 : 

And Abijah slept with his fathers (i.e. ,  died) . . .  and Asa his son reigned 
in his stead (wymlk 's' bnw t[ltyw) ; in his (Le., Asa's) days the land was 
at rest (sq!h h'r�) ten years. 

Of particular interest here is the expression, "and his/the land is/was at rest", 
which is present in both texts. In biblical Hebrew it is found again four times 
in the Book of Judges. Compare, e.g., Jgs 3,9-4, 1 :  

And Yhwh raised up . . . .  Othniel, son of Qenaz . . . ( 10) And the spirit 
of Yhwh was upon him, and he judged Israel, and he went out to war 
and Yhwh gave Cushan Rishathaim, king of Aram, into his hand, and 
his hand prevailed over Cushan Rishathaim. ( 1 1) And the land was at 
rest (wtsq! h'r�) forty years; and Othniel, son of Qenaz, died (wymt 'tny'l 
bn qnz) . . . ( 15) And Yhwh raised up . . .  Ehud, son of Gera . . .  (30) And 
Moab was subdued on that day beneath the hand of Israel; and the 
land was at rest (wtsq! h'r�) eighty years. (31) And after him was Shamgar 
ben Anath . . .  (4 : 1 )  . . .  And Ehud died (w'hwd mt) . 

The final phrase cited here, " And Ehud died" , obviously misplaced, belongs after 
the account of Ehud's activities and before the statement of the rise of Sham
gar ben Anath; but that a kinship between the annalistic narrations exists is 
clear. Note should be taken of the fact that, in the Book of Judges, the formula 
is restricted to those narratives that deal with the so-called "major" judges. 
(It recurs in Jgs 5,31 ,  immediately following the "Song of Deborah", where, 
however, it lacks reference to the death of the judge). "When, therefore, in 
Jgs 8,28-32, after an account of Gideon's rise and successful military action 
against the Midianites, this formula is combined with another, usually associated 
with the so-called "minor" judges, the latter invites examination: 

So Midian was subdued before the people of Israel, and they lifted up 
their heads no more. And the land was at rest (wtsq! h'r�) forty years 
in the days of Gideon . . . Now Gideon had seventy sons, his own offspring, 
for he had many wives. And his concubine who was in Shechem also 
bore him a son, and he named him Abimelech. And Gideon, son of J oash, 
died in good old age and was buried in the tomb of J oash his father in 
Ophrah . . .  
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The second formula, containing reference to the burial place of the judge, is 
patterned directly after that employed in Jgs 10,1-5 and 1 1 , 1  + 12,7- 15 :  

After PN1 there arose to deliver Israel PN2 of GN, and he judged Israel 
(variant: After him PN judged Israel) n years. Then hejPN2 died and 
was buried at GN. 

On occasion, additional, anecdotal information concerning some activity of (or 
noteworthy fact about) the judge is inserted before or after the record of the 
number of years he is said to have judged Israel. These concise biographies 
(providing the name and genealogy, place of origin, length of rule, and burial 
place) find their close parallels not only in the canonical Books of Kings and 
Chronicles - whose accounts of the reigns of the kings of Israel and of Judah 
are merely elaborations of this basic formula - but also in that section of the 
Babylonian "Dynastic Chronicle" which relates of the three short dynasties 
that succeeded the Second Dynasty of Isin 33. For each of the individual 
monarchs there is given (1)  his name and patronymic (or notice of usurpation) ,  
(2) the length of his reign, and (3) his place of burial. Notice of a monarch's 
burial place is not attested elsewhere in Mesopotamian chronicles 34, so that the 
similarity of these formulae is too precise to be merely coincidental. What it 
may signify (beyond the fact that the accounts of the "minor" judges in the 
Book of Judges are, or reflect, records of authentic chronicles of real if only 
local rulers) is unknown 35; a common model, however, is not excluded. That 
within the Book of Judges the two biblical formulae are restricted to the narra
tives of the "major" and "minor" judges respectively, and are found in combi
nation only in the narrative concerning Gideon (Jgs 8,28-32) and in the late re
cord of the Abijah-Asa succession (2 Chr 13,23) suggests that they may have 
originated in distinct archival traditions. 

Returning to the expression occurring in EA 151 :54-55, u pas1Jat miitusu, 
"and his land is at rest", we note that the verb, pasii1Ju, "to rest", in Akkadian 
is ordinarily used of gods, people, the heart, anger, sickness, and (rarely) of 
horses 36. Employed to denote, as here, the state of land, it is peculiar to the 
Amarna correspondence, and Within that corpus, to the letters from Tyre 37 
and Byblos 38. The conclusion to which we are led, therefore, is that (u) pas1Jat 
miitu(su) - Akkadian neither in idiom nor in syntax 39 - is simply a rendering 
of Canaanite (w)sqj(h) 'r�(hjw) . 

Similarly, u sarra a1Jusu ana arkiSu, " and his brother reigns in his stead", may 
be recognized as a translation from Canaanite. In so far as can be determined, 

33 Cf., L. W. King, Chronicles Concerning Early Babylonian Kings, II 
(London, 1907) , pp. 51 ft. 

34 Cf. J. A. Brinkman, A Political History of Post-Kassite Babylonia (AnOr 
43 [Rome, 1968J ) , p. 155, n. 394. 

36 See my remarks in judaism 16 (1967) 501-505 : particularly, p. 504. 
36 Cf., W. von Soden, A Hw., pp. 840 f. 
37 Cf., EA 147: 12. 
38 Cf., EA 107 :31 ,  1 12 :38-39, 1 18 :44, 132 :59, and perhaps also 1 13 :31-33, 

1 18:45-46, 127 :41 .  
39  Contrast this construction with those classic Babylonian examples 

assembled by M. B .  Rowton, "The Use of the Permansive in Classic Babylo
nian", jNES 21  (1962) 233-303 : particularly, pp. 279-280, and cf. G. Buccellati, 
"An Interpretation of the Akkadian Stative as a Nominal Sentence" jNES 27 
( 1968) 1-12, particularly p. 9. 
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sarra (written: fsa l-ar-ra) , 3 m. sg. permansive of sararu, appears to be unique 
in Akkadian; it compares favorably, however, with West Semitic (w)mlk RN 40, 
mlk(tjty) tltt-j'[w- 41, and variations. Whether ana arkiSu, "in his stead", then, 
in this passage, reflects tlttyw or 'lwyw cannot be determined: biblical Hebrew 
favors the former (though not to the exclusion of the latter) 42, while Moabite 
attests only to the latter 43. 

On the basis of idiom, syntax, and virtually precise Hebrew parallels, 
EA 151  :52-55 may be considered Canaanite in form and in content. Because 
the various components of the report, particularly in combination, find their 
biblical Hebrew counterparts restricted to records of governmental succession, 
it is furthermore likely that the passage constitutes an adaptation of a Canaanite 
archival formulary. 

* * * 

Continuing his summary of events in the "land of Canaan", Abimilki re
lates news of a destructive fire that occurred in Ugarit (EA 1 5 1  :55-57), and again 
employs Canaanite idiom to convey it : 

u bit( !) 44 sarri U garit ikul iSatum miSilsu ikul u miSi<l>su yanu 
And the house ( !) of the king of Ugarit has :fire consumed: half of it did 
it consume and its (other) half not. 

The expression, miSilsuji . . .  u miSilSuji, "its half . . .  and its (other) half", is 
otherwise known to me from Akkadian sources only in an Amarna letter from 
Byblos (EA 138:71-73) : 

anumma alu [mJiSi[IJsi ra'im ana mare A bdiasirti u miSilSi ana beliya 
Now the city - half of it is devoted to the sons of A., and its (other) 
half to my lord 

and, in a slightly variant form, in a letter from Ugarit 45. In biblical Hebrew, 
however, its correspondents occur several times: 

. . .  as a regular cereal offering: half of it (mlt�yth) in the morning, and 
its (other) half (wmlt�yth) in the evening (Lv 6, 13) 
And all Israel . . .  stranger and native alike : half of it (lt�yw) opposite 
Mt. Gerizim and its (other) half (whlt�yw) opposite Mt. Ebal (Jos 8,33) 
And to half (wl!t�y) the tribe of Manasseh Moses gave (a possession) 
in the Bashan, and to its (other) half (wl!t�yw) Joshua gave (a possession) 
with their brothers west of the Jordan (Jos 22,7a) 

40 Cf., e.g., Donner-Rollig, KAJ, No. 24 :2; Is 24,23; Mi 4,7 ;  2 Chr 25, 1 ;  
29, 1 ,  et passim. The more usual expression in Akkadian appears to have been 
sarruta(m) epesu (cf. CAD E, pp. 2 1 9  f.), though others are also attested. 

41 Cf., e.g., KAJ, No. 181 :2-3; 2 Sm 16,8. 
42 By far the more common formula, the former occurs in Gn 36,33-39; 

2 Sm 1 0, 1 ;  1 Kgs 1 1 ,43, et passim in the Biblical books of Kings and Chronicles. 
The latter may be noted in 1 Kgs 1 , 13, 17,  24, 30; cf. Jgs 12,8, 1 1, 1 3, and see 
1 Kgs 1 ,20, 27. 

43 KAJ, No. 181 :2-3. 
44 Cf. J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln, II, 1597 (in the commen

tary on EA 148: 12) . 
45 RS 20.33 : 18-19 (written: MAS . . .  U MAS) .  Cf. Jean Nougayrol in MRS 

1 6, 7 1 .  
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And half the mountain (lt�y hhr) shall withdraw northward, and 
its (other) half (wlt�yw) southward (Zech 14,4) 
And on that day living waters shall go forth from Jerusalem; half of 
them (lt�ym) to the eastern sea, and their (other) half (wlt�ym) to the 
western sea . . .  (Zech 14,8a) 
And from that day (on) , half of my servants (lt�y n'ry) were working 
on the project, and their (other) half wlt�ym) were holding spears, shields, 
bows and . . .  (Neh 4, 10) 

Cf. further, Ex 24,6;  30, 13 .  In view of its occurrence, to my knowledge, only in 
documents from Ugarit, Byblos, Tyre and in the Hebrew Bible, the locution 
would appear to be Canaanite. 

* * * 

In the foregoing examination of Canaanite stylistic features we have at
tempted to demonstrate that recognition of a common, literary tradition (to 
which the Ugaritic and biblical Hebrew literatures and the Phoenician inscrip
tions bear indisputable witness) must be extended to the Amarna letters from 
Tyre. Not every rhetorical device, known from the other sources, has been 
located in this limited collection of ten documents, but almost all the more 
strikingly characteristic traits were found to be present : parallelism of a fixed 
pair of nouns, of numbers, and of varying tenses of the same verb; alteration of 
grammatical person; and the use of manifestly Canaanite formulaic locutions. 
Because Tyre is in the Canaanite "heartland",  so to speak, this should not be 
entirely surprising; but fruitful results, utilizing the same techniques from the 
same perspective, may also be expected, I believe, from investigations not only 
of Amarna letters from other Canaanite cities but of other Northwest Semitic 
documentary materials as well : particularly, those from Mari. I have elsewhere 
cited one expression common to biblical Hebrew, Phoenician, and the dialect 
of one of the royal families of Mari 46, another expression found in Old Akkadian, 
Mari, and biblical Hebrew sources 47, and have drawn attention to a possible 
parallel between the Canaanite and Marian literary traditions. Others have 
adduced additional examples from the letters and inscriptions of Mari and still 
other West Semitic dynasties in the Old Babylonian period 48, and a recent 
study has evaluated the presence in the letters from Mari of apodictic and casui
stic constructions 49, otherwise best known from biblical Hebrew legal phraseo
logy and Phoenician imprecatory formulations 50. In sum, with the caveat 
that the missives from Amarna and Mari are not belletristic, the appearance 
in them of stylistic devices that can be compared, often precisely, with those in 

46 See VT 1 1  (1961) 142 f., n. 4 .  
47 See Judaism 1 5  ( 1966) 248. 
48 Cf. Greenfield, op. cit. (above, n. 3) , p. 258. On pp. 266 ff. of the same 

work, comparison was drawn between KAI, No. 26 iv 1 -3, a passage in Ugaritic 
(RS 24.252 rev. 10-12 [MRS, 16, 554]) ,  Pss 72,5, 17 ;  89,37-38, and an inscription 
of Samsuiliina (YOS 9, 35, PI. xm: 148-154) . Apparently independently, Sh. Paul 
made essentially the same observation in a paper read before the annual meeting 
of the American Oriental Society held in Cambridge, Mass. ,  on April 6, 1 97 1 .  

49 See A .  Marzal, "Mari Clauses in 'Casuistic' and 'Apodictic' Styles", 
CEQ 33 ( 1 971)  333-364, 492-509. 

50 Cf. VT 1 1  ( 1961) 137- 1 58. 
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evidence in specifically literary texts helps us to expand our otherwise narrower 
view of Canaanite literature and to appreciate in somewhat greater measure the 
pervasiveness and utility of Canaanite rhetoric. 

* * * 

Excursus : The Alleged Egyptian Origin of the Tyrian Scribe 

The author of the Amarna letters from Tyre was evidently a skilled practi
tioner of Canaanite rhetoric; yet, as was noted in the introduction to this study, 
W. F. Albright concluded that he must have been an Egyptian. These two judg
ments do not necessarily contradict each other; but, in the light of the findings 
presented above, the assumption of an Egyptian nativity demands further 
examination. 

The more salient bits of evidence, adduced by Albright in support of his 
hypothesis, fall into three principal categories : words and glosses of Egyptian 
(and supposed Egyptian) origin, two poetic passages that may be direct trans
lations from Egyptian (EA 147 :5-15, 41-56) , and what he termed " morpholo
gical and syntactic peculiarities" owing to "the scribe's ignorance of idiomatic 
Canaanite or Accadian" (jEA 23 [1937] 196) . Upon re-examination of this 
evidence, however, the conclusion at which he arrived is by no means necessary, 
and, in view of the results of our own investigation, it is most unlikely. 

Beginning with the Egyptian words and alleged Egyptian glosses, it is to 
be noted that, of the five words which had been identified as Egyptian prior 
to his study, three are military or administrative titles: we'u, pawira, uputi, 
and one is a designation of a particular kind of vessel : akunu. (Such use of foreign 
words, surely, need signify no more than a concern for precision) . Because it 
has an excellent West Semitic cognate, there is little justification in seeking an 
Egyptian origin for the fifth, lJapsi (EA 147: 12) 51 . Of the four terms added to 
this list by Albright, only one, a-ru-u (EA 147 :28), need be conceded an Egyptian 
derivation. Of the others, one, pa-ni-mu (EA 155 :46), is highly uncertain; 
a second, qu-na (EA 147 :36), as Albright recognized, may well be the impera
tive of Canaanite kwn (p. 197, n. 4) ; and the last, ia-a-ia-ia (EA 147 :38), "an 
exclamation denoting approval", equated by Albright with late Egyptian yl, 
" 'yea, verily, etc. ' (repeated for emphasis)", (p. 197), is just as likely to have 
its origin in West Semitic: d. Hebrew y'h (and Syriac ya'e') ,  "to be befitting", 
and Punic y', "good". It is, moreover, difficult to follow him when he says of 
ia"';'a-ia-ia that "such reduplication is apparently unknown in Accadian, Cana
anite or Biblical Hebrew" (p. 1 97, n. 5) . If he meant to imply that repetition 
for the purpose of lending emphasis to a word or expression is unattested in 
Canaanite and Hebrew, the implication is false; d., e.g. , Ugaritic d' . d', "know 
well !" ( UT 2 1 1 4 : 13) ,  Phoenician 'I 'I tpt(t, "do not, do not open !" (KAI, No. 
13 :3-4), Hebrew 'uri 'uri, "awake, awake ! "  (Jgs 5, 12/12),  gebi5hiih gebi5hiih, 
" (talk no more) so proudly !" (1 Sm 2,3), hOy hOy wenusu, "ah, ah, flee !" (Zech 
2, 10) ,  and (ten (ten liih, "grace, grace to it" (Zech 4,7) 52. 

51 Cf. Ugaritic lJPi in UT Krt 90 (parallel: inn, 1. 91)  and perhaps UT 201 5 :  
25. See CAD lj:, p. 85 (sub lJapSi) , and the literature cited there. 

52 For other examples, d. E. Kautzsch and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius' 
Hebrew Grammar (Oxford, 1910, 2nd English Edition) , § 123 e-f. 
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In the matter of syntax, I am at a loss to understand why sakniUani ina 
rabi$i, "you have appointed me to (lit. : you have put me in [the office of]) com
missioner", (EA 149 :47-48), must be regarded as a translation of late Egyptian 
(mk) di · k  wim mJ:t-ib (p. 200) . The verbal form reflects its Canaanite prototype, 
the phrase constitutes a characteristic West Semitic shift in person (see above), 
and the syntactical construction is perfectly at home in biblical Hebrew; cf., 
my smk l'ys sr wsPi 'lynw, "who appointed you to (the office of) commander 
and judge over us?" (Ex 2, 14) . 

One cannot fault Albright for failing in 1937 to see through the Akkadian 
guise to the Canaanite nature of the epithet applied to the Pharaoh in EA 
155 :6, 47, samas darUu, "the eternal sun", because its counterparts in Phoenician, 
sms 'lm .(KAI, No. 26 iii 19), and in Ugaritic, sps 'lm ( UT 2008 :7), were disco
vered only several years later 53. One may, however, express astonishment at the 
weight accorded the Egyptian words appearing in this correspondence, while 
such undoubted Canaanite glosses as nu-u!J-ti and ba-ti-i-ti (EA 147 : 56) are 
so lightly dismissed with the assertion that they must have been furnished the 
"Egyptian" scribe by his Canaanite employer (p. 199, n. 12), and so patent a 
Canaanitism as nadanu pani(su/ya), "to set (his/my) face" 54, is completely 
ignored. 

The poems may well be translations, at least in part, of Egyptian originals. 
As Albright admits, however, it cannot be presumed that they were prepared by 
the Tyrian scribe for the purposes of EA 147;  rather, as he puts it, "it is much 
more likely that he had used the Accadian version frequently, and had perhaps 
obtained it originally from official Egyptian sources in translated form" (p. 1 98) . 
Neither does this eminently reasonable conjecture warrant postulating Egypt as 
the homeland of the author. But whether Abimilki's scribe was an Egyptian, 
who had mastered thoroughly the niceties of Canaanite rhetoric, or a Cana
anite with a proficiency in Egyptian rhetoric sufficient to mislead a renowned 
modern authority, these letters, written in learned Akkadian, display an extra
ordinary virtuosity, and constitute a remarkable tour de force. 

53 See VT 1 1  (1961) 143 n. 5, and Ch. Virolleaud in MRS 1 1  ( 1965) 1 5. 
54 In the letters from Tyre it appears in EA 148:9-10, 26-27 ; 1 50 :4, 14-15;  

15 1  : 19-20, 32, 37, 69-70; 1 52 :55-56; and 155 :59-60. For Ugaritic ytn pnm, see 
UT 49 I 4, IV 3 1 ;  5 1  IV 20-21 , 84-85; 5 1  VIII 1 -2, 10- 1 1 ;  67 I 9-10, II 1 3-15, 
V 1 1 -12 ; 76 II 8-9; 129 :4 ;  Krt 301-302 ; 'nt IV 8 1 ,  PI. vi VI 12-13;  and for pnm 
lytn, cf. RS 24.244:63 (MRS, Vol. 16, 568, 571) . For biblical Hebrew ntn pnym, 
see Lv 17 , 10 ;  20,3, 6 ;  26, 1 7 ;  Ez 14,8;  15,7;  Dn 9,3; 10, 1 5 ;  2 Chr 20,3. 

O,ientalia - 12 
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Memorandum on the Approach to Historiographic Texts 

Mario LIVERANI - Rome 

Histoire science de l' Homme, et alors les faits, oui: mais 
ce sont des faits humains; tache de l'historien: retro·uver les 
hommes qui les ont vecus, et ceux qui dans chacun d' eux, 
plus tard, se sont loges en eux avec toutes leurs idees, pour 
les interpreter. 

L. Febvre 

1. Introduction: Toward a "Comprehensive Reading" of the Historical 
Document 

1 .  A marked progress in anthropological research has taken place during 
past decades through the substitution of the old method of the informer with 
direct observation. As is well known, former research by ethnologists was held 
without knowledge of local dialects and personal insertion in the local communi
ties. The researcher usually remained outside the community and communicated 
with it by means of an informer, to whom particular questions were posed; and 
it is only too natural, today, to smile at the presumed authenticity of the an
swers given. Using this method, it was impossible to surmount a sort of barrier 
between the scholar and the society under stUdy. The barrier was certainly 
a technical one: the presence of interpreters caused ignorance of local technical 
terms; too rapid visits failed to provide information on longer cycles; prear
ranged questions brought about misjudgement on the normal patterns of life in 
the communities; interest for differences and oddities made for overestimation 
of the latter, counter to a generally balanced picture of the environment. But 
the roots of such lack of communication lay in a cultural gap of obvious euro
centric character. The aim was a collection of exotic facts - of what is different 
from us - and not a reflection on human behavior - on our behavior as seen 
in others as in a refracting mirror which amplifies to absurdity certain fea
tures. The researcher of present times, on the other hand, lives for an extended 
period on the spot, learns the local language, enters fully into community life 
so as to derive a picture of that life without asking specific (and therefore inev
itably biased) questions. The community becomes accustomed to him, and 
is hardly disturbed by the presence of an outside observer. The information 
collected in this way is much freer from the distortion caused by intermediate 
passages. 
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A similar shift in methods could also be adopted in regards to historical 
societies, or "dead" societies as they are usually called with a deceitful and 
inelegant term. Hitherto written documents which have come down to us from 
historical societies were generally made to play a role corresponding to the one of 
the "informers". In other words, it was believed that facts of interest to us 
lay beyond the texts; that the latter, when questioned, could provide us with 
pieces of information. This information is however foreign to the texts them
selves; their exactitude and very existence should, moreover, be considered 
largely questionable by the responsible historian, due to the cultural gap be
tween us and the historical society - a gap not filled by the "informer" -text, 
but rather evidenced by the deforming elements of the latter. The thing to 
do should be to view the document not as a "source of information", but as 
information in itself; not as an opening on a reality laying beyond, but as an 
element which makes up that reality. Or, in keeping with the ethnological com
parison made above: not as an informer, but as a member of the community 
under study. 

2 .  The shift in focus is hardly a small one, and hardly an artificial one. 
Rather, it corresponds to a completely changed approach by the scholar to the 
society and to the text considered as a constitutive cell of that society. The view 
of the document as a "source of information" brings about a quite elementary 
form of interpretation: information materially present in the text is purely and 
simply taken out and employed to rebuild a sort of mosaic related to the prob
lem under study. The document is therefore considered a source for the know
ledge of what the document says. This attitude, apparently obvious and unerring, 
in fact brings about serious drawbacks: ( 1 )  if the textual information is wrong, 
as might be the case for various reasons the error passes inevitably into the his
torical reconstruction (and in particular : if the information is contradictory 
one :finds one self at a loss, if it is not contradictory it is difficult to detect possi
ble errors) ; (2) the type of information in the texts does not always satisfy the 
needs of the scholar, who has different scopes and interests from the ones of the 
writers of the documents, and who should like to obtain certain information 
for which the texts, to his dismay, are uncommunicative or altogether silent. 

Let us on the other hand try to view the document as a source for the know
ledge of itself - Le., as a source of knowledge on the author of the document, 
whom we know from the document itself. In this type of approach our attention 
is no more centered on the events, but on how they are narrated. For the event 
is foreign, to a certain extent, to the author of the text, is independent of his 
will and does not aid us in characterizing him. On the other hand, the way the 
author presents the event is a characteristic feature, since it is his way of 
entering in contact both with the event and with the public (Le. his public; the 
modern scholar is a secondary and not expected public) . The peculiarity of the 
narration is the element by which we may hope to gain some enlightenment 
on the historical environment of the author, and possibly even on the single 
author in the context of his environment. 

This type of approach requires, so to speak, an increased delicacy as re
gards the document, which must no more be forced, dissected, plagiarized for 
our aims. Rather, its literary structure, terminology, and implications must 
be tactfully analyzed toward an understanding as complete and conscious as 
possible. To speak in the linguist's terms, we need to take a higher interest in 
the connotational level than in the denotational. 
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3. In this way every irregular, irrational, inconsistent and even reticent 
element in the document will cease to seem an obstacle to the reception of the 
message, and will instead become a privileged sign of the code. From deterring 
element of analysis to stimulating element of analysis; especially so if we think 
that the so-called disturbing elements are simply elements of difference be
tween "our" way of presenting information (understood by us as the best possi
ble way) and the author's way. A difference of this type actually helps us to 
set in a historical perspective the relation between us and the environment 
under study : i.e., it shows us that every historical society has certain character
istic way of conceiving, of living, of presenting reality. 

Considering every "irregular" element as a privileged bearer of meaning, 
we may bring to mind a quite large series of these "irregularities". It is obvious 
that intentional (or even SUb-intentional) distortions, for example those typical 
of political (or generally ideological) propaganda, are to be set at one extreme 
(the most illuminating) in the series. They offer possibilities of analysis (which 
should be evident, but unfortunately are not, in our field of study) of the 
cultural environment in which the event is set, and of a complex network of 
reactions which the event causes among different sections of the public. We 
shall come back to these problems when giving examples later on. But even 
the most unsophisticated error, which we may set at the opposite (or least illu
minating) extreme, may have its meaning. Let us consider, for example, a co
pyist's error or a textual variant, in the light of all the conclusions the most 
refined philologists are able to draw on a historical-cultural level. Or let us 
consider an error of calculation in an administrative text: even such a simple 
mistake may be illuminating for us, as regards the methods of calculation if 
nothing else (certain errors may occur using the decimal system, others the 
sexagesimal system; certain errors occur doing additions, others doing multi
plications, etc. ), but also perhaps as regards procedures of the bureaucracy 
(were the figures obtained by counting, by copying from a former text, 
or through intermediate calculations ? did the scribe write from dictation, or 
did he count himself? ) .  An analysis of such errors in an entire archive or in 
an entire administrative system could provide us with information about the 
conditions in which the documents were written, and about the capacity for 
tolerating errors on the part of the administration, in relation to the purposes 
for which the calculations were made and kept. 

4. Naturally if a document viewed as a "source of information" may be used 
in its separate parts, i.e. excerpting information out of context (and here 
lies the limitation of this procedure) , a document viewed as an object of study 
in itself need be considered in its entirety. Surely it may - and must, as we 
shall see presently - be decomposed and analyzed, but in a different sense. 
The breaking up into constituent parts is not done in order to dwell on the indivi
dual parts apart from the whole, but rather in order to achieve a more accurate 
understanding of the whole and of each part in the context of, and in relation 
with, the entire document. 

The concept of total or comprehensive reading of the text must be under
stood in two ways, both of them equally necessary. The most obvious and 
simple way is that the document be read in its entirety : a completeness in quan
tity, necessary to understand why the text was written. There is, however, a 
more complex way of understanding the concept of totality: the texts must be 
read from all possible points of view. This type of completeness, in quality, is 
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necessary to understand why the text w8$ written in that particular way. Only 
with this type of analysis can we exploit all the possibilities offered by the text 
for the understanding of its author - i.e., of its position in relation to the world 
around and to the specific historical circumstance. One could even establish 
a whole series of motivations and modalities, from more complex ones for ideo
logically committed texts, to the opposite for texts of practical or occasional 
function; and it would be a series only seemingly diversified, in fact perfectly 
fitting in each case to the type of text. 

Any single text may therefore be examined from different points of view, 
or better at different levels, toward a total understanding of it. The existence 
of various levels of analysis is more obvious in regard to some linguistic levels 
(not to speak of the level of palaeography) , than for others of an exegetical cha
racter; but no real gap separates the ones from the others. It is clear to all that 
a morphological analysis must be separated from a syntactical analysis; it is 
clear to most that a semantic analysis denotational in level, must be distin
guished from a connotational one; but not yet general is the consciousness that the 
analysis of the "events" narrated in the text must be set aside from the analysis 
of the literary and thought patterns according to which the events are presen
ted. Naturally, whoever seeks pieces of information is interested in finding the 
event, and tolerates with annoyance the burden (if felt) of the pattern which 
"distorts" the event. But whoever (like the ogre of M. Bloch) is seeking man 
is much more interested in the pattern (which is a product of man) than in 
the event, which makes up, so to speak, the rough and occasional material for 
the pattern. 

5. In terms of saussurian linguistics, one could consider the single document 
as an act of parole, isolated and unique and hard to analyze as such; in it, how
ever, various facts of langue meet and come into being: any of these may indeed 
be analyzed as elements of a system. Or, in terms of gurvitchian sociology 
(on this point inspired by Mauss) , we might consider the single document as 
a "total social fact" and also as a "total psychic fact", in which a number of 
"structures" intersect: all of these may be analyzed separately but in relation 
to the others to rebuild a complete understanding of the single "total fact" 
which alone exists in historical reality. 

On the one hand, therefore, we are forced to admit that only the single 
document exists in reality, and that our final aim has to be the complete under
standing of the single document. But on the other hand this understanding 
can be attained only through the analysis of the many "structures" that 
are interwoven in the document: structures which do not exist in reality, which 
are only a fabrication of ours for a certain aim, but which alone allow us to con
nect the document under study with other documents - and with ourselves. 
The most productive type of study of the single document towards its total 
comprehension derives therefore from the setting of the text in a homologous 
series, chosen so as to enlighten the particular structure under study, and to set 
apart the paradigmatic variants and the syntagmatic successions (in terms of 
R. Barthes) . Choosing the series in which to set the text is clearly a delicate 
and consequence-bearing act of the analysis, but it often is quite a natural one : 
one may form a series from an actual historical group of documents (a letter 
shall be studied in the context of the correspondence to which it belongs; a le
gal act in the context of its archive) ,  or from a literary genre (a decree shall 
be studied in the context of the genre of the decrees, etc.) .  But it may be quite 
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useful (i.e., it may prove illuminating) to set the text into a seemingly removed 
series, either in time and space (Idrimi studied in the context of Russian 
fairytales) or in literary genre (the letters of Rib-Adda compared to the 
Ludlul).  

In the examples which follow (based on studies still in progress) , problems 
connected to only one of the many possible "structures" will be tackled: the 
search for thought patterns of mytbical (I use this term in the sense of pre
formed) character in historiographic documents. I believe, by the way, that, 
as for historiographic texts, this structure can most aid us in grasping the total 
meaning of the single document; also, this has been the most neglected struc
ture up to the present. 

II. Exemplification: Mythical Pattern and Historical Event 

1 .  To the conquest of the throne 

The inscription of Idrimi is a precious remain of a Syrian historiographic 
tradition, signally different from the contemporary Mesopotamian, Hittite and 
Egyptian ones. This tradition is almost totally lost to us, although it must have 
been a rather important one : its existence explains creations such as the sto
ry of David, otherwise unjustifiable as to its origins. The isolation of the inscrip
tion of Idrimi does not allow us to set its structure into its most relevant frame
work, i.e. in the context of other examples of the same genre proceeding from 
the same cultural milieu. Nevertheless, from the very beginning of research, 
some fablelike elements of the text were evident (more from immediate sensa
tion, I should say, than from accurate analysis) . A comparison of the pattern 
of the text with the pattern of the fairy-tales (as formalized by V. J. Propp) 
may give exactitude and substance to these sensations. The fairy-tale charac
ter of the story of Idrimi appears from the overall pattern in use, from single 
details of the narration, from the tone of the story itself, from the treatment 
of temporal determinations, from the stylization of human relations in the story: 
this character is therefore a solid and well-established fact. One could even 
rewrite the tale according to Propp's symbols, although I believe this would 
only result in a game, which adds nothing to our knowledge. 

In this case the introduction of the text in a series helps to single out the 
narrative structure. Of course, immediately after this operation the series used 
as a framework (in this case the corpus of Russian fairy-tales) , being not rele
vant from a historical point of view, is set aside; or rather, its historical elements 
are set aside. By means of the comparison the text becomes endowed with a 
significant structure. What was shapeless when analysed by itself now reveals 
its compositional elements; formerly unobserved meanings, motivations, conno
tations may now be easily singled out in the framework of the series. 

In turn, the tale of Idrimi, in which the fairy-tale pattern is more conspi
cuous, may serve as reference point for other texts of related environment, in 
which the pattern is less clearly shaped, although present. E.g. , the apology 
of tIattusili III, or the story of the rebellion which brought Joas to the throne 
in the place of Ataliah, or some Egyptian texts of the K 6nigsnovelle type. And 
vice-versa a comparison becomes necessary also with texts of different types, 
closer to the actual fairy-tale, such as the poem of Keret or the Egyptian tale 
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of the foredoomed prince. A study of differences and of similarities (in pattern, 
in detail) becomes of course more solid if we limit ourselves to this whole group 
of texts : there are more possibilities of clarifying correspondences with the 
historical situation (the event which is related) and with the aim of the com
position (the public to which the story is related). 

The relation between pattern and event does not so much pose the dilem
ma: "true or false ? "  - for which there is a tendency, and an oversimplifying 
one at that. Rather, the problem posed is that of the interpretation of the event 
by the protagonist (a person emotionally and socially interested in choosing a 
specific interpretation) in the light of the presentation of the event to a definite 
public. It may perhaps be useful to distinguish two different cases: there are 
some elements which we may term fabulous (preformed and therefore impli
citly non-historical) insofar as they correspond to a certain way of narrat
ing and, even more, to a certain way of perceiving reality. This way is common 
to the whole milieu from which the text is produced; no particular implications 
of purpose are therefore to be understood. An example of this is the motif of 
the "seven" years. But there are also elements which are fabulous on a delib
erate level (fully conscious or even sub-conscious) in that they intend to intro
duce the event so as to recall to mind other texts (of mythical, poetic charac
ter) and therefore to provide the protagonist with a somewhat heroic quality. 
An example of this is the contrast with elder brothers. More discrimination is 
required in the analysis of this type of element; one needs to �ppreciate (and 
previously to detect) a play upon semantical innuendoes and intentions. Idrimi 
sets out on his own, with chariot, horses and personal attendant: this piece of in
formation (in terms of an histoire evenementielle) may be considered quite ordinary, 
while in fact it aids in depicting the protagonist according to certain common 
standards of courage, determination, break with the past and with the family. 
Idrimi is the youngest of his brothers: the degree of exactitude of this piece of 
information (in the terms referred to above) is open to doubt, but it helps again 
to enhance the features of the hero (the one against many, the youngest against 
the elders) . More specific details in the story (the hero sleeping in his chariot, 
or meeting the Suteans) also have their meaning, their connotative function, 
although it may be more enigmatical for us to appreciate them at present. 

The overall pattern may be analysed in the same way as the details: it 
is a preformed pattern, just as many details are preformed. But what is impor
tant is to try to understand the reason for which it was adopted: i.e. the plays 
upon innuendoes and sensations it should have stirred up in the public for which 
it was meant. In the case of Idrimi, of ljattusili, of J oas, there is a fundamental 
and evident historical fact to be read through the fairy-tale plot: in all cases 
we have to deal with usurpers to the throne, who needed to display their action 
as heroic (for the hero prevails by himself over all, overcoming all difficulties) ,  
as righteous (for the hero restores oppressed rights) , and not as a disturbance 
to a normal and correct state of things, but rather as the re-establishement 
of a normal state after a period of alteration (see further on, on the motif of 
the restorer of order) . The story of these usurpers is therefore presented accord
ing to the pattern of the fairy-tale prince, who sets out to reconquer the lost 
throne, and regains it by himself. Adopting this pattern Idrimi intends to 
appear legitimate and heroic to his public. It's his version of the story: we may 
well imagine how different the same story would be if the narrator were the 
unknown king he · drove out from Alahab.. 
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2. The righteous sufferer 

In opposition to the isolation of Idrimi's inscriptions, the exasperating 
repetition of Rib-Adda's correspondence suggests by itself the possibility of 
viewing the single letters as constitutive elements of a series ;  also, of excerpt
ing a constant conceptual pattern from the series, suitable for all single exam
ples. The resulting pattern (or, since a pattern is always the outcome of a vo
luntary simplification, it would be best to say : the pattern which seems the 
most illuminating) is the one well known from wisdom literature (Job, Ludlul, 
etc.) as the motif of the "righteous sufferer". The protagonist feels abandoned 
by divine assistance, and consequently by wealth which used to follow him, 
and by all friends who used to back him. He examines his own behavior 
but fails to find any wrong or deceit towards the deity which might explain 
the change in his fortune. The only solution is therefore to hope and ask of 
the deity a new turn of fate by which justice and happiness may coincide, and 
his arrogant and selfconfident enemies may be confounded. Anyone experi
enced with the correspondence of Rib-Adda is able to see how every single letter 
may be precisely fitted into this pattern or part of it. 

Since Rib-Adda's correspondence spans some ten years in time, the pre
conceived character of the pattern is evidenced by its diachronical persistence. 
An element which might be viewed as historical "information", punctual and 
reliable when considering a letter by itself, shows instead very clearly its biased 
character upon noting that it persists unchanged through the entire series of 
letters. The protagonist is always on the brink of final catastrophe, is always 
on the point of succumbing if reinforcements do not arrive within six months' 
time. Rib-Adda is always abandoned by all, but he always still holds two last 
cities; the latter might even be different from one time to the other, but they 
always are two in number and always the last two remaining; there is always 
a prince of Ammiya who has been killed by the rebels; Aziru does all that Abdi
Asirta has previously done down to the smallest details; but the age of Abdi
Asirta, which was a time of the blackest despair when present, when past 
acquires the overtones of happy bygone days in which all was for the best. 

The qualifying points of the pattern may be brought down to a series of 
absolute and preformed oppositions. It may prove useful to force the analysis 
towards a greater formalization, in the light of models proposed by current 
structural and semiological analysis. One may set up oppositions of two 
"spaces," different in quality (the internal space of security and the external 
one, hostile and variable) and of two "times" also different in quality. The 
nearby time (present) is disturbed by the non-coincidence of justice and happi
ness, and the distant time (past and future) is correct, for justice and happiness 
concur. Also the "spheres" of the single actors - i.e., their ethical and psycho
logical evaluation and the type of action competing to each of them - may be 
characterized. We have here an opposition of the righteous and unprosperous 
protagonist, and his unrighteous and prosperous enemies. Crucial element in 
the "play" between justice and prosperity (a "play" which may be detected 
through the analysis of time and of the actors) is the god's attitude: if he is 
present he brings about the correct state of things, if he is absent he gives ample 
opportunity for disturbance. Oppositions (or at least alternations) of paradigmatic 
character can be evidenced: e.g., the alternation between ala na�aru "to protect 
the city," and ala ezebu "to abandon the city," typical of Rib-Adda; or between 
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qalu "to take no interest" and idu "to take care," typical of Pharaoh. 
There are also links of syntagmatic character: e.g. the typical sequence wussu
ru -+ na$aru -+ a$u -+ pasa!Jujbalatu, i.e. "if you provide me with the neces
sary means -* I shall protect the city -+ until you will come out to solve the 
situation for good -+ and then we shall be able to live in peace for ever." 

As can be seen, it is possible to build quite elementary structures. By 
giving graphic symbols to each of the elements detected through analysis we 
might even condense the single letters into short formulas which clarify the 
relative position of the elements, their compatibility or incompatibility, the 
characteristical sequences, their essential or subsidiary quality, and so forth. 
Obviously (as we have already noticed for Idrimi) these graphic formalizations 
are not to be over-estimated: a (mathematical or in any case symbolical) formula 
has value for knowledge only if it allows certain operations which may not be 
accomplished through language. This is not the case of our formulas, which 
would only aid in resuming what has been detected. But in any case, the effort 
of abstraction to arrive at formulas might perhaps help to organize the pattern 
along stricter lines. 

Having excerpted the preformed pattern, one may view its relation with 
the historical events in various ways, depending on the particular case. For 
example, the problem might be considered one of literary technique: i.e., the 
scribe who composed the letters (or the king himself who dictated them?) made 
use of certain patterns, either clear to his mind at fully conscious level or at 
least assimilated by familiarity with wisdom texts. I believe however this di
rection of research to be scarcely fruitful in this case, at least until clear echoes 
of wisdom literature in Rib-Adda's phrasing and vocabulary are identified and 
brought forth. The equivalence of the pattern together with differences in terms 
used should rather induce us to consider the psychological situation as identical. 
Rib-Adda adopts the pattern of the "righteous sufferer" because he believes 
himself to be living in a situation, in a network of human relations, similar to 
the one sensed by the scribes who wrote the wisdom texts. But, being a politi
cal figure, he extends this existential feeling of his from the personal to the po
litical sphere; and he expresses it by means of a stateman's messages instead 
of literary creations. 

Should we want to examine the correspondence between Rib-Adda's exis
tential feeling and the historical events in which he is involved, we would soon 
notice that this type of research proves impossible. We are not in possession 
of the historical event, only of some interpretations of it : the views taken by 
the different actors and witnesses, and the opinions of the historians who recon
struct events through those views. I am afraid that the concept of "historical 
event" - but I hesitate entering into a field inaccessible to me - is a pure 
abstraction, which in all cases implies a choice in interpretation, a way of under
standing and of presenting. The reconstruction of the most artless and common 
episode of everyday life is already a simplification in itself; beginning with the 
choice of the people involved, of their physical movements, and even more -
naturally - the interpretation of their intentions, of the elements which condi
tion them culturally at an unconscious level, and so on. We must resign our
selves to recognize that the so-called "event" is, upon objective consideration, 
so complex as to be impossible to describe and in fact unusable : every use of 
it implies a drastic simplification which is necessarily biased in one direction. 

In our case we have the view of events given by Rib-Adda, a view evidenced 
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by the adoption of a certain pattern. Even analysing this view along inter
nal lines we may be strongly doubtful as to which part of it is the outcome of 
inner belief and which part on the other hand represents a clever attempt at 
convincing the addressee. We may also be doubtful as to which part of the 
interpretation goes back to Rib-Adda himself and which part is shared by a 
definite milieu. To Rib-Adda's interpretation we may in any case oppose other 
views, of which we know much less, of course, but manage to catch a glimpse. 
So we see (from fragments of answers quoted for the sake of arguing) that the 
opinion of Pharaoh was different from that of Rib-Adda; again different was 
the interpretation of Abdi-Asirta (e.g. as for the view that peace was the out
come of victory of the !Jabirus alid the banishing of the !Jaziinus and of the Egyp
tian troops, exactly the opposite of Rib-Adda's) ;  also different was the opinion 
of the peasants of Byblos, with their main problem of where to find something 
to eat; and even the view of Rib-Adda's wife, who hoped for peace in alliance 
with Aziru, was different. 

In this state of things, after having reconstructed the interpretations of 
the single actors or "witnesses," it is only natural to propose our interpretation, 
which is handicapped by a much lesser knowledge of events (inadequately se
lected, moreover) in comparison with that of the actors. We are, however, ad
vantaged over the persons concerned by the cognizance of later developments 
and of a few documents to which they had no access; also by the very opposi
tion of the different views of the actors, and by the more refined methods of 
analysis at our disposal. But the result will be our interpretation; we must 
be conscious of this. It is incorrect to believe acritically that the interpretation 
of Rib-Adda is the "true" way in which events took place, as has been done 
down to the present, giving concrete substance to what are in fact the stereo
typed, mythical characterizations of the pattern: the negative quality of time 
(from which it has been inferred that the Amarna age was an age of grave crisis) , 
the opposite characterizations of the protagonist and his enemies (from which 
it has been inferred that pro- and anti-Egyptian parties existed, i.e. "faith
ful" and "hostile" groups, with no thought to the turnover in roles depending 
on whom is writing) , the absenteeism of Pharaoh (from which misinformation 
or loss of interest in politics or even personal laziness have been inferred) . But 
vice-versa it is also incorrect to suppose that - since Rib-Adda adopts a pre
formed pattern - the information he gives is "false."  Rather, if Rib-Adda makes 
use of a certain pattern, it naturally means that the latter is somewhat conve
nient, somewhat adaptable to events; Rib-Adda adopts the pattern looking 
for a definite meaning, but also referring to definite facts. The pattern, and 
in general the way of narrating, is a sort of bridge which the author of the text 
throws between the events and his public. We may use the text to try to catch 
a glimpse of the event and a glimpse of the public; but we certainly cannot 
do so without having clarified in the first place the position of the author him
self. 

3. The restorer of order 
In a situation like the one depicted by Rib-Adda the most characteristic 

feature is the quality of time. The pattern according to which a positive past 
is followed by a negative present, which it is hoped shall be followed by a posi
tive future (as a repetition of the situation of the past, which serves as model) , 
is generally characterized by a cyclic appreciation of time. This cyclic charac-
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ter is provided by the identification of the quality of the Endezeit with that of 
the Urzeit, by the tternel retour with which the one restores the other. All this 
is true, and has been (and is yet) essential for understanding the organization 
of time in texts of "mythical" flavour; especially since we have a clear contrast 
between this appreciation of time - different in quality - and the one - ho
mogeneous in quality - of linear time in "rational" thought. But the charac
terization of this time as cyclic could bring about a misunderstanding which it is 
important to avoid: with the above definition one could think that the propound
ers of this notion on certain occasions saw the cycle actually completed, i.e. 
noticed the coming into being in the present of the future which concludes the 
cycle. It is not so : it would be better to speak of an "arrested time" than of a 
"cyclic time. "  In the case of Rib-Adda, as we have said, the diachronic charac
ter of the documents evidences in'itself the freezing of all historical experience 
in the immovable pattern : all positive events are framed into past or future, 
all the negative ones into the present, and the position of the three periods is 
not subject to rotation, the protagonist being imprisoned in the temporal quali
ty of the present. It is for this reason that the king of Ammiya is always killed 
"today, " even after ten years; it is for this reason that a visit to Pharaoh takes 
on a quality of salvation if set in the future but one of oppression if set in the 
present. The strength of the pattern is such as to assimilate all historical con
tent to itself; the permanent datum is the persuasion of living in a negatively 
characterized present, to live on the brink of catastrophe. The happy images 
of past and future act like the bar of the tightrope walker, to keep immovable 
this quite fleeting moment which is the "eve of the end." The wheel does not 
turn, it is at a halt. 

There is another pattern, as widespread and as famous as that of the "right
eous sufferer, " which could be at face value viewed in terms of a "rotation" 
of the characteristic qualities of time : it is the pattern of the "restorer of order", 
as found in the reforms of Urukagina, the edict of Telipinu, or that of Horem
hab, just to give a few examples. In this pattern the sequence of the qualities 
of time is the usual one (good -+ bad -+ good), but the subject seems to have 
moved one step further in the sequence. The happy past is pushed back into 
a more remote past, a veritable mythical age, and its function of ideal model 
of a corrected situation is underscored. The phase of corruption and chaos 
is over, i.e. moved from the present to a nearby past, just finished; while the 
second stage of order and prosperity is moved ahead from the future to the 
present. It would seem, therefore, that the cycle had undergone a rotation of 
one degree. 

Actually, the two patterns are used in a completely different mauner and 
especially in completely different texts; these differences are essential for an 
understanding of the relations between the two patterns and especially between 
each of them and the existential reactions of their public. The pattern of the 
righteous sufferer has in all cases an autobiographical character: it is the medi
tation of an individual on his own condition. The pattern of the restorer of or
der has instead public character: it is political authority addressing the entire 
community. Different, in a parallel fashion, is the "verbal" (so to speak) aspect, 
with which the action is set into the pattern: in the first case we have a narra
tion concerning the present, in the second a volition concerning the immediate 
future. Result of the comparison is that there is no real rotation of one degree 
in the cycle, only a different visual direction: in the righteous sufferer what we 
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call "present" (the phase negatively connotated in which the individual feels 
he is living) is in fact the immediate past, is a "hitherto" which one hopes shall 
change; while in the restorer of order what we call "present" (the phase posi
tively connotated which is inaugurated) is in fact the immediate future, is a "from 
now on." 

The two patterns are therefore complementary to one another, in opposi
tion from a certain viewpoint. The study of the one in function of the other, 
which does not seem to have been attempted as yet, may represent a useful 
opening to understand the connotative intentions, manifest or sub-conscious 
as they may be. Naturally the second pattern will be rather provided with such 
implications, since it is a "public" pattern, Le. it establishes contact between 
two different groups (between the king and his subjects, in the case at hand) ; 
the pattern of the righteous sufferer - due to its character of personal consider
ations - will be rather provided with psychological motivations. Now, it seems 
clear that the political effectiveness of the pattern of the restorer of order is due 
to the fact of being addressed to an audience in which one finds widespread an 
attitude of the righteous sufferer type, or more generally a negative appreciation 
of the present coupled with a longing for the past and with salvific expectations 
in the future. The king who terms himself restorer of order conveys in essence a 
message of this type: "The negative present in which all of you used to live is 
over beginning from now; all the hopes you had are full:filled beginning from 
now". In other words the political authority arranges for its subjects to 
rotate of one degree their existential cycle; but whether the rotation really 
takes place (apart from an initial enthusiasm) or not, is another matter. In any 
case the king has one result in mind while delivering this message : to induce 
his public (his subjects) to recognize him as the "god" from which they ex
pected salvation. 

If we have set in evidence the aims of propaganda (in any case well known) 
of the pattern of the restorer of order, it is not our intention, here as before, 
to deny its connections with a genuine policy of reform. On the contrary: 
one may notice that the application of the pattern to the genre of the edicts, 
and its normative character ("from now on . . .  ") assures that the connection 
exists; or rather that the pattern has not only a verbal but also a factual appli
cation. But reforms can be of various types, and upon examining this point 
in every single case we :find ourselves abandoning literary problems to enter 
the realm of historical questions proper. So, just to give a few rapid examples, 
reforms can be quite significant as in the case of Horemhab, who intends to rid 
himself of the Amarna heritage and restore certain cults and milieus in the 
place of others; other actions are merely personal, as perhaps in the case of Uru
kagina, if he restricts himself (as I believe may be inferred) to replacing single 
officials guilty of misuse of power; other actions merely aim at revocations and 
amnesties, as in the case of remissions of debts (of the type of Ammi9aduqa's 
edict) ; other reforms may be only of the make-believe type, as in the case of 
Telipinu who proclaims the introduction of a mechanism for succession to the 
throne which was already in use; and so forth. But in general a more attentive 
consideration of these texts as media for propaganda brings about a lessening 
of their value as media for historical information (in the terms referred to 
above) : what they give as regulation edict (of a more or less utopian flavour) 
we must not alter into narrative record. And I believe this has been done too 
often, despite the underlying pattern being well-known and manifest. 
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4. The city at the center of the world 

The patterns of the righteous sufferer and of the restorer of order are espe
cially characterized in a temporal sense, i.e. they move from a different appre
ciation of the quality of the different phases. Equally interesting is the analysis 
of patterns based on space, i.e. based on a different appreciation of the different 
zones. As in the case of time, the different zones in space are singled out in rela
tion to the position of the subject, and therefore change if the subject moves 
or upon considering subjects in different positions. And as in the case of time, 
the different zones in space are characterized by a different evaluation in quality, 
firmly connected to them. We :find usually an opposition between nearby or 
central space and far-off or peripheral space; to it are connected other oppo
sitions, such as the one between a closed and an open space, between a firm and 
a movable space, between a light and a dark space, and so on. Differently, how
ever, from the temporal patterns, the qualitative appreciation of space pro
vides generally negative connotations to the far-off (unknown) zone, and posi
tive' connotations to the nearby (known) zone. One could think that the quali
tative appreciation of time stems from a feeling of dissatisfaction, whereas 
the spatial one derives from a need for security; that the former is tied up to 
the sphere of hope, the latter to that 'of fear. In fact the temporal feelings are 
rather introspective in character, i.e. stem from self-consideration; whereas 
the spatial ones are more external in character, come into being through rela
tions with others. 

Notice that some evaluations of space of utopian character, in which the 
far-away zone is considered superior in quality to the zone of residence - eval
uations which would appear to contrast with what we have just said - never 
refer to all the peripheral belt, but to a precise region which the subject consid
ers central although at the moment his personal position does not coincide 
with it. Such utopias of migration towards a better land (as with the "promised 
land") are always seen as a return to the original abode. It follows that the 
upholders of these utopias also view the center in a positive light and the peri
pheral belt in a negative light; but they believe themselves to have been tem
porarily transferred to the negative outskirts and long to return to the positive 
center. As can be seen, we have to deal here with the insertion of the temporal 
pattern in the spatial one, resulting in a play on relations between the opposite 
characterizations which corresponds perfectly to the premises of the two 
patterns. 

Evident and well-known applications of the spatial pattern of the type 
illustrated above are linked to the idea of the center of the world being in a 
great city. The latter is normally the political and cultic center of the commu
nity which upholds the conception (e.g. Babylon, Jerusalem) ; a fact which 
makes the idea of the extension of the umbilical function from national to cos
mic a reasonable one in the eyes of the internal public. But after all, this idea 
only makes clearer the feeling of being in the center which we all have, indepen
dently from the political, religious, cultural role of the place of residence. 

A chance to make use of the pattern of the "city at the center of the world" 
is given by the foundation of a new capital, designed by will of the sovereign 
to have the umbilical function. We may recall to mind texts of Amenophi IV 
on the foundation of Akhet-Aton, of Assurnasirpal II on the foundation of 
KallJu and of Sargon II on the foundation of Diir-Sarrukin. These texts do not 
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adopt identical literary patterns (or at least, this is not the point here) , but 
rather make use of a similar imagery, suggestive and constitutive of the symbol
ic motif defined as "the city at the center of the world." The critical proce
dure to adopt is therefore not one of structural analysis but an anaiysis of ar
chetypes; the aim in this way is towards the understanding of the imagery used, 
not towards (or rather: before) the understanding of how it is arranged and 
presented. 

Leaving some symbolic elements aside, highly interesting as they are (e.g. 
the cosmic character of border, the regularity of the city plan, etc.), we may 
consider by way of example the movements of materials and peoples related 
with the building of the umbilical city. The most insistent stress is laid on the 
fact that materials and people came from all the outlying areas (especially op
posite zones, to express totality in terms of circumference, and extreme zones, 
to express totality in terms of radius) . This stress obviously is meant to show 
the dependence of peripheral areas from the center, and the strength of the 
latter in making its influx felt to the farthest margins of the world, and conse
quently the uniqueness of the center, the absence of rival centers. Moreover, 
as a result of this centripetal collaboration, the umbilical city reproduces the 
whole world, condensing it all in one place: e.g., the bit lJilani "as the Hittite 
palaces," the garden "as on Mount Amanus," etc. Finally, the outlying zone, 
in itself chaotic, becomes orderly when used and disciplined by the center: so 
all the deportees which spoke "strange and different" languages may now all 
be taught to speak Assyrian; so the stone quarries which nobody had ever seen 
before (and therefore were as non-existing) may now be known and used, etc. 

The celebration propaganda which originates from the political center 
only stresses, or rather acknowledges the existence of those movements which 
contribute to the prominent position of the center itself. The movements consid
ered meaningful (not only in the specific case of the foundation of a new capi
tal, but in general in the centralized spatial pattern) take place along clear lines, 
forced by the cosmic character of the world, unlike "rational" space, in which 
movements take place in all directions, since space is homogeneous. In practice 
the movements among different points of the peripheral belt have no importance 
and are ignored, if not included in a general sense of chaos (of which disor
derly movement is an essential factor) and so negatively connotated. What 
counts is the movement between the peripheral belt considered as a whole 
and the center, and naturally movements from the center are viewed unlike 
movements to the center. The former take place due to a free act of will of the 
center, the latter by force, by the force of the whirlpool-center on the outlying 
zone. Moreover, incoming material is usually of base origin and usually acquires 
greater prestige by way of the movement to the center; while outgoing material 
is highly priced and is intended for consumers of lower condition. At times 
incoming and outgoing movements can be opposed as concerning respectively 
material (destined for consumption or transformation) and immaterial goods. 

The problem, as usual, is that of the ties between the pattern (or the ar
chetypes) and the actual historical experience upon which each text is based. 
It is immediately clear that what has been said at the level of symbolic values 
can be connected with economic and political structures. A palace type of or
ganization implies a difference between the capital (the center) and the vil
lages (the periphery) ; the former is seat of activities of transformation, accumu
lation, consumption, the latter seat of activities of production; the former is 
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active subject of decisions and propelling center of actions, the latter passive 
ground for events. Affluence of materials is directed from the peripheral areas 
to the center; traffic among different points of the outlying region is to be avoid
ed since it is distUrbing; in exchange for the centralization of surplus, ideolo
gical values (life, protection) proceed from the center. In practice, the differ
ence between center and periphery is a clear difference in quality. One might 
infer that the movement of persons from the periphery to the center has to 
be evaluated univocally as a process which can only make things better, that 
this movement cannot be subjected to different interpretations depending on 
points of view. 

But if we analyse documents which proceed from different viewpoints, 
we find that, the pattern being immovable, its relation with the historical situa
tion is reversed, according to a different casting of roles. The case of deportees 
is a good example in this sense. The deportation, as presented from the view
point of the deporters (a viewpoint which we know from the Assyrian annals) 
is a positive fact, since it is a contribution to world order. The zones from which 
the deportees come gain from the situation, since they shall be re-structured� 
repopulated and thus gained to cosmos from chaos; the deportees themselves 
gain from the deplacement, since they come closer to the center and so are in 
the part of the world which works correctly. But the same episodes acquire 
opposite connotations from the viewpoint of the deportees (a viewpoint which 
we know from the Old Testament) . They believe they were previously living 
in the center of the world and now are being moved to the outskirts, passing 
from cosmos to chaos ; and the arrival of foreign farmers is an element of disor
der and not of regulation. Altogether we have to deal not with a marginal por
tion of the periphery acquired for order, finding its correct and final peace; 
we have to deal with the cosmic center overturned by spreading chaos. Only 
one hope is left: hope that this state of things may not be final, rather represent
ing a negative interval limited to the present; hope that an unfailing future 
turnover may restore forever the past order. 

5. Gifts and tributes 
The analysis of the spatial (center vs. periphery) pattern has brought 

us to a study of the patterns of personal relations, in particular of those which 
center around the movement of goods. These relations may be ' organized (in 
the type of society under study, in which the market pattern is not feasible) 
along the two patterns of "reciprocity" and "redistribution" (in the terms of 
K. Polanyi) . The first pattern sees equal movements in both directions among 
two partners considered of equal rank; the second sees forced movements (i.e. 
non-reciprocal) from a periphery to a center considered of higher rank. The 
exchange of gifts is a concrete example of the first pattern, the bringing of 
tributes of the second. If initially the direct correspondence between pattern 
and "event" appears to provide the pattern with objective value (Le. a possi
bility of being described in physical terms: changes in position, quantitative 
ratio, etc.) an attentive analysis reveals the ideological character of a construc
tion obtained through voluntary (although sometimes unconscious) selection. 
A privileged situation for analysis will therefore be one in which the same event, 
or the same type of events, is presented once according to the reciprocative pat
tern and once according to the redistributive pattern, depending on the point 
of view taken and on the public. 
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A good example of the above is the system of trade at royal level (Le. of 
diplomatic, not commercial character) between XVIII dynasty Egypt and the 
"great kings" of Asia. The diplomatic correspondence which prepares and 
accompanies the single movements of goods presents these movements as an 
exchange of gifts, which is . conducted among individuals of equal rank, with 
no coercion but rather with the intention of pleasing the addressee, with no gain 
but rather with a show of generosity. The documents of monumental Egyptian 
propaganda instead show the very same movements as incoming tribute, a 
movement which takes place among persons of different rank, conditioned by 
fear (of Pharaoh's power) or respect (of his prestige), and to the exclusive ad
vantage of the receiver. 

A superficial study could bring about (and has in fact brought about) 
the opinion that a text such as the Annals of Thutmosi III records "informa
tion" about tribute payed to Pharaoh by the kings of Ratti, Babylon, Cyprus, etc., 
and that political dependence from Egypt on the part of the above rulers may 
be inferred. But a simple comparison with documents of different character 
shows the deformation for propaganda aims in the celebrative texts. This is 
not sufficient, however, to declare the problem solved at this point, simply by 
singling out a propaganda "fake," or even by translating the key-word inw 
as "gift" instead of "tribute" .  

First of all, the detection of a character o f  propaganda for the redistribu
tive pattern does not automatically imply the truthfulness of the reciprocative 
pattern. It is not that certain texts deform as tribute what was "really" a gift 
among equals. The pattern of the exchange among equals is a voluntary and 
biased simplification itself: it displays as equal partners individuals of quite 
different economic and political-military power, it shows the disinterested 
character of deeds which tended strongly towards personal gain, it denies po
litical conditioning (in the sense of awe, of fear) which is sometimes evident, 
and so on. The convention of the "brotherhood" on which the pattern of reci
procal gifts is set is upheld or denied depending on political intentions. The 
single transactions are quite complex and finally non-repeatable (as acts of 
parole in the terms used in the introduction above), but are presented according 
to the simplifying and biased patterns of reciprocity in some cases and of redis
tribution in others. 

But the real problem is to clarify why and how the two patterns were 
applied. The choice of the pattern is directly related to the type of text : the 
pattern of reciprocity is selected in texts which set two different political cen
ters in contact, while the pattern of redistribution is used in texts through 
which the political center addresses the internal public opinion. So the opposi
tion is between internal and external audiences : the way of presenting events 
is the way by which the subject enters more advantageously in contact with 
the addressee. As for how to adapt the event to the pattern, this is based on a 
choice of what is to be said and what is not, and on a play of connotations. In 
saying that Pharaoh receives goods sent by the king of Ratti or by the king of 
Babylon, the author of the text "skips" saying that Pharaoh on his part sent 
other goods to the king of Ratti or to the king of Babylon. Re intends to make 
meaningful and interesting one type of movement (toward the center) and 
not another (from the center) , since the first type serves to show the prestige 
of Pharaoh, the second type does not. In tying up the recording of a "tribute" 
and of a military victory, or in depicting the donors as awed by Pharaoh's 
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strength and prestige, the author of the text hints that the donors, although 
they have not been defeated, are afraid of Pharaoh, and imagine themselves 

. to be vanquished in a possible struggle. They therefore repute themselves infe
rior, and send gifts of homage and submission to Pharaoh as if they had been 
defeated. Egyptian public opinion, to which this presentation is aimed, was 
certainly inclined to consider it "real," since it is an "internal" public opinion, 
which does not have any outside independent point of comparison: it sees for
eign gifts arrive, brought by messengers who kneel before Pharaoh, and can
not see the gifts brought before foreign kings by Egyptian messengers who 
kneel in the same fashion. 

Restricting analysis to a semantic level, and concentrating it on one term 
only, one could say that the key-term inw "what is brought" is indifferent to 
the patterns on a denotational level; but that the texts of the type of the Annals 
of Thutmosi III cOl1l1otate quite heavily this term, implying that what is given 
is from inferior to superior in rank, that it is a forced contribution, that it height
ens the prestige of the receiver and diminishes the prestige of the giver, and 
so forth; so that our translation of the term has to be "tribute." But it would 
be incorrect to transfer the meaning "tribute" from the cOl1l1otational to the 
denotational level, and more generally it would be incorrect to change the 
"pattern" into an "event. "  The text shows us that a certain movement of 
goods is effectively presented as "tribute" when the receiver speaks to internal 
public opinion; but the text does not say that it really is a tribute, and actually 
the donor thinks differently. As can be seen, the problem is the usual one :  the 
text as source of knowledge of its author, and not (or previously to being) source 
of knowledge of narrated events. 

Bibliographical Note. I add here this note, of which I must admit l am 
unsatisfied, and which will be Ul1l1ecessary to many, only as a help for a better 
understanding of the background of this article. In general, on a history hav
ing man and not the past as his object, and on the related argument against 
evenementielle histoire, I follow of course M. Bloch, A pologie pour l' histoire ou 
metier d'historien (Paris 1949) and L. Febvre, Combats pour l'histoire (Paris 
1953) . On the concept of fait total see G. Gurvitch, La vocation actuelle de la 
sociologie (Paris 1950) and J. Cazeneuve, Sociologie de Marcel Mauss (Paris 1968) . 

Among techniques of literary analysis I bore in mind especially the modern 
trends of structural and semiological analysis. As a concise introduction I sug
gest R. Barthes, Etements de semiologie (Paris 1964) (with proposals of trans
ferring the oppositions langue vs. parole, syntagm vs. system, denotation vs. 
cOl1l1otation, from linguistics, where they are already well established, into 
other fields) . A recent presentation of trends in literary analysis is M. Corti -
C. Segre, I metodi attuali della critica in Italia (Torino 1 970) (see especially the 
contribution by U. Eco on semiological criticism), with a large bibliography 
(mostly devoted to Italian criticism) to which I refer the reader. Here I quote 
only some contributions, e.g. N. Frye, A natomy of Criticism. Four Essays 
(Princeton 1957) ; R. Barthes, Mythologies (Paris 1957) and Sur Racine (Paris 
1960) ; C. Segre, I segni e la critica (Torino 1969) ; U. Eco, La struttura assente 
(Milano 1969) and Le forme del contenuto (Milano 1971 ) ; and the miscellaneous 
volume L'analyse structurale du recit ( = "Communications", 8, 1966) . Interest
ing forerunnings now again in evidence are in the writings of the Russian 
formalist school ; see V. Erlich, Russian Formalism ( ,s-Gravenhage 1955) and 
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the anthology edited by T. Todorov, TMorie de la litterature (Paris 1965) . In 
particular I refer to J.V. Propp, Morfologia della ftaba (Torino 1966) (English 
in "International Journal of American Linguistics", 24/4, 1958, pp. 1 - 134) .  In 
analysing historiographic texts of the ancient Near East it proves more useful 
to take as model the analysis of texts of simple structure and propagandistic 
flavour (political addresses, folk literature, mass media, etc.) than of modem 
literary works, much more refined and often more conscious in structure. 

As for the "mythical" or "primitive" (both terms are today disqualified 
in many ways) conception of space and time, which can be traced back to L. Le
vy-Bruhl, basic are of course the classical studies by E. Cassirer, Philosophie 
der symbolischen F ormen. I l: Das mythische Denken (Berlin 1 925) ; but now 
chiefly the works of C. Levi-Strauss, from La pensee sauvage (Paris 1962), on. 
A critical presentation with bibliography in R. Cantoni, It pensiero dei primi
tivi (Milano 1963) . This kind of approach, as is well known, has long been cus
tomary in fields related to ours: e.g. in history of religions, chiefly in the works 
of M. Eliade (from Le my the de Nternel retour [Paris 1949J on) ; and in biblical 
criticism (from the time of Gunkel; see more recently, for one, the presentation 
by B.  S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament [London 1960J ) .  The 
relation between mythical pattern and historical event in the ancient Near 
East is recently treated, in rather traditional terms, by H. Cancik, Mythische 
und historische Wahrheit (Stuttgart 1970) . In particular, German Egyptologists, 
with works such as A. Hermann, Die agyptische Konigsnovelle (G1iickstadt 1938) ; 
S. Schott, My the und Geschichte (Mainz 1954) ; E. Hornung, Zur geschichtlichen 
Rolle der Konig in der 18. Dynastie : MDAlK, 1 5  (1957), pp. 120-133; E. Otto, 
Geschichtsbild und Geschichtsschreibung in .iigypten: WO, III/3 ( 1966), pp. 161-
176, have shown a constant interest in such problems, more neglected by Assy
riologists. But Orientalists in general, and especially Old Testament scholars 
(due to the obvious theological implications of the problem) , have centered 
their discussion on an opposition "myth vs. reality." This opposition may to
day be surpassed both by a greater knowledge of sub-conscious conditioning 
(psychoanalitical criticism may help in this direction) and chiefly by an approach 
of semiological analysis (in terms of author and public, message and code, 
denotation and connotation, propaganda and ideology, etc.) .  

Examples given in the above Memorandum are based on studies in pro
gress. Only two of these have been completed up to the present moment: Par
tire sui carro, per il deserto : AlaN, 32 ( 1972), pp. 403-4 15  (Idrimi), and Rib
Adda, giusto sotJerente, to be published in "Altorientalische Forschungen", 1 
(1973) ; while a book on Prestigio e interesse (also on the gift/tribute problem) 
and a series of articles on Storiografta politica hittita (on SunaSsura, Telipinu, 
lj:attusili III) are in preparation. 
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The increasingly widespread use of statistics as a tool in archaeological 
research is the motivation for this study. However all statistical models and 
their possible uses are not covered in this short article. Seriation techniques 
for purposes of relative dating are discussed and the application of statistical 
description and analysis to archaeological problems is outlined. Recent litera
ture concerned with a wide variety of statistical methods including the relevance 
of computer technology can be found in Whallon ( 1972), Hodson, Kendall 
and Tautu (1971 ) ,  and Gardin (1970) . 

Vertical Patterning: Seriation 

Definition and historical background 

A fundamental problem frequently encountered by archaeologists is the 
establishment of a relative chronology for sites or groups of artifacts with no 
continuous stratigraphic relationship. One solution of chronological ambiguity 
is the isolation of distinct, important artifacts, types, or classes and the compar
ison of levels in whicll they are found in several sites or over entire regions. 
This results in an interconnected chronological framework of relationships 
(e. g. Kantor 1965; Dyson 1968; Gimbutas 1970) . Among the sites some chron
ological evidence is given by stratigraphic position; other temporal indications 
come from outside sources such as texts and radiocarbon dating. 

Another approach to this problem is the use of seriation, the ordering of 
artifacts in their presumed chronological sequence through the observance of 
their relative frequencies. Seriation is one of the most useful of the statistical 
tools dealing with chronological ambiguity. For example, to seriate sites in one 
region, specific categories of artifacts are chosen and their relative frequencies 
among the sites are computed. The assumption is that within a single geograph
ical area sites with similar frequency distributions are contemporary (Deetz 
1967 : 26-30) . On this basis the sites are then seriated. This technique may be 
used when the chronological associations are unknown and thus is applicable, 
for example, to material from a cemetery where the stratigraphy does not indi
cate the relative chronology of the graves or to sites within one region if the ma
terial is sufficiently homogeneous. The validity of seriation is even greater, ob
viously, if combined with stratigraphic information from at least some of the 
sites. 
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The use of seriation is not new, and in fact was first used on archaeological 
material from Egypt at the end of the 19th century. At that time Sir Flinders 
Petrie attacked the problem of chronologically ordering over 4000 graves from 
the cemeteries of Abadiyeh and Hu near Dendereh (Petrie 1899, 1901 ) .  Since 
the prehistoric sequence in Egypt was then unknown, Petrie established a chron
ological framework by using his own material exclusively. On the evidence 
of stylistic and technological differences, nine types of pottery from 900 tombs 
were analyzed. The results showed that certain variables interacted in a consis
tent fashion and from these his chronological "Sequence Dating" (S.D.) was 
developed. He divided the graves into fifty groups of eighteen tombs each, 
with each unit approximately succeeding the other in time. One sequence date, 
between S.D. 3 1 -80, was assigned to each of these groups, thereby linking his 
artificial time to a projected population size. As in any seriation, Petrie had 
no way of determining from his ceramic evidence the chronological direction of 
the evolution of his sequence and could only confirm his assumptions through 
ties with Proto-Dynastic material. 

Petrie's study did not take into account the problem of spacial variation 
among sites and regions. Thus, contrary to his expectations, its application 
to prehistoric sites in Lower Egypt and Nubia is unsuccessful (Massoulard 1949 : 
61-9) . The necessity to evaluate this dimension was appreciated by Kroeber 
and Spier in their work in the American Southwest (Kroeber 1916;  Spier 1917) .  

In an important study, David G.  Kendall attempted to formulate the sta
tistical problems involved in Petrie's approach. He also pointed out the contacts 
Petrie had with his colleague, Karl Pearson at University College, London (Ken
dall 1963) . Pearson was interested in applying mathematical and statistical 
models to other disciplines. This was the first in what is by now an extensive 
literature by statisticians and mathematicians on the application of and theory 
behind seriation (Whallon 1972 : 42-45) . The techniques continued to be refined 
and tested in the first half of this century (Sterud 1967) .  

Techniques oj seriation 

A suitable statistical procedure to determine the relative correlation of 
types among various sites was designed by Robinson with the help of the 
archaeologist Brainerd (Brainerd 195 1 ;  Robinson 1951 ) .  Their approach places 
data, for which the spacial distribution is limited to a particular site (Le. burial 
finds), or area (Le. survey or excavated material), along a continuum of simi
larity. The aim, as with all seriation, is to establish relative temporal 
relationships. 

In this method a coefficient of agreement is calculated between each pair 
of sites, thus giving numerical expression to the measure of difference between 
two sites. These coefficients are then ordered in a symmetrical matrix bringing 
the coefficient with the highest magnitudes along the diagonal of self agree
ment. To illustrate this method, we compare cylinder seals from Tchoga Zan
bil found in Chapels III and IV as well as those from the Palace-hypogeum (Po
rada 1970). These three deposits cannot be dated from the stratigraphy so their 
chronological position is established by Porada on stylistic grounds (Porada 
1970: 127-131) .  We test here her groups I, II, III, VII, XI and XIII. The to
tal sample comprises 92 seals : 29 in Chapel III, 55 in Chapel IV and 8 in the 
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Palace. In the construction of the matrix, the initial step is to calculate the 
percentages of each group in each location. 

CH III Ch IV Pal 
Gp I 1 0  20 0 
Gp II 7 9 0 
Gp III 2 1  5 0 
Gp VII 3 1  38 12 .5 
Gp XI 3 13 12.5 
Gp XIII 28 15  75  

100% 100% 100% 

These percentages are then compared, two sites at a time, by computing the 
index of disagreement (ID) between them. 

Gp I 
Gp II 
Gp III 
Gp VII 
Gp XI 
Gp XIII 

Gp I 
Gp II 
Gp III 
Gp VII 
Gp XI 
Gp XIII 

Gp I 
Gp II 
Gp III 
Gp VII 
Gp XI 
Gp XIII 

Ch III 
10 
7 

2 1  
3 1  

3 
28 

Ch III 
10 
7 

2 1  
50 

6 
44 

Ch IV 
20 

9 
5 

38 
13 
15  

Ch IV 
20 

9 
5 

38 
13 
15  

Pal 
o 
o 
o 

12 .5  
12 .5  
75  

Pal 
0 
0 
0 

12.5 
12.5 
75 

ID 
1 0  
2 

1 6  
7 

10 
1 3  

5 8  TOTAL ID 

ID 
10 
7 

2 1  
37.5 

6.5 
31 

1 13 TOTAL ID 

ID 
20 

9 
5 

25.5 
.5 

60 

120 TOTAL ID 

The coefficient of agreement is obtained by subtnacting the ID from 200, 
which is the maximum amount of agreement to be Iseen between two sites. 
A 200 figure indicates that the sites are identical and �ero would be the maxi
mum disagreement score. In each of our examples the coefficient of agreement 
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is: Ch III-Ch IV: 142; Ch III-Pal:87; Ch IV-Pal :80. Next, these coefficients of 
agreement are placed unordered in a matrix. 

Ch III 
Ch IV 
Pal 

Ch III Ch IV Pal 

200 142 87 14zl __ 
2
_

O--;
0 I� 

87 80 1 200 Diagonal of Agreement 

From this simple matrix, the other possible variations can be seen quickly: Ch 
III-Pal-Ch IV; Pal-Ch III-Ch IV. The best matrix, shown below, is the last : 

Pal 
Ch III 
Ch IV 

Pal Ch III Ch IV 

200 87 80 

871 __ 2_
°--;

° \� 
80 142 1 __ 2� 

The chronological order indicated in this matrix is either Palace-Chapel 
III-Chapel IV or Chapel IV-Chapel III-Palace since the chronological direction 
is not given by the seriation. 

The disadvantages of this sample are : ( 1 )  the typology was not designed 
for this type of study; (2) the Palace-hypogeum had few seals. Nevertheless, 
the seriation confirms the opinions of both Porada and Ghirshman as to the 
chronological sequence: Chapel IV, Chapel III, Palace (Porada 1 970 : 129) . 

In practice, the ordering of any matrix is a long, tedious task, and compu
ter programs have been developed which reduce the required time (Ascher and 
Ascher 1963; Kuzara, Mead, Dixon 1966; Hole and Shaw 1967 ; and current 
work discussed by Whallon 1972) . 

Another technique also aimed at finding the best seriated order using a 
correlation matrix was developed by Dempsey and Baumhoff ( 1963) . Their 
correlation coefficient is based on whether or not a type is found at a pair of 
sites; thus the name commonly used is Presence-Absence method. The advan
tage of employing this type of coefficient is that it does not give a bias in the 
matrix to types which are numerically important, but less so chronologically. 
In this technique, each type has equal weight. Hole and Shaw found that in 
one of their data sets, Pa Sanger flints, this procedure was more sensitive to 
non-lenticular variation ( 1967 : 64, 78) . However, it should be used only with 
caution. Methodologically, it is less misleading to work with the actual numeri
cal occurrence than to tabulate presence/absence. In most cases, absence takes 
on too great a significance; a type may not be recovered on an archaeological 
site only because it is scarce (Cowgill 1968) . 

An accurate mechanical tool, easily used in the field, is the Meighan or 
Three-Pole system (1959) . It incorPorates percentages of the three main types 
in any popUlation group. The percentages of these three types are computed 
as if they equaled 100% of the assemblages. These are plotted on triangular 
coordinate paper with a straight line drawn through the points which represent 
an approximate ordering. Meighan's system is well suited to preliminary anal
ysis in the field because it is quick and requires no special equipment. 
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Underlying concepts of seriation 

The assumption basic to seriation studies is that of stylistic replacement 
through time and space. A type begins its popularity at one site with few exam
ples, reaches a maximum and slowly dies out. Another form reaches its zenith 
while the original type is losing its vogue. During the same developmental 
period, the type spreads in popularity to other sites at varying rates with the 
furthest sites receiving the original model last. . The relative popularity of the 
class is usually shown by computing the percentage of each type at each site 
and plotting this on a graph. If replacement is taking place, this appears as 
a lenticular curve (for replacement of pottery wares in Korucutepe, see Kelly
Buccellati n.d.) . 

This model was tested in an interesting study analyzing dated grave
stones in Colonial New England (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966) . The styles of these 
gravestones from a number of cemeteries were noted; their location and date 
plotted on a graph. The lenticular curve was produced, confirming assumptions 
about successive stylistic replacement in space, time and form (Dethlefsen and 
Deetz 1966: 504-5) .  The study demonstrated the diffusion rate of each type 
and underscored the problem of distinguishing between the effects of time and 
space on seriation. Both of these factors are influenced by a phenomenon known 
in physics as the Doppler effects (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1964; Clarke 1968 : 
426-7 and 462) .  The action of the Doppler effect can be seen only over a num
ber of sites. The rate of change increases above the true rate as the initial site 
is approached from the most distant site ; it decreases at a rate substantially 
below the true rate going away from the initial site. 

Tests of the reliability of seriation techniques appear in an important study 
by Hole and Shaw on excavated material from Deh Luran ( 1967) . They 
reasoned that if seriation was a reliable tool, it should arrange their data in the 
same order as it had been found in the stratigraphy, unless some other plausible 
explanation was forthcoming from the data itself. Their results showed that 
certain of the tests duplicated the stratigraphy, others only approximated it, 
and the remainder were not suitable. Ceramic and stone tool data from their 
sites were all seriated with the same five techniques, two of which they devel
oped. Data which did not seriate (Le. bad data) resulted from several factors: 
insufficient variation during the time involved, random occurrence at the site, 
a temporal change which did not follow the expected lenticular pattern (Hole 
and Shaw 1967 : 36-7) . Other factors to be considered include the possibility 
that specialized areas or 'activity areas' were sampled, thus reflecting a function
al difference rather than a chronological one. Hole precludes this from his 
data by stating that all his samples came from midden areas (p. 6) . 

Implications for Ancient Near Eastern material 

Dethlefsen and Deetz also show how useful seriation can be in assessing 
stylistic change (1966) . In terms of Ancient Near Eastern material, this means 
that seriation may be extended to various quantifiable sets or classes of arti
facts such as stone vessels or cylinder seals. The latter are particularly suited 
to seriation for the following reasons: 
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1 )  the body of material is large and thus, quantifiab, e ;  
2) the basic stylistic chronology is understood; 

I 

3) a large number from some periods can be dated by reference to their 
inscriptions or the dated tablets on which they have been rolled; and 

4) their publication tends to be fuller than other classes of artifacts be
cause glyptic holds interest for a variety of scholars. 

First, the analysis of dated seals and impressions from one city should 
show their precise chronological position. A second step based on these re
sults incorporates seals dated stylistically to the same period from that city 
or regions immediately surrounding it. Work is already underway in develop
ing the technical codes needed for this analysis by the Centre d' Analyse Docu
mentaire pour l'Archeo1ogie (Gardin 1967) . Encouragement is given by the 
excellent results of the Colonial gravestone study which go beyond chronolo
gical and stylistic change to shed light on political and social dynamics 
(Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966) . Other research has begun with an analysis of 
the co-association of symbols and materials of Minoan seals to show regional 

variation (Reich and Morgan 1967, 1968, 1969) . 

Horizontal Patterning: Non-Random Distribution 

Definition and historical background 

A large body of literature is now available describing the theoretical ba
sis and practical application of statistical techniques to give a more precise 
answer to a variety of questions (Sackett 1966; Clarke 1968; Binford and 
Binford 1968 ; Binford 1972) . These questions are partly based on the view 
that the combination of artifacts and their spacial distribution reflect behavior
al patterns, as well as general cultural patterns. All observable data are used 
to reconstruct ancient societies. In addition, the horizontal and vertical distri
butions of the data are as important as the data itself. Statistics is a necessary 
tool in the assimilation of this vast amount of information. 

Some of the earliest applications of statistics in archaeological investiga
tion are found in studies focusing on two widely separated areas : Predynastic 
Egypt (Meyers 1950) and prehistoric America. The impetus for the latter may 
have come from the need to organize and interpret the assemblages, artifacts 
and features from the pre-World War II government sponsored Works Pro
gress Administration (WP A) projects in archaeology. Heretofore the implica
tion had been that inferences about the past were limited because of the ab
sence of adequate data (Smith 1955) . Yet, new explanations about American 
pre-history were not generated by the wealth of detail resulting from the WP A 
projects. Perhaps stemming from this imbalance, archaeologists were urged to 
shift their focus from intersite comparisons to intra-site analysis (Taylor 1948) . 
This meant a change from descriptions of artifacts from different sites to de
scriptions and explanations of the co-associations of artifacts and features from 
a single site. The design and testing of innovative approaches stressing problem
oriented research ('new archaeology' ; e.g. Watson 1972) is a current develop
ment in the continuing re-evaluation of the theory behind and methods of 
archaeological research. 

A good example of problem-oriented research is Hill's work at a pueblo of 
the 12-13th C., A.D. in the American Southwest. Some of his questions revolved 
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around explanations of the formal variability of rooms (1968) . A statistic
ally representative sample of rooms was selected for excavation and study in 
order to ascertain the varying pattern of cultural remains. 

On the basis of this evidence, Hill then offered predictions to explain 
variability and tested these inferences. His field research was designed to col
lect comparable data for statistical testing. The associations between and among 
the classes of artifacts and features were examined in order to isolate significant 
patterns of co-variation. For example, the following classes were tabulated: 
room size, floor area; presence/absence of fire pits, mealing bins (for grinding) , 
doorways; style of masonry; sherd types per room, density of sherd per room, 
density per square meter on site; faunal and floral remains. Statistical evalua
tion of all of these paired and grouped co-associations was undertaken. Hill 
was able to explain the room variability in functional terms by referring to 
the attributes measuring these differences and to the tests of statistical infer
ence. He further tested his explanations by reference to ethnographic evi
dence. His work yielded a wealth of information about past pueblo habitation. 

Preliminary tabulation and description 

Certain methods are basic once statistics are employed. Most researchers 
begin with the design of an attribute system, an organized code for tabulating 
and describing features or artifacts. Such a program forces the worker to exa
mine the material, to record parameters carefully and explicitly state the cri
teria for each attribute. The attribute system presents what the scholar propo
ses as the limits of variability against which he measures the collection. There 
are no rules for selecting attributes; it is a matter of testing for rejection or 
inclusion, just as in a traditional trial sorting. But there is one overarching 
rule; the code must be mutually exclusive and mutually inclusive at the same 
time. Each set of attributes must include variables allowing for measurement 
of each and every member of the collection; but at the same time, an individual 
item may only be exclusively measurable by one of these attributes in a given 
set (Sackett 1966 : 359-361 ;  Elster 197 1 : 19-20) . The attributes outlined in 
the system are those which are selected to best describe the collection in terms 
of the questions posed. For problems of prehistoric technology, one set of at
tributes applies; for stylistic variation, another set of variables is summarized. 
Once the attribute system is adopted, the data processing is explicit and objec
tive with observations converted into numbers appearing as frequency 
distributions. 

The techniques of statistical description generally utilize percentages of 
groups, industries, types, etc. based on frequency distributions. This data is 
summarized on bar histograms, cumulative frequency graphs or pie charts. 
Such aids visually present comparative differences and similarities. 

Isolation of significant patterns : the Chi square test 

Methods of statistical analysis may be employed if the relationship be
tween the samples and the popUlation from which they are derived is ambiguous. 
Such procedures select formulae which assist the archaeologist in evaluating and 
and analyzing the data. Basic to this is the Chi square test of significance, very 
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useful in dealing with ambiguous associations (Spaulding 1953 : 305-313 ;  Sackett 
1966 : 365) . For example, pottery types are observed in rooms and other loci 
in the excavation of a site. The question then arises : are we dealing with a ran
dom distribution or with a significant non-random pattern of association which 
should be investigated further?  The reader may have noted Chi square re
ferred to elsewhere as the 'null hypothesis' which only means that there is no 
relationship between, for example, the pottery types and the locations. If an 
association does exist, then such patterning will yield a frequency which is mnch 
greater than may be explained by chance alone. The Chi square test contrasts 
the observations reported by the archaeologist (the tabulated distribution) 
to that which chance alone dictates. With this statistical tool, the observed 
frequency is measured against the expected figure (due to chance alone) and 
this deviation becomes the Chi square score. Its significance is easily judged 
by reference to any standard Chi square table found in all basic statistics books 
(e. g. Blalock 1960: 452) . 

Every acceptable Chi square score is the result of an underlying pattern 
of co-variation. The tests, Cramer's V or Phi both assess the strength of this 
'association (Sackett 1966 : 367) . 

The raison d'etre of the Chi square test is the hypothesis of chance. But 
since the hypothesis is chance or randomness, sampling error distorts the re
sults if the total sample number is low. For example, with one hundred tosses 
of a coin, heads or tails probably appear in a 50 :50 ratio. But with only 25 
tosses of a coin, the ratio does not hold. Thus Chi square testing is not as reli
able with small sample numbers. However, there is a formula defined as the 
Yates correction (Blalock 1966: 220-221),  which is applied to serve as a control 
for small sample. In the Korucutepe examples given below, the Chi square test 
procedure and the application of Phi is outlined. 

Technique of Chi square testing: Korucutepe examples 

A combined team from the Universities of Chicago, California and Am
sterdam joined during the seasons 1968-70 to investigate the mound at Ko
rucutepe (van Loon 1969 ; van Loon and Buccellati 1970; van Loon and Gii
terbock 1970; van Loon 197 1 ;  van Loon and Giiterbock 1972) . The tell is sited 
in the Altinova plain near Elazig in the Keban Dam area, Turkey. Occupa
tional debris represents settlement of the Cha1colithic, Bronze Age, Hittite 
and Seljuk periods. Our sampling area consists of the archaeological units re
ported as representing Early Bronze II and III. Radio-carbon determinants 
place the occupation in the second half of the third millennium (van Loon and 
Giiterbock 1970 : 126) . The EB II and III areas excavated are spacially sepa
rated on Korucutepe (van Loon and Giiterbock 1970:  3 ;  van Loon 197 1 :  60, 
6 1 ;  van Loon and Giiterbock 1 972 : 128) . 

Preservation and recovery is such that architectural features are seen to 
delineate specific areas. For the EB II, the team uncovered 4 rooms or houses 
surrounded by yards and 1 courtyard with features generally associated with 
food preparation. For the EB III there were 3 rooms or houses, 1 Shrine or hall 
joined to a corridor with a row of hearths and associated outside areas. These 
areas must reflect only a fraction of the occupation and are not to be compared 
to the kind of sample defined in Hill's investigation ( 1968) . Furthermore, Hill's 
project carried a quantitative approach since he first isolated all of the rooms 
in the pueblo and then chose a statistically representative sample to excavate. 
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The Korucutepe areas were excavated under different conditions, but the pot
tery is quantifiable since all sherds were collected and careful tally kept of recov
ery from the numerous loci either from within a room (henceforth Inside) or 
from without (Outside) .  The sample consists of: type I - black burnished; 
I! - red burnished; III - brown burnished; IV - painted; V - cream slipped; 
VI - unburnished, coarse; VII - imported; VIII - red/black burnished; IX -
miscellaneous 1.  

An example is given of the application of statistics to this quantitative 
data. Our question is whether the ceramic types are found in a patterned non
random distribution with the various Early Bronze II and III areas on Ko
rucutepe. The pottery counts from each area are transferred to a fre
quency distribution table, which then becomes the data base for all subsequent 
computations. In Figure 1 the sample from all EB I! units separated into 
Inside or Outside areas is tabulated. 

EB II I II II! IV VI VII VIII IX Row Totals 
INSIDE 321 99 416  14  I 45 I 14  I 130 208 1 1247 
OUTSIDE 2692 265 1395 36 I 188 I 59 I 933 I 300 5868 
(Column 301 3  364 181 1 50-233 73 1 063 508 7 1 1 5  (N) 
Totals) 

EB III I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Row Totals 
INSIDE 164 I 32 1 253 1 18 I 165 I 212 I 3 I 101 I 2� I 973 
OUTSIDE 103 I 45 I 149 I 5 1  54 I 188 I I 130 I 679 

(Column 267 77 402 23 219 400 3 231 30 1652 (N) 
Totals) 

Fig. 1 : Distribution Table of Pottery Types for EB II and EB III 

A visual statistical description of these observations is reproduced in bar
histogram form in Fig. 2 .  

The question as to whether these frequencies represent random patterning 
or significant co-associations is taken up by means of the Chi square test. All 
of the computations may be performed manually on a desk calculator. In this 
case, use is made of the Olivetti Programma 101 .  The 101  is a mini-computer 
using the specific Programma language. The program for Chi square, Yates' , 
correction and Phi (to measure the magnitude of association) was developed 
by Harold Kushner. The Olivetti 101  reduced many hours from the time re
quired to compare ware types from area to area and determine the significance 
of co-association. 

Fig. 1 exhibits the observed pattern of co-variation of all EB II Inside or 
Outside areas with ware types. In Fig. 3, comparison is made of what is 
observed (0 column) against what would be expected (e column) on the basis of 
randomness or chance using the Chi square statistic; R stands for Row Total. 

This contingency table shows the addition of the expected frequencies. 
Computation of the expected frequency (e) for each pair utilizes the formula : 

1 (The sample used in this study incorporates only those sherds found in 
association with rooms, thus the totals in this article differ from those in 
Kelly-Buccellati n. d.) 
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e = C x R 
N 

(Blalock 1960 : 2 15, 2 16) . Here the border totals (from Fig. 1) of columns (C) , 
e.g. 3013, and rows (R), e.g. 1247, are used while 'N' refers to total number 
in sample, in our case 7 1 15 .  The observed frequency (the "0" column) and 
the expected frequency (the 'e' column) are contrasted in computing the Chi 
square score using the formula : 

I I  I I I  

I I  I I I  

2 _ (0 - e)2 X - --
e 

I V  v 
Early Bronze II Types 

I V  v 
Early Bronze III Types 

VI V I I V I I I  

V I  V I I  VI I I  

IX 

I X  

Fig. 2 :  Histograms of Korucutepe Pottery 
Ware Types 

K E Y  
I N S t D E  l2::ZI 
O U TS I D E 0 
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0 C R e X2 I -
I I 321 3013 1247 528.07 8 1 . 19 
N II 99 364 1247 63.79 19.43 
S III 4 1 6  1811  1247 317.40 30.62 
I IV 14 50 1247 8 .76 3 . 13  
D VI 45 233 1247 40.83 .42 
E VII 14 73 1247 12.79 . 1 1  

VIII 130 1063 1247 186.30 17.01 
IX 208 508 1247 89.03 158.97 0 I 2692 3013 5868 2484.93 17.25 

U II 265 364 5868 300.20 4 . 12  
T III 1395 1811  5868 1493.58 6.50 
S IV 36 50 5868 4 1 .23 .66 
I VI 188 233 5868 192 . 16  .09 

I 
D VII 59 73 5868 60.20 .02 
E VIII 933 1063 5868 876.69 I 3.61 

IX 300 508 5868 418.96 33.71 

N 7 1 1 5  X2 = 376.90 

Fig. 3: Contingency Table General Test I, EB II 

(Sackett 1966 : 367) . Following the formula, the difference between observed 
frequency and expected frequency is squared, then divided by the expected 
frequency, giving the Chi square value for that pair. The sum of the individual 
Chi square scores for each contrasted pair results in the total Chi square value 
for the test (in our case, 376.90) . 

The significance of the total Chi square value of Test I, 376.90 is scored by 
reference to a standard table of Chi square values (e.g. Blalock 1960) . At this 
point the 'degrees of freedom' (df) for the distribution table (Fig. 1 )  are required 
as an index to the Chi square score. The formula is: df = (C-1 )  x (R - 1) ,  
or degrees of freedom equals total number of columns (here 8) minus 1 ,  times 
total number of rows (here 2) minus 1 ,  the total here being 7 df. This indicates 
that if expected frequencies for 7 cells in the distribution table (Figure 1)  are 
known, the 9 remaining may be established by substraction. This rule applies 
to any size distribution table. 

Test I, for the EB II, scores at the .001 'confidence level' which means 
there is but one chance in a thousand that the association of ware types and 
locations is due to pure chance. In other words, we have been questioning wheth
er the distribution of pottery is random or non-random and with a level at 
.001 it can be confidently stated that non-randomness has been demonstrated. 

If the score were significant at the .01 confidence level, there would be 
10 chances in a thousand (or one in a hundred) that this distribution is due to 
chance alone. The confidence level considered significant is an arbitrary deci
sion (Sackett 1966 : 376) ; in this study both the general and restricted tests 
have a confidence level of over one percent. 

Examination of Fig. 3 indicates which types and associations contribute 
most to the Chi square score. These are summarized in descending order of 
their contribution to the total Chi square score in Fig. 4 .  Pairs below the dot
ted line represent observed and expected frequencies so close as to be virtually 
random. 

If observed frequency is much less than expected, a negative-inflated 
Chi square score may be the result (see Fig. 3, type I/Inside) . Such pairs are 
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not referred to in our summary, although their scores add to the total. As a 
control, inflated scores are added together, then subtracted from the Chi square 
total. This new total is compared to a Chi square table of values to see whether 
the confidence level is acceptable and therefore the test results. Of course the 
absence or low frequency of certain types may have archaeological significance 
and should be examined. , 

The continuity requirements for Chi square testing are ( 1 )  none of the 
expected frequencies may fall below 1 .0 ;  and (2) no more than 20% of the 
expected frequencies may fall below 5.0 (Sackett 1966: 369) . If the requirements 
are not fulfilled, the test may not be reliable. However, if examination shows 
no inflation (of total Chi square score), results are probably acceptable. As 
the worker experiments with the Chi square statistic, many of these points fall 
into place. 

X2 .001 4> .23 X2 .001 4> .21  
IX Inside VIII : Outside 
III Inside V Inside 
II Inside II Outside 
I Outside VI Outside 
VIII : Outside IX Inside 
IV Inside IV Inside 

III Inside 
VI Inside (very low score) 
VII Inside (very low score) VII Inside (very low score) 
V Not present I Inside (very low score) 
General Test I General Test II 
Early Bronze II Early Bronze III 

Fig. 4 :  Rank Order of Chi Square Scores and Significant Associations 

Phi measures the association between variables such as ware types and 
locations, but the Phi value is not the measure of the strength of just one pair 
(for example, type II : Inside) . Rather, Phi assesses all the underlying paired 
co-associations which contribute to the Chi square score . The formula is : 

4> = V � 
Scores are scaled from 0 to 1 .  A series of Phi scores is useful for comparing the 
strenght of association from a group of tests. In addition, Phi controls for sam
ple size because, in the formula, the Chi square score is divided by the number 
(N) in the sample; thus Phi scores may be compared although they derive from 
Chi square tests on populations of various sizes. Chi square, on the other hand, 
is sensitive to sample number and may yield higher Chi square scores with lar
ger populations. 

Contrast between descriptive and analytic statistics 

A graphic example of the difference between descriptive statistics and 
analytic statistics appears with the comparison of Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 .  Both deal 
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with the same data but the bar histograms of Fig. 2 describe precisely what per
centage of each pottery type is recovered from Inside or Outside locations. 
The greater recovery of a ware type from a particular location does not neces
sarily predict a significant co-association. For example, types II, III, IV, IX 
hold higher percentages from EB II Outside locations (Fig. 2) ; yet the statistic
ally significant non-random association of these types is with Inside areas 
(see Fig. 4) . A parallel situalf:ion can be seen for the EB III with type VI and 
the Inside. Fig. 4 summarizes the significant co-associations of types and loca
tions (in rank order) as isolated in the Chi square test in Fig. 3. The order of 
these co-associations could not have been inferred from the descriptive bar 
histograms of Fig. 2 .  

The patterns demonstrated are clearly seen on the following chart, Fig. 
5, rearranged from Fig. 4 to point up the parallels. The figure in parenthesis 
to the left of the type numeral refers to the total percentage of this type in the 
population (from all loci) . 

EB II EB III 

Inside Inside 
(.26) III ( .24) III 
( .07) IX ( .02) IX 
( .001 )  IV C·O l )  IV 
( .OS) II (. 1 3) V 

Outside Outside 
(.42) I ( . 14) VIII 
( . l S) VIII ( .05) II 

(.24) VI 

Random Random 
( .03) VI ( .001 )  VII 
( .01)  VII ( . 16) I 

Not Present 
V 

Fig. 5 :  Inside-Outside Type Associations for EB II and III 

To summarize from EB II to III : 
1 .  No change is demonstrated in location and very little in percentage 

for types III, IV, VIII, IX. 
2. The standard EB II household wares, III, IV, and IX continue into 

the EB III period. Likewise type VIII maintains its relative percentage and 
association with Outside areas through time. 

3. Type V enters the inventory of houses with EB III. This development 
is explained as a function of time. 

4. Changes seen for both common and uncommon types: 
a) Type I loses in percentage through time (.42 in EB II; . 16 in EB III) 

and changes association from Outside to Random. 
b) Type II (.OS) changes association from Inside to Outside but main

tains degree of percentage in both populations. 
c) Type VI ( .03) , randomly distributed in EB II, increases eight fold 

(.24) in the EB III population and is found in association with Outside areas. 
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Restricted Chi square tests 

With these associations demonstrated, two restricted tests are presented 
(for EB II and III) which compare the incidence of ware types from specific 
Inside and Outside locations. The expectation is that the associations isolated 
in the general tests will duplicate in the specific tests comparing a single room 
or a few rooms to a related outside area. Recovery from EB II Rooms 1 ,  2, 3, 
5 is compared with that from the Courtyard. For the EB III, wares collected 
from Room 1 5  are contrasted with those from the area outside. Test summaries 
are seen in Fig. 6 ;  the calculations are omitted. 

X2 .001 <j> .32 
Rms 1, 2, 3, 5 to Courtyard 
I Courtyard 
IX Rooms 
III Rooms 
II Rooms 
VII Rooms 
VI Rooms (very low score) 
IV Rooms (very low score) 

Test III, EB II 

X2 .001 <j> .37 
Room 15 to area Outside 
II Outside 
VI Outside 
V Room 
III Room 
IX Room 
I Outside (very low score) 
VIII: Outside (very low score) 
VII : Room (very low score) 
Test IV, EB III 

Fig. 6: Restricted Tests III and IV in Rank Order of Chi Square Score and 
Significant Associations (Rooms 1-3,5 are in squares 012, Nl l , N12, 016 and 

017 ;  the courtyard is in Nl l , 12 ;  Room 15 is in 014 and P14) . 

Comparison of Fig. 6 to Fig. 4 shows fair duplication of General Tests 
with the following points to note : 

1 .  In Test III type VII has a significant co-association with the Rooms, 
whereas in Test I the Chi square score for this pair is very low. Thus Test III 
adds needed support to this type-association. 

2.  The anomaly in Test IV is Type I which again scores very low but 
this time with Outside. Since Type I scores low on both Test II and IV we are 
inclined to see the random distribution of this type as a function of sample size. 

To summarize: the distribution of certain pottery types in room-houses 
and outside areas of Early Bronze II and III Korucutepe is non-random. The 
ambiguous pattern has been clarified using a method of statistical analysis. 
The question of patterning cannot be completely explained but is carried as 
far as the data allows. 

Conclusions 

All archaeologists are concerned with the co-associations exposed through 
survey and excavation. Here we have tried to show how statistical techniques 
can clarify ambiguous patterning: both vertical and horizontal. The inferences 
thus generated are not necessarily different from those reached without this 
tool. In fact, statistics does not always show something new nor does it use dif
ferent logic. Still, an inference thus derived has an added dimension which is 
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not negligible : it is the addition of a precise and explicit quality to those 
inferences. 

The insistence upon explicitness and explanation is underscored as the 
discipline of archaeology broadens to include the aims and methodologies of 
the natural sciences (Adams 1968; Hammond 197 1 ;  Watson, LeBlanc and Red
man 1971 ) .  Not all archaeologists will agree with this diversification in the pro
cess and practice of archaeology (Hawkes 1968) . But a report on the quest 
for an expanded relevance for archaeology is germane to the central concern 
of this volume. Scholars will want to examine these expanded goals and their 
bearing upon the manner and means of excavating in the Ancient Near East. 
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Un modellino votivo di  Malta 

(TAB.  I-II) 

S. MOSCA'!'I - Roma 

Nel corso degli scavi da noi effettuati nell'area sacra fenicia di Tas Silg, 
a Malta, e venuto alIa luce un piccolo monumento, unico nel suo genere e di 
spiccato interesse per la sua connessione a modelli orientali finora inedito. 
Offro la sua pubblicazione in modesto omaggio all'insigne studioso che si onora 
con questa raccolta di scritti, nel ricordo dell'eccezionale contributo da lui re
cato alIa conoscenza degli apporti orientali alIa civilta dell'Occidente. 

Campagna di scavi 1 970, inv. n. 2475. 
Tas Silg, area nord, trincea di depredazione del muro M 3 1 .  
Calcare tenero biancastro. Tracce di colore rosso sull'architrave. 
Alt. mass. cm 1 0, min. cm 8; largh. cm 8,5 ;  spess. cm 6,6. 
Molte scheggiature nella parte inferiore e nelle due fasce superiori del 

sopraspecchio. Piano di base mal conservato. 
II piccolo monumento e lavorato sulla faccia anteriore e su quelle laterali ; 

la faccia posteriore e liscia e reca un foro non passante profondo cm I '  a circa 
cm 3 dal piano di base. La parte posteriore del coronamento ha andamento di 
poco discendente e convesso. La faccia anteriore present a a rilievo un'edicola, 
fiancheggiata da due pilastri rettangolari che sostengono un architrave con go
la egizia; al centro della gola e un disco solare aptero fiancheggiato da urei ( ? ) ;  
il sopraspecchio ha tre fasce orizzontali a sezione convessa. Nell'interno deU'edi
cola e rappresentata a rilievo una figura umana schematizzata. Le due facce 
laterali recano solchi orizzontali che suggeriscono filari di blocchi. 

Sembra evidente che il piccolo monumento fin qui descritto sia il model
lino di un sacello. Della costruzione architettonica che riproduce, esso conserva 
appieno la tridimensionalita (e infatti quasi cubico) e alcuni particolari costrut
tivi suUa faccia anteriore e su queUe laterali, mentre la faccia posteriore liscia 
e il foro che vi si trova indicano che l' oggetto era verosimilmente applicato a 
una parete con un piccolo chiodo, in funzione votiva. 

L'impiego di modellini di sacelli come ex-voto e ben noto nel Vicino Orien
te 1. In modo specifico, la tipologia si richiama a quell a del sacello cubico nota 
in Fenicia da Amrit e Ain el-Hayat 2. Nell'ambito della tipologia, il sacello e 
chiaramente a una sola faccia architettonica, registrando Ie fiancate solo i filari 

1 Cf. ,  per un esempio assai vicino al nostro e di ambiente fenicio, il model
lino da Cipro in D.  Harden, The Phoenicians (London 1962), fig. 23. 

2 Cf. da ultimo, dello scrivente, I Fenici e Cartagine (Torino 1972) , pp . 
1 76-177. 
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dei blocchi. La pendenza del coronamento verso la parte posteriore trova ri
scontro nel noto frontoncino di Nora 3 e viene riprodotta abitua1mente nelle 
stele 4. L'unico vano che si apre sulla fronte e occupato da1 simulacro divino. 

I1 modellino, per quanto mi risu1ta, e unico nel mondo fenicio d'Occidente. 
Esso e anche notevo1e per l'uso della pietra rispetto a quello, pin comune in og
getti del genere, della terracotta. La provenienza da1 riempimento di una trin
cea di depredazione moderna non consente una datazione su basi archeo1ogiche. 
La tipo1ogia e l'iconografia non indicano, di per se, elementi posteriori a1 V 
seco1o ; occorre perc> ricordare che a Tas Silg l'uso di elementi architettonici 
egittizzanti e documentato fino alla tarda eta ellenistica. 

I vari dati mostrano che il modellino non deve intendersi come una rap
presentazione templare « compendiaria » ,  bensi come l'immagine di una singola 
cappella 0 sacello nell'ambito di un'area sacra. Cappelle del genere dovevano esi
stere a Tas Silg nei cortili antistanti a1 grande santuario, a1meno a giudicare 
da alcuni basamenti conservati nella pavimentazione del cortile 20· e da vari 
frammenti di gole egizie di medie dimensioni 6 (mentre per a1tri mo1to grandi 
occorre pensare alla collocazione in strutture di maggior mole 7) . 

� comprensibile, del resto, che il modellino votivo si riferisca a tali cappe1-
Ie piuttosto che all'insieme del santuario di Tas Silg. Questo, infatti, utilizzava 
Ie strutture di un grande tempio preistorico esistente su1 1uogo, del tutto diverse 
dall'architettura fenicia di tipo egittizzante. Ta1uni adattamenti, che pure vi 
furono 8, non dovettero mutare di molto it generale aspetto del santuario, ne 
abitua1e ne rappresentativo per Ie genti fenicie. Queste, dunque, ricorsero vo-
1entieri alla dedica di sacelli; e da tali sacelli, pienamente aderenti aHa Ioro tra
dizione orientale, trassero il presente mode1lino, che destinarono a ex-voto e 
che gli scavi hanno riportato alIa 1uce. 

3 G. Pesce, Nora. Guida agli scavi (Cagliari 1972), pp. 96-98, fig. 82. 
4 S. Moscati - M. L. Uberti, Le stele puniche di Nora nel Museo Nazionale 

di Cagliari (Roma 1970) , pp. 26-27. 6 A. Ciasca, in M issione archeologica italiana a Malta. Rapporto prelimi
nare della Campagna 1967 (Roma 1968), p. 25, fig. 1 ;  tavv. 1 , 1 ;  6, 1 .  Non e 
tuttavia esc1uso che si tratti di basamenti di altari. 

6 A. Ciasca, in Missione archeologica italiana a Malta. Rapporto prelimi
nare della Campagna 1966 (Roma 1967), p. 33, tav. 21 ,2 ;  Ead., in Missione 
archeologica italiana a Malta. Rapporto preliminare della Campagna 1968 (Roma 
1969), p. 45, tav. 4,2. 

7 F. D' Andria, in Missione archeologica italiana a Malta. Rapporto preli
minare della Campagna 1970, in stampa, tavv. 19, I ;  20, 1 .  

8 A. Ciasca, in Ricerche puniche nel Mediterraneo centrale. Relazioni del 
colloquio in Roma, 5-7 maggio 1969 (Roma 1970), pp. 96-98. 
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The Domestication of Plants and Animals 

in Europe and the Near East 

Rainer BERGER - Reiner PROTSCH - Los Angeles 

Ever since V. Gordon Childe termed that particular part of prehistory 
when food-production started the "Neolithic Revolution" the interest of many 
archaeologists has centered on the causes of this revolution and the time it 
began 1 .  With the advent of age dating techniques, such as radiocarbon, one 
became increasingly aware of the fact that the Neolithic had started much 
earlier than heretofore assumed. Overwhelming evidence found in numerous 
sites in the Near East convinced early investigators that the origin of agriculture 
and domestication of animals began in the lower hills and adjacent plains of 
the Zagros mountains. Here wolf, goat, sheep, pig, and cattle existed as native 
animals. Indeed, all of them occur in their wild forms in the lowest levels of 
many Near Eastern sites. It was for this reason that these species were thought 
to be the earliest domesticants in the Neolithic. When several radiocarbon dates 
on charcoal from the lower levels of these sites were run they placed the time of 
domestication for some animal species to around 6500 B.C. expressed in conven
tional radiocarbon years. Understandably, all of these early charcoal dates 
were then applied to stratigraphically associated bones of such domesticates as 
goat, sheep, pig, cattle, as well as to some of the cultivated cereals. For com
parison, the oldest non-Near Eastern Neolithic charcoal date comes from a 
ceramic level at the Argissa-Magula in Greek Thessaly (5500 B.C., conventional 
radiocarbon years) 2. Here was an obvious indication that this particular site 
was actually much older, since it contained several aceramic levels with domesti
cated animal bones below. Apart from the Argissa-Magula other contemporary 
sites are known in the same area such as Nea Nikomedeia 3 .  

A second important consideration for this study was mounting evidence 
from a variety of sources showing that conventional radiocarbon dates need to 
be calibrated by tree-ring chronologies in order to give dates which correspond 
to Julian years normally used in history. When such an adjustment is made 
for the previously mentioned conventional radiocarbon dates of 6500 and 5500 
B.C. they actually need to be placed roughly one millennium earlier. This 
development in itself is of great importance, as it presents a new perspective in 
Neolithic research. In the following report, except where specifically noted, all 
radiometric ages are stated as tree-ring calibrated radiocarbon dates synonymous 
with J uIian years. 

1 V. G. Chllde, The Dawn of European Civilization (New York 1 925) . 
2 "Groningen Radiocarbon Dates VII", Radiocarbon 9, 129 ( 1967) . 
3 R. J. Rodden, Sci. A mer. 2 12, 82 (1965) . 
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Another improvement made by this study concerns the elimination of 
some archaeologic uncertainties. Even though previous Near Eastern charcoal 
dates suggest when and where some species were first domesticated, they may 
not yield the best answers. This is due to the fact that dating by association 
can be fraught with danger since contemporaneity is not always assured. There
fore, it is inherently better to date specific artifacts or bones directly as was 
done in this study. 

Domestication of Plants 

Until recently, most specialists maintained that the domestication of plants 
and animals occurred simultaneously yet newer evidence seems to support the 
theory that plant domestication predates animal domestication. This view, 
however, is solely based on recent radiocarbon dates of domesticated plants 
from Southeastern Asia predating the earliest domesticated animal dates from 
Europe and the Near East by roughly 1200 years. 

In the dating of domesticated plants several factors must be taken into 
consideration which could change our view completely. The main point is the 
mode of preservation of different plant species. Usually their identification is 
more difficult than that of bones unless they are macrofossils. On the other 
hand plant remains, especially pollen grains, may offer important clues to past 
climatic conditions. In general mostly two types or groups of domesticated 
plants are encountered, vegetatively reproducing species and seed plants. 
Preservation of either group depends often on favorable environmental circum
stances. 

The arid Near East was probably one of the most advantageous locations 
for the preservation of some of the earliest cultivated plants. They occur in 
this area together with the earliest domesticated animals in the lowest levels 
of many sites. Besides the arid environment favorable for their preservation, 
most of the "noble grasses", the wild ancestors of cultivated cereals, were con
fined to this particular area 4. Even where no actual remains of these culti
vated cereals were found, imprints of them in building materials in the earliest 
levels of most sites made it possible for archaeologists and botanists to identify 
them by species 5 .  First of all there are the three groups of wheat : the diploid 
group with einkorn, the tetraploid group with e=er and hard wheat, and 
the hexaploid group with bread-wheat, club-wheat, and spelt. Whereas the 
origin of some plant species like spelt is obscure, other domestic species are 
thought to have arisen from chromosome aberration. Einkorn thus originated 
from Triticum aegilopoides, e=er from Triticum dicoccoides and cultivated 
barleys from Hordeum spontaneum. Of these emmer is also found in Europe 
in a small area of southern Greece. Millet also occurs wild in Europe and 
the Near East and is divided into two cultivated species-broomcorn millet 
(Panicum miliaceum) and Italian millet (Seteria italica) whose wild ancestor 
Seteria viridis is specifically found in southern Europe. Another important 
cultivated plant is flax which is derived from Linum bienne found wild only 
in the Near East. 

4 ]. Murray, The First European Agriculture, (Edinburgh 1970) , p. 6. 
5 H. Haelbaek, in Science in A rchaeology, D. Brothwel1 and E. Higgs, eds. , 

(New York 1970) , p. 212.  
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Moreover, various legumes were found wild in the Near East and also in 
Europe consisting mainly of peas, lentils, vetch and beans. 

The earliest of these plants except for the legumes, left clearly identifiable 
remnants in sites like Jericho, Jarmo, Ali-Kosh, Nimrud, Babylon, Ur, Warka 
and others dating to ca. 8000 B.C. based on radiocarbon dates of associated 
domesticated animal bones. Consequently, it was believed that they were also 
the earliest domesticated plant species. 

It is now important and crucial to look at the environment of the Near East 
which is so favorable for the preservation of plants and animal remains. 

Since the wild ancestors of cultivated cereals can still be found in the 
uplands of Mesopotamia, most specialists thought that the low-lying adjoining 
river plain would be the natural area for irrigation agriculture of these plants, 
ultimately resulting in their dispersal from this domestication center into Europe 
and other adjacent areas. 

Present evidence supports the idea of the Near East being the center for 
the domestication of cereals, but it is not necessarily true for all domesticated 
plants. Even in the favorable arid environment of the Near East legumes did 
not survive except for a few exceptions. In fact, Sauer suggested in 1952 that 
not only were leguminous plants the first domesticated, but also pointed to 
Southeast Asia as a possible area of origin 6. His theory appears to have been 
verified by recent evidence from North Thailand 7 where various domesticated 
leguminous plants were found in Spirit Cave and dated to around 9200 B.C. 

Besides several types of nuts, bottle gourd (Areca), a cucumber type (Cu
cumis) , chinese water chestnut (Trapa), leguminous beans (Phaseolus, Vicia) 
and the pea (Pisum) were found in its lowest layer indicating a post-food
gathering stage. 

The date from the lowest level predates Asiab in the Near East by ap
proximately 1200 years. Until earlier remains of cereal plants are found, the 
domestication of plants began with the growing of vegetatively reproducing 
species. It remains to be seen whether similar sites in this geographical area 
could possibly yield cultivated cereal crops and dates equal to those of the 
leguminous plants found in Spirit Cave. Yet it is quite likely that different 
domestication centers apply to different plant species. Since vegeculture 
seems to be more prevalent in humid climates its origin in early Neolithic times 
is likely to be found there, while cereal crops originated in regions commensurate 
with the native habitat of their wild predecessors. It is quite clear, however, 
that the total .history of plant domestication at this point in time remains far 
from complete. 

Sampling Considerations for Faunal Remains 8 

Prior to 1964 several attempts had been made to date bones directly, 
using 'their carbonate content but were soon after abandoned, since most dates 
either proved to be too recent or too old and could not be fitted into the previously 
established sequence of events based on charcoal dates. The reason for these 

6 C. O. Sauer, Agricultural Origins and Dispersals, (New York 1952) 
7 C. F. Gorman, Science, 1 63, No. 3868 ( 1969) 671-673. 
8 The data used in this portion on animal domestication will also be dis

cussed in a forthcoming artiCle in Science. 
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erroneous dates was contamination by carbonate exchange due to ground water. 
In 1964 Berger, Homey, and Libby published a method for the proper dating 
of bones from their organic portion - collagen 9. Even though this collagen 
method has been improved since then, it had not been applied so far to bones 
from morphologically recognized domesticated animals of the lowest levels of 
some of the earliest Neolithic sites in Europe and the Near East 10. It was the 
object of this study to investigate by reliable methods the origins of domesti
cation of several animal species in these geographic areas. (Table I) . 

The present project started with the dating of bones from the aceramic 
levels of the Argissa-Magula in Greek Thessaly which contained several domes
ticated species such as goat, sheep, cattle, and pig 11. The project was soon 
extended to include several Russian sites where domesticated horse was abun
dant. Finally some sites in Yugoslavia and one site in Southern Germany . 
were added. When material from some Near Eastern sites became available 
for dating it opened up the possibility for a comparison of earliest domesticated 
bone material of that area and Southeastern Europe. Based on the dates of 
this study some ideas can be obtained as to the distribution of earliest domesti
cated animals. But it is emphasized, that the data are not complete and sim
ply provide a good indication as to the existence of possible nuclear areas for 
domestication. An ultimately exact picture can only be presented once all of 
the Neolithic sites in Europe and the Near East, as well as the other " nuclear" 
areas and their domesticated bone material have been dated. 

In recent years dating of charcoal from early Near Eastern sites has become 
one of the prime targets of archaeologists and dating specialists. Many of the 
dates in the stratigraphy of some sites showed quite a regular sequence in age. 
But, if for example, one examined the dates from the same stratigraphic levels 
in sites like J armo, Ali Kosh, and Jericho one can easily understand the criti
cism of some towards radiocarbon dating and its accuracy. The dates from 
Jarmo, many determined in the early days of radiocarbon dating, differ for 
example, in the same stratigraphic level by as much as three thousand years 12. 

It has been suggested that such differences might be rooted in bitumen 
contamination of charcoal 13. Apart from natural contamination another more 
archaeological problem should be considered and caution the specialist trying 
to apply C14 dates based on charcoal to stratigraphically associated bones of 
domesticates. The situation can arise that there may be a discrepancy in age 
between separately and accurately measured charcoal and bones taken from the 
same level. The physical nature of bone (weight and compactness) allows it to 
become intrusive into lower stratigraphic levels. Vertically positioned long 
bones may be penetrating several excavation units and thus extend over a 
considerable length of time. The location of other heavy objects above bones 
may drive them also into lower levels. It must be assumed then that bone 

9 R. Berger, A. G. Homey, W. F. Libby, Science, 1 44, 999 (1964) . 
10 R. Protsch, Anthropology UCLA, 2, No. 1, ( 1970). 
11 V. Milojcic, J. Boessneck; H. Hopf, Die deutschen Ausgrabungen auf der 

Argissa-Magula in Thessalien, (Bonn, 1962), 1 ;  R. Protsch, Radiocarbon Dates 
for Some of the Earliest Domesticated A nimals in Europe. Thesis for the Degree 
of Master of Arts, Dept. of Anthropology, UCLA ( 1970) . 

12 R. Braidwood, personal communication, T. Waterbolk, IntI. Congress 
Pre-and Protohistoric Sciences, Belgrade, 197 1 .  

13 Ibid. 
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found in sites occupied continuously and densely over long periods of time would 
be prone to greater intrusive effects. 

Contrary to bone, charcoal crushes easily and does not intrude readily into 
lower levels once deposited, except for rodent and root holes. Thus, most char
coal remains more so than bone can be assumed to represent actual locations of 
deposition. Consequently, the assumptions of early excavators who attempted 
to date some of the earliest domesticated species must be evaluated with care 
since they posited that the age of bone in the same stratigraphic level must be 
equal to that of the charcoal. In this study, to avoid stratigraphic errors, it 
was decided to date bones directly. 

However, bones were often artificially contaminated due to the abundant 
use of preservatives. All preservatives are composed of organic compounds 
and if not removed would yield erroneous dates. The few bones which were 
saved from early excavations were thus often useless since they were usually 
totally covered with preservatives difficult to remove completely. Thus they 
could not be subjected with confidence to radiocarbon dating. Moreover, since 
frequently most bones from early excavations were thrown away, investigators 
had unknowingly disposed of the only available material for dating, given that 
environmental conditions in many sites did not allow for the preservation of 
any other organic material for dating. 

With these considerations in mind, the collection of the following UCLA 
samples was made under certain stringent conditions. All bone selected was 
positively identified as fully domesticated on morphological grounds with the 
exception of some sheep bones and handled in such a way that no contaminants 
would affect the dating. All samples came directly from the excavator or bone 
specialist and positively from the lowest level of the site, or the lowest level 
containing morphologically-defined domesticated species, except in those sites 
where the total stratigraphy or several levels were dated to check the accuracy 
of dates in a stratigraphic sequence. 

A total of thirty-five bone samples collected for this study came from nine
teen sites and six geographically different areas: the Ukraine, Greek Thessaly, 
Bavaria, Yugoslavia, the Near East, and Saharan Niger. Not all of the sites 
contained domesticated animal bones, but they were added to the number 
of sites selected, because they seem to be important in solving questions such 
as ( 1 )  when the terminal phase of a full hunting and gathering economy occurred 
or for that matter (2) if there was a possible transition stage from the latter to 
domestication often called " incipient domestication". The species collected 
for dating included goat, sheep, horse, and cattle, indirectly also dating pig and 
dog. 

Dating Procedures 

Prior to the processing of the bones for C14 dating microanalytical tests were 
made for an assessment of the organic carbon present in the bones 14. In addition 
the fluorine and nitrogen content was used for relative placement as suggested 
by Oakley 15. Such tests were mainly devised for the purpose of checking the 
age-relation between bones and the deposit in which they were found, or to which 

14 Cf. n. 4. 
15 K. P. Oakley, Adv. of Science, II, 3 (1965) . 
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they were attributed. The relative age of the bone in question is usually deter
mined by comparing its chemical composition (F, U, N) with that of other fossils 
found in the same stratum (UCLA-1 714Ajsheep, goat, dog; UCLA-1657Djcatt1e, 
pig; UCLA-1714Ejsheep, goat, onager ; UCLA-l 657 Gjdeer, horse) and which 
appeared to have been preserved under similar conditions. 

All bones were mandatorily treated for contamination such as preservatives, 
because some archaeologists who had collected several samples many years ago 
could not recall whether or not they had used preservatives. This included the 
removal of 0.5 = of primary bone by scraping and treatment for several days 
in a solution of warm distilled water and acetone. Further processing included 
treatment of HCl in order to dissolve the inorganic portion while retaining the 
organic portion. In order to eliminate numerous pollutants and to obtain purer 
collagen the latter was converted in all samples to gelatine 16. Those samples 
however, which had come from sites and stratigraphic locations like Jarmo, 
where previous C14 dates on charcoal had yielded spurious and confusing results 
were processed differently. They were treated according to a liquid-chromato
graphy method for the separation of amino acids with the same specific activity 
in radiocarbon from bones impregnated with isotopically dead petroleum com
pounds (bitumen) 17. Indeed, for J armo collagen dates provide an internally 
consistent chronology superior to charcoal derived dates. The results obtained 
have been listed in Table 2 .  It is suggested here to always process bones from 
sites like J armo, Jericho or Ali Kosh by this method, since they are reported to 
yield bitumen in their inventories. 

After processing, all samples were counted in a 7.5 1 proportional counter 
as CO2 at 1 atm and analysed for at least 1000 minutes to a statistical accuracy 
of a one sigma standard deviation 18. The radiocarbon age of all samples was 
calculated on the basis on a C14 half-life of 5568 ±30 years. These dates were 
then converted to bristlecone-pine calibrated ages taken to correspond to Julian 
years used by historians using the relationship discussedby Suess which shows 
fluctuations of C14 graphically over the past millennia 19. 

Animal Domestication Dates 

Bos primigenius, the wild ancestor of domesticated cattle, Bos taurus, was 
widely distributed in the Near East and Europe. Since identification of both 
forms of cattle by most specialists was mainly based on size differences, the 
domesticated cattle in the Near East were usually identified as those being of 
smaller stature. Thus, wherever small cattle appeared in the archaeological 
context in the Near East it was simply regarded as domesticated cattle. Soon 
specialists became aware that this domesticated form was a possible small wild 
form of cattle, some even suggesting the possibility of sexual dimorphism. Thus 
the cattle found at the site of J armo, which are rather small, are identified by 

16 R. Longin, Nature 230, 24 1 ( 1971 ) .  
17 T .  Y .  Ho, L .  F .  Marcus, R .  Berger, Science 164, 1051 ( 1969) . 
18 R. Berger, W. F. Libby, "UCLA-Radiocarbon Dates IX", in Radiocarbon 

1 1 , No. 1 ,  194 ( 1969) . 
19 H. E. Suess, "Bristlecone-pine Calibration of the Radiocarbon Time

Scale 5200 B.C. to the Present", in Nobel Symposium 12, 202 ( 1970) . 
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Stamp:fl.i as wild 20. The cattle in other early Neolithic sites like Tepe Sabz in 
Iranian Khuzistan or BanahiIk in Northern Iraq are claimed to be fully domes
ticated 21. If their identification as domesticated cattle is true, only direct dates 
on their bone could determine their exact chronological position, Until such time 
the European dates presented here on domesticated cattle are the earliest 
anywhere in the Neolithic. The very early date of 7000 B.C. (UCLA-1657D) 
at the Argissa-Magula in Greek Thessaly is aiso a date for the preceramic layers 
of this site. The dates of these preceramic levels of the Argissa-Magula should 
not differ much from another site with preceramic levels in this area, Nea Niko
medeia. Further north the site of Obre I supplied a date of 6300 B.C. (UCLA-
16051) from level 12, which is underlain by two more levels also containing domes
ticated cattle, still to be dated. Judging from the thickness of the underlying 
stratigraphic layers it is possible to suggest an earliest date in this location of 
about 6500 B.C. Consequently earliest domesticated cattle could have existed 
further west in Central Europe perhaps some thousand years later if diffusion 
of cattle domestication spread from Greece through Yugoslavia into Central 
Europe and then at a later stage into Russia with perhaps completely independent 
development in the Near East. Or were all of the above-mentioned locations 
independent from each other and developed cattle domestication by themselves ? 

It appears that domestication of cattle was a very late occurrence in Russia. 
The site of Luka-Vrublevetskaja shows dates from 42 10-3950 B.C. on domesti
cated cattle while other sites like Novo-Rozanovka II still contain wild cattle 
a few hundred years later around 3700 B.C. 22. We also know by looking at 
the date of Ambrosievka that the European bison still existed in this area around 
6300 B.C. 23. On the continent of Africa a quite early date of 3750 B.C. (UCLA-
1685) was measured for domesticated cattle at J. D. Clark's site at Adrar Bous 
in Saharan Niger 24. If other sites are found on the northern fringes of the 
African continent with dates intermediate from 7000 B.C. to 3750 B.C. , perhaps 
cattle domestication radiated out from Greece through the Near East to Africa. 
This of course depends on whether or not those found at sites like Jarmo were 
actually domesticated, and not a small form of wild cattle. 

Domesticated sheep were dated to 7200 B.C. (UCLA-1657D) in a lowest level 
of Argissa-Magula, below the one containing cattle. These sheep are undoubted
ly domesticated since no wild form of this species has been found so far in 
Europe after the close of the Pleistocene. It has been argued, however, that 
sheep occur in several late Mesolithic Tardenoisian and Azilian sites in Western 
Europe, mainly in France 25. Their presence is usually explained as a possible 
survival of wild sheep from the Final Pleistocene into Post Glacial times and 
not as a reintroduction. The date of 7200 B.C. at the Argissa-Magula could, 
however, be used as an argument for diffusion from Greece into Central and 

20 H. R. Stamp:fl.i, The Fauna of the Prehistoric Archaeological Sites of 
jarmo, Matarrah, Karim Shahir, and the A mouq in South-western A sia (Manu
script to be published by the Oriental Institute, Univ. of Chicago) . 

21 C. A. Reed, in Domestication and Exploitation of Plants and Animals, 
P. J. Ucko and G. W. Dimbleby, Eds. ,  (Chicago 1969), 375. 

22 Cf. R. Protsch in n. 1 1 . 
23 Ibid. 
24 J. D. Clark, "British Expedition to the Air Mountains", Science in the 

Southern Sahara, 12 (1971 ) .  
2 5  J. Murray, The First European Agriculture, (Edinburgh 1970) , 25. 
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Western Europe over a time span of perhaps 1000 years. These sheep at the 
Argissa-Magula had to be imported and most specialists agree that it must have 
been from the Near East. There is a date on sheep bones from one of the lowest 
levels at J armo, but Stampfli was not certain whether these sheep were wild or 
domesticated. This date of 7000 B.C. (UCLA-1714E) would be, however, still 
more recent than the one from Greece. The basal floor of Sarab, from which 
sample UCLA-1714A came yielded definitely domesticated sheep around 6900 
B.C. It remains to be seen whether a site like Cayonii yields dates several 
hundred years younger than those in Greece. The site of Anzabegovo in Mace
donian Yugoslavia, only a few hundred miles away from the Argissa-Magula, 
supplies a date on the bones of domesticated sheep in an upper level (262-274 cm) 
at 5750 B.C. (UCLA-1705q, yet, domesticated sheep bones are also found in the 
lowest levels. Judging by extrapolation of the stratigraphy, and a charcoal 
date in a lower level of 5950 B.C. (UCLA-1705A), sheep must have arrived in 
this area around 6400 B.C. 

The oldest goat date comes from Asiab in Central Western Iran dated to 
about 8050 B.C. (UCLA-1714F, depth 1 50-160 cms) . Other fractured goat and 
sheep bones from 140-120 cms yielded dates of 7900 B.C. (UCLA-1714B) and 
7700 B.C. (UCLA-l7 14C) .  

Whereas some doubt remains as to the authenticity of domesticated sheep 
at Jarmo, goats were identified without doubt as domesticated. Jarmo gives 
us its earliest domesticated goat date as 7000 B.C. (UCLA-17 14E) . The site of 
Sarab in Central Western Iran has a similar date of around 6900 B.C. (UCLA-
1714A) in the same level (S-I/4) which also yielded domesticated sheep. 

The comparison of these dates is interesting because the archaeological 
assemblages at Sarab are more advanced typologically than those at Jarmo 26. 
No direct dates exist yet on goat from Europe, but Nea Nikomedeia which con
tains goat in its lowest levels seems to indicate that these animals were probably 
in this area around 6900 B.C. also. 

The domestication of the dog took place rather early among European 
Mesolithic peoples 27 .  This suggests that the dog was domesticated by people 
still subsisting on a hunting-and-gathering economy. The date for basal Sarab 
of 6900 B.C. is indirectly based on the stratigraphic association of dog bones with 
sheep and goat dated to ca. 6900 B.C. (UCLA-1714A) . The question if the 
bones of these different species were indeed associated with each other was solved 
by chemical microanalysis which showed matching composition among the 
different bones of each species. 

Pigs have been dated by stratigraphic association, from the preceramic 
layers of the Argissa-Magula to ca. 7000 B.C. (UCLA-1657D), the same as for 
domesticated cattle. It has been pointed out by some specialists that pigs in 
the lower levels at Jarmo were still wild and probably only became domesticated 
during the time represented by the upper levels 28. It will be interesting to 
see dates for domesticated pig found at Cayonii in Turkey, since they seem to 

26 R. J. Braidwood, B. Howe, C. A. Reed, "The Iranian Prehistoric Pro
ject", Science 133, 2008 ( 1961 ) .  

27 M. Degerbol, Proc. Prehist. Soc. 27, 35  (1961 ) .  
28 K. V.  Flannery, Skeletal and Radiocarbon Evidence for the Start and 

Spread of Pig Domestication. Thesis for the Degree of Masters of Arts, Dept. of 
Anthropology, Univ. of Chicago, (1961 ) .  
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appear in levels relatively dated to be several hundred years earlier than ] armo. 
Their date could rival the very early date at the Argissa-Magula in Greece. As 
it looks presently, domesticated pigs seemed to have appeared in both South
eastern Europe and Asia Minor at approximately the same time, 7000 B.C. 

One of the most recently domesticated of today's major herd animals is 
the horse. The earliest suggested occurrence of the horse ranged from 2000 to 
4000 B.C., estimates which were strictly based on archaeological finds alone. A 
sketchy representation of a horse from Khafaje near Bagdad is dated to the 
]amdat Nasr period around 3000 B.C. The first actual osteo-morphological find 
are two molars from Sialk in Central Persia somewhat earlier than 3000 B.C. 
The most abundant finds of equid bones in the last few decades have been made 
in sites of the Tripolye and Srednij-Stog cultures in the Russian Ukraine. Two 
samples of domesticated horse bones were dated from the sites of Dereivka and 
Evminka at different locations. The undoubtedly oldest date is one from De
reivka of 4350 B.C. (UCLA-1466A) followed by another date at the same site of 
3720 B.C. (UCLA-1671A) .  The site of Evminka yields two roughly contemporary 
dates of 3730 and 3640 B.C. Surprisingly, horses seem to have existed at the same 
time also at the site of Polling in Bavaria (ca. 3670 B.C., UCLA-1657G) 29, even 
though there seems to be some doubt as to whether they were domesticated 
or not. 

C o n c l u s i o n s  

Our dates show that cattle and pigs were first domesticated in Europe. 
Sheep, which were thought to have become extinct in Europe during the ter
minal Pleistocene also appear first in Europe. However, there remains little 
doubt today that they originated as domesticates in the Near East or Turkey 
since no wild sheep appear to have existed in Europe with the beginning of the 
Holocene. Dogs were domesticated both in the Near East and Europe at 
virtually the same time. In the Near East Asiab at ca. 8000 B.C. qualifies as 
the first center of goat domestication if no earlier remains are found elsewhere. 
It is also the earliest domestication center for any animal species dated in this 
study. Last, horses were first domesticated by man in the steppes of the Ukraine, 
perhaps even earlier than our present dates indicate, since the Polling finds are 
virtually contemporaneous. 

Plants appear to have been domesticated earlier than animals by more 
than a thousand years at the time of this writing. Leguminous plants found in 
Spirit Cave, Thailand, (9200 B.C.) indicate that vegetatiVely reproducing plants 
seem to predate the domestication of seed plants. 

Undoubtedly future research may alter our overall impressions in detail, 
especially, after earlier sites like Nea Nikomedeia have been dated directly. But, 
on balance, there can be no doubt that Southeastern Europe was as much an 
early center for animal domestication as the Near East 30. For plants, Southeast 
Asia must be added to the classical areas of plant domestication. 

29 W. Blome, Tierknochenfunde aus der spatneolithischen Station Polling, 
Inaugural-Dissertation, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat, Miinchen (1968) . 

30 We would like to thank R. ]. Braidwood, ]. Boessneck, S. Bi:iki:inyi, 
]. D .  Clark, M. Garasanin, M. Gimbutas, W. F. Libby, V. Milojcic, R. ]. Rodden 
and D .  Telegin for samples, advice and appraisal. Supported by NSF GA 24781 .  
Publication 1005 of the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics. 
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Table 1 .  - Most Important Domesticated Animals and Their Areas of Origin 

Central-Western Iran 

Central-Western Iran 

Central-Western Iran 

Eastern Palestine 

Northern Iraq 

Eastern Turkey 

Central-Western Iran 

Southwestern Iran 

Western Macedonia 

Northern Iraq 

� 

England 

Thessaly (Greek) 

Eastern Turkey 

Central-Western Iran 

Eastern Palestine 

Pasang 
Capra aegagrus 

ca. 8050 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714F) 

ca. 7900 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714B) 

ca. 7700 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714C) 

ca. 7200 B.C. 
range* 

ca. 7000 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714E) 

before 7000 B.C. * 

ca. 6900 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714A) 

ca. 6900 B.C. 
range* 

ca. 6900 B.C. * 

ca. 6800 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 723A) 

Wolf 
Canis lupis 

ca. 7500 B.C.**  

ca. 7000 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 657D) 

ca. 7000 B.C.  
range* 

ca. 6900 B.C. 
(UCLA-17 14A) 

ca. 6800 B.C. 
range* 

Dom. Goat 
Capra hireus 

Asiab ( 150-1 60 em Level) 

Asiab (140 em Level) 
(dom?) 

Asiab ( 120-140 em Level) 
(dom?) 

Jericho (Older Precera
mie Village) 

Jarmo (J-I/7) 

Catal HiiyUk East (be
low Level X) 

Sarab (S-I/4) 

Ali Rosh (Brick Wall 
Zone) 

Nea Nikomedeia 

Jarmo (PQ-14/5a) 

Dog 
Canis familiaris 

Star Carr 

Argissa-Magula (Preee-
ramic Neolithic) 

Haeilar Aceramic 

Sarab (S-I/4) 

Jericho (Younger Preee-
ramic Village) 
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� 
Thessaly (Greek) 

Northern Iraq 

Eastern Turkey 

Central-Western Iran 

Western Macedonia 

Northern Iraq 

Southeastern Yugoslavia 

Southeastern Yugoslavia 

Thessaly (Greek) 

Eastern Turkey 

North-Central Yugosla
via 

Northern Iraq 

Northern Iraq 

Northeastern Iran 

Northern Baluchistan 

Ukraine 

Lower Egypt 

Southwestern Sahara 

R. Berger - R. Protsch 

Muffion 
Ovis musimon 

ca. 7200 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 657A) 

ca. 7000 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714E) 

before 7000 B.C. * 

ca. 6900 B.C. 
(UCLA-1714A) 

ca. 6900 B.C. * 

ca. 6800 B.C. 
(UCLA-I723A) 

ca. 5950 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 705A) 

ca. 5750 B.C. 
(UCLA-1705C) 

Ur 
Bos primigenius 

ca. 7000 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 657D) 

ca. 7000-6000 B.C. * 

ca. 6300 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 605I) 

ca. 6300 B.C. 
(UCLA-I 723B) 

ca. 5600 B.C. 
(UCLA-1723D) 

ca. 6000-5000 B.C. * 

Mid-5th Millennium* 

ca. 4210 B.C. 
(UCLA-1642C) 

ca. 5000 B.C. * 
ca. 3750 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 685) 

Dom. Sheep 
Ovis aries 

Argissa-Magula (Prece-
ramic Neolithic) 

Jarmo (J-I/7) (dom?) 

Catal HiiyUk East (be-
low Level X) 

Sarab (S-I/4) 

Nea Nikomedeia 

Jarmo (PQ-14J5a) 
(dom?)  

Anzabegovo (282-274 cm 
Level) 

Anzabegovo (262-274 cm 
Level) 

Dom. Cattle 
Bos taurus 

Argissa-Magula (Prece
ramic Neolithic) 

Catal HiiyUk (Level 
IX-O) 

Obre I (Level 12) 

Jarmo (PQ-14J2) (dom?) 

Jarmo (K-21J3) (dom?) 

Hotu Cave (Older Pain
ter Pottery Neolithic) 

Kili Ghul Mohammad I 

Luka-Vrublevetskaja 
(Pre-Cucuteni) 

El Omari 

Adrar Bous 
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� Sow Dom. Pig 
Sus scrofa Sus domesticus 

Thessaly (Greek) ca 7000 B.C. Argissa-Magula (Prece-
(UCLA-1 657D) ramic Neolithic) 

Northern Iraq ca. 6500 B.C. Jarmo (Level 5-1) 
range* 

Northwestern Iran ca. 5500 B.C. Hotu Cave (Older Paint-
range* ed Pottery Neolithic) 

Northwestern India ca. 3000 B.C. * Mohenjo DaroJHarappa 
Denmark 1st half 3rd 

Millennium** 

" Onager Dom. Onager 
Equus hemionus Equus? 

Northern Iraq ca. 7000 B.C. 
(UCLA-1 714E) 

Jarmo (J-Ij7) (dom ?) 

Southwestern Turkistan ca. 4800 B.C. * Anau (Level I) 

� Ass Dom. Ass 
Equus africanus Equus asinus 

Lower Egypt ca. 4th Millennium Maadi 
B.C.* 

� Horse Dom. Horse 
Equus ferus Equus caballus 

Ukraine ca. 4350 B.C. Dereivka 
(UCLA-1466A) 

West Ukraine ca. 3730 B.C. Evminka (Tripolye Cl) 
(UCLA-167 1 B) 

Ukraine ca. 3720 B.C. Dereivka 
(UCLA-1 671A) 

Bavaria ca. 3670 B.C. Polling (Linear Ceramic) 
(UCLA-1 657G) (dom?) 

* Date based on radiocarbon date(s) from materials other than bones. 
** Date based on archaeologic considerations. 

Orientalia - 15 
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Table 2. - Internal Consistency of Radiocarbon Dates Based on Collagen with 
their Stratigraphic Levels 

Chronology of J armo 

UCLA-No Species Level C14-Age Calibrated Age 

l 723C Dom. Cattle? K-2l/1  6l80 ±300 ca. 5100 B.C. 
1723D Dom. Cattle? K-21/3 6550 ±200 ca. 5600 B.C. 

1723B Dom. Cattle ? PQ-14/2 7270 ±200 ca. 6300 B.C. 
Dom. Goat 
Dom. Sheep ? 

1723A Dom. Goat PQ-14/5a 7800 ± 120 ca. 6800 B.C. 
Dom. Sheep ? 

17 14E Onager J-I/7 7980 ± 140 ca. 7000 B.C. 
Dom. Goat 
Dom. Sheep ? 

Chronology of Palegawra 

UCLA-No Species Level C14-Age Calibrated Age 

17 14D Wild Goat 80-100 cm 13600 ±460 
and Sheep 

1703A Wild Cattle 120 cm 14350 ±280 
and Sheep 

Chronology of Asiab 

UCLA-No Species Depth C14-Age Calibrated Age 

l714C Dom. Goat 120-140 cm 8700 ± 100 ca. 7700 B.C. 
and Sheep ? 

17 14B Dom. Goat 140 cm 8900 ± 100 ca. 7900 B.C. 
and Sheep ? 

1714F Dom Goat Below 140 cm 9050 ±300 ca. 8050 B.C. 
and Sheep ? 

Chronology of Obre I 

UCLA-No Species Level C14-Age Calibrated Age 

1605H Dom. Cattle 8 6 l 50 ±60 5050 B.C. 
1605G Dom. Cattle 1 1  6710 ±60 5750 B.C. 
16051 Dom. Cattle 12 7240 ±60 I 6300 B.C. 

Chronologies based on collagen dates show internal consistency and give 
for some sites very reliable stratigraphic sequence dates. This applies parti
cularly to locations where charcoal contamination by bitumen can be a problem 
as in some Near Eastern sites. 
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Table 3. - Comparison of tree-ring calibrated radiocarbon dates based on the 
organic components of bones from various sites in Africa, Europe and the 
Near East determined at UCLA. 
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The Date of the Fara Period 

A Case Study in the Historiography of Early Mesopotamia 1 

William W. HALLO - New Haven 

Modern historiography, like ancient mythography, satisfies one of man's 
most basic curiosities: the quest into origins. The more distant and obscure 
the origins of anything seem, the more fascinating the quest. And if history be 
defined as the written record of mankind, then Egyptologists and Assyriologists 
have had much the best of this quest, for they control the first written sources. 
And yet the beginnings of recorded history have had a peculiar fate at their 
hands. For it might be thought that the advances of knowledge and of tech
niques of investigation would extend the range of our historiographic vision, 
much as each generation of astronomers can peer further into the spatial dis
tance. In fact, however, these advances have had the opposite effect; gradually 
they have contrived to shorten the temporal span that we call history, or at 
any rate our subjective estimate of its length. Indeed, while obscurity and 
distance may vary together with the fascination they exercise on our ima
gination, they seem to vary inversely with the progress of knowledge, so that 
accretions in knowledge have the effect of contracting the span of time postu
lated by historiography for the placement of ever-increasing numbers of 
facts, data and events. The knowledge explosion, at least in Ancient Near 
Eastern history, therefore seems reconcilable with a contracting universe. 

As a familiar example to illustrate, or perhaps I should say elucidate, 
these somewhat abstruse generalizations, let me recall the historiographic 
impact of the discoveries at Mari, which proved Hammurapi of Babylon a 
later contemporary of Samsi-Adad of Assyria, and reduced all prior Babylonian 
dates as previously calculated by no less than 275 years. It was inadequacy 
of textual data that had until then permitted such a distortion of chronology. 
The increased documentation resulted, not in a lengthening of the time-span 
needed to accomodate it, but a shortening. A less familiar example is pro
vided, some three centuries before Hammurapi, by the end of the Sargonic 
period. Here the shortening of the chronology now espoused, e.g., by Jacobsen 
and Sollberger, is less drastic, but I believe equally valid. I have reduced 
the interval between the Sargonic and neo-Sumerian periods by about 65 years 

1 This paper is dedicated with affection and admiration to my teacher 
1. J. Gelb. It incorporates the edition of a new text (see Appendix) which 
has had the benefit of his interest and suggestions. Except for this appendix, 
and the footnotes, the paper reproduces without significant change a talk 
delivered on April 24, 1968, at the Center for Ancient History, University 
of Pennsylvania, in the framework of a panel discussion on "Early Sumerian 
History and the Beginnings of Historiography".  
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in an article on Gutium which is to appear soon 2, but will not repeat here 
what I have stated on the subject there or previously at the American Oriental 
Society meeting of 1961.  I also believe that a further shortening of the (by 
now) traditional chronology is required at the beginning of the Sargonic period, 
where new texts have brought to light important new synchronisms that tend 
to prove considerable overlap in dynasties once thought of as more or less 
consecutive 3. 

However, I would like to go back still further in Sumerian history, and 
to take up the comparative chronology of the Fara texts, a question hardly 
even debated since 1931 ,  when Landsberger, in a review of UET 1 ,  dated these 
texts as prior to Ur-Nanse of LagaS 4. He was led to this conclusion largely on 
the basis of orthography, even though the terms of the comparison are barely 
commensurate in orthographic terms: for the written evidence of the Ur-Nanse 
dynasty at LagaS comes entirely from monumental texts, many of them on 
stone, while that for Fara and contemporary sites comes almost entirely from 
archival texts on clay tablets. Landsberger himself called attention to this 
fact 5. His dates, however, were followed by most of the archaeologists work
ing from artifactual materials even though there is not to my knowledge a 
single site where materials of the so-called Fara and so-called LagaS periods 
occur in a demonstrable stratigraphic sequence. It thus seems not unreason
able to reopen the entire question. Let me begin by once more reviewing 
the current arguments on the comparative ages of LagaS and Fara, as these 
have developed since Kramer's first summary of the data in 1932 6. 

A fresh survey of the evidence was given by Falkenstein in 1936 7• Basing 
himself on a combination of factors - stratigraphic, palaeographic, glyptic 
and in one or two cases even prosopographic - he concluded that the Fara 
tablets are older than Ur-Nanse, perhaps by as much as 100 years 8. Yet 
the actual evidence which he himself cited in almost every instance seems 
to show that LagaS broke with the Fara traditions after, not before, the time 
of Ur-Nanse. ( 1 )  The greatest part of the Fara texts was found in buildings 
of plano-convex bricks; at Lagas such bricks went out of use between Ean
natum and Entemena 9. (2) Stratigraphically, there is no basis for compar
ison, since there are no "Fara-type texts" from Lagas 10 nor LagaS monuments 
at Fara. (3) Palaeographically, Falkenstein reiterates Deimel's views regard
ing the differences in ductus between Fara and Lagas. But caution is in order 
here, for as Biggs has recently observed on the basis of an examination of 
photographs and originals, Deimel's own copies of the Fara texts were less 
accurate, e.g., than those of Jestin, and "have tended to make us think of 

2 See now W. W. Hallo, "Gutium", RLA 3 (Berlin/New York 1971 ) ,  pp. 
70S-720, esp. § 7 (pp. 7 1 3  f.) .  

3 See for now William W. Hallo and William Kelly Simpson, The Ancient 
Near East: a History (New York 1971) ,  pp. 54-5S. 

4 B. Landsberger, OLZ 34 ( 1931)  cols. 1 17-127. 
5 Ibid., p. 122. 
6 JA OS 52 ( 1932) 120-124. 
7 Archaische Texte aus Uruk (Leipzig 1936), pp. 1 6-22. 
8 Ibid., p. 22. 
9 Ibid., pp. 16 f. 
10 Those published by Thureau-Dangin, RTC 9-15,  were acquired by pur

chase; d. Falkenstein, A TU p. 19. 
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the Fara script as looking more 'archaic' than it actually is " 11. More decisive, 
according to Falkenstein, is the fact that the Fara scribes still arranged their 
signs arbitrarily within each case, something which Ur-Nanse's scribes tolerated 
only sporadically and Eannatum's not at all. I find this argument less than 
convincing. The extent of "sporadic arbitrariness" 12 is hard to measure: 
(a) often we cannot be sure how the signs are to be read in the Ur-Nanse texts, 
especially in the case of personal names; (b) in a particularly clear case like 
za:gin, the "arbitrary order" is equally true of Ur-Nanse's text as of the Fara 13 
and Abu Salabikh ones, as shown by Biggs 14; (c) the case for "systematic 
departures" from the norm (e.g., dNanse-Ur) is more complex than Falkenstein 
realized 15. In any case, the changeover under Eannatum was so systematic 
that it looks like a conscious innovation fostered by the great ensi or his scribes, 
and thus introduced first at LagaS. It would be hazardous to conclude that 
the same reform was instantly adopted also at Fara, and that it can therefore 
be used as a sure chronological index. But even if this argument were grant
ed, as well as the further one about more systematic indication of (certain) 
grammatical elements beginning with Eannatum 16, this still would rank the 
Fara texts earlier than Eannatum at most, but not necessarily earlier than 
Ur-Nanse. 

There remain the arguments from the glyptic and prosopographic evid
ence, essentially both based on a single cylinder or cylinder-type 17 .  I leave 
it to others to weigh this evidence and content myself with echoing the caution 
advised by Biggs : "It is difficult to evaluate the differences in writing between 
the Fara period and the time of Ur-Nanse of Lagas, and still more difficult 
to estimate the intervening time span", and his tentative conclusion: "That 
we should assume a difference of more than one or two generations between 
the Fara-Abu $alabikh tablets and the time of Ur-Nanse is, in my opinion, 
doubtful " 18. 

Thus between the Fara texts and Ur-Nanse, Falkenstein could conceive 
of a gap of as much as a century, Biggs no more than a generation or two 
at most. Perhaps it seems hopeless to achieve greater precision for such a 
remote period. But there is at least one line of evidence which has so far 
hardly been thrown into the balance 19 and which, moreover, is not subject 

11 ]GS 20 ( 1966) 75, n. 20. 
12 Falkenstein, A T  U p. 20 : "vereinze1t( e) Freiziigigkeit".  
13  See e.g., R.  ]estin, Tablettes Sumeriennes de Suruppak (Paris 1937) 

No. 126 iv 9. 
14 Robert Biggs, "Le lapis-lazuli dans les textes sumeriens archaiques", 

RA 60 (1966) 175 f. To the examples collected there, one may add the "door 
of lapis lazuli" (ig-za . gin) in an even earlier LagaS text, the so-called 'tpigure 
aux Plumes" ; cf. E. de Sarzec, Decouvertes en Ghaldte 2 (Paris 1912), pI. Ibis 
"obv." i 1. For such doors, see A. Salonen, Die Turen des alten Mesopotamien 
(Helsinki 1961),  pp. 18 (8) and 22 ( 19) = Kramer, PAPhS 107 ( 1963) 495 f. 
(line 30) . 

15 Cf. Hallo, R UGA 33 (1962) 22 f., note 198. 
16 Falkenstein, A T U  p. 20. 
17 Biggs, ]GS 20 ( 1966) 75, n. 19. (Cf. also below, note 50) . 
18 Ibid.,  p. 76. 
19 See however F. ]. Stephens apud G. G. Hackman, BIN 8 (New Haven 

1958), p. 6, and Robert D. Biggs, "Semitic Names in the Fara Period", Or 
36 (1967) 55-66. 
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to the shortcomings already noted above in connection with the difference 
in the nature of the documents from LagaS and Fara. This is the onomastic 
evidence, and it is to this that I would like to appeal here. (Onomastics 
is here used for the characteristics of name-giving in general, as distinguished 
from prosopography, which attempts to identify specific individuals on the 
basis of personal names) . 

My object, then, will be to compare the onomasticon of pre-Sargonic 
Lagas with that of Suruppak, with an occasional side-glance at the personal 
names in the archaic texts from Ur. We may safely leave out of account 
the few attested names from sites such as Umma as they are largely limited 
to royal or throne names and these, from all indications, were assumed upon 
accession and are not necessarily indicative of naming practices in general. 
For this reason the royal names of Lagas will also be left out of account. We 
may also largely ignore the materials from Adab, Nippur, Abu Salabikh etc. 
as long as this has not been independently dated. Admittedly, this leaves 
a very limited corpus of personal names from the LagaS of all but the last 
two or three pre-Sargonic reigns. But this disadvantage is offset, for chro
nological purposes, by the genealogical particulars available for this corpus. 
We have, in fact, some six successive generations of onomastic data before 
the great mass of personal names appearing in the time of Enetarzi, Lugal
anda and Urukagina. We may disregard the name of Gur-sar, the alleged 
grandfather of Ur-Nanse; this name, which recurs neither at Suruppak nor 
at Ur, more likely identifies Ur-Nanse's ancestral city 20. 

The first generation is represented so far solely by the father of Ur-Nanse, 
Gu-ni-du. His name is not attested in the publications of Deimel and ]estin, 
as it happens. On the other hand it occurs in PBS 9 :  3, which is almost cert
ainly from Fara 21; and again in texts from Adab and from Lagas itself in the 
inscription of Lummatur, the son of Enannatum 22. 

This by no means exhausts the prosopographic material from LagaS anted
ating Ur-Nanse 23, but the rest is less easily dated, even by the rough and ready 
standard of "generations".  I will therefore single out here only the stone 
of Enhegal who shares with Urnanse the title of "king of Lagas" and like him 
mentions the Inanna temple called Ebgal; he certainly cannot be much earlier 
than Ur-Nanse; otherwise there would be little time left to accommodate Me
silim, under whom the rulers of Lagas (and Adab) bore the more modest title 
of ensi 24. Of its recognizable personal names, at least four recur with some 

20 E. Sollberger, "Gunidu and Gursar", RLA 3 (1971)  700. 
21 Cf. the new edition by D. O. Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsurkunden des Ill . 

Jahrtausends (Miinchen 1968), No. 28. Edzard notes the parallels with Fa
ra-texts, though he weighs a Nippur provenience. 

22 Ibid., Nos. 1 17, 1 19, 120. For the identity of Lummatur's father, see 
Sollberger, Corpus des Inscriptions "royales" presargoniques de Lagas (Geneve 
1956) , p. 28, En. I 10. 

23 For a bibliography and descriptions, see A. Parrot, Tello (Paris 1948), 
pp. 70-77. 

24 See the chronological charts in Hallo and Simpson, op. cit. (note 3) 
p. 47 and D.  O. Edzard, Fischer Weltgeschichte 2 (Frankfurt am Main 1965), 
p. 59. For a different view, see C. ]. Gadd, The Cities of Babylonia ( = CAH2 
fasc. 9, Cambridge 1962), chart inside back cover. 
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frequency in the Fara texts: Luga1-ki-ga1-1a, Ses-gestin 25, Si-du 26, and Mas 27, 
and of these four, three occur otherwise only in the Fara texts, as far as I 
can determine. Only one identifiable name does not seem to recur in the 
Fara texts at all 28 ! 

The generation of Ur-Nanse himself is represented, apart from the royal 
name, by those persons depicted and named on his "family reliefs" who are 
not designated as (his) sons. But they can best be considered together with 
the next generation, that of his "sons" . And here the evidence is particularly 
telling: of the fifteen "captions", twelve may safely be read and identified 
as personal names, and all but one has an exact or equivalent parallel in the 
onomasticon of Suruppak, the apparent exception being Akurga1, the suc
cessor of Ur-Nanse, who may, however, have borne a "throne-name" already 
as heir apparent; indeed there is a very similar name at Fara (A-ki-ga1),  just 
as the frequent personal name Abzu-ki-ga1 at Fara may be compared to Abzu
kur-gal at Lagas 29. Let us study the parallels more closely. 

There are, to begin with, Adda-tur, Luga1-ezen and Dudu, but these 
are such common names throughout all periods that we should probably at
tach no particular significance to them. 

Secondly there are a couple of names which survived in the onomasticon 
of the late pre-Sargonic or Sargonic periods, but passed out of fashion by neo
Sumerian and Old Babylonian times. Thus, e.g. , the name SAG . AN . TUG, 
which already occurs in archaic Ur in the form SAG . AN . TUM and at Suruppak 
in the form SAG . AN . Glm?, recurs occasionally in late pre-Sargonic and (early ?) 
Sargonic texts 30, and found its way into the canonical lists of personal names 
which formed the basis of instruction in the Old Babylonian period, the so
called Silbena1phabet A 31 and the Personal Name List B 32. But it is no 
longer in actual use after the Sargonic period. 

25 See the latest edition of the text (with previous literature) by Edzard, 
Sumerische Rechtsurkunden No. 1 14, but read v 3 f. as a single case: ses-gestin 
ugu1a eb-ga1 (Edzard: SES . IB . GESTIN/NIGiNLga1) and similarly in v 1 0  (Edzard: 
SES-x-X-RU engar) . In Fara III 70 vi, note Ses-gestin of Adab ! 

26 For the name Si-du (read Du-si by Edzard), see Hallo, JA OS 83 ( 1963) 
1 75 and n. 67 (equated with Enlil-ibni) ; H. Sauren, Wirtschaftsurkunden . . .  
des Musee d'Art et d'Histoire in Genf (Napoli 1969), No. 136 (Sauren reads 
Si-ru) ; T. Donald, MCS 9 ( 1964) No. 238 i 6 ("Gutian period" text) . The 
name found its way into "Silbena1phabet B " ;  d. Landsberger apud M. <;ig 
and H. Kizilyay, Zwei altbabylonische Schulbucher aus Nippur (Ankara 1959), 
p. 103 (44) . 

27 For Mas at Fara, cf. e.g., Jestin, TSS No. 467 i. He occurs both as 
farmer (engar) and as NUN . SUR . GU in the Enhega1 inscription; for the latter 
profession, see Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsurkunden p. 20 ad No. 1 vi 8 and d. perhaps SUR . GU . SE in A. Deime1, Schultexte aus Para (Leipzig 1923), No. 
72 v 10 .  

28 Luga1-nim-gen, interpreted as Luga1-nimse-gena( ?) by Edzard. 
29 The name A-kur-ga1 is probably to be kept quite distinct from these. 

Cf. however the variation between a-nun-ga1 and a-nun-ga1 in the Nisaba
hymn nin-mul-an-gim for which see Hallo, A ctes de la X VIIe Rencontre As
syriologique Internationale (ed. A. Finet [Bruxelles 1970J) , p. 1 24 line 6.  

30 M. V.  Niko1sky, Dokumenty 1 (St. Petersburg 1908), No. 4 and Hack
man, BIN 8 No. 131  respectively. 

31 J. Nougayro1, A S  16 ( = Landsberger Volume [Chicago 1965]), p. 32, 
line 64 ; d. Sollberger, ibid.,  p. 23, line 63 where it is "explained" as awilum 
x-x; respectively ask an, variant (p. 26) dAN . MAR . TU. 

32 <;ig and Kizilyay, ibid.,  p. 44, line 15.  
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More instructive for our purposes are those names of the Ur-Nanse fam
ily plaques which went out of use even before late pre-Sargonic times. These 
are no less than half of our group. Three of them, Nam-azu, A-nun-pad and 
Men-su-ud, recur in precisely this form at Suruppak, and nowhere thereafter. 
A fourth, Mu-ta-kur-re, may be compared with names like Mu-ta-kur and 
Mu-ni-kur-ra at Suruppak 33; if a guess may be hazarded as to its meaning, 
it may allude to the name of Enlil which is said to be "over the mountain (or 
foreign land) " in a liturgical tradition which can be traced from Old Baby
lonian to Seleucid times 34. 

The other two names also recur at Suruppak, but with variant spellings 
which are less apt to reflect chronological than local differences in orthogra
phies. Both are complex names of a type not likely to have weathered the 
winds of change in matters of onomastic taste for very long. Bearing in mind 
that the order of the elements is uncertain we may read the one as Hur-sag
se-mah", "Lofty with respect to the mountain, loftier than the mountain" 35, 
and the other as Bara-sa--gan-nu-di (for later sag [sag-ganJ-nu-di) ,  "The throne 
(is) not overthrown". Both names recur at Suruppak; if this has not been 
recognized before it may be because, in the first, mal]. is written with the 
MAtr sign instead of the AI, sign 36 and, in the latter, sa-gan is written with the 
Dr sign instead of the SA sign. This is also the spelling in an early text from 
Adab 37, while a still earlier Ur text 38 writes simply Bara-GAN-nu-di, omitting 
sa/sa entirely. 

The negative evidence must also be considered briefly. At first glance, 
three names from the Ur-Nanse reliefs have no equivalents in the abundant 
Suruppak onomasticon. They are Ab-da, A-ni-ta, and Gu-Ia. But on closer 
inspection, these exceptions seem less telling. As far as Ab-da is concerned, 
the identification of the signs and their reading is in considerable doubt. The 
photographs suggest that the second sign may be su, not da, and as for the 
first, there is no other attested occurrence of its use as a syllabic value ab in 
the pre-Sargonic syllabary of LagaS 39. As for A-ni-ta and Gu-la, while one 

33 Mu-ni-kur-ra in turn recurs as a geographical name in Ur III, perhaps 
equivalent to mu-bi-kur-ra in Entemena 4 1 ;  cf. Sollberger, Or 28 (1959) 345 
and n. 1 ;  G. Pettinato, Mesopotamia 5-6 ( 1970-7 1) 318. Ct. also the personal 
name Mu-ni-l].ur-sag in BRM 4 :45 (Early Dynastic III) . . 

34 A. Poebel, ZA 37 ( 1927) 249 ; R. Kutscher, YNER 6 (forthcommg) , 
ad a-ab-ba l].u-Iul].-l].a, lines 62-72, 95-98, 122-124. Cf. also Myth of the Pick
axe, line 90: gloal-am mu-bi du1o-ga l].ur-sag-ga mu-un-gal. 

35 For mal]. as a kind of comparative, see ]. ]. A. van Dijk, Sumerische 
Gotterlieder 2 (Heidelberg 1960) p. 122 ;  for impersonal nouns with locative 
in sense of "than" (not terminative as here) see Falkenstein, Grammatik der 
Sprache Gudeas von Lagas 2 (Roma 1950), pp. 106 f., n. 4 ; Hallo and van Dijk, 
YNER 3 ( 1968) 73 S.v. diri. 

36 The reading AI, = mal]." was not recognized by Sollberger, "Le Syl
labaire presargonique de Lagas", ZA 54 (1961) 1-50, but is confirmed by the 
later syllabaries and by the writings g�-mal].x and ab-mal].x; see Landsberger, 
MSL 8/1 ( 1960) 60 and n. 1 and cf. H. A. Hoffner, JAOS 87 (1967) 185. 

37 D. D. Luckenbill, OIP 14 (1930) 49 ( = Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsur
kunden, No. 1 19) iv 8. 

38 E. Burrows, UET 2 ( 1935) 2 v. For the interchange of SA. GAN and 
PA ( = SAG) . GAN in early literary texts cf. M. Civil and R. D. Biggs, "Notes 
sur des textes sumeriens archaiques", RA 60 (1966) 5 f. 

39 Cf. Sollberger (above, note 36) who interprets the name as Akkadian 
'abda' (ZA 54 :35) . 
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of them is attested as a personal name as late as Sargonic times 40, it is not 
excluded that they are used as titles or epithets here : "at his side, attend
ant" 41, and "big, chief" respectively. Even if tbis interpretation be rejected, 
a very significant number of correlations remain between the names of Ur
Nanse's time and those of the archives of Suruppak. 

The correlation is the more significant as it changes radically in the suc
ceeding periods. For the three generations from Eannatum to Enannatum 
II 42, our best source of non-royal names are the contracts for the purchase 
of real estate from large numbers of sellers 43. These have been studied by 
Lambert 44, Diakonoff 45 and Edzard 46 and, in addition to a number whose 
exact date is uncertain, include in particular the stone of Lummatur son of 
Enannatum. In addition, I am able to utilize for this purpose a hitherto 
unpublished real estate deed from Lagas dated to the priesthood of Dudu, 
the contemporary of Entemena (see below, Appendix) . Both of these doc
uments thus appear to date from the third generation after Ur-Nanse. Be
tween them they contain close to eighty different personal names. Of these, 
I have found only four or five to go all the way back to the archaic Ur texts 
(Amar-abzu, Amar-tur, E-zi, Lugal-Anzu [ImdugudJ , Dada) . Three or four 
of these names are still among the most common personal names at Fara. 
The fifth (Lugal-Anzu) also recurs at Fara, interestingly enough with the de
signation "LagaS" behind it 47 ! Some fifteen others may be identified first 
in the Fara texts. That still leaves sixty names, or three-fourths of the ono
masticon, changed as between the Fara texts and the LagaS texts of Ente
mena's generation. 

The contrast is even more striking when we study the evidence of the 
last three rulers of Lagas, Enetarzid, Lugalanda and Urukagina, who reigned 
but a single generation 48. Here the LagaS material provides us with a su
per-abundance of personal names, and it cannot be my task in this preliminary 
survey to compare all of them with the older onomasticon. Even so, a glance 
at the old but still serviceable compendium by Dhorme 49 will quickly show 
an almost total break with the onomastic fashions of both Suruppak and the 
earlier LagaS periods. 

What then is the significance of all these, admittedly provisional, findings ? 
In its simplest form it may be put thus : a comparison of the Fara personal 

40 BIN 8 : 155 ( = Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsurkunden No. 93) line 12.  
41 Note his position next to the king and his small size in the actual 

representations. 
42 In absolute terms ca. 2470-2380 B.C. (d. Edzard, Sumerische Rechts

urkunden, passim) , or ca. 2455-2365 B.C. (d. Sollberger and Kupper, Inscrip
tions royales sumeriennes et akkadiennes [Paris 1971J, passim) . 

43 Ibid., Nos. 14, 31-35, 60, 1 15-1 18; d. also Nos. 43 (slave sale) and 105 
(list of witnesses ? ) .  For another analysis of such texts, and an Old Akkadian 
example, see Sollberger, ]CS 10 (1956) 13-17. 

44 M. Lambert, "Textes commerciaux de Lagash (III) ", ArOr 23 (1955) 
557-574. 

45 I. M. Diakonoff, "Sale of land in pre-Sargonic Sumer", Papers presented 
by the Soviet delegation at the XXIII International Congress of Orientalists 
(Moscow 1954), pp. 19-29. 

46 Above, note 43. 
47 Deimel, Wirtschaftstexte aus Fara (Leipzig 1924), No. 70 xii. 
48 Ca. 2380-2355 or 2365-2340 B.C. (d. above, note 42). 
49 P. Dhorme, "Les plus anciens noms de personnes a Lagas", ZA 22 

(1909) 284-316. 
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names with datable (non-royal) personal names from Lagas shows that their 
statistically most significant correlation is with the two generations immediat
ely preceding and succeeding Ur-Nanse. The correlation rises from about 
80 % in the Enhegal inscription just before Ur-Nanse to almost 100 % in the 
generation immediately following Ur-Nanse. The correlation drops to about 
20 % as early as the time of Entemena, and to a negligible figure by the end 
of the Lagas I dynasty. The onomastic evidence therefore does not seem 
to permit a large gap between Fara and Ur-Nanse. Indeed, I propose to reas
sign the Fara texts tentatively to the time of Ur-Nanse or even a generation 
later. Needless to say, this hypothesis will have to be tested against other 
lines of evidence, glyptic 50 and legal 51 to mention only two, and against evid
ence from other sites. But it deserves relatively more weight than such other 
evidence because patterns of styles in personal names appear to be consider
ably less conservative than styles in seal designs or legal formulations. 

To return to our starting point: we may compare our problem to a picture 
puzzle. Our first efforts, the beginnings of our own historiography with regard 
to the early Sumerians, tend to result in restorations of coherent but fragment
ary parts of the total picture, and the tendency is to exaggerate the open 
spaces separating these parts. But as we succeed in joining the separate parts, 
the open spaces disappear one by one and the total picture begins to emerge. 
To resolve the analogy: the fragmentary parts of our puzzle are the disparate 
archives of Lagail, Suruppak, and other sites that a previous generation of 
Assyriologists have to some extent succeeded in reconstructing. The spaces 
between them are the chronological gaps which our predecessors felt constrained 
to posit between them. The puzzle will be solved when these chronological 
gaps are eliminated from our reconstruction either by direct synchronisms 
or, failing that, by the type of evidence adduced above. Nor need we fear 
that the end of the puzzle will mean an end to our labors, like geographers 
who have no more "blank spaces" to fill on their maps. On the contrary, 
true historical research will only begin when the chronological cartography 
has finished its work. 

ApPENDIX 

In return for its contribution to the excavations at Tello, the William 
Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, Mo., long ago received a num
ber of inscriptions from that site. Some of these were published by H. de 
Genouillac, FouiZles de TeZloh (Paris 1934-6) (d. e.g. , pI. xlix TG. 1 549) . For 
some years they have been on deposit at the Yale Babylonian Collection for 
study and cataloguing. The bulk of those not previously known will be pub
lished by Norman Yoffee. It seemed appropriate, however, to single out 
for prior pUblication the text presented herewith. It provides important 
additional illustrations not only for the onomasticon of the middle portion 
of the Lagail I period (see above, note 42) but also for real estate transactions 

50 See now R. M. Boehmer, "Zur Glyptik zwischen Mesilim- lmd Akkad
Zeit (Early Dynastic III)", ZA 59 (1969), 261-292. 

51 See e.g., Elena Cassin, "Symboles de cession immobiliere dans l'ancien 
droit mesopotamien", L'Annie Sociologique Series 3 vol. 5 (1952) 145 f., who 
concludes that the changing formularies for the sale of real estate support 
a gap of a century or more between the Suruppak texts and Eannatum of Lagail. 
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Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, Missouri (Nelson Fund) 
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typical of that interval (above, notes 44-46), and recently edited by Edzard, 
Sumerische Rechtsurkunden (above, note 43) . The preceding article, though 
written before Edzard's book became known to me (above, note 1 ) ,  has been 
aided and stimulated by the latter volume, and may be regarded as a kind 
of surrogate review article to it (see above, esp. notes 21 ,  25, 27, 37, 40, 42 f., 
46, 52) 52. The copy of the new text was prepared by Shin Theke Kang, and 
the transliteration has benefited from the interested and detailed comments 
of 1. ]. Gelb. 

TRANSLITERATION 

(i) 2/3 sa e SAR 
A-ba-mu-na-tum 
lje-ezen 
dam DUN . A-se 

5. e-se-sam 
nig-Mm-bi 
10  ki't-Iul].-l].a gin 
[2 + J4  (gur) 1 (UL) 1 (ban) 

se gur-2-uL 

(ii) nig-ba-bi 
10. 1 se (gur) 

1 ( ?)ziz (gur) 
1 i-sal]. sila 
1 nig-sag-la-munus 
lje-ezen-ke, 

15. su-ba-ti 
'Ur-dBa-u 
sag-sug5 
'Lugal-su 
udul 

20. 'E-abzu 
(iii) dumu Si-gar 

'Ur-e-mus 
ugula lu-l0-me ( ! ) a 
'Nir-an-da-gal 

a Collated 

TRANSLATION 53 

2/3 SAR of "house" 
Aba-munatum 
from He-ezen 
wife of DUN . A 

5. bought. 
Its price : 
10 siqil purified silver 
(the equivalent of?) r13l 1 /6 

. (UL) b barley in bushels of 2 
UL (each) . 

(As) its (associated) gift : 
10. 1 (bushel ?) barley 

1 (bushel ?) emmer wheat 
1 quart lard 
1 woman's headdress 
He-ezen 

15.  received. 
Ur-Ba'u 
the surveyor, 
Lugal-su 
the oxherd, 

20. E-abzu 
the son of Sigar 
Ur-emus 
the foremen of ten men, 
Nir-andagal 

b Restoration based on lines 66 f. 
The "correct" figure would be 13 
1 /3 (UL) . 

52 To the texts edited by Edzard, add also L. Legrain, RA 32 ( 1935) 126. 
53 Lines 30, 48 and 50 are taken to represent professional designations, 

since they lack the "personal" wedge and the names they follow would other
wise (except for line 26) be the only ones among all the witnesses identified 
neither by patronymic nor by profession. Tentatively, we may compare UR 
in these lines with lu-ur-ra or lu-ur-e = zabbu, an ecstatic (MSL 12 : 1 66:27 1 ;  
178 :34 and CAD Z s.v. ) .  Possibly, then, line 50 specifies the kind which 
"paws the ground" (for ki-har in this sense, cf. most recently M. Tsevat, Oriens 
Antiquus 1 ,  1962, 9 f. ; W. Heimpel, Tierbilder 273 f.) .  Alternatively, the 
reference may be to a surveying function; cf. l].ur = e$eru, "draw", in connect
ion with ki = qaqqaru, "ground" (SL 461 :288; CAD s.v. e§eru A) . 
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25. RI-musen 
'Utu-mu-kus 
'Inim-ma-ni-zi 
gala-mab 
'E-ir-nun 

30. ur( ?)c_gal 
(iv) 'Ur-su-ga-[lamJ-ma 

dumu Lugal-su 
'MaS-lj:A . A . KI-ta 
bur-sag 

35. 'Nin-Ml-la-tug 
'Lugal-u-ma 
'Ur-ti-ra-as 
dumu A-abzu-si-me 

(v) , Amar-abzu 
40. dumu Amar-dSAG . KUD 

'Lugal-an-d.a 
dumu Amar-lj:A . A . KI 
'Lugal-kur-dub 
dumu Ses-kur-ra 

45. 'Ur_dKINDA-zi-da 
dumu E-abzu 
, Abzu-kur-gal 

(vi) ur dBa-u 
'Lugal-pirig-tur 

SO. ur ki-bar-ra-ka 
'Lugal-igi-tab 
'E-da-bul 
su-i( ! )-me 
'KA-ki-bi-se. 

55. 'Kas-a 
'SAL . EN-da-kus 

(vii) ses He-ezen-ka-me 
'Lugal-ib-ta-ni-e 
ka-ki-:Kam 

60. 

(viii) 
65. 

lu ki-inim-ma-bi-me 
'Ur-ra-ni 
nimgir 
kak-bi e-gars-ra bi-KAK 
i-bi za-ge bi-as 
u4-ba 
ku-lub-ba 1 gin 
se-bi 1 (UL) 2 (Mn)-ama 
Du-du sanga 

c The sign actually begins with 
three verticals, not two as copied. 

25. the bird-trainer ( ?) ,  
Utu-mukus, 
Inimani-zi 
the chanter, 
E-irnun 

30. the senior UR, 
Ur-sugalamma 
the son of Lugal-su, 
MaS-subarata 
the priest, d 

35. Nin-salatug 
Lugal-uma 
Ur-TiraS 
the sons of A-abzu-si, 
Amar-abzu 

40. the son of Amar-Madan, 
Lugal-anda 
the son of Amar-subara, 
Lugal-kurdub 
the son of Ses-kurra, 

45. Ur-dKindazida 
the son of E-abzu, 
Abzu-kur-gal 
the UR of Ba'u, 
Lugal-pirigtur 

SO. the UR of KL HAR . RA, 
Lugal-igitab 
Edahul 
the barbers, 
KA-kibise 

55. Ka'a 
SAL-EN-dakus 
the brothers of He-ezen, 
Lugal-ibtani' e 
being the recorder, e 

60. were the witnesses to it. 
Urrani 
the herald 
nailed its nail into the wall, 
its oil he "did" at the side. 

65. At that time 
1 siqil purified silver, 
its barley (equivalent) was 1 1/3 

UL. 
Dudu (was) priest. 

d Cf. CAD s.vv. abru C, burru. 
e Cf. CADK s.v. kakikku. 
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Sumerian and Akkadian in Sumer and Akkad'l 

] errold S. COOPER - Baltimore 

Professor 1. ]. Gelb's major studies of language use in Early Dynastic 
and Sargonic Babylonia 2 led him to conclude that the north (Akkad and 
beyond) was peopled by Akkadian speakers, and the south (Sumer) by Sumerian 
speakers, with increasing Akkadian intrusions. Recent discoveries, notably 
the Abu $alabikh tablets 3, have occasioned re-examination of Sumero-Akka
dian language contact in early Babylonia 4. The following discussion, which 
will attempt to further this re-examination, owes much to the stimulating ideas 
which Professor Gelb has expressed both in print and in his classroom. 

The earliest unambiguous evidence for the presence of significant numbers 
of Akkadian speakers in southern Mesopotamia is the scribal names from Abu 
$alabikh, at the beginning of Early Dynastic III (ca. 2600) 6. The earliest in
disputable attestation of the Sumerian language antedates this evidence by 
little more than a century (end of ED I) 6, although arguments for the exist
ence of Sumerian in the preceding archeological period ("Protoliterate") have 
been widely accepted 7. If we assume that the Abu $alabikh scribes were not 
recent immigrants, but rather represented a population group that had been 
in the land long enough to have become involved in the production of rather 
sophisticated literary texts in a language not their own, then Sumero-Akkadian 

1 Abbreviations follow CAD K vi fl. Kraus = F. R. Kraus, Sumerer und 
Akkader: Ein Problem der altmesopotamischen Geschichte (Amsterdam, 1970) . 

2 MAD 22 1 fl., and Genava 8 ( 1960) 265 fl. 
3 See R. D. Biggs, ]CS 20 ( 1966) 73 fl., Or 36 ( 1967) 55 fl., ZA 61 ( 1971 )  

193 fl.;  R. D. Biggs and M. Civil, RA 60 ( 1966) 1 fl.  
4 Especially the work of  Kraus cited in footnote 1 .  
S Biggs, Or 36 ( 1967) 55 fl.  Note p .  56 fn. 3, where Biggs, following Ge1b, ' 

Genava 8 ( 1960) 265, rejects the attempt to characterize certain names from the 
archaic Ur texts as Semitic. Despite Kraus' well-reasoned objections to using 
the language of a personal name or document as evidence for labeling its bearer 
or writer a Sumerian or Akkadian (Kraus 1 7  f.), it is difficult to avoid interpret
ing incipient Akkadian personal names and texts as evidence for the presence 
of Akkadian speakers. A language can be used for both personal names and 
writing after it is no longer spoken, but it is unlikely that a language would 
be used for such purposes before it was spoken. Thus, throughout this paper, 
the incipience of Akkadian in areas of written language use and personal names 
will be considered significant evidence for the use of Akkadian as a spoken lan
guage, whereas the survival of Sumerian will not be considered significant for 
the use of Sumerian as a spoken language. 

The chronology used in this paper follows D. O. Edzard and ]. Bottero 
in ]. Bottero et al., The Near East: The Early Civilizations (London, 1967), pp. 
53 f., 94 f., and 152 f. 

6 The archaic Ur texts. Cf. E. Burrows, UET 2 p. 22, and A. Falkenstein, 
OLZ 40 ( 1937) 96 f. 

7 A. Falkenstein, A TU 37 fl., and see now the contribution of Kraus 55. 
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language contact in Mesopotamia can be projected back literally to the dawn 
of history. Our evidence is, of course, textual, and any statements about the 
spoken languages of early Babylonia are necessarily extrapolations from writ
ten sources. The case of Abu $a1abikh is paradigmatic for the difficulties in
volved: the scribes who wrote our earliest Sumerian literary texts had Akka
dian names. Of the possible conclusions one might draw from this fact, the most 
extreme, for so early a period in Mesopotamian history, is that the scribes re
present an Akkadian speaking population group that uses Sumerian as its ve
hicle for written expression 8. Yet, extreme though this position may be, much 
of our evidence can be interpreted to support it, and little can be persuasively 
marshalled against it. 

Although Pre-Sargonic sources for Akkadian are indeed "scant" 9, the 
abundant Sargonic materia1 10 represents a northern population with predomi
nantly Semitic names writing in Akkadian, and a southern population with 
predominantly Sumerian names writing exclusively in Sumerian 11. That the 
northerners with Akkadian names and writing in Akkadian spoke Akkadian 
is an assumption that few will challenge, but did the Sumerian writing southern
ers with Sumerian names actually speak Sumerian in ED III and the Sargonic 
period? Again, few would object to the proposition that at some time, the in
habitants of what we call Sumer spoke Sumerian. In an exhaustive and stim
ulating study, which one hopes has decisively laid to rest several myths and 
misconceptions, F. R. Kraus concludes that whereas the existence of the Sume
rian and Akkadian languages makes it certain that Sumerians and Akkadians 
did at one time exist as separate groups, our sources do not permit us to define 
two distinct language groups in any period, and that a "highly developed sym
biosis" possibly existed at the time of our earliest sources 12 . Nowhere do these 
sources mention or even imply ethno-linguistic differences, and the historian 
must interpret the evidence of written language and personal names with re
gard to subsequent historical development and general linguistic theory, in 
order to reconstruct the hypothetical language contact situation and the pro
cess which led to the eventual replacement of Sumerian by Akkadian 13. 

This process was virtually complete by the early Old Babylonian period 
(ca. 1900) . Gelb's assertion that the fact that all known OB letters are written in 
Akkadian 14 "is the best evidence that Akkadian became the commonly spoken 

8 Kraus 98. But note the expression of the more conventional view on p. 
9 1 ,  where Nippur, just 12  miles south-east of Abu $alabikh, is considered "wohl 
sicher" a Sumerian speaking area in the Sargonic period. 

9 MAD 22 5; Kraus 83. 
10 MAD 22 6 ff.;  additions in ]. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon 

(Baltimore, 1972),  p. 9 fn. 5 .  
1 1  MAD 22  1 1  ff. ; Genava 8 ( 1960) 268 f. 
12 Kraus 99. 
13 The objections of Kraus (p. 20) to this type of hypothesizing, while un

reasonably harsh, should be kept in mind. 
14 The archive studied by S. Walters in YNER 4, from the time of Abisare 

and Sumuel of Larsa (ca. 1900-1850), already manifests the Sumerian documents 
- Akkadian letters syndrome. But from the preceding century there are at 
least three Sumerian letter-orders datable to Ishbi-Erra, Ishme-Dagan, and 
Lipit-Ishtar of Isin (see Hallo, BiOr 26 172 for references and discussion), as 
well as one half-Akkadian letter-order from the same period (BIN 9 475, edi
ted by Hallo, op. cit., 175) . Thus, Gelb's generalization may not hold true for the 
reigns of the earliest Isin kings, who, in any case, are known for their conscious 
preservation of Ur III forms (see e.g., Edzard in Bottero, op. cit., p. 175) . 
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language of the country" 15 is still valid. These Akkadian letters were written 
for the same individuals represented by legal documents still composed, to 
a great extent, in Sumerian. Unless we are willing to assume that some letters 
were dictated in Sumerian and then translated into Akkadian and written 
down by a scribe 16, we must conclude that Sumerian was not spoken by any
one who sent letters, or at least, if they did speak Sumerian, they were bilingual. 
The survival of Sumerian in legal contexts, where phraseology is highly formal
ized, and not in epistolary contexts, which require greater flexibility of expres
sion and hence greater linguistic competence, suggests that Sumerian was no 
longer a living language 17. 

This extinction of Sumerian as a spoken language was the end result of 
a process that began with the first contact between Akkadian and Sumerian 
speakers 18. Barring violent incidents, such as wholesale annihilation, deporta
tion, or deliberate supression, language displacement is a slow process, and 
occurs when the bilingual community expands to include all members of one 
mother-tongue group, who then neglect to teach the mother tongue (here Su
merian) to their children. If this process was substantially complete by early 
OB, then it must have been well underway during the preceding Ur III period 
(ca. 2 100-2000) . In reviewing the evidence for this period, Kraus observes that 
"es scheint sich ein Staatsvolk, eine Nation akkadischer Sprach herauszubil
den" 19; his review of the Akkadian loanwords in Sumerian during Ur III gives 
the impression that Sumerian was a "tote Schriftsprache oder die absterbende 
Sprache einer Minoritat" 20. Kraus' reluctance to be decisive on this point 
(p. 96) seems unwarranted in light of his own presentation. Sumerian as a spo
ken language was in all probability dead or nearly so in Ur III. 

The only counter-indication for this is the extraordinary amount of Sume
rian literary composition in this period 21. While it is difficult to imagine this 
kind of activity without roots in a mother-tongue community, it is not without 
historical parallel, as the history of Latin literature in Europe or the Hebrew 
renaissance in Spain amply demonstrate. In any case, this composition of Su
merian texts continues into OB and beyond, and cannot be used to justify 
the existence of a Sumerian speaking population group. Nor do the overwhelm
ing number of Sumerian administrative and legal documents 22 and the com
paratively miniscule number of Akkadian texts found from the Ur III period 
warrant the designation "Neo-Sumerian" for this period. The Ur III texts 
come almost exclusively from southern sites, where such texts were written 
in Sumerian prior to Ur III, and continue to be written in Sumerian in the Old 

15 Genava 8 ( 1960) 271 .  
16 The reverse most probably did occur. Cf. Kraus 96 f. 
17 It continued to be spoken in scribal schools (see below), but as such was 

nobody's native language, but only an elite, acquired language without a 
mother-tongue group. 

18 Kraus 19. 
19 Kraus 89. 
20 Kraus 93. 
21 See, e.g. , Hallo, JA OS 83 ( 1963) 167 fl. and eRAI 17 ( 1970) 1 16 fl. 
22 Whereas the absence of Sumerian letters in OB is taken to indicate that 

Sumerian is extinct as a spoken language in that period (see above) , the pres
ence of Sumerian letters in Ur III cannot be used as evidence that Sumerian 
was still spoken then. There are numerous historical examples for letter writ
ing in a tongue other than the vernacular; Akkadian itself was used to write 
letters long after most, if not all, of the population spoke Aramaic. 

Orientalia - 16 
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Babylonian period. No Ur III texts have yet been published from northern sites, 
which, based on evidence of previous and succeeding periods, one would expect 
to yield Akkadian texts 23. Gelb's view that "the Sumerian renaissance affected 
only the written language, while the country in general continued in the direc
tion of total Semitization and elimination of Sumerian elements" 24 is valid, 
albeit on the conservative side 25. By the end of the Ur III period, Akkadian 
was so solidly entrenched as the spoken language in southern Mesopotamia 
that it was able to resist the pressures of large numbers of Amorite speaking 
settlers on the one hand, and absorb any remnants of the Sumerian mother
tongue group on the other. 

The question remains : how far back should the dominance of Akkadian 
as a spoken language in Sumer be projected ? If Sumerian could be used almost 
exclusively for writing in Ur III, when spoken Akkadian was probably wide
spread, then the use of Sumerian in Sumer for the same purposes in ED III 
and the Sargonic period does not necessarily indicate that Sumerian was the 
dominant spoken language during those periods. The same may be said of the 
overwhelming number of Sumerian names found in southern documents 26. 
Naming customs "survive even a total displacement of the language in which 
they originated" 27, and the use of Sumerian names in the south continued into 
Ur III 28, OB and beyond, although with a gradually increasing and eventually 
superior number of Akkadian names. 

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it does not seem unreasonable 
to posit a situation in which the displacement of Sumerian as a spoken language 
in Sumer was in progress in ED III 29. The subsequent Akkadianization of 

23 Cf. Edzard in Bottero, op. cit . ,  148, and Kraus 93 f. 
24 MA D 22 18;  cf. Genava 8 (1960) 270. , 
26 The term "renaissance" is misleading. We now know that many Sume

rian compositions are very old, and there is evidence for vigorous literary activ
ity in both the Early Dynastic (see most recently Biggs, ZA 61  [1971 ]  193 ff.) 
and Sargonic (see Hal10, YNER 3 1 ff.) periods. The tremendous number of 
Sumerian administrative texts do not indicate a revival of . the language, but 
rather an enormous increase in bureaucratic documentation, using the language 
that had always been used for such ;r:>urposes in Sumer. 

26 Note Biggs' suggestion in Or 36 (1967) 66, that the use of Sumerian and 
Akkadian personal names in early ED III might correlate with differences in 
socio-economic status. 

27 E. Haugen, Bilingualism in the A mericas (University of Alabama, 1956), 
p. 104. One might argue that sentence names of the Sumerian type require some 
knowledge of the Sumerian language on the part of the giver of the name. But 
since Sumerian names were given in OB, when the likelihood of a Sumerian . 
speech community is minimal, and Akkadian sentence names were given in 
later periods, in what must have been Aramaic speech communities, it must 
have been possible for such names to be given without the ostensible giver hav
ing a speaking knowledge of the language. Simple names (e.g., lU-ctnanna) 
were doubtless known and understood by all; lexically and syntactically more 
elaborate names may have been composed with the aid of a scribe 'or other per
son with the requisite knowledge of Sumerian personal names and their 
elements. In this respect, note that in his "Repertoire des termes entrant dans 
la composition des anthroponymes" (H. Limet, L' anthroponymie Sumerienne 
[Paris, 1968J), Limet lists only 1 52 items. 

28 Cf. the discussion of the distribution of Sumerian and Akkadian personal 
names in Ur III by Limet, op. cit., 49 ff.,  who would insist on some ethno-lin
guistic significance in the choice of language. 

29 Cf. note 53, below, for the reflection of ED bilingualism in Sumer in a 
literary text. 
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language use can be illustrated by the following table. The use of parenthes es 
indicates a significant, but smaller amount of usage of the language in question. 

Language Use in Sumer 
Speech Personal Names Letters Documents Literature 

ED III Sum.jAkk. 30 Sum. 31 Sum. Sum. Sum. 

Sargonic Akk. (Sum. ?) Sum. (Akk.) 32 Sum 33 Sum. Sum. 

Ur III Akk. Sum. (Akk. and Sum. Sum. ' Sum. 
Amorite) 

OB Akk. (Amo- Akk. (Sum. and Akk.35 Sum. (Akk.) Sum. (Akk.) 

I rite) 34 Amorite) 

An assumed absence of language contact on the spoken level after ED 
III would explain why there is relatively little non-lexical Sumerian interfer
ence in Akkadian, and why what interference that has been postulated is 
found already in Old Akkadian 36. This kind of interference in a living language 
is not imaginable without intensive contact between the affected language 
and speakers of the language that is the source of the interference. The contact 
produces a bilingual community through which the interference can pass from 
one language to the other 37 . Because of the absence of comparative materials 
for Sumerian, non-lexical Akkadian interference in early Sumerian is more dif
ficult to detect 38. Only with the adjustment of the case government of certain 

30 No estimate of the relative size of the mother-tongue groups is implied. 
31 For Akkadian names, see Kraus 83 ff. 
32 For the Akkadian names, cf. Kraus 88. 
33 For some Akkadian letters, see Gelb, MAD 22 12 .  
34  The question of Amorite as a spoken language in OB cannot be discus

sed here. Cf. CAD A s.v. amniinu; ]. Renger ZA 61  (1971)  26 f. 
35 For Sumerian letters, see note 14, above. 
36 On the phonological level, the reduction of Semitic laryngals and pha

ryngals, supposedly under Sumerian influence (e.g. W. von Soden, GAG, p. 2 
and A. Falkenstein, Genava 8 [1960J 303 f. ; cf. E. Reiner, A Linguistic Analysis 
of Akkadian [The Hague, 1966J, 33 f.) ,  was already underway in Old Akkadian 
(MAD 22 1 1 9  f.) . Morphological interference resulting in the creation of the 
Akkadian "t-perfect" and ventive has been suggested by W. von Soden, A S  
1 6  (1965) 103 ff., and W. Eilers, Innsbrucker Beitriige zur Kulturwissenschaft 
14 ( 1968) 241 ff., has suggested that Sumerian influence may have led to the 
development of the Akkadian SUbjunctive. Sumerian interference on the syn
tactic level may have led to the placement of the Akkadian verb at the end of 
the sentence (von Soden, GA G, pp. 2 and 183; d. Kraus 98 f.) . While most of 
these suggested examples are plausible, the argument for Sumerian interference 
rather than strictly internal development is in no case conclusive. 

37 For the passage of interference from the speech of bilingual individuals 
into the language of an entire mother-tongue community, see U. Weinreich, 
Languages in Contact (The Hague, 1966), 1 1 .  For phonological and grammati
cal interference arising from bilingual contact situations, see ibid, . 14 ff., and 
M. Emeneau, PAPS 106 ( 1962) 430 ff. (this last reference supplied by 
E. Reiner) . 

38 For the possibility of Akkadian interference in early Sumerian, see the 
remarks of W. von Soden, A S  16  ( 1965) 1 05.  Intensive study of the forthcoming 
Abu $alabikh tablets may shed light on this problem. 
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Sumerian verbs on the model of their Akkadian counterparts and the use of 
the Akkadian conjunction u in the inscriptions of Gudea and his predecessors 39, 
does the structural influence of Akkadian on Sumerian become apparent 40. 
This begins after we assume Sumerian to be dead, for all intents and pur
poses, as a spoken language, and thus highly vulnerable to interference from 
the mother tongue (Akkadian) of the scribes who wrote it. Akkadian 
interference continues and increases in the Sumerian of the Ur III and Old 
Babylonian periods, although the amount of interference varies considerably, 
depending on the provenience, genre and date of any given text. 

It is in the Old Babylonian period that the scribal schools begin to treat 
Sumerian as a foreign language 41. Lexical texts, originally intended as aids 
in learning the writing system, were eventually transformed into language 
learning aids by the addition of an Akkadian translation column 42. Similarly, 
the first explications of Sumerian grammar were composed 43. Occasionally, 
Akkadian glosses are found in OB Sumerian literary texts, but their infrequency 
testifies to the high quality of Sumerian education in the OB schools, as does 
the paucity of bilinguals dating from this period. In contrast to subsequent 
periods, when Sumerian texts had relatively fixed Akkadian translations that 
often, if not always, appeared together with them on the same tablet, the rare 
bilinguals of the Old Babylonian period were school exercises or the work of 
individual and apparently less competent scribes 44. This kind of "pony" was 
not needed by the great majority of literary scribes, who not only composed 
in and understood Sumerian, but spoke it in the schools as well 45, much as their 
analogues spoke Latin in the academies of medieval Europe. There is, however, 
no evidence at all for spoken Sumerian in Post-Old Babylonian schools, and we 
may suppose that Sumerian as a spoken language died out completely in its 
last bastion, the scribal school, a thousand or more years after it had begun 
to be displaced by Akkadian. It continued to be studied and written for another 
millennium and a half. 

39 A. Falkenstein, A nDr 29 ( 1950) pp. 42 fn. 3 and 81 ff. 
40 Note that the assumed phonetic shift in Sumerian at the end of Ur III 

(A. Falkenstein, Das Sumerische [Leiden, 1959J, p. 25) can be more plausibly 
explained in terms of innovations in the Akkadian syllabary (J. Renger, ZA 
[1971J  61  31  ff.) . Cf. also H. Sauren, ZA 59 ( 1969) 63 f. 

41 Note the exhortation to a scribe in the fictitious Sumerian letter in Letter 
Collection B 20:3 (F. A. Ali, Sumerian Letters [Ann Arbor, 1964], 153) : eme-gi7-se 
gu-zu na-ab-sub-bi-en "Don't neglect your Sumerian !"  Other OB references 
to learning or proficiency in Sumerian can be found in Gordon, Sumerian Prov
erbs, 2.47, 49 and 55, and the commentaries thereto. Additional references 
will be available in M. Civil's forthcoming Sumerian Dialogues and Debates. 

42 For a sketch of the development of the lexical texts, see A. L. Oppen
heim, Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago, 1964), 244 ff. 

43 Published in MSL 4. 
44 Cf. ZA 61  (1971) 7 .  The bilingual literary texts, which first appear in 

OB, did not necessarily develop from glossed texts (so e.g., Oppenhelm, op. 
cit., 249), since there is a full-fledged bilingual among the earliest OB Sumerian 
literary texts yet descovered (Cros, Tello, 212  [AO 4322J; for the age of the text, 
see Thureau-Dangin in Cros, Tello, 198 and 201 ,  and J. Krecher, ZA 58 [1967J 
19) .  Rather, glossed texts and bilinguals were two separate methods developed 
by some OB scribes to aid their comprehension of Sumerian literary texts. 
I hope to deal with this problem in greater detail elsewhere. 

45 References to speaking Sumerian will be found in the forthcoming work 
of Civil mentioned in note 41 ,  above. 
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Linguists who study bilingualism recognize that numerous variables are 
involved in any contact situation, and that facile explanations for the eventual 
dominance of one language and the extinction of another are inadequate 46. 
Because of our ignorance of the socio-economic distribution of the Sumerian 
and Akkadian language communities 47, and our inability to estimate the rel
ative size of the two groups at any point in history, we are hardly in a posi
tion to offer an explanation for the displacement of Sumerian by Akkadian. 
"Prestige" was hardly a factor here, since Sumerian was and remained a "pres
tige" language long after it had ceased to be spoken. Sheer numbers may have 
made the difference, though the only evidence for an assumed "inundation" 48 
of Akkadians would be the eventual dominance of the language, and such cir
cularity is not enlightening. One also reads that Akkadian eventually pre
vailed, or at least that the rise of Agade was made possible, because of the large
scale influx of other Semitic groups, notably "Old Amorites", into Mesopotamia 
during ED III 49. The evidence for this influx has never really been presented, 
and in any case, it is difficult to imagine that massive immigration of Amorite 
speakers into a predominantly Sumerian speaking area would result in Akka
dian dominance, any more than Swedish settlement in Belgium would strength
en the position of Flemish in Walloon strongholds, or the immigration of 
large numbers of Brazilians into Canada would result in the increased use of 
French in traditionally English speaking areas 50. The underlying premise of 
such explanations of Akkadian dominance is "all Semites stick together", which 
any casual observer of the contemporary, or, for that matter, ancient Near 
East knows is absurd 51. 

Kraus, in summarizing the textual evidence for Sumerians and Akkadians, 
correctly insists that the difficulty in even finding designations for Sumerians 
and Akkadians in Pre-Ur III texts, and the vague usage of these terms from 
Ur IlI on, make the existence of competing or antagonistic ethno-linguistic 

46 Weinreich, op. cit., 106 ff.;  Emeneau, op. cit., 432 ff.;  L. Bloomfield, 
Language (New York, 1933), 463 ff. 

47 But cf. the remarks of Biggs, referred to in note 26, above. 
48 In view of the universality of the flood motif, one must be highly skepti

cal of the attempt to interpret that motif in Mesopotamia as a metaphor for 
hordes of invading Semites (A. Falkenstein in Bottero, op. cit., 51 ,  followed, 
but modified by Van Dijk in S. Hartman, Syncretism [Stockholm, 1969J, 
p. 179) . 

49 W. von Soden, WZKM 56 ( 1960) 185 ff. and Iraq 28 (1966) 144. Kraus, 
p. 2 1 ,  is also inclined toward this view. 

50 Moving from hypothetical examples to fact, the recent expansion of 
speakers of one Germanic language (German) into Eastern Europe led to the 
virtual extinction there of another Germanic language (Yiddish) and its 
mother-tongue community of many millions. 

51 The relative closeness of two Semitic languages and their remoteness 
from Sumerian would play little or no role here. An immigrant group would 
learn the language that would be most useful to it; that is to say, language use 
would be determined by socio-economic rather than linguistic criteria. In any 
case, it is not certain that languages close to one's own are more easily learned 
that those that are more remote (V. Vildomec, Multilingualism [Leiden, 1963J, 
19 ff.), and for children learning Sumerian in a contact situation, it would be 
irrelevant. Turkish, a language frequently compared to Sumerian, was learned 
as a second language by many speakers of both Semitic and Indo-European 
languages during the Ottoman period. 
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groups in early Mesopotamia highly unlikely 52. The historical memory of that 
land reached back to the days of Enmerkar, Lugalbanda and Gilgamesh, and 
nowhere in the literature concerning the Pre-Ur III history of their land did 
the Mesopotamians reveal even a trace of ethno-linguistic conflict 53. Certain 
aspects of this problem. notably the interpretation of the Curse of Agade, will 
be discussed elsewhere. Let it suffice here to indicate that "Gilgamesh and Ag
ga" 64, the only Sumerian text dealing with the Early Dynastic north-south 
political division and conflict, never suggests any ethno-linguistic differences 
between the protagonists or their followers. And it is not unthinkable that in 
their confrontation beneath the walls of Uruk, Gilgamesh and Agga addressed 
each other in an earlier form of the Old Akkadian language that we know 
through the masterly works of Professor Gelb. 

52 Thus vindicating and extending the conclusions reached by Jacobsen 
in his seminal article in J A OS 59 ( 1939) 485-95, now reprinted in Toward the 
Image of Tammuz and Other Essays on Mesopotamian History and Culture (Cam
bridge, Mass.,  1970), 187-192. 

53 Consciousness of language difference is manifest in the famous passage 
in Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta 141  ff. (S. N. Kramer, Enmerkar and the 
Lord of Aratta [Philadelphia, 1952J, p. 14 ;  new texts courtesy Sol Cohen) : 

ucba kur suburki lJa-rna-ziki 
eme-lJa-rnun ke-en-gi kur gal me nam-nun-na-kam 
ki-uri kur me-te gdl-la 
kur mar-tu u-sal-la nci-a 
an-ki nigin-na un sag-si-ga 
den-lil-ra eme-as-am lJe-en-na-da-ab-duu 
"In those days, the mountain lands SUbur and lj:amazi, 

-tongued Sumer, great mountain of princely me's 
Akkad, the mountain that has all that is befitting, 
The mountain land of Martu, reposing securely, 
The whole world, the tended people, 
Spoke together to Enlil in one language" . 

If eme-lJa-mun, whether translated "discordant tongued" or "harmonious 
tongued" (see the bibliography given by A. Sj.oberg, TCS 3 83), is understood 
as referring to two languages, not simply to Sumerian alone, then it would re
flect Sumero-Akkadian bilingualism in Sumer proper in ED II (see already 
W. von Soden, BiOr 16 [1959J 132; for another possibility, see Sjoberg, loco 
cit.) If this later reflection of Sumer's "heroic age" is accurate, it would support 
the position taken in this paper that Akkadian began to displace Sumerian in 
ED III. 

64 S. N. Kramer, AJ A 53 ( 1949) 1 ff. Add TuM NF 4 5 and 6, 3NT 487, 
CBS 15164, and N 1250 (unpublished texts courtesy M. Civil) . Most relevant 
literature is quoted by A. Falkenstein, AfO 21  ( 1966) 47 ff. A new edition is 
being prepared by A. Shaffer. 
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Autonomy and Nomadism in Western Asia 

M. B. ROW�ON - Chicago 

A polity which forms part of a sovereign state will be termed here auton
omous. In so far as the situation is accepted by the population, or at least 
its ruling elite, autonomy implies some measure of divided loyalty. There is 
loyalty to the autonomous polity and loyalty towards the sovereign state. When 
autonomy is not merely a matter of subjection by force, as is often the case 
in its initial phase, this divided loyalty is its most characteristic feature 1. 

Dormant since feudal times autonomy seems to be reviving as a major 
factor in world history. In Eastern Europe it is already taking shape within 
the U.S.S.R. and, in the form of limited sovereignty, within the Soviet block 
of nations. In Western Europe autonomy seems ultimately inevitable if 
federation is to be a success. 

This means that we historians must be prepared for renewed interest · in 
the subject. In the history of Western Asia, except for the Hellenistic and Ro
man periods, we have little to fall back on by way of previous research. Some 
work has been done on the Islamic period, notably an outstanding contribution 
by Cahen; for the Ancient Orient we now have a pioneer study by Oppenheim 2. 

Both these studies deal exclusively with autonomy in the city. Yet the 
cities are only part of the story. A short journey beyond the city walls, through
out much of the history of Western Asia, the home of autonomy has been 
the tribe, its champion the nomad. The fierce loyalty of the tribesman for his 
tribe is one factor, another is the nature of the physical environment. Most 
of the pastoral country, whether in mountain or steppe, could hardly be kept 
under really effective military contrql. The situation changed only with the 
advance in military technology which began with the introduction of the breech
loading repeating rifle and the machine gun. 

1 As used here the term "polity" denotes the political infrastructure of 
a social group or system: both the social group as such, in its political aspect, 
and also the authority structure within that group. We shall be reverting to 
the subject in the sixth article, of the present series, once all the evidence has 
been seen. 

This usage is close to Smith's and Belshaw's, though with some reserva
tions. For the relation between polity and authority structure see G. M. Smith 
in the International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences 12 ( 1968) 197-199 ;  for the 
polity as one of three basic aspects of a social system, the political as compared 
to the cultural and economic, see C. S. Belshaw, The Conditions of Social Per
formance (New York 1970) , p. 1 -4 .  Smith notes that the concept of polity tends 
to encompass both the group itself and the group's characteristic political 
structure. 

2 C. Cahen, "Mouvements populaires et autonomisme urbain dans l' Asie 
Musulmane du Moyen Age", Arabica 5 (1958) 225-250; 6 ( 1959) 25-56, 233-265; 
published also as a monograph. A. L. Oppenheim, "A New Look at the Struc
ture of Mesopotamian Society", jESHO 10  ( 1967) 1-16. 
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Not only did the more powerful tribes and tribal confederations constitute 
autonomous polities within the sovereign state, the tribal system itself had a 
similarly autonomous pattern of tribes within a tribe. The town also formed 
part of this pattern, in the form of urban autonomy in a nomadic environment. 
A number of problems are involved. It will not be possible to deal with all of 
these in a single article since detailed discussion of the evidence will be neces
sary. There will be a total of six articles, with the first three now ready for 
publication 3. 

Nomad and sedentary, tribe and town, tribal confederation and state, 
all have coexisted in Western Asia for thousands of years, often in close inter
action. Yet little has been done to study relations between them. A prelim
inary study, such as we shall be undertaking in these six articles, should through
out aim at keeping in view the problem in its fullest proportions, both in time 
and in space. It should also take full account of the physical environment, al
ways a vital factor where nomads are concerned. This means that the problem 
involves the history of several civilizations, sources in several languages, also 
anthropology, ecology and geography. It therefore exceeds the competence 
of any single writer. But someone, from whichever field it be, has got to get 
the discussion started. That is the main object in these six articles, not proof 
of a solution, but formulation of a problem in the hope of stimulating interest 
on the part of experts in various fields of study. 

The present article is introductory. Texts will be quoted only where it is 
necessary to do so in order to bring a new problem into clear focus. Here, the 
main purpose is to show how different aspects of the problem fit together. In 
later articles these several basic factors will be discussed separately and in detail. 

I. The Enclosed Nomadism of Western Asia 

Historical research should start from topology. Topology is the effect of 
the physical environment on the history of a given region 4.  As such it repre
sents the area in which the fields of history, geography and ecology overlap. 
It is best therefore to have for it a term which does not explicitly relate to any 
of the three, as would be the case with a term such as "historical ecology".  
The latter would place undue emphasis on the ecological factor, and topology 
is concerned with issues which far transcend the accepted bounds of ecology. 
For instance most ecologists would probably be dismayed at the prospect of 
having to study military strategy, tactics and technology, yet that is precisely 
one of the fields in which the effect of the physical environment is most acutely 
felt. Nomadism is anoth'er. 

The terms "Western Asia" and "Southwest Asia" were for some time used 
synonymously. Geographers have now opted for the latter term; the former 
becomes therefore available for new and more specific use. Here we propose 

3 See further p.  257 f. below. 
4 For a discussion of topology as one of several factors in a specific prob

lem see M. B.  Rowton, "The Topological Factor in the ljapiru Problem", 
A S  16  ( 1965) 375-387 ; for preliminary comment on the physical environment 
in relation to nomadism in Western Asia see "The Physical Environment and 
the Problem of the Nomads", RAI lS ( 1967) 109-121 .  For the section in that 
article dealing with the woodlands see subsequently "The Woodlands of An
cient Western Asia", ]NES 26 ( 1967) 261-277. 
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to use it for the western part of Southwest Asia; as such it also denotes the part 
of Asia which lies furthest west. 

Draw the shortest line from the Caspian to the Persian Gulf; between 
the latter and the Gulf pf Aqaba continue along a line which marks the limit to 
which sheep can be taken on seasonal migration into the arid steppes. Looking 
at it this way Southwest Asia consists of two very different parts : to the east 
oasis country, to the west river country. In the eastern part the Persian Gulf 
separates two great oasis regions. To the west lies "Western Asia" in the sense 
in which that term will be used here, namely to denote the fluvial region of 
Southwest Asia as distinct from its two oasis regions. 

Thus defined Western Asia represents one of the most remarkable regions 
on the face of the globe. It joins three continents : Europe, Africa and Asia. 
In the huge arid belt which runs from China to the Atlantic, and which repre
sents the global habitat of the pastoral nomad, Western Asia has the only sig
nificant concentration of rivers. Five inner seas converge on it: the Caspian 
Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea with the Gulf of Aqaba, the Mediterranean 
with the Gulf of Issos, the Black Sea 5. In Western Asia, between these five 
seas, western civilization was born and nurtured. 

More comprehensive discussion of the topology of Western Asia will have 
to be postponed to a later publication. In these six articles attention will have 
to focus only on one of Western Asia's singularly characteristic features. In 
much of that region, inland from the coastal ranges, agricultural land and pasto
ral land were closely interwoven. Great cities, nomads roaming the country
side - civilization tended to oscillate between these two extremes. Sometimes 
the urban morpheme was upmost, sometimes the pastoral. Full exploitation 
of the environment's economic potential was possible only where a concerted 
effort on the part of nomad and farmer took the place of their traditional rival
ry. Hence a built-in tendency towards symbiosis is profoundly characteristic 
of nomadism in Western Asia. 

In Western Asia, therefore, the usual distinction between the realm of 
the nomad and that of the sedentary does not apply. In many areas the pasto
ral land was encircled by urban settlement, either partly or completely; the 
grazing lands visited by the nomads constituted enclaves partly or completely 
within the sedentary zone. This enclave nomadism needs to be sharply distin
guished from nomadism in the great open steppes of Central Asia or the deserts 
and the arid steppes of Arabia. It is best to think of nomadism in those two 
regions as external nomadism. Lattimore devoted a lifetime of exploration and 
research to the interaction between nomad and sedentary in the frontier regions 
of China. He notes that nomadism in the regions we are concerned with here 
is very different from nomadism in Central Asia, " . . .  a major phenomenon 
being that pastoral nomads were . . .  enclosed in blocks of desert, semi-desert 
and highland country within the general sweep of civilization" 6. He goes 
on to speak of "excluded nomads" and "enclosed nomads" . Following his lead 
we shall use the term "enclosed nomadism" here. 

5 For brief comment on the importance of these five seas in historical geo
graphy see W. C. Brice, South-West A sia (London 1966), p. 20 ff. 

6 O. Lattimore, Studies in Frontier History ( 1962), p. 487. 
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II. Seasonal Migration and the Political Aspect of Enclosed Nomadism 

Some years ago Oppenheim suggested that the anthropological approach 
to history is well worth exploring 7 .  That approach amounts essentially to com
paring different regions, different periods, or both. An instructive recent exam
ple is the comparison of early Mesopotamian civilization and the civilization 
of Prehispanic Mexico by Adams 8. Comparison of Mari and early Israel is 
another example; a host of writers have touched on it in varying detail and in 
widely scattered comment. 

Here, in these six articles, we shall be comparing Mesopotamia, and the 
territories adjacent to it, in the second millennium B.C. and the second millennium 
A.D. ; the reaSons for concentrating on these two millennia will be explained in 
a later article. This anthropological approach to history involves, by its very 
nature, a potentially dangerous procedure. Comparison entails, to some extent 
at least, projection from a later to an earlier period. This can be useful but on 
one condition only. Nothing from the later period can be allowed in evidence 
as proof of a solution in the earlier period. Material from the later period should 
function only as a trail marker in unfamiliar territory, indicating the possible 
location of evidence, either entirely new or evidence the significance of which 
has not been appreciated. 

Anthropology and history do not ask quite the same questions and cannot 
therefore expect quite the same answers. Take the, tribe and the nomad. 
Anthropology has hitherto been mainly concerned with the tribe in relatively 
primitive conditions 9 .  In that environment the tribe was seldom genuinely 
integrated with the state even in colonial times. Here we shall be concerned 
with tribes which form part of established, deeply rooted states within which 
they constitute autonomous polities. Our question then is what was the rela
tion between tribe and state ? 

There has been very little discussion of this question even in political an
thropology. More than twenty years ago, and that is a long time in political 
anthropology, Steward discussed the problems anthropology faced in moving 
from study of the tribe to the vastly more complex problem of the national 
state 10. He notes that the tribes which anthropology had been dealing with 
were mostly independent. Yet he has no comment on the tribe within 
the state which, nevertheless, constitutes a vast unexplored field of research 
between the primitive tribe and the national state. 

Nowhere has that kind of tribe played a greater role than in Western Asia. 
Its history extends over a period of several thousand years, long outliving its 

7 A. L. Oppenheim, "Assyriology - Why and How ?" Current Anthropol
ogy 1 ( 1960) 409-423, particularly p.  4 19 = Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago 
1964),  p. 29 f. 

8 R. McC. Adams, The Evolution of Urban Society (Chicago 1966). 
9 For the tribe as viewed by an anthropologist see M. D. Sahlins, Tribes

men (Englewood Cliffs 1968) . The suggestion there that only acephalous tribes 
merit the name, as distinct from chiefdoms, does not apply either in South
west Asia as a whole or in Western Asia. Consequently in these articles we shall 
be using the term "tribal chiefdom". So already, in speaking of the bedouin, 
Sweet in L. E. Sweet (ed.) ,  Peoples and Cultures of the Middle East, 1 (New York 
1970) , pp. 265-289; e. g.,  p. 268 : "tribal chiefdom structures of ranked lineages". 

10 ]. H. Steward, "Levels of Socio-cultural Integration: An Operational 
Concept", Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 7 (1951)  374-390. 
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early rival, the city state. One of the most essential functions of the tribe has 
been its role in conditioning the loyalty of the child. Among the tribes of West
ern Asia this was mostly on the basis of putative kinship. Loyalty to the tribe 
came first, loyalty to the state a poor second. As mentioned at the very out
set, this divided loyalty is profoundly characteristic of the autonomous polity. 
It was the tribesman's fierce loyalty to the tribe which enabled the latter 
to function as a primitive political institution within the sovereign state 11. 
Thus we start not only from topology but also from political anthropology 12. 
Writers in that field have not hitherto had much to say about Western Asia. 
One objective here is to enlist their help and interest. 

As for nomadism, there too anthropology and history have different ques
tions to ask. The anthropologist views nomadism primarily as an economic 
institution. He is concerned therefore with forms of nomadism, particularly 
the distinction between true nomadism and seminomadism. The answer has 
proved to be extremely elusive and the problem of de:fil1ition is still not re
solved 13. The historian can safely afford to leave this issue to the anthropolo
gist; his concern is different. It centers on the social and political effect of sea
sonal migration. 

Enclosed nomadism includes both village tribesmen who spend a 
few months of the year out in the steppes or in mountain pastures, as well as 
nomads who live the year round in camp. The latter undertook seasonal migra
tion over distances often comparable to the migration of external nomads such 
as the bedouin; two or three hundred miles was by no means uncommon 14. 
Whether or not in the interval between these migrations the nomad lived in 
a house, shack or tent, whether during that interval he did or did not practice 
agriculture, these are not the crucial issues for the historian. It is the migration 

11 The term used here will be "gentilism", in the sense of "tribal feeling, 
devotion to one's gens"; cf. Webster's New International Dictionary of the Eng
lish Language (Springfield, Mass. 1941 ) ,  p. 1047. The roots of tribal autonomy 
are gentilism, topology and the tribe's military potential. Topology involves 
both seasonal migration and the rugged nature of the terrain, the latter a mili
tary factor. 

12 For an introduction to political anthropology see G. Balandier, Anthro
pologie Politique (Paris 1967) ; Engl. transl. by A. M. Sheridan Smith ( 1970) ; 
also E. A. Winckler, "Political Anthropology", in B. J. Siegel (ed.) ,  Biennial 
Review of Anthropology: 1969 (Stanford 1970) , pp. 301-392. The latter has an 
extensive bibliography, though largely con:fil1ed to publications in English. 

13 For the problem of definition see P. C. Salzman, "Political Organiza
tion Among Nomadic Peoples", Proceedings of the A merican Philosophical So
ciety 1 1 1  (1967) 1 15-131 .  Discussion is con:fil1ed however to publications in Eng
lish. For writers in other languages, whose contribution is at least equally 
important, see W. D. Hiitteroth, Bergnomaden und Yaylabauern, Margburger 
Geografische Schriften, 1 1  (Margburg 1959), pp. 1 0-12.  Salzman discusses the 
political effect of seasonal migration in so far as it has a bearing on the author
ity of the tribal chief. In these articles we shall be chiefly concerned with the 
effects of seasonal migration beyond the con:fil1es of the tribe. 

14 So for instance in recent times some of the Qashqai and Khamseh tribes 
in the southern Zagros; a few centuries ago Turkmen tribes in the Eastern 
Taurus. For these seasonal migrations see the following sketch maps: H. Field, 
Contributions to the Anthropology of Iran, (Chicago 1939), p. 201 (Qashqai) ; 
F. Barth, "The Land Use Pattern of Migratory Tribes of South Persia", Norsk 
Geografisk Tidsskrift 17 ( 1959-1960) p. 4 (the Basseri tribe of the Khamseh) ; X. De 
Planhol in L. Foldes (ed.) ,  Viehwirtschaft und Hirtenkultur (Budapest 1969), 
map after p. 84 (the Boz Ulus confederation ca. 1 540 A.D. ) .  
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itself that matters, not the question of habitation or agriculture. Hence the term 
"nomad", as used here, denotes any kind of pastoral nomad, provided the migra
tion involves a tribal community and provided the nomads owned the livestock. 
Where only professional shepherds are present, in charge of livestock which 
belongs to sedentary owners, the migration represents transhumance, not no
madism. Hybrid forms blur the distinction; so for instance when professional 
shepherds join the migration of a tribal community or when the latter take 
with them livestock belonging to the nontribal sedentary. 

Seasonal migration is important in all forms of nomadism. But in enclosed 
nomadism it leads through or into areas inhabited by the sedentary, raising 
there-fore greater problems than it does in other forms of nomadism 15. It is 
seasonal migration that was chiefly responsible for the close interaction between 
nomad and sedentary, tribe and state, which was so characteristic of enclosed 
nomadism. Its effects were both varied and widespread, with repercussions on 
the individual as well as the- tribe. It could make or break a tribal .chief 16, 
it could be the determining factor in a matrimonial alliance 17, it could profoundly 
affect tribal structure. The disputes and conflicts between nomad and seden
tary, often arising from seasonal migration, would be attenuated or solved if 
both nomad and sedentary belonged to the same tribe. In the third article we 
shall see that tribes of this kind were indeed common in Western Asia. 

Seasonal migration also had an impact on Mesopotamian history. The 
Mesopotamian alluvial plain, relatively narrow, is bordered on both sides by 
pastoral country. In the steppes, water and pasture are lacking in the summer 
season and then the sheep have to be brought into the sedentary zone or to its 
fringe. In the mountains lack of pasture and lack of stabling made it necessary 
to move sheep down to the fringe of the alluvial plain during the winter months. 

Thus from both sides nomads seasonally penetrate right into the sedentary 
zone or to its fringe. When the power of the state was weak this ingressive mi
gration could only too easily become aggressive. Mesopotamian civilization was 
particularly vulnerable, mainly because the irrigation system, under threat 
of siltation, required constant maintenance. If due to insecurity the farmers 
fled the countryside, sclerosis of the watercourses could be the outcome. Dislo
cation of the highly centralised administrative system due to insecurity and 
falling tax income would further aggravate the situation. We must therefore 
reckon with periods in Mesopotamian history that were marked by tribal pene
tration accompanied by a sharp recession of urban civilization 18. 

The role of seasonal migration in Mesopotamian history goes back at least 
four millennia and. perhaps even more. It is already a prominent factor in Mari. 
Although Mari has no word for nomad it has another closely related term, 
nawu, which occurs in widely varied context. As Edzard has shown, nawu 

15 For the problems involved in organizing seasonal migration and its 
bearing on the authority of the tribal chief see F. Barth, loco cit., pp. 1 - 1 1  
and especially Nomads oj South Persia (Oslo 1961),  pp. 7 9  f., 90, 127; also 
Salzman, loco cit. for seasonal migration in external nomadism. 

16 F. Barth, oQ. cit., ( 1961 ) ,  pp. 84-90, especially 89 f. 
17 W. Eberhard, Settlement and Social Change in Asia (Hong Kong 1967), 

p. 318. 
18 See already M. B. Rowton, "The Role of the Watercourses in the Growth 

of Mesopotamian Civilization", A OA T  1 ( 1969) 307-316, especially 31 1 ff. 
We shall be reverting to the subject, after all the evidence has been seen, in 
a later article. 
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denotes a migratory group, the group which undertook seasonal migration, a 
curiously collective concept denoting tribesmen, livestock and camp 19. At 
that time in Babylonia proper the usage was somewhat different. The meaning 
there reflects the effect which seasonal migration had beyond the confines of 
the tribe; nawu denotes the countryside between the cities, 'including 
settlements, villages and livestock. 

In enclosed nomadism seasonal migration could even become a matter 
of direct concern to the state, so for instance when the office of paramount 
chief had been abolished. Thus in Mari, under Jahdunlim and Zimrilim, there 
was no paramount chief among the Haneans. The result was that the Mari 
kings, as well as some of the vassal rulers further afield, became closely involved 
in the problems arising from seasonal migration. We find these urban dynasties 
concerned with the safety of the migratory group, the nawu, and they are also 
involved in mediating disputes and conflicts between the Haneans and the 
sedentary population. It is in these Mari archives that enclosed nomadism first 
emerges clearly into the limelight of history, nearly four thousand years ago, 
and it is significant that the political aspect of enclosed nomadism should be 
so clearly in evidence already then. 

Seasonal migration is only one factor. Another was sedentarization, which 
will be discussed, in preliminary form, in the next section of the article. In 
enclosed nomadism the joint effect of these two factors was considerable; like 
seasonal migration the process of sedentarization also had an impact on social 
and political structure beyond the confines of the tribe. Conversely, enclosed 
nomadism was also conditioned in some measure by social and political struc
ture outside the tribal system, among the sedentary. The effect was mutual. 
To quote Lattimore: "In addition to the anthropologist's differentiation of 
types of nomadism, what is needed is a study of the variations of each type 
under historical conditions of change and in contact with varying types of 
sedentary Society" 20. 

Enclosed nomadism encompasses types of nomadism in closest contact 
with sedentary society. This brings us to one of the most difficult aspects of 
the problem, the link between the nomad and the town. As we have seen, sea
sonal migration could be one factor. More commonly the dominant factor was 
sedentarization; but sedentarization of a very special kind which in no way 
implies that all of the nomads in a tribe were in the process of sedentarizing. 

III. The Link between the Nomad and the Town 

Enclosed nomadism in modern times has been extensively studied only 
by Barth 21. One of his most interesting observations concerns sedentarization 22. 

19 D. O. Edzard, "Altbabylonisch nawum", ZA 53 ( 1959) 168-1 73. 
20 Lattimore, op. cit . ,  487, n .  14.  
21  Barth himself does not use the term "enclosed nomadism". But his 

work in the field, both in Western Asia and in Pakistan, concerned nomads 
who fall within that category, in the sense in which the term is used here. 
There will be frequent reference to Barth in these articles; see already nn. 14, 
15 ,  16  above, 22, 26 and 34 below. 

22 F. Barth, op. cit., ( 1961) ,  pp. 101-128 ;  also "Capital, Investment and 
the Social Structure of a Nomadic Group in South Persia", in R. Firth and 
B .  S. Yamey (eds.), Capital, Saving and Credit in Peasant Societies (London 
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A process of continuous sedentarization has to be recognised as a normal aspect 
of nomadism. The richest and the poorest among the nomads tend to sedenta
rize : the richest, when the size of their flocks exceeds the capacity of the gra
zing land available to the tribe; the poorest, when loss of livestock reduces their 
flock below the minimum needed to support a family. There are other second
ary reasons which we need not go into at this point. 

This affects social and political structure in a number of different ways. 
Sedentarizing members of the tribal elite who become landowners, officials, 
or military officers form a link between the nomads and the town; some even 
may function as hostages for the good behaviour of the tribe. Or a tribal chief 
might become simultaneously the ruler of a town, or conversely, an urban dy
nasty might come to function as chiefs of a tribal confederation. 

Since the capital city was seldom involved, this usually took the form of 
urban autonomy in a nomadic environment. However, sometimes the town 
in question did function as an independent capital and the dynasty was fully 
sovereign. In that case one has to speak of a state, not a chiefdom. Instances 
of this kind have been rare in the second millennium A.D. but the evidence sug
gests that in the second millennium B.C. states of this kind were more common. 
The outstanding example is of course Mari, on which a good deal of information 
is available. Elsewhere, though the evidence on the nomadic and tribal factor 
is not as strong as in the case of Mari, it does nevertheless suggest a similar 
pattern. 

For example, the kings may be referred to, whether by title or not, in such 
a way as to indicate that they were rulers of a territorial state but that at the 
same time they were viewed as the paramount chiefs of a tribe or tribal confed
eration. So for instance Mari and the Haneans, Kurda and the Numha tribe, 
Larsa and the Amorites, particularly the tribe of Jamutbal, probably also 
Babylon and Amnanum. 

Sedentarization of the particular kind envisaged here could have still 
other effects. It could lead to part of a tribe being fully nomadic, part fully 
sedentary; it would tend to augment social stratification; and there is also the 
military factor, for the tribe was a paramilitary unit in a permanent state of 
partial mobilization. This intricate urban-pastoral pattern represents the 
political aspect of enclosed nomadism. Nowadays not much of it is left and 
anthropologists, such as Barth, have had little to say about it. The main reason 
is that tribal autonomy is declining sharply, the tribe's military potential no 
longer counts. 

But things were very different only a century ago. We shall be comparing, 
and also contrasting, the situation in recent centuries and in the Old Babylo
nian period. There is a difference both in the amount and in the quality of the 
evidence. The Old Babylonian evidence seldom, in either respect, amounts to 
proof. Often all that can be said is that the recent material suggests a plausible 
solution, that the ancient material is compatible with that solution, but that 
more evidence is needed. 

Urban autonomy in a nomadic environment is the single most important 
factor. The whole of the second article is devoted to that subject. Here we 

1963), p. 69-81,  especially 77 ff. ;  Stauffer, "The Economics of Nomadism in 
Iran", Middle East Journal 19 ( 1965) 284-302, especially 292 ff. 
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shall glance briefly at some of the other factors involved. The object is to focus 
attention both on the interest of comparing material ancient and recent, as well 
as on the element of uncertainty inherent in the method. Space will allow on
ly three examples, three texts of the Old Babylonian period, all carefully chosen 
to bring out more than one of the social and political aspects of enclosed noma
dism. The texts in question are A RM II 1 ,  A RM VIII 1 1  and TA 1930, 615,  
the latter one of the many important tex;ts published by Professor Gelb 23. 

Conclusive evidence is available only on one issue, namely the tribe which 
consists in part of nomads, in part of sedentary. For A RM VIII 1 1  explicitly 
distinguishes between a tribal group resident in a town and another group, 
belonging to the same tribe, which was with the migratory group (lfibrum 
sa nawzm) . Moreover this is no casual distinction, A RM VIII 1 1  is a legal text; 
it is discussed in greater detail in the third article 24. 

Social stratification within the tribe is reflected in all three texts, and sig
nificantly, each refers to a different tribal people : Haneans in the Subat-Enlil 
region of Northern Mesopotamia (ARM II 1 ) ,  Jaminites in the Mari region of 
the Euphrates (ARM VIII 1 1 ) ,  Amorites in the Esnunna region of the Diyala 
(TA 1930, 615) .  The fact that different tribal peoples are mentioned over a 
sizeable area suggests that this feature of tribal structure is likely to have been 
widespread at that time. 

In each case different terms are used to denote the tribal elite. In A RM 
VIII 1 1  they are called sa SA. . GA . DU . MES malfru "who (as) SA. . GA . DU are fore
most". In TA 1930, 615  they are summed up as MAR . TU ellutum. ME "Amorites 
of noble descent".  Most explicit is ARM II 1 .  There distinction is made be
tween those among the Haneans who are well off (maru awili damqutim), whose 
fathers are resident in a town, and those who are able bodied but poor (awilu 
e!lutum lapnutum) . Moreover the text specifies that the latter could even be 
destitute (naqdu) 25. 

We thus have to reckon with the" probability that in the Old Babylonian 
period continuous sedentarization may have had an impact not only on tribal 
structure but also on social structure beyond the confines of the tribe. Hoary 
problems such as the lfapiru and the awilu - muskBnu problem will have to be 
re-examined. Note for instance that the Old Babylonian term for the social 
elite, mar awilim, is, to say the least, reminiscent of the term maru awili 
damqutim in A RM II 1 above. 

Sedentarization, or partial sedentarization, .may also be due to quite dif
ferent factors. For instance, the state may force or encourage members of the 
tribal elite to reside in a town. Even the chief of a nomadic tribe may have 
an urba...'1 residence; for with a stake in city life and in city property a prominent 
tribesman would be more amenable to government policy. Moreover there 
would be someone ready at hand to act as intermediary with the tribe 26. 

23 1. J. Gelb, "An Old Babylonian List of Amorites", JA OS 88 (1968) 
39-46. 

24 Cf. G. Boyer, ARMT 8 (1958) 190 f. ; A. Malamat, "Mari and the Bible: 
Some Patterns of Tribal Organization and Institutions", J A OS 82 (1962) 146. 

25 [nJa-aq-du-u 1;0' .MES e!-lu (text L1)-tim la-ap-nu-tim a-na-ku i-na E .GAL
lim dam-qi-is a-pa-qi-id "They can (even) be destitute ! The able bodied poor 
men I will provide for well in the palace". A RM II 1 : 18-20. So also na-aq
du-u in A RM V 35 :37. Both passages quoted A Hw, 743a. 

26 On the role of the tribal chief as an intermediary between the tribe and 
the authorities of the state see Barth, op. cit. ( 1961) ,  pp. 71-90, 96 f. 
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Chiefs or members of their families would often be held formally or infor
mally as hostages, sometimes even organized in military units. Thus in the 
centuries preceding the Islamic conquest Al-Hira provides an interesting exam
ple of urban autonomy in a nomadic environment. There, tribal hostages were 
organized into a military unit 27. The situation is probably similar in TA 1930, 
615 .  There, Amorite tribesmen reside in the city of Esnunna. They are members 
of the tribal elite. They are organized into sections (babtu) . Most significant 
is the fact that, with one exception, their own names are not stated. Instead, 
each is designated by the name of his father. An obvious explanation could 
be that these Amorites were sons of prominent tribesmen held unofficially as 
hostages for the good behaviour of their fathers. 

Now in these three texts social stratification is clearly in evidence; hos
tages are less certain but probable. However there is no direct evidence that 
nomadism, and hence sedentarization, was the underlying cause. But since 
Akkadian had no unambiguous term either for nomad or for sedentary explic
it evidence could hardly be expected. Moreover, because of lack of p�sture 
and stabling during certain seasons of the year, nomadism had deep roots in 
Western Asia; and furthermore, repeated reference to the migratory group, 
the nawu, shows that nomadism was indeed a factor in the Old Babylonian 
period. Hence to conclude that nomadism was absent because there is no term 
for nomad would be almost as illogical as to postulate that the sedentary were 
absent because there is not a term for them. 

The absence of terms for nomad and sedentary merely reflects the fact 
that in enclosed nomadism the distinction between the two is much less sharp 
than in external nomadism. In enclosed nomadism there is an inherent tenden
cy towards symbiosis, an aspect of the problem we shall be reverting to in a 
moment. Thus the tribes often included both nomads and sedentary in the 
same tribe and this tended to blur the distinction between the two. In the An
cient Orient tribes and tribal peoples were felt to be foreigners, as Buccellati's 
recent study of the Amorites clearly shows 28. That was the distinguishing 
factor, not whetj:J.er they were nomads or sedentary. 

The link between the tribe and the town is reflected even in tribal names. 
In marked contrast with bedouin nomadism, it is not uncommon in enclosed 
nomadism for town and tribe to share a name in common, with the tribal name 
in the form of a gentilic. Examples are, among Turkmen tribes in Western Asia: 
the Bagdadi, the Baharhl and many others 29 ; among tribes of Iranian origin 

27 Cf. M. Kister, "Al-�ira", Arabica 15 ( 1968) p. 166 f. 
28 G. Buccellati, The A morites of the Ur III Period, (Naples 1966), pp. 

336-339. The use of the term MAR . TU as a gentilic with reference to sedentary 
Amorites resident in Babylonia strongly suggests that even these continued 
to be regarded as foreigners. The term "foreigner" is used here in the sense of 
"different from the local population", not "coming from a foreign land". The 
Amorites will be discussed in a later article. 

29 For the Baharll1 see V. Minorsky, "The Clan of the Qara-Qoyoulu 
Rulers", in Melanges Fuad Koprulu (Istanbul 1953), p. 391-395. For the Bagh
dadi see H. Field, op. cit. ( 1939) , p. 1 7 1 .  Minorsky emphasizes that this type 
of toponymic tribal name was common among the Turkmen of Western Asia ; 
cf. V. Minorsky, Tarj!Jkirat al-Muluk, "A Manual of $afavid Adminis
tration", E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Series, NS 1 6  (London, 1943), p. 194 
with n. 2. 
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whether Kurd or Lur: Awi, Dumbeli, Garisan, Gurgillu, I.Iiilaba, Humeidi, 
Kerkuki, Mihriiui, Sila:g.ur 30. Except for the Bagdadi and the Kerkuki these 
are all names of small towns and villages. 

Brinkman has shown that tribal names of this kind are attested also 
among the Aramean tribes nearly three thousand years ago; so the Rapiqu, Hi
ranu, Rabilu, Hudadu, Rade, Karma', Amlatu, Amatu; perhaps also the Na
�iru and the Adilu 31. There is even an indication that in the first millennium 
B.C. the Assyrian scribes may have thought that most tribal names were town 
names. For in a number of instances they wrote Chaldean and Arab tribal 
names with the determinative URU for town 32, just as the Mari scribes often 
used the determinative KI after tribal names. We do not know what the role 
of nomadism was among the Aramaens and the Chaldeans, but there is no doubt 
that it was significant among the Arabs and in Mari 33. 

By and large the pattern of the evidence can be said to reflect symbiosis 
between nomad and sedentary as well as a link between the nomad and the 
town. The link between nomad and town may go back far beyond the Mari 
period. It may well have been a factor already in prehistoric times, or at least 
in protohistory. We shall be discussing in a later article the evidence which 
suggests that the Amorites included nomads, and the Amorites appear on the 
scene only several centuries after the end of the protohistoric, period. Hence 
it may be no coincidence that a term which in Akkadian means "town" in He
brew means "tent". 

To sum up then, enclosed nomadism involves four basic factors. First, 
the town in nomadic territory, highly characteristic of this form of nomadism. 
The town acts as a link between the nomad and the state. This aspect of the 
problem is discussed in the second article. It is to be published under the ti
tle "Urban Autonomy in a Nomadic Environment" in a special issue of ]NES 
commemorating the late Professor K. Seele. 

Second, seasonal migration. Because the migration goes through, or in
to, regions inhabited by the sedentary, it is chiefly responsible for close inter-

30 For the Dumbeli, Humeidi, Gurgillu, Kerkuki, see Charmoy's transla
tion and commentary on Bitlisi : F. B. Charmoy, Cheref-Nameh, 1/1 (St. Peters
burg 1868), pp. 172, 225, 592, 150, 52; for the Dumbeli cf. also B.  Nikitine, 
"Les AfSiirs d'Urumiyeh", ]A (1�29) 1 10 ;  the Garisan: Hfttteroth, op. cit., 
( 1959), p. 49 f. ; I.Iiilaba, Mihrani, Awi P. Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, (Stutt
gart 1896), p. 861 ;  Sila:g.ur : K.-M. Rohrborn, Provinzen und Zentralgewalt Per
siens im 16. und 1 7. ]ahrhundert, in Studien zur Sprache, Geschichte und Kul
tur des islamischen Orients, NF 2 ( 1966) 80, n. 512.  Schwarz notes that names 
of this kind were not uncommon among the Kurdish tribes. 

31 ] .  A. Brinkman, A Political History of Post-Kassite Babylonia, (Rome 
1968), pp. 271 f. and 396. 

32 For the Arab tribes of the Neo-Assyrian period cf. the determinative 
for town, URU, which precedes a number of tribal names, e. g., URUBa
da-na-a-a, UR U H a-a-a-ap-pa-a-a, UR ulj a-at-ti-a-a, UR U I -di-ba-' i-il-a-a, 
uRuSa-ba-'a-a-a, uRuMa-as-'a-a-a. For a brief discussion of these names 
see W. F. Albright, "The Biblical Tribe of Massa' and Some Congeners"; Levi 
della Vida Volume I (1956) 1-14, especially p. 3 f. 

33 The Arabs in the Neo-Assyrian period were not of course true bedouin, 
they were still in the "proto-bedouin" pnase. On the latter see W. Dostal, Die 
Beduinen in Sudarabien, in Wiener Beitriige zur Kulturgeschichte und Linguistik, 
16 (1967) 1 1 -24, 149-165 ;  Henninger in L. Foldes (ed.), Viehwirtschaft und Hir
tenkuljur (Budapest 1969), p. 35-38. 

Orientalia - 17 
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action between nomad and sedentary, tribe and state. Again, a very charac
teristic feature of enclosed nomadism. 

Third, the tendency towards symbiosis. Enclosed nomadism has its roots 
in a characteristic physical environment, namely in regions where pastoral 
land and agricultural land are closely interwoven. There is therefore a natural 
tendency towards symbiosis between nomad and sedentary. As shown by 
Barth, the two economies complement one the other 34. 

The tendency towards symbiosis finds its fullest expression in the tribe 
which includes both full time nomads and full time sedentary. As we have seen, 
ARM VIII 1 1  provides an example from the Old Babylonian period. This 
kind of tribe has received hardly any attention, either in anthropology or histo
ry. It is discussed in the third article in conjunction with seasonal migration 
and the nawu. Under the title "Enclosed Nomadism" the article is to be 
published in a forthcoming issue of jESHO. 

Fourth, continuous sedentarization. Together with certain other, relat
ed factors this will be the subject of the fourth article, now in preparation. 
That study centers on the effects of these several factors on social and political 
structure beyond the confines of the tribe. 

Two further articles will follow, each dealing with still a different aspect 
of the problem. Ultimately it is hoped to bring all six articles together, consid
erably amplified, in book form 36. This raises the question why publish even 
part of a book in the form of articles? The answer is that it seems prudent not 
to be unduly optimistic in the matter of long range publication plans at a time 
when one is approaching the age of retirement. 

One final remark. It is to me a matter of special p.1easure that an article 
introducing the results of several years' work should appear in a publication 
honoring Professor 1. J. Gelb. I owe him much by way of friendly encourage
ment and intellectual stimulation. 

34 F. Barth, "Nomadism in the Mountains and Plateau Areas of South 
West Asia", Arid Zone Research 18 ( 1962) 34 1-355 ; excerpted Rowton, op. 
cit. ( 1967), p. 1 15 f .  

. 35 Dr. J. A. Brinkman has very kindly agreed to read and comment on 
all six articles before publication. 
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Who Are all Those Peopl� ? * 

Johannes RENGER - Chicago 

The last few years have seen a rising interest among Assyriologists and 
other scholars of ancient Near Eastern Civilizations iin tackling problems of 
social structure and social institutions in the ancient Near East. Professor 
Gelb has been involved in these discussions from the beginning; it was a paper 
he presented at the XII�me Rencontre in London in 1963, through which he 
introduced the term "Onionology", as opposed to "Kuyunjicology" into As
syriological literature when urging scholars to concern themselves more in
tensively with the material culture and the social institutions of the ancient 
Near East 1. What he also wanted to express on this occasion was his dis
satisfaction with a certain attitude in Assyriology which can best be described 
as antiquarian in outlook. This particular antiquarian approach was certainly 
not restricted to the study of Mesopotamian society, for a similar attitude can 
be found in other areas of Assyriology. For instance, particular types of 
texts like Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions, epics, myths, hymns and prayers, 
to name only a few, are used solely as source material, as a kind of quarry 
for all kinds of undertakings, legitimate as they may be. But these texts 
have seldom been studied in their own right. Investigations into their 

* I had the opportunity to discuss the anthropological and legal problems 
with J. Fabian (Northwestern University, Evanston) and H. Petschow (Uni
versity of Munich) and acknowledge with pleasure my indebtedness to them. 

Besides the abbreviations used in CAD, the following abbreviations are 
used: CE = Code of Esnunna;  CH = Code of lj:ammurapi; CL = Code of 
Lipit-IStar. Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies = S. Greengus, "Old Babylonian 
Marriage Ceremonies and Rites", jCS 20 (1966) 55-72. Greengus, Marriage 
Contract = S. Greengus, "The Old Babylonian Marriage Contract", JA OS 
89 (1969) 505-32. Koschaker, Eheformen = P. Koschaker, "Die Eheformen 
bei den Indogermanen", Deutsche Laridesreferate zum II. Internationalen 
Kongress fiir Rechtsvergleichung im Haag 1937 = Sonderheft des elf ten jahr
gangs der Zeitschrift fur Ausliindisches und Internationales Privatrecht, (1937) 
77 fl. Koschaker, Eherecht = P. Koschaker, "tJber einige Prob1eme des Ehe
rechts im Lichte der Vergleichenden Rechtsgeschichte", Deutsche Rechtswis
senschaft 4 (1939) 67 fl. Koschaker, Eheschliessung = P. Koschaker, "Ehe
schliessung und Kaul nach alten Rechten, mit besonderer Berucksichtigung 
der alteren Keilschriftrechte", ArOr 18/3 (1950) 210 fl. Koschaker, Fratriar
chat = P. Koschaker, "Fratriarchat, Hausgemeinschaft und Mutterrecht in 
Keilschriftrechten", ZA 4 1  (1933) 1-89. Koschaker, Studien = P. Koschaker, 
Rechtsvergleichende Studien zur Gesetzgebung Hammurapis (Leipzig, 1917) .  
Landsberger, jungfriiulichkeit = B.  Landsberger, "Jungfraulichkeit : Ein Bei
trag zum Thema 'Beilager und Eheschliessung' ", Symbolae iuridicae et histo
ricae Martino David dedicatae, vol. 2 (1968) 4 1  fl. 

1 Cf. also his article "Approaches to the Study of Ancient Society", JA OS 
81 ( 1967) 1-8. 
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typology, structure, literary history and other relevant problems are still lacking 
to a large degree. 

While deploring this state of affairs, one has to make one exception: the 
field of legal history. Since Josef Kohler, a professor of Roman law, intro
duced cuneiform law into the study of comparative law 2, an ever-increasing 
amount of research on the legal history of Mesopotamia has been conducted. 
Most prominent among those who participated in this endeavor were Paul 
Koschaker and Marian San Nicolo. Through their influence the study of 
cuneiform law is the one discipline within Assyriology which was for a long 
time well ahead of all the others in its methodology and achievement. Thanks 
to the exacting and rigorous standards set by these scholars who received 
their training in another discipline, Roman law, most of the monographic 
studies written by them and their pupils - in quite a number of cases as 
much as :fifty years ago - are not really dated, even considering the numerous 
new finds made in the meantime. This cannot be said, for instance, of the 
early attempts to deal with Mesopotamian religion or literature. 

Since this volume is concerned with new methods in ancient Near Eastern 
Studies, it is fitting to remain for a moment with the subject of legal history 
and Paul Koschaker. Koschaker, being a scholar of jurisprudence, approacbed 
a text under the assumption that a legal case or prescription has, by definition. 
to have a remedy. Grammatical, lexicographical, and other ambiguities may 
obstruct an immediate understanding. To overcome these obstacles, Koscha
ker often employed most successfully the comparative method. His writings 
are ample evidence for his extensive use of data provided by comparisons to 
other systems of law 3. This becomes particularly apparent in his writings 
on family and marriage law 4. Still another fact emerges here which has a 
direct bearing on the present discussion: One of Koschaker's most prominent 
articles in this field, "Die Eheformen bei den Indogermanen", was delivered 
in the section "Ethnologie juridique" of the II. International Congress for Com
parative Law at The Hague, The Netherlands, in 1937. Not only on account 
of this one contribution, which in no way represents an exception to Koscha
ker's approach to the problems of family and marriage law, we must credit 
him with introducing social anthropology or, better, ethnography as a viable 
means for solving the problems which confront students of ancient Near Eastern 
civilizations 5. And it does not diminish the importance of this earlier 

2 See J. Kohler and L. Wenger, Allgemeine Rechtsgeschichte, Erste Halfte: 
Orientalisches Recht und Recht der Griechen und Romer (Leipzig-Berlin, 1914) ; 
this volume also deals with the laws of "primitive" peoples. 

3 Koschaker, Eherecht. Note especially p. 70 with note 3 where he states 
that he could not have written his "Babylonisch-Assyrisches Bfugschaftsrecht" 
without having had recourse to studies on comparable institutions of the old 
Germanic laws. 

4 Koschaker, Studien; Koschaker, Eheformen; Koschaker, Fratriarchat. 
5 But note for his critical approach his critique of the Vienna School (P. 

W. Schmidt and his Kulturkreislehre) . The reader's attention should be drawn 
to the works of two scholars in related fields : W. Eberhard, the Sinologist, 
has employed a variety of methods from the realm of the social sciences in 
elucidating many aspects of Chinese social history. S. Morenz, the Egypto
logist, has written as his last major work a booklet on Egyptian economy which 
he explains in terms of an institution well known among ethnographers and 
social anthropologists : the potlatch. 
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atte:t;npt when one points out that his comparisons were largely restricted to 
those societies whose laws had found the attention of scholars of comparative 
law, that is, basically the Hebrew, Greek, Old English, Old Germanic, and 
Medieval societies and their legal institutions 6. 

The study of legal history and of legal institutions is sometimes viewed 
as restricted in approach and ' promise. This would certainly be true if the 
investigation of legal institutions and of the formulary of legal records were 
to be considered as sufficient, as the ultimate goal. Again it is Koschaker's 
example which proves the opposite. He was always aware of the fact that 
such investigatiol;1s are only a beginning, that the real task of those concerned 
with the legal institutions of the ancient Near East was to discover the under
lying social conditions which found their distinct expression in a legal regu
lation or institution. There are many facts in the cuneiform sources which 
can not be explained from the legal point of view alone. For these, only social 
anthropology can be of help. And the same has to be said in the opposite 
case : there are facts which cannot sufficiently be elucidated by the social an
thropologist's approach, where the mind of the legal historian is needed. There
fore, legal history and comparative law on the one hand, and social anthro
pology on the other, are complementary to each other in the study of ancient 
Near Eastern societies. For there are facts which follow customary regulations 
and have not been elevated to a level where they are legally binding, or those 
which are not of legal relevance. But there are also phenomena which at 
first seem of little or minor significance to the social anthropologist, but which 
nevertheless can contribute much to the understanding of a social institution 
after being duly scrutinized in legal terms. 

After having pointed out the potential of using data supplied by studies 
of a social anthropological orientation we have to call into account the prob
lems necessarily inherent in such an approach. It is again Koschaker's ex
ample which can help and guide us in this survey. There are basically three 
clearly distinct steps for a social anthropologist in investigating and eventually 
describing a particular unit of social life: to collect, present, and interpret his 
data. Since social anthropology deals mostly with contemporary non-western 
societies the collection of data is usually done where these societies exist 7. 
The anthropologist lives among these people, learns their language and asks 
his native informants his questions. The main problem at this point is to 
avoid the emergence of a distorted picture of the facts because of questions 
wrongly put or biased by a preconceived concept or working hypothesis 8. 

6 The emergence of the Anglo-Saxon school of social anthropology repre
sented by Radcliffe-Brown and his colleagues and pupils came too late to find 
its echo in Koschaker's writings. 

7 See P. Murdock, Social Structure, p. XIV. 
8 The role of a working hypothesis in investigating a social institution 

can best be viewed and evaluated in connection with the discussion of whether 
marriage in ancient Mesopotamia at the turn of the third to the second mil
lennium was marriage by purchase or not, for ref. cf. Koschaker, Studien, 197 ff. ; 
Koschaker, Eheformen; Koschaker, Eheschliessung; Landsberger, Jungfriiu
lichkeit, 93 f. and opposing this view. E. Cuq, Etudes sur Ie droit babylonien, 
les lois assyriennes et les lois hittites (Paris, 1929), p. 26; G. R. Driver and ]. 
C. Miles, The Babylonian Laws (Oxford, 1952-5), I 264 ; A. van Praag, Droit 
matrimonial assyro-babylonien (Amsterdam, 1945), 139 ff. ;  R. Haase, Einfuh
rung in das Studium Keilschriftlicher Rechtsquellen (Wiesbaden, 1965) , 58 ff. 
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In exploring a dead civilization or society, the equivalent to the social anthro
pologist's fieldwork is to read the written records of such a civilization. In 
the same way that the anthropologist when studying North American Indians, 
for instance, learns their language, he should also not rely on second-hand 
information when directing his interest toward an ancient Near Eastern so
ciety. It is usually at this point that difficulties arise, not too different from 
the experiences Koschaker had as a legal historian although he had a remark
ably good command of Akkadian. But nevertheless, in difficult cases he turned 
to the expert philologist for advice. It was a most fortunate circumstance 
which brought Koschaker together with B. Landsberger who as a philologist 
was imself deeply interested in what Koschaker was doing 9. Since the ideal 
of an anthropologist well trained in the languages of the ancient Near East 
is rather the exception than the rule, it falls upon the philologist-scholar de
voted to an ancient Near Eastern civilization to learn and to train himself 
in the methods of social anthropology 10 . This certainly is an arduous task 
and very often falls short of the desired goal. But constant exchange with 
one's colleagues from social anthropology may help to avoid some of the pit
falls and mistakes in such an endeavor. These remarks, of course, are less 
important with regard to the collection of the data than for their interpre
tation. But certainly one would overlook quite a number of data without an 
anthropologically oriented mind. 

Given that the problems observed at the data-collecting stage are some
how overcome to mutual satisfaction, the real problems begin to confront 
us when it comes to interpreting the data collected. Studying social institu
tions in a given ancient Near Eastern, or for that matter in any dead civilization, 
the major obstacle facing us is the incompleteness, scantiness, and accidental 
character of the data available. This problem does generally not exist for 
the anthropological field worker, who often can return to his native informant 
for clarification and additional data, a possibility not open to scholars involved 
in ancient Near Eastern studies. To understand their data as they are, and 
present them in a comprehensive way, students of ancient Near Eastern civ
ilizations have to look at the models or concepts provided by social anthro
pology. They are usually the result of generalizations made by social an
thropologists based on their field work. The result of applying such a model 
or concept for comparison will usually be a hypothesis or theory of the insti
tution under investigation. Their correctness is a variable of many factors. 
The two most important of these are, the amount and explicitness of the ex
tant data, and to an equal degree the validity of the model or concept used 
for comparison. The validity of the models or concepts used for comparison 
poses another - twofold - problem: social anthropology is basically concerned 
with tribal societies, and only rarely with more sophisticated cultures (Hoch
kulturen) .  And secondly, because of the concern with contemporary tribal 
societies, quite naturally, more emphasis is put on the description of the func
tioning of a given society at a particular moment in time, rather than on its 

9 Landsberger, Jungfraulichkeit, 4 1 .  
10 Landsberger has often pointed out the need for Assyriologists to ac

quaint themselves with the necessary juridical tools to be able to understand 
and interpret the abundance of cuneiform texts of legal content. Falkenstein 
was equally insistent in this regard. 
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evolution, or on its history 11. But if an Assyriologist investigates an insti
tution like marriage in the Old Babylonian period (2017-1594 B.C.), for instance, 
he deals with evidence from several hundred years and is even likely to include 
data from the preceding Neo-Sumerian and Old Akkadian periods (2340-2016 
B.C.) . It would contradict all experience if there should not occur some 
changes in the social institutions in general, and marriage in particular under 
the circumstances prevailing in those periods. The situation becomes even 
more complicated considering that these periods bear the stamp of a constant 
interaction between members of an urbanized or settled society, in itself the 
product of a long history integrating ethnic and socially different groups, with 
the members of nomadic tribes which were in the process of becoming settled 
and integrated 12. The transformation of a tribal society into a complex and 
highly sophisticated society or "Hochkultur", or the integration into these, 
makes the use of models more difficult and risky because many more variables 
have to be reckoned with. Thus, a social institution or a single phenomenon 
of such an institution, like marriage during the Old Babylonian times, has 
to be understood as a function of the social structure and the processes of the 
actual social life at that time 13. 

Using models provided by social anthropologists, one is, of course, not 
standing aloof from the internal discussion within this discipline concerning 
the right method. Among the different methods used by social anthropologists 
the structuralistic method of Levi-Strauss has become the most prominent 
outside the field 14, which cannot be said of the functionalistic method of the 
Anglo-Saxon school of social anthropology or the methods applied by the 
Vienna School (P. W. Schmidt) 15, or the "cross-cultural" method of P. 
Murdock 16. The outsider has, of course, to be aware of these discussions unless 

11 Note the critique of Koschaker, Ehejormen, 68 f. on the pseudohisto
rical explanations of the Vienna School, and, closer to his own field, of the Wen
ger School of "Antiker Rechtsgeschichte" which operates on a similar path. 
In both cases the main point is, that similar institutions in different societies 
are explained as the result of borrowings which occured when the peoples 
comprising these societies had contact with each other in the course of their 
history. 

12 These changes must not necessarily be explained in a narrow evolu
tionistic way viewing them in terms of progress or improvement. 

13 This is the approach developed by Alfred Radcliffe-Brown and best 
formulated in his introduction to Structure and Function in Primitive Society 
(London, 1952) ; he transformed ethnology and ethnography into social an
thropology as it is today. But note also, for instance, Hans Julius Wolff, 
"Die Grundlagen des Griechischen Eherechts", Tijdschrijt voor Rechtsgeschie
denis 20 ( 1952) 12, who states that phenomena of Greek law of marriage "er
geben sich vie1mehr folgerichtig aus der Struktur einer gentilizischen Gesell
schaftsordnung" . 

14 Note for critical evaluations of this method J. P. B. de Josselin de Jong 
"Levi-Strauss's Theory on Kinship and Marriage", Mededelingen van het Rijks
museum voor Volkenkunde, Leiden, No. 1 0  ( 1970) ; E. R. Leach "Claude Levi
Strauss" (Munich, 1971 ) ; the German edition lists on pp. 134 f. a number of 
contributions concerning the general discussion of structuralism; add now 
W. Hadecke, "Structuralismus - Ideologie des Status quo ?" Neue Rundschau 
82 ( 1971 )  45 fl. (discussing marxism versus structuralism) .  

15 See above note 4 for Koschaker's critique. 
16 See e. g. his Social Structure ( 1949). His comparative research tech

nique is based on his Cross-Cultural Survey comprising data, classified by srib-
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he wants to find himself caught in the middle of the quarrel. But it has turned 
out to be most fruitful for me, when drawing on anthropological inspiration 
for my own research, to turn to the studies of the functionalistic school. 

But even when following the "right" school of social anthropology one 
still faces numerous pitfalls. The main danger is, of course, to place the ad
mittedly scanty data at hand into the Procrustes' bed of a model which seems 
to fit, without considering its validity. A short remark in Urukagina's reform 
law which speaks at one point of the times when woman still had two husbands 
may serve as an example. This was, and may be still is, interpreted as a ref
erence to polyandry in ancient Sumer. And I cannot say that I have not 
at one time found this to be an interesting and appealing interpretation. But 
a little study of the institution of polyandry convinces even the most ardent 
proponent of this theory that the circumstances fostering such an institution 
are far from being proven for early Sumerian society 17. Another perennial 
problem is the question of land tenure in early Sumer. Here we are faced 
with the problem of the application of theories, that is, of the marxist view 
versus the non-marxist view concerning the emergence of the class society, 
or to use another term, the transformation of a tribal society into a more 
complex society. This is not the place to discuss this, but it may suffice to 
point out how incomplete information can be interpreted in quite different 
ways, depending on the ideological standpoint of the interpreter 18. 

These two examples are, of course, rather obvious in their implications. 
But there are enough possibilities where this may not be the case. It is here 
that the Assyriologist using anthropological material for comparisons has to 
be careful in order not to produce a rather badly concocted picture. The 
study of "primitive" societies all over the world teaches us that they are dif
ferent even if they have a number of similar or identical institutions. There
fore, we should not only look at those facts which can also be found else
where; even more effort should be devoted to the search for those phenomena 
which comprise a society's unique character. In short we should try to 
discover what Landsberger called "Die Eigenbegriffiichkeit der babylonischen 
Welt" 19. 

ject, on some 150 human societies. But his work shows his indebtedness to 
behavioristic psychology, psychoanalysis, historical anthropology (F. Boas, 
A. L. Kroeber) and sociology. 

17 For the latest discussion of this highly controversial phenomenon, among 
social anthropologists, see E. R. Leach, "Polyandry, Inheritance and the De
finition of Marriage", Man 55 (1955) 182 ff. (with bibliography) ; R. Fox, "Kin
ship and Marriage" 100 ff. (referring to the Nayar of Malabar in Southwest 
India, an often cited example for polyandry, he speaks of "plural marriage") ;  
] .  Henninger "Polyandrie im vorislamischen Arabien", Anthropos 4 9  (1954) 
314 ff. 

18 1. M. Djakonov, Obscestvennyj i gosudarstvennyj stroi drevnego dvurjec'ja. 
Sumer (Moscow, 1960), 45-83, 293 f . ;  also "Sale of land in presargonic Sumer", 
Papers presented by the Soviet Delegation at the 23. International Congress of 
Orientalists (Moscow, 1945) , 19 ff.;  1. ]. Gelb, "On the Alleged Temple and 
State Economies in Ancient Mesopotamia", Studi in Onore di Edoardo Vol
terra, 6, 137 ff. ;  and ]. Renger, "Grossgrundbesitz", RIA 3 (1971) 647 ff. 

19 B.  Landsberger, "Die Eigenbegriffiichkeit der Babylonischen Welt", 
Islamica 2 (1926-1927) 355 ff. One step in this direction has been taken re
cently by H.  Petschow in his two articles "Zur Systematik und Gesetzestech
nik im Codex Hammurabi", ZA 57 (1965) 146 ff., and "Zur 'Systematik' in 
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There has already been occasion to point out how legal history and com
parative law, ethnography and social anthropology can help to elucidate the 
institution of marriage in ancient Mesopotamia at the turn from the third to 
the second millennium B.C. The following remarks are intended to be a demon
stration of this. When first looking at S. Greengus' article dealing with UET 
5 636 20. I was puzzled by the many persons mentioned in the document 
who brought and received gifts 21. Hence the title of this article "Who Are 
all Those People ?"  Later, when reading Anita Jacobson's monographic study 
on the customs of marriage and divorce in the Congo-Gabon region (West 
Central Africa) , I was intrigued by her description of a rather elaborate system 
of small gifts exchanged between the involved families during the period in 
which the future marriage was arranged. The customs varied as to the per
sons participating in this mutual transfer of gifts 22 according to the kinship 
structure (matrilineal or patrilineal) . The underlying principles of reciprocity 
have been described by Marcel Mauss in a general way 23. 

The study of the laws governing marriage in Mesopotamia at the turn 
of the third to the second millennium B.C. has from the outset centered to a 
large degree on the question of whether marriage in that period was by pur
chase or not. We are at this point not interested in this emotionally loaded 
question 24. Suffice it to note that there existed two types of marriages during 
the Old Babylonian time: (a) a marriage where the constituting factor was 
the transfer of the brideprice (bridemoney, bridewealth) called manus-Ehe or 
Muntehe by Koschaker and (b) a marriage without the transfer of a brideprice, 
('alled manusfreie Ehe or muntfreie Ehe by Koschaker. Many of the pro
scriptions in the law codes deal with the consequences of the termination of 
a marriage of type (a), be it by death, divorce or other events 25. The main 
concern is to make a financial settlement. That is, to proscribe who gains 
rights over the brideprice and over the dowry or other gifts given to the bride 
by her father on the occasion of her marriage (where such payments or gifts 
were made) . There are, however, other proscriptions in the law codes (CL 
§ 29; CE §§ 17 and 25; CH §§ 159 and 161)  which speak of the dissolution 
or termination of a not yet concluded marriage (inchoate marriage) 26, where 
initial arrangements for a marriage had already been made, but the marriage 
itself was not yet concluded. These proscriptions are : 

den Gesetzen von Eschnunna", Symbolae iuridicae et historicae Martino David 
dedicatae, vol. 2 (Leiden, 1968), 131 ff. 

20 See Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies. 
21 Gift is here used, to some extent anticipating our results, as a transfer 

of goods based on rules of custom in contrast to payment, which is under
stood as transfer of goods or money as part of a legal transaction. 

22 A. Jacobson, "Marriage and Money", Studia Ethnographica Upsalensia 
28 ( 1967) 40 ff. ,  93 ff. 

23 M. Mauss, "Essai sur Ie don", L'A nnee sociologique, second serie ( 1923-
1924). 

24 Cf. e.g. Koschaker, Eheschliessung, 2 1 1  f. 
25 CH §§ 138, 149, 161-164, 1 7 1 .  
26 G .  R .  Driver and J. C .  Miles, The Assyrian Laws (Oxford, 1935) , 166 f., 

173 f. ; H. Petschow, Symbolae iuridicae et historicae Martino David dedicatae, 
vol. 2, 136 with note 2. 
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CE § 17 (B) miir awilim ana bit emim ter!Jatam libilma summa ina kilallen 
iSten ana simtim ittalak kaspum ana belisuma itar 

CE § 25 

CH § 159 

CH § 160 

CH § 161 

Should the son of a man bring the brideprice to the house 
of (his) father-in-law, if then one of the two (i. e.  bride or 
groom) should die, the silver will return to its owner. 

summa awilum ana bit emi issima emusu iksi$uma miirassu 
ana [sanim $lttadin abi miirtim ter!Jat im!Juru tasna utar 
When a man claims (his marriage) from (his) father-in-law's 
house 27, but his father-in-law rejects his claim 28 (and) should 
(even) give his daughter to another man, then the father 
of (this) daughter shall return the brideprice he received 
twofold. 

summa awilum sa ana bit emiSu biblam usiibilu ter!Jatam 
iddinu ana sinniStim sanitim uptaZlisma ana emiSu miiratka 
ul a!J!Jaz iqtabi abi miirtim mimma sa ibbablusum itabbal 
If a man who has had a gift brought to the house of his 
father-in-law, (and) who has paid the brideprice, becomes 
distracted to another woman and says to his father-in-law: 
"I will not marry your daughter", the father of (this) daugh
ter shall take everything which was brought to him. 

summa awilum ana bit emim biblam usiibil ter!Jatam iddinma 
abi miirtim miirti ul anaddikkum iqtabi mimma mala ibbab
lusum ustasannama utar 
. , .  but then the father of (this) daughter should say: "I 
will not give you my daughter (into wedlock)", whatever 
has been brought to him he shall return twofold. 

summa awilum ana bit emisu biblam usiibil ter!Jatam iddinma 
ibirsu uktarrissu emusu ana bil assatim miirti ul ta!J!Jaz iqtabi 
mimma mala ibbablusum ustaannama utar u assassu ibirsu 
ul i!J!Jaz 
. . .  and then his (own) friend should slander him (and) 
his father-in-law (therefore) should say to the (future) hus
band: "You shall not marry my daughter", whatever has 
been brought to him he shall return twofold, the friend shall 
not marry his (prospective) wife. 

lt is the wording of the protases in CH §§ 159- 161 which interests us be
cause they mention in addition to the brideprice, a biblum (gift) which the 
groom had brought (usiibil) to the bride's father's house. The biblum is not 
mentioned in the comparable sections of CE §§ 17 and 25. Also CL § 29 mentions 
only a single transfer, that of n i g . m u n u s  us . s a .  According to lexical 
texts it is the equivalent to ter!Jatum, but factually it has been interpreted as 
an equivalent to biblum 29. A discussion of the inherent problems would ne-

27 See Landsberger, jungfraulichkeit, 74 f . ;  J. J. Finkelstein, "Ana bit 
emim sasu", RA 61  ( 1967) 127 ff. ; R. Yaron, The Laws of Eshnunna (Jeru
salem, 1969) ,  123 ff., and see note 35 below. 

28 Landsberger, jungfraulichkeit, 75. 
29 See e. g. C. Wilcke WO 4 (1968) 153. 
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cessitate the reopening of the entire dispute whether we have to reckon with 
different, that is Sumerian and Akkadian, laws governing marriage 30. This 
is impossible at the present time. 

That the biblum seemed not to have the legal significance of the bride
price (terlfatum) may in part account for the little attention this term has found 
among those who dealt with marriage in Old Babylonian times : Koschaker, 
Studien, 134 makes some remarks which obviously have since been neglected. 
His interpretation of biblum as "Ver10bungsgeschenk", according to ethno
graphic comparisons, lacks perhaps some precision, but he clearly defines 
terlfatum (brideprice) as being within the realm of the law, and biblum as belonging 
to the realm of custom. Van Praag 31 takes biblum and terlfatu as synonyms in 
CH. Landsberger, jungfriiulichkeit, 97 f. deplores the lack of attention paid 
to biblum, but postponed his own discussion for later. Finkelstein 32 says : 
"It need not be concluded from line 33 of the myth just cited ["Enlil and 
Sud", see p 268 with note 34 ]. R.] or from the entry in the :e:AR- r a 
series that the m u . p a . d a -gift is always distinct from the n i g . d e . a 
= biblum. Very likely the two terms are largely synonymous, denoting the 
same customary marriage gifts, and the use of both terms in the myth serves 
rather the purpose of poetic parallelism. Silni1arly, in the marriage contracts, 
which generally serve as summaries of long and involved negotiations entail
ing exchanges of gifts of various kinds, the terlfatum (which is the one payment 
that invariably appears in the OB contracts) may be presumed to subsume 
all antecedent gifts and payments including the biblum (see the fourth entry 
in the lexical list just cited) which technically might have been distinct from 
the terlfatum in the strict sense ". This obscures the difference between the 
legal and customary implications of the two terms terlfatum and biblum respec
tively, in an unwarrented way, even though he distinguishes carefully between 
payment and gift in their translation. Greengus, Marriage Contract, 523 
note 87 also makes no clear distinction between terlfatum and biblum. 

A look at the lexical passage Hh. XIII 128 ff., to which Landsberger and 
Finkelstein have drawn our attention 33, provides beside the lexical equation 

30 Cf. Landsberger's critique in jungfriiulichkeit, 94, note 4. 
31 Droit matrimonial, quoted, p. 1 56. 
32 ]. ]. Finkelstein, "The Laws of Ur-Nammu", jCS 22 (1968-69) 75, n. 5. 
33 Landsberger, jungfriiulichkeit, 95, n. 2; Finkelstein, "Laws of Ur-

Nammu", quoted, p. 75, n. 5. Hh. Forerunner (MSL 8/1 84) to Hh. XnI 
93 u d u .  m u .  p a d . d a sheep given at the mentioning of 

94 u d u .  k a d r a 
95 u d u . n  i g .  d e . a 

the name* 
sheep given as k a d r a-gift** 
sheep given as n i g . d  e . a  (biblum)

gift 
96 u d u . n  i g .  d e . a .  m u n u sUS sheep given as n i g .  d e . a-gift by the 

. s  a . e . n  e in-laws * * * 
96a u d u . n  i g .  d e . a . m u n u s .  e .  sheep given as n i g . d e . a-gift by the 

n e women 
* Or :  at the oath-taking ( = betrothal agreement) ,  for which interpretation 

see below note 34. Whether m u - p a d  - d a should be interpreted as refer
ring to a custom - assumed by Stamm, N amengebung, 272 f. - of giving a 
new name to a woman in connection with her marriage cannot be decided 
on the basis of the evidence at hand. - A [ t  11 g .  g ]  11 .  e sa zikir sumi is men
tioned in the OB dowry list CT 47 83 :23' . Because of the damaged state 
of the tablet no pertinent conclusions can be drawn. For a full discussion 
of zikir sumim "gift" see F. R. Kraus, "Akkadische Warter und Ausdriicke, 
VI-VIII", RA 65 (1971)  99 ff., and especially 109 ff. 
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of Sum. n i g . d e . a with Akk. biblum the names of a number of other gifts 
related to a marriage. This is either self-evident or proven by two lines in 
the myth of "Enlil and Sud" which run as follows: d u m  u . m u n u s . Z u 
n a m . d a m  . s e g a . d U12 g i . n a . Z u s u m . m a . a b / m u . p a d  . 
d a . m u g a . m u . r a . a b . i l n i g . d e . a . m u s u . t e . m a . a b =  
ma-rat-ki a-na as-su-ti lu-!Ju-uz kit-ta-ki id-din / a-na zi-kir su-mi-ia lu-us-si
ki-im-ma bi-ib-la mu!J-rin-ni "I would have your daughter to wife, give me 
your consent; I will bring you my mupaddu-gift, accept my (Akkadian: the) 
marriage present" 34. This considerably enlarges the number of gifts trans
ferred when arranging a marriage. The precise meaning and the function 
beyond what is indicated in the tentative translations, however, escape us. 

Little is known of what kind of things the biblum and the other related 
gifts were comprised. We can only surmise from the Hh. XIII passage which 
states that they could consist of sheep. But to conclude from Hh. XIII that 
these gifts consisted only of sheep would be wrong since Hh. XIII is simply 
a list concerned with sheep used or given on special occasions. A good pos
sibility is, therefore, that some or all of these gifts consisted also of other 
foodstuffs and beverages 35. If we could prove that the still enigmatic passage 
from the Gilgamesh Epic: "They have invited me to a wedding . . .  for the 
table of the (wedding) feast I have loaded on me delicious wedding cakes " 36 
belongs in this context we would have evidence for that contention. 

Whether we can call biblum a betrothal gift (Koschaker, Studien, 
132 f.) as distinguished from the brideprice (ter[;atum) which (that is the 
biblum) would be one of the requirements for the conclusion of a mar
riage, depends on how we can define its function in the marriage ar
rangement. Some binding function seems to be indicated by CH §§ 159-161 
where the biblum is forfeited together with the brideprice by the bride's 

**M. Civil informs me that he has the impression that according to Su
merian sources k a d r a is always given to superiors. 

* **For a discussion see below note 44. 
Hh. I 35 ff. lists the following words some of which have their equivalent 

in the OB Hh. Forerunner to Hh XIII. The pertinent Akkadian sections 
in Hh. XIII are destroyed (reference is given to them by indicating the line 
numbers in parentheses) . 

Hh. I 
35 k a s . d e . a = qe-1'e-e-tum 
36 n i g .  d e . a = bi-ib-lu 
37 n i g . m u m  u sus . s a = ter-ha--tum 
38 n i g . s u . s u m . m  u = ni-din-tum 
39 n i g .  s u .  d u & . g a .  a = su-bul-tum 

(131)  
(132) 
(133) 

40 n i g . m u . p a d. d a  = za-kar su-mu 
Note also the footnotes in MSL 5 1 1  f. with reference to parallel sections 

in the vocabularies (see CAD biblu lex. for ref.) .  
34 M. Civil, "Remarks on 'Sumerian and Bilingual Texts' " , JNES 26 

(1967), p. 203 : 32 f., and Finkelstein, "Laws of Ur-Nammu", quoted, p. 75, 
n .  5; see Kraus, "Akkadische Worter", quoted for the difficult ana zikir sumiia 
lussikima. 

36 So already Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies, 61 and section (3) . 
36 Gilg. P. iv 22-26, see Landsberger, Jungfriiulichkeit, 83, Greengus, Mar

riage Ceremonies, 6 1 .  We refrain from discussing the examples from Sumerian 
sources quoted by Greengus, loco cit., 69 f. because we have no room to follow 
up the controversial question of whether n i g .  m u n u sus . s a is bride-price 
or a gift, equivalent to biblum. 
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father or is to be repaid twofold according to who is at fault in case 
the intended marriage is not concluded. The binding character of biblum 
( n i g . d e . a )  and/or m u . p a d . d a in the myth "Enlil and Sud" can 
not be proven by the text. These two gifts are presented by the groom's 
emissary in order to receive the consent of the prospective bride's guardian, 
that is, they are intended to induce a betrothal. Whether they, by being 
accepted, bind the two parties remains open, but it is possible. But one should 
also be aware that only one gift would be necessary as a pledge concerning 
a future marriage, at least if we think in our terms. If this is so, one of the 
two gifts might serve another purpose. 

According to some translations the biblum was brought by the groom. 
But a close look at the references shows that it was brought by either an un
specified number of persons ( UET 5 636: 9) ,  probably including 'the groom's 
brother, or that the groom had it brought (by others : uSiibil) to the house of 
the bride's father (CH §§ 159: 36, 160: 50) .  In the myth " Enli1 and Sud", 
Enlil's vezier, Nuska, is the emissary who brings the biblum. 

The recipient of biblum and related gifts is the bride's guardian, as is 
indicated by the myth "Enlil and Sud". In CH §§ 159 f. biblum was brought 
to the house of the bride's father. If we take the expression at face value 
these words can be simply interpreted as the place where the biblum was taken. 
But bit emim can also mean the bride's family 37 . What significance the latter 
interpretation may have will be discussed later. 

In UET 5 636 the presentation of the biblum by the groom's emissaries 
is recorded in section (3), whereas section ( 1 )  records a gift ( n  i g . b a )  to 
the groom, given by the bride's father. If the sequence of events is correct, 
an interpretation of biblum as betrothal gift becomes doubtful. After all, 
one would expect that an agreement having the binding power of a betrothal 
would have been reached before the groom was given such a valuable gift. 
The last quoted text especially suggests another look at CH § 159 ff. One 
should note that no explicit mention is made as to the function of the biblum, 
no hint is given how the transfer of the biblum bound the two parties involved 
to fulfill their respective obligations with regard to the intended marriage. 
An interpolation of ter!Jatam iddin as a way to resolve the problems of inter
pretation has been rejected by Koschaker, Studien, 133 note 13. Or should 
ana bit emim bib lam usiibil be without legal significance, just referring to an 
act of custom as originally anticipated by Koschaker ? This seems to be a 
possibility and would not be contradicted by the regulations of CH § 159 ff. 
where, if correctly assumed, the forfeiture or twofold indemnification of the 
biblum is included in the words sa ibbablusum itabbal and uStasannama utar. 
Also, no regUlation dealing with the termination of a concluded marriage refers 
to biblum, but only to ter!Jatum (brideprice) . This would indicate its limited 
function, that it expires with the conclusion of the marriage. 

All this leaves us to doubt the function of biblum as a betrothal gift con
sidering that such a gift should be expected to be made by the groom or his 

37 Finkelstein's interpretation in "Ana bit emim", quoted, of bit emim 
as nuptial chamber is not satisfactory, d. e. g. CH § 159 which is concerned 
with events before the bride and groom would enter the nuptial chamber but 
nevertheless it refers to biblum and ter!Jatum brought ana bit emiSu / emim. 
See also the criticism by R. Yaron, Laws, quoted, p. 126 f. 
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emmissary at an very 'early point in the courtship. One should therefore 
consider the possibility that m u . p a d  . d a is a betrothal gift and biblum 
has another function. This will have to be done at a later point of our 
discussion. 

We now must examine in greater detail the text UET 5 636. This text 
has been extensively treated by Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies and additional 
remarks were made by Landsberger, Jungfraulichkeit, 77 ff. But since Green
gus was mainly interested in marriage ceremonies and rites, it is necessary 
to elaborate on those sections which are of importance in the present discus
sion. The text consists of 14 sections listing expenditures given at particular 
occasions before, during, and after the marriage. Sections (1 ) ,  (3) -(7), and 
( 13) 38 record foodstuffs and beverages taken to persons which seem to belong 
to the groom's family: 

( 1 )  Gold, a silver ring and garments (together worth 14 2/3 shekels 
of silver) and a piece of headwear (without money equivalent) as n i g . b a 
(gift) for ApIum. 

(3) "For those who brought the biblum to me 39 one sila of oil with 
which they anointed themselves" (no money equivalent given) . Flour, beer 
(without money equivalent) , two sheep, butter and oil worth together three 
shekels of silver, and cakes (without money equivalent) "I let PN, his brother, 
take at the occasion of the . . .  of the tray".  

(4) When the two women Sat-Ilabrat and Ea-Lamassi, whose relation 
to the groom is not clear, came (illikiinim) they received one sheep (worth 
one shekel of silver) , beer (without money equivalent) , . . .  and oil (worth one 
shekel of silver) . 

(5) "When . . .  came (illikam) to Ur they took to him (ublusum) " 
(worth one half shekel of silver) and beer (without money equivalent) . 

(6) "When his (i. e. the groom's) mother came (illikam) to Ur they 
took to her (ublusim) "  one sheep (worth 1 1 /2 shekel of silver) , and also beer 
and flour (both without money equivalent) . 

(7) The groom's mother performed some rite in the Enki-gate. At 
this occasion "they took (ubluSim) to her" bread, beer (without money equi
valent) and one . . .  -sheep (worth one shekel) . 

( 13) "[PJN came to me to Ur and they brought for him" bread, beer 
(without money equivalent) and :fine oil (worth one shekel of silver) . PN's 
relation, who came after the bride left her father's house, to any of the other 
persons remains unknown. 

The recipients can be identified - under the assumption that ApIum is 
the groom 40 and that the pronominal suffixes in s e s .  a .  n i and ummasu refer 
to ApIum - as the groom, his brother, and his mother. No specific relation 
to the groom can be established for those who brought the biblum, for Sat
Ilabrat and Ea-Lamassi and for the persons in sections (5) and (13) .  We as
sume with Greengus that they are all relatives of the groom. 

In section (3) it is stated that "I ( = the bride's father) had PN, his broth
er, take" a variety of foodstuffs. Since the document is basically written 

38 I follow the arrangement given by Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies. 
39 All ventives in this text can, of course, also be translated "to me" rather 

than "to Ur" in the wider sense. 
40 See Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies, 58. 
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from the point of view of the bride's father (see lines 36 and 39 : ana bitija) 
it is reasonable to assume that the gift ( n  i g .  b a )  for the groom, ApIum, in 
section ( 1 )  also came from the bride's father, although no verb expressly stat
ing that is found. Nor is there a verb indicating who gave the oil for anoint
ment to those who brought the biblum in section (3) , or in section (4) where 
expenditures for Sat-Ilabrat and Ea-Lamassi are listed. But in both cases 
we may safely assume that the bride's father distributed these things. But 
who are the people who took (ublusum, ubluSim) foodstuffs and beverages to 
the persons in sections (5) and (13) and to the groom's mother in sections (6) 
and (7) ? Two possibilities are open: ( 1 )  The text is formulated unprecisely 
and the third person plural simply expresses that these things were taken to 
those persons on order of the bride's father by members (even servants) of 
his household. (2) The other interpretation would be that "they" are per
sons, related to the bride's father, who took these things to members of the 
groom's family in their own right, perhaps required by custom. It should 
be noted in this context that the bride's father is the one who gives to the 
groom, to those who brought the biblum, and to Sat-Ilabrat and Ea-Lamassi, 
whereas "they" give in sections (5)-(7) and (13) to two persons, whose rela
tions to the groom remain unknown, and to the groom's mother. 

The total value of the things distributed to presumed members of the 
groom's family is more than 30 shekels of silver consisting of 25 2/3 shekels 
for those things whose prices are given and more than 4 1/3 shekels for those 
where no money equivalent is given 41. This is a considerable amount. The 
amounts of foodstuffs listed on each occasion suggest that they could well 
provide for a good meal for several persons 42. 

We now have to come back to two suggestions made in the previous dis
cussion: (1 )  that the expression biblam ana bit emim wabiilum / subulum could 
mean to bring or have the biblum brought to the "house" ( = family) of the 
bride's father, indicating that not only he, but also other members of his house
hold were recipients of the biblum 43. (2) That ublusum / ublusim indicates 
that members of the bride's family other than her father transfer gifts con
sisting of foodstuffs to members of the groom's family. At this point we have 
to mention again the words u d u .  n i g .  d e . a .  m u n u sus . s a . e .  n e and u d u . 
n i g .  d e . a .  m u n u s .  e .  n e in Hh., Forerunner 96 and 96a, to be translated 
as "sheep given as biblum by the in-laws / by the women " 44. 

41 Based on W. Schwenzner, Zum altbabylonischen Wirtschaftsleben (MVAG 
19/3, Leipzig, 1915), 104, and CE § 1 .  

42 Note however, that sheep given to the members of the groom's family 
were given, presumably, alive which may be concluded from UET 5 636: 37 
where, at another occasion, the slaughtering of a sheep is mentioned explicitly. 

43 Our interpretation of the text, however, does not rest on this inter
pretation of bit emim alone. Comparative material could be quoted (cf. e. g. 
the biblical account in Gn 24, 53 where Eliezer presents gifts to the bride's 
brother and mother, discussed by Neufeld, Ancient Hebrew Marriage Laws 
1 1 5  as complementary gifts (migdanoth) ; also in A. Jacobson (above note, 22) , 
but there is also an inner logic which suggests that members of the bride's 
family other than her father were receiving some of these gifts. 

44 Landsberger, jungfraulichkeit, 95 translates : "Hochzeitsgaben, gegeben 
von den Brautigamen bzw. von den Frauen (Brauten)" .  For the rendering 
of m u n u sus . s  a cf. 1nanna's Descent 354 (S. N. Kramer, jCS 5 [I95 IJ 14, and 
also SEM 88 II 2 + dupl.,  both quoted by Greengus, Marriage Ceremonies, 
70 with note 100) where Dumuzi says to Utu, 1nanna's brother, "I am your 
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The interpretation of the evidence discussed so far permits the following 
conclusions. On the occasion of a marriage gifts were exchanged between 
the two families involved following some rule of reciprocity 45. Different 
members of both families were the recipients, and there is also the possibility 
that members from the two families other than the groom (or his father) and 
the bride's father, were givers in their own right, perhaps required by custom. 
These gifts, as far as can be established, consisted of foodstuffs and beverages. 
This distinguishes them from the brideprice which consisted of money (silver) . 
Exceptional is a gift consisting of jewelry and clothes given to the groom by 
the bride's father. These gifts were apparently exchanged according to rules 
of custom, not of law, since they do not figure in settlements following the 
termination of a legally concluded marriage 46. 

Finally we have to ask what function this mutual exchange of gifts had 
at the occasion of a marriage. It has been noted repeatedly that marriage in 
Old Babylonian times is not an arrangement between the groom and the bride, 
not even between the groom and the bride's father, but between the two fa
milies 47. Therefore, the exchange of gifts between the two families has a 
function which goes beyond the marriage of a young man and a young woman. 
We may now refer to the proposition made earlier 48 in the discussion that 
biblum was not a gift binding the two families to the betrothal but that it served 
another function. This becomes even more suggestive when we consider 

(brother)-in-law (m u n u sus . s  a . z  u . m  e . e  n) ".  This would result in a trans
lation "sheep, (given) as (wedding) gift(s) by the in-laws" as opposed to "sheep, 
given as (wedding) gift(s) by the women (i. e. the bride's [ ?J family)" .  

45 Note, that the brideprice is not reciprocated in goods, but only in giv
ing the groom the right to marry (a!Jazum) the bride. The dowry cannot be 
understood as a counteryart of the brideprice since they do not originally occur 
together. The reciprocIty of the gift exchange is vaguely anticipated by Green
gus, Marriage Ceremonies, 72 ; more explicitly but too generally stated by 
Landsberger, ]ungjraulichkeit, 98, n. 1 ,  on the basis of u d u . n i g . d e . a .  
m u n u SUS . s  a . e . n  e and u d u . n  i g . d  e . a . m  u n u s . e . n  e. The custom of 
reciprocal (gift) exchange on occasion of a marriage is also indicated by the 
proverb m u n u sus . s a . 'ruR t a  m u . u n . i r . r a . b i u s b a r(�) . e  t a  b i . 
i n . b u r . r a .  b i "What has an fiance brought, what did a father-in-law give 
for it ?" (Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs, 1 . 169, quoted by C. Wilke, "ku-li", ZA 
59 [1969J 76, n. 46, and WO 4 [1968J 1 55) , but is too far removed in time to 
be considered as direct proof. 

46 The question could be raised what happened to the gifts received by 
the groom's family in case a marriage was not concluded. The CH §§ 159 ff. 
stipulate forfeiture or twofold indemnification of biblum and ter!Jatum but 
do not mention any gift received by the groom's family. It seems that these 
gifts were not mentioned because they were not yet given: This may be de
duced from the following: if the sequence of events as given in UET 5 636 
is a fair reflection of what would ordinarily happen prior to a marriage then 
the biblum was handed over before all the gifts went to members of the groom's 
family. If therefore at this point either party decides not to conclude the 
marriage only biblum and ter!Jatum could be subject to the subsequent financial 
settlement. But in any case one has to be aware that numerous questions 
will remain unanswered. The law codes, for instance, are also not interested 
in two other gifts : n i g . b a ( U  ET 5 636: 5, see above ( 1 ) )  and mupaddu (above 
note 34) . Is this the case because these gifts were only made according to 
rules. of custom? But why then is biblum - which seems to fall into the 
same category (see above, p. 266 and 268) - mentioned in CH §§ 1 59 ff. ? 

47 See Koschaker, Eheschliessung, 280. 
48 See above 'p. 270. 
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that the biblum was not brought by the groom but by others including his 
brother(s) 49. These people are thus participating in the process of an ex
change of goods. This exchange is a means of building or maintaining an 
alliance, a close relationship, between these two families 50. Only on this 
basis can the custom of transferring gifts between two families be fully under
stood. "Maintaining alliances" would of course imply that a custom of pre
ferential marriage existed. There is only a slight indication that such a custom 
existed among tribal groups in northern Babylonia 51, but nothing is known 
about its existence among the settled population. "Building alliances" would 
imply a society of people without a custom of preferential or prescribed mar
riage. Such conditions would most likely prevail in towns or cities, if it could 
be shown that urbanization resulted in a large scale break-up of family ties 
or alliances 52. 

The discussion and interpretation of an unique document, UET 5 636, 
in the light of a concept obtained from elsewhere has resulted in a surprisingly 
coherent picture which I had not originally anticipated. It seems, therefore, 
unnecessary to quote extensively from other sources as proof 53. The evi
dence used in this discussion covers only a limited span of time and only one 
marriage type, marriage by purchase. It must be left to another occasion 
to find out whether in previous or later periods this custom of gift exchange 
on the occasion of marriage existed. 

49 See above p. 269. 
50 Landsberger, ]ungjriiulichkeit, 82 "Verschwagerung" ; Greengus, Mar

riage Ceremonies, 65 f. refers to kirrum "as a rite which symbolized the change 
of relationships and the incorporation of new family members" .  kirrum has 
not been treated in our discussion, since it seems to have no specific meaning 
in UET 5 636 : 33 other than "drinking party" for which the bride's father 
provided 60 sila beer (ca. 50 litres) . kirrum, provided by the groom for the 
bride's parents, as a constituting element in concluding a marriage occurs in 
CE §§ 27 f. which, however, do not refer to a marriage by purchase (with ter
lJatum) . 

51 See my article "marat ili" in AfO 24 (1973) . 
62 See my remarks CRRAI 18 181 end of note 53. 
53 E. Westermarck, The History of Human Marriage (1922), vol. 2, 397 fl. 

gives reference to the customs of transfer of gifts on the occasion of a marriage 
among numerous societies. The whole process of mutual gift exchange be
comes, however, much more transparent in A. Jacobson's book (see above, 
note 22) because of its restriction of describing only the evidence coming from 
a limited area. 

Orientalia - 18 
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Notes on Nintur 

Thorkild JACOBSEN - Cambridge, Mass. 

The invitation to contribute to this volume in honour of Professor Ignace 
Gelb called for a brief paper dealing with method, specifically with the pheno
menological method, as it applies to the study of Ancient Mesopotamian reli
gion. Seeking to comply as nearly as possible with this request we have chosen, 
since a fulldress discussion of method would hardly be feasible in the space 
available 1, merely to restate briefly what to us appears as the fundamental 
methodological distinctions, and then to illustrate and comment on - subjec
tively and without systematic intent - some of the further problems that arise 
as one approaches a group of related data in these terms. We have chosen to 
take a cursory look at some of the names, epithets, and belongings of the An
cient Mesopotamian goddess Nintur that are mentioned in Gudea's Statue A. 
We lay no claim to completeness. Nor do we attempt in dealing with 
them to furnish anything resembling a rounded study of the divine figure; 
these are only random notes looking toward such an undertaking. 

Fundamental Distinctions 

The methodological distinctions that seem to us basic for a rewarding 
study of religion we have on previous occasions stated as follows : 

1 .  The Ground of Religion and the Study of Religion 
"Basic to all religion, formal or otherwise, is a unique experience which 

with a term coined by Rudolph Otto, is usually called the 'numinous' experi
ence. Otto has analyzed it as the experience of a Mysterium Tremendum et Fas
cinosum, a confrontation with the 'Wholly Other', outside normal experience 
and indescribable in terms of normal experience, terrifying, rangiIig from sheer 
demonic dread through awe to sublime majesty, and fascinating, with irresist
ible attraction, demanding unconditional allegiance. It is the human response 
to this experience in thought (mythology and theology) and action (cult) 
which constitutes religion, and it is with the manifold forms which the response 
takes that the study of religion properly concerns itself. The aim of such 
study must be, beyond all, to understand and to interpret the various religious 

1 The interested reader will find such a discussion in G. van der Leeuw, 
Religion in Essence and Manifestation (Gloucester, Mass. 1 967), chapters 107-
1 10, vol. II p. 671-695. 
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forms as response, as ultimately meaningful in relation to the underlying numi
nous experience only" 2. 

2. The Religious Metaphor 
Since the Numinous is altogether other, not of this world, it cannot be 

described; for all available terms are based on experience in this world and so 
do not apply. At most it is possible to evoke the response of the numinous 
experience by analogy, in metaphors 3. Because of this, the particular meta
phors which a given culture or cultural period lights upon as especially meaning
ful and effective are of central interest, for they represent its way of conveying 
its understanding of the Numinous and forms a bridge from immediate expe
rience in the religiously gifted to mediate experience in the great masses, and 
are also the means by which one generation hands on its religious insights to 
the next. As such metaphors must count names, forms and functions of the 
gods, even the term god itself; and they are presumed in, and underlie, the 
building of temples and the performing of rituals. 

In dealing with religious metaphors the fact that they are metaphors 
should not be forgotten, they are Janus-faced. On the one hand they are firmly 
grounded in experience of this world as conditioned by the culture out of which 
they come, and must first be understood in those terms. On the other, their 
function is precisely to point beyond themselves to something not of this world. 
They can serve, Janus-like, as doors to ultimate understanding only if that is 
kept in mind. 

3. The Secular Grounding of the Metaphor 
The religious metaphor is taken from culturally conditioned, culturally 

determined, experience and so must first of all be understood in terms of func
tion within that culture 4. In the case of Ancient Mesopotamian religion, the 
data for which are conditioned by a culture so far from us in time and place, 
such understanding is no easy matter. There is, however, only one road toward 
it : continued study seeking to grasp the culture and its value organically and as 
a whole, trusting to insights that light up and clarify beyond what one expected, 
checking and rechecking in empathy against new data, new possibilities as 

2 "Formative Tendencies in Sumerian Religion", in The Bible and the 
Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell A lbright, ed. G. Ernest 
Wright (New York 1961) p.  267 = Anchor Books edition (Garden City 1965),  
p .  353 = Toward the Image of Tammuz (Cambridge, Mass. 1970; henceforth 
TIT) , p. 1 .  

3 See Rudolph Otto, The Idea of the Holy (London 1950) p .  7.  
4 We are happy to find ourselves in agreement on this point with Profes

sor Ge1b's statement: "As all man's ideas about things divine are human, it is 
my firm belief that we shall never know what was the nectar of the gods until 
we learn what was the daily bread of the people" A S  16  (Chicago 1965) p.  62 . 
It is not quite clear to us, however, why, as stated just before the passage here 
quoted, a study of the resurrection of Tammuz (arranged for by Inanna at the 
end of the Myth of Inanna's Descent) or of Sumerian beliefs in afterlife (described 
in detail in the Istory Gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the Nether World) must be 
fruitless. Since a culture is an organic whole, a system, it would seem to us 
that one 'should try to understand it as a whole, not in fragments, and that no 
cultural element should be deliberately neglected. 
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presented by philology and archaeology both 5. What Usener so marvelously 
states for the former is equally true for the latter. 

Nur durch hingebendes versenken in diese geistesspuren entschwun
dener zeit, also durch philologische arbeit vermogen wir uns zum 
nachempfinden zu erziehen; dann konnen allmahlich verwandte saiten 
in uns mit schwingen und klingen, und wir entdecken im eignen bewusst
sein die faden, die altes und neues verbinden. Reichere beobachtung 
und vergleichung gestattet weiter zu gehen, und wir erheben uns vom 
einzelnen zum ganzen, von den erscheinungen zum gesetz. Es ware ubel 
mit menschlicher wissenschaft bestellt, wenn wer im einzelnen forscht 
fesseln truge, die ihm vervehrten zum ganzen zu streben. Je tiefer man 
grabt, desto mehr wird man durch allgemeinere erkenntnisse belohnt 6. 

4.  The Sacred Pointing of the Metaphors 
The other side of the metaphor, its function of pointing to, and evoking, 

numinous experience is clearly dependent for its realization both on the degree 
to which the student is able to enter with valid empathy into the culture to 
which it belongs, and on the degree to which he is capable generally of religious 
response - in fine on his openness to symbolization other than his own. 

To state that the student of religion needs must be capable of religious 
sensitivity is nothing very extraordinary, it is not different from saying that 
a student of literature must be capable of literary sensitivity, of sensing e. g. , 
what is poetry and what is not poetry; or that a student of art must be capable 
of sensitivity to art. In the study of religion it means specifically that one is 
willing to draw on one's own religious experience to understand sympatheti
cally forms that may at first seem empty or even repellent, while at the same 
time guarding against reading into the data things that are not there. 

A characteristic feature of the oldest Mesopotamian metaphors is what 
we have termed "intransitivity" 7 .  The Ancient Mesopotamian tended, imme
diately and unrefiectedly, to see a numinous experience as a revelation of pow
er to, and in, a dominant phenomenon of the situation of the experience. 
The power was, so to speak, the numinous elan vital of the phenomenon, a will 
in it to be and thrive in its particular form and manner. Only with the advent 
of the ruler metaphor did a new "transitivity" of certain gods appear : Will 
to social justice and morality, will and power to victory over enemy armies etc. 

In seeking to understand the pointing of such situationally conditioned 
religious metaphors it is obviously of help to seek to clarify to oneself what 
was the situation, in nature or society, from which the metaphor was taken. 
As we have stated earlier in dealing with the figure of Dumuzi : "We must try 

5 A. Leo Oppenheim, A ncient Mesopotamia (Chicago 1964) contains a 
chapter entitled "Why a 'Mesopotamian Religion' should not be Written" in 
which these difficulties are stressed to the point of defeatism. Oppenheim 
gives as reasons : "the nature of the available evidence, and the problem of com
prehension across the barriers of conceptual conditioning" (op. cit., p. 1 72) 
but these same reasons for giving up could with equal right be applied to any 
other aspect of Ancient Mesopotamian civilization and even to any attempt 
at makillg a dictionary. If the early decipherers, who faced far greater difficul
ties, had let themselves be thus easily discouraged, cuneiform would still be 
a closed book. 

6 Hermann Usener, G6tternamen (Bonn 1896) , . p. vii. 
7 In "Toward the Image of Tammuz", History of Religions 1 ( 1961) 190-

192 = TIT, p. 74-76. 
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to identify the concrete loci in the external world in which a feeling of being in 
the presence of divine power of that particular kind, suggestive of that parti
cular symbolization, may naturally have arisen. For it is only there that we 
may hope to find common ground in reality with the myth. Once we have iden
tified the loci in the external world in which the particular experience that is 
symbolized and given form in the god came to the Ancients, we can try, out 
of our own human experience to recapture in sympathetic understanding such 
value and truth as that symbolization may possess as an expression of the 'un
changing human heart' " 8. Guiding for understanding and evaluation must 
always be the fact that in so far as data are religious data they reflect, directly 
or indirectly, numinous experience. 

Nintur 

The Name Nintur 
Statue A of Gudea, the divine names, epithets etc. of which we wish to 

consider, was destined for a Temple built for a goddess - a very well known 
one - who is called by two different names. Once she is Ninhursaga(k) and 
once Nintur 9. Omitting Gudea's cartouche on the shoulder of the statue the 
inscription reads 10 : 

d N i n - h u r - s a g  
n i n - u r u - d a - m u - a  
a m a - d u m u - d u m u - n e  
n i n - a - n i  
G u - d e - a  
e n s  i k (PA-,£E-SI) 
L a g a s a k i - k e 4  
e - u r u - G h - s u  k i - k a - n i  
m u - n a - d u  

8 History of Religions 1 (1961) 189 = TIT, p. 73. A former pupil, 
Mr. B .  Alster, has taken exception to this statement in his study Dumuzi's 
Dream (Copenhagen 1972) p. 10-12. He says (p. 12) : "As a result of the emotion
al approach which is especially apparent in the final statement of the quota
tion above, that myths contain certain values which may be grasped by the 
sympathetic understanding, the evidence of the different sources is not eval
uated systematically in Th. Jacobsen's study" . It is not clear to us why sym
pathetic understanding must act to preclude systematic evaluation of sources -
we should have thought, rather, it might have helped - and we find Alster's 
frowning on sympathetic understanding and unwillingness to allow that an
cient materials might be bearers of values oddly conformable with the method
ology recommended, not on best authority, to the student in Faust: "'Ver will 
was Lebendigs erkennen und beschreiben, / Sucht erst den Geist heraus zu trei
ben, / Dann hat er die Teile in seiner Hand, / Fehlt leider ! nur das gei
stige Band". 

9 In favor of reading d N i n -'£U as d N i n - t u r 5 is the gloss t u r in 
A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pi. 12 .16 and writings showing the final - r  such as 
[ d J [ N J i n -'£u- r e ,  TRS 12.24 and d N i n  -'£u- r a (anticipatory genitive),  
PBS V no 1.  i. 39; also A d a b k i - u r u - d N i n -'£u- r a - t a Falkenstein, 
ZA 55 p. 23 note 80 etc. See also A. Sjoberg, The Collection of the Sumerian 
Temple Hymns (Locust Valley 1969; henceforth TH, p. 72. 

10 Dec. pi. 20 and 15 no. 5, Dec. ep. p. vi ff., cf. SAKI, p. 66a. 
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ii u r u d u x a l a l - k u - g a - n i 11 

m u - n a - d i m  
g e s d u r - g a r - m  a h - n  a m - n  i n - k  a - n i  
m u - n a - d i m  
e - m a h - n i - a  m u - n a - n i - k u r 4  
k u r - M a - g a n k l - t a  

iii n a 4 - e s i  i m - t a - e 11 
a l a n - n a - n i - s. e  
m u - d u  
n i n - a n - k i - a  - n a m _· t a r - r e - d e 

d N i n - t u r o  
a m  a - d i  g i r - r  e - n  e - k e  4 
G u - d e - a  
l u - e - d u - a - k a  
n a m - t i - I a - n i  m u - s u d  
m u - s e  m u - n a - s a 4  
e - a  m u - n a - n i - k u r 4 

For (divine) Ninhursaga, 
the queen contemporary (lit. "sprouted forth") with the city, 
the mother of all children, 
his mistress, 
did Gudea, 
ruler 
of Lagash, 
build 
her temple in the city Girsu (lit. "her Girsu-city-house" ) .  
Her holy (copper) water pail 
he fashioned for her. 
Her august queenly seat 
he fashioned for her, 
and brought it in for her in her august temple. 
From the highlands (of) Magan 
he brought down dolerite 
and shaped (lit. "gave birth to") it 
into his statue. 
"The queen (entitled) to make decisions in (all) heaven and earth, 
Nintur, 
mother of the gods, 
has lengthened the life 
of Gudea, 
the man (in charge) of building the temple" 
he named it for her 
and brought it in for her into the Temple. 

Taking the information here given as a starting point for trying to understand 
the character of the goddess to whom the statue was dedicated we may begin 

11 For DUB as graphic variant of URUDU in older time see CAD E p. 32 1 
s. v. eru A quoting A IIIjS : I ! .  
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by considering the second of the two names used for her, Nintur. This name, it 
may be noted first of all, is written with a sign t u r 5 (TU) which, as shown by 
its earlier forms 12, was originally the picture of a reed-hut with a tall decora
tive spar or spire, similar to the reed-huts pictured in early representations of 
sheepfolds and cowpens 13. Such a picture also underlies another sign with value 
t u r ,  the sign t it  r ,  "cowpen" (Akk. tarba$u) 14, and the difference between 
this sign and t u r 5 in their original forms is so slight - in t it r the spar points 
straight up, in t u r 5 it tilts - that it is tempting to assume that they were 
originally mere orthographic variants of a single original sign picturing the 
hut of a cowpen and representing the Sumerian word t u r "cowpen". 

In a study of the huts shown in early representations of sheepfolds and 
cowpens P. Delougaz has called attention to the small and weak lambs or calves 
that are typically shown emerging from them, and he argues convincingly 
that they are meant to represent newborn animals coming out of a hut to which 
the mother animals were brought to give them needed protection and help in 
lambing or calving 15. 

The suggested function of the hut in fold and pen as a "birth-hut", a shel
ter for the pregnant ewes and cows when about to give birth and, presumably, 
a shelter also for animals needing protection and care because of sickness, goes 
far to explain and unify the values and meaning attested for the sign t u r 5 
(TU) . When read t u r 5 it can denote "baby" (serrum) ,  "weak" (la'u) , "young" 
($ehrum), "delicate" (laku), and "goat-kid" (laliu) ; when read d u it means 
"to shape", "construct" (banu) and "to give birth" (waladu) , while, signifi
cantly, when read d u r x it denotes "illness" (mur$u), "ill" (mar$u), "to fall 
ill" (mara$u), and "to distress" (murru$u) 16. 

The word for the birth-hut in the cowpen, t u r , was also used metaphor
ically to designate the organ which in a woman's body fulfilled a similar func
tion, the womb. This metaphorical use is strikingly attested to in an incanta
tion to aid childbirth 17 which begins : 

m u n u s - e  e - t it r - a m a s - k it - g a  i m - d a - a n - z e - e b 
b a - n a  

e - d u - u d - g a l  e - t it r - a m a s - k it - g a  i m - d a - a n -
z e - e b - b a - n a  

n u m u n - z i - n a m - l u - u x - r k a '  s a - g a  
e e 4 - s a - g e - r i - a  k a - k e s k i - S i - d u  

s u m s u - m u  

b a - n i - i n - r i  
l u - r a  d u m u  

m u n u s - e  it - l a l - e  z U ' z u l - b i - b i - i n g u - u b - g u b  
s a - g a l - d a  b i - i n - g u r  

12 See A. Falkenstein, Archaische Texte aus Uruk (Berlin/Leipzig 1936), 
sign no. 2 13. 

13 See P. P. Delougaz, "Animals Emerging from a Hut", ]NES 27 (1968) 
196 and 186 f., figs. 2-1 1 .  

14 See Fa.lkenstein, Archaische Texte aus Uruk. 
15 Delougaz, ]NES 27 (1968) 184-1 97.  
16 See a -A-naqu VII4 60-70 published by Goetze, ]GS 13 ( 1959) 120. 
17 VAT 8381 quoted W. W. Hallo and J. J. A. van Dijk, The Exaltation 

of Inanna (New Haven 1968), p. 53 22• We know the full text from a xerox of 
van Dijk's copy which he generously placed at our disposal. The text striking
ly confirms Delougaz's interpretation of the birth-hut motif in the article 
quoted above notes 13  and 15 .  
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u - l a l - n i g - k i  ! - a g - g a - n i z u z u  b h i - i n g u - u b - g u b  
s a - g a l - d a  b i b i - i n - g u r  

m u n u s - e  u 4 - d a - n i  i t i - d a - n i  [ n ] a - n a m  

This woman, as she sweetened with it the birth-hut-house of the pure 
fold, 

as she sweetened with it the house causing birth-giving to be, the 
birth-hut-house of the pure fold, 

had (the makings) of a rightful human seed ejected in (her) insides, 
a semen ejected in (her) insides, contracted for (by marriage contract) , 

giving the man a son. 
This woman tasted the honeysweet pasturage and from the fodder 

she grew thick, 
Tasted the honeysweet pasturage the thing she loves, and from the 

fodder she grew thick 
This woman - it is verily her month, her day. 

The metaphorical use of the word for birth-hut to denote uterus, womb, 
here met with helps to clarify the etymology of the usual Sumerian word for 
"womb", "uterus", which was written s a g 4 - t it r and was borrowed into 
Akkadian as sassurum "womb" .  It apparently constitutes a partitive apposi
tion 18 and denotes "the birth-hut ( t  it r )  of the insides/innards ( s  a g 4 ) ". 
Also the use of the sign TUR with inscribed MUNUS "woman" to denote the word 
a r h u s "womb", "compassion", thus becomes clear. 

Returning, then, to the sign t u r 5 (TU) and its use in the name Nintur, 
we may assume an original meaning "Lady ( n  i n )  Birth-hut ( t  u r 5) " with 
a potential metaphorical use also for "Lady ( n  i n )  Womb ( t  u r 5 ) " . This 
latter meaning for the name is directly attested by the equations given in the 
god-list An:Anum 19 

d N i n ( ! ) - t u r 5 20: d5assurum (sA-TUR) 
d S a g 4 - t it r  " 

and is further confirmed by the Akkadian name for the goddess, 5assurum, 
used e. g., in the Atra-hasis myth 21. 

With the philological evidence agrees the archaeological testimony. It 
has long been realized that a curious omega-shaped (n) emblem found on 
boundary stones and on Old-Babylonian clay plaques is an emblem of Nintur/ 
Ninhursaga. In a detailed study of this emblem Henri Frankfort was able to 
demonstrate, by adducing Egyptian parallels, that it constituted a schematic 

18 On this type of noun formation see Poebel, ZA 37 (1927) 248. 
19 KA V 64 ovb i. 18-19 (correct to rev. ii. 18-19) cf. the related entries 

CT XXIV pI. 26 obv. ii 135, CT XXV pI. 30 K 2 109 i. 12 and MSL IV, 
p. 6. 35. 

20 Thus emend with Landsberger MSL IV, p. 6 note to 1. 35, and restore 
with him CT XXIV pI. 26.25 as d N i n !  - t it r : S a - s u - r u [ d  S a - t u r : 
MIN MIN] . 

21 See W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, A tra-hasis (Oxford 1969), 
p. 56 K 6634 (V) Obv. 1-2 and lines 189-190 of the OB version, also op. cit. 
p. 64 line 295, p. 102 line 43 and 46 etc. 
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rendering of the uterus of a cow 22. Since the divine emblems of Ancient Meso
potamia may generally be considered survivals of older, nonanthropomorph 
forms of the deities they belong to 23 Nintur was probably at one time envis
aged under the form of a cow's uterus, the organ in and of which she was the 
power. 

The goddess then, would seem to be in essence numinous power in and 
behind the reproductive process of the cow. That power had its locus in the 
birth-hut of the cowpen and so became symbolized by it. More specifically 
yet, it resided in the reproductive organ, the uterus, of the cow for which, meta
phorically, the birth-hut came to serve, as "birth-hut of the insides". 

It was, as the herdsman well knew, a power for good, a power vitally im
portant to him and his survival. But it was not only and always that, occa
sionally instead of a live well-made calf it might decide to produce a monstrous 
stillborn young. As the great hymn to Enlil says 24 : 

k u r - g a l  d E n - l i l - d a  n u - m e - a  
d N i n - t u r 5 n u - u g 5 - g e  s a g - g i s  n u - r a - r a  
a b - e  e - t u r - r a  a m a r - b i  n u - s u b - b e 
U s a m a s - b i - a  s i l a 4 - g a - g i g  n u - e  

Without (warrant of) the great mountain, EnliI, 
Nintur could not let die, could not slay, 
The cow would not lose its calf in the cattlepen, 
The ewe not bring forth a premature lamb in its sheepfold. 

It was a power not to be taken for granted. 
Having thus tentatively located the concrete locus in the external world 

"the hut for calving in the cowpen", in which a feeling of being in the presence 
of divine power such as is characteristic of Nintur may naturally have arisen, 
we may consider next the other name used for her by Gudea, that of 
Ninhursaga. 

The Name Ninhursaga 
The name Ninhursaga is etymologically transparent; it means "The Lady 

of the Foothills". H u r s a g ,  the term which we have translated "Foothills", 
has actually a somewhat wider application. It can denote the foothills and 
near mountain ranges of the Iranian highlands in the East, but also the stony 
Arabian desert bordering the alluvium of Southern Mesopotamia in the west. 
Basically, therefore, it would seem to denote "stony ground", "rock" 25. 

22 H. Frankfort, "A Note on the Lady of Birth", ]NES 3 ( 1944) 198 fi. 
ef. Ursula Seidl, "Die babylonischen Kudurru-Reliefs", Baghdader Mitteilun
gen 4 (Berlin 1 968), p. 202. 

23 See my remarks in "Formative Tendencies in Sumerian Religion", 
p. 269 = TIT, p. 3. 

24 A. Falkenstein, Sumerische Gotterlieder I (Heidelberg 1959) , p. 17 :  
lines 123-126. , 

25 This is suggested by the fact that Abiak on the A b - g a I (apkallatu) 
canal in the extreme west of the Mesopotamian alluvial bordered on the h u r 
s a g  according to the text giving borders fixed by Ur-Nammu published by 
F. R. Kraus, ZA 51 ( 1955) 45-75. See p. 46 obv. ii 1 5-19 describing the west 
side (Kraus, p. 46 1) U r u - a m b a  r - t a h u r - s a g  - s e h u r - s a g  - t a 
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As "the Lady of the Foothills" Ninhursaga may be assumed to be the nu
men of rocky or hilly land, particularly perhaps of the eastern near ranges, and 
this is confirmed by the passage Gudea CyI. B xxii (Frgm. S ii 3-5) 26 in which 
the parentage of her son, the power in the yearly floods NinurtafNingirsu, is 
given thus: 

d N i n - i g i r l - [ s u ] e 4 - z i - d E n - l [ I l - l a, ] 
H u r - s a g - e  d u - d a  
m a s - l u l i m - e  g a - z i - g u 7 - a  

Ningirsu, rightful semen of Enlil, 
born by Hursag (the foothills) 27 
suckled right with milk by deer 

Here Hursag, the personified "Foothills" serves as name for the numinous 
power in them, without any anthropomorph honorary epithet n i n - "Lady" 28, 
just as the early designation of N i n - t u r s was simply T u r s "birth-hut" .  

As numen of the rocky wilds the wildlife belonged to her. In the passage 
just cited her son is suckled by deer and correspondingly Gudea speaks of deer 
as belonging to "the mother of Ningirsu" when he appoints a divine "shepherd 
of deer" called "Lord deer" to care for them in the Temple he built for Ningir
su (CyI. B v 2-6) 29 . 

a - h u r - s a g  - g a a - b a - a - d a b  s AN-ZA-GAR-d N u - m u s - d a - k a - s e 
"from Marsh-town to the h u r s a g , from the h u r s a g , after you have passed 
along the side of the h u r s a g ,  to the Watchtower of Numushda" .  Note 
also the locality AN-ZA-GAR-h u r - s a g - g a " The watchtower of the h u r
s a g", ibid obv. i 20-21 on Abiak's northern boundary. In the region where 
we must locate Abiak no mountains, only the stony Arabian plateau, can come 
into consideration. 

26 TeL VIII pI. LIV, see Andre Baer in RA 65 (1971 )  1-14 especially the 
reconstruction on p. 4 f. 

27 With this should be compared the description of Ningirsu in CyI. A 
VIII. 15-16 I u g a l - gu 1o d N i n - g i r - s u  e n  e 4 - h u s - g i 4 - a  e n - z i  
e 4 - k u r - g a l - e - r i - a  "0 my master Ningirsu, lord, seminal water, red
dened in the deflowering. True lord, seminal water emitted by the 'Great 
Mountain' (Enlil)" .  The reference is to the red waters of the flood as they come 
down the mountain tributaries. 

28 Similarly the "Disputation Between Winter and Summer" 1 1 .  1 1-16 
tells how Enlil in the shape of a bull copulated with H u r - s a g  engendering 
Summer and Winter to whom she subsequently gave birth. Here too there is 
no n i n and no divine determinative before her name, she is just H u r - s a g .  
We owe knowledge of this episode to M. Civil who generously placed his MS. 
edition of the Disputation at our disposal. 

29 Note also that according to Cyl B vi 4-7 deer's milk formed part of 
the breakfast with which Gudea woke up Ningirsu on his first morning in the 
new built temple. Note also the panel from the Ninhursaga Temple at Al Obeid 
showing Ningirsu in his older form as Imdugud with stags. Frankfort finely 
comments on it in his The A rt and A rchitecture oj the A ncient Orient (Harmonds
worth, Middlesex 1956) , p. 30 : "It shows in the centre the lion-headed eagle 
Imdugud, gripping a stag with either claw. The gesture does not represent 
aggression but affinity : the same deity is symbolized by bird and deer" . Wheth
er in the light of these connections the stereotype phrase in royal titles g a -
z i - g U 7 - a d N i n - h u r - s a g  - g a - k a "suckled right with milk by 
Ninhursaga" should be understood as referring to deer's milk is possible, but 
hardly provable. 
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Also other wild animals appear as Ninhursaga's children. In a dying
god lament of her cult she bewails her sons, wild asses perished in the inhospit
able wilds or lost to human captors 30 : 

I am a mother who has given birth, I was mated in vain, was kissed 
in vain was delivered of a sound young in vain 

and she sobs 31 

I gave birth, I gave birth, I gave birth to free youngs 
- for what did I give birth? 

I became pregnant, I became pregnant, I became 
pregnant with free youngs - for what did I become pregnant ? 

I the mother who gave (them) birth, what have I 
for my giving birth, (for) my becoming pregnant ? 

I gave birth to a . . .  , a strong one killed it, 
what have I for it? 

I gave birth to . . .  , a strong one killed it, 
what have I for it ? 

I gave birth to a choice donkey-steed, a lord mounted it 
- what have I for it ? 

I gave birth to a strong mule, a lord hitched it up . .  , 
- what have I for it ? 

And as she is the mother of the free wild animals so correspondingly is her hus
band in later tradition, Shulpae, likewise god of wildlife 32. 

n i  g - n r - l i m m  n - a n - e  d i n  - d a  g a l - l a 
m a s  - a n s  e - n i  g - z i - g a I - e  d i n - n  a 
u r - s a g - d S u l - p a - e  z a - e  l u g a l - b i - m e - e n  
A n - l u g a l - d i g i r - r e - e - n e - k e ,  s u - z u  i m - m a -

a n - s u m  

the quadrupeds of the broad high-desert 
the bucks and the asses, the (wild)-life of the desert, 
o warrior Sulpae, you are their owner, 
An, king of the gods, gave them into your (hands) . 

We mentioned in passing the inhospitable side of the mountain and desert 
wilderness 33. This, though she bewails it in the lament just quoted, is just as 
much part of her nature as giving birth to wildlife. In a lament from the cult 

30 SK 198 obv. 18-19.  
31 Id. 21 -28. 
32 Falkenstein, ZA 55 (1953) 37 lines 35-38. 
33 Cf. the warning given Lugalbanda by his brothers and comrades : h u r 

s a g - g a l  I n - d i l i  n u - d u - u - d a m  I n - b i  I n - r a  n u - g i , 
g i 4 - d a m  b a - r a - g i ,  - g i ,  - n a m "Since a single man is not to 
travel the great h u r s a g ,  since such a man would not be returning to men, 
so you will never return", Claus Wilcke, Das Lugalbandaepos (Wiesbaden 1969) 
p. 126. 1 1 .  335-336. 
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of her daughter, the goddess Lisin, the latter bewails a son of hers, a young 
donkey stallion that has perished, straying from the herd into the wilderness. 
She hopes against hope that it will be found or that it has reached cultivated 
and inhabited areas 34 : 

He will bring it back to me ! He will bring 
it back to me ! 

My strong deputy will bring my donkey stallion 
back to me ! 

Will bring my herd, which got cut off from me, 
back to me ! 

Will bring my foal back to me from its 
destroyed lair ! 

Will bring my wild ass, which got cut off in 
the woods, back to me ! 

[The canal inspector] floating down [ri]ver (in his 
boat) will bring it back to me 

[The farmer] will bring it back to me from its 
flooded field (i. e. where it may be mired down) . 

But she knows very well that it is in vain, her donkey-stallion has perished in 
the wilds and she bitterly blames the numen of the wilderness, her mother 
Ninhursaga 35 : 

To whom should I compare her ? To whom 
should I compare her ? 
I, to whom should I compare her? 

My mother let my (only) one die ! -
I, to whom should I compare her ? 

My mother who bore me, Ninhursaga -
My mother let it die ! -
I, to whom should I compare her? 

To the bitch, that has no motherly compassion, 
let me compare her ! 

Lisina, out of her grief sits alone. 

As to the earliest external form or forms under which Ninhursaga was 
envisaged we are as yet largely in the dark. The form of the deer might be a 
possibility, that of the cow likewise, the latter was perhaps assumed for the 
H u r s a g  in the introduction to the Dispute between Summer and Winter 36. 
In Ninhursaga, then, the character of the wilderness of foothills and stony 
desert is reflected: the power in it to produce wildlife in all its many-fold abun
dance, but also its power to starve and kill, imperiling animals and humans 
alike if they stray into its barren pathless regions. 

34 UET VIz 144 obv. 8-14 d. for restorations ibid. 25-27. 
35 UET VI2 144 obv. 28-33. 
36 See above note 28. 
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All of this is very different from what we found in the case of the name 
Nintur. There the locus in the external world where a feeling of being in the 
presence of divine power of that particular kind appeared to be the birth-hut 
in the cowpen of the domestic herd; here the locus of confrontation would seem 
to be the wild of foothills and stony desert. We seem, thus, to be dealing with 
two quite differently conceptualized responses; which is of course but another 
way of saying that Nintur and Ninhursaga appear to be in origin two distinct 
and different deities, not one. 

Such a conclusion is, in fact very clearly borne out by our older evidence 
as pointed out in detail by Sjoberg 37. In a godlist from Fara (Deimel, Schul
texte, No. 1 col. i) Nintur is listed as d T u r s' In col. vi of the same text, as a 
separate deity, occurs d N i n  - h u r - s a g . From the period of Agade, some 
centuries later, we have an inscription of Naram-Sin which likewise treats the 
two as distinct. It lists dNin-hur-sag if, dNin-turs "Ninhursaga and Nintur". 
Even as late as Ur III it seems possible that the distinction between them main
tained itself here and there. At least the list of offerings TeL v No. 60.53 lists 
items for d N i n - t u r s in ii 29 and such for d N i n - h u r - s a g  separately 
in rev. ii. 3. In the case of a list of offerings like this, however, one cannot real
ly be sure that the different listing implies different deities. They could very 
well stand for offerings to what was considered the same goddess worshiped 
under different names at different sanctuaries 38. 

These clear indications that Nintur and Ninhursaga originally were sepa
rate, different, deities naturally raise the question of how and why they could 
come to be identified and to blend so thoroughly as the data from the time of 
Gudea and onwards indicate that they actually did 39. 

We may here point first to the fact that in spite of differences the two 
deities had very essential features in common: both were goddesses, both were 
powers for animal fecundity and reproduction visualized as mother figures, 

37 Sjoberg and Bergman, TH p. 72-73. It does not, though, look to us 
as if the Temple-Hymns treat Nintur and Ninhursaga as different. 

38 The use of the Sumerian Floodstory (PBS V no. 1) - Nintur, when her 
relations to her offspring are presented (col. i. 3', iii. 15') ,  Ninhursaga when 
she makes decisions with An, Enlil, and Enki (col. i. 13', iii. 18') - is probably 
to be explained as "role-true" designations only. See below p. 295 f. 

39 See below note 84 for the Gudea evidence. In Old Babylonian · times 
and later this blending may also have affected the pictorial renderings. In the 
well known description of dNin-tuys su-ut Digir-mah "the Ninturs of Digirmah" 
(F. Kocher, "Der Babylonische Gottertypentext", MIG I [Berlin 1953J 57-107 
obv. iii 38'-51' )  the puzzling is-tu me-sir--ri-sa ana kan-tap-pi-sa qu-li-ip-tu 
kima (GlM) �iri (MUS) a-ta-at "from her girdle to her footsoles is seen snakeskin 
as of a snake", which does not fit with anything else we know, may be due to 
misinterpretation of the traditional mountain pattern, suitable for Ninhursaga, 
as serpent scales. Further blending of entities and features may be involved 
if, as the plural form Sid might suggest the description has reference to 
the wombgoddesses or sassuriiti identified with d N i n ! - t u r 5 : dSassurum 
(SA-TVR) of the emended KA V 64 obv. i. 18  (See above p. 280 with notes 19 and 
20) . Another possible case of blending of attributes is in the much discussed 
clay plaque showing the goddess with symbols hanging on the wall behind her 
and two emaciated figures squatting on either side of her. Edith Porada who 
has repeatedly treated these and parallelfigures, has identified them, undoubt-
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and both had in their character the polarity of being not only powers for new 
life but at the same time also powers for killing and death. Strikingly different 
is actually mainly that one, Nintur, is a power for reproduction in domestic 
animals, the other, Ninhursaga, for reproduction in wild animals. However, 
since calving and lambing take place in the spring when herds and flocks are 
away from home seeking pasture in foothills and desert, there is an actual coa
lescence of "locus" for the two powers. The birth-hut of Nintur actually stands 
in the domain of Ninhursaga, and it is understandable, to say the least, that 
herdsmen seeing how the power for animal reproduction was not limited to their 
flocks but manifested itself all around them in the increase of wildlife in spring, 
may have felt a single power to be active whether its name be Nintur or Nin
hursaga. 

The Epithet A m a "Mother" 40 

In the inscription on Gudea's Statue A the goddess to whom the statue is 
dedicated is given the epithet a m a - d u m  u - d u m  u - n e "mother of all 
little ones" following her name Ninhursaga, and a m a d i g i r - r e - n e - k e 4 
"mother of the gods" following her name Nintur. The first of these epithets, 
"mother of a1l little ones" indicates that the goddess by Gudea's time had tran
scended her original limitations as a power in animal procreation, wild or tame 
(bovine), and had become a goddess of birth generally. That this development 
began early, long before Gudea, is suggested by the fact that already Mesalim 
calls himself son of Ninhursaga, presumably indicating that he considered her 
the power in, and to, his own human birth 41. 

In itself, of course, the term a m a ,  mother, common to both of the epi
thets of Statue A has both physical and social connotations. However, what 
we have already learned about the locus of manifestation of the goddess desig
nated by it, certainly suggests that the former, the physical, implications of 
the word here are meant to predominate. A glance at the long list of names 
for the goddess given in the Great Godlist and A n :A num bears this out, for 
while they contain few names, if any, that can be interpreted as expressing 
aspects of social motherhood, they abound in names relating to aspects of 
physical motherhood. 

Of such aspects the most prominent, perhaps, is that of the gradual devel
opment of the embryo which is seen as a power in the wombgoddess to shape 
the formless early embryo into a distinctive, recognizable animal or human 

edly rightly, as symbols of death, and following a suggestion of Edzard's she 
has tentatively considered seeing in them representations of the demon Kubu, 
the power in the premature, stillborn, child. Difficult here, however, is the 
emaciated, clearly articulated, and rather mature bodies of the figures which 
do not suggest premature, stillborn, children but adults starving to death. 
It may therefore be worth considering whether we have here rather victims of 
the darker side of Ninhursa�a's character which lets animals and men die from 
hunger when they lose theIr way in her wilderness domain. 

40 With this section cf. Poebel, PBS IV, p. 31-34. 
41 The argument is not conclusive for a goddess was apparently capable 

of taking appropriate shape for such occasions, see Gudea Cyl A xxiii 2 1  where 
Gudea, whose personal goddess was the cowgoddess Ninsuna, is told: "You 
are one born by a flawless cow in its (manifestation as) woman". 
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shape. This particular power in the goddess is often referred to in the texts. 
Thus a hymn to the Temple E-m-zAkl states 42. 

a m a  d N i n - t u r 5 - n i n - u l u t i m - m a  
s a g 4 - k i - k u k k u - g a - k i n - a k - e  
l u g a l - u - d u  m u s - z i  k e s - d i  
e n - u - d u  s a g - m e n - g a - g a  s u - n a  i - g a l 

Mother Nintur, mistress of shaping, 
Working in the innards ("heart") where darkness (reigns) , 
to give birth to kings - to tie on the rightful tiara 
to give birth to enu's, to place crowns on (their) heads, is in her hand. 

A self-praise of Ur-Nammu's 43 proudly states that 

[d NJ i n - t u r 5 - r e g a - e m u - u n - d i m  - d i m  - e n g a -
r i - m u  n u - t u k  

Nintur fashioned me bit for bit, I have none who oppose me 

Hammurabi calls Nintur um-mu ba-ni-ti "my mother who shaped me" 44 and 
Sennacherib, using her Akkadian name, tells us that dBe-lit-ilipl, be-lit nab-ni
ti i-na sasurri a-ga-ri-in-ni a-lit-ti-ia ki-niS ippalsa-an-ni-ma u-$ab-ba-a 
nab-ni-ti "Belit-iIi, mistress of shaping, looked purposively at me in the womb 
of the mother who gave birth to me, devising my shape" 45 - to cite only a 
few such passages. 

In the list of names of the goddess in A n  :A num this function of hers 
would appear to underlie such names as d E n  - a r h u s - d 1 - 1 m d i m  " High 
priestess 'Fashioning Womb' ", d N i n - d 1 _ 1  m d i m  "Lady Fashioner", 
d N i g - z i - g a 1 - d i m  - d i m  - m e "Fashioner (of) all things in which 
is breath of life", and d S a 7 • a - 1  U - u x "Creatress of man" 46. 

In these names, it will be seen, the powers in the womb to give form have 
been personified in some measure though not necessarily more than is implied 
in the use of the honorifics e n  "Highpriestess" and n i n "lady", "mistress", 
we are still dealing with powers in a human or animal organ. Rather further 
on the road to anthropomorphism and to the borrowing of forms from human 
society is a group of names in which the form-giving process in the womb is 
seen as analogous to the kind of shaping and fashioning that artisans do: pot
ters, bronze-casters, and carpenters. Here the goddess, as developer of the 
embryo, takes form as artisan. She is d N i n - b a h a r b  a - h a - a r "Lady 
potter", d T i b i r a  - k a 1 a m  - m a "Bronze-caster, (caster) of the Nation", 

42 Sjoberg and Bergmann, TH p. 46 lines 500-503. 
43 TRS no. 12 line 25. 
44 CH XLIV 73.  
45 OIP I p.  117 lines 3-4. 
46 The power to give shape also has its negative side, the goddess may 

let the young of an animal or a child be born malformed, a monster or freak, 
perhaps stillborn (see above page 281 ) .  This rather cruelly capricious side to 
the goddess is told about in the myth of Enki and Ninmah, - Ninmah is another 
of her many names - where she boasts of her powers to give form, she can make 
the shape of man good or bad at will, and she proceeds to prove her point by 
making human freaks. 
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d T i b i r a  - d i g  i r - r e - e - n e "Bronze-caster, (caster) of the Gods", 
d N a  g a r  - n a m - 1  u - u x - 1  u "Carpenter of Mankind", dN agar-sa-ga 
"Carpenter of (i. e. "in") the innards (Heart/Womb) " .  

When the process of giving shape t o  the embryo is complete the time for 
its birth is at hand. This too was a matter for the goddess. It is she who "sets 
birthgiving going" .  Already in a hymn from Abu $alabikh the Temple of Nin
tur in Kesh, sharing in her essence, is praised for such powers 47 : 

K e s  s i g 4 - d u - d u  
e - t u m u s e n - t u r - g u n  
a m a  d N i n - t u r s - z a g - m i  

Kesh ! brick (structure) causing birthgiving, 
house (which is) a productive young dove -
Praise be Mother Nintur ! 

and in the great hymn in praise of this Temple we hear, in the old version from 
Abu $alabikh 48, that 

d D u r 9 a m a  ( ! ) - g a l  d u - d u - a l - g a - g a  
(Nin)tur, the great mother, sets birth-giving going. 

The corresponding passage in the later version reads 49 :  

d N i n - h u r - s a g - g a  u s u m - g a l - a m  s a g 4 i m - m i 
i n  - d a b  5 - ( var. - u s )  50 

d N i n  - t u - r a - a m a - g a 1 - 1  a ( var. - a m )  d u - d u - m u 
u n - g a - g a  

None but Ninhursaga, uniquely great, makes the innards (heart) 
contract (var. "pushes the innards"), 

None but Nintur, the great mother, sets birth-giving going. 

The same phrase is also used of the goddess, under her name Ninmenna, in 
the Myth of the Creation of the Hoe 51 

d N i n - m e n - n a - k e 4 d u - d u  a l - g a - g a  
Ninmenna sets birth-giving going. 

The name which specifically designates the goddess as setting birth-giving going 
would seem to be dA-ru-ru, a name which may be interpreted as "The germ 
loosener" 52. 

The goddess, though, is not only the power to set birth-giving going, she 
is the power in and to all facets of the process of birth. The form in which she 

47 Biggs, ZA 61  (1971 )  195.  
48 Biggs, ZA 61 (1971 )  202 line 78. 
49 Gragg, "The Kes Temple Hymn", in Sjoberg and Bergmann, TH p. 

172 : lines 77-78. 
50 With s a g  4 • • •  d a b  5 cf. s a g  4 • • •  s u . . .  d i b - d i b :  $eperu 

"pinch", "contract" CAD $ s. v. $eperu p. 132 bilingual section quoting CT 
XVII 25 :34f and KAR 368:7f and other occurrences. 

51 PBS X2 no. 1 6  i.27. 
52 Cf. [ r u ] :[Ru] : ra-mu-u "to loosen", "to free" a -A--niiqu VI, 168. 
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manifests herself is that of the body of the woman in labor and so she 
is d A m  a - d u g  d u - b a - a d b  a d "The mother spreading her legs" and fi
nally d A m  a - d u - u d - d a (var. d A m  a - U - d u - d a )  "The mother who 
has given birth" . Here belongs probably also the name d M u d  k i - e 1i k e s -
d a " Bloodstancher" which may refer to the ceasing of bleeding after birth 53. 

Her holy (copper) waterpail 
One of the things Gudea tells us he had made for NinhursagajNintur 

was "her holy (copper) waterpail".  What this waterpail was for, and what 
its relation to the goddess was, may become clearer as we consider further her 
various aspects. 

A characteristic feature of the growing dominance of anthropomorphism 
in Ancient Mesopotamian religion was a trend to disassociate numinous power 
from its original locus, from the phenomenon in which it was originally seen as 
immanent, and to view it instead as a professional or an official in charge of it. 
In the case of NinhursagajNintur this tendency led, as we have seen earlier, to 
the use of craftsman metaphors to designate her. A far more constant such 
image, however, is that of the midwife; she is d S a g  4 - Z U - d i g  i r - e - n e 
"The midwife of the gods" 54 and she is S a g  4 - Z U - k a 1 a m - m a "midwife 
of the nation" 55. We possess a description of her office and insignia given by 
Inanna in the myth of Enki and World Order 56. It reads. 

d A - r u - r u  n [ i n g - d E n - l i l - l a - k ] e 4 
d N i n - t u r 5 n i n - h [ u r - s a g - g a - k e 4 ] 
[ S i g 4 ] - d u - d u - k u g  n a m - e n - n a - n i  

s [ u  h e - i m - m a - a n - t i ] 
- n i [ h ]  e - i m - m a - a n ZUBI + SIC - a - n i 

h e - i m - m a - d a - a n - r i  
s i l a 3 - g a r - r a - n a 4 z a - g i n - a - n i  

s u  h e - i m - m a - a n - t i  
a - l a l - k u g - n a - d i 5 - g a - n i  

h e - i m - m a - d a - a n - r i  
s a g 4 - z u  k a l a m - m a  h e - e m  

Aruru, the sister of Enlil, 
Nintur, the mistress of the foothills, 
verily holds in (her) hand the sacred brick causing 

birthgiving (emblem of) her office 
of Highpriestess 57 

verily . . .  s her . . .  , verily 

53 For these names see A n  :A num CT XXIV pI. 13 i 33-35, d. the similar 
list pI. 25 ii. 92-93. 

54 CT XXIV. 25 ii. 88. 
55 Enki and World Order line 399, see quotation below. 
56 lines 393-399. 
57 For this restoration see the old Kesh hymn quoted above p. 288. Biggs 

ZA 61 p. 195. The reference is to the birthbrick which is her symbol (see e. g., 
Lambert and Millard, A tra-hasis, p. 60 lines 259, and 6, p. 61 lines 15-16 and 
288 etc. The great godlist lists it as a manifestation of DigirmahjBelitili ( = Nin
tur, Ninhursaga etc.)  under the name [ d ] S i g 4 - z a - g i n - n a  "the (divine) 

Odentalia - 19 
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carries on her arm her birth-chair ( ?) 58 
verily holds in (her) hand her lapis lazuli 

(vessel) in which the afterbirth is placed 69 
verily carries on ' her arm her holy consecrated 60 waterpall 
verily, she is the midwife of the nation 

As will be seen this listing of Nintur's professional equipment includes the very 
kind of pail (a 1 a 1 )  that Gudea speaks of. Presumably it was used by mid
wives to bring, and to heat, water for rinsing blood off the mother and newborn 
child. Gudea is thus seeing to it that the goddess is properly equipped for her 
profession. 

The function of the midwife in Ancient Mesopotamia, and so the potentia
lities of the midwife metaphor, is rather sketchily known to us. Yet a few 
points stand out. 

Before beginning her task the midwife covered her hair with a headdress 61 
which may be reflected in the name d N i n - m e n  - n a "Lady of the Head
dress" for the birthgoddess. The prospective mother seems to have been placed 
in a birth-chair 62, but our data here are vague and unclear. It is possible that, 
as in modern practice, the membranes, if intact, were ruptured with a slender 
rod 63. The term for the actual delivery would seem to be d u m  u - z i ( g )  

pure brick" CT XXIV pI. 22. obv. i. 1 14 .  A restoration to [ n  a 4 J - TU-TU 
"birthstones" suggested by Falkenstein is difficult because, as he himself noted, 
the term for "birthstones" is n a 4 - U - d U ,  not n a 4 - d u - d u . 

58 Reading and meaning of ZUBI-SIG is uncertain. It is mentioned in the 
myth of Enki and Ninmah where Enki tells his mother Nammu to have it put 
together (k e s - d a - n i )  when she is to give birth to man. 

59 With the term s i 1 a 3 - g a r  - r a - n a 4 Z a - g i n  - a - n i "her 1apis
lazuli . . . " d. [ s  J i - 1  a SILA si-[lJi-tum, i-pu "uterine membranes" "after
birth" a. -A--1'tiiqu I 1 6 :27f. and u z u - e 4 - s i 1 a - g a r  - r a i. e. part of the body 
in which (birth) water and afterbirth are situated, explained as re-e-mu "womb" 
and ru-ub-$u "repository" as well as i-pu "membrane", "afterbirth" and i-ba
ku "womb", "uterine membrane", see CAD I s. v. ipu (p. 173) and ibaku (p. 1 ) .  
The term would thus seem to denote " (Vessel) in which the afterbirth is 
placed". It is presumably a shortened form for d u k  - s i 1 a 3 - g a r  - r a "pot 
in which the afterbirth is placed" which occurs in the orthography d u k - s i-
1 a 3 - g a r  in SLT 32 rev. iii. 12, a precursor to Hh X (see MSL VII, p. 204, 
1 02) . The term also occurs in the hymn to Nininsina SRT 6 iii 1-2 7 0bv. 1 1-12 
d u g  k i - s i k i 1 - 1 i - l i  g a. - g a. - d e  d u k - s i 1 a s - g a r - r a - k e 4 s i 
s a. - e - d e g i - d u r k u 5 - d e n a m - t a r  - r e - d e "to bring the Ardat
lili demon to her knees, to deal rightly with the pot of the deposited afterbirth, 
to cut the navel cord and determine fate" .  For all these references see also Fal
kenstein, ZA 56 (1964) 90. 

60 n a - d i 5 (g ) means "to instruct Since water etc. that has been "in
structed" by the orders of a god, a spell, are magically pure, holy, n a - d i 5 -g a can 'in such context be translated as ellu "pure", "holy" in Akkadian. Here 
the reference .is to the goddess' waterpail over which the appropriate spells 
have been sald. 

61 Lambert and Millard, A tra-hasis, p. 62. 284 (read with von Soden Or 
38 [1969J 425f. note 2 i'-pu-ur) . 

62 See above note 58. 
63 Lambert and Millard, op. cit., p. 62 line 282. We restore rhu-lu1 -up 

pa-le-e "the insertion of the palu". For the word palu, a loan from Sumerian 
b a 1 a ,  we have in mind the value "spindle" of the latter and assume palu 
refers to a pointed implement suitable for its purpose. 
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"extracting the child" 64 after which the umbilical cord was cut 66. The knife 
for cutting the umbilical cord is represented on boundary stones of the First 
Millennium as an emblem of NinhursagafNintur together with the Q symbol 66 
but in the texts it is so far only referred to in the case of another birthgoddess, 
d N i n - m u g  "Lady Vulva" 67 who seems to have been kept apart from 
NinhursagafNintur 68. , 

The time of birth, and particularly the time of cutting of the umbilical 
cord, would seem to have been considered a formative period in which any rash 
or angry or illomened word might have lasting consequences for the child 69.  
It was necessary for the midwife and her helpers to speak only in the most pleas
ant mood. The goddess Manungal, in boasting of her skill as birthhelper, ex
presses it succinctly 70 : 

d N i n - t u r 5 - r e ( var. - e )  k i - n a m  - d u m  u - z i - k a 
( var. n a m - d u m  u - z u - a - k a and n a m - d D u m  u -
z i - k a )  m u - d a - a n - g u b - b e  

g i - d u r - k u 5 - d a n a m - t a r  - r e - d a KA- s a 6 - g e - b i 
m u - z u  

64 Cf. the Manungal hymn PBS 12 no. 104 rev. 4-5 and duplicates cited 
below. 

66 See SRT 6 iii. 1-2 = 7 obv. 1 1-12 quoted above in note 57 and PBS 
12 no. 104 rev. 4-5 and duplicates quoted below. 

66 See Seidl, Baghdader Mitteilungen IV (Berlin 1968), p. 13If. and lite
rature there cited. 

67 1. Bernhard and S. N. Kramer, Enki und die Weltordnung (Jaen 1959) , 
p. 239 line 406 n a 4 g i r - z 11 - g a 1 - r x 1 - r s u r 1 - r a - n i h e - e m -
r m a l  - d a - a n - r i "she verily carries her great . , .  flint-flake knife" .  For 
n a 4 g i r - z 11 :  $urru "flint" etc. see CAD $, p. 257 s. v. $urru. Another trans
lation is lu!um (also le!u, ludu) "flake", "blade", see AHw p. 565 s. v. lu!u(m) . 
This latter was presumably also originally of flint, but the word was also used 
of a bronze blade (cf. MSL VII, p. 162 line 52 [ g i r - z J 11 - z a b a r : lu-!u-u 
and other passages cited by von Soden, AHw) and apparently of a sharp flake 
or sliver of reed used for cutting (cf. MSL VII, p. 44.177-179 g i - z 11 :  le-!u-u 
"reed sliver" (lit. "tooth") ,  g i - z 11 - r a - a h : MIN "biting/gashing reed" and 
g i - z 11 - n i g - z 11 - r a - a h :  MIN "reed sliver (for) biting/gashing things" 
and other passages cited A Hw p. 565 li!u(m) ( 1 ) .  The Akkadian lulu in the 
meaning "sliver of reed for cutting" seems to occur also in Atra-hasis MS S 
obv. iii. 5-7 (see Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, p. 60 and addendum p. xi-xii) 
where we would read 14 ki-[irJ-$i tak-ri-i$ 7 ki-ir-$i ana imitti (ZAG) tas-ku-un 
7 ki-ir-$i ana sumeli (GUB) tas-ku-un ina be-ru-su-nu i-ta-di libitta (SIG4) lu-!a-a 
ap-pa-ri ba-ti!-iq a-bu-un-na-te tep-te-Si "Fourteen piches (of clay) she pinched 
off, seven pinches she placed to the right, seven pinches she placed to the left, 
between tliem she laid the brick, the reed-sliver of the cane brake, the cutter 
of the umbilical cord, she unsheathed for it (i. e. for the brick, which would pre
sumably serve as cutting board) " .  

For interpreting the name d N i n - m u g  as "Lady Vulva" see a -A-naqu 
VIII/2 1 05 m u - u g : MUG: bi--i$-$u-[rum J quoted CA D B p. 268 s. v. bi$$uru. 

68 An exception forms perhaps SK 198 obv. 3-4 where the litany seems to 
equate G a - s a - a n - r m u g '  - g a and G a - s a - a n - h u r - s a 12 - m a . 

69 See our remarks in E. L. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs (Philadelphia 1959), 
p. 476f. and note the Gilgamesh passage PBS Xa pI. LXVI 35-37 i-na mi-il-ki 
sa ilim qri-bt-11za i-na bi-ti-iq a-bu-un-na-ti-su si-112a-as-sum "it was said at 
a god's suggestion, was determined for him at the cutting of his umbilical cord". 

70 PBS 12 no. 1 04 rev. 4-5 and duplicates SEM 53 obv. 5, rev. 1, SLTN 
70 ii, 3N-TA09, 3N-TA53, and 3N-T.675. 
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I assist Nintur at the place of delivery (lit. 
"extraction of the child") 

I know the propitious words pertaining to 
cutting the umbilical cord and 
determining fate. 

After the newborn child had been washed and anointed and the afterbirth had 
been disposed of 71 the midwife could put on her belt again 72, apparently no 
knots and restrictions were allowed during birth for their possible magical ef
fects. She then placed a brick symbolic of Nintur on the ground and surround
ed it with a ring of flour before she joined in the general merrymaking of the 
house to celebrate the birth 73. 

Names for NinturjNinhursaga presenting her as the power active in these 
various task of the midwife are probably d S u - g a I - a n - z u "The expert 
hand" 74, referring to the actual delivery, and d N i n - s a g  - s a k a r - s a k 3 r 
"Lady bather",  referring perhaps to washing the blood off the mother 
and child 7., while the name d L a 1 - h u r - g a 1 - z u "Expert knower of the 
'honeycomb' " ( ? ) 76 would appear to refer to the delivery of the afterbirth, 
the term "honeycomb" ( ? ) suggested by the appearence of the placenta as a 
mosaic of smooth tiles. The vessel for carrying the afterbirth to where it was 
ultimately disposed of was mentioned in the passage from Enki and World Or
der quoted above 77. The silence which the goddess imposes upon the birth help
ers so that no incautious word may have effects on the fate of the child conceiv
ably underlies her name d N i n - s i g 5 - s i g 5 "Lady silencer" 78 .  The mid
wife's task of speaking propitious words while cutting the umbilical cord and 
thus determining a good fate for the child was referred to in the line from the 
Manungal hymn quoted above where Manungal says "I know the propitious 
words pertaining to cutting the umbilical cord and determining fate". It seems 
likely that it underlies names such as d N i n - n a m  - t a r  - t a r - r e "Lady 
(entitled) to determine fates" 79, d N i n - k a - a s - b a r - r a "Lady of 
Decision-making" 80 and d N i n - k a - a s - b a r - a n - k i "Decision-making 

71 See note 58 above. 
72 Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, p. 62 line 286. 
73 Op. cit. p. 62 lines 288-290 bi-it qa-di-is-ti in line 290 is the house of 

the "woman in confinement" .  It corresponds to bit ha-riS-ti in S iii. 17 (op. 
cit. p. 62) which has that meaning (d. also S III . 15  bit a-li-te ha-ris-ti "the 
house of the mother in confinement") . The use of qadiStum here has clearly 
overtones of "sacred", "set apart", "taboo", and it must seem likely that the 
woman after birth was considered surrounded by dangerous powers, a belief 
well attested to in folklore elsewhere. 

74 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pl. 12.30; Great Godlist, CT XXIV pl. 25.90. 
75 Great Godlist, CT XXIV pl. 25 obv.ii.79. 
76 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pl. 13 obv. i.36, and Great Godlist, CT XXIV 

pl. 25 obv. ii.94. 
77 See above p. 289 f. 
78 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pl. 12 obv. i.20; Great Godlist, CT XXIV pI. 

25 obv. ii.84. For the reading of the name see Sjoberg in Sjoberg and Bergmann, 
TH p. 73, comment to line 96. 

79 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pI. 12 obv. i.8; Great Godlist, CT XXIV pI. 
25 obv. ii.78. 

80 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pI. 12 obv. i .9;  Great Godlist, CT XXIV pI. 
25 obv. ii.78. (Read d N i n - k a - a s  ( ! ) - b a r r e ) . 
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lady of (i. e., "for") heaven and earth" 81, even though they were later on 
understood more generally as referring to her role in making the great cosmic 
decisions with An and Enlil. 

"Her august queenly seat" 
The second votive offering mentioned by Gudea, "her august queenly 

seat" 82, clearly relates to the social prominence of the goddess, she is a n i n 
i. e. a "lady" or even "q u e e n", and the social prominence implied is pointed 
up by the adjective m a h "august" in her name d N i n - m a h "August 
Lady" 83 • .  Her rank is further stressed in the epithets Gudea uses in stating 
how she lengthened his life: "mother of the gods" 84 pointing up her maternal 
authority and "The Queen (entitled) to make decisions in (all) heaven 
and earth" 85. His statement, which serves as name of the statue, is clearly 
phrased so as to emphasize the high rank of the goddess and therewith 
the authoritative and incontrovertible character of her decision on Gudea's 
behalf 86 . 

The prominence of the goddess which here :finds expression is no new thing. 
Rather, as Poebel was first to point out 87 Southern texts from Eannatum to 
Gudea consistently include her in the trio of highest gods : An, Enlil and Nin
hursaga. The reason for this high position are not altogether clear. Poebel as
sumes that her city must once have held sway over Babylonia and all the sur
rounding countries, but no evidence of such political domination of Kesh has 
come to light, just as no such domination by a city state of An that would have 
been the reason for his prominence is known. A different approach might seek 
the reason for her prominence in the fact that as "The Lady of the Foothills" 
she represents the power in a major element of the visible cosmos 88 as do An 
"Heaven" and Enlil "Lord Wind" and it is perhaps significant that in her role 
of associate of An and Enlil in the trio of highest gods she is consistently Nin
hursaga, hardly ever Nintur. Still a third viewpoint might suggest that the 
economic prominence of calving and milkgiving in the cowherder's world, as 

81 A n  :Anum, CT XXIV pI. 12 obv. i .10 .  
82 St. A ii.3. 
83 Great Godlist, CT XXIV pI. 25 ibv. ii.75. 
84 St. A iii.6. 
85 St. A iii.4. 
86 The epithet a m a - d i g i r - r e - e - n e " mother of the gods" , seems 

actually to belong to Ninhursaga rather than to Nintur; at any rate it is given 
to the former by both Ur-Bau, Statue iii.8 and Lu-Utu, Claynail 1-2. 

87 PBS IV!> p.  24-3 1 .  
8 8  See our discussion of the term h u r - s a g  - a n - k i - b i - d a - k e 4 "the (near) mountainrange of (i. e. ,  belonging to) both heaven and earth", in 

]NES 5 p. 141  = TIT, p .  1 17-1 18 and note phrases like Gudea Cyi. B xx. 10 
( = Fragm. 3 See Andre Baer, "Goudea Cylindre B, co10nnes XVII a XXIV", 
RA 65 [1971J 1-14 with reconstruction on p. 12) h u r - s a g - g a - l a m - m a 
g i m a n - k i - t a b a d - b a d  - e " (Eninnu) like a towering mountainrange 
separating heaven from earth" and cf. Cyi. A. xx. 7 - 1 1  G iJ. - d e - a s a g - s [ e J -
n a  m u - n a  i n i m  m u - n a - t a - e  e - l u g a l - n a - k a d iJ. - b i E 
n i n n u  a n - k i - t a - b a d - b i  [ mJ a s - a  m u - n a - a - g a l  "Gudea lay 
down seeking a dream-oracle, a message (lit. "word") came forth for him: his 
master's house (in) its completion, Eninnu (in) its separating heaven from earth, 
was there for him in the vision". 
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of lambing and milkgiving in the shepherds' world, might justify her prominent 
position also as Nintur. Still, when all is said and done no one dear and convinc
ing answer stands out. What does strike one is rather that the unquestioned 
traditional prominence of the goddess appears to have created difficulties for 
the trend toward anthropomorphism in patriarchal political terms. A goddess 
as supreme ruler, rather than a god, a midwife rather than a warrior, was dif
ficult to fit into the pattern. These difficulties would seem to underlie what 
looks like determined attempts to reinterpret older symbols in terms of the val
ues and symbols of what might be called politico-morphism. The function of 
birthgoddess, extended from animal birth to birth generally, was seen as reach
ing its summit and ultimate raison d,\�tre in the birth of highpriests and ru
lers, while the headdress with which the midwife traditionally covered her hair 
became reinterpreted as an emblem of the priestly and royal crowns. 

l u g a l  u - d u  e n  u - d u  s u ( ! ) - n i - a  h e - e n - g a l  

To give birth to kings, to give birth to high priests is verily in her hand, 

says Inanna in Enki and World Order of Nintur, the "midwife of the nation" 89. 

n i n  e n - u - d u - d a  l u g a l - u - d u - d a  
d N i n - m e n - n a - k e 4  d u - d u  a l - g a - g a  

The mistress of giving birth to high priests, of giving birth to kings, 
Ninmenna ("The lady of the Headdress") was setting birthgiving going, 

we are told in the myth of the creation of the Hoe 90, and 

l u g a l  u - d u  m u s - z i  k e s - d i  
e n  u - d u  s a g m e n - g a - g a  s u - n a  i - g a l  

To give birth to kings, tie on the flawles tiara 
to give birth to highpriests, place the headdress on (their) head, is 

in her hand 

is said of her in the hymn to her Temple in m.zAKl 91. A ritual of Isin-Larsa 
times 92, apparently dealing with the investiture of a king, has her - under 
her name Ninmenna - place the crown on his head, and Rim-Sin II derives 
his royal authority from her, he calls her Ninmah 93. 

In the long run, however, the position of the goddess in the cosmic hier
archy proved untenable, and slowly she had to yield before a male god who, 
as she herself, represented numinous power in giving form and giving birth, 
the god of the fresh waters, Enki/Ea. In the latter half of the Isin-Larsa period 

89 Kramer and Bernhard, Enki und die Weltordnung, p. 238 line 400. 
90 We quote it from UET VI no. 26 i.26-27. 
91 Sjoberg and Bergmann, TH p. 46 f. lines 500-503. 
92 PBS V no. 76 rev. vi. 10-14 b a r a g  d N i n - m e n - n a - s e  m u 

n a � t e a g a - g u s  k i n  s a g  - g a - n a m i - n i - i n - g e - e n "he drew 
near to Ninmenna's dais for her and she placed the golden crown firmly on his 
head". 

93 Ungnad, "Datenlisten", II p.  164 no. 283. 
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his name begins to precede that of Ninhursaga or other name of the birth god
dess in the ranking of the highest gods An, Enlil, Enki, Ninhursaga etc. and 
eventually her name was completely replaced by that of Enki: 

Unities of Person 

As we mentioned at the beginning of these notes, our purpose with them 
was not to furnish a rounded study of the goddess Nintur, but merely to pre
sent a few grouped data to exemplify the approach we outlined and the kind 
of problems one encounters. 

As will be seen the unity under which the approach attempts to subsume 
the varied materials bearing on an ancient deity is basically one of function 
historically viewed. The conceptual apparatus is that of the ancient texts them
selves, whether the characteristic functioning of the deity is there seen as flow
ing directly from his or her inner nature (intransitive),  from a social, usually 
family, role, or, as later, from occupation or political office. Since the concep
tual apparatus is that of the ancient texts it shares with them a distinctly 
anthropomorphic bias. Even in cases where older, non-anthropomorph, forms 
survive it is already most likely that the inner form of the powers in question 
were seen as human, that they had been personified 94. 

The degree of unity achievable in these terms is not without its limits, 
however, and the picture of divine figures it is possible to draw are not always 
as sharply outlined as one might have wished. Over and over again the mate
rials, if pressed, prove to be in subtle ways instable and in flux, with shift of 
emphasis even to a point where identity itself may become moot. Names turn . 
into mere epithets, epithets into names; a name may be but one of many desig
nating a given deity and yet may prove also to be that of a separate, different, 
minor deity in his or her entourage. Deities separate and different originally 
may merge and exchange characteristics. 

Least difficult here is probably the shift from name to epithet or vice 
versa, implying ideally shifts between more total denotation, name, and more 
partial description, epithet, for the line between these two modes of presenta
tion is a fine one indeed. All Mesopotamian divine names are, as far as one can 
see, descriptive in origin, and their original descriptive content is rarely lost, 
rather, it continues to be seen as expressive of a specific power and ability in 
the bearer of the name. Great gods, therefore, with great variety and scope of 
powers have many corresponding names. 

A clear example of use of proper names with such full awareness of their 
descriptive content offers the myth of Enki and Ninhursaga, in which the god
dess is variously referred to as d N i n - s i k i l l  a "The pure (i. e. virgin) La
dy" before Enki unites with her, as d N i n - t u r 5 a m a k a 1 a m  - m a "Lady, 
womb ( ?) ,  mother of the Nation", when his advances to her are told, and as 
d D a m  - g a 1 - n u n  - n a "The Great Spouse of N u n  (or 'the prince' i. e., 
Enki)" etc. 95. Very similarly in the Sumerian Flood Story she is called d N i n -

94 See above p. 282 and note the picture of Imdugud given in the Lugal
banda Epic. 

95 See our comment in ]NES 5 ( 1946) 149-1 50 = TIT p. 128. 
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h u r - s a g  - g a as the acts with An, Enlil, and Enki creating the animals or 
adjures the gods to silence about the decision to bring on the Flood 96 
but d N i n - t u r 5 as she laments the destruction of her children to whom she 
has given birth 97. One might term such selective use of divine names "role
true", it lies halfway between denotation and description. 

Fully descriptive use, turning a name completely into an epithet is also 
found. One may quote as an example L u g  a 1 - e 394-395 98 : 

n u n u z - z i  m e - n i  m e - a  d i r i - g a  n i n  n a g a r - s a - g a  
d A - r u - r u  n i n 9 - g a l  d E n - l i l - l a  

Fair woman, whose offices exceed (other) offices, lady, carpenter of 
(i. e. in) the insides, 

Aruru, older sister of Enlil . . .  

where absence of divine determinative shows that n a g  a r - s a - g a is to be 
understood as a descriptive phrase, "carpenter of the inside" rather than, as 
elsewhere, as a divine proper name. A similar case is the hymn BL 75 and 97 
with duplicate TuM IV no. 86 : 

[ a m J a d N i n - t u r s  n i n - m a h  K e s k i - a  

mother Nintur, august queen of 'Kesh 

the absence of divine determinative before n i n - m a :g.  suggests that it is 
to be read as a descriptive phrase "august queen", rather than as the proper 
name Ninmah. 

As long as names and epithets can be seen as referring to one and the same 
divine figure, shifts from one to the other are not disturbing. Otherwise, however, 
when one and the same proper name occurs both as name for the birth goddess 
herself and for a minor figure in her entourage. This is the case with d N a  g a r  -
s a - g a which we just saw used as a descriptive phrase. It is, however, also 
given as the twentyseventh name of Digirmah, Ninhursaga, Nintur etc., in 
A n :A num 99 and the Great Godlist 100 but A n :A num also lists it as designat
ing not the goddess herself but a child of hers who is the "giver of girls" 101. 
Similarly the name [ d  J N i n - t u r t u r occurring as the fifteenth name of 
Digirmah, Ninhursaga, Nintur etc. in A n :A num 102 appears to designate a 
separate minor goddess of her entourage in the Great Godlist 103 d N i n - t u r 

96 PBS V no. 1 U3' and iiU8' . We read the latter passage A n d E n -
I i I  d E n - k i  d N i n - h u r - s a g - g a - [ k e 4 J d i g i r - a n - k i - k e 4 
m u - A n - d E n  - I i  1 m u - n [ i - p a d - e S J  "An, Enlil, Enki, and 
Ninhursaga adjured the gods of heaven and earth by the names of An and 
Enlil" . Cf. Civil in Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, p. 143. 

97 Ibid. iii. 15'. We restore u d - b i - a  d N i n - t [ u r s  n i g - d i m J 
d i m  - a - n i [ - s e i - s e s J "On that day Nintur wept for her creatures" .  

9 8  The line numbers are from a MS. edition by the regretted Father Berg
mann which he kindly placed at our disposal. We quote from UET VI1 no. 
4 obv. 7-8. 

99 CT XXIV pI. 12. 27. 
100 CT XXIV pI. 25. 89. 
101 CT XXIV pI. 13 obv. ii.5 .  
102 CT XXIV pI. 12 .  15 .  
103 CT XXIV pI. 26 .  135. 
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S a - s u - r u "Nintur, the womb". Correspondingly in the Akkadian Atraha
sis Myth Sassuru "The Womb" is both a name or epithet of Nintur and also 
serves to designate fourteen minor goddesses, "wombs" in her entourage 104. 

As in the these cases deities with the same name and function turn out 
to be different, so conversely, in other cases, deities with different names and 
functions appear to have been considered one and the same. We have met with 
one such case in Gudea Statue A, where Ninhursaga and Nintur are considered 
one and the same goddess even though there is every reason to think that they 
were originally separate deities with separate characters and functions. Yet 
the fusion is so complete that the scribe who wrote the inscription could use 
an epithet traditionally belonging to Ninhursaga for Nintur when he wished 105. 

A similar example of merging of two originally separate deities is fur
nished by the list of gods K 2109 etc. 106 where the goddess known variously as 
d A m a - d u g - b a d ,  d N a g a r - s a - g a ,  and d S a g 4 _ s a _ s u _ r u m  
t u r is not, as usual, identified as Belit-ili, the Akkadian name for Digirmah, 
Ninhursaga, Nintur etc. but - with turning of the name Belit-ili into a 
descriptive phrase - with be-lit iii pI. dIS-tar "the queen of the gods, Ishtar". 

In discussing the merging of NinhUrsaga and Nintur above we suggested 
that unity of the situations in which these two deities characteristically re
vealed themselves might be a significant factor: the birth-hut of Nintur in the 
natural order of things standing in the wilderness of Ninhursaga. Similarly 
we may here note the close connection with the situation of childbirth in the 
names involved: "Mother spreading the knees" ,  "Carpenter of the insides (i. e . ,  
in the womb) " and Sagctur "Womb", and the fact that both Nintur and I n a n
n a jIStar were seen as tutelary deities par excellance, for tutelary goddesses 
were traditionally mothers of their human children. Nintur is also called D i
g i r - I u - g u - I a "The great personal deity of the man" 107 and I n a n  n a j 
I star figures in the usual term for tutelary goddess a m a - d I n  a n n  a .  Thus 
also here the merging of the two deities may have proceeded from a single sit
uation of numinous character, childbirth, in which they were both seen, at one 
time or other, as the active principle. 

Referring back to the characteristic situation of revelation may be help
ful not only where two different deities are seen as one, but also where, as we 
saw before with the name Nagarsaga and with the name Nintur, one name is 
used to designate a major goddess as well as to denote separate minor figures 
around her. What seems to have happened here is that in the total experience 
of birth sometimes a single feature only, the womb, or even narrower, its abil
ity to give form to the embryo, has been felt as the true locus of the numinous 
and has become personified as a deity in its own rights. At other times the to
tal situation with its many features has been experienced as numinous and 
given form as one deity with varied aspects and powers. 

A similar view may be taken also of the fluctuations between proper name 
and epithet mentioned at the beginning of this section. It would seem to de
pend on the degree to which the numinous was presented at the moment: as 

104 Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, p.  56 lines 1-2 and 189-190, 194, 
as against op. cit. p .  60 line 25 1 and p.  62 lines 8-9, 1 1 , and 277. 

105 See above note 86. 
106 CT XXV pI. 30 rev. i.9- 12. 
107 CT XXIV pI. 12 i.29, pI. 25 ii.90; TRS no. 10 line 12 1 .  
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bearer of more aspects than the one expressed, if so the mention tended toward 
the epithet; as bearer of one aspect only, if so the mention tended toward the 
name. 

In thus referring back to the underlying situation or situations of numi
nous confrontation with their various possibilities of human effort to connect 
up the experience of numinous power with the external situation as a whole, 
or with one or other prominent element in it, we underline again Otto's funda
mental insight with which we began these notes, that the numinous is sui ge
neris, "Wholly Other", outside of normal experience and indescribably in 
its terms. Human categories such as one and many, part and whole, personal 
and impersonal etc. do not thus apply and are not given with the experience. 
They are introduced arbitrarily, but necessarily, in the human attempt to give 
expression to the experience and may therefore vary with numan psychologi
cal and cultural factors as well as with different individual such numinous events 
and different people undergoing them. 
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E.NUN in Mesopotamian Literature 

R. CAPLICE - Rome 

This brief inquisition into the theme E.NUN or "holy chamber" in Meso
potamian literature was prompted initially by a Sumerian line in a namburbi 
text : e n  m u I E.NUN. t a .  r e l .  [ a  . . .  ] a n . 11 r . t a re l .  [ a ] ,  "Incan
tation: star which has come forth from the E.NUN, [star] which has come forth 
from the horizon" 1. The line cited is the beginning of an incantation to be re
cited by one on whose property a "star" has fallen 2 in order to avert the malign 
effects of such a prodigy. The "star" was in all probability a meteorite, to 
judge from the fact that in other texts of this type the prodigies or "signs" 
are always things or events of real life, rather than sheerly literary conceptions. 
The problematic portion of the line is however in the word E.NUN; it is well 
known that E.NUN serves as a logogram for kummu, "sanctuary", but what 
should it mean that a star comes forth from a sanctuary, and in what relation 
does the sanctuary stand with the horizon, a n . 11 r = isid same ? Clearly, 
the star is here set in relation with a mythological conception, and indeed a 
glance at the textual attestation to be discussed below suffices to tell us that 
E.NUN has different senses. In the :first place, it is equivalent to kummu, "sanc
tuary",  that is, a cella in the temple, dedicated to a particular god or goddess 
and (to judge from the occurrence of the word in contexts dealing with night 
and resting 3) conceived as his or her bedchamber; in this general sense one may 
speak of the cella of any god, male or female. In a more specific sense, E.NUN 
is also a proper noun signifying a single concrete sanctuary, that of Ningal, 
spouse of the moon god, in Ur 4. Further, E.NUN is found in a spectrum of 
mythological contexts that center on EnId, god of Eridu, and on Dumuzi, also 
in contexts dealing with Eridu; in the latter case, as we shall see, the references, 
though in a mythological context, are probably to a sanctuary E.NUN in the 
city of Eridu. This multiplicity of senses may be compared to that of the word 
e . k u r ,  which signifies "temple" in general, but also the specific temple of 

1 Or 39 (1970) 1 13 : 1 .  A further reference to the incantation has been point
ed out to me by E. Reiner; K. 13378, an unpublished fragment containing 
astral omens, concludes (rev. 4f.) with the incipit: e n  m u I E.NUN. t a r el . 
[ . . .  ] ,  s i p a . a n . n a  d u u . g a . a  [ . . .  ] .  

2 Or 3 9  1 13 :9 :  MUL s a  ina bitika imqutu; note also ibid. 8 :  KA. i n  i m . m a 
m u I e . t a k a . n a e .  d a . k e 4 '  "Incantation-formula for a star which 
'comes out' from the 'house' at a man's gate" .  Compare also A Ch Suppl. LIV 
2 1 ,  kindly pointed out to me by Mrs. Judith K. Bjorkman: E MUL i-ma-qut-u
ni GISKIM ana KUR id-dan, "a house on which a 'star' falls will give a sign for 
the land". 

3 For refs. see AHw kummu, CAD kummu A. 4 E.NUN = E dNin-gal, HGT 106 IV 19 .  
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Enlil in Nippur, and finally the underworld. In both cases it is plausible to sup
pose that a primary concrete sense developed secondary and mythological over
tones. The remainder of the present study will be devoted to an examination 
of the various senses of E.NUN in Mesopotamian texts in order to elucidate its 
occurrence in the incantation which was our starting point; the study is pre
sented as a small tribute to Prof. Gelb, and an acknowledgement of the writer's 
indebtedness to the classes and writings of his former teacher. 

Of the three spheres of reference of E.NUN - general, concrete, and myth
ological - the first evidently has no relevance to the cited incantation. Had 
the star come out of a sanctuary in the normal sense, the sanctuary would sure
ly have been specified by the name of its god; further, what should "come 
forth from a sanctuary" mean ? Nor can our incantation be directly concerned 
with the specific series of sanctuaries attested from the middle of the third 
millennium in Ur under the name E.NUN 5, since allusion to a specific geograph
ical site would not fit the mythic tone of the incantation. Our inquisition, 
then, will be concerned with the mythological E.NUN of the Eridu tradition. 

Before examining the relevant texts, it would be well to devote prelim
inary attention to the Sumerian reading of the signs E.NUN. Three readings 
have been proposed or supposed: a g r u n ,  e .  n u n ,  and e . g a r  6 .  (a) the 
first of these (a g - r u - u n ,  also a g - [ r  u - n  J a ,  [ e  - g a - r a J - a n 6 ) is 
well attested for E.NUN as lexical equivalent to Akk. kummu, and is supported 
by Akk. translation of E.NUN with the loan word ag(a)runnu in two bilingual 
passages ; the first 7, in a context dealing with gods of the Ur circle, gives to 
Ninnigara, spouse of Ningubla and daughter-in-law of Sin, the epithet "lady 
of the pure E.NUN" (n i n . E.NUN. k u . g a :  belet r a-ga l-ru-nu(ag-ru-un-ni 

5 On the varying location of the Ningal sanctuary see L. Woolley, AJ 
5 (1925) 366-376 and P. N.  Weadock, The Giparu at Ur: A Study oj the Archaeo
logical Remains and Related Textual Material (University of Chicago disserta
tion, 1958), esp. p. 32ff. Textual references to the E.NUN in Ur may be summa
rized here. Ur archaic texts : offerings to Lugal-E.NUN-si and Ama-E.NuN-si, 
UET 2 passim, see index p.  28 no. 97, p. 34 no. 476. Ur III period: reeds for 
offerings in E. (E.NUN. n a ) , UET 3 64 :2 ;  foodstuffs for E. (E.NUN. s e ) , ibid. 
7 1  :5 ;  personnel of E. (g e m e .  a r a E. NUN [ . . .  J ) ,  ibid. 1066 r. i 18' ;  foodstuffs 
(for offerings at the) e .  d a . s a .  a E. NUN. n a ,  s i . g a r  E. NUN. n a ,  ibid. 
270 r. i 1 5  and 28; date-formula "year when Nanna of Karzida (came) to the 
E. (E. NUN. n a . s e), ibid. 1302 :2, d. RLA 2 140, 26 and 142, 55 ; E.NUN. k u, 
temple of Ninga1 and "house of her ladyship", A S  12 50. 1 13. Isin-Larsa: ded
ication to Ningal of a statue brought to the E. (E. NUN. n a . s e )  by Enana
tumma, daughter of Bme-Dagan, UET 1 103 : 14 ;  Nilr-Adad of Larsa built 
the pure E. (E.NUN. k u ) for Ningal and restored the "E., the ancient structu
re" (E.NUN n i g . u 1 . e )  , ibid. 1 1 1  :33 and 39. Old Babylonian: hymn of Ena
nedu, daughter of Kudur-Mabug, en-priestess of Nanna in Ur and "ornament 
to E." (:g. e . d u 7 E.NUN. n a ), Iraq 13 (1951) 27 i 6;  receipt for foodstuffs re
ceived by the gudu-priests of E. (g u d U . E. NUN . n a) from the large storehouse 
of Nin�al (g a . n u n . m a :g.  . d N i n . g a l .  t a ), UET 5 568 i 6. Neo-Assy
rian: Sm-baHissu-iqbi, governor of Ur under Assurbanipal, built anew for Nin
gal the giparu and drove the peg in E. (E. NUN. t a ) , the dwelling of her entu
ship, UET 1 171  : 15, d. L. Woolley, UE 5 p.  64. Note also e s . NUN, A. Sjo
berg, Der Mondgott Nanna-Suen in der sumerischen Oberliejerung, 1. Teil : 
Texte (Stockholm, 1960), p. 123:9. 

6 See CAD kummu A, lex. section, also dLugal-E.NuN.naag-rU-rnu' CT 
25 39 K. 2098: 1 .  

7 See ArOr 21 376 :45. 
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eUi) ; the second 8 represents Sala, spouse of Adad, as "lady of the :E.NUN" (g as a n . 
E.NUN. n a . k e 4 : belet ag-ru-un-ni anaku) . (b) A reading ending in -n is indicated 
by the writing E.NUN. n a ,  both in reference to the Ur temple and, as we shall see, 
in mythological contexts. While this allows for a reading either as a g r u n  
or as e . n u n ,  it is not consonant with a reading e . g a r  6 which has been sug
gested 9 on the basis of a lexical passage giving g a - a r as the reading of NUN 
in the writing E.NUN = kummu 10. It seems clear, therefore, that g a - a r in this 
text is an incomplete rendition of a g r u n  or *a g a r  u n  11, and that the reading 
e .  g a r  6 should be discarded. (c) In mythological contexts where :E.NUN is 
rendered by Akk . kummu, the reading a g r u n  is assured by the evidence pre
sented under (a) and (b) . (d) In the specific mythological context involved in 
the laments for Dumuzi, no Akk . rendering is known to the writer; the syllabic, 
writing e .  n u . u n in one of these texts 12 indicates the reading e .  n u n ,  
referring probably to a specific sanctuary in Eridu. (e) Both e .  n u n  and 
a g r u i;t remain as possibilities for the reading of the Ningal temple E.NUN 
in Ur; though the above cited reference to the goddess of the Sin circle in Ur, 
Ninnigara, as "lady of the agrun" may suggest a specific sanctuary of this name 
in Ur, there is no evidence that proves its identity with the Ningal sanctuary, 
and the reading of the latter remains uncertain at present. 

In mythological contexts, a particular relation between a g r u n  / kummu 
and the god Enki-Ea has long been recognized by Assyriologists 13. As is known, 
Enki is the patron of "wisdom" par excellence, and in the universe of Mesopo
tamian thought, wisdom (nemequ) refers to magical power, the power of control
ling by word and rite every kind of destructive and malign iniluence. This 
special position, in a world very conscious of the malign power of demon, sick
ness and chance, assured Enki a particular importance among the gods of the 
pantheon, an importance enhanced by the secondary identification between 
Marduk and a minor god of the Enki circle, AsallulJi, which gave that circle 
all the prestige and authority of Babylon. It is not unexpected, then, that ma
gical texts from all the literary centers of Mesopotamia turn in the first place 
to the gods of Eridu, Enki and AsallulJi. It is no surprise that the agrun occurs 
in such texts, not only as the abode of Enki-Ea, but also as the abode of other 
gods of his circle. 

The classical text on the "chamber" of Ea himself is to be found in Enuma 
elis, and it offers an outright identification of this term with the subterranean 

8 Langdon, BL pI. XIV ii 8f. , cf. Frank ZA 41  ( 1933) 198. 
9 Falkenstein, ZA 49 ( 1949) 321 ad 50, discussing the E.NUN. k u of Ur; A. Sjoberg, Sumerian Temple Hymns (TCS 3; Locust Valley, N. Y., 1 969) 

85 ad 158 takes the reading of E.NUN (in the epithet E.NUN. g a l  of the Nanna 
temple in Gaes) as uncertain. See already P. Jensen, Die ]{osmologie der Baby
lonier (Strassburg 1890) 490. 

10 MIN ( = [g a - a r ]) = NUN = sa E.NUN ku-um-mu, A]SL 36 ( 19 19-
20) 1 58 ii 7 (Recip. Ea) . 

11 See also g a - r a (var. g a - a r )  NUN, Proto-Ea 394 (MSL 2 62), also 
a - g a r  - g a - r a [NUN-tenu], ibid. 396 and dictionaries s. v. agargaru. Though 
not attested as such, a variant Sum. form * a g a r  u n is supported by the 
Akk. agarunnu (note 7 above) . 

12 See below, note 3 1 .  
13 See, for example, R .  Labat, L e  poeme babylonien de la creation (Paris, 

1935) 84 ad 75. 
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watery region of the apsu: when Ea had slain the god Apsu and fixed his abode 
on him, "he rested in peace in his ' chamber' .  which he called apsu" 14. The 
same identification of a g r u n  / kummu with the watery realm of EnId is found 
in Sumerian texts which place there EnId and the gods of the EnId group. 
Thus the efficacy of an iucantation is assured by ascribing it to Asari and EnId: 
"the exorcist Asari has pronounced the spell in the apsu, EnId has given libe
ration in the agrun" 15. Similarly, it is "in his passage from the a g r u n  / kum
mu" that Asallul}i, according to another incantation, sees and remedies the evil 
done in the sheepfold by the demons utukku, alu and asakku 16. Further, Nam
mu, the mother of Enki, can be described as "child of the agrun".  In an Old 
Babylonian collection of incantations against scorpions, the incantation-priest 
identifies himself as her representative: "I belong to Nammu, I belong to Nam
mu, I belong to the child of the agrun. Who will go with me to the house of 
darkness ? I myself will go to the apsu . . . I belong to Nammu, I belong to 
Nammu, I belong to the child of the agrun. Who will go with me to the house 
of darkness ? The Prince 17 will go with me from the 'storehouse' .  When you 
call at the portals of the agrun, the viper of field and ditch is subdued" 18. This 
description of Nammu as "child of the agrun" is not in full accord with the theo
logy of Eniima elis, where the existence of the agrun does not precede Ea's 
defeat of A psu, but it represents the agrun as the same subterranean watery 
realm, the "house of darkness". The conception is comparable to that of the 
legend of the kiSkanu-tree growing in Eridu, whose "abode was in the nether 
world" and whose "sleeping chamber was the bedroom of Nammu" 19. 

A further group of texts represents a wider conception of the agrun as 
the underworld in general, without restriction to the EnId circle. Into this 

14 qirbiS kummiSu supsulJiS inulJma, imbiSumma apsa, En. el. I 75, cf. 
V 124, VI 52. 

15 m U 7 . m u 7 d A s a r . r i a b z u . a  n a m . s u b  b a . a n . s i ,  d E n .  
k i . k e 4 E.NUN. n a . k e 4 1). e . e m .  m a . a n . d u 8 . d u 8, A SKT No. 12  
23f. See also the incantation edited by B .  Alster, Or 4 1  ( 1972) 350 : 13, d E n .  k i 
d a g . E. NUN. n a . k a 1). e . e m .  m a . a n . d u 8 . d u 8 . e, "May Enki un
do (the evil) in the dwelling of the agrun", with var. e s . e . a n . n a . k e 4 
(ibid. 352 text C:7) .  Occurrences of E. NUN cited in the present paper, like the 
var. d a g . g a I . n u n .  n a to d a g .  E.NUN. n a in "Enki and the World 
Order" (cited Alster, ibid. 354), indicate that E.NUN is the watery dwelling of 
Enki, not "the bedroom where the sick man is lying" (Alster, ibid.) .  The var. e . a n . n a remains unexplained; for an alternate interpretation of d u 8 . d u 8 
see ]. van Dijk apud Alster, 354 ad 14.  

16 d A s a l . l u . 1). i d u m u  E r i d u ki . g a . k e 4 , [s a ?] rEl.NUN. n a . 
k e 4  g i r i  g i n . n a . k e 4 t il r . b i  i g i  i m . m a . a n . s i :  dMarduk mar 
Eridu, [ina li]b?-bi kummi ina itallukiSu tarba�u suatu ippalisma, 4R 18* 
No. 6 r. l lf. 

17 Presumably Enki. 
18 dN a m m u . m e .  e n  dN a m m u . m e .  e n d u m u .  E.NUN. k a . 

m e .  e n ,  e .  k u 10 • k u 10 . s e a .  b a . a 1). u . m u . d a . d u ,  g a . e a b z u . 
s e 1). e .  d a .  d u . . .  dN a m m u .  m e .  e n  dN a m m u .  [m e ]  . e n ,  [ d  u 
m u .E] . rNUN. k a l . m e .  e n ,  r e l .  k u 10 . k u10 • g a a .  b a 1). u . m u . d a . 
a n . d u ,  n u n .  e g a .  n u n .  t a 1). e . d a . d u ,  giS i g . E.NUN. t a g il . d e .  
d e . a . z u . d e ,  m u s . g i r . g a n . r e l . k e 4 g u  k i . s e . a  1). e . b a . e . 
d a .  g a .  r g a l .  d e ,  van Dijk, VA S 1 7  10 :9- 1 1  and 1 17-122. I am grateful 
to ]. van Dijk for this reference. 

19 k i . t u s .  a . n a k i .IGI.KUR. a m ,  k i . n a . a i t i m  a .  d N a  m m u .  
a m : subassu asar er�etimma, ki��usu majalu sa dMIN, CT 1 6  46: 189ff. 
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nether world the setting sun sinks, and from it it rises 20. Underworld deities 
were also at home in the agrun. E.NUN is defined as "the house of Manungal", 21. 
an underworld goddess 22 who is spouse of Birdu, a Nergal figure. Manungal 
is identified in the godlists with Nungal 23 and her epithets indicate her malev
olent character: she is "the snatcher" 24 and "the violent one" 25. The series 
Utukkii lemniiti also identifies a group of seven demonic figures as springing 
from the apsu and the agrun: "they are seven, they are seven; from the depths 
of the apsu they are seven; adorned (Akk. adds : in the sky) they are seven; 
from the depths of the apsu, from the agrun, they came forth (Akk. : in the 
depths of the apsu, in the kummu, they grew) " 26. References to the mytholog
ical activity of these seven are sketchy, but they hint at a role of some impor
tance. They are "enemies of Ea" 27 and "binders of Enki" who come from the 
apsu 28 or "approached the bounds of the apsu to trample on it" 29. 

We have seen that E.NUN in texts dealing with Dumuzi hold a special 
place. In a composition studied by S. N. Kramer in relation to the sacred mar
riage rite, Inanna speaks of her journey to Eridu and its shrines: "When I, 
the queen, proceeded to the Abzu, When I, the queen of heaven, proceeded to 
the Abzu, When I proceeded to the Abzu, the E . n u n ,  When I proceeded to 
Eridu, the goodly, When I proceeded to the E-Engurra" 30. The e . n u n ,  here 

20 The interceding god should approach the sun god "as SamaS goes forth 
from the agrun" (d U t u E. NUN. n a . t a e .  a . n a : dSamas iStu kumme ina 
a�Uu), CT 16 36 :36f., dupI. BIN 2 22 : 179f., d. "when Utu enters the agrun" 
in a hymn to Inanna (dU t u E.NUN. n a . s e k u 4 .  r a . a . b a ) , BE 3 1  12  
r. 24;  during the night SamaS "entered his chamber" (iterub ana kummisu), 
RA 32 (1935) 180 : 13, dupI. ibid. 181 : 15 (OB) ; S. N. Kramer, Enmerkar and the 
Lord of Aratta (Philadelphia, 1 952) 14 : 132 and 134 places this conception in 
relation to the "chambers" of the Nudimmud temple: "may (the temple) be 
bright like Utu coming forth from the agrun (dU t u E.NUN. t a . e . a . 
g i m) . . .  in its chambers (E. NUN. E.NUN. b a )  . . .  pronounce the spell of 
Nudimmud" (for the reading E.NUN, rather than g a n .  n u n ,  I am grateful 
to S. Cohen for collation; see also pI. XX, photo of exemplar C, line 134) . 

21 E.NUN = E d M a - n u n  - g a l ,  HGT 106 iv 20; for Manungal (also 
Ma-nu-gal, Ma-nu-kal, OB Ma-nun-na) see Weidner, AfK 2 ( 1924-25) 73 iv 2 1  
with notes 2f. and copy p. 4;  CT 2 4  4 7  i 2 9  = C T  2 5  4 iii 5 ( An  = 
Anum) . 

22 She is n i n .  e . k u r . r a . k e 4 :  belet �ibitti, "mistress of the under
world/prison", BA 10/1 (1913) 93 No. 1 5  r. 5f. ; cf. dN u n - g [ a l ] = [dM ]a 
- n u n  - g a I sa �ibitte, CT 24 , 43 xi 138 (An = Anu sa ameli) . 

23 CT 25 4 iii 6; see also preceding note. 
24 �abbutitu, Surpu III 77. 
25 de . . .  ] = ([d M ]  a - n u n - g a l )  sa lJabalate, CT 24 43 : 140 (see ibid. 

139 and 141 ) .  
2 6  e n  i m i n . n a . m e s  i m i n . n a . m e s ,  i d i m . a b z u . t a  i m i n o  

n a . m e s , s e . e r . k a . a n d u 11 • g a . n a i m i n .  n a . m e S, i d i m . 
a b z u . t a E. NUN. t a e .  a . m e  s :  sibitti sunu sibitti sunu, ina nagab apsi 
sibitti sunu, zu'unuti ina same sibitti sunu, ina nagab apsi ina kumme irbu 
sunu, CT 16 1 5  v 28ft On the heptade of demonic figures, see Jean, RA 2 1  
( 1924) 102f. 

27 dE n . k i . k e 4 SES. s i . m e  s: sa dEa lemnuti sunu, CT 16 15 49f. 
28 s u . 1 a . d E n .  k i . k e « : mukassu dEa, CT 17 13 : 13f. 
29 idat apsi ana kabiisu i!lJuni, CT 16 45 : 137. 
30 g a . s a . a n . m e n  a b z u . s e  d L d a . m u . d e ,  g a . s a . a n . a n .  

n a . m e n  a b z u . s e  d L d a . m u . d e ,  a b z u  e . n u n . s e  d L d a .  
m u . d e ,  u r u . z e . e b ki . z e . e b . s e  d L d a . m u . d e ,  e . e n g u r .  
r a .  s e d i . d a . m u .  d e ,  C T 42 No. 13 :3-7, d. S. N. Kramer, PAPS 1 07 
( 1963) 503f. 
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in apposition to a b z u ,  is probably to be taken as the name of a real temple 
in Eridu, like the It . e n g  u r . r a and the E . a n .  n a temple of Mullil men
tioned in the same passage. Its reading as e . n u n  is assured by a syllabically 
written lament for Dumuzi, parallel to the lines cited above though not a du
plicate, in which Inanna speaks of going "to the A b z u ,  the e . n u . u n" 31. 

The same sanctuary or temple seems to be referred to in a further lament 
for the dead Dumuzi, who is mourned because his body has not received the 
funeral rites, "because he is not washed with water in (var. : washed in the tem
ple of) Eridu, he is not scoured with alkali in the E.NUN" 32. Despite parallel
ism with "the temple of Eridu" in one variant, however, it may be that the 
reference here is to the agrun, conceiyed as an underground realm to which the 
dead Dumuzi has gone. Such an interpretation is possible in the light of Gu
dea's mention of "alkali of the E.NUN" in a temple-purification context which 
can hardly be connected with the Eridu sanctuary, and seems rather to refer 
to the mythically conceived underground depths from which the alkali plant 
was considered to have sprung: upon completion of the Eninnu-temple in 
Girsu, Gudea had the god Kindazi exercise his office for Ningirsu "in order to 
purify (the temple) with water, to cleanse it with alkali, with sparkling puru
oil and alkali of the E.NUN" 33. 

Whatever the interpretation of these last texts, it is clear that the agrun 
or kummu is a kenning or alternate name in Mesopotamian mythological texts 
for the subterranean apsu, and that it was conceived as the habitat of Enki 
and the gods associated with him as well as of demons who do harm to men, 
and the region traversed by the sun in its nighttime passage from setting point 
to rising point 34. This background enables us to understand the relation be
tween the agrun and the ominous "star" which came from it in the text which 
was our starting point. The stars, like the sun, rose from the horizon; for Me
sopotamian mythopoeic thought this was represented as passage from the un
derworld of the agrun to the sky, and the same origin could be ascribed to 
"shooting stars" or meteors. 

This conception of the agrun as the daytime "home" of astral bodies may 
also underlie the relationship between demons and stars that is sometimes 

31 k a . s a .  n a . n a a b . z u . s i d u 7 • m u . d a . d e .  n a ,  a b . z u e. 
n u . u n .  s i d u 7 .  m u .  d a .  d e .  n a ,  T. G. Pinches, Memoirs and Proceed
ings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society 48 (1903-04) pI. IV 
iv Sf. 

32 a (var. e) U r u .  z e . b  a ki n u t u 5 (var. t u ) . a .  n a ,  n a .  m a 
E.NUN. n a (v a r .  + n a )  n u . s u . u b (. b a )  . a . n a ,  RA 12 (19 15) 
34 :12f. 

33 a k u . g e . d a n a g a . s i k i 1 . e . d a ,  i .  b u r  . b i r . b i r . r a n a
g a .E.NUN. n a . d a ,  Gudea Cyi. B ix 7. Falkenstein,:s translation "Dass mit 
Wasser gereinigt, mit Soda gesaubert werde, dass mit 01 aus leuchtender Schale 
mit Soda das Haus gelautert werde" (SAHG 173) takes NUN. n a . d a as a 
verbal phrase parallel to k u . g e . d a and s i k i 1 . e . d a ,  but a verb NUN 
is not otherwise attested in this sense, and a postfix - a d a would be unusual; 
for these reasons, interpretation of n a g  a .E.NUN. n a as a nominal phrase 
parallel to i .  b u r . b i r . b i r . r a seems preferable. 

34 Other occurrences of a writing E. NUN are not pertinent here. For E.NUN 
(.NA) and E.DU. NU(N) as technical descriptions of a type of land see L. Matous, 
ArOr 18/4 (1950) 2 1 ;  note also dUr-e-nuna-ta-e-a, whose name is derived by 
Falkenstein (AnOr 30/1 1 12f.) from an original dUr-nuna-ta-e-a. 
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expressed in the Akkadian literature of demonology. In some instances this 
relation is expressed by a simile; thus the demon " 'Headache' is cast unrecog
nized (Akk. :  unfittingly) on the plain like a star of heaven" 35 and "flashes 
like the stars of heaven, moves like water in the night" 36. In other instances, 
demons seem to be even more closely associated with the stars. Thus disease 
demons "came down from the stars in the heavens" 37, and the seven evil de
mons, having spread destruction, "went off to the heavens on high, departed 
to the unapproachable heavens; they cannot be recognized among the stars 
of heaven (Sum. : the stars of heaven do not reveal their sign) in their three 
watches" 38. The identification between stars and demons that is suggested 
by this text may rest on the fact that the stars, sharing their conceptual place 
of origin with demonic forces, could in part be conceived as identified with these 
forces. Further, the conception of an underworld realm into which the astral 
bodies descend during the daylight hours may have influenced such tales as 
the descent of Inanna-Istar, to the extent that the goddess was conceived as 
identified with the "descending" Venus-star. 

In summary, the agrun is primarily the underworld, conceived as the 
chamber of Enki, but also the locus of demonic forces and of the heavenly 
bodies, when these are not visible in the sky. Its written form, with NUN, is 
of course already an indication of a connection with Enki and the Enki circle. 
Secondly, it is used as a logogram for kummu in the sense "cella" (the chamber 
of a god or goddess) . A further proposal on the derivation and meaning of the 
Sum. word a g r u n  will be presented by S. Cohen of the University of Penn
sylvania in a forthcoming study of "Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta". The 
present study, it is hoped, has provided an explanation of the hitherto enigma
tic text with which our inquiry started, the star which "has come forth from 
the E.NUN". In relation to the scope of the present volume, the depth and va
riety of the connotations which have been seen to underlie a single word are 
impressive, and a reminder that lexicographic inquiry - an area in which we 
are indebted to Dr. Gelb - must go hand in hand with the delineation of Meso
potamian mythology or religion. The Mesopotamian conception of the agrun 
remains in some respects problematic, as we have pointed out. It is clear, how
ever, that each of the widely varying contexts in which the term is found con
tributes to our total understanding. 

35 e n . s a g . g i g  m u l . a n . g i m  a n . e d i n . n a  g u r u d . d a  n u .  
u b . z u : muru� qaqqadi kima kakkab sam ami ina �eri nadima ul naji, CT 17 14  
K. 8386: 1£. 

36 m u 1 . a n . g i m s u r .  r a a .  g i m g e 6 • a a 1 . d u . d u :  kima 
kakkab samame i�arrur kima me muSi illak, CT 17 1 9 : 1 1£. ; note also CT 16 19 :  
44f., where the seven destructive demons, messengers of Anu their king, flash 
like lightning on the horizon (ina isid same) . 

37 istu kakkab same urdunim, JCS 9 (1955) 1 1  C 5 (OB, for SB parallels 
see CAD s. v. kakkabu 1b) . 

38 m u 1 . a n .  n a g i s k i  m . b i 1 a . b a , r a , a n .  d u 8 • d u 8 • e s e n . 
n u n  e s . s a .  b i . t a : ina kakkab samami ul utaddu ina ma��arati selaltiSina, 
CT 16 43 :70f. 

Orientalia - 20 
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Comments on the Nassouhi Kinglist 

and the Assyrian Kinglist Tradition 1 

]. A. BRINKMAN - Chicago 

In 1954, 1. ]. Gelb's pUblication of two almost complete eighth-century 
copies of the Assyrian Kinglist (KhKL and SDAS) put an end to more than 
two decades of dilatory irresponsibility which had withheld this text, save 
in measured doses, from the scholarly world. Since that time, historians of 
ancient Mesopotamia have had the advantage of basing their chronologies of 
Assyria directly on a carefully preserved tradition of the Assyrians themselves; 
and most Middle Assyrian or Neo-Assyrian chronological problems discussed 
since 1954 have centered around conflicts or lacunae within the Assyrian 
tradition. 

The present meager offering in honor of Professor Ge1b consists of two 
parts : (A) a contribution to the textual accuracy of the kinglist tradition, 
comprising some collations made of the Nassouhi Kinglist, the oldest extensive 
copy of the Assyrian Kinglist presently known 2; and (B) a few remarks on 
the Assyrian Kinglist tradition, including its relevance and factual accuracy, 
from the point of view of an historian. 

A 

The first lengthy version of the Assyrian Kinglist to be published in mod
ern times was the tenth-century text edited by Essad Nassouhi in 1927. In 
view of the very damaged condition of the tablet and the fact that only one 
tiny duplicate (containing parts of twelve lines) 3 was then known, Nassouhi's 
edition was commendable for its accuracy and usefulness. Some twenty years 
later, Weidner published comments on various lines of the text, basing his 
readings on photos 4. In the summer of 197 1 ,  I had a brief opportunity to 
collate the tablet in Istanbul; my co=el1ts and some of the more significant 

1 Abbreviations used iu this article generally follow CAD K (1971 ) ,  pp. 
vi-xix, with the following additions : AsKL = VAT 1 1 554 (published as KA V 
15) ; KhKL = Khorsabad Kinglist (fNES 13 [1954J 209-230) ; NaKL = Nas
souhi Kinglist (AfO 4 [1927] 1-1 1 ) ;  NiKL = kinglist fragment from Nineveh 
(BM 128059, published by Millard, Iraq 32 [1970J 174-176) ; SDAS = Seventh 
Day Adventist Seminary Kinglist (fNES 13  [1954J 209-230) . Throughout 
this article, the term "Assyrian Kinglist" will be used to refer to the tradition 
embodied in the five documents above (to the exclusion of other types of As
syrian kinglists, such as the synchronistic kinglists) . 

2 AfO 4 (1927) 1-1 1 .  
3 AsKL. 
4 AfO 1 5  (1945-51 )  88, especially note 16.  
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collations are published below. Eventually, a re-edition of the text is de
sirable; but, because of the condition of the tablet, the editor should be able 
to study it carefully over an extended period and to compare the tablet sign 
for sign with the excavation photos �. 

Since 1954, commentators have had the benefit of being able to compare 
the Nassouhi list with the longer and better-preserved eighth-century versions 
(KhKL and SDAS) . Needless to say, these duplicates frequently furnish 
insights-denied to Nassouhi-into enigmatic sign traces. 

Column I 

It is sometimes difficult to see how Nassouhi determined the line number
ing for this column. It is uncertain how many lines are missing before the 
first visible traces 6. In Nassouhi's copy, the line number "20" to the left 
of this column is so placed as to overlap both with the line ending in -Ili-e l 
and with the apparently blank next line. It is only by counting from line 
" 18", which ends in -I a?-nil (according to Nassouhi's copy), that one can 
see that the line terminating in -Ili-e l was presumably reckoned as line 19. 
But then, between line 16 (ending in -si) and line 19 (ending in -Ili-el),  there 
are apparently traces of two lines in the copy, while the tablet clearly has 
three lines here 7. 

Since this is an eclectic commentary on a published text rather than a 
re-publication, I have retained Nassouhi's line numbering for easy reference. 
A thorough re-edition would undoubtedly renumber the lines. 

8-1 1 
12 
13-21 

There are no readable traces on the tablet. 
-uJI-ta-ri is clear (cf. KhKL i 10, SDAS i 9) . 
There are ten lines to this section in each of the three preserved 
kinglists-NaKL, KhKL, and SDAS. As noted above, the Nas
souhi copy seems to omit one line 8 . 
13 J-bu (The name of the father of Samsi-Adad I ends in -bu 

also in i 37 ; KhKL and SDAS have -bi. )  
14 J-I x l-DINGIR (Ix l could be the end of kur; cf. KhKL i 13, 

SDAS i 12) 
15  J-I me-nil 
16  J-I x l-me-si 
16a J . . .  (no readable traces, but clearly a line of text here) 

5 In contrast with the synchronistic kinglist Assur 1 4616c, also in Istan
bul, which has markedly deteriorated since its excavation photo was taken, 
NaKL seems to be in much the same condition now as it was when discovered. 

6 KhKL and SDAS have 9 and 8 lines respectively before the summary 
at the end of the first section. N assouhi estimates room for 1 1  lines here 
(probably based on spatial considerations and a comparison with the bottom 
of the third column, which is relatively well preserved) ; but it is difficult to 
tell whether the original count may not have been more in line with the other 
lists. 

7 As do KhKL and SDAS. 
8 Here inserted as line 16a, though from the copy one could suspect that 

line 17 was omitted (and hence the numbering 17, 17a, 18 might be more ac
curate) . 
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17 J I' x-(x)-nil 
18 J I'Sa-ma-a-nil 
19 J-I'li-el 
20 J-I'xl 
2 1  J-I'xl 
A horizontal dividing line (not in the copy) follows immediately 
after line 2 1 .  

22-30 The only sign which I can positively verify in these lines is the 
-ni- in line 30 9• It is difficult to match the traces here in NaKL 
with KhKL and SDAS 10. In general, in NaKL i 22-34, Nassou
hi's line numbering is suspect; from line 28 on, the numbers may 
be at least two lines too low for the available space 11. 

34 It should read: [ J l'xl[ J1'4(  + ?) MU. MESl LUGAI,-ta I'Du-usl 
35 can be read -aJm-d30 
39 J-I' aSl il-I'lik l 
4 1  KJar-du-1' nil-[xJ 
42 J l'xl . MES 

Column II 

1-14 The traces here are indefinite, but might repay further study. 
1 5-24 Because of his relatively incomplete knowledge of the sequence 

of the Assyrian kings, Nassouhi restored incorrect names at the 
beginning of lines 1 5, 17, 19, 2 1 ,  and 23. Bazaju, Lullaju, su
Ninua, Sarma-Adad, and Erisu should be restored in these lines 12. 

1 6  The number at the beginning of the line is 20[( +x)J . 
1 7  The RN clearly ends in -I'ial as opposed to -a-a in KhKL ii 22 

and SDAS ii 1'19l. 
2 1  There may b e  a trace of I'sul at the beginning of the patronymic 

here. 

9 The usual restoration of KhKL i 28 and SDAS i 27 (]NES 13 [1954J 
2 12-213, following Poebel in ]NES 1 [1942J 283) , was probably ruled out in 
any case because N aKL i 29-30 should refer to Ikiinum, not Erisum. 

10 In ]CS 8 ( 1954) 1 08 note 198, Landsberger transliterates lines 27-28 
on the basis of Nassouhi's copy and photo ( ? ), but notes that in 1954 only 
unreadable traces remained. After a comparison of the present-day ( 1971 )  
condition of  the tablet with the excavation photos, I am unable to establish 
any significant deterioration of the tablet here or elsewhere and hence believe 
that the basis for Landsberger's reading is insecure. Similarly with his read
ing for i 33 proposed in ]CS 8 ( 1954) 1 10 note 208 (where Naram-Sin, not 
Puzur-Assur is expected) . 

11 As may be seen from measuring the average size of a line elsewhere 
and comparing the damaged area here. Furthermore, if one accepts Nas
sonhi's numbering, one would obtain the following correlation: 

NaKL i 22 = KhKL i 21 = SDAS i 20 
NaKL i 35 = KhKL i 37 = SDAS i 36 

which would mean that NaKL covered the same material in fewer lines than 
the other texts-the exact reverse of the situation in the other columns, where 
NaKL eschews the abbreviation of formulae. 

12 For the reading Su-Ninua vs. Kidin-Ninua, see the Excursus below. 
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My collation was able to verify very few of the traces indicated 
in Nassouhi's transliteration, AIO 4 (1927) 3. 
mSam-lsi-dl[ ] IU-me-dl[ 
The number at the beginning of the line is 15[( +x)] ; the digits 
are hopelessly damaged here, but the traces do not necessarily 
disagree with the figure 1 6  given in both KhKL and SDAS. 
mAS +sur-IERfN . l[x] IDUMU lS-me-dDa-ganl 
NaKL clearly reads 14 for the regnal years of Puzur-Assur III. 
SDAS has 24 ; KhKL is broken 13. 
mAs +s[ur]-KUR-I nil DU[MU Z]ALAG--DINGIR 
11 IT! UD . ME?-tl[e] LUGAIrta DU-U[S] 
-b]i IGIs . Gu . zAl [ 

U]N . ME-su DUMU A s +sur-IEN-UN . MEl-[ 
The number is too badly damaged to be read with any degree 
of probability. This is true also on the excavation photos, and 
it is difficult to see any basis for Nassouhi's transliteration "6". 
]-a-I[!i DUMU A s +sur-AG-uN . ME-sul 
-t]1 a DU-U l[s] is visible. 
Traces of one uncertain sign are visible. 
[ ] .I GABA l DUMU GfD-I di-en l-[ 
The number at the beginning of the line is 10[( +x)] , as copied. 
The number is 30[( +x)]. 
r x? l [ ]-ti-dMAS da-a-r ril 
[mAs + sU]rr-SUM-IBILA l DUMU-SU 
r GIS . GU . ZA lu i,>-lbat 4 MU . MES[ 14 
end: DUMU DINGIR-[!ad-r da l 
There is no doubt about the reading " 13" for the regnal years 
of Ninurta-apil-Ekur, while KhKL and SDAS both have "3". 
The number is 26[( +x)] 15. 

] Iil-[du]k a-n[a 
-ta]k-kil-d[ ] x [ 
-i]l rKURl-[a] rel-[ ] (-ta is totally gone both on the tablet 
and on the excavation photo) . 
The number for the regnal years of Tiglath-pileser I cannot be 
verified 16. 

13 This is the only case in which NaKL preserves a lower figure for a reign 
than either KhKL or SDAS. 

14 The number is clearly 4, as opposed to 3 in both KhKL a.nd SDAS. 
15 Weidner's reading of 46 ! (based on a photo) in AIO 15 (1945-51 )  88 

note 1 6  seems to me excessively optimistic, considering both the tablet and 
the old excavation photos. 

16 The digits are badly mangled; but they could have been "9" if written 
in two horizontal rows (5 +4) .  Cf. the number in iv 1 1 , where the "8" is 
written 4 +4. 
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[ J iSam-Si-dIM DUMU GIS . TUKUL-A-E . sl[AR 
TJA KUR iKar-du l-[ J e-Ila l-[ 
at end: idSul-ma-nU-SAGl 
The damaged number shows at least two Winkelhaken; readings 
of 40 or 4 1  cannot be ruled out 17. 
J TUKUL--t[i-AJ-iE . sAR . RAl A A s +sur-isAG--il-[SiJ 
Nassouhi's copy of the number here as [(x+ )Ji3l is not exact. 
Only one final vertical is visible on the tablet (and also on the 
excavation photo) 18 . Hence the supposed NaKL "33" for the 
"32" of KhKL (SDAS is broken here) is non-existent 19. Thus 
the balance of evidence favors a thirty-two-year reign for Tiglath
pileser II; and, with his accession date set at 967 (rather than 
968 as in CAH, 3rd ed., and my chronological tables in Oppen
heim's Ancient Mesopotamia) , all dates in Assyrian chronology 
before this time which are calculated by dead reckoning by means 
of the Assyrian Kinglist figures should be lowered by one year. 
Thus Shalmaneser I should be set at 1273-1244 instead of 1274-
1245, etc. Likewise all chronologies based on the Assyrian, e.g., 
the Babylonian, should be dropped by one year 20. 

B 

Chronology is the backbone of history and especially of political history; 
and, for Mesopotamian chronology between 1500 and 600 B.C., there is no 
body of evidence more important or more widely used than the Assyrian King
list tradition. Practically all dates in Mesopotamian history calculated over 
this time span are based directly or indirectly on the data contained in this 
tradition. Because the Kinglist preserves a detailed list of Assyrian rulers, 
their genealogies, and their lengths of reign which is supposed to be complete 
for more than a millennium preceding 722 B.C. and because it is the only text 
which provides such a skeleton essential to all historical work, there has been 
an understandable tendency on the part of historians to utilize this evidence 
gratefully, sometimes with little critical examination. 

This is not to say that there has not been significant historical criticism 
concerned with the Assyrian Kinglist. F. R. Kraus 21 and B.  Landsberger 22 
have contributed greatly to our understanding of the text, especially the origins 

17 Contrary to Weidner, AiO 15 (1945-51 )  88 note 16. 
18 Weidner also believed, on the basis of the photo, that a reading of [30J 

+ 2 ( !) was possible. 
19 Nassouhi may have been influenced, consciously or unconsciously, by 

the number of years ("33") listed for the eponym period of Tiglath-pileser II 
in KA V 22 v 9". 

20 This holds for all dates of the Kassite dynasty after 1 500 and for all 
dates of the Post-Kassites before 935 (the latter are calculated on Assyrian
based dates for the Isin II dynasty) . 

21 WZKM 52 (1953-55) 238-243 and Konige, die in Zelten wohnten (Me
dedelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. 
Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, Deel 28, no. 2 ;  Amsterdam, 1965) . 

22 JCS 8 (1954) 31-45, 47-73, 106-133. 
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and completeness of its earlier portions 23. Rollig has recently presented a 
short theoretical treatment of the typology and sources for the Kinglist 24; 
and his assessment of the role of chronicles or chronicle-like documents in 
the evolution of the Kinglist follows in the tradition of Poebe1 and Landsberger, 
who either classified the document among the chronicles 25 or said that it was 
written in chronicle style 26 . 

My present purpose is more modest. I wish simply to raise certain ques
tions about isolated points concerning the Assyrian Kinglist tradition and then, 
in conclusion, to , propose further desiderata for a critical approach to the 
tradition. 

The first topic I would like to broach is the reliability of the latter two
thirds of the list, from BeIu-bani (king no. 48) on. Landsberger's perceptive 
analysis of the deficiencies of the Assyrian Kinglist (]CS 8) concentrated on 
the completeness and accuracy of its earlier portions. His study of the King
list's conflict with other traditions 27 and its occasional internal chronological 
improbabilities 28 showed that these early sections have to be interpreted crit
ically, not literally. But what of the later sections of the list? Are they 
as reliable as generally assumed? Here too, one can easily unearth inconsist
encies within the tradition as well as conflicts with other traditions. It may 
be instructive to list some of the more obvious discrepancies. 

A. Length of reign 29 

A. l Puzur-Assur III (no. 61) : 24 years (SDAS ii 29) , 14 years 
(NaKL ii 35) 

A.2 Assur-nadin-apli (no. 79) : 4 years (NaKL iii 31) ,  3 years 
(KhKL iii 22, SDAS iii 12) 

A.3 Ninurta-apil-Ekur (no. 82) : 13  years (NaKL iii 40) , 3 years 
(KhKL iii 30, SDAS iii 17) 

A.4 *Tiglath-pileser II (no. 97) : 33 years (KA V 22 v 9" , referring 
to the eponym period) , 32 years (KhKL iv 13) 30 

23 An earlier contribution in the same vein was made by Weidner in AfO 
15 (1945-51)  96-97. See also Finkelstein, ]CS 20 (1966) 95-1 18, especially 
pp. 1 12-1 13, for an assessmen.t of the initial "list of ancestors" .  

24 A OA T  1 265-277. 
25 ]NES 1 (1942) 281, covering all but the earliest sections of the list. 
26 ]CS 8 (1954) 34 note 23. 
27 Notably with royal inscriptions and with the kinglist KA V 14, which 

showed an alternate line of rulers continuing the house of Samsi-Adad I after 
Bme-Dagan I. 

28 Especially in the matter of assigning too many generations to a re
latively short period of time. 

29 One can add two further discrepancies to this list, if one interprets 
KA V 9 in the usual fashion (see Rowton, Iraq 8 [1946] 99 and Grayson, A OA T  
1 1 12-1 14) .  KA V 9 apparently assigns 3 5  years to [Assur-uballit (I)], as op
posed to KhKL's 36, and 33 years to [Adad-nirari (I)], as opposed to KhKL's 
32. It should be noted, however, that these variants balance out in the totals; 
and it would probably be preferable for future chronologies to accept a total 
of 68 years for these two reigns (which is agreed upon by both sources) rather 
than to pick the higher figure in each case and arrive at a sum of 69 (supported 
by neither source) . 

30 For other discrepancies between regnal years and eponym periods, 
see Poebe1's table in ]NES 2 (1943) 88. Note too that the (new ?) king reign-
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B .  Genealogy 31 
B . l  *Assur-nirari II (no. 68) : son of Enli1-naljlir (I/II ; KhKL iii 3), 

son of Assur-rabi I according to an inscription of his own son 32, 
Assur-ra'im-nisesu (KAH 1 63:3-4, cf. KAH 2 25 :8-9) 

B .2  Assur-ra'im(re'im)-nisesu (no. 70) : son of Assur-bel-nisesu 
(KhKL iii 7, cf. NaKL iii 1 1) ,  son of Assur-niran II according 
to his own text (KAH 1 63:3) 

B.3 Eriba-Adad I (no. 72) : son of Assur-bel-nisesu (KhKL iii 1 1 ,  
SDAS iii 4 ,  possibly once supported by KAH 2 ·  25), son of Assur
ra'im-nisesu (NaKL iii 15) 

B .4 Adad-nirari I (no. 76) : son of Arik-den-ili (NaKL iii 23 and 
his own royal inscriptions, KAH 1 7 :2, 8 :2, 9 :2, etc.), brother 
of Arik-den-ili (KhKL iii 17, SDAS iii 8) 

B . 5  Assur-nirari III (no. 80) : son of Assur-naljlir-apli (KhKL iii 23, 
SDAS iii 13), son of Assur-nadin-apli (NaKL iii 32) 

B.6 Eriba-Adad II (no. 90) : son of Assur-bel-kala (NaKL iv 12. 16, 
SDAS iii 31 .35, KhKL iii 45), son of [Ilu-kabkJabi (KhKL iv 2-3) 

B.7 Tiglath-pileser III (no. 1 08) : son of Adad-nirari III (KAH 1 
21 :2), son of Assur-nirari V (SDAS iv 24) 

C. Omission 33 
C. l  Shalmaneser II (no. 93) is omitted in NaKL. 

D. Variation in royal names 34 
D . l  King no. 79 is Assur-nadin-apli in NaKL iii 30 and KhKL 

iii 21 ,  but Assur-naljlir-apli in SDAS iii 1 1  35. 

ing 828-824 B.C. supposedly inserted in the eponym list STT 46+ 348 (ac
cording to Parpola, A OA T  6 xvii note 1) is non-existent; the separation of 
the eponyms for the years 827-823 in some lists simply marks off the second 
eponym period of Shalmaneser III (cf. Cal ii 36-40, STT 47 ii) . 

31 Landsberger, ]CS 8 (1954) 42-44, argues on the chronological grounds 
of figures (for various "generations") given in the Assyrian Kinglist tradition 
that between Belu-bani (no. 48) and Assur-nadin-a:g.:g.e II (no. 7 1 )  the tra
dition incorrectly designates no fewer than eleven kings as "son" of their im
mediate predecessor, when each should have been designated "brother" (plus 
one instance in which "his brother" should read "son of his brother") . Since 
only one of these cases can be supported by outside textual evidence, the rest 
are omitted from the list here (without in any sense implying the present 
writer's dismissal of the cumulative weight of Landsberger's evidence) . 

32 miiru can also be translated "descendant" ;  but, in context, this is less 
likely in the royal inscriptions cited in section B .  _ 

33 KA V 14 also apparently omits kings 4 1-53, the latter of which fall 
after Belu-bani; but this has been amply discussed by Landsberger, ]CS 8 
(1954) 31-33, etc. 

34 This excludes possibly orthographic variants as -PAB . MES (KhKL iii 
9, SDAS iii 3) vs. -a-bi (NaKL iii 13) for king no. 7 1  and -bad-da (NaKL iii 
36) vs. -i-bad-da (KhKL iii 27, SDAS iii 1 5) in the patronymic of king no. 82. 
- Some apparent variants between col. i of the synchronistic kinglist Assur 
14616c (copied most recently from a photo by Weidner, AfO 3 [1926J 70-7 1 )  
and the Assyrian Kinglist do not exist. My collation of Assur 14616c (sum
mer 1971 )  showed the following readings: (3') mfLi-ba-a-al, (5') mfIB-TARl-d30, 
(8') fmsu-Nil-nu-a. 

35 Tukulti-Ninurta's son and successor is called Assur-nadin-apli in NaKL 
and KhKL, but Assur-naljlir-apli in SDAS (cf. Chronicle P iv 10) . The matter 
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Using the above data, the following observations may be made. 
1 .  Among the various versions of the Assyrian Kinglist, the most 

nearly contemporary source is not necessarily the most accurate. NaKL omits 
Shalmaneser II, who ruled about a century before the list was written (C. l ) .  
SDAS apparently gives erroneous information on the parentage of Tiglath
pileser III, who died within a few years of the writing of the text (B.7) . 

2. Most chronological discrepancies involve only one year (A.2, A.4, 
and the two listed on page 3 1 1  note 29) and are relatively insignificant for 
approximate calculation. More troublesome are the two conflicts of ten years 
each: A. l and A.3. Though these two variations-between NaKL and KhKL/ 
SDAS-could conceivably cancel each other out for dates before Puzur-Assur 
III (no. 61) ,  A.3 affects the reckoning of dates for most of the latter half of 
the second millennium. Despite the current historical fashion which prefers 
" 13" rather than "3" years for the length of the reign of Ninurta-apil-Ekur, 
it should be pointed out that there is not a single shred of positive evidence 
in favor of either alternative 36. For several hundred years before 1 181 B.C. 
we are faced with a Mesopotamian chronology that may be inaccurate by as 
much as ten years (plus the usual minimal margin of error r.eckoned for dates 
in the early first millennium B.C.) . When, in addition, one considers that 
we are still not sure of the meaning of the phrase "he ruled/held the throne 
!uPPiSu" applied to kings 84-85 and that many of the uncontested dates in 
the latter part of the Kinglist (principally before 910  B.C.) are uncontested 
simply because there is no additional evidence with which to compare them, 
one is apt to temper one's enthusiasm for the presently unverified later por
tions of the Kinglist and to wish for further comparative chronological data, 
preferably contemporary 37. 

3. Because of the relatively high number of variations, the genealog
ical tradition of the Assyrian Kinglist is quite faulty. This conclusion is 
bolstered by Landsberger's analysis of generations for kings 48-7 1 ,  which shows 
that half the genealogical attributions of this section of the Assyrian Kinglist 
are likely to be erroneous 38. For these reasons, it is probably unsafe to ac
cept genealogical statements of the Assyrian Kinglist as true without sup
porting evidence 39. 

is further complicated by the fact that Tukulti-Ninurta's second successor, 
Assur-nirari III, is described as the son of Assur-nadin-apli only in NaKL, 
but as the son of Assur-na�ir-apli in both KhKL and SDAS. Contemporary 
inscriptions survive only from the reign of Assur-nadin-apli, son of Tukulti
Ninurta (Weidner, Tn. I, nos. 40-4 1 ) .  Poebe1, ]NES 1 (1942) 484-490, sug
gested that Assur-nadin-apli and Assur-n�ir-apli were two quite different 
sons of Tukulti-Ninurta-the latter leading the revolt against his father and 
the former succeeding his father on the throne; and a similar position was 
advanced by Weidner, Tn. I, no. 37 : 10/1 1 ,  Kommentar. With the present 
evidence, it seems uncertain whether one or two princes lie behind the conflict
ing scribal traditions. 

36 To those who would point out that a damaged " 13" is apt to be copied 
as "3" in later lists, one may refer to A. 1 as an example of tlie reverse phe
nomenon. 

37 Such data are now becoming available for the Middle Babylonian period 
and are throwing interesting light on the figures given for the Kassite dynasty 
in the Babylonian Kinglist A. 

38 See note 31  above. 
39 Especially for kings in the second millennium. Babylonian Kinglist A 

has a tendency to make the same type of genealogical errors ; see J. A. Brink-
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One does not wish to be overly sceptical about the data of the Assyrian 
Kinglist tradition. But there is a tendency when dealing with such a unique 
and-at least in its later portions-seemingly scientific document to forget 
that all of its data may not be equally reliable 40. 

The second topic I would like to touch on is the relative age of the five 
currently published examples of the Assyrian Kinglist. One, KhKL, is dated 
exactly by its colophon to 738 B .C. Two more, NaKL and SDAS, may be 
dated with reasonable accuracy by their concluding portions : NaKL ends 
with the reign of Tiglath-pileser II (died 935 B.C.) and SDAS ends with the 
reign of Shalmaneser V (died 722 B.C. ) ;  and each should presumably be dated 
within a few years after these events. Most difficult to date are the two frag
mentary exemplars of the list : AsKL . and NiKL. Poebel 41 argued that AsKL 
is the oldest known fragment of the list; and his conclusion was accepted, 
among others, by Landsberger 42 and Grayson 43. The date proposed by Poe
bel would probably lie around the middle of the eleventh century B.C. 44. 
Millard tentatively dated NiKL to sometime in the tenth century 45, roughly 
around the time of NaKL. 

Though Poebel himself expressed doubts about the certainty of his ar
gument for the date of AsKL 46, recent commentators have tended to become 
less reserved in their statements until AsKL has come to be designated simply 
as the oldest text of the Kinglist. This is not so sure. Only a small portion 
-approximately half a dozen lines on each side-of the left column on the 
obverse and the reverse of the tablet survive. These lines occur towards the 
bottom of column i on the obverse and towards the top of column iv on the 
reverse 47. If one estimates the amount of space remaining at the bottom 
of column iv, one can see that there may have been room for AsKL to end 
with Tiglath-pileser II or Assur-dan II 48; and, conceivably, AsKL could be 
roughly the same age as NaKL or even slightly younger than it 49. Unfor-

man, A Political History of Post-Kassite Babylonia (AnOr 43 [Rome, 1968J, 
p. 27. 

40 Especially when its material on a given ruler may be the only histor-
ical information available. 

41 ]NES 1 ( 1942) 25 1 .  
42 ]CS 8 ( 1954) 39 note 48. 
43 A OA T  1 109. 
44 Since he infers that the list "closed with a king six or seven more reigns 

before Tukulti-apil-Esarra II" (]NES 1 [1942J 251) .  
45 Iraq 32 ( 1970) 176. 
46 ]NES 1 ( 1942) 251 note 5. 
47 Not, as Landsberger stated, in the middle of the column (]CS 8 [1954J 

39 note 48) . Obv. I '  deals with king no. 35 ( = KhKL i 32, SDAS i 31 ) ,  there
by affording some basis for believing that approximately thirty lines may 
be missing from the beginning of col. i. All the reasonably well preserved 
versions of the Kinglist (NaKL, KhKL, SDAS) end their first column with 
the episode of Samsi-Adad I. 

48 Rev. 6' = KhKL iii 28, SDAS iii 15 .  If one calculates that the bot
tom of col. iv in AsKL is identical in size to the missing top of col. i (which 
corresponds to thirty-one lines in KhKL and thirty in SDAS) , one can form 
an approximate estimate of how much may be lacking in col. iv. (Thirty-one 
additional lines in KhKL lead to the Assur-dan II entry, and thirty lines in 
SDAS to the second line of the Tiglath-pileser II entry) . 

49 The latter alternative is highly unlikely. It must be stressed that 
these are maximal estimates in that one cannot be sure that the whole of col
umn iv in AsKL was inscribed and that there was no colophon (as in the 
tenth-century NaKL) . 
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tunate1y, the sections marked oepi in NaKL i 33 ([oe-pJi, Sargon I entry) and 
in AsKL 3' ([oJe-pi, Puzur-Assur II entry) do not correspond; so we cannot 
tell which scribe is likely to have had a more complete original to copy from 50 . 
One may also note that the vertical dividing line within the columns, present 
in both eighth-century copies (KhKL and SDAS) and lacking in the tenth
century copy (NaKL) , is also present in AsKL 51. 

NiKL also has the vertical dividing line, but the top of the final colunm 
on the reverse is uninscribed. Whether this latter feature is to be interpreted 
as evidence for an early date or whether it should simply be suggested that 
the inscription was not completed is uncertain. Millard's resort to paleo
graphic evidence is useful, if inconclusive 52 . If the AsKL and NiKL fragments 
were larger or if we had a detailed study of the development of the Middle 
Assyrian and early Neo-Assyrian script, this could be of real value. In the 
present state of affairs, it seems safer to assert only that NaKL, AsKL, and 
NiKL represent older versions of the Assyrian Kinglist tradition than do KhKL 
and SDAS. It is difficult to assign absolute chronological priority-in any 
meaningful sense-to any one of these tablets. 

It is also worth stating that the latest significant redaction of the As
syrian Kinglist probably took place ill Middle Assyrian times or very early 
in the Neo-Assyrian period (the latter part of the tenth century being the latest 
possible date) 53. Regardless of how one speculates on the sources and origins 
of the early portions of the list or of various preliminary compilations, the 
consistent use in the final version of the term Kardunias for Babylonia (in 
the various episodes concerned with exile of princes or kings) 54 rules out a 

50 Landsberger in ]CS 8 (1954) 1 10 note 208, followed by Grayson, A OA T  
1 1 10, miscalculated the reference in NaKL i 33 and assigned it to Puzur
Assur II. Landsberger failed to note that NaKL in the body of the text (i.e., 
beginning with king no. 33)-in contrast with the practice in both KhKL 
and SDAS-does not abbreviate the repetitious formulae, and so there are 
never less than two lines to an individual entry. Since it is quite clear that 
both lines 32 and 34 end in sarruta epus, the end of column i should be assigned 
as follows: 

. 

i 37-43 SamSi-Adad I (no. 39) 
i 35-36 Erisum II (no. 38) 
i 33-34 Naram-Sin (no. 37) 
i 31-32 puzur-Assur II (no. 36) 

Though it is interesting that the only oePi's in the Kinglist tradition occur 
so close together in this section (raising the possibility that AsKL and NaKL 
may descend from a single original with damage to more than one entry in 

, this area), one sho1!.ld note that the Nassouhi lacuna-apparently. in J:he father's 
name of Naram-Sm-does not seem to affect the later KhKL 1 3::>. 

51 It is difficult to tell whether such an argument, based on a superficial 
analysis of physical style, has any significance. Only the recovery of further 
exemplars can decide. 

52 The form of su in NiKL is not quite so distinctively Middle Assyrian 
as Millard states (Iraq 32 [1970J 176) . A similar form, slightly abbreviated, 
occurs in the tenth-century NaKL iii 17, 37, and iv 12 ;  and a virtually iden
tical form can be found in the tenth-century annals of Assur-dan II (AfO 3 
[1926J 1 55 110. 1 rev. 1 1 ) ,  in the early-ninth-century annals of Adad-niral;'i II 
(KAH II 84 :33), etc. 

53 Obviously at the time of or before N aKL, our oldest reasonably dated 
copy. v 

54 Samsi-Adad I, Ninurta-apil-Ekur, Nillurta-tukulti-Assur (Mutakkil
Nusku), and Samsi-Adad IV. It is noteworthy that most of the longer entries 
in the later portion of the Assyrian Kinglist mention Babylonia. 
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time before the Middle Assyrian period for the final redaction 55. As is evident 
from KhKL and SDAS, once the last significant redaction had been made, 
references to further reigns were added on in stereotyped formulae 56. 

Another interesting feature is the connection of most of the Kinglist 
tablets with the city of Assur. Two of them were excavated there (AsKL, 
NaKL) . KhKL, although excavated at Khorsabad, was copied from an orig
inal from Assur (iv 33) ; and SDAS, according to its colophon, belonged to 
Bel-suma-iddin, a masmas�t of Assur (iv 29) . Only the fragmentary NiKL, 
the colophon of which is missing, cannot be connected in any way with Assur 57. 

One minor topic or textual query which, to my knowledge, has not yet 
been raised concerns the place where Erisum II, son of Naram-Sin, ruled. 
According to the wording of the section of the Kinglist dealing with Samsi
Adad I, Samsi-Adad, after proceeding north from Babylonia to Ekallate, 
then "came up" (eta) 58 further north to depose Erisum. This, taken literally, 
would ilp.ply that Erisum was ruling north-or upstream-of Ekallate 59 and 
not, as Landsberger and David Oates have implied, at Assur 60. Was the 
capital north of Ekallate at this time, perhaps removed thither temporarily 
because of Samsi-Adad's invasion ? Or should eta be taken simply as a rep
etition of the customarily used verb 61 without intended geographical pre
cision 62 ? In any case, it is worth observing that the normal sense of the verb 
seems to require that Erisum was deposed from a seat north or upstream of 
the now agreed on location of Ekallate 63. 

In conclusion, if one may look forward to the future, it would be a great 
service to students of Mesopotamian history if all the various Assyrian and 
Babylonian kinglists 64 were available in more accessible and reliable form. 

65 Landsberger in ]GS 8 ( 1954) 35 referred to the mat Akkad of the hy
pothetical forerunner(s) . He also speculated on the compilation of the "Grund
stock" of the Assyrian Kinglist at some time during the dynasty of Samsi
Adad I (ibid., p. 1 09) . 

66 One should note that the last entry with additional information (other 
than royal name, patronymic, and length of reign) pertains to Samsi-Adad IV 
in the middle of the eleventh century. Note also that Rowton, GAH 1/1, 
3rd ed., p. 195, would date the compilation of the "original copy" of the As
syrian Kinglist to the eleventh century for reasons he is yet to publish. 

57 Oppenheim has pointed out privately the similarity in the distinctive 
shape of KhKL/SDAS and the ruled-off inscriptional sections of some timu 
steles found at Assur ( W VDOG 24 nos. 1 5, 28, etc. )  and has suggested that 
certain copies of the Assyrian Kinglist may have been intended for funerary 
or ceremonial purposes (rather than for strictly chronological ends) . See also 
note 70 below. 

68 I.e., in the sense of going upstream. 
69 Located north of Assur. See Finkelstein, ]GS 7 ( 1953) 1 19;  Hallo, 

]GS 18 ( 1964) 72 ; Oates, Studies in the Ancient History of Northern Iraq, p. 38. 
60 Note the capture of Assur mentioned in Landsberger, ]GS 8 ( 1954) 35 ; 

Oates, Studies, p. 38. 
61 Besides the Kinglist passage referring to Samsi-Adad I, eta is used 

also of Ninurta-apil-Ekur and SamSi-Adad IV (in connection with their jour
neys from Babylonia to Assyria) .  

62 This seems less likely, though one might speculate whether EriSum 
operated along an Esnunna-Assur axis which was not totally disrupted by 
Samsi-Adad's presence at Ekallate. 

63 Nineveh and Subat-Enlil come to mind as possibilities, though the 
latter is probably not directly upstream from Ekallate and is suggested prin
cipally because of Samsi-Adad's later connection with the town. 

64 And the eponym lists and date lists as well. 
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It is essential that these documents be carefully re-edited from the original 
tablets 65, since some of the present disagreements concern even the basic 
reading of the text 66 . In cases where a tablet has deteriorated over the 
years 67, it would also help to provide a list of variant readings offered by pre
vious editors 68. At this stage in the history of the discipline, we would all 
derive much more benefit from an adequate and reliable text edition than 
from further elaborate theorizing on an unevenly edited jumble. 

When the text of the kinglists has been reasonably established, it would 
be desirable to have a detailed typological analysis of the various genres that 
would transcend a superficial classification of types relying on comparative 
phrase- or sentence-structure 69. One may even look forward to a day when 
the determination of the Sitz im Leben and textual origins of the kinglists 
and other chronological documents may represent something other than well
intentioned speculations based on minimal or non-existing evidence 70. Finally, 
when one has gained some appreciation of the textual tradition and what it 
stands for in terms of "literary truth" 71, one should also attempt to assess 
the tradition as "historical truth" preferably by means of reliable contempo
rary documents. Obviously, these various analyses and assessments cannot 

65 Editing from photographs or simple re-working of older editions is 
quite inadequate, as has been documented by the numerous disputes or ex
planations concerned with non-existent readings. In the case of new editions, 
one would hope that, in so far as possible, ambiguous signs or traces would 
be carefully described to minimize the scurrying after collations following 
the discovery of each new piece of evidence. 

66 While it is helpful to have collations such as those offered here for NaKL 
and those published by Grayson in AOA T  1, it would be much more advanta
geous to have a standard edition of all kinglists available in a single volume. 
Assyriologists and historians spend an inordinate percentage of their time 
threading their way through bibliographical mazes. 

67 As is true, e.g., with the synchronistic kinglist Assur 14616c and pro
bably with Babylonian Kinglist A. 

68 For Babylonian Kinglist A alone, this would probably fill a rather 
large article. 

69 Lower criticism has its uses, if applied with restraint and common 
sense. But it would be pointless to attempt a reconstruction of the origin 
of the sundry types of kinglists and chronofogical documents based solely on 
the arbitrary distinction of certain documentary groups by reason of their 
choice of one or other sentence structure within the allowable variations of 
Sumerian or Akkadian syntax. Similarities of this type could well be for
tuitous and, unless some sort of ulterior connection can be shown (such as origin 
within a very restricted time or place range) , need not reflect anything other 
than the convenience of the classifier. 

70 The ceremonial function of the genealogical list of the Hammurapi 
dynasty (Finkelstein, ]GS 20 [1966J 95- 1 1 8) ,  as indicated in the latter part 
of the text, is of particular relevance here, since this is the only document of 
this type for which we have direct evidence concerning its Sitz im Leben. It 
could be desired that the often-repeated theorizing on the derivation of the 
Assyrian Kinglists from eponym lists or chronicles/chronicle-like documents 
would be based on similar grounds rather than on questionable interpretations 
of the word lim ani (KhKL i 26, etc.) or vague similarities in sentence arrange
ment. We have at present no eponym lists or chronicles which are capable 
of supplying all the information contained in the terse formulae of the As
syrian Kinglist-royal name, immediate descent, length of reign. 

71 See the analysis by Landsberger, ]GS 8 (1954) 109. 
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always proceed sequentially because of the random nature and very incomplete 
state of the evidence; but they are essential parts of the historical process 
and can be ignored only to the detriment of history. 

Excursus : The Reading of the Royal Name sU-Ninua 

In 1954, Gelb and Landsberger independently and almost simultaneously 
introduced the reading Kidin-Ninua for Assyrian king no. 54 . Gelb in ]NES 
13 ( 1954) 225-226 translated the name written as mSU-URU . AB X ljA (in both 
KhKL ii 24, 26, 28, 35 and SDAS ii 20, 21 ,  22, 27) as Kidin-Ninua. Though 
Gelb did not annotate his translation, he today (August 1972) believes that 
he made this translation on the basis of the use of the logogram su for kidinnu 
in Middle Assyrian personal names, as analyzed by Ebeling, MAOG 13/1 ( 1939) 
52-54. Landsberger in ]CS 8 ( 1954) 42 transliterated KA V 14 :6' as [Ki
dJin-dAB X ljA. Since 1954, the reading Kidin-Ninua has generally remained 
unquestioned. 

There is, however, some reason for doubting its accuracy. First of all, 
it is by no means certain that su was ever used as a logogram for kidinnu. 
The Middle Assyrian sign in question varies from a form in which a horizontal 
wedge and a vertical wedge cross each other at right angles (akin to the com
mon Neo-Assyrian BAR) to a form where the horizontal wedge is at such an 
oblique angle as to become like the Achaemenid Babylonian form of BAR 
(often difficult to distinguish from su) . This variation both major Akkadian 
dictionaries have rightly taken as indicating that the sign in question is BAR 72. 
Though Saporetti retains both BAR and su as transliterations in his Onomastica 
medio-assira, I, 279-290, it would have to be established that these forms are 
not variants of the same sign 73. While there is no doubt that BAR can re
present kidinnu in Middle Assyrian personal names 74, one might question 
whether some of the references currently interpreted as a logographic SUjBAR 
might not in fact represent a syllabic Su, which was gradually coming into 
use in Babylonia and Assyria in the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries and 
was to win increasing favor as a short substitute for Su in the later periods. 
Some names would, therefore, be read as SU-DN and would parallel other 
Middle Assyrian names which are written SUCDN 75. 

On the other hand, there is also reason for doubting Landsberger's reading 
[Ki-dJin- in KA V 14 :6'. The copies, by Schroeder in KA V and by Weidner 
in M V  A G  26/2 ( 1921 )  pI. 5, show for the first preserved sign in this line only 
a vertical wedge followed by an oblique wedge; the oblique wedge of Schroeder 

72 AHw, p. 473 and CAD, vol. K, p. 342. The su sign would very seldom 
have the oblique wedge crossing so high (and almost horizontally) across the 
vertical. 

73 As they clearly are in the Achaemenid and later Babylonian scripts 
and in Kassite Babylonian. 

74 The best evidence for this is the alternate spellings for the name of 
Kidin-Sin, the bet pa!Jete and eponym official in KA] 109 : 18 (Ki-4in), WVDOG 
24 no. 132:2 (BAR-, slanted) , ]CS 7 (1953) 148 no. 1 :26 (BAR-, shghtly slanted 
horizontal crossing almost at the top of the vertical) . 

75 E.g., Su-Adad, Su-ilani (Saporetti, Onomastica, I, 465-467) .  One can
not, of course, entirely disregard the possibility that SU was being read as 
gimil(lu) at this time. 
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is a Winkelhaken, while that of Weidner approaches the angle of a horizontal 
stroke and he interprets the sign traces as [SJ1 in MVA G  26/2 (192 1 )  6 76. In 
]NES 1 (1942) 475, Poebel noted that he collated the passage and that it 
apparently read [sJu-u-dNinua 77. Thus, four different authors have given 
four different interpretations of the sign traces before dAB X lj:A in this royal 
name : Schroeder-vertical wedge plus Winkelhaken; Weidner-[1l]r; Poebel
[s]u-u; Landsberger-[Ki-dJin. Grayson in his collations of KA V 14 in A OA T  
1 1 1 1  did not comment on this line. 

With the exception of the disputed reading in KA V 14, the first element 
of the RN is always written SU (SDAS, KhKL; NaKL possibly in ii 21 ,  30) . 
The synchronistic kinglist Assur 14616c i 8', despite Weidner's copy in AfO 
3 (1926) 70 (made from a photo) , reads fmsu-Nil-nu-a 78. Since all these 
copies of kinglists date from Neo-Assyrian times and since there is no evidence 
that BAR (even similar to su) was used as kidinnu after the thirteenth century, 
it would seem that Su-Ninua is at present a more likely reading for the royal 
name than Kidin-Ninua; but more conclusive evidence is certainly to be 
desired. 

76 Presumably because of his reading of the same name as mS1-Ni-nu-a 
("vielleicht Pan-Ninua zu lesen")  in Assur 14616c ( = Weidner'S "Assur 4128") 
i 8' in M VA G  26/2 (1921 )  13. For the correct reading, see note 34 above 
and also the last paragraph of this Excursus. 

77 He stated that "of the first sign only the perpendicular wedge and 
apparently the lower end of its slanting wedge is preserved". 

78 Personal collation of both the tablet and the excavation photo. 
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The Persepolis Fortification Archive 

Richard T. HALLOCK - Chicago 

The Persepolis fortification tablets were not found in their original place 
of deposit, but in the fortification wall, where they had been used as fill. There 
is therefore a theoretical possibility that they do not all belong to a single ar
chive. There is a more serious possibility that they do not include all the types 
of text present in the original archive, or that they misrepresent the proportion
al quantities of the various types of text. 

The great majority of the tablets are inscribed in Elamite 1. A small pro
portion of these bear Aramaic glosses, usually very short. There are also some 
hundreds of clay tablets inscribed in Aramaic. Nothing has been published 
about these. The only definite thing that can be said here is that the texts are all 
relatively short, and so there can be none that correspond to the longer of the 
Elamite texts. The Aramaic tablets come to us thoroughly mixed with the Elam
ite tablets. It does not seem likely that they belonged to a separate archive. 

The Elamite texts are concerned almost exclusively with the administra
tion of food commodities in the years 13 through 28 of Darius I (509-494 B.C.) ,  
covering an area from Susa in the northwest to beyond Niriz in the southeast. 
Most of them were written elsewhere and sent to Persepolis for accounting pur
poses. Nearly two-thirds of them record disbursements to the ultimate consum
er, particularly regular monthly rations (chiefly barley and wine) to settled 
work groups, and daily rations (chiefly flour) to travelers. There are also, among 
others, rations for named persons, for itinerant workers, and for horses and 
other animals. The payments range from 180 quarts of flour per day to a high 
official 2 down to one-fiftieth quart of barley per day for a small fowl S. The 
remaining texts are of many kinds. There are relatively simple texts, recording 
the transportation, delivery or assignment of a given amount (usually large) 
of some commodity. There are accounting texts, sometimes very complex: 
balances of receipts and disbursements, inventories, records of increase and 
decrease of cattle herds, and so forth. 

There does not seem to be any reason to doubt that all these various kinds 
of text belong to the same archive. Neither, in view of their great variety, is 

1 2,087 texts (identified by PF in the following) are transliterated and 
translated in Hallock, Persepolis Fortification Tablets (Chicago, 1969) . Nearly 
2,500 additional tablets have been studied. An unknown, but relatively small, 
number of well-preserved tablets, and innumerable fragments, remain 
untouched. 

2 E. g., PF 668. 
S PF 1943 : 29 f .  
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there reason to suspect that there was any other contemporary archive devoted 
to food commodities. 

But we do need to consider the relatively few texts which are not con
cerned with foods. 

The most numerous such texts are those which record deliveries of 
hides of slaughtered sheep, goats and cattle to treasuries at various places 

(Shiraz, Pasargadae, Matezzis, etc.) 4. The slaughter of the animals should be 
a responsibility of the food administration; it is not surprising that these texts, 
recording the transfer of a by-product to another jurisdiction, should appear 
in our archive. In view of the "scribes (writing) on hides (that is, parchment)", 
mentioned below, we can conclude that one use of the hides was to serve as a 
writing material. 

One unique text seems to record the giving of tools to three persons 5. 
One of the items given is like, "spike" .  Another is basram, perhaps representing 
Old Persian *baDra-, "spade" 6 . There is no clue to the specific meanings of the 
other three items. Apparently the presence of this text must be accidental. 
Many kinds of workers, for example, "treasurers", received food from the food 
administration; likewise the recipients in our text, even if attached to the 
food administration, should obtain their tools from another agency. 

The texts show that the food administration was charged with the care 
of camels, asses and horses 7, as well as edible animals. This fact is not surpris
ing, since feeding would be the most important element in such care. It is 
surprising to find, in the record (unpublished) of a herd of asses, the statement: 
3 were issued to the herdsman / 3 were brought in and slaughtered. Three asses 
constitute the herdsman's normal ten percent. Three were brought in, to avoid 
depleting the herd. But why were they slaughtered? Where such statements 
occur in texts relating to sheep S we assume the sheep were slaughtered for 
food. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the asses were slaughtered for 
the same purpose. The rare texts mentioning meat rations never mention the 
meat of asses. Perhaps the herdsman sold it for dog food. 

A few letters have nothing directly to do with foods 9. These employ 
unfamiliar phraseology and are difficult to interpret. One unpublished letter, 
more comprehensible than the others, tells of a document sent to Parnaka 
concerning the non-delivery of accounts; the carrier of the document took to 
flight; he is to be caught and quizzed; in future the name of the carrier must 
be written on documents sent to Parnaka. It is possible to assume that all these 
letters concern operational problems of the food administration (though they 
could have had a wider application, and been stored in the food archive for lack 
of a more suitable place) . 

It seems that all our texts, excepting the tool text mentioned above, can 
be accepted as belonging to the archive of the food administration. We now 

4 PF 58-76. 
5 PF 335. PF 727 may concern axes, but this is uncertain. 
6 See 1. Gershevitch, "Iranian Nouns and Names", Transactions of the 

Philological Society 1969, p. 167. 
7 Camels in PF 331 ,  asses in PF 289 and 290, horses in an unpublished 

text. 
S See, e. g., PF 2008: 10 f. 
9 PF 1858-60, PF 207 1 ,  and four unpublished letters. 

Orientalia - 21 
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consider whether that archive originally contained kinds of texts not present, 
or inadequately represented, among the fortification tablets. 

There is a very striking scarcity of texts recording regular rations of groups 
at Persepolis. We have only three such texts, which involve groups of five to 
seven workers 10. In contrast there are many such texts for the next two most 
prominent cities in the Persepolis area, and some involve large groups. For 
Matezzis 11 there are twenty-one texts, dealing with groups as large as 7 12. 
For Shiraz there are thirty-six texts, with groups up to 490. On the other hand, 
there are nineteen letters ordering rations for work groups at Persepolis. Such 
letters are otherwise rare, and there are none for MatezziS or Shiraz. One such 
letter, to Mamnakka at Niriz, orders him to supply grain rations for four men, 
previously treasury workers at Niriz, who have been transferred to Persepolis 
to work as stonemasons 12. This letter evidently deals with the first appearance 
of a group at Persepolis, before regular arrangements have been made for its 
rationing there. Subsequently the group should receive its rations from a source 
at Persepolis. The almost complete lack of texts recording such ration payments 
requires explanation. The only adequate explanation would seem to be that 
most of those texts were written in Aramaic on perishable material. 

There is evidence that Aramaic scribes were more numerous than E1amite 
scribes. Groups of scribes are mentioned eleven times, seven times described 
as "Babylonian scribes on parchment" 13, four times simply as "Babylonian 
scribes". Ten times the scribes are said to be "assigned by Parnaka", who is 
shown by the fortification texts to be the chief officer of the food administration, 
and once "assigned by Zissawis", his assistant. That Aramaic scribes did write 
food documents is shown by statements in two fortification texts that certain 
information was conveyed on "a document (written) on parchment" 14. 

If the Aramaic texts on clay belong to our archive, as assumed above, 
then the lost Aramaic texts on parchment also should have belonged to it. 
There would be no obvious reason for excluding them just because they were 
written on a different material. 

There are other apparent gaps in the information provided by the forti
fication texts. For example, among the texts recording daily rations for exalt
ed officials, there are fifty for Parnaka· and twenty-three for ZissawiS, but on
ly a handful for other persons 15. In this and other cases documents may be 
scarce because they were usually written in Aramaic. But there cannot be any 
assurance that this is the correct explanation. 

The Persepolis treasury tablets 16, also written in Elamite on clay, comprise 
the only known body of material that is at all close to the Persepolis fortifica
tion tablets. They date to 492-458 B.C., thus beginning two years after the for
tification tablets end. They are chie:fl.y concerned with the payment of silver 

10 PF 872 and two unpublished texts. 
11 Old Persian Uvadaicaya. Exact location unknown. 
12 PF 1825. 
13 E. g., PF 1810.  
14 PF 1986: 31 f . ,  also an unpublished letter. 
15 See PF 654-90. Gobryas, the father of Mardonius, appears in PF 688 

and in two unpublished texts. Artazostra, not named, but described as wife 
of Mardonius and daughter of the king, appears in a unpublished text. Arta
vardiya appears in PF 689-90 and in two unpublished texts. 

16 G. Cameron, Persepolis Treasury Tablets (Chicago, 1948) . 
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in lieu of rations in kind (in some cases for very large work groups at Persepolis) . 
Since they come from a period in which Aramaic, one would assume, is increas
ingly dominant, the question arises how they came to be written in Elamite. 
A plausible guess is that the recording of a peripheral activity of the treasury 
was assigned to Elamites for the purpose of giving work to underemployed 
scribes. 

It is possible to infer the existence of parallel archives: a treasury archive 
in the fortification period and a food archive in the treasury period. The work
ers had to be clothed; presumably records of clothing issuance formed all or 
part of another archive. The single misplaced tool text, mentioned above, 
suggests that there was also an archive concerned with tools. This last was at 
least partly in Elamite. The others may have been in Elamite, in Aramaic, or 
in both. 
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New Subdivision of the Shekel in the Arsacide Period 

A. Leo OPPENHEIM - Chicago 

A new designation for a subdivision of the shekel occurs in a small group 
of tablets from the time of the Arsacide ruler Mithridates II (125-88 B.C.) . It is 
written, in the singular, either as ma-1Ji (five times) or as ma-ra (three times), 
and, in the plural, as ma-1Jat (fifteen times) . 

Douglas A. Kennedy copied the fifteen tablets of this group for the British 
Museum, where they are now kept, and published them in the volume CT 49 1.  
They are Nos. 1 50, 152-164, and 166. J . .  N. Strassmaier had previously copied 
CT 49 156 as No. 5 in ZA 3 (1889) 145f., CT 49 159 as No. 4 ibid. 144f., and 
CT 49 162 as No. 7 ibid. 146f. 

The dates range from the year 217  to 219 of the Seleucid Era, i.e., from 
95 to 93 B.C. Two of the texts have damaged dates (Nos. 164 and 166) ; the 
others extend from the 2 1st of the fifth month 217 SE (No. 159) to the 20th of the 
sixth month 2 19 SE. They clearly belong to an archive, the same name (writ
ten Ra-1Ji-i-me-e-su with several variants) occurring in 14 of the 15 tablets. 
With the exception of a legal document (CT 49 160), they all deal with adminis
trative matters pertaining to a sanctuary of the EsagiIa complex in Babylon, 
Esagila being mentioned in Nos. 153 and 162, the city of Babylon, in Nos. 159 
and 160. Although rather interesting in itself, the nature of the recorded admin
istrative transactions is not the concern of this paper. 

The word under discussion appears only in the following nine texts : Nos. 
150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 159, 1 60, 162 and 166.  

Following is a survey of the different spellings: 

written ma-1Ji : 154 :9 3 ma-1Ji 
154 : 12 2 GiN 2 ma-1Ji 2 
156 : 10* 1 ma-1Ji 
158 : 19 1 1  GiN 2 ma-1Ji 
158:7** 5 GiN 4 ma-1Ji 

*beside ma-1Jat in lines 1 and 13  
**beside ma-1Jat in lines 1 and 12 

written ma-ra: 152 : 1  Pia MA . NA 8 GiN 2 ma-ra 
152 r. 6' 2/a MA . NA 41/2 GiN 4 ma-ra 
159 r. 6 '* Pia MA. NA 8 GiN 2 ma-ra 
*beside ma-1Jat in line 1 0  

1 I have to thank Mr. Kennedy for placing at my disposal his translit
erations of the texts of this group. They contain a number of collations of 
which I was able to make use (see below n. 2, n. 3 and n. 4) . 

2 Read 2 ( !) instead of the one on the copy (coIl . ) .  
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written ma-&at: 150 :4 
150 :7 
150 :39 
150:41 
150:59 
1 50 :60 
156 : 1 *  
156 : 13 
158 : 1  * *  
158 : 12  
1 59 :7***  
159 : 1 0  
160 : 1 3  
162:23 
166:6' 

18 GiN 5 ma-&at 
P/a MA . NA 6 GiN 3 ma-&at 
51/2 GiN 4 ma-&at 

1/2 GiN 2 ma-&at 
4 GiN 2 ma-&at 
4 ma-&at 

2/a MA. NA 61/2 GiN 2 ma-&at 
l/a MA . NA 9 GiN 3 ma-&at 3 
[l/a MA . N] A .  9 GiN 2 ma-&at 

6 GiN 2 ma-&at 
l/a MA . NA 1 ma-&at 

61/2 GiN 4 ma-&at 
101/2 GiN 5 4 ma-&at 

3( 1)6 GiN 5 ma-&at 
P / 2 GiN 4 ma-[ltat] 

* beside ma-&i in line 10 
**  beside ma-&i in lines 7 and 19 

***  beside ma-ra in line r. 6' 

The cardinal numbers which appear before the subdivision m. are : 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5. This is the case whether the preceding unit is a full shekel or a 
ha:lf shekel. The absence of the numbers 1 and 3 in the latter instance is acci
dental. 

A tabulation of the evidence follows: 

after full shekels : 1 m. in 1 56 : 10, 159 : 10 
2 m. in 1 50:59, 152 : 1 ,  154 : 12, 158 : 1 ,  12, 19, 1 59 r. 6' 
3 m. in 1 50 :7, 154 :9, 156 : 13 
4 m. in 150 :58, 60, 1 58 :7 
5 m. in 1 50 :4, 162 :23 

after half shekels : 1 m. (not attested) 
2 m. in 150 :41 ,  156 : 1  
3 m .  (not attested) 
4 m. in 150 :39, 152 r. 6', 166:6' 
5 m. in 160 : 1 3  

These figures clearly indicate that the shekel was, in the Arsacide period, 
subdivided into twelve units called m. Such fractions as l/a and 2/a are conspic
uously absent, although they are used to subdivide the mina in our group of 
texts (see 150:7 and 1 52 r. 5) . The only fractions admitted are 1/2 and 1/4. 
The former appears before m. (see above) , but the latter is never followed by m . 

. Thus we have 4-tu "one fourth" in 156:  1 1  and 162 :7, and "three fourths" written 
1/2 GiN 4-tu in 162 : 1 .  We observe two ways of rendering the fraction "one 
fourth", i.e., by 4-tu and by 3 m., while there is no evidence for rendering "three 
fourths" as 1/2 GiN 3 m. in this small group of documents. Apparently we have 
here evidence for the use of two systems of subdividing the shekel: an older 
one, and a new one, using from one to five m. in combination with 1/2. 

a Read according to collation. 
4 Read 6 ( 1) 1/2 GiN (coIl.) . 
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Apart from the matehal which has just been presented and discussed, there 
is other evidence available within the texts of our group. Ten out of the fifteen 
documents deal with the accounting for expenditures made from a basic sum 
and list the remaining balance. Their use for the present investigation is 
restricted by two factors : texts which contain figures that do not express a 
subdivision of the shekel are as worthless for our purpose as are those which are 
partly broken and do not allow us to check their arithmetic. We are, therefore, 
left with but three documents ( 154, 156 and 158) which allow us to check on the 
figures of the scribes. 

In CT 49 154 we read that from an amount of 12 shekels, the following 
expenditures were made: 

Basic sum : 12 GiN 

Expenditures : 
line 6 :  P/2 GiN 
line 9 :  3 ma-lJi 
line 12 : 2 GiN 2 ma-lJi 

Total: 31/2 GiN 5 m. 
Balance : 8 GiN 1 m. 

In line 16 the scribe gives as a balance only eight shekels. If this document 
were the only evidence available, one would have to conclude from it that the 
shekel was subdivided into 10 m., giving a balance of exactly eight shekels. 
Since 4 m. and 5 m. occur elsewhere, we have to assume either that there is an 
error or that the scribe has dropped one twelfth of a shekel. 

A similar situation occurs in CT 49 156. 

Basic sum: 461/2 GiN 2 ma-lJat 
Expenditures : 

line 7 :  16 GiN 
line 1 0 :  ma-lJi 
line 1 1 :  P/4 GiN 

Total: 171/4 GiN 1 m. 
Balance : 291/4 GiN 1 m. 

Instead of the correct amount of 29 shekels and 4 m., line 13 gives us the figure 
1/3 MA . NA 9 GiN 3 ma-lJat, which is again one m. short of the correct result. 
Moreover, if we attempt to make the arithmetic accurate, we could do so only 
by assuming that the shekel was subdivided into eight m.-units. But this is 
excluded by the fact that 5 m. occur twice after a full shekel and once after a 
half shekel. Furthermore, the subdivisions of the shekel cannot be at variance 
in CT 49 154 and 156, since they both belong to the same archive. This com
pels us again to assume the same reasons for the discrepancy that was observed 
in the preceding document 5. 

5 The copy in CT 49 shows the figure four written by means of four vertical 
wedges, while the copy made by Strassmaier in ZA 3 (1889) 146f. (No. 7) seems 
to show only three such wedges. The figure four is never written in this way, 
however, and since the accounting requires a figure three, the latter was adopted 
in the transliteration. 
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Let us now turn to the last document. In CT 49 1 58, the figures of the 
basic sum are partly destroyed but their usefulness is not affected. 

Basic sum: [x MA . NJA 9 GiN 2 ma-!Jat 
Expenditures : 

line 7 :  
line 1 0 :  
line 12 :  
line 16 :  

Total: 
Balance (t. 19) : 

5 GiN 
21/2 GiN 
6 GiN 
4 GiN 

171/2 GiN 
1 1  GiN 

4 ma-!Ji 

2 ma-!Jat 

6 m. 
2 m. 

The sum of the expenditures plus the balance at hand add up to 281/2 GiN 
and 8 m., i.e. , 29 shekels and 2 m. Hence one has to restore the damaged figure 
of the basic sum as [l/a MA. NJA 9 GiN 2 ma-!Jat. This accounting makes sense 
when the m. is the twelfth part of a shekel. 

The word ma--!Ji is obviously of Aramaic origin, as Prof. A. Sachs of Brown 
University has suggested. It occurs in Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew as mii:a 
with the meaning "grain, kernel", and as my colleague Prof. S. Kaufman informs 
me, is used in Rabbinic Hebrew and in Aramaic to denote a subdivision of the 
shekel s. The use of the word ma!Ji "grain" as a subdivision of the shekel cor
responds to the use in earlier Neo-Babylonian texts of the words !Jalluru "chick 
pea" for the tenth of a shekel and giru "carob (seed) " for the twenty-fourth 7. 
As a matter of fact, mii'ii appears in both Talmudic Aramaic and Syriac to render 
the Hebrew geriiti which designates respectively 1/20 of the smaller, or 1/24 
of the larger, shekel. 

. 

With regard to the word giru in Neo-Babylonian texts, we are faced with 
a difficulty which has been duly pointed out in the CAD. Beside the meaning 
1/24, established by Ungnad (see note 4),  there is also evidence, admittedly 
an isolated instance ( YOS 6 1 12) 8, that giru denotes 1/12 of a shekel. This 
would not argue against our interpretation of m. as a word for the twelfth of 
a shekel since half a millennium separates these two words. Nevertheless, the 
double use of the designation giru poses a problem. It is possible that there 
existed a giru amounting to 1/24 and a "double" giru denoting 1/12 of the shekel. 
This possibility is suggested by the small text CBS 1 1 032, published in JCS 1 
(1947) 67 f. by A. Sachs. This document enumerates the subdivisions of the 
Neo-Babylonian shekel beginning with giru and ending with 1 GIN. However, 
in doing so, it allots two lines to giru and these run as follows: 2,30 ( = 1/24) 
gir-u, and 5 ( = 1/12) gir-e, i.e., 1/24 (of the shekel) is giru, 1/12 (of the shekel) 
is (two) girus, using the plural of giru. Perhaps the "double" giru of the ear
lier Neo-Babylonian period was replaced by the ma!Ji under Arsacide rule. 
At any rate, the relationship pointed out here between mii'ii and giru supports 
the interpretation of ma!Ji (mara) as one twelfth of a shekel. 

The intricacies of late Mesopotamian metrology are, however, not the concern 
of this paper. My interest in the cited passages is primarily lexicographical. 

6 See also Charles F. Jean and Jacob Hoftijzer Dictionnaire des Inscriptions 
semitiques de l'Ouest (Leiden, 1965) )J. 161 .  

7 A. Ungnad, "Zum babylomschen Geldwesen", OLZ Beiheft 2 (1908) 
No. 26-28. 

8 The addition is: 24 1/2 GiN (line 4), 1 GiN 4-tu (line 5), 52 GiN sul-lul-ti 
1 GiN (line 6), 15 GiN 3 IGI . 4 . G.AL . LA . ME (line 8) and 9 GiN 4-tu (line 9) ; the sum 
is given in line 10 as 1 2/a MA . NA 3 GiN gi-ru-u. 
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Ecclesiastes in Judeo-Persian 

Herbert H. PAPER - Ann Arbor 

The Jewish Theological Seminary in New York City has long had in its 
possession the unusually valuable manuscript collection of the late Elkan Na
than Adler, an English attorney-bibliophile who travelled and collected numerous 
important materials during his lifetime 1. At the end of the nineteenth century, 
Adler made an extensive trip through Central Asia and Iran and acquired a 
number of Judeo-Persian manuscripts 2. One text, No. 433, contains Judeo
Persian translations of Proverbs (beginning at 7 :6), Song of Songs, Ecclesi
astes, and a rabbinic text named Kinyan Torah. The ms was originally labelled 
B 46 (B = Bokhara) in Bacher's catalogue of the Adler Judeo-Persian materials. 

As part of my effort to make more JP materials more readily available, 
I am taking this occasion to publish the Ecclesiastes portion of this ms. My 
debt to my teacher Professor Ignace J. Gelb is happily only partly repaid by 
this means of showing him honor. This edition illustrates two of the important 
lessons I learned from him: respect for primary sources and deep interest in 
writing systems. Expanded knowledge of the generally neglected area of JP -
minimally defined as Persian language materials written in the Hebrew alpha
bet - will go a long way toward providing important documentation for many 
aspects of Persian linguistic history. 

In recent years there has been a notable increase in scholarly interest in 
the JP area of Iranian studies 3. While the time is not yet ripe for overall stud
ies, much has been done and continues to be done in this important field and 
in the prerequisite work of unearthing texts from their respected interment in 
various libraries, and of preparing them for publication. Only when a signifi
cant number of such texts are published and thereby made available to all 

1 On E. N. Adler (1861-1946), cf. Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem 1972), 
Vol. II, pp. 275-6. 2 E. N. Adler, A bout Hebrew Manuscripts (1905) ; Jews in Many Lands 
(1905) . 

3 Jes P. Asmussen, Studier i jedisk-persisk litteratur (Copenhagen 1970) ; 
Walter J. Fischel, " Israel in Iran (A Survey of Judeo-Persian Literature)", 
in L. Finkelstein, editor, The Jews : Their History, Culture, and Religion, 2nd 
ed. (New York 1960), pp. 1 149-90; Gilbert Lazard, La langue des plus anciens 
monuments de la prose persane (Paris 1963), pp. 128-34 ; Herbert H. Paper, 
"Judeo-Persian Bible Translations : Some Sample Texts", Studies in Bibliogra
phy and Booklore, Vol. VIII (Spring 1968), Nos. 2-4, pp. 99-1 13;  now also, cf. 
Herbert H. Payer, A Judeo-Persian Pentateuch (Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi Institute, 
1972), an editIon of the earliest dated Judeo-Persian Pentateuch translation 
(1319 A.D.) from a manuscript in the British Museum; in general, the entire 
Spring 1968 number of Studies in Bibliography and Booklore is devoted to "Ju
deo-Persian Studies" and contains much bibliographical information. 
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students of modern Persian can the next steps be undertaken. This one text 
is thus to be viewed as part of this continuing effort. 

The ms 4 is written in one of the typical translation forms of JP texts : 
each Hebrew verse fully vocalized (Tiberian) is followed by its JP translation. 
The following salient points in this text may be noted: 

1 .  

2 .  

3 .  

-st, -sn 
's'ySt 
bxsSt 
yvs'rSt 
Jr'z rsSt 
nvm'ySt 
st'yst 

crsn 
hmy 

hmy 

2 : 18;  4 :6; 5 : 1 1 ;  6:5 
3 : 13;  5 : 18 
2 : 1  
3 : 19 3; 9 :2, 3 ,  1 1 ;  1 0 : 18 
6:9;  1 1 :9 
2 :2 ;  but, st'ys 4 :2 ;  8 : 1 5  

also, xvvsmns 4 : 1  
xvvsmnys 4 :  1 

1 : 14, 17 ;  2 : 1 1 ,  17, 26; 4 :4, 6, 16;  6:9 

8 :4, 10 .  

Orthographic variants 
'nc 'ncy passim 
dl dyl 1 : 16 ;  2 :3 
d'r'y d'r'hy 1 :4 
xvrsyd xvvrsyd 2 :22; 1 :3, 5 2, 9 et passim 
xvhlh xvvhlh 1 : 15 ;  7 : 1 3  
[ikmt [iykmt 1 : 16, 18  

4 .  Hebrew words 

5 .  

bny 'dm 2 :8;  3 :2 1 ;  8 : 1  - but pvsr'n mrdvm 3 : 18 
ml'k 5 : 5  
ndr 5 :3, 4 
drvm 1 :6; 1 1 :3 
�Jvn 1 :6; 1 1 :3 
'vim 3 : 1 1  
�dyq 7 : 15 ;  9 :2 
rs' 8 : 13;  9 :2 
[ikm 2 : 16, 19;  4 : 13 ;  6:8; 7 :5, 7, 19;  8 : 1  
[ikmym 12 : 1 1  2 

Causatives 
by zyh'nd 7 : 12 
rnj'nydn 1 : 13 
'ngyz'nydn 4 : 10 
r'y'n' 2 :3 
z'y'nd 5 : 13;  
ryz'nd 1 1 :3 
bygvdr'n 1 1  : 1 0  
vr  xyz'nd 4 : 1 0  

6:3 

4 I wish to record my thanks to Dr.  Menahem Schmelzer, Director of the 
Jewish Theological Seminary Library, for permission to publish this text. 
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6. Special Persian forms 
'b'z 
'br 
'ndr 
'ym' 
hnvz 
p'dy'vnd 
tnjydn 
mr 
dvdvmyn 
mnm 
hm mn 
hnd 
xv'b 
dry'h 
bnjsk 
bnjsk'n 
svb 
fvrm'n 
pvsr 
zr 
sym 
svl'xh' 
sxvn'n 
sxvn'nh' 
lby'nh' 

4 : 12 
2 :6; 1 0 : 1 7  
3 : 1 7  
4 :8, 10, 1 2 ,  15  
1 : 12 
7 :26 
4 :9 
5 :1 1  
1 :7 2 
12 :4 
9 : 12 
2 :23; 8 : 16 
8 :2, 5 
passim 
2 :8;  6 :9;  7 : 12 

12 :3 
1 : 1 ;  5 : 1 ;  6 : 1 1 ;  9 : 17 ;  1 0 : 12, 13 
1 :8; 5 :2, 6 ;  7 : 12;  1 0 : 14 
1 0 : 12 

NTW'i"I m"i"I n1:>i"lj? n�'l Nm"i"I m"i"I 1'2 : o1:>w,.,' .,i i"lNWiN� i'i .,O'� n1:>i"lj? iNl':;O H 

: i'W"" � "'T i.,:l ll., ,� " N  ll., i"I�i"I:l O'i"�:l "ii"li i"li'N� '� 1'3 : m"i"I 'I'� i"I�i"I 

. - . -
i.,l' O,.,i:l N" ., 1-6 : 'N11N " N  NW�""i' N1'� :lNnW'N " N  i"lN1'N1:l i'W"" � iN "i" W .,i1N' 

TN:l " N  Ni"I"i.,l iNi.,l .,:IN' iN:l iN N" ., N"i.,l .,i1N "i.,1 Ni.,l ""i1N "i.,1 i'��:l N"i.,l .,ilN 

i"lN1'N1:l N" W .,,� " N  nO'l i"lN,.,i' i"lN,.,i:l iNN" ., Ni"li'., iN i"I�i"I 1'7 : "iN:l iN ii.,l 
. - - . 

'l iNN.,:l U., Ni"IlN1'�0 iN i"I�i"I 1-8 qn�":l iNNi.,l IN:l iNlV'N 'NUN iNN" ., Ni"Ii'" iN ,� 
. - -

"i,:l ,� '� 1·9 : ii'lW:l W'l "i"N i"li'W .,,� '1' i"i'"i:l OW� "iWN:l "'0 'l in�'l i'�O:l i"� ilN,n 
- . 

nOi"l HO : "i'W"" � iN "'1 m I'� 1"i"I nO'l' i"N i"I"i"� ,� " N  "i�N i"li"� ,� ,�, iWN:l '� " N  
. . . 

nO'l loll : N�'N W'� .,i i':l '�lN iNi" N1:l i':l .,nw'� " N  nOi"l 11) i'N i':l':l i" l ':l ,� 'T'� 

"iWN:l ,� TN:lN "i"� "iN' iNW'N:l iWN:l '1 i1WN:l ,� iNl,.,:;N:l T'lN' iN1'1:>" N:l i"� "iN' 

:l1:>�:l i� 1:>i .,� OiN"i ':l, H3 : o1:>w,.,' .,i 1:>N.,W' .,:IN i"lNW"iN� Oi':l n1:>i"lj? Ol� 1012 : i,.,:;N:l 
-, _ .  . 

'Ni'� "iNi nOi"l "i:l 'l31� " N  i'W"" � iN "'T i�N i"li"� ylN i"I�i"I .,:IN n��'n:l inO'l:l ii"� 

iN "'T "ili�N i"I"i"� ,� Ni"l1:>�31 iN i"I�i"I .,� Oi'"i' 1014 : " N:l ii'lN11.,:l O'"i"� iN"O'�:l 

n"" �''1)::l 'IN,n ;j 'lN�P'l' l,MON'N:l ilN,n"j i'J?i1'� 1-15 : 'N:l ltv'�' i11'i1 i1�i'J 1l"N' ,.,tZl" ,5 
i"I�i"I .,:IN n��n Oi'T:lN' O"i"� l.,m:l 1l'N i� in�'l:l i� 1:>'"i TN:lN i� on�'l i':;O 1016 : ii�N 
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l� a" ,  C'N'::I' 1-17 : a,i'll' l"l�::m 'N'O::l " ,  l� a" "  ca,lV'l" '::IN 7� W'D " ,,::1 '�lN 

" N'O::l::l ':I 1-18 : 'N::I lW'� " N  7'N T'lN ':I Cl"l:;NlW 'IN'Nl' O'Oi;N a,i'37' l"l�:I'n 1l"l:;NlW::I 

l"lW,No,i 7'l "N '::I T� a,',::1 7� C11i;,l 2-1 : " ,  " NT::IN '::I, a,i'37 " NT::IN '::I, CW:; " N'O::l l"l�:I'n 
. - -

i'N ,� " NW::I' il" ::1 l"lW'Nl"lO Cl"lD'l il'l:l::l 2·2 : m'il " N  T'lN 1l'N' ':I'l::l 7'::1'::1' " NW::I Cl':I 

N11 'IN'Nl::l 711i;,l::l' l"l�:I'n::l NlN'N' T� a" "  i� il"l ,� "�::I i,'tv:l::l T� a,,::1 Cl"lO'l 2-3 : Nl':I 
. . 

'lNl'lT TN'Nm, 'N�'tv 7N�ON 7N " T  'll':I '::I j'lN c" '� TN'O'l:I::I " :I'l CN':I Cl'::I '::I j'lN 

C,,:I 2·5 : Nm', T�::I C'lNWl NillN:; T�::I C,.,:I 7N'::IN T� Nil7�37 C,.,:I l,m::l 204 : TNtv'N 
" - -

TN T" lll"l::l ::IN Nil�" n 7�::I C,,:I 2·6 : ',::1 il�il 11:1" TNtv'N::I C'lNWl' NillN::I' NillNl"lO'::I i�::I 

'Nl il�' T'lN T�::I ,,::1 illN:; 7ilN' TN'Nl"lO.'l:I' iNl" l::l C," :; 2·7 : Nil�'T'il N'" iltv'::I TNW'N 

T'lN 7�::I C,,:I 37�i 2·8 : ca,tv" , " 7� W'l:I " 'l" ::1 ':I 'T'� il�il TN T�::I ,,::1 'N'O:::l 'll:lO'l' 

C'iN 'l::l Nil�'37lm TNl'l"lN:I' TNllil'O T�::I C,,:I NillN110'iltv TN' TNilNW'Nl:I 'l"l0'" C'O' .,T 

T'lN ca,tv" , " T� tv'l:I " ,,::1 ':I 'T'� il�il TN C" T::IN' C,,:I l,m::l' 2·9 : Nil'i" O' " '0 
37l� 'l 7NW'N TN C,,:I Nil' 'l T� 7N�liI� 'l" :1 ::I7� YlN il�il1 2-10 : 7�::I " l"lO'N T� l"l�:I'n 

il�il TN T� tv:;::1 ,,::1 1'N' 7� ll' il�il TN NtvN::I 'NW i� a" ,  ':I '�'!NW il�il TN T� 7" ,� C,,:I 

1l'N' 1" :I::I C" ,::I ll' ':I ll'::I T� l"l0' 'l" :1 ':I T� Nila,�37 il�il::l 7� C,,:I " "  2011 : T� ll' 
- - . 

: ,'W" ,:I 1N "'T il" Nl:I l"lO'l' 'iN::I Ttv'�' m'il il�il 
. . 

2013 : N" 'N ,,:1 'l"lW'l:I '�lN ,� ilNW'Nl:I 7N Ol:l " ,tv '::I ':I C''i'� TN l"l0'� ':I 'IN'Nl' 
- . -

c:ln iN 2'14 : ':I" N11 TN "NlW" TN il" Nl:I T'� 'IN'Nl TN 11�:I'n::l il" ND l"lOil ':I T� C'i'" 
- - - . 

,� '0' TN'l:I ':I' l"lWO, TN'l:I ':I 7� T'lN Cl"l:lNllV'l N'" ':I" Nl"l::l iN'Nl TN' " N  '0::1 " N  "�l 

N" �' N'� '0' TN,i; 1� T'lN TN'Nl 7N l"lWO, TN,i; i'� i� a,',:::1 T� Cl"li;'l' 2·15 : TNtv'N ila,�,i 

,,:1 'N' l"lO'l ':I 2016 : m'il T'N T'lN ':I T� 7" ::1 Cl"li;'l T':;O' il'N'T CNllil TN 7� C,,::I 'l�" :; 
- . . . 

'�N il" W W'�N"l:I 'T'� il�il TNN"N TN 1N'Nm, T" 11W'l:I '�::I 1N" 'Nl::l 7N'Nl 1N TN::IN c:ln::l 

'::IN ,,::1 ,::1 ':I 'lNl'lT TN ,� Cl"lWN' T� 7�W'" 2-17 : TN'Nl TN TN::IN c:ln TN " ,� '::I N" �' 

Cl"ltvN' T�W'" 2018 : 'N::I Ttv'�' m'il 'T'� il�il ':I ,'w" ,:; TN " T  '�N il,.,:1 ':I a,�37 iN i� 
- . . 

: T� Ol:l ,tvN::I ':I C" '�::I ,tvN::I l"ltv'NON ':I ,'tv" ,:1 TN " T  N'::I ll' T� ':I Ti'J ll' il�il ,� 1� 

':I, C" ,::I ll' ':I T� ll' il�il::l 'IN., 'ilNW'Nl:I' TN'Nl N' 'WN::I c:ln TN NONlW l"lO':I' 2019 

a" ,  ,� T" :I " �'Nl::l T� Cl"llVl ''IN " l' 2·20 : m'il 7'N T'lN ,'tv" ,:; TN " T  C,,::I 'l�" :; 

a, I' 37::1' l"l�:I'n::l " N  il' ':I C" ,� l"lOil ':I 2021 : ,'w" ,:; 7N " T  C,.,'::I ll' ':I ll., TN il�il '::IN T� 
- . 

2·22 : 'N'O::l ',::1, m'il 7'N T'lN " N  W:I::I N" 'N 'il' '::I " N::I " ,::1 ll' 'l ':I C" "�::I' '::1,:1::1, 

il�il ':I 2·23 : ''lV'':; 7N " T  N'::I ll' " N  ':I " N  a" 7lV'�::I' " N  ll' il�il::l C" '�::I 'WN::I ,� ':I 

: " N  l"lOil m'il '7N T'lN " N  7" ,'oi;,:; 'l ::I'W::I T'lN " N  'lll� cw:;, TNN" W T'l'i" " N  TN.,Nm, 
. . . -

T'N T'lN " N  ll'::I l"lOil " :I'l " N  TNl ,� '1'::1 '::I, 'lll"l ':::I, ,." ,:1 '::I ':I C" "�::I ':I'l l"lO'l 2·24 

2·26 : 7� TN '''l '1':1 ::INl"lW'N il:l' " ,,:; '::I il:l '� 2·25 : TN 110il 'N" :; 11" '1' TN ':I T� C'i" 

i" :1 " l::l 'l37� 'N' N1,:I N�:;:::I " NW' a,P37' l"l�:I'n 'N' ',N W'l:I " 'WN::I " :1'1 ':I C" '�::I ':I 

il�il::l 111" TN�T il�il::l 3-l : 'iN::I 7W'�' m'il 1'N T'lN 'N" :; tv'l:I " ':1'1::1 7'N'::I T" :I 37�i::l' 

111" 303 : il'lNW1 T'l:l::l 11i" T'lNlV'l::l l"li" T'i" �::1 l"li" T'NT::I 111" 302 : TN�ON 7N " T  'N" � 
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i1'i1�:1 l1p' 1110" l:1 l1p' H : 1'i'� 1N<'i>:1N:1 'l1P' 1'i'� m�':1 'l1P' i'i'� lN7:I''i:1 l1p' i11tln�:1 
- . 

W'llN:1 l1p' Ni1l10 1'i'� :117:11 l1p' Ni1l10 1'i11:1N:1 l1P' 3-5 : 1'i'� yp' l1p' l'i'� l" tIJ l1p' l'i'� 
- - -

111t1JN'i i1l'1:1 l1p' l'i'� C'l:1 l1p' 1'i'� :1��:1 l1p' 3-6 : 111"'1 tIJ'lN TN 1'i'� " 'i:1 l1p' }l1"'l 
- - - -

l1p' 3-8 : 111"'l ��0:1 l1p' }'i,:1 tIJ'7:lN�:1 l1p' 111�''i:1 l1p' }'i" 'i:1 l1p' 3-7 : }'i1l:1N:1 l1p' 
- . 

N1'� iN l1:11N"l7:1 110':S 3-9 : '117:1N�0 l1p' 'NT'N� l1p' }l1t1JN'i i7:1t1J''i:1 l1p' }l1t1JN'i 110''i:1 

1" ':1 ll.,:l C" ,r.l TN.,C't)::! "IN" :; '''IN·' YlN �i,w TN .,� 0'"" 3-10 : N':l ll' "'N flN::l 

. -
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